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PREFACE
The 215t EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics was
organized on behalf of the European Physical Society (EPS) by "Association
EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion". Following the guidelines of the EPS Plasma
Physics Division, the 1994 Conference included topics from other areas of
plasma physics in addition to fusion research (topics 9 to 14).

This year the Board of the EPS Plasma Physics Division agreed to~an
important change in the arrangements for contributed papers. The
Proceedings were printed after the meeting allowing a later submission
date for the abstracts and giving authors the opportunity to include latest
results in the four-page papers. Because of this new arrangement, the
authors of contributed papers were requested to hand in the four-page
papers to the Conference Secretariat during the conference.
According to the EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the
Conference

Proceedings

contain

the

four-page

papers

of

all

those

contributions for which at least one author was registered at the
Conference. There are 383 papers which satisfy this qualification. The three
volumes of the Proceedings will be mailed to all registered participants of

the Conference.
The papers of the 9 review lectures and 18 topical lectures will be
published in a special issue of "Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion“,
which will also be mailed to the participants.

Cadarache, July 1994
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Edge losses during lower hybrid current drive experiments
with the ergodic divertor in Tore Supra
M.Gonichc, A.Grosman, Y.Peysson, C.DeMichelis, Ph.Ghendrih,

D.Guilhem, P.Monier~Garbet, J.C.Vallet

Centre d‘études de Cadaraehe
Association Euratom-CEA
13713108 Saint Paul—lez—Durance, France

Experiments have been performed in Tore Supra to study the compatibility of the lower
hybrid current drive (LHCD) with the ergodic divertor (ED). The ergodic divertor allows to

control strongly radiating edge layers (typically 80 % of the input ower) while ensuring an
efﬁcient screening of the impurities [1]. These features have already been observed in Tore
Supra for ohmic plasmas as well as for ICRH heated plasmas. The ergodized zone is

characterized by a very high radial diffusitivity of the fast and collisionless particles [2] : for
instance it has been shown that a signiﬁcant fraction of the runaway electrons are immediately
lost as soon as the ergodic divertor is energized [3].

In this paper, fast electrons losses are investigated by using a hard X-ray (HXR) camera
and the current drive efﬁciency in the divertor conﬁguration is documented. The heat load on
the neutralizer plates of the ED is also studied from calorimettic measurements and infra-red

imaging.
Hard X—ray measuremea

For LHCD experiments where the absorbed rf power is mainly localized at half-radius, it
is expected that the suprathermal electrons, once entering the ergodized zone, are rapidly lost.
Radial distribution of the suprathermal electrons is derived from a hard X ray camera which

provides a measurement of the X—ray emission along 5 chords located at a normalized radius p
(2 r/a ) ranging from O to 0.8 [4].

First results [5] have shown no signiﬁcant effect at the ergodic divertor application on the
fast electrons content, at least in the plasma core (p < 0.7). However. an unexpected increase of

the signal for the outer chord was reported.

The width of the perturbed zone is shown to depend on the safety factor proﬁle q(r) and,
for a given value q(a) at the plasma edge, on the distance between the ED modules and the last
closed ﬂux surface (LCFS). Moreover the amplitude of the magnetic perturbation decays

exponentially with a 6-fold length of about 3—4 cm. Consequently when the distance between
the ED coils and the LCFS is increasing from 3 to 10 cm, the fast electrons loss, at r/a = 0.8
(i.e. at 15 cm inside the plasma ), should decrease noticeably.

1043

The X—ray emission is investigated for different distances between the LCFS and the ED

modules, the LH power being varied between 1.5 and 3 MW and the volume—averaged density

between 2.2 and 3.3.1019m‘3. The ﬁlling gas is helium, however, during the divertor phase,
enhanced wall pumping is usually recorded for deuterium and a strong decrease of the neutron

flux is measured in many cases. Such neutron ﬂuxes result after wall interaction in a parasitic
signal, when the helium conditioning of the torus wall is not sufﬁcient. The hard X ray signals

during the divertor phase are normalized to the value in the limiter phase. For this
normalization, change of the parasitic signal and also of the fast electrons content induced by
the small plasma density variation (rx 1/ne ) are taken into account. Signals are studied for 2
energy channels : 75 keV for the main fast electrons population and 175 keV for the tail of this
distribution.
Despite the scattering of experimental points partly due to low photons counting and/or to
the large noise (neutrons) / signal (hard x-ray) ratio, different conclusions can be drawn :

- For the central chord (Figure l-a), the fast electrons content is unchanged in most cases. We
found a signiﬁcant change (-20 to -25 %) only for a few shots. No specific trend appears for
very high energy electrons and no apparent effect of the distance between the ED modules and
the LCFS is observed. Similar results are obtained at mid-radius (r/a = 0.5).

.

- For the external chord (Fgure l—b), a strong decrease of the signal is measured when the ED

modules - plasma distance is small ( 3 cm) : in this case more than 50 % of the electrons are
lost. When this distance is increased to 6 cm, the electrons conservation is restored. it has to be

pointed that, despite the large error bars, a strong significant increase, by a factor 2, of the
signal was reproduced. There is no clear understanding of this phenomenon, but it could be
related to either a local increase of Zeff or an enhanced LH power deposition in the very edge of

the plasma.
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When varying the distance between the ED modules and the LCFS, the ED induced
impurity screening effect is only affected when this distance is larger than 8 cm : carbon
concentration, deduced from UV spectroscopy, is generally reduced by a factor 2, but only by

10 % when the plasma is 10 cm away from the ED modules.

Current drive efﬁciency

For these discharges, in the ED conﬁguration, just a fraction of the plasma current (1p
1.5-1.7 MA) is driven by the launched waves and the relative loop voltage drop AV/V

(Voltmic'vih)/V0hmic did not exceed 0.5. The effect of the ED on current drive efﬁciency was
evaluated by plotting AV/V as a function of Plh/rTCRJp (Figure 2) where E is the line-

averaged density and R the‘major radius of the plasma. In most cases, there is no degradation
of the CD efficiency, except for 2 shots with a large Zeff value. Current drive is also estimated

during highly radiating plasmas obtained by neon injection [6]. In this case, the CD efﬁciency
is lowered by 20 %.
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Heat load deposig'gn

Previous results [4] have shown that the strong heat load on the neutralizer plates directly
connected to the LH antennae is a function of the radial distance between the LH antennae and
the ED modules. In these experiments, the plasma-antennae distance was 2 cm. However when
the ED modules-LE antennae distance is kept constant while the distance d between the ED
modules and the LCFS increses, a strong decay of the maximum power deposited on the
neutralizer plates is measured by calorimetry (ﬁgure 3) : this heat load decreases by one order of

magnitude when d is enlarged from 5 to 7 cm. For this latter case, the power deposition is
rather homogeneous for the neutralizers of the 6 modules whereas for the former, the heat
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deposition is strongly peaked on the plates directly connected to the antennae. These results are
conﬁrmed by IR imaging which shows a localized overheating of the neutralizer when d is 5
cm (the temperaure is above 1000 °C on a surface S < 50 cm2) whereas the surface temperature

does not exceed 300 °C for d : 7 cm. For the shortest d case, the coupling of large LH
power seems to be limited by this overheating producing an impurity inﬂux into the plasma.
These results inﬁrm the hypothesis of a direct loss of particles from the antennae mouth to

the neutralizers along the shortly connected ﬁeld lines. A possible explanation would be the
acceleration of electrons by the part of the launched waves which is coupled at the plasma edge.

These electrons may leave rapidly the plama and ﬂow to the neutralizer plates along the flux
lines.

At the same time, the heat deposition pattern on the guard limiter of the antennae is very
much changed when the plasma is moved away from the antennae. With a plasma ~ antenna
distance of 2 cm, a redistribution of the heat load is observed but the maximum temperature is
just slightly enhanced by the activation of the ED. However, when this distance is increased to

4 cm, the surface temperature is lower in the limiter phase (i.e. the convective power flux is
lower) but in the ED phase there is a strong enhancement of the heat load of the electroniside

limiter, where hot spots appear. These hot spots seem to limit the LH power transmision to 3
MW.
n l

i n

The fast electrons content is generally weakly affected when the ergodic divertor is
energized. However, when the distance between the ED modules and the LCFS is small (3 cm)

some fast electrons are lost in the edge ( p 2 0.8). Consequently the current drive efficiency is
only slightly affected. Nevertheless, there are some hints that LH power deposition in the edge

may be enhanced in the ED conﬁguration.
The high heat load on the neutralizer plates of the ED modules can be suppressed by
pushing the plasma at least 6 cm away from the modules. However, in this conﬁguration, local

hot spots on the antenna frame appear to limit the power transmission.
References .'[l] A.Grosman et al., to be published in J. of Nucl. Mat.
[2] Ph.Ghendrih et al., Contr. Plasma Phys. 32 (1992) 179

[3] A.Grosman ct al., in report EUR-CEA-FC—l362 (1989)

[4] J.P.Bizarro et al., Phys. Fluids BS, (1993) 3276

[5] M.Coniche eta1., 20th EPS conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Phys,
Part II, p 615—618
[6]}.C.Vallet et al., this conference
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Propagation and absorption of the Lower Hybrid wave in a nonaxisymmetric tokamak
R.Arslanbekov. J.P.Bizarro+, J.S.Ferreira+, Y.Peysson, V.Basiuk, J.Carrasco, G.T.Hoang,
X.Litaudon, D.Moreau

Département de Recherche: rur Ia Fusion Contrﬁlée. Association E URATOM -CEA
Centre dEmder de Cadarache. 13108 Saint-Paul-Iez~Dumnce Cedex, France.
+ Centre de Fusa‘o Nuclear, Associactio EURATOMJST

Instituto Superior Técm'co, 1096 Lisbon Codex, Portugal

The lower-hybrid (LH) wave is a privileged tool for noninductive current drive in
tokamaks and a well-placed candidate to achieve continuous operation of fusion devices as well
as to control the current density proﬁle. Large current drive efﬁciencies have been obtained, up
to 0.4><lO+20 Am'ZW‘1 [1], and a considerable theoretical effort has been carried out for the last
ﬁfteen years. However, and despite such effort, an accurate determination of the LH power
deposition proﬁles remains a very difﬁcult task, which is partly due to the strong dependence of
LH wave propagation on the density and magnetic ﬁeld characterizing a tokamak equilibrium.
Using combined ray-tracing and Fokker-Planck codes, it has been shown that the LH wave
dynamics is strongly affected by the poloidal inhomogeneity inherent to the tokamak toroidal
geometry, which may result in an increase of the parallel refractive index, n,, = Ck,/(o, during
wave propagation [2]. Here, it” is the component of the wave vector k along the equilibrium
magnetic ﬁeld B, k,, = k.B/] B], c the speed of light and (3/21: the LH wave frequency. When
the n” upshift is large enough, ie when the socalled “spectral gap” is bridged, the wave energy
can be absorbed by the suprathermal electrons, according to the Landau resonance condition
to = k,,v,, , where V// is the component of the fast electron velocity parallel to B. The uncertainty
in predicting how the power carried by the low-rt” spectrum launched by the antenna is
deposited in the plasma lies greatly on the fact that the LH wave propagation and absorption are
nonlinearly coupled to the temperature and current density proﬁles. This is particularly important
when the wave makes several passes in the plasma before being completely absorbed, in which
case successive n” upshifts take place along the ray trajectories and the stochastic nature of the
ray propagation in low aspect ratio
tokamaks comes fully into play. Therefore,
any small deviation from ideal equilibrium
10
[III
conditions, which are often considered in
LH modelling codes, may grossly modify
8
the ray dynamics and, consequently, the
predicted power deposition proﬁles.
In order to get closer to a real r;
6 _
'
tokamak geometry, studies
have been &
V

wave propagation and absorption are
affected by the magnetic ripple that is due to
the finite number of coils used to create the
toroidal field. As a first step, it has been
shown that the discreteness of the toroidalfield system may significantly alter the
picture of LH wave propagation obtained

8

(7;,

2
0

from a Straight cylindrical geometry [3]. ln
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particular, it has been demonstrated that, for
parameters of practical interest, magnetic
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the nonintegrability of the ray equations, the well-known cylindrical accessibility condition for
the LH wave to penetrate to the plasma center is no longer valid, so the predicted power
deposition proﬁles are expected to be greatly modiﬁed. The purpose of this communication is to
extend this work, in order to assess the effects of magnetic ripple on LH wave dynamics in a
toroidal geometry, when both poloidal and toroidal inhomogeneities are present. The study is
carried out for the TORE SUPRA tokamak, which has a large magnetic ripple, 5 z 7% at the
plasma edge. in the low-ﬁeld side of the equatorial mid-plane (Fig. l).
The results presented here are obtained by integrating the usual ray equations,

dr/dt = — [8D(a). r. k)/8k]/[8D(w, r, kllam] and

dk/dr = [8D(to, r, k)/Br]/[BD{m, r, k]/B(u]_

Where D((n. r, k] = 0 is the local electromagnetic dispersion relation for the LH wave including
warm plasma effects [2], and k = (kn m. n) the wave momentum canonically conjugate to the
toroidal coordinate vector r = (r, 9. (9). Due to the breaking in axisymmetry, the toroidal mode
number n is no longer a constant of the ray motion and its evolution must be followed along the
ray trajectories, much in the same way as the poloidal mode number m, which varies as a
consequence of the poloidal inhomogeneity. To complete the description of the wave
prepagation, one must include a consistent treatment of the toroidal equilibrium in the presence

0f ripple. Following the usual approach [4], one considers that B = E + ﬁ, where 1—} is deduced
from the Shafranov aspect ratio expansion, in conjunction with the lowest order straight
cylindrical equilibrium, and T3 the ripple perturbation. The perturbed ﬁeld 13 may be written as
Ii = T3,, + 13?, where EV is a vacuum ﬁeld and E}, is the ﬁeld arising from the perturbation in the
flux surfaces. It must be noted that, in this approach, the plasma diamagnetism is neglected.
From a pcrturbative calculation [4]. where only the first harmonic in the toroidal angle (p is
retained, one obtains:
pN
r +Lcose
R
~r
)sin(t)
,[
BV = (1130
R0—L0
RO'L" t/r2+ L2+2rLcose

~9
Bv = (t0

R

Lsine

Il(

R°_L0 ﬂL2+2rLcose
~¢ _

pN

)sin(Nrp)

R°_L0

PN

BV — OtBO 10(110— L0):05(Nq)]

In this model, iso—ripple surfaces are circles of radius p defined by the relation

p2: L2 + r2 +2rLcose, with L(p)= LO—%p2/[Roe L0) and L0 = L(p = 0). These circles are

shifted, towards the axis of the torus, by a distance L from the center of the coils. In the above

expressions, Bo is the magnetic ﬁeld on axis in the absence of ripple, R0 the major radius,

R = R0 + rcose, and 10(x) and 11(x) modified Bessel functions. The parameter 0t, which
depends on the actual shape of the coils (radius, thickness. . .), gives the magnitude of the ripple
perturbation, and N is the total number of coils.

Cylindrical calculations show that E, may be neglected, an assumption that enables the
Shafranov shift A of the flux surfaces to be decoupled from their displacement due to the ripple.
The ﬂux surfaces, which are deﬁned by the condition Vti/B = 0. are thus given by the relation
dA
ot
aw ~ r + A(r)cose + §(1 + goose)

R3

(

r +Lc059

pN

I

R0“ L0 t/r2 + L2 + ZrL/cose

where a is the plasma minor radius without ripple. Finally, the electron and ion temperatures and
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densities
are considered to be constant on
a
flux
surface W,
Twin 6. <9)=T|=;;(\Vly “(min 0, (p): nlcjloi’)’ and to be given in the interval 0 S W S 1 by the

relation X04!) = [X0 - X,)

exp(§x) — exp(§x\tll)

exp({j,x) — 1

+ X.,

X = [Wei]. T[e,i]i~ The parameter ﬁx is

an arbitrary constant. Following Ref. [2], a linear decrease of Thai] and n[ej] as a function
oftll

is considered between the plasma edge and the chamber wall.
Numerical calculations are carried out for the TORE SUPRA tokamak (a = 0.78m,

R0 : 2.36m, B0 = 3.9T, N = 18, L4): 0.32m, (1 = 1.69X10'4). A typical ray evolution is

presented in Fig. 2 for two initial conditions on = 0 and (p0 = It/N and mm = 2.0. When the LH
wave propagates in the high-ripple region, n// starts to oscillate (see insert) with an amplitude

pN
). This behaviour can be well
R0 r Lo
explained analytically in a cold-plasma model by considering the electrostatic limit of the LH
wave dispersion relation. After several passes through the outer plasma edge region. the ray
trajectories differ strongly from the case without ripple. As depicted in Fig. 2, the ray trajectories
may depend signiﬁcantly on the initial toroidal angle, and so realistic simulations of LH current
drive need to take into account the toroidal extent of the antenna, as well as the poloidal one.
Full simulations of LH experiments have been carried out by coupling the ray-tracing

that is proportional to the ripple perturbation 5: (1%

code with a l—D relativistic Fokker-Planck code [2]. In the calculations, the number of rays Nmy

launched into the plasma is large enough so that the ﬁnal result is independent of this parameter
[5]. Considering Nmy = 400, and dividing the antenna into four poloidal angles and eight
toroidal angles, reliable power deposition
profiles are obtained. The effects of the ripple
8
are presented for two different accessibility
conditions of the LH wave to the plasma center.
For a high density case, corresponding to a
poor accessible regime, a power deposition
proﬁle dPabs(\y)/dV is given in Fig. 3(a). For

this shot, the plasma and LH parameters are: Ip

= 1.6 MA, neo = 7.30x10+19 m-3, T60 = 2.3

keV, 11/10 = 2.0, and PLH = 4.0 MW. Without
ripple, dPabt/VdV is strongly localized around

\y = 0.45, whereas in the presence of ripple it is
much broader. For this set of parameters, an
important new feature is the signiﬁcant increase
of dPabS(w)/dV in the core of the plasma. This

effect

0

2

arises from an increase of the ray

stochasticity when ripple is considered [6]. As a

.

,

4

6

(1)a

8

10

.

result, and due to the successive upshifts and Fig.2. Evolution of "I/ “Who“! ”PP”? (full

downshifts of n” along the ray trajectories, there line) and with ripple “00:0 dotted line,
is a better coupling of the LH wave with the fast
_

electrons in the plasma. Thus a significant (00:7T/N dOI'dGShEd line)- A zoom 0f the

modiﬁcation in the energy dependence 0f the area selected inside the circle where local

nonthermal part of the electron distribution ripple eﬁ’ecrs are important is shown
in the
function is found, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In this inserted graph.

case, an increase of about 60% is predicted in
the current drive ﬁgure of merit, as the LH wave interacts more efficiently with higher—energy

electrons.
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For another set of parameters,
1 = 0.8 MA, n60 = 3.0><IO+19 m'3, Teo =
50 keV, n//0= 1.8, and PLH = 3.4 MW,
which corresponds to a much deeper
penetration case in a fully non-inductive
discharge, the ripple effect on the energy
dependence of the fast electron distribution
function disappears, but a modiﬁcation of
dPab5(\IJ)/dV is still observed. As shown in
Fig. 4, the power deposition proﬁle, which is
much more centrally peaked when magnetic
ripple is considered, is not only in agreement
with the hard X-ray emission, but also with
the current density proﬁle deduced from
polarimetry measurements. For this shot, it is
worth noting that a radial diffusion coefﬁcient

I

d/dE (w.tcv")

0.6
0.4

0,2
0.0
0.0

0.2

for fast electrons of nearly 2.0 m2/s must be
Fig.3. (a) LH power deposition proﬁle without introduced to link the power deposition proﬁle
ripple (full line) and with ripple (dotted line), (b) to the noninductive current density proﬁle, if

energy dependence of the volume—averaged ripple is neglected, while nearly no radial
absorbed power without ripple (full line) and transport is necessary when the full magnetic
with ripple (dotted line).
topology is considered. This result, which is
in agreement with the fact that collisional

slowing down seems to prevail over radial diffusion of fast electrons in LH experiments [7],

illustrates the difﬁculty in using modeling codes to extract reliable information on fast electron
transport.
The effect of magnetic ripple on the LH wave dynamics has been investigated in various
other plasma conditions. A signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of the power deposition proﬁles is, in
general, observed, mainly in “intermediate”
regimes, when single-pass absorption does
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many, passes inside the plasma before being
totally absorbed. In fully stochastic regimes,
the very large number of passes ends up by
cancelling any effects due to the ripple
perturbation. Finally, if the ripple amplitude is
reduced by a factor 4, the energy dependence
of the electron distribution function remains
still modiﬁed as compared to the case without
ripple, while the power deposition profile
corresponding to no ripple is nearly
recovered,
[l] Jacquinot1.. et 31., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion

1.0

‘1’
Fig.4. (a) LH power deposition profile without

35 (1993) A3.
[2] Bonoli P.'l‘., Englade R.C., Phys. Fluids 29
(1986) 2937.
[3] Bizarre J.P., et al., submitted to Phys. Rev. ten.
[4] Yushmanov P.N., in Reviews of Plasma Physics,
edited by B.B.Kadomtscv, (Consultants Bureau, New
York. 1990), Vol.16, 117.
[5] Bizarre J.P., Moreau D., Phys. Fluids B 5 (1993)

ripple (full line) and with ripple (dotted line), (1))
experimental hard X-ray intensity in the energy
Channel 75i25 keV (dotted line) and LH density
1227.
current proﬁle (full line) determined from [6] Kupfcr
K., ct al., Phys. Fluids E 5 (1993) 4391.
polarimetry.
[7] Peysson Y., Plasma Phys. Control, Fusion 35
(1993) 8253.
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Identiﬁcation of snprathermal electron relaxation
processes during lower—hybrid current drive
in Tore Supra
T. Dudok de Wit. Y. Peysson. C. Pocheau. D. Moreau
J.-L. Segui. Y. Michelot. M. Gamln. D. Thouvenln. M. Talvard, G. Giruul

Dépwtement de Recherches sur la Elston Cmtrolée
Assocmiion EURA’I‘OM—CEA
Centre d’Etudes Nudéaires de Cadarache
F—iai 08 Samt-Paul-tezDurance, France

The dynamics of suprathennal electrons in Tore Supra has been investigated by
means of lower lower hybrid power modulation. A unique feature of these
experiments was the simultaneous operation of three diiTerent diagnostics. which
have allowed the effects of the collisional slowing-down and pitch—angle scattering
to be identified simultaneously. The implications on a concomitant radial diffusion
process are discussed.

The dynamics of suprathermal electrons in tokamak discharges is known to be
essentially governed by three processes : pitch-angle scattering. collisional slowingdown and radial diffusion. Although the contributions of each of these processes are
now well documented. their simultaneous observation has remained a challenging
task. ’I‘wo reasons for this are the inherent difficulty in disentangling their effects
and the lack of adequate diagmstic techniques for observing the dynamics of the
suprathennai electron distribution.

The experiment : An experimental procedure for separating these processes has
been realised on Tore Supra by means of Lower Hybrid (LH) power modulation.
Three complementary diagnostics have been used. allowing the suprathermal
electron distribution in parallel momentum. ftp”), and in perpendicular
momentum. f(p_,_), to be investigated with energy and spatial resolution. The
diagnostics are (see Fig. l) :
i
a five channel hard X-ray spectrometer from which the dynamics of ftp”) can
be inferred in the energy range E=50—500 keV [1];
a measurement of the electron cyclotron absorption (ECA) at the first
harmonic. yielding tip”) in the range E=60-165 keV l2]:
a measurement of the electron cyclotron emission (EOE) at the second
harmonic. using six Fabry-Perot interferometers. From this. a coarse estimate
of f[p_,_) is obtained between 100 and 500 keV.

The experiments were carried out in stationary He plasmas operated at various lineaveraged densities ranging between ﬁc=2—6.5 1019 m-3. Typical discharge
parameters were 2120.78 m. R=2.38 m. Ip=0.8 MA. T¢o=1—8 keV and the loop
voltage during RF heating. V120.1—O.4 V. The LH waves were launched at 3.7 GHZ

with n//=1.8 and their level was modulated between 0 and 2.4 MW.
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Previous experiments [3] had already confirmed the good agreement between the
dynamics of tip/ﬂ as measured by X-ray spectrometry and RCA. The relaxation of
{(p//) was found to be characterised by two different time scales. typically 10 ms
and l 3. Given these results. power modulation experiments have been carried out
with sequences of both long and short power pulses in order to provide access to
the different time scales within the same discharges. The X-ray spectrometer.
whose time resolution (>20 ms) is limited by the photon counting statistics. has
mainly be used to study the long time scale. The other diagnostics. which have a
better temporal resolution (<0.5 ms). have been focused instead on the fast
dynamics.
The fast time scales : At least three different time scales are identiﬁed. The two
fastest ones (typically 13:2 ms and 12:10 ms) are best observed in the relaxation of
the ECA and ECE following the LH power tum~off. The ECA immediately decays
whereas the ECE first rises before dropping. see Fig. 2. This surprising effect is too
fast to be fully explained by density. temperature or Current profile changes. It
mainly occurs below 130 lreV. in the part of the spectrum where the suprathermal
electron tail is directly sustained by the LH waves. Its most plausible interpretation
would be the redistribution of kinetic energy from parallel to perpendicular
momentum. causing an isotropisation of the distribution function [4]. Such an
interpretation is strongly supported by the excellent quantitative agreement
obtained between the experimental results and the signals simulated using a 3-D
Fokker-Planck code. coupled to an electron cyclotron radiation code. The
simulations take into account various effects. including a stationary dc electric field
and radial transport. The latter however. does not have a significant impact on the
fast dynamics. From these results. we can already identify the two fast time scales
with collisional slowing-down and pitch-angle scattering processes.

The slow time scale : A slow relaxation [Tlnl s) is observed in the temporal
evolution of the hard X-ray profile. Each power pulse is followed by a transient phase
of 0.5—1 3. during which most plasma parameters change. Once stationary
conditions are reached, however. a small and slow broadening of the emission
profile persists. see Fig. 3. This evolution has been found to be difﬁcult to attribute
to a dependence on plasma parameters such as the electron density [3]. A direct
effect of the slowly relaxing dc electric field can also be ruled out. The latter would
lead to the approximate parametric dependence 'n-utj-vTe-‘l/nc (I) being the current
diffusion time) which is not supported by our results. see Fig. 4.

The lack of direct link between the slow relaxation and changes in plasma
parameters supports an explanation based on the radial transport of the
suprathermal electrons. This was already put forward in [3]. Assuming that the
transport is purely diffusive. we can infer from the longest time scale a radially
constant dilTusion constant of about D~0.2 mis-l. Such a slow diffusion rate may at
first seem to contradict the strong profile resiliency observed in the hard X-ray
emission. Indeed. the plasma density is expected to have a marked effect on the LH
deposition profile (and hence the emission profile). which is not seen at all. This
resiliency has occasionally been interpreted as a signature of fast transport [5].
Recent simulations however. indicate that in Tore Supra it may be attributed to an
effect the magnetic field ripple [6]. The latter affects the propagation of the LH
waves. causing most of the power to be deposited centrally regardless of the plasma
density. A strong profile resiliency therefore does not exclude the possibility of
having a slow radial transport. Several recent experiments support this idea of a
good confinement of the suprathermal electrons [7.8],
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Conclusion : The analysis of the suprathermal electron dynamics with different

diagnostics has allowed at least three characteristic time scales to be identified. The

fastest ones (typically 10-100 ms] are attributed to collisional slowing-down and
pitch-angle scattering. This already sets a lower limit to the minimum time scale a
concomitant radial transport process could have. A much longer time scale (typically
1 s) is also observed. for which the most plausible origin is radial transport. This
implies a very low diffusion rate (D~O.2 mZS—l) which does not contradict the strong

profile resiliency of the hard X-ray emission observed in Tore Supra.

Although there is now a growing evidence for the collisional slowing-down to be the
dominant suprathennal electron loss process on large tokamaks. several effects
need to be clarified. An important experimental caveat remains the badly-known
contribution of the dc electric field to the observed dynamics. Self-consistent
simulations of the electric field diffusion are presently being carried-out to

investigate that aspect.
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Figure captions
[l]

Poloidal cross section of the Tore Supra tokamak, showing the disposition of
the diagnostics. which are located at diil'erent toroidal angles. The high
magnetic field side is to the left.
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Time iii/011111011 0f the ECE (solid line : 160 GHz. dashed line : 120 GHz) and
ECA (E=l24 keV) signals. Figure (a) shows the experimental signals. figure (b)
the simulations.
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(a) Time evolution of the LH power. loop voltage. line-averaged density and the
X—ray intensity along a chord located at mid-radius. at 175 keV.
(b) TWO integrated emission profiles (E=175 keV) measured respectively at
t-5.5 s and t~7.5 s.
Parametric dependence of the slowest time constant (measured at E=175 keV)

versus the line-averaged density.
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INTRO DUCTIO N

The beneﬁcial effect of the current proﬁle modiﬁcation in Lower Hybrid driven
steady-state plasmas has been observed in Tore Supra [1]. A complete decoupling
of the flat
current proﬁle and the peaked electron temperature proﬁle was achieved. This regime, refered
to
as the LHEP (Lower Hybrid Enhanced Performance), exhibits an improvement of the
global
energy conﬁnement. The recent results of the combined LHEP and Ion Cyclotron Resonant
Heating (ICRH) experiments are reported in this paper. Also, the current proﬁle modiﬁcation
in
Fast Wave Direct Electron Heating (FWEH) experiments [2], in which a very efﬁcient electron
heating and a signiﬁcant improvement of the conﬁnement are observed, is presented

EXPERIMENTAL RES ULTS

Typical LHEP discharges have been performed at Ip=0.8MA. B1--AT,

nc(0) between
2.5x1019m' and 3x10’9m'3, and injected powers, PLH, ranging from 2.5 to 3MW
(N// being

varied from 1.4 to 2.2). A 103 quasi-stationnary LHEP regime (near zero loop voltage)
has
been obtained [1]. with a very strong electron heating: the central electron temperatur
e, Tc(0),
rised from 2 keV to 8—10keV. The global energy conﬁnement time exceeded
both the
Rebut-Lallia-Watkins and Goldstrm bmode scalings by about 40%. The main characteris
tics of
theLHEPregimeare dieincreaseofthemagnetic shear(s)in thegradient zone. andinaddi
tion,
the vanishing or negative shear in the center. The internal inductance (1;) increases,
whereas the
safety factor on axis (q(0)) rises from 1.3 to nearly 2. The current density proﬁle
has been
computed with the lDENT-D code using the magnetic, interferometric, and polarimetr
ic
measurements. It is in good agreement with the LH—driven current proﬁle obtained
from a
ray—tracing / Fokker—Planck code (Bonoli-Englade—Fuchs code).
The central core of the plasma (r/a<0.25), where the strong gradient of the pressure
is
observed, is found to be stable with respect to ballooning modes. TRANSP analysis
indicates
that this central core is marginally entering the second stability zone, since the
normalized
pressure (a = ~(2poRq; [Br).(dp/ dr)) is still low. However, the switch-off or interruption
of the LH power sometimes leads to a collapse of the energy content, and Te(0) drops
to the
initial value accompagnied by a strong MHD activity. We note that it is difﬁcult
to obtain the
LlP mode with low constant current and high value of qv at the edge
(qv(a)>9). For
Ip S 0.6MA and BT=4T, the LH application generally leads to a very large m=2/n=1
mode
(with very low frequency: f-3OOH2) when the LH power exceeds a threshold This
threshold is
found to be around 1.5MW. Negative current ramp scenarios, however. allow to
avoid this
phenomenon. Stability with respect to tearing and 'infernal' modes is being analysed
[3].

Ion cyclotron resonant heating (dipole conﬁguration, 57MHz) on the LHEP plasmas
has been operated with an ICRF power up to 3.5MW. No change in the LHEP characteris
tic is
observed when the ICRF power is applied. Such a discharge is shown on Fig.1 (Ip=0.8MA
,

B=4T. R=2.35m, a=0.78m, ne(0)r~3x1019m'3, PLH=3MW, PICRF=3.2MW). The current

density proﬁle (1') becomes ﬂatter in the inner region (r/a<0.3) when the LH power is applied.
This behaviour of the LHEP current proﬁle is not affected by the ICRH application (Fig.1c).

q(O) increases from 1.2 to 1.6 (Fig.1b). At the same time, it is raised from 1.2
to 1.4. Hard-X
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ray emission (75keV and 125keV) suggests that the LH power deposition proﬁle, which is
within r/a=0.4, is not signiﬁcantly rmdiﬁed by the lCRF heating (Fig. 1a).
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Recent Fast Wave Electron Heating (FWEH) experiments have been carried out
(frequency 48MHz, lp=0.3W.7MA, BT ranging from 1.3 to 21‘, and ne(0)=~5x1019m'3), with
the power coupled to the plasma reaching SMW [2].
Very signiﬁcant electron heating has been observed. With 4MW of FW power, the
central electron temperature (Tc(0)) rises from 1.2keV to about SkeV. The peaked electron
pressure proﬁle leads to a high fraction of the bootstrap current (MO-50%) (Fig.2a). The
poloidal beta (lip), deduced from diamagnctic measurements, reaches a value of about 1.1, and
is due to the strong increase of the electron pressure (no signiﬁcant increase in ion pressure). It
is important to note that there are no fast particles during the FWEH pulse. Consequently, Bp is
purely themtal in this case. In other experiments (ICRH in JET [4], neutral beam heating in
TFI'R [5] and J'T-60U [6]), 3;, (included an important fast ion contribution in the TFTR and
JT-6OU cases) was much higher for the same bootstrap fraction (Fig.23). Fig.2a shows a good
agreement between the Tore Supra and J'T—60U results when the bootstrap current driven by the
fast ions is not taken into account (~25% of the bootstrap current and ~50% of BP are due to
the fast ions). This conﬁrms that both the thermal and fast ions are much less efﬁcrent than the

thermal electrons to drive the bootstrap current.
The current density proﬁle 6), being shown on Fig.4b, is strongly peaked, and it is
stable during the 3s FWEH pulse. The shape of j is due to both the peaked Te proﬁle and the
strong bootstrap current fraction. This modiﬁcation in the j-proﬁle leads to a signiﬁcant
improvement of the global energy conﬁnement. The improvement factor, deﬁned as the ratio
between the kinetic electron energy content and the global RLW prediction (H=W¢h"/WcRLw),
reaches about 2 for ﬂparl (Fig.2b). Note that the j—proﬁle modiﬁcation induces only a small
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increase in ii (~10%), since the increase of the peaking ofj especially occurs in the inner region
(r/a<0.5).
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LOCAL TRANSPORT ANALYSIS
Local transport has been analyzed for both the LHEP and the fast wave enhanced
performance (FWEP) regimes. A good correlation between the electron thermal diffusivity and
the j-proﬁle, through the magnetic shear, is found. Fig. 3a shows the time evolution of the
electron thermal diffusivity (Xe) of a stationary LHEP discharge (H~1.5), calculated at r/a:0.25
and r/a=0.5 with the LOCO code. Te(0) increases to above 8keV in two steps. The transition to
the Ll-[EP mode is observed at about 1 second after the LH power application. During the ﬁrst
phase, Xe (r/a=0.25) and q(0) continue to increase, while Te(0) teaches about 6c. After this
phase, the discharge enters to the LI'IEP phase where q(0) reaches its stationary value (=19).
The central value of Xe dramatically drops close to the ohmic level (from above 1.5m2/s to
0.2m2/s), correlated with the vanishing of the central magnetic shear. The stationary j—proﬁle is
shown on Fig.3b. In the gradient zone. Xe (r/a=O.5) however remains at a constant value
(1.5m2/s), and is lower than that in the corresponding L-mode discharge. The improved
conﬁnement in this region is explained by the increase of the local magnetic shear.
Fig.4 shows a comparison of the electron diffusivity during FWEH and L-mode
LHCD phases for the same plasma parameters (lp, BT, n6"). During the FWEH phase, in spite
of higher total power (Ppw=2.9MW, PLH=l.85MW), xe, in the conﬁnement region, is found
to be lower than that during the L—mode phase (Fig.4a). Current density proﬁles for FWEH,
L—mode LHCD, and Ohmic phases are plotted on Fig.4b. During the LHCD phase. the j-proﬁle
is not modiﬁed very much because of the low non-inductive current fraction (=35%). The
results of this analysis suggest that the enhancement of the conﬁnement, during FWEH,
originates from the strong increase of magnetic shear within 0331121507 surface. This is
similar to the high-1i regime obtained after negative current ramps and also the LHEP mode.
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Flux consumption, current ramp-up and current diffusion
in Tore Supra non-inductive Lower Hybrid scenarios
F. Kazarian, X. Litaudon, D. Moreau. R. Arslanbekov, G.T. Hoang, E. Joffrin, Y. Peysson,
J.P. Allibert, l.M. Ane’, S. Brémond

Département de Recherches sur la Fusion Conn-616e,
Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache, 13108 Saint-Paul-LebDurance, France

1. Introduction
The main objective of the Lower Hybrid (LH) experiments performed on Tore Supra is
to provide large flux savings for long pulse operation while controlling the plasma current
density proﬁle [1-2]. This goal will be best achieved by applying LH wave directly during the
current ramp-up phase. In order to reach a steady—state operation for a reactor with a large
bootstrap fraction and an improved conﬁnement, it will be also required to control the current
proﬁle in the early stage of the discharge, i.e. during the current ramp-up.
To prepare such "advanced" scenarios, experiments have been performed where a large
fraction of the current is driven non-inductively during the ramp-up phase. A theoretical flux
consumption scaling is presented and compared to experimental data. The time evolutions of the
current density proﬁles are analysed with a new current diffusion code (CRONOS). In view to
achieve fully non-inductive current drive discharges in a fast, systematic and reproducible way,
experiments where the primary voltage is imposed have been carried out. In a complementary
approach, an appropriate transformer flux feedback scheme has been also studied.
2. Current proﬁle effects during non-inductive ramp-up experiments
In this section, the range of application of the non dimensional ﬂux consumption scaling
law, which has been previously proposed for ramp-up experiments [3], is investigated. In
order to make a dimensionless analysis of the surface ﬂux consumption (Poynting analysis), it
is convenient to normalize the volt-second consumption A¢smf to the "internal" magnetic ﬂux
variation A¢*. In the scaling, A¢Smf is linked to the LH power P”, by the relation,

A‘I’surr _ 1:11:

Pm

0—way?”
where P* is the power level corresponding to a full current drive discharge.The characteristic
ramp-up time constant is tip = (d/I dt)‘1 where I is the plasma current, and 1,35 = lei/RP is a
resistive time constant associated witiij the "intemaIP' inductance Li and the electric resistance R
of the plasma. To optimize the ﬂux consumption, two ramp~up regimes must be considered: an
"underdriven" regime (Pm < P*, TIp/Tres minimized) and an "overdriven" regime ( Pm > P“,
I‘D/t,es maximized).
Experiments have been performed on Tore Supra at various ramp-u; rates (from 25 to
600 kA/s) with the 1ine»averaged electron density rTI between 1 and 2 x 101 m‘3. Some shots

are represented on Fig. l. The various ﬂuxes, A¢Surf and MM, are directly calculated from the

surface loop voltage and the magnetic measurements. The resistance of the plasma and therefore
the resistive time rm is deduced from electron temperature proﬁle measurements by Thomson
scattering, assuming a neo-classical resistivity. A satisfactory agreement is found between the

ﬂux consumption dependence over TXIP/rms and P1 and the dimensionless scaling law.

In vrew to achieve current amp—up in {he "overdriven" regime at sufﬁciently high
power, preliminary experiments have been performed, where I is increasing slowly between
two plasma current plateaus at a typical rate of 50 kA/s. The LH power is directly applied in the
ﬁrst plateau and is ramped up together with the plasma current [3—4]. The main characteristics
of these experiments are shown on Fig. 2. In this regime, where a large fraction of the current
is driven non-inductively, it is necessary to control the current proﬁle to avoid MHD activity. In
order to investigate the time evolution of the current density proﬁle, and its links with the MHD
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activity, a current diffusion code has been developped: CRONOS. In this code the noninductive sources are the LH and the bootstrap current. The latter is calculated self-consistently
from the safety factor, density and temperature proﬁles. The current diffusion analysis of the
slow ramp-up discharges is performed with CRONOS assuming a neo—clasSical resistivity. The
experimental and calculated time evolution of the global parameters (non-inductive currents,
loop voltage, internal inductance) and safety factor proﬁle are presented respectively in Fig. 3a
and 3b. During the ﬁrst LH plateau, a ﬂattening of the current proﬁle is observed in the central
region (r/a < 0.2), as well as an increase of the internal inductance, 1i = 1.8. Such a behaviour

is characteristic of the LHEP mode. In this regime, the shear in the gradient pressure proﬁle

region (r/a = 0.2 for the peaked pressure proﬁles) is very small and vanishing. This may
trigger the "infernal mode" instabilities and explain the MHD activity observed in some higher
LH power discharges. During the ramp-up current phase and due to the broadening of the
current proﬁle, the low magnetic shear in the central region is maintained, while the value of 1i
decreases from 1.8 to 1.5. A modelling Of this variation needs to introduce a modiﬁcation of the
LH current density proﬁle during the transient phase. It has been checked, by modifying the
resistivity model or varying the loop voltage that the contribution of the residual ohmic current
is negligible. A further conﬁrmation of this interpretation, is the slow broadening of the hard Xray emission (HXR) proﬁles for photon energies above 75 keV: an increase of 30 % of the
half-width of the HXR proﬁle is thus observed. In this discharge, the global energy
conﬁnement exceeds the value predicted by the Rebut-Lallia-Watkins (RLW) scaling law [5].
The improvement of the energy conﬁnement, which reaches 40% (see Fig. 4) and is maintained
during the LH pulse up to the plasma current ﬂat-top, results from the high magnetic shear at
mid-plasma radius [6].

3. Analysis of non-inductive operation scenarios
In long pulses that have been carried out in Tore Supra, the duration is limited by the
ﬂux consumption [2], Since the total current is only partially driven by the LH system. For
these shots, the usual scheme is a feedback control of the plasma current. Therefore, to achieve
fully non-inductive regimes, a prior and a real time knowledge of the current drive efﬁciency is
necessary in View to adjust the non-inductive power input at the level required by the plasma
current. In this section, another type of scenario is investigated, in which the applied voltage on
the primary circuit (Voh) is kept constant, while the coupled plasma-poloidal ﬁeld (PF) coils
system reaches freely its equilibrium. The time evolution of 1p at constant P", and Voh is shown
in Fig. 5. Until the end of the discharge whose duration exceeds 25 seconds, no plasma current
equilibrium is clearly observed. To understand this behaviour, the Tore Supra coupled plasmaPF coils system is fully modelled using equivalent circuit equations, where the inductance
matrix of the poloidal circuits are numerically calculated with a ﬁnite element equilibrium code
(CEDRES). The plasma resistance is deduced as described in the ﬁrst section. Calculations
show that the equilibrium is reached on a time scale of the order of 60 seconds, which is much
longer than the resistive time
= L/Rp, where L is the total inductance of the plasma loop. The

good agreement between theoretical predictions and the experimental variation of the primary
coil current as a function of I (see Fig.6) validates the assumptions in the model, and therefore
the value of the equilibrium time constant. Thus, this operation mode is not the most
appropriate to achieve a fully non-inductive regime on short time for Tore Supra.
An alternate and promising scheme is a feedback control of Voh such that the
transformer flux is constant. An equilibrium could then be reached on a time constant, Teq,
which is now shorter than

.Typically, from a two circuits analysis, Ta! =

(1 - pl ), where it

is the coupling coefﬁcient between the circuits (tt =1 l for Tore Supra). ith the complete
model, the expected plasma current time evolution for such operation mode has been calculated
(Fig. 5). The full equilibrium is now reached on shorter time than for the previous scheme. A
modiﬁcation of the feedback system of Tore Supra has therefore been undertaken, in order to
allow such an operation mode during the next experimental campaign.
4. Conclusion
The dependence of the ﬂux consumption in non inductive discharges versus the LH
power and the ratio of the characteristic ramp-up time to the resistive time has been veriﬁed
experimentally. A new current diffusion code, CRONOS, has been developped which

reproduces quite well the time evolution of the current density proﬁle during LH assisted ramp-
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up regimes where a large fraction of the current is non-inductively driven. The time dependent
analysis has revealed a broadening of the LH current proﬁle during the ramp-up phase which is
confirmed by the analysis of the hard X—ray emission proﬁles. This is attributed to
modiﬁcations in the LH wave propagation due to variations of the q—proﬁle.
Non-inductive operation scenarios have also been studied. The analysis of the Tore
Supra plasma-poloidal ﬁeld sytem shows that full non-inductive equilibrium could have been
reached over a time scale of about one minute with the primary voltage maintained constant. In
order to reach an equilibrium faster, a new operation mode is proposed. where the primary
voltage is controlled so that the transformer ﬂux is kept constant
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MODELLING OF ADVANCED «Kc STEADY-STATE SCENARIOS
IN ITER with the ASTRA code
].-G. Wégrowe and G. W. Pacher
The NET Team ,

c/o Max—Planck-Institutﬁir Plasmaphysik, D—85847 Garching, Germany
I - INTRODUCTION

Stationary operation in ITER imposes, among other constraints, IBS/Ip while
maintaining a sufficient confinement. 'Advanced' scenarios, furthermore, aim at a
stationary state with hollow current proﬁles (shear reversal) envisaged for MHD
stable discharges at high poloidal beta (such profiles must be reached before [3
exceeds a certain value [1]).

For this type of scenario the use of current drive by Lower Hybrid Waves

(LHW) in the mid-radius regions combined with Fast-Waves (PW) in the central

plasma is investigated. This combination benefits from the characteristics of both

methods. The efficiency of FW current drive (CD) is good at the plasma centre but

drops rapidly with increasing radius: the narrow driven current is convenient for
controlling q(0) and favours a high fraction of bootstrap current; FW also provide

central ion heating. LHW retains, in contrast with the other CD methods, good CD

efficiency in the regions of low to medium temperature (or in low-[i phases of the
discharge) and therefore are an essential element to realise 'advanced' scenarios.
Modelling of stationary operation in ITER with the LED code ASTRA [2]

assuming Rebut-Lallia-Watkins transport with a confinement enhancement factor is

presented.

’

II - CONSTRAINTS
A convincing demonstration of stationary operation in ITER (R:8m, a=3m,
K=1.55, 8:5.8T) should be at a significant fusion pOWer level - say Pfus 216W; the
fusion multiplier Q :Pfus/Pcd should be 210 both for demonstration and to meet
power exhaust requirements; the latter imposes also a minimum operation density

<n> of the order of 1.1020 m'3. Further, we shall require a Troyon factor g below

about 3; a CD efficiency y=<n>RICD/PCD in agreement with present experimental

and theoretical ﬁndings; and a confinement enhancement factor H39 (with respect to

1311—5118943 (L~mode, [3]) not exceeding 2.5. Resulting from these constraints, the main
parameter change with respect to nominal operation is the plasma current IP, with

an upper limit given by the CD capacity since IP:IBS+ICD, and a lower limit
imposed by the maximum tolerable Troyon factor.

Estimating the bootstrap current by a simple formula yields for ITER

135290/11: (at [T]=12.5 keV, <n>: 0.8.1020 m-3) Using also 1CD: 15.2 7 for PCD:

100 MW yields maximum plasma currents of 12.8 MA, 14.2 MA and 16 MA

reSpectively for y: 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5x1020 m'ZMA/h’lW. On the other hand, for the

same parameters, Ip 212 MA is required to keep g below 3.5. These rough estimates
indicate a narrow range for the operating plasma current.
Constraints on the operation scenario include shaping of the q (safety factor)

profile before heating to burn, control of q(0) and burn control. They will be

discussed in section IV.

’

III - THE MODEL
The ASTRA [2] transport code solves the transport equations for Te, Ti, ne, nHe,
and inductive current density given the matrix of transport coefficients and

boundary conditions (in particular, we prescribed here the total plasma current as a
function of time). The conﬁguration is given by elongation, triangularity and shift of
the last magnetic surface; internal surfaces are calculated by the Grad-Shafranov
equation.

We use the local transport coefficients given by the Rebut-Lallia—Watkins
model. As they present a strong discontinuity at the transition to reversed shear, a
soft transition and smoothing over a fraction of the size of the magnetic islands have
been implemented both to avoid numerical instabilities and to conform with the
physical picture of transport over stochastic regions.
The only impurity used is Be with a specified concentration of nae/me : 1%.
Fuelling by edge puffing is controlled by feedback [4] with constraints on edge
density (Borrass limit) and central density.
A simple model of heating and current drive has been used for clarity and
economy in the present runs. Its main features described below reproduce
generally the results of detailed modelling performed for ITER. LHW and FW are
used in combination: LHW provide the main current drive contribution, in addition,
FW are used for heat up to burn, burn control and control of q(0).

Both LHW and FW power deposition profiles have an imposed gaussian shape
(centred at r/a=0 for ICW, and at variable radius for LHW. The deepest penetration
radius is evaluated from quasi-linear damping [6].
An adjustable fraction (FWi) of the FW power is fed to the ions (and not assumed to
drive current), the rest (FWe) is fed to the electrons and drives current.

The current drive efficiency 7 is evaluated for LHW as a function of radius at each
time step (using the Fisch-Karney formulae [7], and accounting for electron trapping
[8]. Both LHW and FWe driven current profiles are obtained from the power

deposition profiles by using the current drive efficiency corresponding to the
instantaneous peak of the LHW deposition.
IV - DISCHARGE SCENARIO and MODELLING RESULTS

In the reference run, the transport coefficients have been decreased by a factor
1.5 — which still leads to an effective confinement time 10 to 20% lower than the 'ITER
ELMy H-mode' (190,}1‘075) and corresponds to an enhancement factor of about 2.5
over “cm-31239-1: (L-mode) [3]. Though no optimization has yet been carried out, such

an enhancement was found useful in the present stage to obtain a stable burn (at
relatively low density <n>SlO20 m'3 and fusion power of 250 MW).
1) Current ramp—up during aperture expansion.

The plasma current is ramped up linearly with time while the plasma radius
and elongation are increased such that q(a) remains between 5 and 6.

Current drive is applied throughout this phase to establish the desired q profile
with shear reversal while the density is low. The required RF driven current fraction
is ramped from 0.5 to 1 during this phase. Current drive and heating are provided
by LHW at a fixed radius. (We assume adequate control of the launched spectrum).
A small fraction of We power (5% of the total power) is also applied to permit
subsequent q(0) control. The total applied power is equal to that needed for the
required driven current.

In the appended figure, the evolution of the q profile during this phase is
shown; shear reversal is achieved before [3 reaches 0.5%.
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2) Heating to burn
The deposition of LH power is switched abruptly (from r/a=1/3) to the centre,

and simultaneously FW ion heating is applied. To hasten the density increase, pellets
are injected (pellet deposition is assumed to have the same profile as LHW
deposition). The total current profile stays frozen in spite of the change in RF
location (the induced current compensates the change).
The FWi fraction is reduced with the difference between instantaneous and
target fusion power, the location of the LHW fraction staying constant till the quasilinear penetration radius pushes it somewhat outwards.
3) Burn

The fusion power rises to the target value in a heat-up phase of typically 305,

and then stabilizes. However, more than 300 s are required before the residual

electric field vanishes and the final stationary conditions are reached.
At a certain time during the simulation, the central value of (1 increases without
limit 4 until the central current reverses - as a result of the evolution of the central
field induced by the rise of 155 and by other changes (e.g. RF power, Te). Attemps to
avoid this - probably unstable — situation, by feedback control of q(0) were successful
only for restricted time periods. Much slower ramp—up and heating rates might
solve this problem.
The appended ﬁgure illustrates the evolution of various quantities during the

discharge leading to an RF driven stationary stage with Pfus = 1.3 GW, Q = 14,
1p:13 MA, q(a):5.5, IBs/ICD = 0.66, g = 3 at an average density of 0.8x1020 m'3z.
Neither optimization of these parameters nor an MHD analysis have been

performed as yet (though the transition to shear reversal at low [5 is expected to

provide a stable route to sustained burn [1]).

V) CONCLUSIONS
Stationary discharges in ITER with central shear reversal at significant fusion

power and Q, with moderate bootstrap fraction and Troyon factor appear realisable

within the present model. Enhanced confinement (by a factor up to 1.5) with respect
to the RLW model is beneficial, in that it maintains stable burn at sufficiently low <n>

for adequate current drive. The effective confinement time is however still 10 to 20%

lower than 'ITER9OH ELMy H-mode' scaling (H89p=2.4). The MHD stability along

the chosen route must be confirmed and temporary reversal of the central current
density must either turn out to be tolerable or must be avoided by appropriate
techniques.
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CURRENT DRIVE AND MAGNETIC FIELD
PERTURBATIONS
Sergey 1. Pope * and

Klaus Elsasser

Institut fiir Theoretische Physik, Ruhr-Universit'at Bochum, D—44780 Bochum, Germany

The standard theoretical treatment of lower~hybrid current drive (LHCD) [l] considers the quasilinear interactions and effects of binary collisions between plasma. particles.

Collisions tend to randomize the velocity of electrons interacting with lower—hybrid (LH)
waves, and as a result these electrons leave the resonant region (the region in the velocity
space where Cerenkov resonance condition,
we — kllvll = U,

is fulﬁlled). Efﬁciency ofLHCD generation in such a treatment varies in inverse proportion
to the electron collision frequency. Although the most basic aspects of this theoretical
approach have been conﬁrmed by experiments, various aspects of LHCD description on the

basis of this approach are still controversial [2, 3]. Investigations of LHCD (see, e.g., [2, 3])
have shown importance ofinclusion in the theoretical description of LHCD of the processes
more complicated than those taken into account in [1]. Here we consider the inﬂuence of
magnetic ﬁeld perturbations excited by LH ﬁelds on current drive generation. Excitation
of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations by LH ﬁelds is closely connected with development of

modulational processes in plasmas [4]. Magnetic ﬁeld perturbations (like binary collisions)

compel electrons interacting with LH waves to leave the resonant region. This is caused
by scattering of electrons on magnetic ﬁeld perturbations which results in a change in
direction of electron velocity and not in the energy of electron; hence, the component
11“ of electron velocity is also changed. Consequently, presence of chaotic component of
magnetic ﬁeld leads to increase of effective electron collision frequency. Thus one can
expect that the effects of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations result in decrease of efﬁciency of
LHCD generation.’
We will assume that the LH wave spectrum is concentrated in the region of the
wavevcctors k, so that the parallel phase velocities are in the interval between velocities v1 and v2 both large compared with are: we << 211 g inn/k“ S 122.
The amplitude of the quasistationary magnetic ﬁeld perturbations 6B excited by in—

tense LH waves of a given frequency Lao can be determined from the equation [4]
_

1

a);

.

-

‘Permanent address: Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres, Leninsky pr. 38, bld. 6, 117979 Moscow,

Russia

where A is the Laplace operator; Lupe :— (47rnoe2/me)l/2 is the electron plasma frequency;
no is the electron density; —e is the electron charge; me is the electron mass; b : Bg/|B0|
is a unit vector along the unperturbed magnetic ﬁeld B0; E is the complex amplitude
of the r.f. ﬁeld (in our case LH ﬁeld), the ﬁeld itself is Re(Eexp{—iwot}); the asterisk
stands for the complex conjugate. Equation (1) is valid for the case w,” < wag (where
wse = e|Bo|/m¢c is the electron gyrofrequency, c is the velocity of light).

It is well—known [4] that for the case of random LH ﬁelds the magnetic ﬁeld perturbations excited in a plasma are also random: (6B) = 0 (where the angular brackets () denote
the averaging over statistical ensemble). The saturation value of the random magnetic

ﬁeld strength estimated from Eq.(1) is

“is IEI2

6B N w—nosgo,

(2)

where 60 is angle between the direction of the LH wave propagation and that of the

unperturbed magnetic ﬁeld (c0800 = kH/lkl).

The inﬂuence of the magnetic ﬁeld perturbations on electron distribution function
fp can be described with the help of the kinetic equation in which random magnetic
ﬁeld perturbations 6B are taken into account. We are interested in electron current in
the toroidal direction. We can introduce in some ﬁxed point of a tokamak plasma the
z—axis in the toroidal direction. To study the dynamics of the electron current along
the z—axis we must investigate the evolution of the onedimensional electron distribution
function (1)9. = f‘ipdpzdpy/(Zvr)3 (where <I>p = (fp), the x— and y—axes are in the plane
perpendicular to the z—axis). We emphasize that, generally saying, the z—axis introduced
by such a way is not parallel to the direction of the unperturbed magnetic ﬁeld, which
is composed of both the toroidal component B090 and the poloidal one B09. It is due to
this difference between the direction of electron current and the one of the unperturbed
magnetic ﬁeld that the effect of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations on current drive does not
diminish to nothing.
.
Supposing that the electron distribution in the direction perpendicular to the unper—
turbed magnetic ﬁeld is Maxwellian and taking into consideration (in addition to the
effects of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations) also the effects of binary collisions and the quasi—
linear effects we ﬁnd the following equation which describes the dynamics of the electron
distribution (1)” 2 mad)” for we << 1) = ;r)_./me << 0

_
11‘1",
dt

m 0
(9%,
m
64(1),,
2 634)., + 62 [(v2 + Sharia]
= 1/, ~ (véea— + 0‘90) + 1/2 (146W + 2m)” 6v3
0212
(91;
U

3 6

+c'rea—u

12%: 8(1)”

v3 8 v

(DU

7
1)

4772€2c032€0

6 WULH 64),,

——22—23_*0—
(1+ wpe/c) me v v
v7

(3)

where we 2 MTG/me, TC is the electron temperature; Wu!”hr = f6(k" — wk/v)WkL”dk,
wk is the linear dispersion of LH waves, WL” = fWﬁ’Hdk is the energy density of LH

waves in a plasma; Vi“, up are the characteristic frequencies of the effects of magnetic
ﬁeld perturbations, and u, is the electron collision frequency:
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Here the y—axis is chosen so that the unperturbed magnetic ﬁeld is in the plain formed by
the y, and ziaxes, a z Bog/B09, << l, 2.13 is the ion charge, L is the Coulomb logarithm.
We note that the correlators (68163,) and (613163!» depend on the spectrum of LH
waves and, generally saying, are not equal to zero even for the case when the LH wave
spectrum can be considered as stationary and homogeneous. Moreover, in dilferent points

of a tokamak plasma each of the correlators (6B16Bz) and (613168”) can take the values
with different signes depending on the wave spectrum WlfH.
Estimation of the characteristic frequencies Hf" and 11;“ gives
LH

2

4

4

2

2

2

WI ~ wan (WnoTe ) (E)
(M)
(Lw‘ﬁ)
" vi". (5)
C
MD
1 + tape/wag . WI ~ c03200
Let us assume that (205200 << Bog/BOW. The latter condition implies the fulﬁlment of

the inequality |u§"| >> luf‘l and is usually satisﬁed in the experiments on LHCD generation
(where c03290 N mE/m; ~ 10'3 (see, e.g., [3]) while Boa/Bot; ~ 10-1).
Comparing the terms of Eq.(3) containing 125" and 1/e for wave and plasma parameters
inherent in the conditions of experiments on LHCD (weC > mp6 and c0360 2 nae/mg; here
m,- is the ion mass), we see that the effects of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations are dominant
(over binary collision effects) if the following inequality is fulﬁlled:
LH

1 2

3 2

1 2

3/2

W > (i) ’ <2) ’ < C > ’ C...) a...
noTe

ND

U

UTe

wpe

Boo

<6)

where ND : (47r/3)n0T3De is the number of electrons in the sphere of radius TDe : UTE/Lupe.
The effects of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations are signiﬁcant if the inequality (6) is fulﬁlled
for v1 < v < 112. If the inequality (6) is valid for v > v“, where v' < v1, then the main
contribution (for v > v‘) to the r.h.s. of Eq.(3) is made by the quasilinear term (containing

Wu”) and that responsible for the magnetic ﬁeld perturbations. In this case the steady-

state current drive is maintained as a result of a balance of the quasilinear effects and the
effects of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations

Taking into account that B00 7: ZIP/ca, where I1) is the toroidal plasma current, a is
the minor plasma radius, We can estimate the r.h.s. of the inequality (6) for the data

of the experiment [5]: B099 % [BOI : 3.9 T, no z 6- 1019 m‘a, Te % 1.4 keV, U] z
212 z c/n” m c/1.4 (v2 — 111 m cAnn/n” m c - 0.2/1.4 : c/7 << v2, here n“ = ckH/wo is the
refraction index in the direction parallel to the unperturbed magnetic ﬁeld), I}, m 1.6 MA,
a g 0.8 m, Lug/21:" t: 3.7 GHz (the magnitude of c0500 is determined from the linear

dispersion Lug z (wgecoszﬂo + (JED/(1 + Luge/Luge), where (up; is the ion plasma frequency).

We ﬁnd that the inequality (6) is satisﬁed for v 2 111 if WLH/noTe >> 3 - 10—3.

Note that the data [5] are typical for the LHCD experiments in large tokamaks. Thus,
if the LH wave pumping is sufﬁciently intensive, so that the ratio of the energy density of
the waves in a plasma to the energy density of thermal motion of electrons considerably
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exceeds 10‘3, then the effects of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations on current drive generation
can be important and should be taken into consideration.

Calculation of the density of the steady—state LHCD (3}) and the LH Wave power
absorbed by plasma electrons (Pd) shows that the character of the steady—state current
drive generation (under assumption of predominance of the effects of magnetic field perturbations over those caused by binary collisions) is different for the points of a plasma

where the correlator (63,6By) takes the values of opposite signes. In particular, Eq.(3)
has different stationary solutions (and consequently the magnitudes of LHCD are differ-

ent) in such points. HOWever, calculation of the efﬁciency of LHCD generation (7)) gives
the same (with a precision of the order of magnitude) results for the cases (éBzJBy) > 0
and ((53,689) < 0:

_ j,
T, —‘ Pd

e

i

melyénl U2

ecos260 (Bow)2(ngTe)2( c )4 mac 4 1
mewBe

B00

LVLH

“Te

wpe

(7)

U2 '

The efﬁciency (7) is considerably less than the one—dimensional efficiency [1] calculated
for the case when the steady—state current drive is maintained as a result of a balance

between the quasilinear and collisional effects. We see that excitation of magnetic ﬁeld
perturbations by LH waves results in decrease of the efﬁciency of LHCD generation and
in this sense this phenomenon is negative for the process of current drive generation.
We also note that even if the condition (6) is fulﬁlled for the parameters averaged
over plasma volume, then there is the region at the centre of plasma column where the

condition (6) is not satisﬁed (because the ratio Bow/B00 at the centre of plasma column is
always very large). This means that in the central region of plasma column the steady—
state current is maintained as a result of a balance of the effects of binary collisions and the
quasilinear effects While outside this region current drive is generated due to competition
of the effects of magnetic ﬁeld perturbations and the quasilinear effects, the efficiency of
its generation in the outer region being considerably less than in the central one. Such
different character of the steady—state current drive generation in different regions of a
plasma can affect the profile of current drive.
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QUASI—OPTICAL DIFFRACI'ION GRILL
FOR EXCITATION OF LOWER-HYBRID WAVES IN TOKAMAKS

ML Petelin, N.F. Kovalev, E.V. Suvorov, S.E. Filchenkov, AL Smirnov

Institute ofApplied Physia, Russian Academy ofScien ces, Nidlny Novgorod
, Russia

One of the most efﬁcient mechanisms of driving a steady-state current in
tokamak
plasma is based on the excitation in a plasma of lower-hybrid waves propagatin
g in a deﬁnite
direction with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld which are absorbed by resonant
electrons via Lan-

dau damping. The important problem to be solved for its realization is eﬂicient conversion
of
if radiation from powerful generators into slow lower-hybrid modes which
can propagate in

the plasma but not in vacuum Usually this problem is solved using phased arrays
of a great

number of waveguids (so-called waveguide grills); such systems posess a number
of disadvantages such as a huge weight of the structure which should be adjusted to the
plasma surface
with the fractions of mm accuracy and the necessity to divide the powerful radiation
of rf

generator into small phased fractions which fed separate waveguides of a grill For the reactor
scale installations the grill mouth aperture illuminating plasma surface exceeds, as a
rule, the
vacuum wave length noticeably and this gave opportunity to propose idea
of quasi-optical

grill [1] which converts fast electromagnetic radiation propagating in the vacuum into slow LH
modes

which
can
propagate only inside
the plasma. The idea of
the concept may be
easily
understood

within a simple model
of a plane semi-inﬁnite
plasma layer irradiated
by plane electromag-

.

. .

:etoza‘facfﬁmxtt:
geometry in the plane
of incidence (x,z) is

D

/ ///// }/ /PB ubmu / ///////7///// 7.
Fig.1

shown in Fig.1. Plagna occupies half-space x < 0, magnetic ﬁeld in a plasma is directed along
2 axis, angle of the wave incidence is.9 with respect to normal direction; the polarization of rf

ﬁeld is shown in ﬁgure. By placing the arbitrary structure periodic in z direction (grill-struc-
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me) it is possible to generate from the incident wave an inﬁnite series of spatial harmonics
OVCIZZ

ku=k,sin.9+nk,

(1)

Among them there is a ﬁnite number offast harmonics (Ill = ckl / w < l) and inﬁnite number of
slow harmonics (nl > I) which cannot propagate in a vacuum and are localized in the vicinity of
periodic structure. With a proper choice of grill structure period it is easy to provide that the

only fast harmonic will correqrond to It = 0 in Eq.(l) which represents the "mirror" reﬂected
wave. When the plasma boundary is close to the grill structure slow harmonics are matched to

slow LH waves propagating in the plasma. By choosing the angle of incidence and distance
between grill and plasma one can manage, in principle, to provide the conditions for

predominant excitation of slow waves propagating in one direction with the slowing down
which is necessary for efﬁcient current-drive in tokamak plasma.

Double-layer grill structure gives opportunity to provide nearly 100 % coupling

efﬁciency between the incident plane wave and lower-hybrid waves inside the plasma [1-3]. To
reduce RF ﬁeld intensity inside the grill structure and to provide efﬁcient coupling in more

wide range of plasma parameters variation it is necessary to have as high as possible coupling
eﬁiciency at the single-layer grill structure placed near the plasma. Here we present results of

numerical simulation covering some ranges of grill and plasma parameters near the reference
paint corresponding to incidence angle 45 deg. and “step" plasma density distribution with its

double value as compared to critical density. In this case plasma is characterized as impedance
surface for all of harmonics excited by grill structure (see [1,2,4]. All dimensional values are
normalized multiplying by k, = w/ c.
As an example Fig.2 demonstrates the variation of directional properties on the plane of

parameters koR (horizontal) and k0 A (vertical) for the grill shown in Fig.1 with k0 d = 2.9,

6 = 45 deg. and n/n‘ = 2. Fig. 2a corresponds to the efﬁciency of the main mode (-1)

excitation with the longitudinal slowing down n~1.5 and in Fig. 2b the eﬂiciency of parasitic
mode (+1) excitation is prEsented.
More perspective seems to be the single-layer grill of the metal rod with the elliptical

cross-section shown in Fig.3. It gives more opportunities for optimization but introduce also
additional parameters such as ellipticity and the inclination of large axis of ellipse with respect

to the normal to plasma layer. The results presented in Fig.4 show the coupling efficiency

depending on both simi-axes of ellipse with the distance up to the plasma slab about 0.2 of
that Corresponding to the optimal distance for circular cross-section of grill rods (again Fig,4a
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corresponds to the eﬂiciency of the "useful" harmonic "-1" and
Fig.4b corresponds to the strongest parasitic harmonic '+1").

)-

Along horizontal axes the dimensionless values kua and along

vertical axes the dimensionless values kub are presented (see

Fig.3). All other parameters are the same as in previous

calculations. It can be clearly seen that both the coupling

efﬁciency to the main mode and the directivity are essentially
improved with the deviation from circular cross-section (with
the increase of ellipticity either in a or in b direction).

Fig. 3

'

Maximum coupling efﬁciency can reach the values of slightly
above 30% which gives opportunity to consider seriously

prospects of double-layer grill realimtion with the elliptical shape of the rods in the ﬁrst (close
to plasma) layer. Rather important should be to investigate if it is possible to reach reasonable

directivity with some speciﬁc shape of the rod cross-section for normal incidence of
electromagnetic wave but’until now we did not ﬁnd such an Opportunity within elliptical rod
shapes.

Another important question for the real applications is taking into account the ﬁnite
cross-section of RF beam and ﬁnite aperture of the grill. We present here preliminary results of
numerical simulations performed under approximation of inﬁnite periodic grill and weakly
divergent quasi—optical RF beam incident to it. From these calculations it follows that for circular rods maximum coupling efﬁciency diminishes approximately according to the law
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where in, is the coupling efﬁciency for the wave beam and q" is the coupling efﬁciency of the

plane wave into the “useful" LH wave, 1 is the wavelength of radiation and a is the waist of RF
beam. These results seem to be rather hopeful but they need more detailed check and
investigation especially for double-layer grill structure.

In conclusion it should be stated that the results presented enshure some optimism concerning practical realinbiliry of quasi-optical grill (QOG). 1n proposing this we would like to
conclude with the following two observations:
1) The waveguide system feeding the QOG should be free of parasitic resonances owed
to trapped modes; these modes can decrease the RF power delivered to the grill and possnhly
cause the RF break-down.
2) In some experimental conﬁgurations it is difﬁcult to irradiate grill with obliquely in-

cident RF beam; in principle nonsymmetrical structure of grill rods can provide directivity even
with normal incidence to the grill and this seems to be an important ﬁeld of computer
researches.
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Ponderomotive effects in a plasma in front of waveguide
structure radiating
the slow lower hybrid waves
J. Preinhaelter, O. Hui-t’ék

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences, PO BOX 17, 182 11 ta
8, Czech Republic

Introduction. The effect of the ponderornotive forces on the efﬁciency of the
generation of the lower hybrid waves in an inhomogeneous warm plasma is studied.
In the present contribution, the space spectrum of waves radiated from a. conventional
waveguide grill consists of four dominant waves - modes. It is shown, that in this case
the plasma density modulation in front of the waveguide mouths is highly different

from the case when only two modes had been taken into account [1].

We applied this theory to the study of the ponderomotive effects caused by the
radiation from the conventional 24 waveguide grill installed at tokamak ASDEX where
the big series of measurements of reﬂection coefﬁcient at high power were carried out

[2-3].

Theoretical model. In the mathematical model, the theory of inﬁnite waveguide

structure (conventional grill) [4] combined with the nonlinear theory of wave propa-

gation in plasma (the barometric formula for the plasma density with the standard
potential of the averaged RF force [56]) is used. The problem is solved fully consistently
using a modiﬁed Newton iteration in a shooting and matching method [7].
The electric ﬁeld in the front of the grill according to Floquet’s theorem is
+00

E,(:c',z')

=

X: E,(:') exp {iNm 2'}, NM = 6%“; + 533;,

(1)

where Ad is the phase shift between incident waves in adjacent waveguides, the periodicity of the structure is b+ d where b is the width of waveguides and d is the width

of the waveguide wall. X points into the plasma parallel to the density gradient, y is
the poloidal direction (nothing depends on it) and z is the toroidal direction.
We suppose that in the rareﬁed boundary plasma the dielectric tensor in the lower
hybrid range of frequencies is diagonal (in = 6w 2 1, 5:" = 7], 50,; = 0 for a 96 ﬂ).
7] = 1 —n(1:, z)/n.:m where 71cm = Luzeorn/e2 and that the unperturbed proﬁle of plasma

density is linear (no(::) 2 71.,(1 + :c/Ln) for :r 2 $5 and no = 0 for a: < :5). If we use
the barometric formula for the density we have

n(z,z)=no(z)e-“‘-i’, 6(z.z)= 4n
. m)‘
EOIE3(IIZ)I2
cnt

(2)
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To be able to formulate boundary conditions for outgoing waves inside the plasma
we must suppose that the temperature grows exponentially in the vicinity of x; =

I}: + dam. where dd“, is the thickness of the boundary slab in which ponderomotive
effects are important. The following proﬁle suits well for these purpose
To(l+(I—I )/L)

for: 31511,

T”) = { To(1+(a:1 — :b)/ITT)exp[C(1: — mm] for It, 5 I g z, '

(3)

The high frequency ﬁeld in front of grill heats the plasma. This can be crudely

approximated by the assumption that the temperature grows proportional to the
coupled power ﬂux density 5', in plasma. According to [3] we substitute To(1 + g:) for
To, where 30 is some calibration ﬂux density and can be used for rescaling of 5,.
If we introduce H = iwyoHy/kvu we obtain the ﬁnal set of equations for Fourier
amplitudes of individual modes E,(:c') and H,(1:’).

L217') = (N3. — 1)H,(z’),

ﬂ—d’jf‘"

no<z')E.(:')—
110(3’)

nai¢(b+d) 0

b+d

(4)
I

”
_'
exp{ 1N,.s)2 lEx(1‘,z

u

(e

_5(::Vzu) _

”

1)dz_

For the symmetrical case (A45 = 1r) E_1 = eia, E_g = calaEl, where a = 7r(1 + ﬂ),
and the system (4) can be reduced to one half.
Boundary conditions at the plasma edge can be formulated by means of the plasma

surface impedance, deﬁned as p(N,) = _BA;‘E x—a,’
The solution of our problem begins with a estimate of the amplitudes E,(12) in
the plasma and the surface impedances p(N,',) of individual modes. These quantities
represent parameters appearing in the Newton iteration in a shooting and matching
method. This method changes iteratively these parameters to fulﬁl the boundary
conditions at the plasma surface

Edna) = Ef'mhb), 114%) = 115“"(19-

(5)

Numerical results. The working frequency of the 24 waveguide grill installed at

tokamak ASDEX [2] is 2.45 GHz, the waveguide width b: 10mm, the thickness of its
wall d = 4m. The symmetrical spectrum consists of four modes (Nz.0.~1 = £4.37,
Nz'1‘_2 : il3.11). We used following parameters: the surface plasma density m, =
3.3mm, the vacuum gap between the grill and the plasma is 1mm, the plasma gradient

'17:“ = 5 x 101'cm“ (L,1 = 1.5mm), the surface plasma temperature To = 15eV, the
characteristic length of the temperature inhomogeneity L1— : 3cm”,
The several parameters for numerical computation must be adjusted: the integra»
tion range in (4) (1,1,1, 2 2:2 — :1, = 2cm, the range of the linear increase of temperature

11 — 1b = 1.5cm, C = 50 and the calibration power ﬂux 30 = 2kW.
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In Fig. 1 we see dependence of the total power reﬂection coefﬁcient of grill on the

coupled power ﬂux density (the incident power used in [2] must be two times larger
(Rm z 0.5) but To = 7.5eV here, thus the ﬁnal scales correspond one to one). For
SI < 1.4 the reﬂection coefﬁcient is independent on power, after this threshold value
Rm grows with S, and it is saturated approximately at S, = 4.
On the density proﬁles at the wavegiude axis (Fig. 2) we can distinguished also
two regimes. Before the threshold the density does not decrease in front of grill but
the holes on the density proﬁle are build in the depth of plasma slab, after threshold
the density in the front of grill decreases and the ﬁrst hole disappears.
The proﬁles of the normalized power of the s-mode 1-2/1”“,I are given in Fig. 3. If
we compare Fig. 2 with Fig. 3, we see that the long wavelength modes are converted
to the short wavelength on the negative slopes of these density depressions and weaker
reversed process take place on the positive slopes. This conversion also saturates at
high 517 as it is seen in Fig. 4, where the dependence of P, in the plasma depth (solid
line) on the coupled power ﬂux is depicted. The dashed lines corresponds to P, at the
plasma boundary. We can see that the coupling of the short wavelength part of the
grill spectra is very bad after the threshold but due to conversion the outgoing waves
can contain as much as 40% power in form of the third space harmonic.
The orthographic and level pictures of the density in front of grill for several coupled
power ﬂuxes are given in Figs. 5-8.
Conclusions. If we consider full spectrum of the grill modes the density proﬁle
develops in following manner. The isolated density depressions - holes arise in initially
linear density profile. In these holes the short wavelength modes are intensively
generated. As the grill power increases. the holes become deeper, but the density,
directly in the front of grill, does not change. Thus the reflection coefﬁcient of grill
does not increase. But when the grill power reaches some threshold value, this regime
turns by jump. The density in front of grill decreases steeply, the reﬂection coefﬁcient
increases and the level of the short wavelength modes falls. The situation resembles the
two mode solution [1]. If the power increases father, the deep holes are build again and
the reﬂection coefﬁcient saturates independently on the fact if some scheme of plasma
heating is adopted or not. For six modes the solution does not differ substantially
from four mode case. For asymmetri case (A45 = 1r/2) the holes develop also on the
density proﬁle but the generation of the short wavelength modes is not so intensive
(mutual conversion between short wavelength modes).
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Design of the quasi-optical grill for lower hybrid
current drive on the CASTOR tokamak
Klima R., Pavlo P., Preinhaelter J., Stockel .l., zaéek R, Jakubka K., Kleteéka P.,
Kryska l...
Institute of Plasma Physics, Za Slovankou 3, 182 00 Prague 8,
Czech Republic
INTRODUCTION
The slow lower hybrid wave current drive (LHCD) would be more attractive for
reactor-scale tokamaks, if the wave launching structures could be made simpler than
the present waveguide grill arrays.
One of such simple launching system could be a diffraction system working on the

quasi—optical principle [1], the so called quasi-optical grill. The present contribution
brings a design of a 9.3GHz quasioptical grill, which will be tested on the Prague

tokamak CASTOR [2], see Fig.1.
The first part brieﬂy presents a choice of the form and grill dimensions for the
CASTOR tokainak conditions. The second part illustrates some results of the stand
measurements of the wave radiated by the antenna with the parabolic cylindrical reﬂector in the presence of the still non-optimized one or two rows of straight rods. To
take into account the relatively great curvature of the plasma surface in CASTOR, a

3D shaped antenna mirror was designed and tested as well (for more details, see [2]).
it is proposed to use the hf electrical double probes for LHW detection directly
in the CASTOR plasma. For this purpose, rayvtracing of the launched LHW was
carried out (part 3). Simultaneously, a scenario of the tokamalc CASTOR discharge
was demonstrated enabling the probes to be located deeply in the plasma (at a radius

about one half of limiter radius, for more details see [2]).
The last part 4 of the contribution suggests a new idea, which supposes to place
the grill rods directly at the end of feeding waveguide. The possibility of launching a
considerable part of energy into the plasma with reasonable directivity is shown.

1. CHOICE OF THE GRILL DIMENSIONS

From the. Floquetls theorem, the grill period (= the distance of adjacent rods axes)
r1 = ,\/(l\’"+si1zo), where /\ is the free space wavelength and a = 25" is the angle of wave
incidence. For the first experiments, N“ = 3.5 is chosen, which implies d = 0.82am.
In the case of double—layer grill, the distance of the two layers of rods follows from
the antireﬂection condition, D = A/2cosa, taking into account the finite thickness of
rods: D 2 2.5 —- 3.2071. In View of the numerical results [1,3,4], the diameters of the
rods are chosen 0.5cm, with 0.70 — 0.75cm as the second variant for the antireﬂection

layer rods.
As pointed out in {5], the grill layers must be curved along the plasma boundary.
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Figure 1: A schematic sketch of the launching system in the CASTOR tokamak.

2. STAND MEASUREMENTS OF THE WAVE RADIATED BY THE
ANTENNA WITH THE PARABOLIC CYLINDRICAL REFLECTOR

For the stand measurements of the wave radiated by the antenna shown in Fig.1,
the equiphase surfaces (see Fig.2) and power pattern of the wave have been determined
using a commercial Hewlett Packard reflection and transmission unit (for more details
see [2]). The results can be summarized as follows:

lit
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Figure 2: The equiphdse surfaces (step 20") of the ﬁeld radiated by the antenna: a)in
the presence of one row of metal rods (diameter 2.5mm, distance 7.5mm; position of

the row is indicated in the ﬁgure); b)without rods.

1080

1) the wave radiated by a pyramidal horn and parabolic cylindrical reflector can be
well approximated by the plane wave in the region where the grill rods are placed (a
necessary asumption of the quasioptical theory);

2) the angle of wave propagation is found to be close to the 25" design in Fig. l;
3) a significant distortion of the wave front is observed‘ however, if some surrounding
metal walls are present; an attempt to suppress this undesirable effect, which can be
expected in a tokamak port as well, has been done;
4) on analyzing the standing wave pattern arising in front of the grill due to the
reflection on the grill (without the presence of any metal wall), the reflection coefficient
of the grill could be estimated;
5) a substantial reﬂection from one-row grill, see Fig. 2, can be fully removed
using a double~row grill and tuning the distance between both rows (reﬂection has been
estimated according to the point 4 from the standing wave pattern).

3. RAY TRACING

To facilitate ﬁnding the best position for direct measurement of LHW inside the
plasma chamber, ray tracing computations were performed for a chosen CASTOR
regime (715(0) : 7 x Imam—3,7140) : 170eV,I,. = 6 kA,BT(O) = I or 2T). An ex—
ample is given in Fig.3 for N” = 3.5 and both directions of wave propagation (toroidal
view only).

Toroidal view

Figure 3: Toroidal view of the paths of rays launched at various poloidal positions :0.

4. BOUNDED QUASI-OPTICAL GRILL
Tokamak CASTOR has a relatively narrow access to the plasma (see Fig. 1), and
this makes the plane wave approximation questionable. The problem could be solved
using a quasi-optical grill immersed directly in the waveguide cavity [6]. In Fig. 4a

the section through such a structure is given. The waveguide cavity is formed by an
oversized waveguide AxB2=80x74mm separated into two parts. The ﬁrst part, denoted

in the ﬁgure as AxBl (Bl:35mm), is the feeding waveguide while the second part, with
the same dimensions, is passive (for the guiding of the reﬂected power only). An example of the launched spectrum for the case of one—row grill is given in Fig. 4b (theory of
multijunction grill [7] has been used).
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Figure 4: a)The cross-section of the bounded quasi-optical grill, b)an example of
launched power spectrum.
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DRIFT-KINETIC SIMULATIONS OF WAVE—PARTICLE
INTERACTIONS IN LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE
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1. Introduction
Radiofrequency current drive by using lower hybrid (LH) waves has been a successful

technique in present tokamaks at moderate densities and temperatures [1]. ln reactor—
grade tokamalrs with higher densities and temperatures, the prospects for LH current
drive are less promising since the LH waves are absorbed already near the plasma
edge. One possible solution for this problem could be using pulsed high—power LH
waves which can penetrate into the plasma centre [2}. The large amplitude of the
waves makes, however, the nonlinear wavehwave and wave~particle interactions more
important than in conventional current drive schemes.
Current drive by lower hybrid waves is usually investigated by solving Fokker—
Planck equation and assuming quasilinear velocity diffusion of the electrons. In this
report, the time evolution of the LH spectrum and the diffusion in the plateau region
of the distribution are investigated with a. drift—kinetic Eulerian Vlasov code [3,4] in a
two-dimensional magnetized plasma.
2. Drift-kinetic Model
We solve the drift—kinetic Vlasov equation for the distribution function fc(:c, y, 1)", t)
for the electrons in the slab geometry where LH waves are launched into the plasma
from the boundary. The magnetic ﬁeld is in the :c i z plane making an angle 9 with a:
direction. The electron velocity parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld is denoted by v”.
The drift—kinetic equation for the electrons reads
6f,
Emsinaafe
Eysing 8f.
6 c
(l)
5y _ E, cos 0 6v” : 0,
(12” c056 + Wu ) 6w 7 we: i_
Tit
where wce is the electron cyclotron frequency. Here, time has been normalized to the

inverse electron plasma frequency cult, spatial coordinates to the electron Debye length
AD“ and velocities to the electron thermal velocity 1):.

The guiding-center motion of the ions is solved from
(9n;
__

at

Ey sin 9 %

we:

6::

E, sin 6' 8m

wt,

6y

’

2

( )
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where "it“: y,t) is the ion density. The ion kinetic effects are thus neglected. The ﬁeld
Components E, and EH of the lower hybrid wave are solved from the Poisson equation.
For the details of the solution method of Eqs (1)—(2), see Refs [3,4].
The plasma is assumed to be periodic in the :c direction with a. length of L2 =
WOW/Mag. In the y direction, a Gaussian density proﬁle nE ~ mo exp(—ﬁy2/L:) is
chosen as the initial condition with -Lg S y S Ly, where Ly/AD, = 320 and ﬂ 2 6/13?“
The mandmum density is nco = 2 X 1019 in”, the temperature is T, = 9 keV, and the
magnetic ﬁeld is B = 3.5 T (i.e., Luce/mp, = 2.44). The angle between the magnetic ﬁeld
and the 2: axis is 9 :10“.
In order to launch LH waves into the plasma, we introduce a ‘grill’ near the bound—

ary y : —Ly by adding there an oscillating external charge with a. Gaussian envelope:
2

p¢,,(z,y,t) = S(t) exp [—%] 2pm,)“ COSUHI + kyy — wt).
o

k,

(3)

Here S(t) is a. step function which grows from zero to one between Lapel! = 0 and

(”pet = 400. The location of the ‘grill’ of width IUD/AD: : 25 at yo/ADc : —195 is
indicated in Fig. 1(a) by gray-shading. The density of the plasma in this region is
2 X 1015 m'a, which is by a factor of ten smaller than in the center.
The frequency of the ‘grill’ is Liz/o.)pe = 0.0921 which corresponds to 1/ : 3.7 GHz.
The periodic boundary conditions allow excitation of the modes 1:, : nAk, by the
external charge of Eq. (3), where Ale, 2 27r/Lz = 0.005/ADE. We excite the modes
between sD. : 0.010 and 0.030 with the step AlexADe = 0.005. The center of the
spectrum [cg/M)c : 0.020 corresponds to the parallel refractive index n” = 1.61 and the

parallel phase velocity vPh/‘u, : 4.68.

3. Simulation Results
In Fig. 1(a), the y component of the lower hybrid wave launched from jug/ADe :
—195 is Shown. Near the ‘grill’, the wavelengths in the y direction for the excited‘modes
are approximately Ay/AD, :’ 96, and in the center of the plasma they are Ay/AD, : 31.
The parallel wavenumber spectrum of the parallel ﬁeld is shown in Fig. 1(b) at
y/Ape : —150 at time ct = 570. The resulting spectrum can be seen to be somewhat
wider than the one excited by the ‘grill’ which was between k||/\D¢ : 0.00985 and

0.0295. The spreading of the spectrum during the simulation enhances the interaction
of the waves with the bulk electrons because new modes with lower phase velocities are

emerging. The corresponding parallel refraction indices are shown in the upper scale.

The electron distribution function is shown in Fig. 2(a) at y/AD. = —150, —100
and —50 at time ct : 570. The deformation of the distribution is strongest near
the grill where the amplitude of the LH wave is largest. The waves propagating at the
group velocity also arrive earlier to y/AD: = ~150 than y/ADe : —100, and therefore
the wave-particle interaction has lasted longer at y/ADc : —150. Part of the LH power
is absorbed before the wave reaches the inner region y/AD. : —50 where no deformation

of the distribution has occurred at this time.
The wave—induced diffusion in the phase space begins when the trapping widths of
the wave modes in, : 2]q¢E",k/m¢k"|1/2 are half of the mode spacing Avph in the paral—
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according to the quasilinear model at (a) upet = 190 and (b) w": = 570.
lel velocity space. This occurs when the Chirikov overlap parameter 6;. = (on. /2A1)?“2
becomes larger than 1/16. The spatial dependence of the overlap parameter calculated by using the spectrum of the simulation is shown in Fig. 2(b), where the critical
value 1/16 is shown by a dashed line. In the center of the plasma at y = 0, the mode
amplitudes are so small that no diffusion occurs.
Diffusion coefﬁcients in the parallel velocity space are shown in Fig. 3 at two different times. The coefﬁcients have been calculated from the quasilinear model by using the
spectrum of the drift-kinetic simulation. A typical diffusion time can be calculated from
town) = chug/200;, which yields near the maximum value in Fig. 3(b) the estimate
UcD 2 120.

In summary,we have performed drift-kinetic simulations of lower hybrid current
drive in a. two-dimensional slab geometry where the LH waves are lauIIChed from the
boundary into the plasma. We have investigated the spreading of the spectrum towards
higher parallel refraction indices for a fairly small number of large-amplitude modes.
Diffusion of the electrons in the plateau region has been investigated. Further details
of the electron dynamics will be given in a future publication.
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I. Introduction
A lower hybrid current drive system was installed on TdeV at the end of 1993'. This system
operates at a frequency of 3.7 GHZ and can deliver up to 1.1 MW of RF power to the plasma. The
N,, spectrum launched by the multijunction antenna is narrow (AN,, = 0.4 FWI-IM) and can be adjusted
within the limits 2.0 S N,,S 3.3. The system is used mainly for current drive experiments and as an
electron heating system for divertor biasing studies with auxiliary heating. Since its commissioning,
power in excess of 0.7 MW have been coupled to plasmas in the density range of 1.0 x 10” m"3 S 1'1.

S 5.0 x 1019 m3. Completely rf driven discharges were produced at moderate density and fast electron
tail formation with substantial electron heating were observed up to the highest density of operation.
In this paper, we present preliminary results on the coupling and current drive experiments performed
so far.
11. Antenna coupling
The TdeV antenna consists of two rows of 8 multijunctions placed symmetrically 4.8 cm above
and below the equatorial plane of the machine. Each row has 35 output waveguides, 32 actives and
3 dummies, two of which are on the ion drift side. The internal phasing of a multijunction is 92° and
the exit waveguide dimensions are 76 x 5.5 mm with 1.5 mm septa. With 0° phasing between the
multijunctions, the spectra is centred at N,, = 2.7. The mouth of the antenna is shaped toroidally and
poloidally to match the surface of the plasma. In the experiments presented below, the protection
limiters of the antenna were mounted flush to the grill mouth.
Antenna coupling was studied under various operating scenarios including some with divertor
biasing. Good coupling was achieved at high power (R < 3% at Pd = 700 kW) but only for small
values of the antenna-separatrix distance, d“ S 1.0 cm. This is in contrast with Langmuir probe
measurements which indicate that the SOL density is high enough to provide good coupling even at
large antenna-separatrix distance (d._. = 3.0 cm). In fact, regardless of the rf power level, the global
reflexion coefﬁcient was generally higher than expected. In Figure l, the measured reflection
coefﬁcients are compared with the ones calculated by the SWAN code2 as a function of the density in
front of the grill. The density measurements are performed by Langmuir probes located in between
the rows. The measurements are in agreement with those made with a Li beam diagnostic at a
different poloidal and toroidal location. There is a clear discrepancy between the calculated and
measured reﬂection coefﬁcients, the measured values being always larger than the calculated ones.
This would indicate that the density in front of the waveguide apertures is much lower than the one
measured in between the rows. It is also apparent from Fig. 1 that the coupling is not symmetric.

n, (10%“)

n.(1o“m°)

Figure 1: Calculated (solid lines) and measured (dots) values of the reﬂection coefﬁcients of the top
(a) and bottom (b) row as a function of density (N,, = 3.0, 200 kW 5 P“ S 600 kW).

The top half of the antenna ha generally a higher reﬂection coefﬁcient than the bottom half. has
asymmeb'y cannot be ascribed only to the vertical position of the plasma or its poloidal shape since
it is very sensitive to parameters such as the direction of BT and the rf power level. Vortices‘. which

are visually observed in front of the antenna even at low rf power, could be partly responsible for the
asymmetries and the density reduction in front of the waveguides. Ponderomotives forces are also
expected to play a role at high rf power levels.

The inﬂuence of plasma ﬂows on the coupling can be readily observed during divcrtor biasing
expenments‘. Figure 2 shows the effects of biasing on the reflection coefﬁcient of the two antenna
rows. Negative biasing improves the coupling of the bottom row but degrades the coupling of the top
row while positive biasing has the opposite effects. As biasing is applied in these experiments, the
plasma position and its shape are kept constant but the SOL plasma is modiﬁed extensively. Positive
(negative) biasing decreases (increases) the density at the LCFS but increases (decreases) its e-folding
length. Biasing also affects the plasma ﬂows in the scrape—off; it can increase, reduce or even reverse
both the poloidal and toroidal ﬂow velocities. These phenomena are not expected to have a sharp
poloidal dependence near the equatorial plane and it is more likely that it is their interaction with the
vortices in front of the grill that produces the poloidal asymmetries. A shape mismatch between the
plasma ﬂux surfaces and the grill mouth combined with the plasma ﬂows could also produce
asymmetric coupling. More experiments are needed to sort out which phenomena are responsible for
the observed coupling behaviour.
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III. Current drive experiments

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of a fully rf driven plasma with I? = 160 LA and in = 1.5

x IO” m”. The injected power is 575 kW at a N,, value of 3.0. The global reﬂection coefﬁcient of
the antenna is 3.8 %. During the if power plateau. IP. 11,. and the plasma position are kept constant
by feedback control. The loop voltage is stationary at a value of zero. The value of ( [3P + b / 2 ) does

not change appreciably for the last 75 ms of the rf pulse so that it can be assumed that inductive effects
The experimental current drive

have vanished and that all or“ the current is generated by the rt.

efﬁciency 11m = ii= R I, / P" (10" mare/W) is equal to 0.36 for this shot. This value is in agreement
with the theoretical efﬁciency’ given by:

71M=1240/[1nA(5+Zd)(N,§)]=0.34
..

—N

hP(N,,)/N,7dN,,— f... '"P(N”)/N,idN”

(”3)

WWW

In these expressions, the value of In A is equal to 17 and Z“, is measured to be 5.5. The power
spectrum, P(N,,), is calculated using the SWAN code with in and Vn, in front of the grill chosen in
such a way that the code reproduces correctly the measured reﬂection coefﬁcient both in amplitude and
in phase. N“, is obtained from the plane wave accessibility condition for 31(0) and n,.

Figure 3 g) shows the time evolun'on of the soft X-ray emission originating ﬁrom the divertor plates.
These x-rays are caused by the suprathermal electrons lost from the main plmna during the rf
injection. The x-ray signal is constant and well behaved
during the plateau indicating that there is no strong MHD 100

activity. The power transported to the divertor by the
unconﬁned electrons can be estimated from the x-ray

signals to be of the order of 70 kW. For 30 keV
electrons (N,, = 3.0), the slowing down time is

O

1

ﬁ.(t0‘°m")

(b)

approximately 2 to 3 ms and the fraction of the power

lost. 10-15%, is consistent with a conﬁnement time of the

‘

suprathermal electrons of the same order as the energy
confinement time or larger, I”, 2 13 ~ 5 ms.

0
50°

predicts very well the residual loop voltage even for the

Radaw pom, (k

to)

”,0

.

°

presented in another paper at this conference“. Table I "°°
shows the parameters of two shots simulated with 0'75
In these simulations, the experimental
ACCOME.
temperature and density proﬁles were used as inputs. The
code provides as outputs information on the rt modiﬁed
equilibrium. current density proﬁles. distribution
functions, etc. As can be seen in Table I, the code

Pr, (kW)

/

50

both codes are in good agreement with the experiments.
The results obtained with the TSC-LSC code are

Vm (V)

(d)

The current drive experiments on TdeV were compared
with the predictions of two simulation codes; the TSC -

LSC code6 and the ACCOME" code. Predictions from

W
(c)

.

. p “(2
'00”

.

' '9

til

0.5

on
'0

(g)

zoo

400‘ ("Waco

8x316 AU
( )
1000
aoo

Figure 3: Time "01mm“ Of a completely

rf driven plasma (shot #22401)

5m,

1,

N0.

[M1

10 m‘

[REV]

22865
23051

210
160

1.35
1.33

1.72
2.15

Table 1:

13‘ a

r”

2...

P...

N,

v,

I...

[V]

[RA]

0.12 (0.1)
0.08 (0.1)

(190)
(135)

[kW]

2.5
6.1

590
610

3.3, 2.5
3.3. 3.3

Plasma parameters of the shots simulated with the ACCOME code.

parenthesis in the last two columns are code predictions.

The values in

case in which a compound spectrum was

proﬁle measured by polarimetry. It agrees
also with the proﬁle of s(r)ln,(r) presented
in Fig.4. £(r) is the local x-ray emissivity
due to the supratherrnal electrons. Assuming
that the plasma composition and the

distribution function of the fast electrons are
constant across the
proportional to the
electron density. The
shOuld approximately

radius.
local
proﬁle
match

e(r)/n‘(r) is
suprathermal
of e(r)/n,(r)
the current

proﬁle since 85% of the current in this

l

__ ACCOME
....... Polarimetrylﬁ.’
dn.

1

.\._‘
.._(
1
.1

1

aIIOWed to spatially diffuse. The proﬁle is
slightly hollow due to off-centre rf power
deposition (r/a - 0.25). The calculated
proﬁle is in fair agreement with the current

J (10‘A/m2)

ﬁgure 4.
The calculation includes
contributions from the bootstrap effects and
the residual electric ﬁeld. The rf current is

l
3

(nv) (WU/(1')“a

used (shot #22865). The calculated current
is presented in
density proﬁle, 1.0.0).

0
12)

R (cm)
Figure 4: Current density proﬁle as calculated
by ACCOME and as measured by polarimetry.
e I n, is indicative of the fast electron density.

discharge is generated by the fast electrons.
In conclusion. good coupling at high power was achieved but only for small antenna separau'ix

distances. The reasons for the discrepancy between the calculated reflection coefﬁcients and the

measured ones are not understood but flows in the plasma scrape-off layer could be responsible
for the
observed behaviour. Fully rf driven plasmas were generated at high N,, values with nm in agreement
with theoretical predictions. The LHCD experiments are well reproduced by ACCOME and TSC-LSC.
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Lower Hybrid Current Drive Simulation

with the TSC/LSC Code for TdeV
M. Shoucri, r. Shltnrofsky, n.1gnatl,
S. Jardin‘, Y. Deniers, A. COté,
D. Michaud, C. Cbté, G. Abel

Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnétique,
Varennes, Quebec, Canada BX 151

We apply the Tokamalt Simulation Code TSC coupled to the Lower Hybrid Simulation Code LSC to
study the experimental results of the lower-hybrid current drive experiments in TdeV. 'nle TSC/LSC
code offers a powerful tool for detailed studies of time dependent problems of lower-hybrid current drive
in Tokamaks [l]. The TSC code solves the free boundary Maxwell-MED equations in a 2-D toroidal
geometry for the plasma. vacuum and conductors, coupled to the circuit equations for poloidal ﬁeld

coils. including feedback systems. through the boundary conditions. It evolves the surface averaged
transport equations through appropriate transport models [2]. This code has been previously applied to
study the equilibrium, time evolution. arid forced current ramp down for Tc [3]. An important feature
of the TSC code is that it provides the self-cmsistent ohmic electric ﬁeld calculated on the ﬂux surfaces.
3 very sensitive parameter in evaluating the LH current The self-consistent LH power deposition proﬁle
is calculated using the lower-hybrid simulation code LSC, which does multiply ray tracing calculaticns

in a toroidal noncircular plasma. and uses a self-adjoint method to calculate the electric ﬁeld sensitive
solution to the current generated In the present work, the TSC/LSC code is applied to several LH

current drive shots of TdeV. providing a nice agreement with experimental results. Fig. 1 shows the
results for shot #2227], where 420 kW of power are injected with a spectntm centered at N" = 3.
providing a total plasma current of 210 kA. with a peak density of 3.5 x low/cm3 (linearly averaged
value or 2.5 x 1013/an3) (total plasma current IP. loop voltage VL, mica-1y averaged value of density
INT}. injected Lli power PlNJT. peak electron temperature ’I'HTE2). The total current and loop
voltage obtained from the TSC/LSC code are shown in Figs 2 and 3. The total current is ﬁxed by
feedback to the experimental value of 210 UK. The loop voltage calculated by the code is shown in

Fig. 3 to settle, after an initial transient response. to an equilibrium value slightly below 0.5 volt, in
good agreement with the experimental value of 0.48 volt This result is obtained with a Zeff: 2.4. in
close agreement with the experimental estimation of 2.45 i 0.22. The associated ohmic power, which
mmbincs with the 420 kW ofLH power to drive the 210 kit of currents. is calculated by the 'l‘SC/LSC
code to be lZOkW of power. in agreement with the estimate of 110kW of power obtained from the

experimental results. The equilibrium value of the major radius is shown in Fig.4 to be 0.877 meter. in
agreement with the value of0.875 given in Fig. 1.
The TSC/15C code offers a powerful tool for detailed studies of LH current drive in tokamaks,
coupling the self-comistem MHD equilibrium with circuit equations, transport and ray-tracing and
provides detailed analysis of the different parameters associated with the MHD. transport and raytracing. which helps verify and/or complement the experimental results. For instance, we present in
Fig. 5 the value calculated for the parameter li/2 +
, and in Fig. 6 the stability diagram M —l q
(edge). showing the equilibrium in the stable region 0 the diagram. Fig. 7 presents the proﬁles of the
total cunent of2lOkA (T) andLH cunent of 140 KA (L), and Fig. 8 presents the q proﬁle as function

of the ﬂux. The temperature proﬁle calculated by the TSC/LSC code is shown in ﬁg. 9 (symbol 0).
‘

Princeton Plasma Physics Lab, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ. 08543

‘
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again in good agreement with the experimmtal curve (full curve in Fig. 9). obtained by Thomson
wring, The density proﬁle is presented in Fig. 10. The TSC/LSC code is interfaced with the stability
code pES'I‘Z, which allows for detailed examination of the MHD stability properties of the equilibrium
obtained- It is also interfaced with the GA/NERSC Fokker-Planks code CQL3D code [4], which allows
for the calculation of the distribution function on the flux surfaces for the LH current for the equilibrium
comidereti
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Reconstruction of Equilibria Modified During Lower Hybrid Current

Drive In the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification'
R. Kaita, S. H. Batha,a R. Bell, S. Bemabei. M. Chance, T. K. Chu,
J. Dunlap,b A. England,b G. Gettelfinger, N. Greenough, R. Hatcher,
S. Hirshman.b D. lgnat, Ft. lsler,b S. Jardin, S. Jones,C S. Kaye, J. Kesner,°

H. Kugei, B. LeBlanc. F. Levinton,a S. Luckhardt,c J. Manickam,
M. Okabayashi, M. Ono, F. Paoletti,c 8. Paul, A. Post-Zwicker,b N. Sauthoff,
L. Schmitz,d S. Sesnic, Y. Sun, H. Takahashi, M. Talvard,e W. Tighe,

G. Tynan,d E. Valeo, and 8. von Goeler
I. Introduction

The ultimate attractiveness of the tokamak as a reactor concept is
closely connected with the practicality of plasma control, especially the control
of the plasma current profile. On the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification
(PBX-M). one approach to current profile modification is to use lower hybrid
current drive (LHCD). To determine the effectiveness of LHCD in modifying
the plasma current distribution, measurements of the internal magnetic field
have been made with the multi-channel motional Stark effect (MSE) system.
The Variational Moments Equilibrium Code (VMEC) has been utilized to
perform equilibrium reconstructions using the MSE profiles as well as

pressure and external magnetics data. These tools have been recently

applied to the analysis of discharges without auxiliary heating, neutral beam
injection (NBI) only, and NBI combined with LHCD as part of the development
of scenarios for stable high poioidal beta (Bp) operation in PBX-M.
II. Equilibrium Reconstruction

The practical application of MSE polarimetry for internal magnetic field
measurements in tokamaks was first demonstrated in PBX-M.1 A neutral
hydrogen beam undergoes collisional excitation as it propagates through a
plasma. The motion of the beam atoms across the confining magnetic field
causes an electric field to be induced in their rest frame. A splitting in the
wavelength of the emitted radiation results from this “motional Stark effect,"

and the emission transverse to magnetic field from the Am = +/-1 transitions is
polarized parallel to the field. The polarization angle gives the direction of the
magnetic field, and the spatial location of the measurement is determined
from the intersection of the beam trajectory and the lines of sight of a
multichannel spectrometer. The MSE diagnostic on PBX-M is a twelvechannel system with a spatial resolution of 3 cm. It is unique in having a
dedicated neutral probe beam2 that permits measurements in the absence of
high-power NBI.
VMEC is used to reconstruct PBX-M equilibria from external flux loop
measurements and internal MSE magnetic field data. The code first
interpolates between MSE magnetic field pitch angle points and other discrete

measurements with cubic spline fits, and uses the resulting continuous

functions to solve the Grad-Shafranov equation. The details of VMEC are

described elsewhere.3 A typical PBX-M equilibrium takes 25-35 s on an IBM
RISC-GOOO workstation, which makes reconstructions possible between
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shots. The MSE pitch angle data and VMEC fit for the Ohmic target plasma
used in subsequent LHCD experiments is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 MSE data and VMEC ﬁt for Ohmic plasma

Ill. Current Profile Modification with LHCD

A stable operational path to high [Sp can be found by first increasing

q(o) with off-axis LHCD in an Ohmic discharge, and then heating the plasma
with NBI. This was attempted experimentally, and MSE measurements were
obtained for the initial Ohmic plasma, the phase with LHCD alone, and
combined LHCD and NBI. VMEC equilibria constrained with MSE
measurements were taken in each of these cases. For a 180 kA Ohmic
discharge, q(0) = 0.93. Evaluation of systematic and random errors suggest
an uncertainty of about 10%.4 This value of q(O) is consistent with the
presence of sawtooth oscillations.
With the addition of 0.3 MW of
LHCD. q(0) was raised to 1.15 and the suppression of sawtooth oscillations
and m/n=1/1 modes was observed. After 175 msec of NBI at the 2.5 MW
level, [1p doubled from 0.5 to 1.0. The discharge remained quiescent to MHD
activity, however, and the central q stayed above 1 (q(0) = 1.1).
To determine if beam-driven currents themselves could maintain q(0)

above 1, we compared discharges having NBI alone with plasmas where

LHCD and NBI were combined. The corresponding current density profiles
are shown in Fig. 2. A measure of the shape of the current distribution is the
ratio of the central current density to its value near the mid-minor radius point,
j(0)fj(r = 15 cm). This was 2.2 for the Ohmic plasma and 2.4 for discharges
with NBI only. With both NBl and LHCD, however, the ratio falls to 1.4, which
corresponds to a profile that is clearly broader and shows more off-axis

current than in the NBI only case. The central q was 0.87 for the plasma with
NBI only, and sawtooth oscillations were present as in the Ohmic discharge.

In all of these cases (Ohmic, NBI only, and NBI combined with LHCD), the
plasma current was 180 kA and the toroidal field was 13.5 kG.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of current density profiles with NBI only and combined NBI and LHCD

The dependence of q(O) on lower hybrid power was also investigated.
The results are summarized in Fig. 3. Since the lower hybrid wave damping
and the resulting current drive efficiency are functions of plasma density, it
was used to normalize the lower hybrid power. The data are also divided by
the major radius to allow comparison with other devices, so the units of the

abscissa are 1015 kW cm'Z. There is a wide variation in the initial q(0), which
could be related to differences in the MHD stability of the target plasma. This
may be correlated with the subsequent effectiveness of LHCD in modifying
q(0), and an effort to establish this is in progress. The most conspicuous
change in q(o) occurred in hydrogen plasmas, and in general. the internal
inductance (It) is lower for these discharges compared to deuterium shots

under similar conditions. The reason for this is under study as well.
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Fig. 3 Central safety factor as a function of rf power normalized to
density and major radius for hydrogen and deuterium plasmas

IV. Modeling with Simulation Codes

The Tokamak Simulation Code5 combined with the Lower Hybrid
Simulation Code6 (T/LSC) has been applied to the parameters of our high-[3p
plasmas. In the experiment. sawtooth oscillations and m/n =1/1 modes persist
until a time 200 ms after the start of LHCD, at which point the MSE
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measurement of q(0) shows a value above unity. To match the data, a 200
ms ramp in the lower hybrid power was used in T/LSC to approximate MHD
effects that are not in the code, but are known to affect energetic electrons.7

Experimentally, the discharge remains in a quiescent “steady state”

beyond 200 ms after the beginning of LHCD, and there is little change in the
measured q(0). T/LSC, however, fails to reproduce this time behavior of q(0) if
the power level is kept constant. This difficulty could be related to the diffusion
of the rf-driven current, which T/LSC does not model. A simulation was
performed with the BALDUR Bonoli Kesner (BBK) code, which performs 3D

lower hybrid ray tracing and solves a 1D Fokker-Planck equation for the
electron distribution function.3 The BBK code includes diffusion of the rfdriven current,9 and a hot electron diffusion time of 25 ms was assumed. This

is consistent with the diffusion coefficient derived from hard X-ray camera
measurements.10 With this model, the BBK code results follows the time
evolution of q at steady rt power more closely than T/LSC. Further
comparisons between the data and the simulation codes are planned.

V. Summary

Accurate reconstruction of equilbria under a wide variety of PBX-M
operating conditions has been achieved. VMEC calculations were constrained
with internal magnetic field measurements using a multichannel MSE

diagnostic. These results have been used to document the ability of PBX-M to
follow a scenario for achieving high Bp plasmas through off-axis LHCD and
NBI heating. Future plans include improving high [3 performance with LHCD
and NBI at higher power. The long-term PBX-M objective is to incorporate

current drive techniques and profile diagnostics into a plasma control system

for avoiding disruptions and exploring advanced tokamak regimes.
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SLOWING DOWN OF LOWER HYBRID WAVES
IN DISCHARGE WITH RUNAWAY BLECTRONS.

Voitsekhovitch I.A.*, Martinell J.J.
UNAM,

MEXICO.

1.Introduction.
In a
number of
experiments
on lower hybrid
current
drive (LHCD) a power spectrum with low parallel wave index is

used. In plasmas with a Maxwell distribution function the
resonance interaction of such waves with only a small number
of the fast particles is possible. Nevertheless, the current
drive
observed
allows
to
suppose
the
existence
of
some
mechanism that produces
either the modification
of
waves

form.

of

combination

The

from

function

spectrum or the deviation of the distribution
Maxwellian

possibilities

both

is

considered in this work.
consider

We

in

LHCD

the

the

residual

with

discharge

[1].

electric field generates runaway electrons

when the IHW

spectrum is located in the runaway region, runaway electrons
fill the spectral gap between the external spectrum and the

distribution
distribution

the

in

spectral

slope

the

that

show

We’ll

function.
function

can.

region

gap

positive when the runaway influx exceeds the
Such
particles due to the radial diffusion.

of
be

sink of the
distribution

function could cause the excitation of slowing LH waves due to
Landau damping.

II.The creation of positive slope on distribution
function.

electron
the
of
behavior
the
describe
To
distribution function f in the runaway region in the discharge
with electric field and lower hybrid waves we use the
stationary quasilinear kinetic equation:

6f
-c —— +

16
6f
2 —— D ——

ax

where

ve

6x

x=v"/vTe

5
l[
16f
+ —— -—3 f + ——— ——]

6x

is

6x

the

x

2x

T
+ ——— 5(x)

Bx

dimensionless

= O

(l)

along

the

ve

velocity

magnetic field. This equation contains: the acceleration of
the particles by the external electric field E (a=eE/mve),

quasilinear
coefficient

with
electrons
fast
the
of
diffusion
(V
electrons
bulk
with
collisions
D,

electron—electron collisionality)

the
is

and the radial diffusion of

the runaway electrons, which is described by the diffusional
flux F. In the quasilinear region xl<x<x2 where 0:0 Eq.(1) is

spectral
wave
the
for
equation
by the
completed
wk):
density, W , or for the coefficient D (D
6f
«Pk(x) = — 1D ——

a

is

the

part

of

the

lower

(2)
.

6X

where

energy

hybrid

energy

* Permanent address-RSC "Kurchatov Institute",

absorbed

Moscow,

by

Russia.
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the

electrons

and

used

for

current

drive,

Pk(x)

a

is

LH

spectrum. 1 = const. Below, a gaussian form of the spectrum is
ed:
gs
=
pLHexp(-(x2—x02)2/Ax4))
that
is
more
adequate
to

k
.
.
the experimental spectrum, PLH ls input power.
when
waves
LH
fast
consider the
We

boundaries

runaway

of

region

the

spectrum,

xl>xrun

are

x2,

x1,

1/2
(xrun=(2/c)

is

the

threshold

ru

in

the

runaway

is different

velocity). In this case the solution of Eq.(1,2)
in the three velocity regions:

x

velocity

located

n: x a x1(the solution in this region was obtained in [2]):
F

n

f1(x)=—:———— exp(cx4/2 ~X2) - svv

exp(cx4/2~x2)(lTe

Vn vTe

— exp(x2 — ex4/2)+ V37? e1/28J(x,0))

f (x) = fl(x) + P exp(cx4/2 — x2)(clexp(x2 — cx4/2) —
(3)
- ClDl/Ax4a - c exp(x2 — cx4/2 —

(XZ— x02)2/Ax4)/2a -

- VZ/c exp(1/2:)C1J(x,x1) + Cb exp(b2/a—x:/Ax4)Jl(x,xl)/a3/2)

x

>X

2

f3(x) = f1(x) + Pexp(cx4/2-x2]((Cl-C )exp(x2 — :x4/2) +

2

+ (CZDZ—clpl)/Ax4a + vE7E exp(1/28)(C2J(x,x2) — C1J(x,x1)) +

+ 8b exp(b2/a - xg/Ax4)Jl(x2,xl)/a3/2)

:2553 + 1/Ax4, b=x:/Ax4 + 0.5, Ci=exp(—(xiz- x: )z/Ax4),
Di=exp(xi2 — exi4/2),

A = «a, B = b/A, P = aPLH/vv%e,

¢E7§x2—1/VEE

s-B

J(x,xi) = J exp (—t2)dt,

J1(x,xi) = J exp{-t2)dt

¢E7§xi —1/¢§E
The

slope

of

the

Axi— B
distribution

function

is

controlled

by

the parameter F. The threshold magnitudes of F providing zero
slope of the distribution function in every area are the
following:

tr= ncv/VEF(X),
where

thr
thr_
— Tl
+ AFZ,

P2

thr
thr_
F3
— Fl
+ AF3

(4)
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1[

4

2

CD
1 1

exp(x — ex /2)

P—

ch

2

2 2

4

+-——~————-——exp—x—x

a4

2x2

—

1

[

a

(

(

AX

o

)

/

—C]+

)

1

4 )J1(x,xl)-V2/c exp(1/2:)ClJ(x,xl) /F(x)
4
5b exp(b 2 /a—xO/Ax
+ ;§7§
1
Ar3 = P1[— 3

(cl- D2C2)

exp(x2—cx4/2)
+ iii—- (C2 - C1)

+

+ a3/2
Eb e XP (bz/a— x4/Ax4
0
) J 1 (x 2' x 1 ) - V573 exp (l/25)(J(x ' x 1 )c 1 —

— J(x,x2)C2)]/F(x)

(5)

F(x)=1+V37EJ(X,0)exp(1/2:)+exp(x2-cx4/2)/(cx2-l),

The

standard

infinity,

boundary

lim(af/ax)<o,

condition

is

on

realized

the

when

P1=aPLH/TVTe

value

the

of

radial

f

near

flux

F

Xno

overcomes the threshold value F3.

the

spectral

gap

region,

Fl,

But if the threshold flux in.

exceeds

situation with F1>F>F3 is possible.

the

magnitude

F3

the

It means the existence of

a positive slope of the distribution function

in the spectral

gap area and at the same time its restriction on the infinity.
III.

Optimization of external LH spectrum for the
excitement of slowing waves.
To understand how the positive slope of f is realized
let’s consider what processes determine the threshold flux. As

it was mentioned above, the slope of the distribution function
depends on the parameter F. To get the
infinity we need to have the magnitude

restriction of f on
of F exceeding some

threshold value determined by the condition lim(af/ax)= 0.

In

Xan

the absence of LHW the magnitude af/ax is determined by the
balance of influx of particles caused by the electric field
and diffusional sink. The electric field tries to decrease the
magnitude af/ax.
LHW change the slope of the distribution
function in the quasilinear region trying to build, up the
plateau.
The
slope
of
this
plateau
depends
on
the wave
spectrum Pk(x). The increasing spectrum (in our case it is

obtained with xo=x2)

raises the magnitude of f mainly in the

vicinity of the point x2.
value

of

f

practically

Near the low spectral boundary the

doesn’t

change.

Thus

the

waves

with

this spectrum act like the electric field,
creating an
additional mechanism for decreasing the magnitude af/ax. It
means that the threshold radial flux, ensuring zero derivate
of the distribution function increases. In the opposite case
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of

decreasing'

distribution

LHW

spectrum

function

(xo=xl)

the

higher than near the point x 2.

level

of

the

x1

point

the

of

vicinity

the

in

is

As a result the negative slope

and the
of f in the quasilinear region can be increased,
negative derivate of f can‘be produced with a lower value of

the radial sink than in the case without Law. Therefore the
threshold value F2 decreases in this case.
Fig.1
illustrates
the
expressions
(4,5)
for
the
different spectrum. The magnitude F2 for a decreasing spectrum
for more narrower spectrum. The growth of the input
the
providing
AFZ,
interval,
the
extends
also

drops
power

The
function

positive

a

possibility of generating
region of F parameters.

of

slope

in

f

a

wider

IV.Conclusions.
possibility to obtain the slide away distribution
for the slowing down of the launched LHW with high

phase velocities in LHCD ohmic discharge was investigated. It
was shown that the waves with decreasing spectrum can create
'barrier’, preventing further acceleration of the particles by

the electric field. The insufficient radial diffusion from
discharge leads to the accumulation of the particles in the
vicinity of XI and the development of the positive slope of
distribution function. It could lead to the excitation of the
waves with low velocities due to Landau resonance.
This mechanism of the positive slope generation on the
distribution function can take place in LHCD discharges in
small tokamaks with a sufficient amount of runaway electrons.
In the big devices the runaway tail of distribution function
can be produced effectively on the plasma periphery where
electron density is low. Therefore the spectrum transformation

due to slide away distribution function could be realized only
in the edge region.
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Radial Diffusion of Fast Electrons in Lower Hybrid Current Drive

A.Hatayama, K.Nagasaka, K. Kimura, M. Ogasawara
Faculty of Science and Technology, Keio University
3-14-1 Hiyoshi, Kouhoku-ku, Yokohama, 223 Japan

1. Introduction : In tokamak LHCD experiments, radial profile of rf-current is
often reported to be broader than that from the theoretical prediction of the

wave absorption[1,2]. In order to explain such a broad proﬁle, it is necessary to
take into account a radial transport of rf—accelerated electrons. Several kinds of
interpretation have been proposed for the radial transport mechanism of fast
electrons so far[1—4]. In the present paper, we consider stochastic acceleration
of electrons[5—8] in a localized rf-field as a possible mechanism for the radial
diffusion of fast electrons.
2. Effects of RF-field Localization on Electron Motion : In realistic situation,
lower hybrid wave is injected by a finite sized array of waveguides and the
resultant rf-ﬁeld in plasma is spatially localized as a propagation cone. In such a
localized rf-ﬁeld, it has been shown that electrons can be stochastically accelerated,

if the wave amplitude is large enough[5—8]. As shown in the next section, such a

stochastic acceleration in the toroidal direction leads to a radial displacement of
electrons and become a possible mechanism for the radial diffusion of rfaccelerated electrons. In order to understand such astochastic acceleration process

in a localized rf-field, we first consider a simple 1-D model in the toroidal
direction and the model localized rf~field is given by,

ED sin(kz — wt), (0 S 2 S Lw ),
Z ={ 0 ,
(L w s z 5 L),

(1)

where the coordinate ziS taken along the toroidal direction and L is the periodic
length of the torus (L=2:tR, R2major radius of the torus). The wave number k in
Eq.(1) can be given by, k =(2Jr/LW)NW , where Lw is the length of the region of
the localized wave and NW is an integer.
Electron dynamics has been studied by direct numerical integration of the
electron equation of motion in the above model rf-field for a given initial
condition under the periodic boundary condition in phase space[8]. Figure 1
shows the time evolution of electron velocity distribution for the case, L=2n(m),
Nw=4 and Lw=0.12:rl:(m). The initial velocity distribution was taken as a Maxwell

distribution f(V)=f0 exp(-V 2/Vthz) with Vrh=0‘1Vp’ where the electron velocity
is normalized by the wave phase velocity, V=v/(u)/k). Total number of test
electrons was NT=1000. As seen from Fig.1, effective acceleration of electrons
with small initial velocity was observed. The initial velocity distribution was
distorted to large extent with time 1:(=u)t) increasing and almost ﬂat tail in the
high velocity region was formed after about 17>2x105. However, whether the
effective acceleration of electrons with such a small initial velocity arise or not,
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depends on the normalized wave—amplitude parameter p, where p is deﬁned by
p = [(550 /m,,a)2 . In the case shown in Fig.1,p was chosen as p=0.03. No such

an acceleration was observed for smaller values of p.

In order to understand the acceleration process in the localized rf—ﬂeld more
clearly, we calculated the variance <(AV )2> of the velocity change AV and
analyzed its time evolution. The average < > was taken over the sample electrons.
Figure 2 shows the typical example of a calculated result for <(AV )2> as a
function of the normalized time "c. As clearly seen from Fig.2, <(AV )2> is
almost linearly increasing with 'c . Thus, the electron dynamics is considered to

be initially diffusive process and we can define a diffusion coefficient in the
velocity space as D=<(AV )2> /‘21.
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Fig.1 Time evolution of electron velocity

Fig.2 Typical example for <(AV)2>

distribution in a localized rf-ficld

as a function of time

3. Radial Diffusion Coefﬁcient for Fast Electrons :
In this section, we consider more realistic model for tokamak magnetic ﬁeld
and rf—field. Using the (r,t9, (p) coordinate system, model magnetic ﬁeld is
given by B= (0,39 =B90Ro /R,B¢, = B¢0R0 /R) in the low beta and large

aspect ratio approximations(Bgo / Ben << 1, r /Ro << 1, R = R0 + r 005 6). For the
rf-field, we assume that E = —V (15, ¢ = 4150 cos(k 'r — cut) . In order to analyze the
electron motion in the above magnetic and electric ﬁeld, the drift approximation
is employed. The velocity component in the direction of magnetic ﬁeld and the
radial direction are described, respectively, as follows:

d"//

e

——=-—k
dt
M: No sink
( ”C —wt+ 1/1)

( 0<C<€,
)

air

a dV//

—=——,
dt wee dt

2
()

where dC / dt = v /,, 5 is the coordinate along the magnetic lines of force, 2 the
localized width of rf-field. In addition, k // and a in Eq.(2) are deﬁned by
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k// = (Bake + B¢k¢)/B, a = (Bay/CB " n¢)/k//B-

(3)

As was pointed out by Mengfen, et al[4], the stochasticity of the parallel
velocity component causes the radial diffusion of electrons due to the wave
induced ExB drift, dr/dt in Eq.(2). As described in Sec.2, the acceleration process
in a localized rf—ﬁeld is characterized by a diffusion process in the velocity
space, if the wave amplitude is large enough. The parallel velocity and the
radial diffusion coefficient due to the rf—field are given respectively by,

13n =< (2W)2 >/2At, DZ =<(A,)2 > /2At.

(4)

From Eqs.(2) and (4), the radial diffusion coefficient 0;; can be related to the

parallel velocity diffusion coefficient 09:, and is given by

(5)

03' =<a2/w;>Dc£,

where a)“ is the electron cyclotron frequency defined by the toroidal field.
in order to obtain the velocity change in Eq.(4) due to the passing of electron

through the localized rf—field, we use the perturbation theory[6] and solve Eq.(2).
Using thenormalizedvariables, u = v” /vp ,vp = a) /k,, , z = kﬂé — amst, we
expand the parallel velocity as a series of the normalized wave amplitude parameter

p(= ek/Z/tﬁo / mew 2 << 1). Then Eq.(2) can be solved analytically and the velocity

)dT, can be obtain as follows:

change of electrons, Au= f 6(120 + 121 + d; +

u00—1)]2 +30(p )
(”0
<(Au)2 >= 2('E0)Zsin2[k_//[ _1(:)]/[(__u__

(6)

where: =f0'Ldz/u,0L =2Jq and< u0>=f_:dw/21r means the average over
the initial phase ofeach electrons. Using Eqs.(4)(5)(6) and taking the characteristic
time of the displacement for the electrons as Arzk ,, L/uo, we can obtain an
approximate expression for the radial diffusion coefficient of fast electrons,

k 8

DZ ‘=s2(oz2p2 / w;)(v,, /L)(v§ /v,/ )2 sin2[’—é(1 — v,, / vp)]/(1— v, mp)?
(7)

4. Order Estimate for Radial Diffusion Coefﬁcient : In order to estimate the
value of D3 , here we normalize Dr”: by the neoclassical diffusion coefficient
DNC = qfv, (qzsafety factor, pezLarnor radius, 1!, :collision frequency) and
take the limit v” —> w /k,, . Then we obtain

D'f/D
”

1 2 2W2“)

= — a

NC

4

-———-—’

p qk/IL Ve

(8)

from Eq.(7). If the parameters in Eq.(8) are taken to be a =10,ps~10_2,

k,/E= 20,k,,L =300,w/21r=109,Vﬂ/21r =104,and q =3, then 1);“ /DNC =.10
and D; becomes considerably large.

However, the results strongly depend on the assumption for the values of
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the parameters in Eq.(8), especially for the values of or and p. For the typical
[okamak LHCD experimental condition (R=1.35m, a=0.4m, B=2.5T,
q(r)=1+"2/02: w/ZmOﬁGHz, n(0)=7x10”m‘3) , Mengfen, et al [4], have shown
that a deﬁned by Eq.(3) possibly becomes as a ~10—20, using the toroidal ray

tracing code.Based on the simple two dimensional model of the LHW propagation

cone in the cold and elctrostaic approximations[9][10], the normalized wave
1/2
amplitude p is approximately given by

e 71// 2Prf Mali

(DZ/mi“

1/2
2
80A}; 5 u) p60” 7- “Um—1)
pry—K
”‘6

2

“’pi

—1

+ 2

w (2

,

(9)

where P", is the local rf-power, A the waveguide surface area, )1 the focusing

factor and the remaining notations in Eq.(9) are the conventional ones. For

more rigorous estimate for p, it is necessary to solve the coupled equations of
toroidal ray tracing and the wave absorption to estimate the local rf-power P.f
and focusing factor h. Here, instead, we assume these values in the range of P

=200—500kW, h=0.2-0.8, then p possibly becomes the order of 10’2 for the

above experimental condition.
5. Summary : Taking into account

the effect of localization of rf-field, an

expression for the radial diffusion coefficient of rf-accelerated fast electrons
was obtained. Although the value of the diffusion coefficient strongly depends
on the wave amplitude and the propagation characteristics of LHW, a rough
estimate shows that the diffusion coefficient possibly becomes larger than the
neoclassical value by one order of magnitude for typical experimental condition

for LHCD experiments.
Acknowledgments: The authors wish to thank Dr. A.Fukuyama of Okayama
university for useful and informative discussions.
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Long Tlme Behavior of LH Wave-Plasma Coupling
vla High Energy X-ray Measurement in TRIAM-1M Tokamak
T. Yamagajo, S. Kawasaki, E. Jotaki, K. Makino,
M. Sakamoto, K. Nakamura, S.-I. Itoh, S. Itoh

Advanced Fusion Research Center, Research Institute for Applied Mechanics,
Kyushu University 87, Kasuga 816, Japan

INTRODUCTION
In TRIAM—IM, current drive experiments using 8.2GHz lower hybrid waves (LHW) an

carried out. Toroidal magnetic ﬁeld is 7—8T. High density plasmas of ﬁc~2><1019m‘3 an: ‘
maintained for 23s non-inductivelyU]. Temporal evolutions of the plasma parameters and the
current drive ﬁgure of merit "CD were studied during the long duration (2105) discharges[2]_
Hard X-ray (HX) measurement and analysis of lower hybrid wave coupling during the 10113
duration discharges in TRIAM-lM tokamak are reported.
In some long duration discharges, decrease in plasma current and line averaged electron
density is observed. HX brightness in the plasma center decreases in associate with the
plasma current decrease. To understand this experimental results. the wave accessibility
condition is considered. It is found that the spectral gap becomes wider and that the
absorption of LHW becomes less during the long duration discharges which associates the,
decrease in the plasma currents.

3
i
‘

. ‘

‘
‘

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
.
TRIAM-lM is a high ﬁeld superconducting tokamak with a NbSSn superconducting
toroidal ﬁeld magnet. The maximum toroidal ﬁeld at the center of the plasma is Bl-BT. The 1
major radius is 0.84m, and the horizontal and vertical length of the molybdenum limiter bore ‘
are 0.24m and 0.36m, respectively. In LHCD experiments, the plasma has a circular crosssection with a minor radius of 0.12m.
.
High frequency LHCD system has been installed to maintain the high density plasma for .
a long time. The RF power ampliﬁed by eight klystrons are distributed by a magic T into 3
The 16 output waveguides are connected to the launcher which
two waveguide arms.
consists of two eight -waveguide grills. The launcher is radially movable and the waveguide
mouth is located a few millimeters behind the protection limiter radius. Ceramic vacuum
windows are placed about 1.5m away from the front end of the grill and the pressure near
the window is kept less than 10'5 Torr by a differential pumping system. The phase in each
eight-waveguides of the grill can be set arbitrarily.
The HX emission from the high energy electrons produced by the lower hybrid waves is
measured using the 7 channel NalCTl) scintillation spectrometers. Fig.1 shows a schematic
diagram of the X—ray detector array. The array consists of ¢l7><l75mm Nal(Tl) scintillation
spectrometers. These spectrometers are placed beneath the tokamak, viewing vertically
upward, perpendicular to the horizontal midplane. The HX beamlines are collimated by the
lead collimator system. Each detector views the plasma with the solid angle of 4XlOT4Str. ‘
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The entire energy range of measured HX emission is 30—500keV. The 'effective
temperaturetmean photon energy of the spectral distribution) of the spectra is the range of

60-80keV.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Typical waveforms of 8.20I-Iz LHCD discharge is shown in Fig.2 where Bt=7T and
pr1-94.2c. The LHW is launched where the relative phasing between the adjacent
waveguides Act is chosen to be 90°. The power spectrum of the launched wave is peaked at

NH“18 and AN, -0.9 where NH is the refractive index of the launched wave parallel to the
magnetic ﬁeld After 300ms, the loop voltage V drops to 0V and the full plasma current
becomes to be driven by the high energy electrons produced by LHW.
This discharge is divided into 3 phases (1 II & Ill). At the initial stage of the
discharges(t-l--3s, phase I), the plasma current I and the line averaged electron density n

are 60kA and 2.2X10'9m 3. respectively. During 4-83 (phase II) the 1p and 11 decrease.
Finally in phase III (t> 85), Ip and ne drop to 45kA and 1.1118X10‘93, respectively.
Associate with the plasma current decrease, increase in the high 2 impurities are observed
spectroscopically[3]. The lower bound of effective ionic charge e is 4.0 at is and rises
to 6.0 at 105 in the plasma center.
Radial proﬁles of the HX brightness (Ey-80keV, lSOkeV) in phase I(ls) and phase III(9s)
are shown in Fig.3. At phasel, X--ray emission peaks in the plasma center. The 80keV
photon count at r/a-O is about 140 photons/keV-s at t-ls. In spite of the increase in
impurities, the HX emission from the central chord of the plasma decreases in phase III. The

80keV photon count at r-Ocm is about 100 photonykeV-s at 9s. On the other hand, the HX
brightness at r-i5.0cm and r-i7.5cm do not change so much between phase I» and phase
III. These experimental results suggest that the number of the high energy electrons decreases
at the inner region of the plasma column in associate with the plasma current decrease.

ANALYSIS OF LH WAVE-PLASMA COUPLING
To understand these experimental results, we study the wave accessibility condition.
Under ‘generalized accessibility conditions' that do not allow an oblique resonance, there is a
upper bound of NH upshift[4 5]. The upper bound of the NH upshifting is estimated, The
upper bound of N” upshift N”up normalized by the toroidal refractive index at the grill N¢sr
can write as
l'

M = ( Rim] )1—
Nogr

Rmaj

l—g

and the 'g-factor' in this equation is deﬁned2
)
w_p_e2
g=(B_8)

(1)

B‘” 1+( —P°)
ce

,

where Rma - and Rm“3' are the major coordinates and the major radial location of the LHCD
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grill, respectively. And 8' and BB are toroidal and poloidal magnetic ﬁeld, respectively. The
variations of the upper bound of NI, upshifting with N 3,-3.0 in phase I(ls) and Phase
Because 0? the large normalized density and
III(9s) are calculated and are shown in Fig.4.
the large magnetic ﬁeld pitch angle. the expected NH upshift can be higher in phasel lhan
that in phase III, especially at r/a~-0.4.
Waves with a higher NI, value will damp strongly through electron landau damping. The

condition that the wave phase speed be a certain multiple 1, of the bulk electron them,“
speed can be expressed as,
C

dmp
N/I

AVTe.

For the phase speed equal to three times the thermal speed (1-3), the damping is strong,
Six times the thermal speed (1-6), may somewhat arbitarality be taken as a limit of millimal
but finite damping. In phase III, the bulk electron temperature measured by the Thomson
scattering, is lower than that in phaseI and II. For the landau damping to occur at r/a~-0.4,
A—7.0 is required at phaseI and A-l4.0 is required at phase 111. These facts indicate that the
spectral gap becomes wider and that the absorption of LHW becomes less in phase 111.
Then, the number of the high energy electrons may decrease. This would correspond to the
experimental result that the HX emission in phase III decreases. More detailed analysis will
be done in future.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the X—ray detector array.
Fig.2 Typical waveforms of 8.20Hz LHCD discharge, where Bt—TI', Prf-94.2kW, [Mb-90".
Plasma current decreases from 43 to 83.
Fig.3 Radial proﬁles of the HX brightness (E'tOkeV, lSOkeV) in phase I(ls) and phase
IlI(9s). The photon counts decreases at the central chord.
Fig.4 The variations of the upper bound of N” upshifting in phase I(ls) and phase 111(95).
In phasel, N], can upshift higher value than phase III.
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PREDICTED CURRENT DRIVE PROFILES FROM
THE NEW JET ICRF ANTENNAE
'C D Warrick, 'M Cox, D F H Start and V P Bhatnagar

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 3EA, UK
* UKAEA Govemment Division, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB, UK
(Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association)

INTRODUCTION
During the last operational campaign on JET, bi-polar minority ion current drive (CD) proﬁles
produced near the q=l surface by the A1 antennae were shown to have a stabilising effect on
sawteeth for certain antenna phasings and resonance positions (+90" phasing for the ICRH
resonance at the inboard side of the q=1 surface) and above a certain ICRH power threshold
(SMW for 30% H minority in D). For otherwise identical conditions, ~90” phasing destabilised
the sawtooth leading to very short sawtooth periods. The effect was interpreted [1] as being
due to the shear near q=l being changed by the addition of the bi-polar (i.e. opposite sign on
opposite sides ofthe cyclotron resonance) proﬁle ofthe minority ion CD. Thus ICRF minority
ion CD potentially is an important tool both for assisting in achieving ignition (by stabilising
sawteeth) and for controlling the burn (by destabilising sawteeth) in next step tokamaks and
reactors. ICRF waves also offer the prospect of heating and driving currents in high [3 plasmas
through direct damping of the fast wave (FW) by electrons via a combination of transit time
magnetic pumping and Landau damping. Further experiments are planned as part of the
‘Advanced Tokamak’ campaign on JET to extend the work already done [2].

New (A2) antennae were installed during the recent modifications to JET. These produce a
signiﬁcantly narrower (in k") launched wave spectrum and improved wave directivity when
they are phased for current drive This paper presents predictions of both the minority ion and
FW CD profiles expected from the A2 antennae using, respectively, the CLIC 2-D ion and
BANDIT 3-D electron Fokker-Planck codes developed at Culham,

MINORITY ION CURRENT DRIVE
The minority ion CD produced by the A2 antennae has been studied using the CLIC bounceaveraged ion Fokker-Planck code which calculates the minority ion distribution functionﬁ on a

single circular flux surface. Ion trapping and self collisions are included self-consistently, The
code is run for a number ofﬂux surfaces (typically 10) to map out the CD and absorbed power,
density proﬁles. A velocity mesh with 300 velocity and 250 pitch—angle points has been used
for the results shown here to resolve the structure ofthe tail off}. The ion interaction with the

ICRF wave is included through a quasi-linear operator which models the RF field as a ‘beam’
having a specified mean value of k", a Gaussian spatial width (resulting in a Gaussian spread in
kg) and given power profile as a function of major radius. The values of the parameters are
obtained by fitting results obtained from ﬁJll wave (to give the spatial extent), ray tracing (to
give the radial proﬁle) and antenna coupling (to give the mean k“) codes. Only the main lobe
ofthe kg spectrum is included by this approach so the wave directivity is over estimated. The
difference between the launched spectra ofthe Al and A2 antennae is shown in Fig. 1a and 1b.
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Fig. 1b. As for Fig. 1a but for the A2

number (Ni) for the A1 antennae.

antennae.

Calculations have been performed for 30% H minority in a D plasma with a wave frequency of
42.7MHZ placing the resonance at R:Ro—30cm which corresponds to the typical radius of the

inboard side of the q=l surface. The density and temperature proﬁles used are n=(r)=2.7x1019

(Hz/212)“5 m‘3 and T.(r)=5 (1-r2/a2)2 keV. The A1 antenna spectrum is centred at k“.,=3.5m'1
with a spread (half width at 1/e of the maximum value) of Aku=4.5m'l. The corresponding
values for the A2 antenna are ltn.,=3.1m'I and Aklr=2m",
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Fig. 3. Scaling of the minority ion current
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Fig. 2. shows a comparison ofthe predicted CD proﬁles for the Al and A2 antennae for 6MW

of launched power in the main kn lobe. The current driven in the two cases is very similar,
especially the current gradient as the current passes through zero. However, the A2 antenna
produces ~30% higher average current gradient between the positive and negative peaks of the
proﬁle due to the somewhat narrower proﬁle and slightly higher peak efﬁciency. This,
together with the better directivity of the A2 antennae (76%) compared with the A1 antennae
(66%) which is not allowed for in Fig. 2, is expected to result in the power thresholds for
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affecting sawtooth stability being lower for the A2 antenna However, the size of the effect
needs to be quantiﬁed by MHD stability calculations since the shape of the perturbed current
proﬁle is important. The current drive efﬁciency is found to increase strongly with electrOn
temperature eg. by ~40% as Tc is increased from SkeV to 7.5keV. The scaling of the driven
current proﬁle with input RF power is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the current in the
negative current lobe at small r/a is approximately linear with power but the positive lobe
increases only slightly and then saturates as the power is raised The latter behaviour is
attributed to the ‘Ohkawa effect' i.e. the reduction in current caused by ions being pushed into
the trapped region by the RF.

FAST WAVE CURRENT DRIVE
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and Tc=6,5keV plasma at B¢:2.7T.

and Tc=10keV plasma at B.=l.33T.

The fast wave heating and CD produced by the A2 antennae in JET have been studied using
the BANDIT-3D code which calculates on a speed, pitch angle and radial mesh the timedependent electron distribution function aﬁer bounce-averaging the Fokker—Planck equation
over a speciﬁed (D-shaped) equilibrium. In the calculations shown a mesh of 81 speed, 60
pitch-angle and 21 radial points is used and the code was run to reach steady-state. A model
FW operator is included which assumes that the wave spectrum is Gaussian [3]. Only single
pass damping is included and the RF power proﬁle as a function of radius is derived from the ,
calculated absorbed power at the previous time-step. The parameters of the launched wave
from the A2 antennae are, as before, lcu=3.lm'l and Akf—Zm‘l. These values are increased in
the wave model by a factor of 9/7 to allow for the upshiﬁ in kg (resulting from the invariance of
N.) between the launch position and the central regions of the plasma where the damping
occurs. In all cases shown the plasma is pure D with a central (edge) density of 5x1019m'3
(lxlﬂwm'3) and a (parabolic)°‘5 proﬁle. The temperature proﬁle is (parabolic?) with a IOOeV
edge pedestal and a central temperature of either 65 or IOkeV. The FW current and power
deposition profiles are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for, respectively, a T,=6.5keV plasma at
B.=2.7T (relatively low [3) and Tc=lOkeV plasma at B¢=l.33T (relatively high B). In all cases
the wave spectrum is relatively broad and interacts with electrons over a broad energy range
with the majority ofthe damping occuring on electrons close to the thermal velocity. This is
the case over the whole of the region where the wave damping is signiﬁcant. In such a
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Situation the Wave interacts with most of the electrons present at each radius regardless of the
local electron temperature but the strength of the interaction depends on the local electron B

[3]. The overall shape of the wave damping proﬁle is, therefore, expected to be Similar in all
the cases shown since the shape of the electron [3 proﬁle is the same in all cases. Table 1_
summarises the results obtained.
Tea

e

nca 10 m'

Pew absorbed

1w

2.7

6.5

5.0

5

51

0.15

2.7

10.0

5.0

9

122

0.21

1.33

65

5.0

45

377

0.12

1.33
1.33
133

10.0
10.0
10.0

5.0
60
7.0

63
73
so

685
637
579

0.16
0.13
0.11

Table 1. Summary of FWCD results obtained at B. = 2.7T and 1.33T. The CD efﬁciency,
nlozncOIP—WROIP) quoted is normalised to the absorbed rather than the injected power.
The low damping at the higher Bt is a consequence of the strong (1/ B33) of the FW diffusion
coefﬁcient. Although the single—pass damping is weak there are no cyclotron resonances
present so mutiple pass absorption on the electrons is expected to occur. However, the
standing wave produced may not retain the directivity of the launched wave. Also competing
damping mechanisms may absorb some of the power. The overall current drive eﬁiciency is,
therefore, unclear. At B.=1,33T the single-pass damping is quite good and signiﬁcant currents
can be driven. In these cases the second harmonic D resonance is located on the inboard side
and will absorb the remainder ofthe RF power.

SUMMARY
The A2 antennae on JET are predicted to be able to drive slightly narrower minority ion
current drive proﬁles than the A1 antennae with slightly higher intrinsic efficiency. This
combined with the better directivity of the A2 antennae means that the power thresholds for
stabilisation or destabilisation of sawteeth should be reduced compared with those observed
using the A1 antennae in the previous campaign on JET. At the higher values ofB obtained at
low toroidal ﬁelds (B¢=1.33T), the single pass damping ofthe FW on electrons is predicted to
be large especially at high nc and Tc. Signiﬁcant currents can be driven in the plasma centre
which may be useful for providing a ‘seed’ current for the bootstrap current in EST ‘advanced
tokamak’ scenarios.
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Alfvén Resonance Eﬁ‘ects on Fast Wave Current Drive
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1Helsinki University of Technology, Department of Technical Physics, FIN-02150 Espoo, Finland
2VTT Energy, P.O. Box 1604, FIN—02044, Espoo, Finland
3Royal Institute of Technology, Alfvén Laboratory, 8-10044 Stockholm, Sweden

1. Introduction. The current drive with fast magnetosonic waves shows several
beneﬁts as good current drive efﬁciency and easy access to the high density plasma
centre. To avoid ion absorption in current drive, the use of low frequencies below the ion

cyclotron resonances has been suggested. A system with a wide frequency hand using
waves between 22 to 75 MHz has been proposed to serve a variety of purposes as plasma
heating to ignition, current proﬁle and burn control and eventually noninductive current
drive for steady-state operation in ITER [1]
Because of the large machine size and the small aspect ratio, the choice of a low
heating frequency will involve the Alfvén resonance [2,3]. This resonance can exist Within
the plasma, if the cyclotron resonance of the ions with the smallest charge to mass ratio
lies inside the plasma or outside of it on the low ﬁeld side. At the Alfvén resonance,
3, large proportion of the incident energy ﬂux to the resonance can be mode converted
to the energy ﬂux of an electrostatic shear or kinetic Alfve'n wave. The adverse effects
depend crucially on the strength of the single pass absorption at the plasma centre before
the wave power encounters the Alfvén resonance, cavity resonance formation, wave ﬁeld
structure in the plasma, and the upshift of the launched parallel wavenumber spectrum
owing to the poloidal ﬁeld and geometric effects. In the following, the absorbed fraction
at the Alfvén resonance of the energy ﬂux incident to the resonance is evaluated with a
code [2] based on solutions of one—dimensional ﬁnite Larmor radius wave equations.
2. Model. In solving the ﬁnite Larmor radius equations, a plasma slab inhomogeneous in the radial direction (2) is assumed. The effects of magnetic shear and toroidicity

have been neglected. The equations have been written in a modified form [4] to avoid

possible negative absorption caused by the deuterium or tritium fundamental resonances.
The equations are solved with the outward radiating boundary conditions based on a
WKB—expansion of the wave ﬁeld into the three allowed wave modes at both ends of the
slab [2]. The fast magnetosonic wave is allowed to be reﬂected from the inner wall or
from a cut-off on the high ﬁeld side. This is done by including a. fourth, reﬂected fast
wave mode in the wave decomposition at the high ﬁeld side boundary.
We adopt a reference set of parameters presently planned for ITER as given in Table
1. Figure 1 shows the positions of the deuterium and tritium cyclotron resonances as
a function of the generator frequency for the magnetic ﬁeld varying in the radial (R)

direction as BU?) = B(O)Ro/R, where 8(0) is the magnetic ﬁeld on the axis and R0 is

the major radius of the plasma as given in Table I. For frequencies less than 48 MHz,
the tritium resonance exists Within the plasma or is outside of it on the low field side.
At higher {requencies it lies on the high field side of the plasma boundary, and no Alfvén
resonance resides in the plasma. Within this high frequency range, around 63 — 67 MHz,
the ion-ion hybrid resonance can exist close to the edge on the high ﬁeld side. Its presence

f
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in the edge plasma can become of importance for scenarios based on the existence of the

second harmonic cyclotron resonance of tritium in the centre [2]. At frequencies less than
23 MHZ, both the tritium and deuterium resonances are outside of the plasma on the low
ﬁeld side, and the Alfvén resonance is always present. Temperature and density proﬁles
of the form
1"” :

Tofrba X (1 _ (T/a)2)aT"i

T' S 7'1

(1)

T,Tl =

T..,,n,. X exp l—(T _ TI)/LT.nl1

7' 2 T:

(2)

are assumed, Where r, is the radius of the separatrix and a. (> r.) is the plasma minor
radius. T,, and n,‘ are the temperature and density at the separatrix according to
Eq. (1). These proﬁles can describe fairly ﬂat or peaked temperature and density proﬁles
depending on aT‘", and an exponential fallaoﬁ' outside the radius r,.
3, Results. The mode conversion coefficient at the Alfvén resonance for the conﬁgu-

ration deﬁned in Table l is shown in Fig. 2. The behaviour of the conversion is illustrated
for heating frequencies ranging from 12 to 70 MHz and for single mode wavenumbers from
1 to 10 m’1 in the presence of the reﬂective wall at the distance 0.05 in outside from the
high ﬁeld end. We have deﬁned the converted energy ﬂux at the Alfvén resonance by
adding the obtained energy ﬂux of the outgoing slow wave to the absorbed energy ﬂux
over the calculation region. The latter is mostly caused by the electron Landau damping
of the slow wave. The presence of the wall reduces somewhat the mode conversion by

suppressing the poloidal electric ﬁeld component of the fast wave at the Alfvén resonance.
In the calculations, the low ﬁeld side boundary has been set at R = 5.2 m, corre—
sponding to r = 2.55 m and do : 0.911. The low density end is set at R : 4.95 m. The
exponential fall-off is assumed to start at r,/a = 0.963 for both the density and temperature proﬁles, which gives an edge density of 2.2 X 1018 111—3 and edge temperature of 50
eV on the high ﬁeld side boundary. The plasma density n“ at the separatrix is 5 X 1019
111—3. The high central density together with the ﬂat proﬁle has the tendency to place the
Alfvén resonance close to the edge. The maximum mode conversion coefﬁcient is obtained
at the frequency range 30—40 MHz. Conversion fractions of 20-25 % are obtained for the
largest parallel wavenumber k, used in the calculations. At lower frequencies, the reduction seen in the conversion can be attributed to the theoretical scaling of the converted

energy ﬂux [2] AI 2 «(DZ/|S’|)|Ey|2, where |Ey| is the amplitude of the poloidal component of the wave electric ﬁeld at the resonance. The dielectric tensor elements D and
S are evaluated also at the resonance, and the prime denotes the spatial derivative with
respect to :cLu/c. For decreasing frequency or for increasing k“ DZ/fS’I tends to increase
because the resonance moves deeper inside the plasma to a higher density. However, for
decreasing frequency or at large k, this is more than compensated by the reduction of
IE'yl2 due to the thicker evanescent layer between the left fast wave cutoff and the resonance. Consequently, we ﬁnd that mode conversion appears to be maximized on separate
islands on the k, — to range depicted. At low frequencies around 12—14 MHz, a region
of large conversion is found for intermediate values of k, from 5 to 7 111—1. At 46 MHz,
the conversion is strongly reduced as the tritium cyclotron resonance moves close to the
plasma boundary which pushes the Alfvén resonance out of the plasma. The conversion
at the ion—ion hybrid resonance between the deuterium and tritium cyclotron resonances
does not become signiﬁcant in the present 19; range until at frequencies around 65 MHz
when the resonance and the cut—off have been pushed close to the edge. For more peaked
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proﬁles with lower density at the plasma boundary but with the same central density,
a similar picture of conversion at the Alfvén resonance, with a maximum of 15-25 % at
medium 1:“ was found in the calculations. For a much lower central density, the locatiOn
of the resonance can shift closer to the centre for the lowest frequencies. In this Case,
the role of the Alfvén resonance can even be beneﬁcial from the point of View of current
drive by increasing the central electron absorption, at least for small machines [5].
The results obtained for the mode converted power at the Alfvén resonance in the
TFTR [Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor] tokamak (at Princeton, USA) are presented for
comparison in Fig. 3. The heating scheme based on second harmonic heating of tritium in
deuterium-tritium plasmas is found to possess 20~25% single pass absorption with 14-15%
mode conversion at the Alfvén resonance for equal deuterium and tritium concentrations
and with k, = 7 m“. The fraction of the total power being mode converted after an

inﬁnite series of passes (see below) can then vary in the range 10»25% for k, = 6 -— 8 m‘1
as shown in Fig. 3.
4. Conclusions. For typical current drive conditions, the conversion at the Alfvén
resonance can vary over a large range depending on the plasma density proﬁle and on
the used wave number spectrum and frequency. To avoid large mode conversion at the
Alfvén resonance, large single pass absorption at the center is required. The partition of
the power between central absorption and mode conversion can easily be obtained when
the central single pass absorption coefﬁcient is known. Assuming it to be a, and the
mode conversion on the high ﬁeld side to be 0, the fraction of total power being mode

converted after an infinite series of passes is fc = C(l — a,)/[l — (1 — C)(l — a,)2]. For
current drive at 22 MHz in ITER, the single pass absorption is in the range 20 - 60 %.
For the worst case of 10 % mode conversion and 20 % single pass absorption, fc becomes
20 %. If the single pass absorption is 80 % and 0 between 5 and 10 %, fc lies between
3 to 6 %. Thus the mode conversion does not seem to be too worrying in ITER, if the
single pass absorption is sufﬁciently strong.
References:

[1] Preliminary European Considerations on Fast Wave Heating and Current Drive in ITER,
prepared by the European Co-ordinating Committee on Fast Wave Current Drive and Heating,
ITER Technical Meeting on RF Heating and Current Drive, Garching, 21-26 October 1993.
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[4] ALAVA, M.J., HEIKKINEN, J.A. and HELLSTEN, T., On the Origin of Parasitic Modes
in Numerical Modelling of Wave Propagation in Plasmas, 1993, 29 pp., to appear in J. Comp.
Phys.

[5] ALAVA, M.J., HEIKKINEN, J.A., PAVLOV, LR, and SHCHERBINTN, O.N., The Effect
of Alfvén Resonance on Ion Cyclotron Heating in a Small Aspect Ratio Tokamalr, 1993, 11 pp,
to appear in J. Tech. Phys.
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RECENT RESULTS FROM FAST WAVE CURRENT DRIVE EXPERIMENTS ON DIN—0*

RI. PINSKER, F.W. Barry,T SC. CHIU. J.S. DEGRASSIE, C.B. Foansr,

RH. GOULDING,l D.J. HOFFMAN} H. IKEZI, Y.R. LIN—LIU, TC. Luca, C.C. Perry,
M. PORKOLAB,3 R. PRATER, J.P. Soume,“ D.W. SWAIN,“ AND THE DIII~D Gnoup
General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186—9784

The goal of the ongoing DIII—D Fast Wave Current Drive (FWCD) experiments is to
demonstrate fully noninductive sustainment of the tokamak discharge by direct electron absorp.
tion of the fast magnetosonic wave. Control of the current density proﬁle obtained by combining
FWCD with other noninductive current drive techniques (neutral beam injection, electron cy.
clotron current drive, bootstrap current) will permit extension to long pulse of the improved
conﬁnement regimes that have been obtained transiently in DHI—D by use of current and elon—

gation ramps.1
Results from the the ﬁrst set of DIIIsD FWCD experiments (1991) were reported in Ref. 2,
A single 2 MW 60 MHz transmitter and a four—element phased antenna array were used to excite
fast waves with a directive spectrum peaked at n“ z 5. Electron cyclotron heating (60 GHZ, BT :
l T, 0.7 MW) was used to raise the target electron temperature and thereby increase the ﬁrst~pass
absorption of the fast wave by electron Landau damping and TTMP. The maximum noninductive
fraction (FWCD+ECCD+bootstrap) achieved in 1991 was 40% in a 0.4 MA discharge. The
current drive efﬁciency 7 E ﬁeIrlRO/Prf was observed to scale approximately linearly with

central electron temperature, with a maximum value of 0.017 x 1020 A/W/m2 at Te(0) : 3 keV.
Although the same FWCD antenna, transmitter, and 60 GHz ECH systems were used in
the 1993 FWCD campaign as in the previous work, a. number of technological improvements
were made in the interim. A feedback loop controlling the resistive antenna loading by variation
of the gap between the antenna and the plasma was implemented using the DIIIsD digital
control system.3 The double—layer, horizontal, TiC/TiN-coated Faraday shield employed in the
1990—1991 experiments was replaced with a single—layer, tilted, B4C‘rcoated shield in 1993. The

intention of the 12° tilt of the FS elements was to improve the alignment of the shield elements
with the total magnetic ﬁeld, thereby minimizing rf—speciﬁc impurities. However, comparison

of discharges with good ﬁeld/shield alignment with similar discharges in which the relative
direction of the plasma current and the toroidal ﬁeld was reversed (poor alignment) showed
no measurable differences in rf—speciﬁc impurities. Rather, day-to—day variations in the wall
conditions (boronization, He glow conditioning between shots, etc.) dominated the rf—specii’ic
impurity behavior, so that any dependence on the angle between the FS elements and the
magnetic field was not observable. The only case in which rf—speciﬁc impurities were a problem
was when small pieces of the B4C FS coating were ejected from the plasma-facing side of the
shield, which irreproducibly occurred after about 1 s of coupled power levels in excess of 1 MW.
Another improvement to the FWCD system was made by the installation of a twoport
decoupler in the transmission line. This device, described fully in Refs. 4 and 5. effectively cancels
out the mutual reactance seen between the radiating elements in the antenna array, and thereby
facilitates operation in directional phasing at high power even at low levels of antenna loading.
The particular implementation of the decoupler used in these experiments permitted changes of
phase angle without requiring any adjustment of the matching network. For example, the four
at Work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—ACOS—E‘JEHSHM, DE—
ACOS-MORL’MOO, and DE—AC02-7BET51013.
t Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

3 Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

l1 Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education Postdoctoral Fellow.
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phasings (0,7r,7r,0), (U,0,7r,7r), (0,7r/2,7r,31r/2), and (0,—7r/2, —7r,—37r/2) were compared on
four consecutive discharges with the length of only a single line stretcher being changed.
The basic physics of FW propagation in tokamaks was studied with a new set of rf probes
installed on the centerpost of DIILD under the graphite vessel protection tiles, and in two outside
ports i130° toroidally away from the FWCD antenna. Among the results obtained with this
apparatus were the experimental veriﬁcation of the real part of the FW dispersion relation, the
demonstration of the conservation of k¢R over multiple passes of the waves through the plasma,
the identiﬁcation of phase modulation of the waveﬁonts resulting from density ﬂuctuations in
the edge plasma, and, perhaps most importantly, the veriﬁcation of the directivity of the waves

launched by the phased array antenna,

STEADY-STATE FWCD WITH 2 06 EC PREHEATING
The goal of the ﬁrst set of 1993 FWCD experiments was to maximize the noninductive
fraction INl/Ip, given an upper limit of $1.6 MW of FWCD power, and about 1.1 MW of 60 GHz
ECH power. Since the rf driven current scales inversely with plasma density, and the minimum
density at which DIII—D discharges are free of locked modes is proportional to the total current,
one is driven towards low density, low current target plasmas to maximize IN l / Ip. However, work
from 1991 in (0, 7r, 0, 7r) phasing had shown6 a sharp decrease in the electron heating effectiveness
below a certain central electron temperature. It was therefore expected that at very low plasma
current, the energy conﬁnement would become so poor that the central Te would remain too
low for efﬁcient FW absorption. Consequently, one might expect a maximum in [NI/1p at a
particular value of Ip.
Discharges with up to 1.5 MW of FWCD power and up to 1.1 MW of 60 GHz ECH
were studied, at. total (feedback controlled) plasma current levels of 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.25, and
0.20 MA. The rf driven current was deduced from a loop voltage analysis including the measured
proﬁles of 11,, TE, Tg, Zen and J, as described previously.2 The noninductive fraction was found
to increase with decreasing total current down to 0.3 MA, at which current the noninductive
fraction reached 0.63. In this case, the inferred noninductive current of 194 kA‘was composed
of 53 kA of neoclassical bootstrap current, 36 kA of ECCD, and 105 kA of FWCD. In discharges
with total current greater than or equal to 0.3 MA, the FWCD efﬁciency was observed to scale
approximately linearly with the central electron temperature. The FWCD efﬁciency (having
subtracted out the ECCD and bootstrap current) is approximately 7):“; E ﬁEIFWIZO/PFW x

71(0) [keV] X 0.34 x 10“3 A/W/m2 for temperatures between 1.7 and 4.0 keV.
At lower currents, however, both the current drive efﬁciency and the FW heating efﬁ—
ciency dropped sharply. The decrease in the current drive efﬁciency below 0.3 MA is shown in
Fig. 1, where the FWCD efﬁciency normalized to the central electron temperature is plotted as
a function of the calculated ﬁrst—pass absorption. The data shown here is from discharges with
FWCD alone (no ECH), at total current levels between 0.2 and 0.4 MA; the low central electron
temperature observed at low current leads to a low value of the ﬁrst—pass absorption. A similar
decline in the global heating efﬁciency is observed for ID < 0.3 MA. However. if one assumes the
presence of some parasitic mechanism which dissipates FW power near the edge of the plasma,
then the fraction of the FW power that would be absorbed in the center of the plasma would
drop signiﬁcantly when the single-pass absorption by central electron damping and the parasitic
edge absorption become comparable. We ﬁnd that an assumed edge loss of about 3—4% per
pass would account for the decline of both the overall heating eiﬁciency and the current drive
efficiency at low values of the ﬁrst—pass absorption.

FWCD WITH lp RAMPDOWN AND ECH

The data from the current scan described above indicated that the only way to signiﬁcantly raise [NI/IF at ﬁxed rf power would be to produce a low density 0.2 MA discharge with
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improved conﬁnement, so that adequate ﬁrst-pass absorption could be maintained. An improved

conﬁnement regime (relative to Ohmic) at low current was achieved on Tore Supra7 by rapidly
ramping down the plasma current to the operating value, combined with lower hybrid current
drive. A similar technique, combining a rapid rampdown from 0.4 MA to 0.17 MA with ECH and
FWCD, was used on DIlI—D (Fig. 2). The peaked current proﬁle (high Er) observed at the end
of the current rampdown is correlated with improved conﬁnement. Consequently, the ﬁrst-pass
absorption is calculated to be 310% in the 0.17 MA discharge, while the previous experiment
had shown that a 0.2 MA steady discharge with the same FWCD and ECH power levels had
a ﬁrst—pass absorption of about half of this level. The loop voltage remained slightly negative
for the duration of the rf pulse, showing that the plasma current was fully noninductive. The
duration of full current drive (limited by the available ECH pulse length) was three times the
calculated current proﬁle relaxation time (about 0.13). This was veriﬁed by comparison with
a discharge in which the FWCD antenna was phased (0,0,7r,1r), so that there should be no
signiﬁcant current driven by the FW. Although the FW heating efﬁciency was the same in the
two casm, the loop voltage was positive before the end of the rf pulse in the case with symmetric
phasing, demonstrating that the rf pulse was long enough to reach a quasi-steady state. The

FWCD efﬁciency obtained in the fully driven case was nearly identical to that obtained in cases
with IN] /Ip < 1, at the same central electron temperature; the role of the fast current ramp is
thus to permit high Te(0) at low total plasma current.

CONCLUSION
The 1991—1993 FWCD experiments on DIH-D have demonstrated that the current drive
efﬁciency is in good agreement with the predictions of a multiplepass ray tracing code if a
parasitic loss of about 374% per pass is included in the model; the mechanism of this edge loss
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process has not yet been determined. F\111 noninductive sustainment of a low current discharge
has been achieved, albeit for a. 0.3 5 long pulse. The two new 60-120 MHz systems5 which will be
commissioned during the summer of 1994 will bring the total FWCD power level up to 6 MW,
and should make possible fully noninductive discharges in the 0.4—1.0 MA range.
1 J.R. Ferron, L.L. Lao, TS. Taylor, et al., Phys. Fluids B 5, 2532 (1993).
2 R.I. Pinsker, C.C. Petty, M. Porkolab, et al., Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion Research (Proc. 14th Int. Conf. Wﬁrzburg, Germany, 1992), Int. Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna (1993) Vol. 1, p. 683.
3 CL. Campbell, 1R. Ferron, E. McKee, er. 3.1., in Proc. 17th Symp. on Fusion Tech., Rome,
Italy, 1992 (Elsevier, The Netherlands, 1993), Vol. II, p. 1017.

4 11.1. Pinsker, C.C. Petty, WP. Cary, et al., in Proc. 15th IEEE/NPSS Symp. on Fusion
Eng, Hyannis, Massachusetts, 1993 (IEEE, Piscataway, New Jersey, 1994), Vol. II, p. 1077.
5 J.S. deGrassie, RI. Pinsker, W.P. Cary, et 31., in Proc. 15th IEEE/NPSS Symp. on Fusion
Eng., Hyannis, Massachusetts, 1993 (IEEE, Piscataway, NJ, 1994), vol. II, p. 1073.

6 C.C. Petty, R.I. Pinsker, M.J. Mayberry, at 131., Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 289 (1992).
7 G. Tonon, at 211., Plasma Phys. Contr. Fijsion 35, A105 (1993).
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ANALYSIS OF JET LHCD/ICRH SYNERGY EXPERIMENTS IN TERMS
OF RELATIVISTIC CURRENT DRIVE THEORY
D.F.H.Start, Y.Baranov, M.Brusatl, M.Cox1, A.Dl Vltaz, A.Ekedahl,
P.Frolssard, C.Gardner1, C.Gormezano, J.Jacquinot, M.R.O'Brlen1,
L.Paquln, and F. G. Rimlnl.

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, OXON 0X14 SEA, UK
1UKAEA Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 BDB, UK

2Ansaldo Richerche, Ansaldo Spa, Geneva, ltaly.
INTRODUCTION. Synergetic effects between lower hybrid current drive (LHCD)
and ion cyclotron resonance heating (lCRH) have led to substantially improved
current drive efficiencies. Values of the usual figure of merit (y: IP*1Rne) as high as

0.4 x 1020AW'1m'2 have been achieved in JET experiments [1].

So far the

mechanism underlying the synergy has not been ascertained. Experimentally, it is
clear from fast electron bremsstrahlung (FEB) data that the improved efficiency in

full current drive cases (zero remanent electric field) is due to acceleration of the
electron tail to MeV energies, well beyond the 200keV achieved by the LHCD
alone. The tail temperature increases rapidly as 7 increases and reaches 0.8MeV

for y = 0.4x1020AW-1m-2~ In the light of these observations, a question which
arises naturally is whether the improved figure of merit agrees quantitatively with
the relativistic efficiencies derived from classical theory by Kamey and Fisch [2]. In

the present paper we give an analysis which demonstrates that this is indeed the
case, regardless of the nature of the mechanism responsible for the synergy.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS. The radial profile of the photon temperature obtained
from Abel inversion of the FEB data is shown in fig. 1 for pulse 24966 into which

was injected 2.4MW of LHCD power and 3.2MW of ICRH power. At the position of
the ICRH resonance the photon temperature reaches 120keV. The photon
distribution is modelled assuming a fast electron distribution of the form:

flast : C(r)~9><l>(-li>//2 /2T// ‘ Pi /2Tt)i0r 9/1 > 0This fit gives combinations of T” and Ti but is most sensitive to T” [3]. The average
value of the perpendicular temperature is obtained by fitting the non-thermal,
downshifted second harmonic peak in the electron cyclotron emission (ECE)

spectrum [3]. In the case of shot 24966. <Ti> was found to be 80keV and T” varied
from a peak value of 1.3MeV to 600keV near the plasma boundary. The above
distribution is used to calculate the current density profile, J(r), which, when
normalised to the experimental J(r) profile yields the function C(r). in this way the
radial profile of the distribution function of the current carrying fast electrons is
determined and is used in conjunction with the narrow spectrum current drive
efficiencies of Karney and Fisch to calculate the absorbed power density proﬁle.
This profile is integrated to give the total power absorbed and hence a value 'yfor
comparison with experiment.
In addition, by integrating over the electron
distribution above the LHCD maximum energy the power required of the fast wave
to produce the synergy is estimated. A flow chart of the analysis is given in fig.2.
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ngsuLTS. Comparison with experiment is made using the figure of merit y, the

predicted value of which is obtained from the ratio of the plasma current (full current

drive) and the calculated total power absorbed. The comparison is shown in fig.3
<T//> . The
where experimental and calculated values of y are plotted against
l curves
theoretica
Two
(Z+5)/6.
factor
the
using
Zen=1
to
normalised
are
efficiencies

are presented. one with no fast electrons flowing in the backward direction and the

C(r) equal
other with a distribution having T//3=20keV and a normalisation constant
to that of the forward flowing distribution. This latter effect reduces the predicted
efficiency by about 10%. The experimental values are all taken from shots which
have full current drive, so that electric field acceleration can be neglected, and are

in good agreement with classical collision theory.

The power absorbed by all electrons above a specified minimum energy has also
been obtained and is shown in fig.4 for pulse 24966. The calculated total power
absorption of 2.7MW by the fast electrons agrees well with that derived from

modulation experiments, namely 1.9MW of LHCD power (80% of the input of
2,4MW, see ref 4) plus 0.6MW directly damped on the high energy electrons from
the fast wave. With Tm3=20keV the predicted power increases to 2.9MW. Taking
account of an approximate estimate of the bootstrap current for shot 24966 reduces

the calculated power to 2.5MW. The power required to sustain the tail beyond the

maximum energy (~230 keV, ref.4) created by LHCD alone is found to be 083MW

which is 30% higher than the measured 0.6MW absorbed directly from the fast
wave.
The efficiency tends to saturate (fig.3) at a value of yaround 0.5 x 102°AW'1m'2 as
the electron mass increases. This is less than the limit of the narrow spectrum

efficiency which reaches y=1x1020AW'1m-2 at 700keV energy. The difference arises

from the fact that most of the power is absorbed by electrons with energy below the
tail temperature due to their greater numbers and higher collision frequency.

Experimentally an improvement in 7 requires either higher Ta or a flatter electron
distribution function. akin to that developed by LHCD, which might be attained with
a narrower spectm and more power coupled from the ICFlF.
Note also that the fast wave power with Nu between 1 and 1.5 (resonant with
electrons above 200 keV) is only 6% of the total power. This is much less than the
predicted 0.8 MW absorbed by electrons above the LHCD maximum energy which

constitutes 26% of the lCRH power. A resolution of this difficulty might lie in the

poloidal field effect on N//. A change in the field angle of only 3° can give rise to
AN” = i1 and within this range there is 23% of the fast wave power.
PROFILE CONTROL WITH SYNERGY.

The JET experiments have shown that

the minority resonance, or the ion-ion hybrid resonance, needs to be close to the
source of fast electrons. If the fast electrons diffuse significantly whilst slowing down,

it might be possible to move the current density profile away from the LH power
deposition by employing more than one minority resonance. To show this effect we
have used a SD Fokker-Planck code (BANDIT) with two velocity variables a radial
space coordinate. The lower hybrid power deposition was obtained using a model
operator resonating with electrons between 50 keV and 250keV. The fast wave
absorption was modelled using a Landau damping operator accelerating electrons

between 100keV and 400keV. The fast wave operator was located at the cyclotron
resonance layer with a radial width of 0.1m. The value of the RF diffusion coefficient
was chosen to give typical synergy parameters, namely a y of 0.4AW‘1m‘2 and
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about equal LHCD and fast wave power absorption as shown in tig.5. The iast

electrons with energies above twice the thermal velocity 139 were assumed to
spatially diffuse with a coefficient varying as D(m2/s) = 0.5w/l'oe. For a single lCRF
resonance close to the LHCD absorption peak. the current density peaks at the
power density maximum and the fast electron diffusion creates 0.2MA/m2 central

current density (tig.5). Adding two additional lCFtF resonances on the inside, to

accelerate the diffused electron tail , produces a two told increase of the central
current density relative to the maximum (tig.6). Thus depending on the degree at
fast electron diffusion there is some scope for changing the current density proﬁle,
and especially the central current density, using multiple minority resonances.

SUMMARY. The present analysis shows that the observed efficiency of current
drive with synergy between LHCD and ICRH is in good agreement with the
relativistic theory of Karney and Fisch for Landau damped waves. The predicted
power absorption from the fast wave by the electron tail is within 30% ot the
measured value. In the presence of significant fast electron diffusion within a
slowing down time it would be possible to produce central current drive using
multiple ICRF resonances even when the LHCD deposition is at half radius, as in
an ITER type device.
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ABSTRAg;
Steady-state operation of tokamak reactors seems feasible in screalled Advanced Scenarios
with high bootstrap current in high—Bp operation. The stabilisation of such discharges with
noninductive proﬁle control will be attempted on JET in pursuit of previous high bootstrap
current studies /1/. Results of modelling studies of full noninductive current drive scenarios in
JET and ITER are presented in this paper. Fast Waves (FW), Lower Hybrid (LH) Waves and
Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) are used for heating and current drive, alternatively or in

combination. A stable route to nonmonotonic q-proﬁles has been found with a specific rampup scenario which combines LH—current drive (LI-1CD) and a fast Ohmic ramp-up. A hollow

current proﬁle with deep shear reversal over the whole central region is thereby formed in an
early low—B phase and frozen in by additional heating.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Initially the different current drive and heating methods were treated in separate dedicated
codes. The Monte Carlo code PENCIL is used for NBI, the ray tracing code BRAYCO for

FW and a ray tracing code /2/ and a novel beam tracing code /3/ for LH. After validation on
experimental data from previous experiments on JET, the codes for the bootstrap current and
for NBI and the beam tracing code for LH were implemented as modules into the 1.5-D
transport code JETTO. The energy transport in these calculations is described with a model
developed on the basis of L- and H-modes in JET discharges /4/. The transport code results
have been linked to the MHD stability code CASTOR which is used to study the behaviour of
ballooning, kink and infernal modes. Several iterations of transport code and MHD analysis
were made for each case for fully consistent parameter sets. Sensitive diagnostics signals
available on JET for the measurement of current and power deposition proﬁles, as polarimeter
signals, internal inductance and hard X-ruy emission, are directly determined from the model
calculations. These quantities are planned to be used in the experiment as input signals for a
real time proﬁle control system.
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modes. external kink modes and speciﬁcally for plasmas with reversed shear, the socalled
infernal modes /5/. With non-monotonic q-proﬁles, ballooning modes are stable in the region
of negative shear without limit on the pressure gradient. Infernal modes, driven by the
pressure gradient in a low shear region, can become unstable if the minimum in the q—proﬁle
is too close to a rational surface. The external kink mode is driven by a ﬁnite edge bootstrap
current due to a large edge pressure gradient. Infernal modes appear to be the dominant
limiting instability. In the worst case where the largest gradient occurs at the minimum q, a
poloidal beta of 0.5 is still stable [0 infernal modes. At higher values of beta the shape of the

pressure proﬁle is essential; the largest gradient must be inside the negative shear region away

from the q-minimum. On the outside of the minimum q the pressure gradient will be limited
by ballooning mode stability, especially in the low positive shear region.

FULL CURRENT DRIVE SCENARIOS ON JET
A Wide range of full noninductive current drive scenarios with LHCD, Fast Wave current
drive (FWCD) and NBI~current drive together with the bootstrap current have been modelled.
Phasing of the A2 FW antennae on JET and high energy coinjection NBl provide central
current drive. LHCD is used for central and off-axis current drive. The deposition proﬁle can
be shifted through control of the N" spectrum Full control of the current proﬁle is achieved

with the combination of these methods, as available on JET.
A stable route to high—ftp plasmas with nonmonotonic q-profiles has been identiﬁed for
discharge scenarios on JET. With LH current drive (LHCD) applied during a fast plasma
current ramp—up, a broad current distribution with negative shear in the central plasma region
and Clmin > 2 can be generated already in an early low-[Sp stage of the discharge. For JET, a
current ramp~up rate of d/dt 2 1.5 MA/s is required for this purpose. Additional heating with
FW and/or NBI is started at the end of the current ramp-up. The preconditioned hollow
current proﬁle is then frozen in and maintained into stationary conditions. MHD—unstable
transitions from positive to negative shear in regions of high pressure during a discharge can
be avoided by this scenario. Gradual variations between hollow and peaked current proﬁles 7
for stability and confinement Studies can be obtained by power adjustments among FWCD

and NBI for central current drive and LHCD for off~axis current drive.

Two complementary cases are presented in this paper. Either hollow or peaked current
profiles are generated on the same target plasma by using as dominant driver LHCD or
FWCD, respectively. The basic discharge parameters are: Ip = 3 MA, Bl : 3.4 T, nee = 3.5 x

1019 m3, dip/dt = 1.5 MA/s. A hollow current proﬁle is formed by LHCD with PLH = 8 MW
during ramp-up and PLH :7 MW during ﬁat-top. Additional ion cyclotron heating with
PICRH = 12 MW is applied during ﬂat-top. The waveforms of Ll—l»driven current, bootstrap
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current and the total plasma current are shown in Fig. 1. The LH-driven current
increas“
during the high power heating phase due to the enhancement in current drive
efﬁciency With
higher electron temperature. The radial current proﬁles are shown in Fig. 2
for a late phat“5
during current ﬂat—top. The LH deposition proﬁle has shifted from the central
region during
ramp-up to mid—radius. The resulting q-proﬁles at the end of the curncnt ramp-up
and late into
ﬂat-top are plotted in Fig. 3. The flat~t0p q-proﬁle for a full current drive
scenario With
peaked current proﬁles is also given in Fig. 3. In this complementary case
central current
drive with FWCD at PFWCD = 8 MW dominates. LHCD with PLH
= 1.5 MW is used foitopping up to full current drive and additional off-axis proﬁle control. Transition
s between the
two scenarios should allow to assess the stability and conﬁnement
characteristics of non.

monotonic q—proﬁles. The result of the MHD analysis for the hollow current proﬁle
scenario,
as presented in Fig. 1 is given in Fig. 4. The dependence of the growth rate
of infernal modes
(n=1 and n=2) on the q—minimum value shows that for the actual value of
Clmin =23 in the
late ﬂat-top phase the modes are stable.

These noninductively driven plasmas with high bootstrap current and
high Bp values will be
studied on JET also in preparation of steady state scenarios on ITER.

STEADY-STATE SCENARIOS ON lTER
Proﬁle control and steady-state operation in the presently proposed
ITER device were
modelled with the system of codes developed for the planned Advanced
Tokamak Scenario
experiments on JET. Burn instabilities can be encountered in scenarios with
high bootstrap
current fractions if the energy transport is linked to the current proﬁle.
Oscillations in the
fusion power output are excited if the q-value in the center rises too much with
dominant offaxis current drive. The time constant of these oscillations is roughly given
by the geometric
mean value of conﬁnement time and resistive time for current profile
changes. With a
combination of LHCD and FWCD, central and off—axis current drive can
be balanced to give
constant fusion power output. A consistent scenario for steady state operation
of ITER is then
obtained. The full plasma current of 13.5 MA is driven by the combinati
on of 10 MA
bootstrap current, 2.8 MA LH-driven current and 0.7 MA FW-driven current.
A wide region
of shear reversal is created inside half of the plasma radius during the ramp~up
phase and
maintained into flat—top. The q-proﬁle for this case is stable against ballooning
and infernal
modes. Constant fusion power output of 1.6 GW is obtained.
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Introduction
Design studies indicate that some additional heating and non—inductive current drive
(CD) Will
be required for DEMO and material test facilities (MTTS) based on the tight
aspect ratio
tokamak (otherwise known as the spherical tokamak or ST) concept, although
their high
neoclassical resistance and the large pressure driven (bootstrap and diamagne
tic) currents
produced by advanced—tokamak—like scenarios in 5T5 help to minimise these requiremen
ts,
Also, ignited machines necessarily have large non-ohmic heating from tat—particles
and it is
important to demonstrate that the good conﬁnement observed with ohmic
heating is
maintained with other forms of heating, In this paper we use Fokker-Planck
and propagation
codes to examine the feasibility of neutral beam (NE) and radio-frequency (RF)
heating and
CD in 8T5. Emphasis is given to ST DEMO and MTF since their parameters are
best suited to
the use of RF, However, the main issues affecting present~day (START)
and ﬁxture
intermediate size devices (with Ip~1MA) are also briefly discussed since heating
and current
drive needs to be demonstrated in such devices.

Neutral Beam Heating and CD
Calculations of neutral beam (NB) heating and CD have been performed for generic megamp

ST (a= 0.5m, RO=O_7m, B¢=0_6T, IP:1-2MA) and MTF (a:0.4m, R°=0.6m, 3.:251

Ip=6.3MA) parameters, A version ofthe NFREYA Monte»Carlo code [1] modiﬁed to
allow
more general equilibria and to incorporate the most up-to-date beam stopping cross-sectio
ns
[2] is used. The modified cross-sections incorporate better impurity cross-sections and
the
effect of multi-step ionisation of beam neutrals which can be an important effect at high
beam
energy and high plasma density. NFREYA is used to calculate the beam-ion source
as a
function of real—space and velocity—space co-ordinates for use in the ion version
of the
BANDIT—3D bounce~averaged Fokker—Planck code to allow calculation of
the NBCD
efficiency. BANDIT—3D does not include ﬁnite orbit width effects but these are not expected
to have a significant eﬂcct on the results presented here. (They are not, however,
not
completely negligible in ~1MA ST plasmas and can be significant for START.) The effect
of
the back electron current is included

The MTF requirements are for good penetration at high density (nc~3-4xlt)2°m'3) to provide
central heating and efficient CD (the latter imposes the strongest constraint). The optimum
beam geometry for CD is a beam tangency radius Rm3=0.6m for an equilibrium with
R°:0.64mi However, the efficiency is only weakly dependent on Rmg between 0.4m and
0.66m The CD efficiency was found to increase with beam energy to the point where further
increase was prevented by excessive shine-through. Injection of a lMeV deuterium‘beam
at
Rhng=0.6m into a plasma having nc.,=3x10mm‘3 and Tw=32l<eV produced a current drive
efficiency of O,36A/W_ The CD efﬁciency is high despite the somewhat higher trapping effects
in 5T3 because of the small major radius and the relatively small minor radius (giving good
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enetration even at these high densities) The normalised eﬁiciency is n20=ncol R [P

=069x]02°,AJn‘2Vlf' which is similar to the best predicted for ITER. Ifthe density is increased
whilst keeping the pressure constant the current-drive efﬁciency falls more rapidly than l/ne
because Ta is also falling and trapping effects are increasing (because of poorer penetration).

For example, at constant pressure, the current falls by 50% if nc rises from 3 to 4.5x1020m'3.
Calculations of beam penetration in generic MA ST plasmas indicate that 40keV hydrogen

beams will be adequate for heating plasmas of up to ne.,~1.5x102°m'3 [for a (parabolic)°'5
density proﬁle] even with tangential injection. Somewhat higher beam energy (~60keV) would
offer more peaked beam deposition and, at lower densities, would be well suited to current
drive, Current drive calculations for tangential injection into a low density (nw=5x1019m‘3),
high temperature (SkeV) plasma indicate that 4MW of 60keV beams could drive
approximately 0.5MA. This would be adequate for steady-state operation in conjunction with
the inherent pressure—driven currents in advanced-tokamak-like scenarios [3].

ECR Heating and Current Drive
ECRH and ECCD has been studied using BANDIT-3D for a wide range of tight aspect ratio
devices including START, a generic MA ST and MTF. The situation is somewhat different
compared with conventional tokamaks because (i) the magnetic ﬁeld is relatively low (approxi
0.5T in START and the generic MA ST equilibrium, 2.5T in MTF) (ii) the strong poloidal ﬁeld
and paramagnetism cause |B| to depart signiﬁcantly from l/R. The latter leads to signiﬁcant
curvature of the ]B| contours and substantial reduction of the radial gradient of lB| on the
outboard side of the plasma leading to stronger damping. These effects are included in the ray
tracing and Fokker-Planck calculations reported here.

START: Extensive modelling has been performed for 60GHz X-mode ECRH in support of
the START ECRl-l experiments which have already begun. Good absorption on the inboard
side at the second harmonic resonance is predicted: the resonance is near the edge of the
plasma because of the low value of Bt, so the experiments are likely to focus on studying
proﬁle changes rather than bulk heating.
Generic MA ST: Studies of X—mode ECRH have been performed for low density
(nca=2x1019m'3) and high temperature (Tm =5keV) plasmas at both 60 and SOGHZ (with
second harmonic cut»ot’f densities of, respectively, nc°'“:2.2 and 4.0xlO'9m'3). Outside launch
is not favoured because n=0 has to be below the cut-off density. Top launch allows wave
absorption at the second and third harmonic resonances on the high ﬁeld side ofthe plasma for
nm>n¢""l (the waves do not have to pass through the centre). Full damping is predicted again
through a combination of second and third harmonic absorption but the deposition is at
r/a>0.5. Attempts to obtain more central absorption by launching 'down' the third harmonic
resonance does not improve the situation since the waves do not penetrate to the core because
of the stronger third harmonic damping (up to 50% of the launched power). Current drive
efficiencies of up to 0.2AW‘l are obtained for Tc=10keV,-n¢= Ilitwm'3 at the optimum
toroidal launch angle from the top ofthe plasma. Interestingly, a current of about 50% of this
value is generated by waves having no toroidal component because the large poloidal ﬁeld still
gives signiﬁcant k“. Attempts to access higher density regimes by using 140GHz waves are not
successful because of weak damping (<1%) — the third and fourth harmonics are near the edge
of the plasma where Ta and n: are low while the higher harmonics have very weak damping
even in the centre ofthe plasma (the mu' harmonic optical depth scales as nc(Tc(keV)/Sll)""l ).
It thus appears that proﬁle control and start-up assist are the most promising areas for ECRH
in such devices.
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Fig. 1. Ray paths for top launch 60ghz ECRH
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MTF: The much higher B¢ (~2.5T) allows the use of higher frequencies which can access
higher ne. 100-1 lOGHz O-mode waves were found to damp near the plasma centre (r/asO.2)
on the hfs even at modest temperatures. However, the cut—off density is relatively low (1,24-

1.5x1020m'3) compared to what is needed for MTF.

Current drive efficiencies of up to

0.12A/W are obtained at nm=0.7x102°m'3, TCD=1OkeV. The operational density can be
increased up to 3x1020m'3 by using 160-180GI-Iz waves damping at the second harmonic
provided the central temperature is relatively low (SkeV). At higher temperature (lOkeV)
third harmonic damping becomes strong for outside launch leading to peripheral heating which
could be used for profile control. For both temperatures the current drive was too ineﬁicient
to be ofinterest for bulk CD.

Lower Hybrid Current Drive
The combination ofthe relatively low magnetic ﬁeld and relatively high plasma density typical
of ST operation results in poor accessibility of the slow wave. For example, the magnetic
ﬁelds typical in present day and ~1MA STs (B¢~O.5T) result in waves having nﬁ=2 and 4 being
able to reach, respectively, densities of 0.15 and 1.15x10‘9m'3. At the higher ﬁelds (B¢~2.5T)
appropriate to MTF and DEMO, the accessibility is relatively poor at low ni (n==3r5x1019m’3
for n"=2) but is good at higher nu (n...=2i2x1020m'3 for ”l,=4)- In all cases the accessible density
is essentially independent ofthe wave frequency because (col/touted) >> 1. Even though higher
frequency Operation does not offer better accessibility it would allow (i) higher antenna power
densities and (ii) higher density operation before ion (especially tit-particle) damping sets in.

BANDIT calculations have been performed for top launch ofLH waves in START, the generic
MA ST and DEMO. Both signs of n“ were studied to find the optimum launch strategy. In all
cases where the power absorption is complete the wave damping was found to be in the outer
(r/a>0.7) regions of the plasma even at low Tc and n, Marginally better penetration (to

r/a~O.5) was obtained for 2.4SGHz, nu=3 LH waves in the MA ST at n¢g=1019m‘3 and
Tco=0.5keV but the single pass damping was then incomplete (71%). No viable scenario for
bulk CD could be identified for the conditions appropriate to DEMO; in all cases studied the
damping was in the outer regions of the plasma even at low Tc and m. It appears from the
above that, based on present theoretical understanding, LH is not suited to bulk CD but may be
usable for current drive at very low density or profile control at somewhat higher density.
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Fast Wave Heating and Current Drive
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on which part of the electron distribution to interact in ITER but in the ST DEMO
of the plasma.
resonant velocity has to be less than the typical themtal velocity in the centre
is
The power deposition proﬁle is predicted to be peaked on axis. The current drive efficiency

very gOOd (0.35x1010AVV1m'2 at Tw=30keV) if it is assumed that there is no trapping but falls
dramatically (to 0.02x1070AW‘m'1) with trapping. This very large effect of trapping is because
the wave is interacting with electrons having low v.“ and the most of these are trapped.

and these
However, the trapping model in ALCYON is approximate for the present conditions
the effect
include
which
codes
nck
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bounce-ave
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checked
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to
need
results
on
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results
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half
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convert. Some current would be driven by the converted waves but the efficiency is expected

to be very low because ofthe closeness to the edge and the strong trapping effects

Summary
Neutral beam heating and CD is found to be possible in all devices studied with appropriate
choice of beam energy and injection angle. The currents driven are of sufﬁcient magnitude to
act as seed current for steady state scenarios, The small major radius of STs helps maintain
good efficiency (in NW) despite larger trapping effects than in conventional tokamaks. ECRH
is effective in high ﬁeld (B¢~1.5‘2.5T) STs but is only applicable to present day and ~1MA
STs at low density. The efﬁciency ofECCD is relatively low even in high field devices at high
temperature. LHCD seems to be an unattractive option for bulk current drive in all devices
studied because the wave accessibility is poor in low ﬁeld devices and in high ﬁeld devices the
high nlwaves capable of accessing the centre of the plasma damp close to the edge. LHCD
may, however, be LlSCﬁJl for proﬁle control or current rampvup at low nc. Fast wave heating is
possible in the large, high ﬁeld, hot devices. The CD efﬁciency is very good in the absence of
trapping but the reduction of the current drive by trapping is predicted by ALCYON to be

severe.
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Current drive by radio frequency waves is expected to play an important role in
future tokamalts, e.g. TPX and ITER, where RF waves will be used to modify the
current proﬁle and/0r drive central current in a plasma. The best results, so far,
for RF current drive, in tokamaks with electron temperatures less than 10 keV, have
been achieved using lower hybrid waves (LHW). It has been shown, experimentally

and theoretically, that the LH current drive (CD) efficiency can be enhanced by
using other RF waves, e.g. waves in the electron cyclotron and ion cyclotron range of
frequencies (ICRF). This is accomplished primarily by pushing the electrons in the
tail of the LH generated distribution function to higher momenta, where they become
less collisional. In the case of ICRF waves, it has been found that mode~converted ion
Bernstein waves (IBW) are more effective in pushing the electrons to higher momenta
than the fast Alfvén waves (FAW) since the IBW diffusion coefﬁcient is much larger
than the FAW diffusion coefﬁcient [1, 2]. This explains, for example, the enhanced
LHCD efficiency observed in JET [3]. In LHCD JET experiments, with a minority ion
resonance near the plasma center, FAW’s were launched primarily for plasma heating,
thereby resulting in a low engineerin CD efﬁciency. However, there exist scenarios
where direct ion heating is minimize and mode conversion to IBW’s is maximized,
and this can lead to a. considerable improvement in the engineering CD efficiency.
Numerical integration of a one~dimensional full wave code have recently shown [4]
that in TFTR. mode conversion from FAW to IBW can be signiﬁcant and lead to
electron heating, as suggested sometime ago [5, 6].
In this paper we discuss two crucial aspects of newly proposed scenarios for
enhancing the current drive efficiency: the propagation and quasilinear deposition of
IBW‘S, and maximizing the power mode converted to IBW’s. We give an analytical
form for the maximum mode—converted power which can form a basis for exploring
optimized scenarios for the interaction of mode~converted IBW’s with electrons.

Properties of the Diﬂusion Coefﬁcient Along Rays
Assumin concentric circular flux surfaces, the fluxsurface averaged, normalized,
quasilinear di sion coefficient for electrons is:

(1)

(D) _ ; E E
C 47reoo DC 5r

where r is the radius of the ﬂux surface, R0 is the major radius, Dc = 17131.)?e 1/6 is the
collisional diffusion, m6 is the electron mass, 1)” : MTC /me is the electron thermal
velocity, 1/: is the electron—electron collision frequency, (Si is the time taken by a ray

to cross a ﬂux surface of radial thickness (Sr, P is the power (in Watts) in the ray,
01 = (cow/4)(3D,j/6w)(E,-'Ej/|Eyi2), D5, is the plasma dispersion tensor, and:
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w is the wave frequency, k", kl are the wave vectors along and perpendicular to the
total magnetic ﬁeld, respectively, n“ = cku/w, c is the speed of light, I)" and or are
the parallel and perpendicular components of the electron velocity, respectively, E is
hand
the wave electric ﬁeld, and w“ is the electron cyclotron frequency. The right
side of (2) can be evaluated for a local solution of the plasma dispersion relation.
The ﬁuxssurface averaged diffusion coefficient in (1) can then be determined along
the appropriate ray trajectories.
In Fig. 1 we show the poloidal projection of a FAW ray launched after mode
conversion. The parameters are: R0 = 3m, toroidal magnetic ﬁeld on axis : 3.2 T,
minority
plasma current = 1.5 MA, peak electron density : 2 X 1019 m”, hydrogen

(3% of the electron density) in a. deuterium plasma, pealc ion and electron tempera—

tures = 5 keV, and the frequency of ICRF and LH waves is 48 MHz and 3.7 GHz,
respectively. This ray propagates out to the edge where it gets reﬂected back into the

to
plasma. Upon reaching the mode-conversion region the FAW ray rnode converts

the IBW ray. The IBW ray stops when it is completely damped onto the electrons.

The damping is enhanced due to a toroidal upshift of lklll as the IBW propagates away

from the mode—conversion region [6] Fig. 2 shows (D) per megawatt of power along
this ray trajectory. The regions corresponding to FAW and to IBW are indicated on
the ﬁgure. The increase in the IBW diffusion coefﬁcient, and the comparison with the
ersion re—
FAW diffusion coefficient, as the ray propagates away from the mode-conv

gion is evident. For comparison, for one megawatt of power in a given ray, (D) ~ 102
for LHW’S; (D) N 10‘2 for FAW’s, and (D) ~ 1 for IBW’S.
In advanced tokamak scenarios where the plasma temperature is higher, the
IBW’S offer a distinct advantage provided there is an effective mode conversion from
FAW’s to IBW’S. Unlike LHW’s, which will damp near the edge of the plasma,
FAW’s and lBW’s can propagate into the central part of the plasma. In addition,
the LHW’s have an accessibility limit at low k" ’s which prevents their direct, phase—
resonant interaction, with the fastest (and, hence, least collisional) electrons near 0;
the FAW’s and IBW’s do not have such a limit. However, in contrast to LHW’s
which damp strongly for w/(kllvu) z 3, lBW’s damp strongly for w/(knvtz) a: 2 while

FAW'S damp strongly for w/(kuvlc) m 1. Thus, the IBW’s are interacting with a

less collisional part of the electron distribution function than FAW’s. In addition the
diffusion coefﬁcient for lBW’s is much larger than for FAW’S. The toroidal upshift in
lklll of the lBW’s depends on the plasma current and the toroidal magnetic field and
is not sensitive to the plasma temperature. The upshift is large over short distances
of propagation so that the IBW’s interact strongly with the electron distribution in a
region close to mode conversion.

Optimizing FAW Power Mode Converted to IBW’S
The approximate cold plasma dispersion relation for the FAW is:
(L — nﬁXR — nﬁ)
71 .L

—

9

(3)

ﬁ

where n = ckL/w, and S, R, and L are the usual Stix tensor elements. The dis—

persion relation gives two types of cutoffs for the FAW: the righthand cutoffs (RHC)
(R = nﬁ), one of which is on the low—BT side (LFS), usually near the plasma edge for
good antenna coupling, and the other on the high—BT side (HFS) that can be inside
the plasma; and a leftehand cutoff (L = nﬁ) which, in plasmas with two ion species,

can be centrally located near the ion—ion hybrid resonance given approximately by
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S = nﬁ. The propagation of the FAW through the resonance and cutoff-(s) is given
by:

.1213,

’l‘ QC”) Ev = 0
(4)
dx2
where E3, is the normalized (poloidal) component of the electric field, a: is the nominal.
ized spatial coordinate along the equatorial plane, and Q(I) is the potential functicm
[7], which for a cold plasma is equal to the right hand side of (3). In the absencg
of cyclotron absorption and in the case when the HFS-RHC is ignored, the potential
function is approximated by the Budden potential: Q(1:) = 'y — ﬂ/z : (x — :cL)/3;,
where 7 and ﬂ characterize the left—hand cutoff :1: L- The scattering results are given
by the well—known Budden coefficients. However, the Budden potential does not al.
ways adequately describe the propagation of the FAW since it ignores the HFS-RHC,
The transmitted FAW can reﬂect back into the plasma from this cutoff. By increasing k" and/or decreasing the density, the HFS cutoff moves in closer to the Budden
resonance-cutoff pair forming a cutoff—resonance—cutoff triplet. The approximate, lossfree, potential function for this case is Q(a:) = x+'y—ﬂ/x = (a: —:1:L)(:c—:rR)/a: where
:12}: is the HFS~RHC. For this potential function (4) can be solved approximately for

Ey. We find that the resultant power mode conversion coefficient is:

C = l—R, where R : (lsT)2+T2+2T(1-T)cos(¢+21,b)

(5)

is the power reﬂection coefficient, T : exp(—7r17) is the Budden transmission, 17 =
ﬂ/ﬁ, qt is the phase difference between the transmitted FAW and the FAW reﬂected
at the HFS cutoff, and 2,!) is the (coupling) phase of F(—in/2) where I‘ is the Gamma.
function. By choosing these phases such that (15 + 22/) = rmr (m being any odd integer)
we ﬁnd that nn = (1 - 2T)2 and Cm” : 4T(1— T). Thus, for T = 1/2, Rmin = O
and C...“ = 1, ie. for these conditions the FAW is completely mode converted to

IBW’S. The phase: 45 and 111 depend on the (HFC) right~hand and left-hand cutoffs
which, in turn, depend on the plasma parameters and 1:“. Thus, by modifying these
parameters, the location of the RHC can be changed in order to maximize the mode

conversion coefficient. For example, the HFS—RHC can move into the plasma as k"
is increased and/or the density is decreased; the LFSARHC must be kept near the
plasma edge for good antenna coupling. We ﬁnd that for (lifterent tokamak scenarios,
using realistic potentials for Q(a:) that account for finite Larmor radius effects and
plasma proﬁles [7], mode—conversion coefficients very close to unity can be obtained.
Figure 3 gives some numerical examples.
A simple physical picture of such strong (almost complete) absorption emerges by
regarding the triplet Q(:c) as a resonant system coupled to by the FAW incident from
the LFS. Complete absorption results when the incident FAW is critically coupled to
the resonator formed by the cutoff—resonancecutoﬁ plasma system; the HFS right—
hand cutoff adjusts the resonator, while the spacing between the left—hand cutoff and
the resonance adjusts the coupling. This picture is borne out by the calculations of
RUE") which exhibit the expected resonance behavior.
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Current Profile Control by Lower Hybrid Waves
and Neutral Beam Injection in JT-6DU
T. Kondoh, S. lde, O. Naito, Y. lkeda, M. Sekj, M. Matsuokaﬁ and K. Ushigusa

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Naka Fusion Establishment
Naka—machi, Naka—gun, lbaraki-ken, 311—01, Japan

1. Introduction

Non-inductive current drive experiments have been proceeded by lower hybrid current

drive (LHCD) and neutral beam current drive (NBCD) in JT-60U[l,2].

Up to now, full

current drive of 36 MA has been achieved by LHCD. Recently, it is found that a current

profile in tokamak plasmas plays an important role to improve the energy conﬁnement and the
MHD stability. This paper describes current proﬁle control experiments by changing (i)
refractive index of the wave (N//) in LHCD and (ii) beam deposition proﬁle in NBCD,

Through these experiments, we are aiming to understand physical mechanism of current profile
control by LHCD and NBCD.
2. Experimental apparatus
Experiments were carried out in the H4500 tokamak with plasma major radius RP z 3.4
m, plasma volume VP 3 100 m3 and toroidal magnetic ﬁeld ET 5 4T. Two multijunction
launchers were used to excite LH waves (fLl-l = 1.74 — 2.23 GHZ, PLH s 7 MW). A launcher
with 24 (toroidal) x 4 (poloidal) waveguides radiates a narrow width (FWl-IM AN// = 0.4)

Spectrum.

A newly developed multijunction launcher with 48 (toroidal) x 4 (poloidal)
waveguides radiates waves of N// from 1.2 to 2.5 with very narrow width of AN” = 0.2[3].
N// spectrum is controlled by changing phasing angle between the adjacent multijunction

modules, 13¢. The NB system consists of 10 quasi—perpendicular beam lines and 4 tangential
beam lines and total power of 36 MW has been injected. For current proﬁle control, the
tangential beam lines with two co-bcams and two counter-beams were utilized.
Information on the driven current proﬁle was obtained from measurement of an internal
inductance (5i) and a radial profile of hard x~ray (l-lX) emission. The internal inductance [1
which represents peakedness of the total current profile was derived from a plasma equilibrium
code and a diamagnelic measurement. The HX proﬁle was measured by 7-channel Nal(Tl)

detector array in the photon energy range of 80 keV s Eph s 1.2 MeV.
3. Current proﬁle control experiments
Following experiments were performed to demonstrate a capability of proﬁle control and
to explore physics of current drive mechanism by LHCD with various N// spectra (Experiments
A—E) and by NBCD (Experiment F). The LHCD experimenm were carried out in a low
density regime of (0.5 41) x 1019m'3 to satisfy an accessibility condition of the main part of
the launched spectrum.

7'7
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A. changing Nl/

Current profile was controlled by changing the N// of LH wave. Plasma parameters were

11, = 1.2 MA, B’r = 4T, n: ~1019m‘3. Figure 1 (a) is HX radial proﬁles (Ephoion 2 100 keV)
for N5“ = 1.44 - 2.44 showing successful control of the HX proﬁle. Figure 1 (b) indicates
the experimental value of the internal inductance (Ii for Nﬁuk : 1.44 and 2.44. Since current

steady
diffusion time Was longer than pulse length of LH, internal inductance did not reach a
state. The time evolution of [i was simulated using diffusion equation of the poloidal magnetic
ﬁeld Bp(r,t)[4]
.
dB

where n is the Spitzer resistivity and jCD is the LH driven current assuming similar radial
proﬁle as a HX proﬁle. Experimentally observed [i is consistent with calculated current
diffusion as shown in Fig. 1 (b).
With lower N//, peaked current profile was obtained. This result can be interpreted that
wave (fast phase velocity) is absorbed in high Te region (center). On the other hand,
M]
low
high N” wave (slow phase velocity) can be absorbed in low Te region (outer).
B.

Combination of low N// with high N//
Current proﬁle control experiment with combined N// was carried out by superimposing

higher N// (=23) component with lower N// (21.6). Though the peaked proﬁle was obtained

by N” = 1.6 alone, largely modified l-IX profile with reduced center intensity and enhanced
outer region was observed by superimposing N// :23 component. The experimental result is
explained as follows.

Since higher N// (low phase velocity) component enhance the

distribution function between the thermal velocity and phase velocity of low N// wave in the
outer region, the deposition of low N// (large phase velocity) component increased.

Width of wave spectrum
Effect of the Spectra] width on current profile was investigated with the wave of AN// ~
0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 by changing the number of exciting waveguides in toroidal direction. As a
result, peaked HX profile and larger Zi were observed with narrow spectrum as shown in Fig.
3. It is interpreted that high N// component of the wide spectrum enhances the deposition in
outer region as described in the previous section.
C.

D.

Poloidal position of the launcher
To investigate effect of the launcher position on the upshift effect and on the current

profile, the waves with same N// spectrum (N// ~ 2.2, AN// ~ 0.4) were injected from the two

launchers located at different poloidal angle. Experimental results show that peaked HX proﬁle
was obtained by the wave from the launcher at midplane. The same waves were injected,
however, hollow profile was obtained by the launcher at 45" above from the midplanc.
Calculation result using ray tracing code indicates that N// upshift effect of the wave from 45"
launchcris larger (N// ~ 3.5) than the wave from midplanc (N// ~ 2.4). Therefore, the wave
from the 45' launcher which has large N// in the plasma interior makes a broad current profile.
This result indicates that the poloidai position of a launcher is a key factor when designing a

LHCD system.
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E. Inverse LHCD
Current proﬁle control by inverse LHCD in the direction oppoSite to the original 0H
current was carried out Figure 2 shows temporal evolution of plasma parameters. 1}) : 12
MA, 81" = 3 — 3.5 T, n: : 0.7 x 1019m'3. It is noted that the broad HX proﬁles were Obtained
for both inverse and normal CD discharges, however, behavior of [j is different between
inverse CD and normal CD. The dependence of the peakedness of HX and time derivatives of
internal inductance dii/dt on A11) was also investigated. Although the same dependence of HX
peakedness was obtained, dependence of dli/dt was opposite between inverse and normal CD,
This result indicates that inverse CD generates fast electrons which have almost same radial
proﬁle as normal CD but the direction is inverse. This result shows possible application of
inverse current drive for current proﬁle control.
Current profile control by changing NB deposition
Current proﬁle was controlled by changing deposition proﬁle and injection direction with
the NBCD, as controlled with LHCD by changing deposition and direction of the waves. On
axis and off axis tangential beams with co- and counter~direction were used in this experiment
as shown in Fig. 4 (a). The beam driven current proﬁle calculated by the current drive analySis
code is shotvn in (b). Calculated values of beam driven current are 101 kA for the on-axis case
and 115 LA for the offaxis case at an injection power of 2MW. Resultant change in the current
profile was measured by the temporal evolution of internal inductance. In accordance with the
analysis code, the observed internal inductance increases for off-axis counter—injection and
decreases for off—axis coinjection. In the on-axis case, the difference in internal inductance
between cc» and counter-injection was not observed. This result agrees with a result from the
analysis code, that is, driven current proﬁle was similar to the Ohmic current proﬁle.
F.

4. Summary
LHCD experiments with various wave spectra and NBCD experiments have clariﬁed the
following effects on current profilej(r). (i) j(r) can be controlled by changing N/l spectrum:
low, sharp and pure N// which satisfy an accessibility condition makes a peaked j(r). (ii)
Higher component of N// and broad N// enhance edge deposition and make a broad j(r). (iii)
Since upshift of N// depends on poloidal position of a launcher, j(r) can be controlled by
changing the launcher position. (iv) j(r) is controlled successfully by inverse CD method as
well as normal CD. (v) j(r) is controlled by changing deposition profile and direction of the
tangential beams.
As shown in these results, feasibility of the current profile control has been proved
experimentally; therefore, we are now investigating the effect of j(r) on MHD stability and

conﬁnement characteristics.
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BOOTSTRAP CURRENT INDUCED BY HIGH ENERGY PARTICLES
M. Taguchi
College of Industrial Technology, Nihon University,
2-11-1 Shin-ei,Namshino-shi,Chiba-ken 275,]apan

The neoclassical bootstrap current has attracted much attention for tokamak devices,
because it may produce a. substantial fraction of the total current. In nuclear fusion devices,
there will exist several kinds of high energy particles produced by the auxiliary heating
and current drive schemes. Therefore, the bootstrap current due to these high energy

particles is also interesting. Many authors” have investigated the bootstrap current due

to the fusion-produced alpha particles. However, since their treatments are restricted to
the case of the isotropic source in velocity space, their results can not be applicable to
the high energy particles produced by rf wave heating and NBI. The extension of their

methods to the anisotropic case is an interesting research problem to be solved. In this
paper, as a ﬁrst step to solving this problem, we consider the bootstrap current induced

by minority tail ions which are produced by the strong ICRF heating at the fundamental
harmonic resonance in a tokamak with circular cross section. In the presence of this ICRF

heating, the distribution function f of the minority ions is determined by the following
drift kinetic equation:

«4. 5—: 3—; + vd vr— C(m— cm — o

(1)

where v“ = v ~ B/B, Bp is the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld, vd is the drift velocity, r and 9 are
the polar coordinates in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic axis, and Q represents the

quasi—linear diffusion operator due to rf wave. The Coulomb collision operator C describing
collisions between the minority ions and the Maxwellian bulk particles is assumed to be
composed of the pitch-angle scattering term and the slowing down term.
We begin the formulation closely following Chang at 1112). Let us assume two small
parameters 5 = p/a and 6' = TB/Ts, where a is the minor radius, p is the Larmor radius of
the minority ion, and 7-H and r, are the bounce period and the slowing-down time of the

minority ion. Then the drift kinetic equation (1) can be solved by doubly expanding the

distribution function as f : féo) + fin) + fl)” +

in powers of these two small parameters,
where the subscript and the superscript represent expansions in 6 and 6". The lowest-

order distribution function 1'30) becomes a highly anisotropic distribution localized near

/\=
_ (1 — vzl/u2 )/B = (1 + ecos QR)/B0 in velocity space for the strong rf heating, where
the inverse aspect ratio 5 —
—r/R with the major radius R, and 63 is the poloidal angle

corresponding to the intersection of the resonance surface with the magnetic surface. In

order to go further analytically, we use a model solution for the fowl as is done in Ref]:

f8”): 0—4’im—6 (A — ¥El mo),
°
ft. m

(2)
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3/2

Mu) n. (meg) e
771’

:

”MHz/Wm

,

(3)

where h = 1 + ccosO, m; is the mass of the minority ion, and the effective temperature
is deﬁned by Tee = 7'a /3n, with the ﬂux-surface-averaged number density n; and power
density Pd absorbed by the minority ions. This model solution is an even function in u“
since we have assumed kllvil << 11) ,and thus we have ignored the toroidal momentum
input from rf wave, where w and k” are the wave frequency and parallel wave number,

respectively Therefore the contribution to the bootstrap current comes from the nextorder distribution functions f1(0) and f“). These distribution functions can be expressed

in terms of the lowest-order distribution function $0) in the form:

9 d_9rB
1‘ (1)_ [W
—
3 [C(fo(0) )+Q(f (0) )1

(4)

where 821 is the charge of the minority ion aid 9‘ is the poloiclal angle at the turning
point of trapped minority ions.

Noticing the conservation of particle number and the localization of the lowest-order

distribution function in the trapped region, we can show the contribution of fan to the
bootstrap current vanishes. Thus, from (5), the bootstrap current density generated by
the minority ions can be written as
e

Z:

J 1 z ——
BPT, a (1 — Zeﬂ' F

) d-Pd

—,
d1

(6)

where 1 — (Zl/Zgnﬂ’ with the effective charge number Zeﬁ represents the shielding factor

due to the electron return current, and only the dominant term due to narrow rf power
proﬁle is considered. The coefﬁcient a: is deﬁned by

(1:2{w—cos2gﬂ}

K (sin2 223-)

(7)

2

with the complete elliptic integrals K and E of the ﬁrst and second kinds. The poloidal

magnetic ﬁeld Bp in the expression (6) is determined by solving the Ampere’s law

1 6

_E(TBP) =I‘O(Jl+Jb+JOH)y

(8)

where no is the permeability of vacuum, JOH is the Ohmic current density and Jb is the
bootstrap current density due to bulk particles.

Now let us assume the radial proﬁle for the ﬂux-surface-averaged rf power density in

the form:
P

Pd = 212R0'2e

-r2/a'7

'

(9)
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where P is the total power absorbed by the minority ions. Further
assuming the radial
proﬁles for the electron number density and the temperature as

116a0 <1—r2/a2)un,

T=T0 (1-r2/02)Vr,

we explicitly calculate the bootstrap current generated by the minority
ions for the pa-

rameters: a/R = 2.15\/§/6, a/cr = 2.15,/§/0.6, u, = 1, W = 1, on = 7r/2, z. = 1, and

Z65 : 1.5. The resulting ratios of the minority-ion induced bootstrap
current It and the
Ohmic current I0” to the total current I are shown in Fig.1 by the solid
and dashed
curves, respectively. In this ﬁgure the poloidal beta ,8}, and the normalized
power 15 are
deﬁned by

f pdV

1

4f‘0pe0

ﬂ? = 2r9Ra2Bga/2no : Vn +VT+ 1 BE,“ ’

P _ zﬂ mop _ 0.3 1 ﬂ

a[m]2To[kev13/2P(MW]

_ Bga 27r2Rcr2 — lnA 25m, I[MA]2R[m]t7[I11]2ri¢o[1020m‘3]l

(10)

(11
)

where By, = Bp(r = a), peg = neoTo, 1,0 = r, (r = 0), mp is the proton
mass, and lnA is
the Coulomb logarithm.
Finally we consider the effect of the weak spatial diffusion of resonant
minority ions
on the bootstrap current. This effect may be taken into account by using
the following
diffusion equation for the current density n = Jl/(I — Z‘F/Zegr) carried by
the minority

1°“:

1 d

d

J.,,,

c an,

:a’dﬂmml‘ T, ‘37,“?

‘12)

The detail of a diffusion coefﬁcient D depends on a diffusion model for the minority
ions. For the spatial diffusion induced by rf wave, the normalized diffusion
coefficient

D E T,D/a2 is estimated as” D ~ ,ozpfﬂc/a2 with the poloidal Larmor radius pp. In
the case of anomalous radial diffusion due to a turbulent magnetic ﬁeld, this
diffusion

coefﬁcient becomes D ~ qlizr,/a2, where q is the safety factor and Ii = 3/3
with the ﬂuctuating magnetic ﬁeld 3. Solving the coupled equations (8) and (12), we
can calculate the bootstrap current in the presence of the spatial diffusion of
the minority
ions. The effect of this spatial diffusion on the current proﬁles is shown in
Fig.2. As is
well known, a tokamak sustained only by the bootstrap current is not possible,
and we
need another current source near the magnetic axis (seed current). This seed
current may
be created by the radial diffusion of the bootstrap current carried by the minority
ions.
In Fig.3 we plot the Ohmic current as a function of ﬁp for the diffusion coefficients
D =
0.01 and 0.1. This ﬁgure shows that the Ohmic current decreases with increasing
ﬂip and
ﬁnally it vanishes at the critical poloidal beta. Unfortunately, a typical current
profile for
a tokamak sustained only by the bootstrap current is a MHD unstable hollow proﬁle
as is
depicted in Fig.4.

In conclusion, we have calculated the minority-tail-ion induced bootstrap
current in a
tokamak. With increasing the normalized ICRF heating power P, a goodly
portion of the
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plasma current is shown to be sustained by the ICRF-heating induced bootstrap current
even when the toroidal momentum input from If wave is zero. Therefore, the use of strong

ICEF heating for the current-proﬁle control and the reduction of inductive Ohmic power

‘

seems to be of quite interest.
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A METHOD FOR MEASURING THE INDUCTIVE ELECTRIC FIELD PROFILE
AND NONINDUCTIVE CURRENT PROFILES 0N DIII—D"
C.B. FOREST, K. KUPFER“, T.C. Luce, RA. Pourzsn, L.L. LAO, AND D. WROBLEWSKI:

A new technique for determining the parallel electric ﬁeld proﬁle and noninductive current
proﬁle in tokamak plasmas has been developed and applied to two DIII~D tokamak discharges.
Central to this technique is the determination of the current density proﬁle, J(p), and poloidal
ﬂux, 211(1)), from equilibrium reconstructions.1 FTOIn time sequences of the reconstructions, the
ﬂux surface averaged, parallel electric ﬁeld can be estimated from appropriate derivatives of
the poloidal ﬂux. With a model for the conductivity and measurements of Ta and Zen, the
noninductive fraction of the current can be determined. Such a technique gives the possibility
of mezsuring directly the bootstrap current proﬁle and the noninductively driven current from
auxiliary heating such as neutral beam injection or fast wave current drive. Furthermore, if
the noninductively driven current is small or if the noninductive current proﬁle is assumed
to be known, this measurement provides a local test of the conductivity model under various
conditions.

TECHNIQUE

(f >

_1
d

0:11

The noninductive current density can be determined from the equation relating the current
density to the electric ﬁeld,

(E‘é)+<j~1-B) ,

(1)

if the current density and electric ﬁeld are measured. In this equation, (A) is the ﬂux surface
average of A, 17 is the resistivity, and JNI represents any sources of noninductive current drive
(including both bootstrap current and auxiliary driven currents). The ﬂux surface average of

the quantity (E - E) can be shown to be2
_

..

82

<E-B>=%g—‘f[. .

(2)

In this equation, the derivatives of poloidal ﬂux 1,!) are taken on surfaces of constant toroidal
ﬂux, (1’; B4, is the toroidal component of the magnetic ﬁeld, and F(1,b) = R3,). Thus the electric
ﬁeld is related solely to changes in poloidal ﬂux, while the ﬂux surface label 41> provides a proper
reference frame in which no poloidal electric ﬁelds are induced from changes in toroidal ﬂuxl It

is convenient to deﬁne an effective parallel electric ﬁeld S”(p) = (E-éﬂBw and current densities

J = (f- §)/Bw. In addition, the flux surface label, p, deﬁned as x/(P/BLoTI' is used rather than
(I), where Bro is the vacuum ﬁeld at the center of the vessel (R0), and p has units of length.
To calculate E" for non-circular plasmas, the current density proﬁles and 1MB, Z) are ﬁrst
determined by ﬁtting a solution of the Grad-Shaﬁanov equation to measured quantities at several
instances in time. Here, the code EFITD3 is used. The reconstructions are constrained by
measured values of the poloidal ﬁeld and ﬂux on the vacuum vessel wall, external coil currents,
internal pitch angle measurements near the midplane of the tokamak, and measurements of
electron and ion densities and temperature for the scalar pressure p(1,b). As a result of the

reconstructions, the quantities q(r/1), F(r,b), BAR, Z) and 1,!)(R,Z) are determined at each time
3‘ Work was supported by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—ACO3—89ER511M and
\V-TdUS—ENG-48.

1 ORISE Postdoctoral Fellow.
1 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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and 1/)(P) can be easily calculated [for example, from q : (d¢/d1,b)]. Once 1/)(p, t) is known for a

time sequence of equilibria, then 5” can be calculated from Eq. (2).
The inductive current Joh(p) is then calculated from a resistivity model (Spitzer conductivity or neoclassical conductivity‘), which require accurate measurements of Te and Zen.

The proﬁle of Te is measured by Thomson scattering and electron cyclotron emmission (ECE).
The carbon density (shown to be the predominant impurity by survey spectrometers) is determined by charge exchange recombination spectroscopy and used in combination with visible
bremsstrahlung measurements to provide proﬁles of Zen. Typically, T, is known with 5% ac—

curacy, while Z5” is known to 10%, predominantly due to uncertainties in the density proﬁle.
Finally, the noninductive portion of the current is the difference between Jah(p) and J (p)

There are several considerations which restrict the applicability of this approach. First,
the actual electric ﬁeld may differ from the measured electric ﬁeld if shorter time scale MHD
ﬂuctuations (6.9., sawteeth) to the current proﬁle exist. To see this, consider the actual poloidal
ﬂux to be a sum of a time averaged 1;, averaged over the fluctuation period, and a fluctuating
component 11—) due to the MHD activity. In general this ﬂuctuating component could be measured, however the error introduced by taking derivatives on short time scal has only allowed
measurements on a longer time scale. Second, this technique does not give the possibility of
distinguishing between the various sources of noninductive current - it is only possible to de-

termine the net noninductive current. Finally, if non-thermal electrons such as those produced
by lower hybrid heating are present, the assumption of neoclassical resistivity may not be valid
and the inductive current would be overestimated.

Uncertainties in the quantities E“ [or 1/1(p, 16)] and (f- E) are estimated by a Monte Carlo

method in which each input datum to EFITD is randomly perturbed With a distribution characterized by the measurement’s standard deviation and the equilibrium is recalculated many
times. Such calculations show that the central current density is typically known with a 10%
uncertainty, while the poloidal ﬂux is known more accurately, with a 2% to 3% uncertainty. The
uncertainty in calculating the inductive current is affected by uncertainties in the equilibria and

by the measurements of Zeff and Til/2, which are also accounted for in this work.
RESULTS
Neoclassical conductivity is an adequate model to explain inductive current proﬁles in
discharges without sawteeth. This is clearly demonstrated in a hot-ion L—mode5 discharge with
a current ramp. This plasma had 4.6 MW of neutral beam heating. with current ramp from
500 kA to 1.2 MA of 200 ms duration. The poloidal beta, ﬁp, changed from 1.4 before the current
ramp to 0.3 following the current ramp, and thus little bootstrap current was expected during this
slowly evolving phase following the current ramp (calculations show less than 20% noninductive).
In addition, there was a 800 ms sawtooth free period following the current ramp during which
the electric ﬁeld proﬁle was calculated from three equilibria (with a period of 200 ms starting
400 ms after the 'current ramp) without complications from ﬂuctuating current proﬁles. The
measured Te and 26]] proﬁles and the electric ﬁeld proﬁles are shown in Fig. 1. The measured
Current proﬁle J(p) and the inductive current proﬁles calculated from neoclassical (Jneo) and
Spitzer resistivity (J51,) are also shown. The proﬁles of total current and neoclassical inductive
Current are similar in magnitude and shape. In contrast, Spitzer resistivity overestimates the
current density by approximately a factor of two for much of the plasma. From this we assume
that that the neoclassical resistivity model is sufﬁciently accurate for analyzing other discharges,
in which the inductive current is a smaller fraction of the total current.
A similar technique applied to a discharge with sawteeth overmtimates the inductive current in the sawtoothing region of the plasma. Figure 2 shows the measured current proﬁle from
a 2 MA, L-mode plasma with 6 MW of neutral beam heating and the inductive current density
calculated from neoclassical conductivity. This result can be interpreted as an underestimate of
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Fig. 1. Profiles from a Hot-ion, L—mode, with a large fraction of inductive current. The dotted line for

Zefj represents the result from visible bremsstrahlung. The inductive electric field is calculated by taking
derivatives of poloidal flux from 3 equilibria spanning 400 ms. j is the measured current density. jneo the

result from neoclassical conductivity, and j”, from Spitzer resistivity.
the resistivity, but this seems unlikely since
we have already established that neoclassical resistivity is valid without sawteeth. It
is more likely that a. ﬂuctuating component
of the electric ﬁeld due to the sawteeth subtracts from the measured electric ﬁeld (which
is averaged over many sawteeth periods) during the slowly evolving phase between each

sawtooth crash.‘3
Resistive relaxation and broadening of
the current proﬁle has been observed in a highﬁp discharge. This plasma was an elongated
(it : 2.1), high triangularity (6 = 0.9) shape,
with a plasma current of 400 RA, and 8 MW of
neutral beam heating. Following the start of
beam injection, the current proﬁle resistively
relaxed as [10 increased from «:1 at the begin—
ning of beam injection, to >2, 2 seconds later.
Figure 3 shows evolving proﬁles of w, j, and
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Fig. 2. Comparison of measured current profile and
inductive current profiles determined from neoclas—
sical conductivity in a discharge with sawteeth, Pmu
indicates the sawtooth inversion radius determined

phase.

from an array of soft x-ray array detectors.

As the current proﬁle broadens, the

f—ﬁ’
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form, as it should be in equilibrium.

A large EraCtion of the current in this

plasma is noninductive and is similar in magnitude to values predicted from bootstrap current and neutral beam current drive models.
Figure 4(a) shows the current densities J (p)
and J0h(p) determined from neoclassical re~

volt s

100p voltage proﬁle is becoming spatially uni-

sistivity, indicating a relatively small level of

current.“8 The estimation of the total non—
inductive current from the calculations is in
general agreement with the exception of the
central region which shows less beam driven
current than the model predicts.
l D. Wroblewski and LL. Lao, Rev. Sci. 1n—

strum. 63, 5140 (1992).
2 EL. Hinton and RD. Hazeltine, Rev. Mod.

Physics 48, 239 (1976).
3 LL. Lao, J.R. Ferron, R.J. Groebner,

volts

inductive current. Figure 4(b) shows the non-

inductive current proﬁle JN1(p) determined
from the difference of J(p) and Joh(p) and
calculations of the bootstrap current and the
sum of bootstrap and neutral beam driven
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Fig. 3. Time evolving profiles of 11). J, and ZWROE“
in a high—,3p plasma. Solid = 1.4 SS, solid + shad-

ing = 2.15 s. and dashed = 2.95 s. The shading for
t = 2.15 s is reprsentative of the uncertainty for

the other times. The diamonds are the measured
loop voltage on the vessel wall.
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LANGEVIN FORMALISM FOR CURRENT DRIVE IN PLASMAS
J. H. Belo, A. Figneiredo, J. P. 81mm. l. T. Mendonca, A. Morena, and C. A. F. Varandas
Aa‘xr)ciag;du EURA TUAI "1ST, ( 'emru de Fusdo Nuclear,
Institutu Superior Técnim, [£196 Lishna Codex. Portugal

We present a Langevin formalism to describe the electron kinetics during RF
current drive as an altemative to the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation. We
also show some results obtained with a Langcvin code that has been developed
which are in good agreement with analytical solutions.

LANGEVIN FORNIALISM
To descnbe the electron kinetics during RF current drive. we use a Langevin formulation that is an
alternative to the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation, In order to make this formulation rather general, we
first establish the Langen'n equation equivalent to tlte Fokker-Planck equation written in a tensorial covariant
form. i.e., a form which is valid in any set of curvilinear co—ordinates q: ,
6/10(a

5W???

r'/)+

—(JZ 5‘1f)

(1)

zJ'a—q€a

where a = det (all) is the determinant of the metric tensor, T’ and SJ are the components of a contravariam
vector and tensor T and S, respectively.

The Langevin equation equivalent to the Fokker-Planck Eq. (1) is [l]

di' ——T‘+F’tl).

(2)

(I!

When integrating this equation from time t to time I+AI. the integral
lull

a‘tm) = f Maw:

(3)

I

of the stochastic term Ftl). which is a random vanable. Is to be picked from an ensemble with a multivariate
Gaussian probability distribution function with zero mean and covariance given by

“=(B‘tAnB’tAr))= H (1"(éll’tnl)d§dn213(3“+5'“‘N)

.

(4)

Here A! is chosen in the usual way [2] q' is evaluated at time t. ( ) means "ensemble“ average, and Eqs (2)
and (4) were obtained front the lst and 2nd moments of Eq. (1) with a 6-1ike function. It is usually admitted
that the distribution function of the ﬂuctuating term 80) may be arbitrary as long as it obeys the above
conditions concerning its mean and covariance [3.4]. However. strictly speaking, it is possible to show that
such distribution is none other titan a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
Due to the general form in which Eq. (1) is written, the equivalent Langevin formulation given in Eqs.
(2)-(4) is also general and so can be used to study any problem described by an equation of the Fokker-Planck

type, with an appropriate definition ofT and S.
In the following we will consider particular cases suited for current drive itt plasmas

APPLICATION TO CURRENT DRIVE 1N PLASMAS
Since we are interested in descnbing the electron kinetics durittg RF current drive. the startmg point
will be. in the absence ofa DC eleac ﬁeld. the usual kinetic equation [3]
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<5)

C(f)+Q(f) .
1=
0!
le interaction,
where (V) is the collision operator and QU) is the operator that describes wave-partic
The contribution of collisions to T' and S 'J is given. in general. by

n'=l‘<Ap‘>c+%lAW“>f'wl -

Sachets

ck coefﬁcients [5].
with 1"“, a Christoﬁel symboL and (Ap‘ )c and <Ap‘Ap')c the usual Fokker-Plan
To simplify the problem, we are restricting the analysis to the case of homogeneous plasmas and
the wellconsidering collisions of tcst particles nith a non—evolvmg. non-drifting Maxwellian [6]. Generalizing

non-relativistic. strict highknown Langcvin equations describing collisions [3]. which are restricted to the
OK 21 non—evolving weakly relativistic
velocity limit. we consider the case of relativistic test particles colliding

Maxwelliun distribution of ﬁeld particles. In this case. and follouing the suggestions of Ref, [7]. we find

1"
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where the functions Ch (I), HD (I) and Db (I) are
P
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l
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3
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0
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0

b).
4%) represents the isotropic (Maxwellian in this case) distribution function of field particles (type
a).
l'avb = (Q3: n lnAa’b) / (-tmzulmal) ,where Qa and ma are the charge and mass of the test particle (type

and an is tlte permittivity of free space
it is straightforward to obtain front the above set of equations the non-relativistic limit:

.
tbtvbtRbML
73:13,,1‘47:
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The strict high-velocity limit of Eqs, (9) and (10) [5|. follows easily and reads

rap ‘
Tc r __v_1

. 1
,
V] (1+zw)p
Tc ,t _ [sh

2 ‘
2
.xcmil _ rat;I (1+z,ﬂ)(i—u)

ZEJK=(ZD nh Zﬂ/(Zb ”J In and Zb are the density and the state of ionisation of the type b ion,
'

The waive—particle interaction is treated using the usual quasi-linear operator [8]

(11>
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where p is the momentum, D the quasi-linear diffusion tensor Wllh components 0‘1, and
the second equality is
the covariant form of the equation. This operator may be cast in a form suitable to be included
in Eq, (1y
according to

l

(7

TA'=7—— a ”~ ED”
'
ql
£0q1( )
0r,"

.

.S'_"’:2D" .
0]

n
(i)

Hence, the Langevin {omiulation presented above in Eqs.(2)-(4) can also be used to describe
the “ave-particle

interaction,

Considering now the case of electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD), Eq. (12) becomes. in the nonrelativrstic limit

Q(f)=—l,1
[v ’ t)"—] .
\' my"

1H)

where, as usual, H and J. refer to the directions parallel and perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld,

respectively. When transformed to the (v . u ) co—ordinates we get for the components of
the vector T and

tensor S

Tqv =—(1—u2) —2—D+

v

1
(7D
(1—7“:
at],

+l(1—3uZ)D,

v

(15.3)

7w” =L
TV) %+ 1:: g): —vi2(211—41.L3)D .

Sqf : 2(1~ “)0 ,

.s'q_,“‘ = SH” = —M0
.
.

.5',,,,"“ : MD
v

(15 b)

where, for convenience. we kept the derivative of the diffusion coefﬁcient in the old co-ordinate system. These
equations sltow clearly the existence of diffusion both in v and u. implying that in the Langevin formulation
there will be two stochastic tertns. 8"“) and [1"(1). with a bivariate Gaussian distribution with non-zero
correlation coefficient (oil).
So, the full Langevin formulation equivalent to Eq. (5) is obtained substituting Eqs. (6) and (13) in
Eqs. (2)—(4).

N UMERICAL TREATMENT
A code based on the Langevin formulation of ECCD presented above has been developed, At this

stage, the collision operator implemented is the non-relativistic, strict high-velocity limit, Eq. (1 l), and RF-

induced quasi-linear diffusion is modelled with a very simple model by which the waves push. from a selected
point in velocity space, the resonant electrons only in the perpendicular direction [3], This model. besides being
very simple, leads to an analytical form for the current generated, so it may be used to check the code.
The

latter follows the evolution of the perturbation created in the electron distribution function due to the waveparticle interaction. as well as the generated current. using the appropriate boundary conditions 111 the (var)
space.
The domain of the (my) velocity Space under 111vestigation is divided in cells of prescribed dimensions
In order to improve the computing efﬁctency, only cells with particles (or with particle densities above a given
value) are considered at every time step. so that it 15 not necessary to scan through empty cells (or cells having

M, grifﬁn n"

(12)

w1":«1‘

_ a
of)‘___
1 a J D ,, _,
of
11‘
~—5’P( 01) x/ZOq’i 0
Mi

.

QU)

negligible particle densities). When the total number of cells is very large, this method proves to be very good

{or reducing the computing time.

Two methods have been implemented to numerically integrate the Langevin equations: one relying on

the usual "ensembles" that contain a ﬁnite number of test particles, and the other using "ensembles" with
continuous distributions. The second method has been developed to overcome some errors of the ﬁrst and, for
comparable accuracy levels, has proved to be tnuch faster, so is now adopted.
In Fig. 1 we show. in arbitrary units. at (=10‘6 s and in steady state and for vi , 1v” | < 9v", , the
penufbﬂlion created in the (V‘L , vn ) space by a constant power source at vi! = 4v“. The RF-driven current. in

“Mum-y units, as well as the relative error with respect to the analytical solution are plotted in Fig. 2. A good
agreement exists between the numerical and analytical solutions.
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This code is later to be coupled with a wave propagation code to simulate self—consistently the problem
of RF current generation in fusion plasmas.
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Numerical Simulation of Current Drive in Tokamak T-lOS by
Stimulated Raman Scattering
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Abstract;

Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) applied to the generation of current drive is studied using
relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell simulation for parameters relevant to the modiﬁed T- lOS Tokamak
[l]. The plasma is described by the Vlasov equation in the direction parallel to the static
magnetic field and by the ﬂuid equations in the perpendicular direction [2]. Simulations
demonstrate that the initially existing Raman backward scattered wave (BRS) allows the
existing of a large amplitude electrostatic plasma wave (ESW) which traps and accelerates
electrons producing an electric current. The accelerated electrons in the high—energy tail of the
distribution function stimulate the growth of the forward Raman scattered wave (FRS) which

further accelerates electrons to higher energies.

1.

Introduction

The numerical code, including pertinent equations, numerical scheme and initial conditions. has
been presented in [3]. We apply the code to parameters relevant to the T-IOS Tokamak. A
magnetic ﬁeld B0 = 3.5 T, or (Dee = 1,54, a density u0 = 0,5.10‘9/m3 or cope = 03989.10’13'1,
(Dee/(0pc = 1,543, Te = 6,4346 kev for the initial equilibrium maxwellian distribution function
(or Ue/C = 0.712l).

We consider an initial righthand polarized (RCP) pump wave of frequency too = 3,45 cope.
This corresponds to no/“CRIT = 0,084. The corresponding wave number is koc/a)pc Z3,17.
Initially a BRS wave is excited with frequency (us/mp6 = 2,155 and wave number ksC/‘Dpe =
1.0589. The corresponding electrostatic wave obeys the Bohm Gross dispersion relation with
the frequency (op/cope 21,295 and the wave number keC/(Dpc =4,236. We take the amplitude of
the pump wave Ep = 0.18 wpccm/e. The corresponding electron quiver velocity is vosc/c =
eEO/mmo : 0,052. r

2.

imli

l

Figures (1) — (3) show the different energies (in cm1 units) as functions of the time: The pump

electromagnetic energy (mode k0), the electromagnetic scattered energy (mode ks) and the
electrostatic wave energy (mode ke)~ A fourier transform of the output data is used to compute
the energy for the various modes. The electromagnetic and electrostatic energies are given by

(see Ref. [3])

f—i—i
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1 L + E: +mneui)dx
(em) = EiiBj

1 L
(est) =—2—Z£Eﬁdx

where B.L: El and E“ are the components of electromagnetic ﬁeld perpendicular and parallel
= 21t/Ak,
to the direction of the external magnetic ﬁeld. L is the length of the periode box (L
Ak = wavenumber of the fundamental mode)
At the initial tiFne interval (up to r = 50) the energy of the electrostatic wave is effectively
transferred to the kinetic energy of the resonant electrons (Fig. 4) and formation of driven
current has been observed (Fig. 5). r is the time scaled to the plasma frequency: ’C = t-uipc.
From I = 50 up to I = 300 the curves on Figs. 1-5 exhibit an oscillatory behavior in which
energy is transferred back and for between pump wave, scattered wave and electrostatic wave.
This can be interpreted as a parametric 3—mode process. Fig. 6 displays the phase space
diagram at time I = 139 and indicates clearly the existence of the closed phase trajectories
(vortices) corresponding the regions of electrons trapped by the electric ﬁeld of the plasma
wave. This electric ﬁeld has only one mode number N=8 (Fig. 7) which corresponds to the
wavenumber of the most unstable mode. Starting from 1: = 250 the growth of other harmonics
0f the electrostatic ﬁeld is Observed (Figs. 8-11). These modes develop, couple with the BRS
wave. and further accelerate electrons to higher energies contributing to the formation of a
more elongated tail on the distribution function. At the ﬁnal stage of the acceleration process
the spectrum of the electrostatic ﬁeld is very rich (Fig. 11) and interaction between this ﬁeld
and the electrons is rather stochastic than regular. The vortices of the phase space disappear
(Fig. 12) although it is obvious that process of electron acceleration still take place.

3.

nlin

The simulations show that the simultaneous BRS and FRS~waves create an electrostatic wave

ﬁeld structure which is efficient for current generation in the tokamak T—lOS.
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Simulation of Fusion Alpha Particle Interaction
with Intense Waves in a Toroidal Conﬁguration
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1VTT Energy, P.O. Box 1606, FIN—02044 VTT, Finland
2Helsinki University of Technology, Department of Technical Physics,
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1. Introduction
Wave ampliﬁcation for current drive and enhanced removal of fusion alpha particlc
ash on tokarnak fusion reactors has been recently suggested by the interaction of out.
ward diffusing energetic alpha particles with waves of poloidally asymmetric wavenumber
spectrum [1]. The analysis of the problem was based on Fokker-Planck calculations with
a one-dimensional slab model for the plasma and with an alpha particle source of a delta,
function shape in perpendicular energy, space and time [1,2]. In the present work1 a
full Monte Carlo simulation of the wave-alpha interaction in a toroidal conﬁguration is

presented, which covers the self-consistent effects of alpha particle distribution in velocity
and conﬁguration space, their ﬁnite orbits and radial diﬁusion in the ITER—type magnetic
conﬁguration.
2. Model
The diffusion, power deposition, and energy exchange of the alpha particles with the

wave are computed with the Monte Carlo code ASCOT [3], which includes the operators
for collisional slowing-dorm, pitch angle scattering and energy diffusion of test particles in combination with an operator for the wave interaction, assuming a steady alpha
particle source from the DT fusion reactions. The guiding-center orbits of the alpha
particles are tracked in a tokamak geometry with elongation, D-shape and Grad—Shafra— _
nov displacement of the magnetic aids. Based on a binomial statistical distribution for
the covariances in the Fokker—Planck model [1,4] of the alpha-wave interaction, simple

Monte Carlo operators A5 = (l/s)[6/ae — (kg/mawﬂa)(6/6p)](sD)At :i: v2DAt and
Ap : —Ae(ky/mawﬂa) are derived for the changes of alpha particle perpendicular energy e = mvi/Z and position in magnetic surface coordinate [1 during the time step At.
Here, a; and [CV are the angular {requency and the poloidal wavenumber of the wave, respectively. mo, and 0a are the alpha particle mass and cyclotron frequency, respectively.

D(6,p) = (l/Zky)(w/kv)2(26Ey)z/‘Iv: e (oz/k: is the diffusion coeﬁicient for the Landau,
resonant interaction of the lower hybrid wave with alphas satisfying vi > w/kv, where
vi is the perpendicular velocity of the alpha particle. 5(p) is the area of the magnetic
surface at radius p and Ev is the poloidal electric ﬁeld component of the wave.
The simulations are based on a radially dependent diffusion coefﬁcient D(e, p) deter—

mined by the Gaussian radial dependence of the electric ﬁeld lEul = |Evo|exp[—2(p —

per/pg] over the plasma cross-section. The plasma density and temperature are assumed
to have radial dependencies n,T = no,To X (1 — pz/a2)°--T, where no and To denote
the density and temperature values on the plasma axis, and a is the plasma minor radius. In the calculations, the starting coordinates of the alphas are evenly distributed
on the poloidal cross-section of an axisymmetric plasma in proportion to the local alpha

production rate of the DT-plasma. The initially monoenergetic (3.5 MeV) alphas are
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followed until they escape the plasma or
evenly distributed in pitch till/1), and they are
ge with the waves at each radius and
exchan
are thermalized. By recording the energy
, time histories of the cumulative enproﬁles
tion
absorp
tion/
time instant, power deposi
ed by the waves can be calculated.
extract
erg)’ exchange, and the total energy given or
3. Results
7.75 m, a = 2.8 m, B = 6.157 T,
In the calculations, ITER reference parameters R =
for the major radius, michosen
are
I = 15 MA, in, = 20 keV, n. = 1.5 x 102° m'3
n (6) temperature, and
electro
and
(i)
ion
t,
curren
nor radius, magnetic ﬁeld, plasma
the cross-section with
for
K. = 1.68
plasma electron density, respectively. An elongation
concentrations with
tritium
and
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deuter
equal
a parabolic current density proﬁle and

wave is modelled with a single poloidal
no impurities are assumed. The lower hybrid
e

centered at pg = 1.4 m with variabl
wavenumber and frequency 3.7 GHz. The wave is
lower hybrid wave is calculated from the electrostatic approxi-

Pd and lEyOI' lEyOl of the
Lope and Q: are the electron
mation (E,,/E,)z = (wLIwz)/(1 +w;/ﬂ:) at p = p0, where
electric field component
wave
the
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E,
and
cy
frequen
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cy and cyclotr

plasma frequen
particles and the time acceleration
along the magnetic ﬁeld. The total number of alpha
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,
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alpha particle
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energy
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transfer to the wave. In the shown
power 811 MW
alpha
fusion
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rred from
transfe
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MW
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some
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parame
e
produced with the present referenc
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e
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ion rate would be slightly larger
the region from p = po—pd to pol—pd, the relative convers
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interac
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power,
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if only that fusion
ing ﬁeld amplitude, the
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case).
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about
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level
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to
power transfer appears
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In order to compare the present results with the theory,
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u
—eW/2
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x
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[2]. Here,
pd/L z 6 at the wave maximum, defined in refs. [1] and

would be the diffusion
the alpha particle birth velocity, 6* = Iii/‘02, and L : ugkv/aa
effect of the
particle in p if the alpha would slow down solely by the

length of the alpha
ing to the theory in the references
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the calculations of ref. [2]
coefficients. The latter can be explained by noting that in
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ensemble, which drain
those alpha particles with 6" close to 6m in the initial
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hybrid wave energy, were not considered. In a. more realistic start-up of the rf-pulse
there
would be even more alphas than in our simulation at lower perpendicular velocities
for a
steady slowing—down distribution. Therefore, possibly no beneﬁt is obtained from
using
short rf-pulses to absorb alpha power with the present mechanism. As shown in Fig. 13,,
the energy transfer grows monotonically up to the maximum steady-state value even
with
the present monoenergetic but isotropic initial distribution. Note that the steady-stat
e

values shown in Fig. 1 take into account the real slowing-down distribution and represent

a true steady-state power transfer for continuous rf power.
In Fig. 1b, the wave power deposition proﬁles of the alphas are shown for the cases of
Fig. 1a.. For the small ﬁeld amplitudes, the power transfer from the alphas to the wave
is
positive everywhere and roughly proportional to D. However, at larger D, the
transfer
appears to become negative on the outer layers of the wave regime and more positive on
the inner layers. This can be understood by noting that the diffusion length Ap
caused
by the waves during the collisional slowing-down time u”1 of the alphas is only a few
centimeters or a fraction of that for the small wave amplitude. Only for the largest wave
ﬁeld E, = 15000 V/m does Ap become sufﬁciently large to cause wave absorption on the
outer edge of the wave region. For weaker ﬁelds, the power transfer is proportion
al to
the local radial gradient of the alpha energy production and is thus positive.
In Figs 2a and 2b, the power transfer is shown as a function of p4 and cm. In both
cases, we have kept D" at a constant value of 0.45. The result with varying pd shows that
the power transfer increases with the width of the wave region as more alpha particles
interact with the wave. We also ﬁnd that the transfer increased; with 6,, up to the optimum range c“, = 0.2...O.4 for constant D”, which appears to be in accordance with the
theory of the effect of the collisional slowing-down on the power transfer [1,2]. It is
of interest to note that the initial energy transfer rate increases rapidly with 6,, for the
chosen
parameters. In Fig. 3, we have shown for comparison the result with anomalous
radial
diffusion of the alpha particles. With a radial diffusion coefficient D,m = 0.05...0.1 mz/s,
an enhancement in power transfer can be seen with pg 2 0.1 m. This is probably caused
by an enhanced interaction with the waves as the particles diffuse more rapidly through
the wave region in comparison to their slowing-down by collisions.

4. Conclusions
The power transfer from the alpha particles to the poloidally asymmetric lower hybrid
wave has been shown to be signiﬁcant for ITER reference parameters with a relatively
wide wave interaction region and for a continuous rf power. The results obtained here for
the spatially dependent diffusion coefficient with a consistent alpha distribution in space
and velocity imply the need of a more comprehensive theory of the global alpha-wave
interaction.
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Radial flux of electrons carrying driven current during ECCD
Caigen LlU, Qingdi GAO, Xiaodong PENG
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1, Introduction

The existence of non-inductive current is one of the important conditions for

steady-state tokamak operation. It has been understood theoretically and experimentally
that the radial transport of superthermal electrons carrying current plays an important
role in forming proﬁle of induced current and the strength of the total induced
current[1,2].

Up to now, the understanding of radial transport of the superthermal electrons is
still elusive. Therefore, the exploration for the transport mechanism of supcrthermal
electrons, especially in the presence of RF(radiofrequency) wave which induces the
non-inductive current, is very necessary and important.

In a RF driven current tokamak plasma, the mechanism of current drive is to make

a group ofparticles asymmetric in toroidal direction and consequently produce toroidal
friction. According to the conventional transport theory, we know that when particles
are. exerted a net toroidal force, theyrwould move radially because of the principle of
FXTE. drift. During current drive in tokamak plasmas, the stronger the toroidal
asymmetry of the particles carrying Current is, the larger the toroidal ﬁction force

produced by colliding with bulk particles is. This results in the enhancement of radial
flux of superthermal particles. The aim of this paper is to study the radial flux of
superthermal electrons induced by RF wave during electron cyclotron wave current

drive(ECCD) in tokamak plasmas and the relations between the efﬁciency of current

drive and this kind of flux. This work is done analytically in the framework of the
quasilinear theory.

2, Evolution of kinetic equation and rt" operator
We use the quasilinear form of drift kinetic equation to study RF driven current
and transport during ECW current drive in tokamak plasmas. The equation has the
form of:
6f
_+

_ _

at (vln + vd)

.

e

8f

Vf=__ ES_+
l C(f) + QO‘),

( 1)
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nonwhere ii, = - VII-EX V(v“/Q), Q(D the quasilinear RF operator which is used to a
energy
the
change
ly
signiﬁcant
not
does
Q(f)
that
assume
We
inductive drive current.
or the patch angle of a particle in a bounce period.
the
As is done in the standard transport theory, in the low collisinality regime,
the subscripts
disuihution function [can be expanded as: f=t3+f3+ﬁ+f§ +... where

represent ordering in small parameter V( where V is ratio of the poloidal gyroradius
r
to the characteristic radial length) and superscripts denote ordering in small paramete
From
,1 ( where /,t=v/a)b with v the collision frequency and cab the bounce frequency).
eq.(1). we obtain

.(2)

+Q(fo) _
7? - vﬂ—cqf)=—£E_‘?£
m 8v
In this paper

the simplest magnetic ﬁeld geometry, namely BT=BTo/h and

BP =BN/h with h= 1+5cos€ (e: r/R), is consider. Here, the toroidal co--ordinate
and major (R)
system (r 9,¢) is used where t9 and (it are angles around the minor (r)

axis. The contribution of Bp to the field strength and particle drifts is neglected. To
the lowest order of (m,/m.,)“2 , the electron- ion collision operator has the form of:

2_r a

'

a;

—] ,
C (f) =V ,.- B a—rtpE ‘a

(3)

where the electron-ion collision frequency v:i is given in Ref.[3]
d by
The model of RF current drive used in this paper is the same as that introduce
the
of
side
V.S. Chan[4]. In this RF model, the microwave ﬁelds exist only on one
to the same
cyclotron resonance surface. It means that only particles which move

wave
direction with the wave doing can interact with the RF wave. The quasilinear RF
operator is

Q

9 8f
eE‘ 2 a —Q—k H -o ——_,
o a_ 2 __
(r):—
IV!) (a) )v av
(to
vi avlLIml

J.

(4)

.L

where Han-Q) is the heaviside function. Starting from the deﬁnition of radial flux, we
can evolve the electron radial flux to be

1‘1 = —<fd3v—f:';[C(ff)—e—fvlﬁ)+0(fo)]> .
Using eqs.(2) to (4), we can obtain

5

( )
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__

2: a 1121- <—5>)M’

CmeEvlfo= ‘1"196—A[A E29(t:

(6)

-

; DEaAI<E
ii >Il 0)]f0+ _TEv.r—<<—)— 112;,
where < > is the flux surface average. Above two equations show that rf wave

affects the electron radial ﬂux in two ways: One is from the asymmetry of electron
distribution distorted by asymmetric rf ﬁeld, which is described by the second term
in right side of the eq.(5). We indicate it as Fm. 'Ihe other is from the direct input of
rf wave, which is described by the third term in right side of eq.(8). We indicate it
as I‘m.

3, Analysis of relationship between flux and driven efﬁcient
I], and I“,C can be evaluated as

PD

1

F51Z4ﬁ?pp[31£1+152] ,

J

(7)

(8)

where 151, I 2 and L;3 are integrals dependent on radial position .9, PD is the absorbed
rf power density.
It is worthy to remark that the nature of Fm is not ambipolar. There are another
origin of particle flux induced by RF wave, which is diffusive, to be studied by many
authors[6,7]. This kind of diffusive ﬂux is also used to explore the problem ofplasma

internal local electric ﬁeld and rotation driven by ion cyclotron resonance wave[6].
The magnitude of the diffusive ﬂux is to the second order in ,3( ﬁ=lq Vi/w< <1)[5].
Under the model used in this paper, RF driven current is as follows[4]

1m:

15¢?eoT 3

_:"— [__(12 ‘13)+— 4]
PD

271c 63A

where the parameters is given in RefI4]
Jointing Eqs.(7),(8) and (9), we obtain with F,=F,,,+l‘,,z

(9)
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1] +1 —;I

r

r

jar

(10)

2“ “45" .
4gn,p,,A
2
[—§(12—I3)+%I‘]
15 60 T

.——

This equation displays that with jRF increasing, the rf induced ﬂux, F, increases
linearly. This kind of relation between F, and j” is dependent on the radial position
a in a complicated manner as indicated at the last fraction of eq.(10).
4, Summary
The contribution of this paper is a quantitative evolution of the radial ﬂux for

superthermal electrons carrying current during ECW current drive in tokamak
plasmas. The study is based on the quasilinear drift kinetic equation including RF
operator. This approach is different from other studies, such as shown in Ref(8) which
is based on the vlasov equation.
The electron ﬂux driven by RF wave which is convective to the ﬁrst order in [3

considered here can be divided into two parts. One is contribution from the
asymmetric distribution distorted by RF wave in order to drive a net toroidal current.
The other is from the direct input of RF wave. The dependence of the strength of
induced current density on the radial ﬂux induced by RF wave is shown.
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Introduction

. On tokamaks and other toroidal machines devoted to 'fusion plasma

experiments, reflectometry is a very rapidly developing technique for density profile

measurements, particularly near the edge. lts principle relies on the total reﬂection of
an electromagnetic wave at a cutoff layer, where the critical density is reached and the
local refractive index goes to zero. The measurement of the phase difference between
the incident and reflected waves give information about the position of the reflecting
layer.

'

The different methods currently used for implementing the technique suffer
serious limitations due mainly to three reasons:
- the characteristics of the the transmission waveguides vary with the

frequency, the more so because the complexity of the line increases with length and
number of bends.
- plasma fluctuations induce amplitude and phase variations over the duration
of the measurement.
— the microwave sources currently used have non linearities and the frequency
output is not perfectly reproducible.

With the new fast frequency synthesizers now available, a method based on
pulse compression radar has been proposed for plasma reflectometry [1—2]. This

method can, in principle, overcome the limitations stated above. The measurement can
be made on a time-scale which is effectively very short relatively to the plasma
ﬂuctuations, and the very high reproducibility and stability of the source allows an
absolute calibration of the waveguides to be made, which corrects for the effects of the

parasitic reflections. It is a very powerful method when the transmission lines have to
be long and/or complex (as for ITER) or when some plasma regions are difficult to
access (as in the JET divertor).
Eggerimental setup

To study the efficiency of pulse compression radar, tests have been made at
JET, on very long (55m) and complex (18 bends, mixing H— and E—plane) oversized

(WGlO = S band) waveguides. To further degrade the configuration, only one antenna

was used, the same waveguide line being used for transmission and reception, inducing
many parasitic reflections over a total length of 110m with 36 bends. At the end of the

waveguide, different conﬁgurations have been tested, from a simple open waveguide to

a system made of taper and horn. The plasma was simulated by using a reflector facing
the antenna at adjustable distances. Two extreme frequency bands relevant to

reﬂectometry have been used in these tests: 2640 and 75-110 GHZ. The reﬂector gave

(*) Permanent address: CE Cadarache, DRFC/SPPF, 13108 Saint—Paul-lezrDurance, France
(n) CERT/DERMO, 2 avenue Edouard Belin, 31400 Toulouse, France
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The inﬂuence of the bandwidth on the precision of measurement has also been
investigated. Figure 4 summarises the relation between accuracy and bandwidth for 30
and 150 frequency steps. The relation in Af" corresponds exactly to the theory. This
standard deviation corresponds to the measurement of one pulse. By averaging many of

them, the final accuracy can be much better.
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Tests with ,[ET plasmas

Experiments have recently been performed on JET plasmas using a radar
system based on two fast frequency synthesizers. Frequency steps were made every 4ys
in the range 26-36GHz. Fig.5 shows a typical result using a long and single waveguide
system (only one antenna) for a total path length of about 53m, after reﬂection from the
plasma. In this example, 100 frequency steps of 20MHz provided a 2GHz bandwidth.

This result shows a reﬂection from the plasma with a high S/N ratio.
Conclusion
As extensive tests have been done, all results cannot be presented in detail here.
To summarize, they show that with a standard taper and horn on the end of the
waveguide, next to the reﬂector, a precision of typically 1cm can be obtained for the
measured position of the reﬂector. With an open waveguide, which removes the
parasitic reﬂections due to taper and horn. the precision improves to 1mm. From
decimation analysis, we conclude that only 20 to 50 frequency steps are necessary to
achieve a precision of 1 cm. With the frequency synthesizers currently available
(100ns/step), the complete measurement can be made in 2 to 5 us. In a plasma

application, the ﬂuctuations due to MHD and most of the microturbulence would be
effectively frozen.

First analysis of recent tests on JET plasmas have demonstarted that
compressed pulses with high S/N are obtained from the plasma.
The authors would like to thank Michel Paume and Jean—Marc Chareau (CE
Cadarache) for the loan of the vector analyser and their valuable assistance in the

measurements.
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ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILE MEASUREMENTS BY
MICROWAVE REFLECTOMETRY ON TORE SUPRA
W , M. PAUIVIE . J.M. CHAREAU
association EURATOM — CEA sur la Fusion Controlée
C.E. Cadarache
13108 Saint-Paul-Lez-Durance CEDEX / FRANCE

INTRODUCTION
The preposal of this paper is a contribution for developing reﬂectomeu'y diagnostic for
electron density proﬁle measurements as routine diagnostic without manual intervention as
achieved at JET (1). Since density ﬂuctuations seriously perturb the reﬂected signal and the
measurement of the group delay, we described a method to overcome the irrelevant results
with the help of an adaptive ﬁltering technique.

EXPERIMENT
On the tokamak TORE SUPRA, three broad band O-mode reflectometers are installed
(2). They cover the frequency domains 25-35, 35-50, and, 50-75 GHz and measure electron
density proﬁles in the gradient region for densities between 0.8 to 6.8 1019 m'3. The plasma
is probed along the horizontal axis at the mid plane of the torus in order to minimise
refraction effects. It is used transmitter/receiver antennae and homodyne detection system.
BWO sources can be swept in 1 ms every 2 ms. The whole set up is located outside the
vacuum vessel. The detected signal is then function of the phase difference between the wave
reflected by the mica sheet at the end of the antennae and the wave reﬂected by the plasma
cut-off layer (ﬁg. 1).

DATA ANALYSIS
The position rc of the plasma cut-off layer is given by:
F

nae = gJ “3 (if
0

F2-f2

determination of the group delay 1(F) is achieved by performing FFT of the signal. In order to
follow the evolution of the group delay as a function of the frequency, sliding FFI‘ analysis is
done over reduced frequency intervals (assuming the stationarity of the signal over the
integrating frequency interval). The group delay is directly extracted by taking the maximum
of the spectra between 4 and 15ns (where the plasma cut-off layer experimentally remains on
TORE SUPRA). Linear interpolation between points is made for proﬁle inversion (ﬁg. 2).

Before each pulse operation, reﬂected signal from the back wall is used to subtract spurious
reﬂections occurring along the line (couplers, antennae ...) whose propagation length may be
comparable to plasma cut-off distances. The lowest frequency being 25 GHz, assumption
about the edge need to be done in order to solve the Abel inversion integral. Frequently, a
linear density proﬁle decreasing to zero at the lcfs may be reasonable. Nevertheless, a better
evaluation of the edge density (ﬁg. 3) can be obtained with the help of the integrated density
given by the interferometry diagnostic by minimising the difference:
minted—I nereﬂec. dr
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S
DENSITY FLUCTUATION
The advantage of such FFT analysis is to see how the reﬂected signal is affected by
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ADAPTIVE FILTERING TECHNIQUE

As we plot the group delay versus frequency one can observe jumps in the
three, getting rid of the
measurements. At this stage, data are fit with a polynom of order
a restricted group
wrong points. This ﬁt is used as the centre guide of a ﬁlter around which
spectra, this way the
delay interval is set in order to check again the maxima into the EFF
calculation
right peak can be better isolated, or, by default, interpolated. The computational
0.5 ns and the
loops with a progressive reduced grOup delay window starting from 1.5 ns to

filter. In
polynomial ﬁt being each time recalculated (ﬁg. 6) and behaves as an adaptive
situation where signal is too perturbed the ﬁt generally fails.

CONCLUSION
Progress still need to be done in order to clarify the role of the plasma density
profiles given
fluctuations to propagation and reﬂection of the microwaves. But now, density
part of the
by reflectometry are now carried out routinely on TORE SUPRA and is now
n between shots.
common data base. Program, written in matlab, allows profile calculatio
Accurate proﬁles are estimated for about 70% of the shots.
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DUAL HETERODYNE-AM REFLECTOMETER MEASUREMENTS IN THE
TJ-I TOKAMAK
V. Zhuravlev, B Braﬁas, E. de la Luna, J. Sénchez, T. Estrada. M. Frances
Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT. 28040 Madrid. Spain

Introduction

A dual reﬂectometry system for simultaneous phase and time delay measurements is in
operation in the TH Tokamak (R: 0.3 m, a: 0.1 m). The simultaneous measurement of these

magnitudes is possible by the combined use of a heterodyne phase sensitive receiver with an
Amplitude Modulation system for the determination of the time delay which the microwave
beam undergoes when it is launched and picked up back after reﬂection at the critical layer. The

reflectometer provides information on both fluctuations and density proﬁle. therefore the
information required from additional diagnostics is minimized.
The stability of the heterodyne reflectometer intermediate frequency (IF) is achieved

using a frequency lock loop. Both frequency and phase of the reﬂected beam are measured.
The system can only be operated in constant frequency mode so that it is not possible to obtain
a density profile in a single shot. However, the time delay signal is very useful as a monitor of
possible changes in the position of the reﬂecting point. Fluctuations of the time delay

correspond mainly to local ﬂuctuations of the density gradient, related to the standard density
turbulence.

This reflectometer has been used to measure turbulence in hydrogen and deuterium
plasmas, in discharges with helium and neon pufﬁng and to investigate the effect of neutral
density on turbulence.
Description

A scheme of the reﬂectometer is shown in fig. 1. The system operates in the range 33-40
GHz. Two antennas are used to launch and receive the beam. The Amplitude Modulation
frequency is 174 MHz, whereas the heterodyne receiver uses an intermediate frequency (IF) of .

12 MHz. The differences between both frequencies avoid interferences between the two
detection systems.

The 12 MHz IF of the heterodyne reﬂectometer is achieved by mixing the reference and
plasma signals with the signal of a local oscillator, frequency-locked to the main one. Both
oscillators are Gunn diodes. The reﬂectometer can even work without frequency lock if the two

oscillators have a good frequency stability. Narrowband noise of the oscillators is canceled at
the final phase meter. Feedback time for the frequency lock is 2ms.

The waveguide scheme was designed to minimize the parasitic reﬂections and the
microwave power going back to the oscillators, that could change their emission frequency.
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An important feature of the heterodyne system is that both frequency and phase of the
reflected beam are measured. The frequency detector gives an on—liue ﬂuctuation signal with a
frequency resolution of 30 kHz and a time resolution of 0.16 microseconds. Therefore the
frequency signal is very sensitive to phase ﬂuctuations at high frequencies. The component of
the spectra at frequency a) is equal to the corresponding phase component multiplied by (D. This
signal can be filtered before data acquisition in the frequency range of interest without
de5troying the information. In this way, the amount of data that have to be acquired and stored
is smaller. This can not be done in the case of the phase signal or sine/ cosine signals that need

to be processed before ﬁltering. To distinguish between oscillations in frequency due to the
plasma and those produced in the generators a comparison with the frequency oscillations in the

reference signal is done.
The amplitude of the reflected beam at the detector is also measured. It can be used as a
monitor for eventual losses of signal.
The phase detector has a triangular characteristic from O to 4n. There are two phase
detectors shifted 1t radians. So, phase jumps up to Zn can be measured without ambiguity.
The system has a dynamic range in the order of 60 dB.
The heterodyne reflectometer can only be operated in constant frequency mode. So, it is
n0t possible to obtain density ﬂuctuations and proﬁle measurements in a single shot, but
several reproducible discharges are required. In any case, the time delay measurement is useful

as a time monitor of the position of the reflecting point and to check the reproducibility of the

discharges.

Results

Fig. 2 shows the spectra of the frequency signals for both the reference and signal beams
during a plasma discharge. With the microwave sources used, fluctuations in the reference
signal are two orders 0f magnitude lower than the ones observed in the frequency of the

microwave beam reﬂected at the plasma
It has been checked that the frequency signal corresponds really to the derivative of the
measured phase signal: as shown in ﬁg. 3, their spectra closely approach the 1/f theoretical

relationship.

Density fluctuations were measured at different radial locations during a set of

reproducible discharges (1p: 40 kA, B0: 1 T, rte: 2. 1013 cm'3) in TJ—I. Density proﬁles were
not available and consequently the exact radial position could not be determined. Fig. 4 shows
the fluctuation level of the phase, frequency and time delay signals as a function of the incident
frequency. Both polarizations (extraordinary -X— and ordinary -O-) have been used, the 0—

mode reaching deeper positions inside the plasma. A decrease of the ﬂuctuation power towards
the center can be observed in all these signals. The evolution of the spectra of phase
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fluctuations is shown in ﬁg.5. The variations are due to all frequencies of the spectra, the

change becoming clearly larger for f>100 kHz.
The effect of a local concentration of neutrals 0n the edge turbulence has been
investigated. A detailed description of the experiment is given in ref.[l]. For a given average
electron density. an increase of the turbulence level at high frequencies with increasing gas

pufﬁng was observed. For this study die wideband signal of the frequency detector has been
very useful as the only systematic changes have been found for the higher frequencies of the
spectrum. some of them above the usual range of observation of 500 kHz (see ﬁg.6), and they

were not evident in the phase signal at ﬁrst sight. The time delay (almost constant) measured
by the AM system was used to make sure that the density profile shape did not change

signiﬁcantly when increasing the gas puff level.

Density turbulence has been compared in hydrogen and deuterium plasmas. No
difference has been found in the turbulence level and spectral characteristics. Turbulence
analysis was also performed in plasmas with helium and neon pufﬁng. Fluctuation levels are
similar to the case of a pure hydrogen plasma, whereas the mean frequency of density

fluctuations is lower . No signiﬁcant differences in the ﬂuctuation characteristics have been
observed between plasmas with He or Ne pufﬁng.
References
[l]
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EDGE DENSITY PROFILE MEASUREMENTS ON PBX-M USING AN
AMPLITUDE MODULATION REFLECTOMETER
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Introduction
The relevant magnitude for density proﬁle measurements is the group delay or the
differential phase delay (Bo/6f), as a function of the launched frequency. Classical
reﬂectometry systems measure ates/8f by performing a frequency sweep, either in narrow
or broad band technique, and then using the time derivative of the phase delay to obtain
the variation of this phase with the frequency. Although the swept frequency method has
provided good results in some experiments, it has also been shown that the accuracy of
the results can be significantly decreased due to ﬂuctuations close to the reﬂecting layer.
In order to overcome the difﬁculties imposed by such density ﬂuctuations. Amplitude
Modulation (AM) reflectometry has been proposed (1—6) for density proﬁle determination,
as an alternative method to the more traditional swept frequency reflectometry.
In this paper density proﬁle measurements in Ohmic, L and H mode plasmas are
presented, as well as the comparison with the Thomson Scattering proﬁles. The system
has been also used during the IBW heating studies carried out on PBX-M. Recently it has
been shown that the IBW-edge interactions play an important role in determining the
quality of the IBW coupling. Measurements of edge-proﬁle with and without [BW will be
presented.
.
Finally the problem of proﬁle distortion due to two-dimensional effects will be
considered.

Experimental set-up
The AM reﬂectometer installed on PBX-M (R=165 cm, a=30 cm, I~ 150 M, B=l 25-15

T) operates in X-mode, in the frequency range 32 to 50 GHz, probing the plasma up to
nc=1-1.5 1019 m'3. The oscillators can be swept full band in 1 ms and, allowing for the
reset time of the tube, density proﬁles can be measured every 5 ms. The reflectometer
antennas were mounted immediately adjacent to the IBW launcher, on the toroidal
midplane. A WR-22 PIN switch is used to sine wave modulate the 32 - 50 GHz signal at
9:200 MHz. The reference signal (coupled off at the modulator output) and the received
signal from the plasma are each demodulated and down converted to 1 MHz by a high
stability 199 MHz oscillator. The 1 MHz outputs from the plasma and reference signals
are filtered at 1 MHz (40 kHz band pass) and then passed through limiting ampliﬁers. An
amplitude detector is also available in order to check when the signal become too Weak for

1‘3"
‘WST'VWF'W-‘W'T"

Abstract
Electron density proﬁle measurements have been obtained on PBX-M by Amplitude
Modulation reﬂectometry. AM reﬁectometry performs a time delay measurement by the
determination of the phase delay of the modulating envelope (200 MHz in PBX-M) of a
millimeter wave beam reﬂected at the plasma. The phase readout can be directly obtained
without complicated fringe counters. The system operates with the extraordinary mode, in
the range 32 to 50 GHz. Under these conditions the density proﬁle of PBX-M has been
probed from the scrape»off layer up to typically r/a20.75 under different heating
conditions.

‘ "' 7"
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being meaningful. The two 1 MHz signals are then compared in a phase detector to
provide —rt to it and 0 to 21: outputs (I/Q detection).

Analysis method
Density proﬁles are obtained in almost routine process. Approximately 100 proﬁles are
obtained per discharge. The propagation delay 1 can be calculated continuously from the

phase delay of the modulation signal (art/Bu) = 1 =A¢mod/Q), no ﬁltering by software or

other signal processing was necessary to extract the information required to reconstruct the
density proﬁle.
In ﬁg. 1.a typical phase data (A¢mod) after calibration subtraction are shown and in
ﬁg.1b the reconstructed density profile is plotted. An exponential-like proﬁle is assumed
bellow the lowest probing frequency. The density proﬁle obtained with Thomson
Scattering in the same time interval is also shown. Both proﬁles are in good agreement.

Experimental results
Density proﬁles have been measured in Ohmically (ﬁg.1b), and Neutral Beam heated
is
discharges (ﬁg.2) In ﬁg. 2 the edge density proﬁle evolution during the L-l-l transition

m2. The
plotted, showing how the density gradient increases from 2 1020 m-2 to 4 1020
and 4.5 ms

time illustrated correspond to the closest reﬂectometer data, 0.5 ms before
a Fast
after the ﬁrst observable change in the Da signal. The data obtained with
good
Reciprocating langmuir Probe is also shown. It is observed that both data are in
each 5
agreement. Unfortunately with the time resolution of our system (1 proﬁle/1 ms

ms) it is not possible to follow the fast changes that takes places during the transition.

Density proﬁle modiﬁcation during IBW heating
In IBWH experiments the ponderomotive force is particularly strong because the antenna
otive
electric ﬁeld is mainly parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld of the tokamak. The ponderom

potential can be given by:

wﬂ=102 F(100 MHz)'2 1 E111

potential
where F is the applied rf frequency and E II in stattvolt/cm. The ponderomotive
and
can be important for low frequency experiments (10 - 100 MHz). e.g. at F=30 MHZ,
E II: 1, ‘l’rf is about 1 keV, greater that the edge plasma temperature. Therefore one could
can
expect a substantial density modiﬁcation. This ponderomotive potential, if very large,
cause a density "hole" to develop in front of the antenna which then can lead to non-linear
to
coupling effects. Therefore to ensure good heating efﬁciency it is quite important
ent of
understand the edge physics occurring during [BW. For this reason, the measurem
the edge density proﬁle close to the antenna becomes a very important tool to understand
the wave coupling physics in IBWI-I experiments.
In order to study these type of phenomena in PBX-M, the reflectometer antennas (R=202
cm) to
cm) were installed immediately adjacent to the antenna Faraday shielding (R=l97
obtain a direct measurement of the proﬁle modiﬁcations during the lBW heating.
80:1.45
Edge density proﬁles, with and without IBW, for two discharges (l = 127 ltA,
be seen.
T and Frf‘=54 MHz) with different rf power are presented in ﬁg. . As it can
and the
antenna
the
of
front
in
developed
is
hole
density
a
on,
when the IBW power is
density depletion produced scales with the IBW power.
in the
Thomson Scattering data have been used to locate the proﬁle with IBW-on,
with the other one in
chamber. The proﬁle without IBW, has been initialised to match

short radial
inner positions. This method is based on the fact the ponderomotive force has
of the proﬁle.
scale length and its effects are expected only to be seen in the outer part
closest to the IBW antenna
nts. The
These data conﬁrm what it has been already observed in other experime
has been
modiﬁcation of the lBW antenna coupling due to the ponderomotive potential
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previously investigated for the lower-hybrid wave case (7.8). and has also been observed
in the ACT-1(9) and DHI-D(10) tokamaks for the [BW case. In DlII-D it was found that

increasing the rf power has the same effect that moving the plasma away from the antenna,
that may be interpreted as evidence of ponderomotive density depletion in front of the
antenna. However no direct measurements of the density modiﬁcation had been reported
in an [BWl-l tokamak experiment up to now.

Analysis of two-dimensional effects
In order to analyze the possible profile distortion due to two—dimensional effects of the
turbulence (which are of increasing concem among the specialists) we have performed a
2—dim simulation analysis. A 2—dim turbulent density proﬁle, whose radial and poloidal
correlation length are controlled, has been considered for the geometry of PBX-M. For
simplicity, a geometrical optics 2-dim calculation was used to follow the beam path as an
array of rays. The phase delay of the beam for each frequency was evaluated after the
vector addition of the E-ﬁeld of the different rays reaching the receiver horn. This process
includes all interference effects in the beam. The phase delay obtained was used to
determine the time delay and the reconstructed proﬁle. As ﬁg.4(a,b) shows, the
distortions in the time delay are evident, but the reconstructed proﬁle remains valid. This
is probably due short frequency extension of the distortion spikes in the time delay.

Conclusions
The AM reﬂectometer on PBX-M has been able to provide edge density proﬁles with high
reliability. The comparisons with the available Thomson Scattering and Langmuir probe
data show good agreement
The steepening of the edge density proﬁle produced after the L—H transition has been
observed. The changes in the proﬁle are coincident with the Da drop, within the time
resolution of our system, 5 ms (methods for faster time resolution are in progress).
Althought there is some uncertanties in the location of the edge density proﬁle (common
problem to all reflectometry techniques). there is evidence in our data that the density
proﬁle in front of the IBW antenna is modiﬁed during rf power injection by the
ponderomotive force.
Preliminary simulations show no signiﬁcant perturbation due to 2—dim turbulence effects.
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New reﬂectometer diagnostics for JET:
A Comb reﬂectometer for the divertor region and
a broadband swept extraordinary mode reﬂectometer for the
edge plasma.
LCupido, A.Silva, F. Serra, M.E.Manso, P. Varela

Associaca'to EURATOM/IST, Centro de Fusao Nuclear
Instituto Superior Técnico, 1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal
R.Prentice, A. Costley
JET Joint Undertaking - Abingdon, Oxfordshire, England.

One of the main goals of the JET program, before the final phase of full D—T
operations, is to demonstrate the possibility of reliable control ofthe plasma impurities,
in conditions close to those foreseen for ITER. It is crucial to study several magnetic
divertor conﬁgurations, for the purpose of optimising its performance. The divertor
plasma parameters depend on the power crossing the magnetic separatrix, and on the
mid-plane separatrix density. Therefore such studies will require the charactensation of
the density on the divertor region and at the edge of the main plasma. For that purpose
two millimetre wave reﬂectometry systems are being developed.

1 - A Comb reﬂectometer for the divertor region.
The reﬂectometer for the divertor region is a "comb reﬂectometer" which
launches several signals simultaneously into the plasma and measures both the reﬂected
and transmitted signals /1/, This type of reﬂectometry is advantageous where long runs
of oversized waveguides are used, making it difﬁcult to implement other types of
reﬂectometry, such as broadband swept.
The "comb" system presented here uses eight ﬁxed frequency generators (gunn
oscillators). The probing signals are from 50 to 100 GHZ (waveguide bands V and W),

which corresponds to densities from 3 to 13 x 10"9 m'3 in the ordinary mode of
propagation. Probing frequencies were selected in order to obtain equally spaced
density points, however small adjustments were necessary to allow a convenient
receiver conﬁguration. Depending on the density proﬁle, some signals will be
transmitted through the plasma while others will be reﬂected; the frequency at which
this transition occurs will allow us to estimate the peak density of the divertor plasma
along the line of sight. The system employs two receivers per frequency to measure
simultaneously the reﬂected and transmitted signals. A similar diagnostic has been used
on JET /l/ and showed that measuring the level ofﬂuctuations was not reliable way of
determining if a given frequency was in reﬂection or trasmission. This technique was
ineffective with low levels of reﬂection or in the absence ofstrong ﬂuctuations.
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The reﬂectometer now being developed will allow the measurement of
reﬂected and transmitted signals without any ambiguity. This is achieved by AM
medulating the launched waves by a relatively low frequency (100 KHz or other,
hardware selectable). The signal sources, gunn diode oscillators, are driven by a high
stability power supplies and their output signals are individually modulated and then
combined into an oversized waveguide (ﬁg. 1, one of the eight channels). Special on/oﬁ‘

modulators were developed to obtain the maximum modulation depth at a wide range
of selectable modulation frequencies.

lsol

Oversized waveguide

osc

Pin

Gunn

_{>t_

Gunn
supply

Modulation
Driver

‘——"’9

combiner and plasma

ﬁg 1: One ofthe eight transmission channels.

The heterodyne receiver has 16 channels, (8 for reﬂection and 8 for
local
trasmission), uses an harmonic mixer with single conversion and employs a
two
into
separated
are
plasma
the
from
signals
oscillator at 122 GHZ (ﬁg.2). The
fundamental waveguides ofV and W bands. Each waveguide will feed one harmonic
s The
mixer that will convert all the four incoming signals into intermediate frequencie
ﬁlters
IF
different
four
with
ﬁltering
by
done
is
s
frequencie
ofthose
each
of
separation
and the converted signals are therefore separated into four IF circuits. With careful
IF
selection of the oscillator frequencies it is then possible to have only one
range
corresponding to one probing frequency and all IF's in a reasonable working
The IF was selected to be in the range of 0.8 to 1 5 GHz. The IF channel provides
enough gain (controllable over more than 30 dB) enabling the maximum sensitivity
and at
without sacriﬁcing the dynamic range. The receiver may be conﬁgured remotely
any time to accommodate the maximum range of the incoming signal.

From plasma
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Fig 2: Simpliﬁed diagram ot‘tlie receiver section.
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A small bandwidth in the [F is highly desirable because it will improve the receiver S/N
ratio. However, since all the mm—wave sources are not locked or frequency stabilised,
each gunn oscillator must not drift outside the bandwidth of its IF ﬁlter, A good
compromise was found with IF bandwidths of 20 MHz (ﬁg3). An extra sensitivity
enhancement is done by modulation band pass ﬁlters and baseband ﬁlters These ﬁlters
are subassemblies connected to the envelope detection and baseband signal boards;
therefore they are easily changed The initial values, for a 100 KHz modulation
frequency, are 25 KHz for the modulation bandwidth, and dc-lO KHZ for the

baseband,
Laboratory tests were done to evaluate the system performance. The oscillator
stability was measured to verify if the IF signals will fall in the IF ﬁlter range. Aﬁer
warm—up, driﬁs of less than 5 MHz were found and excellent phase noise was
measured (fig.4); at an offset of 500 KHZ away from the carrier with 86.7 G112, a
value of —41.2 dBc/IO KHz is measured (-81.2 dBc/Hz) This will allow us to evaluate
not only the oscillator itself but also the supply and control electronics ofthe oscillator.

OdBr
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ZOdBm

86.70 GHz

_
-

_
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A'I'l'10dB

10 dBm

Fig. 3: ZOMHz IF ﬁlter response

Ezoms/

5MH2

ATT OdB

.

‘JBFlBI,
10,352.“

VF 1MHz

Fig, 4: Gunn oscillator spectrum at
86.7 GI-Iz

The system sensitivity was measured at 86.7 GHz using the gunn oscillator driven by
the system, delivering 17 dBm. With the maximum IF gain a TSS (tangential
sensitivity, (S+N)fN:3dB ) of «71.5 dBm was obtained. Measurements were carried
out with the system in an operational conﬁguration similar to the one that will be
installed on ET The test set-up (ﬁg.5) Showed that attenuation of 84 dB will produce
(S+N)/N of 3dB, with 17 dBm of signal, a loss of 2.5 dB in the Isolator, and a loss of
2 0 dB in the PIN modulator. The total waveguide attenuation and the antenna gap
transmission has not yet been measured at IET, however predictions point to around
65 dB for the total path loss. This means that signal to noise ratios around 20 dB
should be possible with this system.
We should stress that this system employs only one harmonic mixer per band. Further
improvment of the sensitivity will only be acheived with much more expensive
solutions: by using fundamental mixers and one local oscillator per mixer; by reducing
the system bandwidth, implying the use of phase locked gunn oscillators.
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Fig.5: Test set-up for measuring the maximum attenuation possible.

2 — Broadband swept extraordinary mode reﬂectorneter.
A broadband swept reﬂectometer covering 50 to 100 GHz for extraordinary
mode operation is in the ﬁnal stage of development. The system is supposed to probe
the equatorial edge of the main plasma, and it might also probe the inner layers for low
density regimes. The signal generation uses the same aproach of the reﬂectometry
system for ASDEX Upgrade /2/. The units are HTO ("hyperabrupt Tuned Oscillator")
followed by active doublers and diode multiplyers including speciﬁc drivers and power
supplies, Power in excess of 10 mW are obtainable at V band while only 3mW is
possible at W band. High directivity couplers were developed to be used inside the

JET vacuum vessel.
Preliminary measurements have been made at JET on the antenna, pin and
coupler assembly for the V-band system, When the source frequency is swept, fringes
are observed, with a depth about 10 dB in power, due to interference between the

reﬂection from the pin and that from a metallic reﬂector, simulating the plasma, placed
about 50 cm ﬁ'om the antenna.

Summary
Two reﬂectometers are being developed for JET; a novel 'comb' system
designed to measure the peak electron density in the divertor and a swept E-mode '
system which will extend the present reﬂectometry measurements into the scrape-off —
layer of the bulk plasma. Laboratory tests on the ‘comb' reﬂectometer have shown that
it should provide good S/N even with the predicted high attenuation of the JET
divertor waveguide systems.
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Density proﬁle measurements from ultra fast broadband reflectometry
on ASDEX Upgrade
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I ~ Introduction
Broarl‘iand reﬂectometry, the ﬁrst radar technique used to measure the
plasma density

proﬁle, has produced good results both in ohmic and additionally heated plasmas. Experiment
s

showed that plasma ﬂuctuations disturb the reﬂected signals and this effect can be reduced by

fast sweeping the incident wave ﬁequency. In ASDEX, density proﬁles with high
Spatial

resolution were measured in 2ms with the simultaneous operation of three reﬂectomet
ers[l]. In

the one cl zonal, reﬂectometer on DEE-D the sweeping and reset times were 500us and 2.5m5
respective y [2]. in ASDEX Upgrade a multichannel broadband system was developed With the
same basir conﬁguration of the ASDEX system with a much faster sweeping time: lOus, and
a
reset time of 10115 [3]. The system has several advantages over diagnostics using
other
reﬂectomr zry techniques. All signals are generated by solid state HTO oscillators; it has
only
one anten‘ 2 per channel, thus requiring a reduced access to the machine; it does not need any

compensa on line, which is difﬁcult to set up in broadband operation; no hardware fringe

counter is employed and therefore any 1055 of the phase history will not affect the further phase
evaluation; the detection is homodyne and thus the electronic is less sophisticated and the
system less expensive. During one shot one thOusand proﬁles can be measured with a
temporal resolution that can varied down to 10t (simultaneous multichannel operation) and a
repetition ‘ime of wits. Due to the fast very sweep advanced electronics had to be developed,
and also a dedicated data acquisition system with high computing power and data compression
facilities [:3]. With the two ﬁrst installed inner and outer channels (K band), density proﬁles
and densizv ﬂuctuations (ﬁxed ﬁ'equency) could be measured in the scrape-off layer region in
different plasma regimes [4]. Presentl , two K and two Ka channels probing the low and high
ﬁeld sides (ne: 0.4 to 1,7x1013cm'3 , are operatin routinely A new V band (X mode)
channel, to probe the lowest densities (0<ne<0-4X101 cm‘3), has been installed. Five other 0
mode channels shall be installed to probe plasma densities up to ne: 15x1013cm'3.
In this paper we present density proﬁles in the SOL and in the bulk plasma from four
channels (two K and Ka band).

II - Den.l 7' proﬁles

As a ﬁrst example, we Show the results obtained in ohmic Shot 4711 with three density

plateaus. At time instants t=l.9, 2.8 and 3.85, the average densities given by interferometry
were ne=l.96, 2.4 and 2.88x1013cm‘3 respectively In this shot the signals were measured in
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IV - Conclusions

An ultra fast broadband system

has been developed

for ASDEX Upgrade to probe

densities from the scrape-off layer to the bulk plasma, simultaneously at the high and low ﬁeld
sides. One thousand proﬁles can be measured per shot in 10 p.51 with a reset time of 10 “,5, With
the simultaneous sweep operation of several channels. Results from two K and two Ka Band
reﬂectometers show the great sensitivity of the diagnostic to small radial plasma movements

and variations of the proﬁle shape.
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Vancouver (1993)
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T—IO PLASMA INVESTIGATIONS WITH NEW THREE WAVES HETERODYNE
O-MODE REFLECTOMETER
Vershkov V.A., Dreval V.V, Soldatov S.V.,

RRC "Kurchatov Institute",123182, Moscow, Russia,

INTRODUCTION
Reﬂectometry is a very important and informative diagnostic of tokamak plasma. It can
provide information about density profile and structure of turbulent ﬂuctuations, including the
radial and poloidal correlation length. It develops very rapidly during previous ten years. A great

number of different reﬂectometry systems were successfully used in experiments. This happens due
to the fact, that unfortunately each system can't realize all possibilities of the reﬂectometry.
Two different systems were used previously in T-IO experiments. The ﬁrst was heterodyne
system [1]. It can measure the spectrum and amplitude of density fluctuations [2] and there poloidal

rotation and correlation length [31. Unfortunately this system failed to measure unambiguously the
time delay of the reﬂected signal, thus make impossible to measure the density proﬁle. The second

system was homodyne reﬂectometry with fast ampiitude modulation of the incident wave [1]. In
contrary, this system was able to measure unambiguously the time delay and the density proﬁle, but

has low sensitivity to the density ﬂuctuations.
This paper presents a new type of reﬂectometer, which was build and tested on T-IO. It
combines the advantages of amplitude modulation reﬂectometer in measuring the density proﬁle,

with high sensitivity and possibility to measure the density ﬂuctuations of heterodyne one. Such
reﬂectometer may be used in the wide frequency range, covering all frequencies, needed for
tokamak reﬂectometry. The main condition is the availability of the wide band high frequency p-i-n
modulators. In previous T-lO experiments such modulators were used in the frequency range from

The scheme of the reﬂectometer is presented in Fig. 1. Two microwave sources are hold by

feedback system at the frequency difference of 20 MHz. The ﬁrst one - (S) is used as the source of
the launch wave and the second - (L.Q) as the local oscillator. The amplitude of the launch wave is

modulated with the p—i—n diode - (M) in the frequency range from 50 to 1000 MHz, thus providing
the splitting of the wave into three frequency components, which reﬂects from the three different

minor plasma radius in accordance with there critical densities. The antenna system consist of 5
horns, each of them can be used as the launcher and two or three of them as the receiver. Thus this
system is capable to measure simultaneously the radial and poloidal correlation lengths. The
received signal is mixed with the local oscillator and after preamliﬁcation is put to a special bloc -,
(F), which ﬁlter separately all three incident frequencies. This bloc is also generates the modulation
frequency, which may be changed in 0.5 msec by the control system from 52.5 to 1050 MHz with
the step of 52.5 MHz. The frequency band of the ﬁlter is 2 MHz. As those three components are

reduced to the intermediate frequency of 20 MHz, for any modulation frequency from the above
mentioned range, they pass through the limiting amplifiers and put after either to the three
frequency discriminators, which measure the Doppler frequency shifts of the reﬂected signals or to
the phase detector. It is possible to measure the phase shift either between the reference IF
frequency and each of the three reﬂected waves, or between those three waves.

This reﬂectometer provides simultaneously three kinds of information:
— The ﬁrst is an unambiguous measurement of the time delay of the signal reﬂected from the
plasma. This information is obtained from the phase difference between the three incident waves.
Due to the fact, that the frequency splitting can be changed, it always may be adjusted to have the

we scritW'W" m“

THE SCHEME OF REFLECTOMETER

"

25 up to 90 GHz. In present experiments on T-IO it was tested as the “O"-mode reﬂectometer in the
frequency range of 25 — 36 GHz.
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-

phase diﬁerence in the range less, then 21:, thus enabling unambiguous measurement of the time
la .
The second is the measurement of the phase ﬂuctuations of each three component of the
de y
phase ﬂuctuations
incident signal separately. This mode of operation provides information of the
correlation of the
radial
measure
to
opportunity
gives
which
radius,
simultaneously at three plasma

Ml-lz (which correspond
ﬂuctuations, As the modulation frequency may be change from 50 to 1000
to me variation the difference in frequency from 50 to 2000 MHz) during one discharge, it is

possible to investigate radial correlation of the ﬂuctuations from 0.03 to 1.5 cm.
_ The third is the measurement of the phase ﬂuctuations of two or three poloidal separated channels.
m5 provides information about poloidal rotation of the ﬂuctuations and poloidal wavelength of
fluctuations.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 presents the example of the phase measurements between the two side band

frequencies with the main launching frequency of 36.12 GHZ. It was used the discharge with slowly

The discharge
rising density, which is seen from the central chord interferometer trace on Fig.2a.
b,c,d,f
parameters were plasma current 1:200 kA, longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld B = 2.5 T. The Fig.

presents the time evolution of the phases between side band frequencies in three successive
discharges, where the modulation frequency Was used 157.5, 630 and 997.5 correspondingly. It is
clearly seen, that the phase shift increases with the modulation frequency, thus increasing the
accuracy but losing the unambiguous phase measurement. Some differences of the discharges are
also seen on the Fig 2. So one always may chose the compromise between the unambiguous
measurement and the accuracy.
The results of radial correlation

measurements are presented on Fig. 3 a,b,c,d The main

frequency was 36,12 GHZ. The data was taken at three different densities, which corresponds to the
different radial location of reﬂected layer. Ohmic and ECR heating with one or two girotrons were

used with the absorbed power about 300 kW per one girotron. The ohmic power was about 200
the
kW. The Fig. 3 presents the coherence value, calculated for the time window of 4 msec, versus
frequency difference between the channels. The coherence was calculated separately for the low

frequency band (15 - 50 kHz) and high band (100 - 300 kHz). It is seen, that the two times decay

of the coherency occurs for the low frequency band typically at 800 MHz for all positions of the
reﬂected layers. It shows a good locality of the ﬂuctuations measurement with the reﬂectometry,

although it is not described by the theory. It must be mentioned, that the quantitative interpretation

is
of the reﬂectometry data is rather difﬁcult [4] and it is out of the scope of that paper. Taken as it
cm
Rcr=10
at
plasma
of
part
central
in
cm.
1.3
of
length
correlation
radial
the
to
it corresponds
(Fig. 3 a), 0,6 cm at Rcr=18 cm (Fig.3 b) and 0.4 cm. for the edge (Fig. 3 c). At the same time

the correlation length for the high frequencies is the same for the central parts of the plasma, but
approximately two times less at the periphery. Fig 3 d presents the radial correlation for ECR

heating when coherent mode near 30 kHz appears. lt is seen, that for this mode the coherency
doesn‘t decrease at 800 MHz, which indicate a wide radial localization of the mode.
lt is also presented the data, taken during central ECR heating. It is seen from the Fig. 3,
that the existing experimental data didn't show significant change of radial correlation length in 'L'
It is
mode with one or two girotrons, although the heating power exceeds the ohmic in 2 - 3 times.

worth mention, that reﬂectometry can work in the presence 0f0.6 Mw 2 mm ECRH power.
The possibilities of reﬂectometry in measuring the poloidal rotation and wavelength of the

the
ﬂuctuations is illustrated by the Fig. 4. It is presented the cross—correlation function between
two poloidal channels of reﬂectometer, shown on Fig. l. The probing frequency was 36.12 GHz.

The data was taken in discharge with the current 200 kA, average density 2.7xlOE13 cm , toroidal

cm and
magnetic ﬁeld 2.5 T and rail limiter radius 22 cm. The reﬂection layer was at the radius 18

the poloidal distance between the reflection points was about 1 cm. It is clearly seen the delay 0f9
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mksec between two channels, which corresponds to the rotation of ﬂuctuations in Electron
diamagnetic drift direction with the velocity ot l.1x10E5 cm/sec which is good correlation With
probes measurements [5]. This work is the expansion of the poloidal correlation reﬂectometry ﬁ'Om
6 mm band [3] to Ka band. it was tound in [3] that poloidal correlations were hardly seen at the
plasma edge. In present experiments the poloidal separation between the channels was reduced from
2 cm to 1 cm, which make possible to work at the edge. Nevertheless there were no correlatiorl
found in that regime with the frequency 25 6112, which correspond to the reﬂected layer at the 24

cm.
CONCLUSIONS
The presented in the paper ﬁrst results of the testing of new three wave heterodyne
reﬂectometer with amplitude modulation show experimentally a wide range of possibilities of such
system. It can realize practically all possibilities of reﬂectometry It can simultaneously measure _

- unambiguous time delay to measure the density proﬁle;
- radial correlation length measurement in one discharge of tokamak;

- poloidal correlation to measure the rotation and wavelength of the ﬂuctuations.
Such reﬂectometer may work either at constant frequency or in swiping frequency mode. it

can be made for all frequencies, which is needed for tokamak reﬂectometry
This work was carried out under support of Russian Foundation for Fundamental Research.
Grant 15‘ 94-02-06521-3 and RRC ”Kurchatov Institute" support for the young researches.
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OBSERVATION OF THE LOWJTREQUENCY PLASMA TURBULENCE
BY THE MICROWAVE ENHANCED SCATTERING AND REFLECTOMETRY
TECHNIQUES IN THE LII-HEATING EXPERIMENTS ON THE FT—Z TOKAMAK
V.N.Budnikov, V.V.Dyachen.ko. L.A.Esipov. Ets.
S.I.Lashkul, A,O.Percrnatl<o, A.Yu.Stcpanovr V.Yu.Shon‘kov

ABSTR ACT
A low frequency (0 A 500 kHz) plasma turbulence has been nudied experimentally by the iriicrowzvc Enhanced scattering (from the upper

hybrid resonance region) and reflectornctry methods on the FI'-Z tokamak in three rcginns. iii the ohmic and lower hybrid healing rtg'mes and

during an improved ohmic plasma cmftncmc‘nt afler switching off the Lil healing A distinct maximum ofth: scattered signal at the plisma
periphery is obsaved by both diagtostic techniques in the ohmic regime. During the UI heating there IS a strong suppression (up to 50%) oh}:
periphery oscillations. The dccrcasc of the enhanced scattering signal is observed in the frequency range F < 100 kill the rcllcaomeuy
supp-rusion is observed at all registered frequencia. In the improved conﬁnement regime the decrease of the oscillation amplitude is registered
only by the reﬂoclomctry.

Introduction

The enhanced scattering (ES) method [1,2] proposed and elaborated at the loffe Institute is an

effective technique for the study of small—scale oscillations in plasma. This method involves the plasma probing
from the high—field side by an extraordinary wave for which the upper liybrid‘rcsonancc exists inside the
plasma volume, (Dim :m 3, Ho; (m P is the plasma frequency. in m is the electron cyclotron frequency) and

registration of back scattered radiation. An increase of probing and scattered wave amplitudes in the hybrid
resonance vicinity leads to significant growth of the scattcnng cross—section. which allows measurements at
relatively low probing power and provides automatically a fairly high spatial resolution A slowing down of

probing and scattered wave amplitudes in the UHR region also provides the observation of ﬂuctuations with a
spatial scale smaller than the vacuum wavelength
In recent years the ES method has been successfully applied for investigation of the heating lower hybrid
(Ll-I) wave (920 MHZ) and parametric decay instability produced by the heating wave in the plasma core [3.4].
Besides. the experiments have shotm that the ES method allows to observe low frequency oscillations (from 1
kHz to 60 MHz) [5]. though the detailed experiments in this frequency range have not been carried out until

recently. Our experience shows that the ES method can be employed as a momtoring diagnostics in addition to
reflectometry. providing information of oscillations m‘th smaller spatial scales. So the subject of this report is
the low frequency (0 - 500 kHz) measurement of plasma turbulence by the microwave enhanced scattering and
reflectometry methods on the FF-E iokanink in three regimes: in the ohmic and LH heating regimes and during
the improved ohmic plasma confinement after switching off the LH heating
Measurement technique

F131 shows a block diagram of the measurements. The probing power (5 - 10 mW)

at a frequency m D enters the antenna Al and is emitted in the form of the enraordirmry wave from the highficld side. The scattered signal at a frequency (no if) (Q is all osctllaiion frequency in the plasma) is received
by the antenna A2 located close to the antenna Al and enters an input of the hornodyne receiver. The signal at
-

a frequency 0 is sclcctcd at the mixer output. After ampliﬁcation by an intenncdiate froqucncy ampliﬁer (40
50 dB), the signal enters the analoge-digital converter. Computer data processing allows to obtain temporal
dependences of the frequency spectra and scattering Signal power in the given frequency range.
The described scheme provides the registration either the ES signal from llic upper hybrid resonance region

of)“ = to: Ho L (Fig.23) or rcﬂcctorncuy signal from the upper cut off mLE = Jul; 14 +0); Mug: /2 (Fig.2b)
with the varying probing frequency mu : (53 - 78) GHz. In the latter case only the amplitude portion of the:
signal is registered. One can note the following distinctions of these two diagnostic systems: (1) the scattering
regions of the ES and rcflcctometry are disposed at the outside and inside of the torus. respectively (due to the
fact that the same antennae are used): (2) in comparison with the reflectometry the ES method registers plasma
oscillations with larger wave numbers: (3) the ES diagnostic system mainly selects fluctuations with radial

components of the \vavevcctor in contrast to the reﬂectomctry
Experimental results

Typical oscrllograms of the plasma current 1,). density nt, magnetic field B and

scattering Signal intensity P5 of the FI‘-2 iokamak (R0 = 55 cm. a = ti cm) are presented in Fig.3. In the case

being considered (to = in 0 /2n = 70 Ghz) the rcflcctometry signal is observed at a low magnetic ﬁeld (t < 11

‘- (tamer-mrcﬁ-‘cw 7* r‘ '

A.F.IOFFE Physico-tccluiical Institute
St. Petersburg, Russia
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26 ms). It should be
ms and t > 26 ms), The ES signal is registered at a high magnetic ﬁeld (11 ms < t <
to discharge provides the choice of
pointed out that the variation of the probing frequency to D from discharge
is (4 cm < r5 < 3 cm) for ES and (-8
both the diagnostic type and the scattering point rs . The scattering region
at the experimental Ff-Z
conditions
accessibility
the
to
cm < ‘5 < -2 cm) for the rcfloctometry in according
(PD ~ 100 kW) at the frequency 920 MHz was
parameters. in the lower hybrid heating regime the RF power

torus The improved energy an particles
introduced by a two-“aveguide grill at the low ﬁeld side of the
was observed in these experiments [6].
conﬁnement in the ohmic regime aﬁer switching oﬁ‘ the LH heating
(a. b)
are the ES spectra in the ohmic
Samples of the observed frequency spectra are shown in Figs. There

falls down with frequency (a).
and heating (:3) regimes at the left of Fig-1. Typically, the power spectral density
is identical to the one
frequency
This
(b).
kHz
50
~
frequency
a
at
peak
noticeable
a
is
In some discharges there
observed during all
is
frequency
this
at
Signal
probe
magnetic
The
(c).
registered by magnetic probes on FT-Z
try signal is given in Figv4d. It can be
tokarnak discharge. The amplitude portion spectrum of the reflectome
ry system does not register the
seen that the shape of this spectrum is similar to the ES one. The reﬂectomet
spectrum shapes of both diagnostic
peak at the frequency 50 kHz. Experiments showed that the frequency
techniques do not depend on the scattering point location,
is seen that the larger the minor radius.
Fig.5a shows the dependence of the ES signal on the UHR posrtion. it
maximum at 7 cm (near the plasma
profile
large
a
is
there
Besides.
the higher the plasma oscillations intensity.
proﬁle is similar to the ES one, It is
periphery) The reﬂectometry spatial profile is presented in Fig.5b. This
spectra have the same profiles.
important that all frequency components of the ES and reflectometry
ms of the diamagnctic (a), l—lpdine (b),
LH heating acts on the scattered signals. Figi6 presents the oscillogra
of the diamagnctie signal during
increase
an
is
there
that
seen
be
can
ES (c) and reflectometry (d) Signals, It
LH heating (the improved ohmic plasma
the LH pulse, which persists for some time after switching off the
conﬁnement). A corresponding drop of the HB -linc is observed.
the LH pulse (up to 50%) Notice that this effect
A strong suppression of the ES intensity is observed during
for ES. it is seen from the spectra before and during
is registered only in the frequency range (100 - 500 kHz)

suppression is in the range of the spatial
the RF pulse (Fig. 4a and 4c). Experiments show that the maximum
tes proﬁle of the relative suppression of the
proﬁle maximum in the ohmic regime rS ~ 7 cm. Figvjb demonstra
ES signal under the LH pulse (compare with profile in Fig.53).
the relative suppression is also similar to the
Reflectometry signal is also suppressed (see Fig.7d). Profile of
s from ES, All reflectometry frequency
ohmic spatial distribution (Fig.6b). However, there are two difference
prolongation of the suppression time after the
components are suppressed in contrast to ES and there is some

3-D spectrum behavior shows the effect clearly (Fig.8).
LH pulse (during the improved confinement stage)
growth in the MHD frequency range‘ which is registered
intensity
ns
oscillatio
the
of
case
the
Fig.9 presents
of the ES

in Fig.9a demonstrates the behawor
in some shots by the ES during the RF pulse. The oscillogram
and
the LH heating as described above. Oscillograrns (b)
signal in the frequency band (300 ~ 300 kHz ) during
corresponding frequency Spectra are given in Fig.
(c) are for frequency bands (3 - 20 kHz) and (35 - 55 kHz).
the frequency 15 kHz at t = 17.6 ms (bd). After
9d and 9f, One can see that there is a short-time signal peak at
that the high frequency signal (a) persrsts
this peak a growth of the 50 kHz signal is observed (of). it is notable
modes are registered at low and high
wave
different
that
think
to
inclined
is
One
pulse,
during the RF
range.
cs does not register the effect in the MHD frequency
frequencies in this case. The reflectometry diagnosti

Conclusions

by the ES and rcflectometry methods:
1. Presumably two types of plasma density oscillations are observed
(1) MED-range oscillations F < 100 kHz,
(2) oscillations in frequency range (100 - 500) kHz.

2. Both diagnostic techniques Show:
of the scattered signals in the range i7 cm. (near
(1) there is a maximum in the ohmic spatial distribution
the plasma periphery);
regime;
density oscillations is observed in the LH heating
(Z) a strong suppression ( up to 50% ) of plasma
cm.
i7
range
the
in
is
ion
suppress
(3) maximum

the LH experiments are ’
3 Differences between ES and rcflectometry stgnal behavtor in
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(l)

suppression frequency range

(2)

suppression prolongation time in the improvement
confinement regime after Ll-l heating

Enhanced Scattering

Reflectometiy

(100 -500) kHz

(0 -500) kHz

0

>2 rrLs

4. There is correlation between A(nT). Hurline and reﬂectometry signals in the improved conﬁnement regime
after LH pulse switch-oil.

The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant N R23000 from the
International Science Foundation.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1, Block diagram of the ES and reﬂectometry techniques on FF—Z to study low frequency oscillations (1-

500) kHz

Fig. 2. ES and reﬂectometry measurement regions for a tokamak.
Fig. 3. Typical oscillograms on the Fr~2 tokamak.
Fig. 4. Samples of the observed frequency spectra.
Fig. 5. (a) - radial proﬁle ofthe ES signal: (1)) - radial proﬁle of the fractional change of the ES signal.
Fig. 6. (a) - radial proﬁle of the reﬂectometry signal; (b) - radial proﬁle of the fractional change of the
reﬂectometry signal.

Fig. 7‘ Typical oscillograms of A(nT), 1-1“. pm. and en during LH heating on Fr-l.
Fig. 8. 3-D reﬂectometry spectrum behavior during and after Ll-l heating. (1) - LH pulse; (2) ~ improved ohmic
plasma conﬁnement,

Fig. 9. Case of the plasma aCllVlh' in the MHD frequency range
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INVESTIGATION OF SMALL SCALE PLASMA FLUCTUATIONS BY THE RADAR
BACKSCATTERING IN THE VICINITY OF THE UPPER HYBRID RESONANCE
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APPLICATIONS AND POSSIBILITIES 0F
PULSED RADAR REFLECTOMETRY
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FOMvInstituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen',
P.O.Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.
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Introduction
At the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RTP), a four channel pulsed radar system has been

installed” In this system carrier frequencies at 29, 33, 36 and 39 GHz are modulated into subnanosecond pulses and the Time Of Flight (TOF) of these pulses is measured with an accuracy
of =70 ps. This corresponds to =1 cm when reﬂections from a metal mirror in vacuum are
measured. The pulses are launched in the O—mode. Therefore, the position of the reﬂecting
layers only depends on the local electron density. The cutoff densities are, respectively: 1.0,

1.35, 1.6 and 1.9X1019 m‘3. A weak point in calculating the density proﬁle from the pulsed
radar data, or from any other reflectometer system, is the lack of information on the edge
density proﬁle. Since a l9-channel interferometer is also operational at RTP, it is investigated
how accurate the density at the last closed ﬂux surface can be calculated by combining results
from the interferometer and the pulsed radar system. The pulsed radar system is also used to
study pellet ablation processes. The pellet injector and the pulsed radar system are separated by
a toroidal angle of 105°. Therefore, only the general effects of the pellet ablation on the density
profile, after spreading over the flux surfaces, are visible. To see also the direct ablation
process, some of the pellets are injected under a poloidal angle so that the ablation takes place in
a region that is directly connected to the region of observation of the pulsed radar system via
magnetic field lines.

Edge density determination
lntert‘erometers or reflectometers are well suited to determine the electron density profile. For
this the data has to be inverted, which is usually done by means of an Abel inversion. These
inversions are notorious for their sensitivity to the edge density. By combining interferometer
and reﬂectometer measurements, the edge density can be calculated more precisely, thus
improving the reliability and accuracy of the density profiles.
On RT'P. the edge density is calculated by combining two channels of the 19—channel
interferometerlz], at r/a = 0.5 and r/a = l with a =- 16.5 cm the minor radius, with the two
lowest frequency channels of the pulsed radar system. Both diagnostics are installed at almost
the same poloidal cross section. The interpretation of the measurements will be done by means
01’ a neural network, which is trained on a set of 480 different Kadomtsev-Taylor density
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proﬁlesm. The quality of the network is checked on a test set of 400 density proﬁles. This test
set covers the same parameter range as the training set but none of the test set elements is
included in the training set. There are three degrees of freedom in Kadomtsevaylor like

density proﬁles, namely the central density, the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld and the plasma current.
These are varied in the range of:

For this parameter range the density at the
last closed flux surface varies between 0.6

and 2.0x1019 m'3. The neural network
has to be trained on noisy data. As a
consequence error estimations are
essential. For the pulsed radar system a 70

ps nns—error in the TOF is taken, while
the error in the interferometer data is

Simulated edge density (>c10'a m4)

2.0x1019 m3 s ne(o) s 4.3x1019 m‘3.
1.3 T s Ems 2.2 r,
60 kA 5 1pm"... 3 120 kA,

0.9

~

05

phase and spatial uncertainties and is an

L

'

“'5

assumed to be 10%. The latter includes

' ' '

'

' ’

2'5

L

'

o'fnputedggaaensny lilomqtl

overestimation.
In Fig. 1 a comparison is made between

Fig. I:

Indication of the quality of the neural

for

edge

dam”),

the edge density as given by the test set

network

and the edge density as calculated by the
neural network from a simulated

determination. Depit'ted are the edge
density in the test set and the edge

experiment On the same group 0f proﬁles.
Statistical analysis shows that the error in
the edge density is less then 5%.

density from the .ri/ilitlated experiment.

Pellet ablation studies

The RT? pellet injector is capable of ﬁring eight pellets, four large ones (2x1019 part.) and four
small ones (5x1018 part), in anny sequence. The poloidal angle under which the pellets are
injected can be changed from 0° to —lO°. This makes it possible to ablate the pellet in a region
that is directly connected via the magnetic ﬁeld lines to a region where a speciﬁc diagnostic is
looking. In this way, the direct ablation process of the pellet can be studied even though the
pellet injector and the diagnostic are not on the same poloidal cross section. To study the direct
ablation of the pellet bylthe pulsed radar system, pellets are injected under an angle of -5° and
0°. The central density of 4x1019 m'3 and temperature of 700 cV and the pellet velocity of
680 m/s are chosen such that the pellet can penetrate to the centre of the plasma in the case of
injection under 0°. The plasma current for these discharges is 60 kA and the magnetic ﬁeld is
2.25 T, implying that qa = 7. If the pellet is injected under an angle of —5°, it hits the ﬂight tube
and breaks into small pieces. This means that it is not clear under what angle the pellet will
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penetrate the plasma. It is assumed, however, that in this case the pellet will penetrate the
plasma under an angle of +5°. Measurements showed that the velocity of the ﬁrst fragment to
enter the plasma is the same as the original velocity of the pellet.
The pellet trajectory as seen in the poloidal plane at the pulsed radar position is shown in Fig, 2
for injection under angles of -5°. 0° and +5°. In this ﬁgure the trajectories are shown for two
cases. First, if the magnetic ﬁeld lines are followed in the direction of the plasma current
(downstream) and second if the magnetic ﬁeld lines are followed in the direction against the
plasma current (upstream).

b)

Minor radius

(cm )

a)

Fig. 2:

Trajectories ofthe pellet calculated at the poloidal cross section where the pulsed
radar system is placed. In a) the trajectories following the magnetic ﬁeld lines in
the direction of the plasma current and in b) the trajectories following the
magnetic ﬁeld lines against the direction of the plasma current are shown. The
numbers indicate the injection angle of the pellet.

It can be concluded that if the magnetic field lines are followed upstream and the pellet is
injected under an angle of +5°, the ablation region of the pellet is connected to the viewing
region of the pulsed radar system.
The pulsed radar system can see the pellet ablation independent of the injection angle, see Fig.
3. For an injection angle of 0°, the shift of the critical density layer is smooth and takes about
131 us, while for injection at —5° the shift is very fast (=35 p5) indicating that in the latter case '
the ablation is seen more directly. The time delay between injection of the pellet and observation
by the pulsed radar system is =102i10 j.I.S independent of the injection angle. For the
interferometer the time delay is 69 us. So, the interferometer sees the pellet always before the
pulsed radar system. If we follow the plasma current upstream then the angle between the pellet
injector and the pulsed radar system is 105° while this angle for the interferometer is 120°.
From the measured time delays between the pellet injector and the two diagnostics, it seems that
the pellet cloud is moving downstream in contradiction with Fig. 2. The ion sound velocity
calculated from the time differences is (4.5i0.7)x104 m/s and the corresponding ion
temperature is (62:16) eVW. For this calculation the distance between the pellet injector and
the diagnostics is taken downstream. (R0 = 0.72 In, a0 = 0.165 m)

Alia = 0 deg.

T.O.F. ( ns)

n,d| (10” m‘)

Alla = 5) deg.

.3

-0.2

0.0

'

02

0.4

0.6

0.0

412

0.0

Time (ms)

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.3

Time (ms)

Fig. 3: Ha emission, interferometer signal at the low-ﬁeld side of the tokamak and
pulsed radar signal during the pellet ablation.

At this momenta lot of questions remain unanswered. More experiments are planned in which
all four channels of the pulsed radar system will be operational and in which the pellet will be
injected without hitting the flight tube.
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Introduction. Electron cyclotron absorption (ECA) diagnostics in tokamalc plasmas
are the object of an increasing interest. They are mostly used for the investigation of
superthermal electrons [1—4], of MHD activity [5], for a detailed power balance in ECRH

experiments [6], to measure the radial proﬁle of the plasma pressure neTe both in the main
plasma conﬁguration [7] and in the divertor region [8]. ECA measurements have also been

performed to investigate the basic theory of electron cyclotron wave absorption in Maxwellian
plasmas [9-12], generally found in good agreement with measurements of the optical depth for
various modes and harmonics. In this paper, we propose a new application of ECA as a direct
measurement of the electron temperature profile and we discuss the implementation and
experimental test of this method on the Tore Supra tokamak (at this stage limited to the
determination of the central temperature). The method consists in measuring the optical depth
of waves propagating along vertical chords, at frequencies close to the electron-cyclotron
frequency or its ﬁrst harmonics. Sweeping the wave frequency (typically by 10 %), the full
absorption line can be measured. In a large and hot tokamak plasma, the width of the
absorption line is proportional to the maximum electron temperature along the probing chord,
which allows, in principle. the measurement of the full temperature proﬁle if several chords are
available.
Discussion of the method.
We consider the ordinary mode at the ﬁrst harmonic,
propagating perpendiculary to the tokamak magnetic ﬁeld along a vertical chord crossing the
magnetic axis, namely the conﬁguration used in Tore Supra [3]. The optical depth to is the
integral along the wave trajectory of the local absorption coefﬁcient, given by [13]
N
00mm) = (”79
@332 Host» ($73)5/2 expt-Eorret.

(1)

where r is the radial coordinate in a poloidal cross—section, No is the real part of the wave
refractive index, H is the Heaviside function and E0 : mc2((oc/cu — l) is the energy of the

resonant electrons. Since for vertical propagation we is nearly constant along the wave path, Eq.
(1) shows that the width of the absorption line is related to the width Te of the exponential,
which dominates the frequency dependence of (10. This is illustrated by Fig. 1, where the
computed transmission coefﬁcient exp(-1:o) is shown versus frequency (lower scale) and versus
E0 (upper scale) for typical Tore Supra parameters (a = 0.78 m, R = 2.36 In, B0 = 3.9 T, n60 =
3 x 1019 m3) and several values of the central temperature T60. A temperature proﬁle of the

type Tc(r) = TeoU - rZ/a2)i5 is assumed, and [3 is also varied, keeping all the other parameters

ﬁxed, for two different values of TeO- It appears that a large variation of the peaking factor [3

(an order of magnitude) has the same effect as a 10 - 20 % variation of T60. Now, the high—

frequency side of the absorption line is determined by the strict relativistic condition E0 > O
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(i.e., (.0 < (cc). On the other hand, at the

up

0.4
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0.8

Ln:

94a

lllllllllllllljllL

low—frequency side the resonant energy is

1 05
9
frequency (GHz)

Fig. I : Computed transmission spectra at
various T20 and [3 z 15 (solid);

5 = 05 (dotted); )3: 45 (dashed)

in the superthermal range, i.e., Eol're » 1.
This means that, at those frequencies, ao(r)

is exponentially peaked at the radial position
where Eo/Te is minimum, namely, where Tc

is maximum. Thus, the value of the optical
depth at the low-frequency side of the
absorption line is essentially determined by
the maximum value of the temperature
along the wave trajectory, and the width of
the absorption line is weakly dependent on
the other parameters entering Eq. (1).
Since the dependence on the temperature
peaking factor is weak, a rough knowledge
of [3 is sufficient for an accurate
determination of T30. Conversely, such a

weak dependence

on [3 makes

the

determination of the temperature profile
proﬁle has an
(and the necessary inversion) easy for a multiple—chord diagnostic. The density
(1).
Eq.
in
ial
exponent
the
enter
not
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We now present the results of a systematic experimental
Experimental results.
experimental arrangement is the following [3]. A narrow
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beam of microwaves (spread angle < 2°, frequency range 77-109 01-12) is
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Typical examples of experimental
transmission spectra are presented in Fig. 2
(ratios of the detected power P and the
same quantity in vacuum Pv), The curves
shown are measured during the same
discharge, at three different timeS,
corresponding to the Ohmic phase (Too =

freggency 1(882)

1

0

Fig.2 .' Experimental transmission spectra for

5110‘ 13552~ Ohm-C phase, 720 = 34

keV (dotted); [HP/71156” T50 3 6-6 keV

(solid) mid T20 = 7-6 k€V (dashed).

= 6.6 keV and T60 = 7.6 keV),
respectively. Note the evolution of the line
whidthlfor different temperatures, similar to
t at s own in Fig. 1, in addition to the
evolution of the global level of the signal,
due to changes in refracion. In the Ohmic
phase the discharge has sawteeth and the

refraction losses are much larger. Note also

that the curves corresponding to the LH

phase display a supenhermal absorption
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1 O

of density profile, plasma current,

Shafranov shift, as well as a reasonable
guess for the temperature peaking factor
([3 = 2) are inserted into a raytracing/absorption code, the central
temperature can be determined from the

measured Af with good precision. This
can be done routinely by means of a fast
numerical algorithm, using 2-D ray—tracing
for multiple rays, in order to take into
account line broadening due to the ﬁnite

antenna width. The resulting central
.
,
temperature measured by microwav
e

"'|"'l"'l"'l

8

'I

Af

o
m is
o ...........,...I.......

forTeo>lcthedependenceis

predicted to be nearly linear, but with an
offset value and a slope which are weak
functions of density, current, peaking
factors etc. When the experimental values

(GHZ) 6
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line at low frequencies, which is generally
well separated from the thermal one.
Figure 2 shows that both refraction effects and the presence of a large
fraction of superthermal
electrons do not generally affect this temperature diagnostic. In order
to include cases in which
superthermal electrons are present, it is more convenient to measure the
line width Af at the very
bottom of the absorption line. Af is shown versus the central temperat
ure (measured by
Thomson scattering and/or ECE) in Fig.3, for a wide variety of shots.
The general trend of
proportionality between Af and the maximum temperature along the probing
chord (in our case
nearly central) is evident, despite the large excursion in many plasma
parameters of the shots
analyzed (especially density and current).
A theoretical evaluation of Af shows that

r . I . . . l . . . I . . . l .

2

4

6

8

Te (Thomson/ECE)
(keV)
.
Fig. 3 .' Experimental line width vs temperature
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ECE in
transmission is compared to the standard measurements by Thomson scattering and/or
Fig. 4, It appears that the different methods are in good agreement both in Ohmic and
additionally heated discharges. and that the error affecting the new method is not larger than that
is partly due to the
of the traditional ones. Note that the dispersion of the experimental points
assumed (B = 2).
been
has
factor
peaking
re
temperatu
average
an
fact that in the data analysis
ously, and such a
If several chords were available, Tao and B could be determined simultane
source of error would be removed.
Conclusions. A new electron temperature diagnostic has been proposed and
experimentally tested, based on line width measurements of microwave transmission spectra for
vertical propagation. The main merits of this technique are related to the good time resolution
(~ 1 ms for the system presently installed on Tore Supra) and to the insensitivity to the presence
are easily
of superthermal electrons, since the thermal and superthermal absorption lines
separable. Despite the fact that the spectra are strongly affected by refraction losses, we have

well as long as the
found that the line width is quite insensitive to that and the method works

with respect to
cut—off is not approached. This is the main advantage of the line width technique
harmonics
gray
optically
for
depth
optical
the
of
ent
methods based on the absolute measurem
[7], which require an excellent knowledge of the density proﬁle, in order to separate refraction
losses from absorption. Ray-tracing calculations show that the method can be extended to
y,
several chords (in order to measure the full temperature profile) and applied to high-densit
the
has
on
conﬁgurati
This
O-mode.
harmonic
2nd
the
high—temperature plasmas, by using
ideal
additional advantage of being completely insensitive to fast electrons, thus it seems an
Supra.
Tore
in
plasmas
LH~driven
rmance
high—perfo
temperature diagnostic method for
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Radar backscattering (RB) data is widely used in auroral experiments
for

local

diagnostics

experiments

trains

of

of

low

frequency

probing

plasma

pulses

turbulence

several

[1,2].

microseconds

In

these

duration

at

frequency of 10—100 MHZ are used to get

the information about turbulence at

distances

from

of

is used for

up

to

thousand kilometers

backscattered signal

the antenna.

picking up,

where as

The

the

same

turbulence is provided by the time delay of backseattered signal
spatial resolution is proportional

antenna

localization of

and the

to the duration of probing pulse 5x=cr .

The application of this scheme and logic to a tokamak experiment looks

because

attractive

echo

time

delayed

method

only

requires

system

radar

the

listening

provides

the

and

access

single

the

localization

fairly good

and possibility of scanning the plasma profile.

the

[1],

the usual approach

in

a

tokamak

theoretical

performed

to

shown

inhomogeneity,

plasma

backscattering

to

is devoted

The present paper

unlike

[3].

of

be

The

taking

importance

radar

of RE which

analyzes

in the model,

the

for

experiment

is,

into account

microwave

parameters

are

adapted for the tokamak size. The backscattered signal is estimated and the
way to increase

The

it

possibilities

in

of

the frequency chirped incident wave scheme is shown.

application

of

RB

diagnostics

to

small

convenient

for

the

tokamaks

is

also discussed.
signal

backscattered

plasma analyzes,

according to

~

A50.) + m —_

AIN

The

expression

[4]

inhomogeneous

is given by

a _q
a
d3 r
JWQH)
I? a (r)

(1)
.

2

lZSI

where
by

the

.

.

is the spectral power density of backseattered signal picked up

antenna;

rece1v1ng

antenna

the .electric

is

33
at

a

,

unit

power,

field

a
J

.

w+ﬂ

is

excited
the

in

plasma

current,

by

produced

the
in
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plasma by nonlinear coupling of the

In

incident microwave and fluctuations.

across the magnetic field
the case Of ordinary incident wave propagating
2
a
e — a
_ . ~
a

(2)

-i9?

(3)

1mm _ 1 Aim) m Elm Snnfr)

normalized so,

5n_>
qQ
:1 = Ea for

the

the

of

amplitude

a single

incident wave.

the
is the power of probing radiation. Far from
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that

is

3i(w)

and

experiment,

antenna

q

of density fluctuations;

the harmonic

is

angﬂ

d3

a

5nQ(r) : I —-3~3 e
(2n)

where

by
cut off region the electric field is given
X

(4)

E}. = Z ”‘7‘" H?) ep f k(x') dx‘}
c k

2

2

I III dy dz = 1

k = ”"’E‘£L"‘

the

case

of

0

2

w — w e

where

In

X

microwave

Gaussian

factor

the

beam

f

describing

diffraction and refraction takes the form

Y2

2

a

f‘r) = J 5253‘; exP{‘

a a

yz

where

“y

_

o

A (t) e-lwit =
s

obtained

be

2

z

,

I E7§77 ' “z ‘ 1 * b 2 w 2 I k dx
1 * *5
a
o

The backseattered signal

can

2ic

_

dx'

2i

22

2+ —"2}
a b

for

the modulated incident wave

—§ELSE Z (w + Q) e_1(w + Q)t
(2H)

straight

from

forward

Eq.(1).

The

final

result

for

As(t) is given by following equation
X

.
ASH) - 707 J-qT 5Nq(t) Ai[t — td(q)] exp{21 kdx - qs)
_ 2Vni e2

dq

(5)

0

Ai(t) exp{—iw t) = I] (w) 5-1wt g;

where

incident Si nal‘'
g
x

td

Bk

For harmgnic fluctuations

signal given by Eq.(5)

aNq

time

dependence

of the

1 = I EE
x=x s ’
dx 1‘1/2

2;(x ) -— ql ’'
s

dx ,
6w —=—

the

d9
2n
:7

.
2 a
A
int q}
5nn(r) f (r) exp{ --—

3
r
d.

attered
aNq a 5(q - qO) , the amplitude of backsc

homogeneous
is different from the prediction of
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theory

[1],

because the scattering volume in this case is determined not by

the microwave pulse length,

but

rather by l

the matching condition 2k = q is fulfilled.

is usually

T

>

satisfied

for millimeter wave

— the size of the region where

The condition 1

length range,

« CT used abOVe

and pulse duration

1 ns.
For turbulent density fluctuations which are statistically stationary,

and

weakly

non—uniform,

can be evaluated

incident

T.

wave

the

autocorrelation function

from Eq.(5).

represents a

For

the

train of

this autocorrelation function

traditional

of

scattered

radar scheme,

short pulses with

signal

where

the repetition

the

time

K = < As(t) As(t + nT) > is given by

expression:

_ 2ne.
K — [—2]
mo

dx
2
2
<| 5N(nT,x) l >2k(x)|Ai[ t _ td(x)]l 2
k (X)

which is similar to the prediction of
account.

This function depends

the fast time scale
The

first

(

dependence

turbulence,

both

theory not
on

the

is

provides

less

5x = CT = 30 cm

size

into

measurements

on

information on

the

spatial

distribution

of

where as the second can be used to obtain the frequency spectra

method

ITER

taking inhomogeneity

time delay of

t < T ) and on the slow variation of fluctuations.

and to estimate the diffusion coefficient
the

(6)

and

for

than

the

for I =

the

1

present

[5].

pulse

The spatial resolution of

length

which

is

equal

to

ns.

Such a resolution seems acceptable for

day

large

tokamaks.

The

estimation

of

the

backscattered signal power gives for microwave source already exist on Tore
Supra (incident wave frequency

for turbulence level and Spectra,

fi = 60 GHz

and

observed in [8],

power

Pi = 10 w),

6and

the value P5 = 10

w,

a factor 103 higher than the detector noise level.
In

order

to

increase

the

scattered

power

one

can

apply

another

modification of the RB utilizing the frequency chirped incident wave [9]:
.nAf

Ai(t) — Aoexp( 147:7 t

where

T

is the modulation period. The

2

l

autocorrelatidn

function

of

the

backseattered signal after the homodine detection

K (I) =

c

is given by
2 2

Kc = [335 2 ] I dx
2
mc

k (x)

< A 5 (t) A’Tm
A*(t
+ r) A.(t
+ r) >
1
S
1

| A O I4

exp{ i 2" T A‘ t d (x) r ) <| 5N(t,x)l >22k(x)

(7)

.

.

This autocorrelation function has
re1ated correspondingly to

.

two

time

T

scales

————

A

and

td

TC ,

the spatial distribution of turbulence and

it's

temporal behavior.
These

scales

are

well

separated

modulation is fast enough,
T =

50

ns,

spatial

Af

and

=

1

GHZ,

temporal

for

T « Af

but still adiabatic.
td

:

4

features

ns

of

and

the

Tc

=

tc

,

when frequency

for instance

5-10—75.

turbulence

In

can be

in the case

this

limit

determined

the

from

Eq.[7) by Fourier-transform on the fast scale:
T +6

~K

(v)

C

0
=

1'21w1: dT —_ ———2
21mg 2 ET_
T 5?
60) <|6N(TO)I
e
2

KC(T)

To «9

>

2k(x)

(8)

k (x)

Af td
and

U = __T_

for

2

a « T
C

The spatial resolution of the frequency chirped RE is determined by

the spectral broadening due to the finite time of modulation

and is equal to

5x 2 —§[: 30 cm

Certainly such a resolution is not

minor

radius

less

version utilizing

than

30

the RB at

cm.

5v 2 %

,

for parameters given above.
acceptable for small

Nevertheless

for

these

the upper hybrid resonance.

tokamaks with

machines
so-called

another
time

of

flight enhanced scattering, is applicable [8,9]. In this method the spatial
resolution is provided by the position of the resonance

wave

number

of

backscattered,

fluctuations

signal

which

is

in

determined

from

the vicinity of

the

the

xr

,

time

where as

delay

resonance

of

according

the

the

to

6x1—

[8] 15 equal to td = q 55— .
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1

introduction
Ion Cyclotron Emission (ICE) in the frequency range 10-350 MHz has been

m

measured in different tokamaks for the last 10 years. It is detected using an ICRH antenna
in reception mode or a probe. It is a good candidate for a fast ion, especially fusion (1-

WTMWW‘*M"‘"ME

5), Da Costa, D. Grésillon1

" ' ,

ION CYCLOTRON EMISSION BY SPONTANEOUS EMISSION

particle, diagnostic similar to the Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE). A common feature
of the experimental ICE Spectra in this frequency range is the narrow regularly spaced
peaks. They are at the majority ions cyclotron frequency harmonics at the plasma outer

edge. This last point represents a challenge to interpretative theories. These results were
confirmed during JET's 1991 Preliminary Tritium Experiment (PTE)1.

2

hypothesis and method

The goal of this study is to see whether the spontaneous emission can account for

ICE experimental results, or part of them. We chose a straightforward approach to plasma

emission, by investigating the near equilibrium wave radiation by gyrating ions, and thus

building from the majority and fast fusion ions the plasma ﬂuctuations and emission on
the fast magnetoacoustic or compressional Alfvén wave mode in the IC frequency range.
The plasma is assumed inﬁnite and homogeneous.

The calculation proceeds from the electric current created by one gyrating test

particle, a Fourier analysis from (F,t) space to (law) space, the hot plasma dielectric

tensor in a plane perpendicular to E! to express the electric ﬁeld radiated in the fast

magnetoacoustic mode by one particle, a statistic summation over all the ions using their

speciﬁc distributions (Maxwellian distribution for the bulk deuterium and slowing-down
distribution for the tut-particles at the plasma centre) and a numerical resolution of the

dispersion relation to ﬁnd the frequencies solution for each wave number in the range

where the mode is coupled with the Bernstein modes, and therefore the fast ions, through
a ﬁnite Lamor radius effect.
For each ki and k” we calculate the solution to of the dispersion relation and the

temporal damping rate (imaginary part ofa) for I? real), the wave electric and magnetic

field, the plasma electromagnetic energy density for these modes, the power flux

(Poynting vector) in each direction, the group velocity obtained from the dispersion
relation slope and the spatial damping rate or damping length (imaginary part of I: for 0)

ft
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We integrate the
real) obtained from the temporal damping rate and the group velocity.
the dispersion
of
solution
co(kl)
for
ﬂux
electromagnetic energy density and the power
relation.

modelling results
The numerical simulations are done with the plasma parameters at the plasma
concentration
centre of JET'S PTE discharge #261482. In particular the relative a—particle

3

to deuterium is 13*10'3. The value of l m‘1 for k,, is taken for illustration.

Figure 1 displays the fast magnetoacoustic mode dispersion relation for the ﬁrst
ted by
five ion cyclotron harmonics. Between two harmonics, the mode is well approxima
velocity.
Alfvén
the
to
equal
are
the cold plasma mode, whose phase and group velocities
harmonic
At each harmonic it separates into two different branches, one below the

modes.
frequency and one above. This represents the coupling with the ion Bernstein

,

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

//

5-

-

Fig.1: Fast Magnetoacoustic Wave Dispersion Relation (Kpara=])
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The emission spectra shape is similar to the energy density spectra shape. Figure
kl)
to
shows for illustration spectra of integrated energy density (integrated in respect
is
density
energy
The
plasma.
alpha
+
deuterium
a
versus the normalised frequency in
computed
These
re).
temperatu
normalised to KB (Boltzman constant) * TD (deuterium
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spectra have a shape similar to the experimental emission spectra. The emission being

created by the resonance between the fast ion v” and the wave parallel phase velocity, the

splitting of the dispersion relation into two branches near each harmonic explains why the
computed emission peaks are split into doublets. This double-line shape of the emission

peaks is a wellrknown experimental feature].
Fig.2: Energy Density in a D + alpha plasma normalised to Kd (Kpara=1)
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In the presence of (X-partiClCS, the electromagnetic energy density level is much
larger than KB * TD and increases strongly with the harmonic. On the contrary in the case
of a pure deuterium plasma, the electromagnetic energy density level of the dispersion
relation two branches is close to the classical energy level in a thermal plasma (KB * TD)
and stays constant with the harmonic. This is due to the larger a—particle Larmor radius.

The damping length or spatial decay is a very meaningful quantity. It represents
physically the minimum spatial depth the plasma should have ifit was to emit as a black

body. In a pure deuterium plasma it is found to be very large compared to the emission

layer width and to decrease with the harmonic. In a D + alpha plasma it is about 20 times

smaller and decreases also with the harmonic.

Although the whole modelling is done for an infinite and homogenous plasma, we

r—vyl

can apply some of the results to a tokamak plasma in the following simpliﬁed way. The
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=
frequency width of the power flux peaks in a D + alpha plasma for k,, =1 and Vow-m},
3.6 MeV is Acu=0.04tuC (Fig.2), what is equivalent to a spatial width of the emission
.
.
A
in JET,
layer: 95: —w£ = A_a) = 3—w— = 9g, n harmonic number. As R(centre)=3m.

R

a)

a)

no)

:1

AR zﬂm“ The emission of a AR width layer with a damping length D, PAR, is

n

deduced from the black body level, P3, in a ratio obtained from the Kirchhoff radiation
ZAR

law: PM :(l-e D JPE.
A pure deuterium plasma is therefore white in the IC frequency range, whereas a
D + alpha plasma is white at the ﬁrst harmonic and grey from the second to the ﬁfth. We
explain consequently why the ICE of a plasma without fast particles is very difﬁcult to
detect and why the fast ion emission increases strongly with the harmonicl. The strong

emission increase with the harmonic was also observed in a pure D plasma because of the
H fusion fast ions. This explains also why the even-harmonic peaks are more intense1 in
both cases: H cyclotron frequency is twice as large as the D cyclotron frequency.

4

conclusion

The investigation of the fast magnetoacoustic mode spontaneous emission in
fusion plasma shows signiﬁcant similarities with the ICE experimental observations: the
emission peaks at each ion cyclotron frequency harmonic, the large radiation temperature
fast ion
in the presence, even in a very small amount (n=10'3), of fast ions, the strong

emission increase with the harmonic, the ﬁne double-line splitting of each peak, the linear
but not proportional increase of the peak width with the harmonic.
Further developments will include non-homogeneity effects, an estimation of the
total power radiated in a tokamak and the consequence of the non—monotonic and

anisotropic OL-particle distribution at the edge.
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Electron Temperature Fluctuations in the Core of the
W7-AS Stellarator
S. Sattler, HJ. Hartfuss and the W7—AS Team
MavlancksLnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Ass,
D—85748 Garching, Germany

1. Introduction Turbulent ﬂuctuations of the electron density, the electron temperature and
the electric ﬁeld are supposed to be one of the possible mechanisms of explaining the enigma

of anomalous transport. Relative ﬂuctuation levels as low as a few 0.1 % could be sufﬁcient to
drive a signiﬁcant amount of the transport observed. The ﬂuctuation levels as well as the phase
relationships between the different quantitia must be known to study the transport relevance
of ﬂuctuations. Whereas the complete set of ﬂuctuations can be measured with probes at the
edge and various techniques exist to detect density ﬂuctuations in the plasma core, there was
no suitable diagnostic to measure core electron temperature ﬂuctuations at such low levels.

A novel diagnostic technique based on ECE radiometry was used to detect turbulent electron
temperature ﬂuctuations in the core of the W7—AS stellarator. First results have been reported
in [1] and will be discussed very brieﬂy here. Some new raults concerning radial correlation
measurements and parameter scans, the latter to investigate if there is any connection between
conﬁnement and ﬂuctuation levels, will be presented.

2. Experimental Method Electron temperature measurements by BOB radiometry provide
sufﬁcient temporal and spatial resolution for ﬂuctuation measurements, but the sensitivity for
small ﬂuctuation amplitudes is limited by natural ﬂuctuations of the ECE due to the thermal
nature of this radiation. The minimum detectable electron temperature ﬂuctuation level is
determined by the post— and predetection bandwidth of the radiometer, which are ﬁxed by the
requirements on temporal and spatial resolution. The minimum detectable electron temperature
ﬂuctuation level for a radiometer with 1M Hz temporal resolution and a spatial resolution better
than 1 cm in radial direction is 6%. Smaller ﬂuctuation levels are buried completely in thermal
noise and correlation techniques must be applied to distinguish between the natural ﬂuctuations
of the ECE and the TC—ﬂuctuations of the emitting plasma volume. The intensity interferometer,

described in more detail in [2], was used on W7-AS. The intensity interferometer uses two crossed
ECE radiometer sight lines simultaneously (see Fig. 1). The thermal noise is uncorrelated, if the
sight line angle is above a few degrees due to the spatial coherence properties of thermal radiation.
However, the temperature ﬂuctuations in the common emitting volume remain correlated. The
intensity interferometer consists of two separate absolutely calibrated four-channel heterody'ne
radiometers designed for measurement of 2nd harmonic X—mode ECE around 145 GHz. The

sight lines enclosing an angle of :3 20° are deﬁned by means of an adjustable Gaussian beam
optics. The interferometer is sensitive to ﬂuctuation wavelengths which exceed the spatial extend
of the emission volume, determined in the radial direction by ECE line broadening effects and
the predetection bandwidth. Transverse to the sight line it is determined by the width of the
Gaussian beams. In magnetic coordinatm the k-spectrum is integrated up to lc,. = 1.4 cm‘1 in
the radial direction and up to k; : 2.3c7'n‘1 transverse to the beam. The channels cover a radial
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signiﬁcance a strong average in {space was used, resulting in a resolution of 10 kHz for
for f < QOOkHz

is limited by
range of 0.53 < r/a,mwtri1 < 0.75. The sensitivity to temperature ﬂuctuations
used
the statistical error in the correlation function and is determined by the number of points
is
for calculating the correlation function. With 4 ~ 106 points, the minimum detectable Te-level

0.15%. Therefore long stationary phases are necessary and the method has no time resolution. A

further increase in sensitivity is obtained by matching post-detection and ﬂuctuation bandwidths
with the help of digital ﬁltering.
2. Experimental Results
been
Relative amplitudes and spectra Until now only pure ECR heated plasmas have
phases. The
explored due the nemit‘y of density control to obtain the desired stationary
of
information on temperature ﬂuctuations is obtained by cross-correlating the output signals
three well—
the two radiometers. The correlation functions as well as the cross-spectra show
range
distinguishable phenomena in many cases. broadband ﬂuctuations in a low frequency

(f < 15 kHz), broadband ﬂuctuations extending to a high frequency range (f < 150 kHz) and

i'msvalues of
quasi—coherent modes with center frequencim between 10 kHz and 70 kHz. The
function.
correlation
the
filtering
digital
of
means
he
the phenomena can be measured separately
signiﬁcance, the
Fig. 2 shows typical spectra for different radial positions. To obtain statistical
(10 kHz in the
spectra are averaged in frequency space. The spectral resolution is 25 kHz
by
region below 50 kHz). The two broadband ﬂuctuation phenomena can be distinguished
tion
their different decay slope in frequency space. The quantity derived from the cross-correla
T3. The
function maximum at zero delay, is the rms—value of radiation temperature ﬂuctuations
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radiation temperature TR approaches the electron temperature Te only if the optical depth 7 is
suﬂiciently large: T3 = TC (1 — a") where 7' ~ ne - TC. Hence any density ﬂuctuation Can
cause a ﬂuctuation of the optical depth and therefore radiation temperature ﬂuctuations even
with constant T. In addition any electron temperature ﬂuctuation Te can produce a T3— level
higher than the true T- level by the same mechanism. Signiﬁcant inﬂuences are expected only

if the optical depth is low (T < 5). In [1] the true T- level was estimated and the lower limits
for electron temperature ﬂuctuations were found to be 80 % (30 %) of the measured radiation
temperature ﬂuctuations for the innermost (outermost) radial positions. Until now, radiation
temperature ﬂuctuations have been found with levels between 0.08 % and 2 ‘70 for plasmas with
T > 1.5. In most cases the low frequency ﬂuctuations show higher levels than the high frequency
ones, the latter appear in a range below 1 %. There are discharges where the ﬂuctuation

level drops below the sensitivity of the instrument at the innermost positions. On the basis
of reasonable considerations it can be shown, that even a ﬂuctuation level as low as 0.4 % can

contribute signiﬁcantly to the electron heat transport observed on WT-AS [1].
Poloidal correlations The high frequency ﬂuctuations show a poloidal velocity, which can
be measured by a different correlation technique, however this method is not suitable for deter-

mining the absolute ﬂuctuation level: If the sightlines are adjusted as marked by (I) in Fig. 1,
a poloidal distance is introduced between the emission volumes of the sightlines. The voluma
are still located close to a common ﬂux surface. As a result the correlation maxima of the
high frequency ﬂuctuations show a shift in time from which a poloidal velocity in the electron
diamagnetic drift direction of 4.5 km/s can be derived. The electron diamagnetic drift velocity
at the same radial position is z 3.5 [cm/s. The low frequency ﬂuctuations do not show a Shift
in time, which is large enoug for a clear interpretation.

Figure 32 Contour plot of radial cross-correlation functions for the low frequency ﬂuctuations. An,” = 0cm
corraponds m the outermost radial position: The light grayscala indicate positive correlation (the lighter. the
higher) and dark grayscalm indicate anti—correlation. The: at the plasma edge is 0.53.

Radial correlations The signals of the four radial channels of single sight line provide in—
formation on radial correlations. A contour plot of the radial correlation for the low frequency
ﬂuctuations is shown in Fig. 3. The maximum is shifted in time providing a radial velocity of
50 m/s from the plasma center to the edge. In addition a phase shift of Ti (anti—correlation)
is observed after a radial distance of Air/Ab : 2.3 cm. The high frequency ﬂuctuations do not
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of
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tried to collect indirect evidence from parame—
Parameter dependencies In this situation we
ment. As known from density ﬂuctuations,
ter scans, which are known to affect the global conﬁne
conﬁnement increases with density, it
where
cases
in
els
rmsrlev
ing
which typically show increas
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es
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ions. We studied a density scan,
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e
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rt
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whereas
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e in
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semivlogazrithmic scale for CTR/TR ). Even if the ﬁnite optical
dent of the phase relationship betindepen
T5,
on
the same dependence

the true Te/Te-levels show
the same tendency, but with larger error bars.
ween Te and 7-15. The density and thetscan Show
ﬂuctuations decrease along with decreasing
ture
tempera
It is a. surprising observation that the
d TC/Te-levels do not yet affect confinement or
Conﬁnement. This may indicate, that the observe
can increase though the amplitude decreases.
ions
ﬂuctuat
ature
the transport relevance of temper
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Studies of the density limit of elongated plasmas in TCV using a FIR
interferometer
g LNieswand, R.Behn, F.Bu.blmann, F.Hofmann, Y.Martin
Centre de Recherches en Physique de Plasmas
Association Euratom - Confederation Suisse

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

Introduction
The main plasma density diagnostic on the tokamak TCV is a multicha
nnel FIR
interferometer. The system is operated during each shot and provides the
signal
for the density feedback of TCV. First measurements with the system
are
presented: observation of mode—locking, determination of the Hugill
plot and
observation of proﬁle changes during H—mode.

The interferometer system
The FIR laser is optically pumped by a cw C02 laser and is operated
at the
214.6um line of CH2F2. The laser power is about 70mW and is actively stabilized
by tuning the pump frequency and the cavity length of the FIR laser.

The wavelength allows for operating the system over a wide range of plasma
densities (5.1017m'3 - 5.1020m'3) and plasma conﬁgurations with only minor

refraction of the probing laser beam. The Faraday rotation angle for typical
TCV
plasmas is sufﬁciently large for a future upgrade of the system to a polar-ime
ter.
The laser is placed in a separate room about 8m away from TCV. The beam
is
transferred to the interferometer by 25mm diam. pyrex oversized waveguides.
Absorption of the beam in humid air is signiﬁcant. Therefore boxes made
ofa rigid
honeycomb ﬁbreglass material contain all optical elements. The boxes
and the
waveguides are flushed either with dry nitrogen or dried air.
The boxes are mounted on a stable concrete/ﬁbreglass support structure close
to
TCV which is completely decoupled from the tokamak structure in order
to
minimize the transmission of vibrations from the tokamak to the interferom
eter
system. Compensation of residual perturbations will be achieved by
an
interferometer at 830nm which will be added to the system.
The interferometer is of Mach-Zehnder type and is similar to the systems on
TEXT
(upgrade) [1], MTX [2] and RTP [3]. The probe beam which is broadene
d to a
slablike beam traverses the plasma from the bottom to the top (see ﬁgure
1).
Large windows on the top and bottom of the machine allow for almost
complete
illumination of the plasma cross section. The reference beam is frequency
shifted
by a rotating grating and is broadened up to the same size as the probe
beam.
Both beams are superposed on a crystal quartz beamcombiner.
Presently a set of only 4 pyroelectric detectors is mounted on the system.
The
collection optics of each detector determines the radial position and the spatial
resolution (approx. 20mm) of the corresponding chord (see ﬁgure 1). The
detectors
and the mixer electronics presently limit the bandwidth of the system to
SkHz.
The laser power per channel is about 0.5mW which is close to the limit for
the
existing pyroelectric detectors. They Will be replaced by a set of 15 more sensitive
and faster InSb detectors which allow for an upgrade to a polarimeter system.

The signal of the central beam is fed to a fringe counter which provides a real time
signal proportional to the line integrated density and which is used for feedback

control of the density in TCV. Furthermore, the FIR interferometer is used
in the
absolute density calibration of the Thomson scattering diagnostic [4].
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ASYMPTOTIC THEORY OF ELECTRON CYCLOTRON EMISSION
AT UPSHIFTED FREQUENCIES

V. Tribaldos and V. Krivenskj
Asociacia’n EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusién. CIEMAT, Madrid

The formal problem of characterizing the electron cyclotron emission in a non-Maxwellian
plasma is investigated. For conditions of upshzfred emissi0n1‘3 [i.e., emission from a thick
harmonic, observed from the low-ﬁeld side and obliquely to the magnetic ﬁeld gradient (see
Fig. l ) ] the emitting electrons are localized in both conﬁguration and phase space. In this
case, it is meaningful to ask what relation exists between the temperature of the emitted
radiation and the distribution function of the emitting electrons. While it is rather
straightforward to obtain a numerical answer to this question, this result would only apply to
the particular case considered in the computation. In this paper, we seek to determine a general
functional relation (asymptotically valid) that explicitly establishes a link between the form of
the electron distribution and the radiation temperature. Progress towards that goal is detailed.
1 . Formulation of the Problem
For upshifted emission, the electrons responsible for the observed radiation are located in
a small region between the cold resonance position and (moving to lower fields) the last point
where the resonance condition is fulﬁlled —thanks to bulk reabsorption of other possible
contributions. In this case, the radiation temperature is given with good approximation by

[i—exp(—r)],

d(w)=%§i
'rnzu

with [3, or being the local emission and absorption coefficients at the point of maximum
emission xmax, and 1: the optical depth. All these quantities depend on the form of the electron
distribution, but xmx and T can be rather well approximated by their Maxwellian values. The
main dependence of the radiation temperature on the distribution function is through the
absorption and emission coefﬁcients. and our goal is to make it explicit.
In order to do so, one has to specify thefonn of the distribution function analytically.
Previously, this has been achieved by using model distribution functions, simple enough to
allow analytical calculations, but at the same time with a sufﬁcient number of free parameters to

be able to describe a general casez4~5 these two objectives, of course, are mutually
contradictory. Here, we follow a general approach and consider an orthogonal expansion of the
distribution function: among the many possible expansions we might choose from, we consider
one that can describe economically (i.e. with few expansion terms) the effect of

radiofrequency heating on the plasma electrons. We have considered a number of numerically
computed distributions and found that an orthogonal expansion of the 10 arithm 0f the
distribution with polynomials of type ’Pn(y—l) Tm(cost‘)) (7/24 l+u2 , u=p/m,c,

E
i
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orthogonal
u" = ucos‘B) gives a convenient representation. After reordering of the terms in the
consider:
will
we
function
n
distributio
the
of
form
expansion, we obtain the explicit
f(y,cosQ) = CN exp —py—(y— 1)2 ECU” —1)i(cos9)j

.

(1)

U
expansion
In order to write the emission and absorption coefﬁcient as a function of the
the type
coefﬁcients, ci‘j, we have to calculate analytically integrals of

((1314 K(u) 6(y—smC/cu—Nnu“) f . (with K(u)~ui‘ for taO) ,

(2)

to a ﬁnite, one—
for the sill harmonic contribution Use of the 5-function reduces this integral
integral being
the
of
limits
upper
dimensional integral along the resonance ellipse, the lower and

ion of the
the points of intersection of the ellipse with the ”.1. :0 axis: uni. Substitut

integral cannot be
diStribution function (1) into Eq. (2) readily shows that the resulting
evaluation.
ic
asymptot
an
attempt
to
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leads
This
integrated exactly by analytical means.
2 . Asymptotic Expansion
this type of
The Laplace method is usually suggested for the asymptotic evaluation of
the
plasmas
in stable
integrals. However, in our case this method gives a poor result, because
the
where
0,
=
u
at
argument of the exponential in Eq. (1) has only one (trivial) minimum
contribution to the
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the
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2
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|§:
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.
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function, since for
We observe that the integrand in Eq. (2) has to be a positive deﬁnite

radiation by the electrons with
f(u) = 5(u — uo) it represents the emitted (absorbed)

momentum uo. We multiply the integrand by the factor

U — 1)] ,
d
_
y_1
jdy carpi—L
1 exp[+L(y 1)] (m4)
1_./y

(3)
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about the original distribution function, and is affected by the exponential factor only to a lesser
extent.
The coefﬁcients of the auxiliary equation for 10 can be calculated asymptotically as
follows. First, we approximate products of the type

exp[t/z] r[1/2,r/z]

[where: #(y_—l)$t$p(y+ —1), y: =.l1+uﬁi ]

— which were introduced by the integration by parts (3)— as sums of rational functions.
Second, we expand denominators in the limit z < t. Then. the resulting integrals that give the
coefﬁcients can be easily integrated.
Finally, the auxiliary equation for z,

A/z+B/ﬁ+C+Dﬂ+Ez+...=o,
can be accurately solved linearizing the equation at 20 = 1.
3 . Result
The procedure outlined in the previous section enables us to calculate analytically the
values of the integral (2) for an arbitrary distribution function, f(u), by using the ﬁrst non-zero
contour term evaluated in z = 20. For example, the explicit form of the emission coefﬁcient for
the harmonic s = 1 is:

2 (swt/w)Z—1+N"2
#ZNf.

(4)

we. — 1)]

x 20 {explﬂm—Wzol F[l/2,#(Yi-1)/Zol}2 ftun.
zo being a function of the coefﬁcients, ci,j’ of the orthogonal expansion (1) of the distribution
function:

20 = 2¢(#,sa)C/a),N“)c,j

21(ﬂﬂa’c/viOQ-j

.31
i, j
( where for the sake of simplicity we have omitted quadratic terms in the coefﬁcients, which
give higher order contributions). Figure 2 shows that the asymptotic evaluation of ,6 is quite
accurate near the point of maximum contribution to the emission, (0C = (Dogma). We observe
that Eq. (4) cannot be used for Scot/a): 1, since in this case to obtain the first non-zero

contour contribution two more integrations by parts are necessary. We find that Eq. (4) is
accurate also for swc / a) > 1.
Similar calculations for the absorption coefﬁcient are in progress.
In conclusion, the preliminary result we have presented suggests that our goal — to give
an explicit functional relation linking the fortn of the electron distribution and the radiation
temperature, through an orthogonal expansion of the distribution function — is attainable.
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First Combined Emission—Absorption Measurements with the

Heterodyne Radiometer at RTP

J.F.M. van Gelder, H.S. Miedema, K.C.E. Husmann, A.J.H. Donne and RTP—Team
FOM—Instituut uaor Plasmafysica “Rijnhuizen”, Association Euratom-FOM,
P. 0. Box 1207, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

1 INTRODUCTION
The research programme at the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RTP) is dedicated to the
study of anomalous transport in tokamaks. To investigate the behaviour of the electron
temperature T5, a. 20-channel heterodyne radiometer is installed. The temperature can be
determined from the 2nd harmonic X-mode electron cyclotron emission (ECE) HOWever,
transformation of the emitted radiation (lace) into T8 is complicated when the optical

thickness (T) is small (T < 4.5). On small tokamaks this is generally the case and a

correction depending on T is required:

2

I.“ : 3:; - (1—57)

(1)

The actual value of 7' can be obtained by measuring the electron cyclotron absorption
(ECA) of the plasma. This is performed by determining the ratio between actively injected microwave power and the non~absorbed part of it, received after passing through
the plasma column. The ratio is in ﬁrst order, equal to exp(—r), thus providing the
required correction. A combination of ECA and ECE offers the possibility to measure
over the whole region from optically thin to optically thick plasmas. In this paper1 the
ﬁrst combined ECE- and BOA—measurements at RTP are given and compared with the
results of other diagnostics. Some effects that could disturb the determination of T are
investigated.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SET—UP

The heterodyne radiometer at RTP consists of two down~conversion steps, resulting in 20
channels with a spectral bandwidth of maximally 3 GHZ each. The overall bandwidth, be—
tween 86 and 146 GHz, covers the range of 2’id harmonic cyclotron frequencies completely.
Due to the characteristics of the second down—conversion stage, the bandwidth per channel is limited to 1600 MHz. The radial spatial resolution is 7 - 16 mm and the resolution
perpendicular to the viewing direction is
BWO ®
25 to 1300 mm2 [1]. An antenna system
E
@
has been developed, which consists of
BWO

an open—ended, oversized, circular wave-

guide at the low ﬁeld side (LFS) and a
hog-horn at the high ﬁeld side (HFS) of
the torus, both mounted in the equatorial midplane. To connect the HFS

to Radiometer

and LFS antennae to the radiometer, a

Waveguide switch

Pole-rile!

switch board has been constructed (see

Figure 1: Schematic view of the switchboard enabling Fig 1)_ By means of a grid polarizﬂV
various measurement options in successive discharges.
inserted in the LFS transmission line,

7+
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to select
X— and O-mode radiation are separated. A waveguide switch (No. 2) is used
are
(BWO)
ors
Oscillat
Wave
rd
Backwa
two
ECA,
between either modes. To measure
switch (No. 1). A
ide
wavegu
a
of
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line
ission
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connected to the
. Waveguide
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Switch 3 is
ter.
radiome
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into
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HFS
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LFS
the
either
send
switch 4 is used to
available for future extension.

give an
Reﬂection of ECE from the surface of the vessel into the receiving antenna could

the two antennae can
unintended contribution to the signal. Also standing waves between
at both sides.
mounted
is
dump
viewing
cause severe problems. For this reason a Macor
3 MEASUREMENTS
output) operate in
The BWOS (78 s 118 GHz, 100 mW output; 118 — 150 GHZ, 35 mW
range completely.
c
harmoni
2M
sweep mode with a sweep time of 2 0.5 ms and cover the
channel, a peak
er
radiomet
a
with
coincides
BWO
the
of
Each time the output frequency
ECA peaks are
is seen on top of the ECE signal (for an example see Fig. 3). The
code. Information
automatically separated from the ECE signal by means of a computer
plasma. The
without
and
with
peaks
the
g
comparin
by
obtained
is
n
on the absorptio
power reduction is given by:
Ptrammilted

_

- e
——
aeaed

—-r

(2)

[2]:
For the 2"“ harmonic X~m0de, the optical depth 'r can be expressed by
i,

2

T = 2W2 (E)

(3)

g (1:22) 0‘ ”6T:

frequency
where R is the major radius, (up the plasma frequency, we the cyclotron
absorption by ther—
and /\ : 27rc/wc. However, if power losses are not due to
a large ef~
mal electrons, eq. 2 is no longer valid. Ray-tracing simulations predict
ion mea—
fect caused by refraction. To give an estimate for this effect,» transmiss
s
resonance
the
with
plasmas,
target
le
comparab
for
surements have been performed
of the radiometer channels inside and
875GH2
outside the plasma. The power reduc_
«1-. w...
”,1

tion, measured by non-resonant chan-

nels, gives an indication for the ad—
ditional losses. With a central magnetic field, BO 2 1.51 T, channels 9
- 20 are outside the plasma, while for
4 are out
Bo = 2.14 T, channels 1
losses
power
the
shows
2
Figure
side.
as a function of the line average den—
sity (ﬁg) for two non-resonant channels
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Figure 2: Power losses vs. line averaged density for two
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upper cut-off layer a)“ (a function of ms and up) and the shape of the density proﬁle.
For Ti: z 1.5 X 1019 m‘3, the 87.5 GHz channel reaches cut—off, which is in agreement
with simulations.

Near cut-off, refraction effects are the dominant contribution to the

overall power reduction (up to 100 ‘70). It can be seen that for 114.5 GHZ, cut-off will
be reached at. a much higher density and, therefore, refraction losses are less signiﬁcant
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layef- The values for these effects are based on single discharges and should be regarded
as indicative. Theoretically, an estimate is made for the absorption of 3”d harmonic ra-

diation. This is much less than 1 ‘70. Similar effects are observed in refs. [3, 4], for 1“
harmonic O—mode transmission measurements. The ECA measurements are compared
with the results of other diagnostics. At RTP, density information from a 19-channel
interferometer and temperature information from a multi—position Thomson scattering
system is available. From this data, 7;.7- can be calculated and compared with the optical

depth measured by means of ECA ( Tm, = —ln(P/Po)). The solid lines in Fig. 4 show
7-HT and the dotted lines indicate Tm. As can be expected from the previous (Fig. 2),
deviations between TNT and run become smaller for higher frequencies (r/a < 00). The

difference is due to additional losses as described above. An interesting detail is that for
non-resonant channels (r/a > 1.0), the losses during the ohmic phase appear to be higher
than the losses during ECRH.

4 CONCLUSIONS
The ﬁrst absorption measurements are performed with the heterodyne radiometer at RTP,
using a BWO in sweep mode. The preliminary results show that direct determination
of the optical depth is complicated by disturbing effects. Refraction loss decreases the
transmitted power by a large factor. The lowest frequency (87.5 GHz) reaches cut-off at a

line averaged density of ﬁe z 1.5 x 1019 m‘3 and no information on 7' can be obtained.

For higher frequencies the situation improves but the effect is still very signiﬁcant. Other
effects that diminish the transmitted power are observed. The losses due to absorption
by suprathermal electrons were measured to be 10 %. Power reduction by XO-mode
conversion was maximally 2 % for frequencies near the upper hybrid layer. Differences
between measurements and ray—tracing prediction were approximately 15 %. The values
for these effects are indicative only. .More extensive research will be performed in the near

future.
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Dipartimento di Fisica - Universita’ di Milano

Via Celoria, l6 - 20133 Milano, ITALY
Introduction

The propagation characteristics of low frequencies electrostatic waves within a plasma, are
sensibly affected by the ion temperature and minority concentrations, for what concerns both

wavelength and wave absorptionll'sl. Therefore these properties can be exploited to carry out
a diagnostic of these parameters. The most relevant futures of this diagnostic are the high
space resolution due to the short wavelength values, the simplicity of the experimental
set-up and the wide applicability to different devices.

In a magnetized plasma the es. waves more suitable to diagnose ion temperature and
minority concentrations are in the range of the ion cyclotron frequency. At these frequencies

there are different propagation modes, depending on the values of the parallel wavevector
with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld. This paper is focused on the Ion Bernstein Waves (IBW),

propagating in a plasma for parallel] wavevector values k" <9”. I’vu.
lBW measurements are performed through an interferometric system, which allows
space-resolved measurements of wavevector values at different wave frequencies. Ion

temperature and minority concentrations are then evaluated comparing the experimental data
with the theoretical dispersion relation.

Dispersive properties

The es. wave characteristics in the range of the ion cyclotron frequency, above the ﬁrst
harmonic ( f >fc), can be theoretically analysed by means of the complete dispersion relation
for as. waves [7}:

kf+kf+z
5

2o)

2

2-” [1+ZSB(lS, 25,0cs) ] =0

Vcs

where kiand k" represent the wavevector components perpendicular and along the magnetic
ﬁeld, the summation bein g carried on electrons and H*, H;, H+ ion multi le S ecies
3

p

P

r_f——
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generally present in a hydrogen plasmam; B,,()t,,z,-ncx,)=1,,(}t,) Z(z,-na,) exp(-7t,); I,, the
v3)“,
modiﬁed Bessel function of n order; Z the Fried-Come function, z, = (JD/(216”

7»; = (kin/Q“)2 , a, = 9,, /(2k"v,,)"‘; top, = (4nn,ezlm,)"’ the plasma frequency, v” : (kTJmQV‘
is the s-ion thermal velocity and Q“ = qo/m; the correspondent ion cyclotron frequency,

n, the particle density of the .r species.

The IBW propagation critically depends on ion temperature

and ion minority

concentrations, while is weakly affected by k" and electron density
In presence of minority ions, HE, H; species, in our case, the IBW is characterised by
ions. The
some resonant structures near the cyclotron frequency harmonics of the minority
ion
presence of different H; percentages (respect to the electron density) in a H* majority

concentration changes the waves dispersion as shown in fig. 1.
At a H; percentage of 20%, the dispersion curve already presents a sensible distorsion
frequency.
for frequencies close to the fourth and fifth harmonic of the H; ion cyclotron
(PF), the
When the minority concentration is of the same order of the majority ion

energy can be
dispersion curve presents sub bands. In this range of frequency the wave

absorbed causing a minority ion heating.

The IBW strong dependence on the ion temperature is shown in ﬁg. 2. A small increase
in the case of
of the ion temperature produces a strong increase of the IBW wavelength, as

backward
the backward branch of the Neutralized lon Bernstein Waves. Opposite to the
ed by
characteriz
is
IBW
NIBW branch, which presents strong absorption for T, Z T, /3, the
a weak absorption for almost all the values of the ion temperature.

Experimental results and discussion

te
The experiments have been performed in the Thorello, a toroidal steady-sta
ofhot—tilament
magnetoplasma. The plasma was produced in hydrogen neutral gas by means

and temperature
electron emission and voltage-induced acceleration. The electron density
s of Thorello are:
were measured with electrostatic Langmuir‘probes. Typical parametrc

magnetic field
major radius R = 40 cm, minor radius r = 8 cm, maximum axial toroidal

B, = 2.3 kG,

electronl density

n, = (103-10'0) cm‘J,

electron

and

ion

temperature

) mbar. The electrostatic
T, = (1-10) eV and T, = 0.3 eV, neutral gas pressure P = (105110"

e antenna ﬁg. 8
Ion Bernstein waves are externally excited with an electrostatic slow-wav
blades lying in the
located at the plasma edge. The antenna consists of four thin metallic

l
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vertical plane, along the direction of B; the feeding antenna system
allows to apply to the
blades a phase shifted signal with continuity between 0° and
100°.
The antenna system imposes the boundary condition; in
this case the wavevector
component along B, k” is ﬁxed by the antenna Spectrum and
it can be changed in the range
of values between 10’2 and 0.15 cm", varying the blades
relative phase. The signal

propagating in the plasma can be detected by means of double
r.f. probes moving into the
plasma in radial direction (perpendicular to B), located at different
toroidal angles and its
trace is obtained by means an interferometric system.

In ﬁg. 3 some interferograms obtained at different frequency values
are showed, in the
ﬁrst harmonic band of the H+ majority ion. They conﬁrm the dependen
ce of the wave
electric ﬁeld on the radial position, obtained with a probe located
two port away from the
antenna system.

The experimental dispersion curve shown in ﬁg. 4 has instead been
obtained measuring
the perpendicular wavevector component in a precise position, on the
basis of interferogram
traces obtained at different frequencies.

The best ﬁtting between the experimental data and the theoretical dispersio
n curve is
obtained varying the H; concentration values and T, , while maintain
ing the other plasma
parametres ﬁxed. An high percentage of H; ions, with respect to the
electron density, is
detected: n(I-I§):35%, with an absolute uncertainty of less than 10%.
The H; higher

percentage is obtained at an ionization degree as low as

1% (plasma density is

n =5 109 cm'l), in agreement with the theory (ref.2). As far as concerns the
T,» we ﬁnd
T, = 0.4 eV. The diagnostic method here described can be utilized in a
wide range of the

plasma parameters as well as on other devices.
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1. Introduction The enhanced scattering diagnostics method based on the scattering of

an extraordinary electromagnetic wave close to the upper hybrid resonance in the plasma
has a high sensitivity and spatial resolution and allows observation of the plasma density

ﬂuctuations with characteristic scale-lengths much smaller than the wavelength of the
probing radiation in vacuum [1]. Good spatial resolution with the recently proposed

[2] option for spatial positioning of the scattering volume by fast tuning of the source
frequency at high power make this diagnostic method particularly suitable for ﬂuctuation
and high energy particle measurements in tokamak plasmas.

2. Frequency Tuning As shown in Fig. 1, the position of the upper hybrid resonance
(UHR) can be varied over a signiﬁcant part of the plasma by modest variation of the
frequency of the incident wave. In this case, we have chosen R = 6 m, a = 2 m, I 2 9 MA,
and B = 4.8 T for the values of the major radius, minor radius, plasma current, and
toroidal magnetic ﬁeld at the plasma centre, respectively. Parabolic proﬁles for the
plasma and current densities were used. While measurements with frequency tuned low
power sources have been undertaken, recent progress in the tunability of the gyrotron
frequency has signiﬁcantly advanced gyrotron capabilities for scattering diagnostics at
high power [3,4]. No direct beneﬁt from frequency tunability can be proved for the
standard collective scattering diagnostics, where any enhancement of the cross section
at plasma resonances is avoided. On the other hand, in the case of enhanced scattering
fast spatial scanning (N 1 — 100 #5) i596 in position around the reference point can be
achieved with gyrotrons by changing the operation voltage [4,5]. Since the enhancement is'
localized in the immediate neighborhood of the UHR layer, a fairly high spatial resolution
(~ 1 cm) is provided automatically in the direction of plasma inhomogeneity.

3. Absorption at the Cyclotron Layer The problem which arises in the practical
application of enhanced scattering in large tokamaks is the poor accessibility of the probing radiation. On the low ﬁeld side, the cut-off of the extraordinary mode prevents the
radiation from penetrating to the UHR layer. On the other hand, the electron cyclotron
resonance (ECR) layer can cause severe absorption losses for radiation launched from
the high ﬁeld side. This may more than compensate the enhancement achieved at the
UHR layer. Fig. 2 illustrates the resonance and cut-off surfaces for three frequencies in
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peaked temperature proﬁle seem to be beneﬁcial for minimizing the cyclotron absorption
while allowing deeper penetration and larger sensitivity of the position of the scattering
region to the frequency of the incident radiation.
The present results indicate that a common receiver-antenna system placed on the high
ﬁeld side of the tokamak and operating in an appropriate frequency regime allowing the
presence of the UHR layer in the plasma may provide a working diagnostics system even
at larger devices where such systems have not yet been tested. However, rather particulardensity and temperature proﬁles may be necessary to avoid too severe cyclotron damping
of the incident and scattered radiation. According to the results, the natural H-mode
type proﬁles may well provide optimal conditions for this purpose. An active modiﬁcation
of the edge plasma by e.g. pellets may also be beneﬁcial here.

4. Further Improvements As is evident from Fig. 2, further improvement in the ﬁgure~
of-merit of the present diagnostics system may be possible for off-equator positions of
the antenna-receiver horns. With off-equator launching, the crossing of the ECR layer
could take place on outer surfaces at lower temperature with consequent reduction in
absorption losses. Also, it may be of interest to investigate the possible tunnelling of the
incident radiation through the cut-off—resonance layer pairs just on the high ﬁeld side of
the ECR layer on the top and bottom of the device (see Fig. 2). Here, the evanescent layer
between the cut-off and resonance is not larger than the radiation wavelength, and high
transmission may be achieved. For the off-equator launching, however, the ray divergence
in the plasma may become too large for preserving the good spatial resolution provided
by the horizontal launching.
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Electromagnetic Wave Scattering Spectra
expected from an Unsteady Plasma

P. Sosenko"), N. Maafab), D. Grésillonb)
“l Boholiubov Inst. for Theoretical Physics
85 International Centre of Physics, Kyjiv. Ukrajina
bl LPMI, Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France
1. Introduction. In electroma netic wave scattering from fusion and natu~
ral plasmas‘ superthermal and broaﬂ ﬂuctuation spectra are currently observed.
This might often indicate a turbulent plasma state‘ and interpreting the s ectra
requires new theoretical analysis. We show, that in non»stationary an non
uniform plasmas, a test-particle and its shielding is modified, as well as spatial
correlations between particles take place. These effects can determine the spectra
of ﬂuctuations and scattered radiation for the kinetically stable but macroscopi—
cally agitated plasma, in which random ﬂuid»like motion occurs. Strong spatial
correlations between particles can result in high non-thermal levels of ﬂuctuat1ons.
Notations. B0 E Bob is the magnetic ﬁeld, stationary in time and uniform

in space. In the case of vector quantities, the subscript H (i) is for parallel
(perpendicular) to B0 vector components and for their magnitudes. L0,, is the
plasma frequency, 9 is the cyclotron frequency. c is the speed of light in the
vacuum. 11 E (n) is the mean density. (1 and m are the particle charge and
mass. 50 is the vacuum dielectric permittivity. The subscript e(i) is used for the
electrons (ions).
2. Basic Equations. The diﬂ'erential scattering cross-section is known
to be determined by the spectral distribution of the electron density fluctuations for a broad variety of scattering conditions [1]. According to the general
microscopic theory of plasma ﬂuctuations the following representation for the
density ﬂuctuation (in is introduced in the case of potential interaction between
particles: 671“,“ : 673,,(K) — (il‘EU/qa) XutKl (SE/y. Here plasma discreteness
reveals itself in the spontaneous density ﬂuctuations 61‘1“, due to independent

motion of individual particles, Xq') is the electric susceptibility of the plasma.

5E : —V6¢' (6E5 E —ik6<I>1\-) is the ﬂuctuation of the self-consistent microscopic electric field in the plasma.
The Poisson law relates electric ﬁelds to spontaneous density ﬂuctuations:
(SE/g : Zn qaéﬁa(1\')/iksoe(1\'), where 5(K) = 1 + Z“ XﬂUi') is the plasma
dielectric permittivity. and makes it possible to express the density ﬂuctuations
for particular species in terms of spontaneous density ﬂuctuations. Spontaneous
density ﬂuctuations can be obtained (Ls a velocity integral of the spontaneous
ﬂuctuations of of the particle density in the phase space 613. : fdfl'df.
Therefore. in the case of stationary and uniform correlations, and no correlations between different plasma species, one obtains the spectral distribution for
density ﬂuctuations:

((6ne)"')/.- 2 «(mm 11 — xAIx‘VeUIH-., +

+ :2: «mm..- |\~C(1\')/5(Ii)l2 .
”per

' (1)

r————r
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Experimental observations make one especially interested in the range of low
low»
frequencies with respect to the ion cyclotron frequency: | «1/9; l<< 1. For
to
order
in
[2]
approach
cle
quasiparti
the
apply
can
one
s,
frequency fluctuation

calculate 6f and x(K). According to the particle-quasiparticle relation [2, 3]:

5}(;,5,t) = (1/270 6g<F+ a x Ii/Q,vn,ei,t) ,6; 2 v1/2,where 6§J(R,v",ei,t)

represents spontaneous ﬂuctuations of the quasiparticle density in the reduced
phase space I E {R, u“, 6i}, which arise due to independent motion of individual
by a
quasiparticles. Therefore, within quasiparticle description 65'] is governed

motion
simple equation: ( (91 + ”“8" 6R ) 6§I(x,t) = 0. It describes quasiparticle

e of the
along the magnetic ﬁeld with constant velocity, in which the magnitud
perpendicular velocity and the perpendicular component of the radiusAvector are
_
.
.
_
_
.
also conserved.
The latter equation yields an equation for the quadratic correlation function:

( (91 + UHF-6R ) (6&(IJ) 6f](;r', t’)) = 0, which is to be supplemented with the ini-

The
tial condition, the value of the space correlation function (6f;(:c, t') 6§(:z:', t')).
I',t'):
t;
w($,
function
Green
the
of
means
by
found
is
solution to this equation

(6§(z,t) 6§(z’,t’)) = fdi: { w(z,t;i,t') (6§(i,t') 6f](r',tl)> +

+ w(:',t';a:-,t) (6§(i,t) 5§(m,t)) } ,

(2)

(at + uniak )w(m,t;m',t') = 6(t—t') 5(x—z').
cle
The Green function is interpreted as a probability density for the quasiparti
time
the
at
is
it
where
a"
point
the
from
space
phase
reduced
the
in
displacement
instant t’ to the point :r at the time instant t:

w(:r,t;x',t') : 19(t—t')6(.r—I(t)) ‘

:c(t’) = I'.

(3)

phase
Here 19(t) is the Heaviside step-function. The trajectory in the reduced
simple:
quite
is
space

arm = ammo) 2 {R'+ufl(t—t’)6,vf,,e'i }.

(4)

Without correlations between different quasiparticles, (6§(I,t) 6f](:l:'J'))
= 6(1 # I') g(r,t), gtrrJ) is the mean quasiparticle density.
3. Macroscopic Plasma Agitation. In what follows, we assume the
some
occurcnce of ﬂuid-like plasma motion, which can be produced either by
basic
external factors or internally, due to turbulence. One can envisage some
consequencies of such motion.

Firstly, the quasiparticle trajectory in the phase space is modiﬁed:
I“)

=

$micrait) + l'nmcraitls

(5)

ic
where the ﬁrst term on the righthand side describes quasiparticle microscop
motion. The second term takes into account macroscopic motion of the agitated
y
plasma. The variable :vnnmmu) is assumed to be described by some probabilit
distribution. One can imagine a small macroscopic volume of the phase space
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which moves and carries quasiparticles, which are inside, while these quasipartL
cles under 0 independent microscopic motion.
Secon 1y, macroscopic agitation of the plasma can be associated with corre
lations between different quasiparticles. Then, a general representation for the
space correlation function is to be introduced:

(6§(3:,t) 5§(x',t’)) = 5(z — z’) g(:r,t) + gc(x,z’,t),

(5)

where gc allows for space-velocity correlations in the unsteady plasma.
Perturbation of the quasiparticle trajectory results in the modiﬁcation of the
transition probability,
w(:r,t;a:',t')

:

19(t—t’) (6(1'

—

$micrn(t)

_ 17710670“) )) v

(7)

with the averaging being performed over the distribution of armacm. This equa~

tion takes into account an assumption that macroscopic and microscopic motions
are statistically independent. The transition probability governs space-time cor
relations in the system via Eq. (2), as well as plasma dielectric response [4,
5]. Therefore, both spontaneous density ﬂuctuations and plasma electrodynamic
properties, which determine density and electric field ﬂuctuations in the plasma,
are modiﬁed. We do not elaborate the general case here, but introduce simplify—
ing assumptions reasonable within the context of experimental observations.
The system is assumed to be weakly noneuniform and non-stationary:
9(I’t)

%

9(vuaei)n(-1:v:rlit)z gC(U||v6iiv|’|icl_LiJ—i_RI) a

10(1‘,t;3:',t') z WWHIGLUIIPEIDR — R'J , 15').

As a consequence, correlations between spontaneous ﬂuctuations have similar
properties, so one can use the following representation: (6§(.r,t) (if/(17’,t’)) :
: (65(1)”, 61) 6§(121’|,5'J_))R71—Z,‘,_,,. Then, one can introduce space and space‘timc

Fourier
transforms
gum)“, El; 17"] , 63-; It)
and
IU(U“, 51; ‘UIII, 51; K]
of gc(v”, 6i; vl'l, 61; R) and 111(1)“, 6i; vil’ e'i; Ii, t).
Plasma agitation is assumed to be attributed to macroscopic ﬂows across the
magnetic field, characterized by random displacement Rip“). In this case,

10(1)“,ei;vlll,e'l‘;}§,t) : any“ _vl’l) 6m — E’i) Wyatt),

(8)

iV,.-(F,t) : 0(t)(5(ﬁ—U"t3 — Rpm)»:

(9)

where

is the probability density [4, 5] for quasiparticle displacement across the mag—
netic ﬁeld, which is assumed to be species-independent, and averaging is over
the distribution of macroscopic displacements ﬁﬂt). As there are no velocity
correlations between different quasiparticles,

gc(v”,er;u;..e1;fi) = avuwl'péur—e’i) guitar) PAR).

(10)
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Where PAP?) and P50?) are a spatial correlation function and its spectrum1 and
different plasma species are taken to be not correlated.
Within these approximations,

((6ﬁ)2)1{ = 2[1 + P41?) ] He/dvudei WpUi’) Jgg,

(11)

J0 = J0(kJ_‘Ui/Q) is the Bessel function of zero order. The intensity of spontaneous ﬂuctuations, can be strongly enhanced due to spatial correlations between
quasiparticles, PC 9E 0. The spectrum of the transition probability is related to
ic
the spectrum 5p(kl,w) of the characteristic function Sp(k_L,t) of macroscop
motion:

lkt’wl‘l“vll
dw'_;——Sp
wF (r)x —— i
w — w’ + 20
27r

spent) 2 (e-‘EL'W. sp(Er.w)= fdte‘“‘<e“MF(”).
When the spectrum of the characteristic function is real, then QRCWFUQ =
SF(kJ_,(U — kllv“), and the spectral distribution for spontaneous density ﬂuctuations appears to be determined by the convolution of the characteristic function
spectrum and the projection of the particle velocity distribution onto the magnetic ﬁeld direction. If plasma dynamic polarization is disregarded, then this
convolution effect, together with the form-factor of spatial correlations, 1 + PCUC),
determine spectral distributions for electric field and density ﬂuctuations [6, 7].
The spectrum of the transition probability determines also the frequency
dependence of the electric susceptibility [4, 5]:
q

u.)
_.
\I(I\') = a(k) — 1' 73:2 /dv“de_‘_ PKG-(If) JO2 kllaung ,

where the quantity ME) =

(1'2)

(wg/ﬁkz)fdvlldeL(Jg — Dang is associated with

polarization particle drift [3-5].

Eqs (1), (11) and (12) govern the spectral distributions of density ﬂuctua—
tions (and of scattered radiation) in the unsteady plasma. The basic effects of

macroscopic plasma agitation which determine such distributions are possibly

superthermal ﬂuctuation intensities associated with spatial correlations between
particles, and modiﬁcation of a test—particle and its shielding.
[l] I.H. Hutchinson. Principles of Plasma Diagnostics, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge et a1. (1987).
[2] RP. Sosenko, V.K. Decyk. Physica Scripta. 1993. 47, 258.
[3] PP. Sosenko, V.K. Decyk. Physica Scripta. 1094. 49, 619.
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[4] RP. Sosenko, D. Grésillon. In Proceedings of the 2011: EPS Conferenc
Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics {26-30 July 1993, Lisboa, Portugal),
Contributed Papers, part III.

[5] P.P. Sosenko. Physica Scripta. 1994. 49.

[6] C. Hanuise, JAP. Villain. D. Grésillon et al. Ann. Geophysicae 1993, 11, 29.

[7] D. Grésillon, B. Cabrit, N. Maafa. Plasma Phys. Rep. 1093. 19, 243.
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Abstract

A multiposition TV Thomson scattering diagnostic for the RTP tokamak is described. A 25 J
ruby laser is used with a beam width of 2 mm in the plasma. Electron temperature and density
profiles can be measured with an observational error of ~8% at me: l.5><lO19 m‘3 and
Te: 2keV resolving up to 170 spatial elements of 1 mm along a vertical chord
(-60 < z < 110 mm). With this instrument small scale structures in the Te proﬁle were

demonstrated.
1. Introduction
The research programme at the medium-sized RTP tokamak (Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project; R =
0.72 m. a = 0.16 m, BT = 2.5 T, IpS 200 kA, qa = 4) is mainly devoted to transport phy5ics
[1]. Additional heating of the plasma is performed by ECR (60 and 110 GHz).
Present day multiposition Thomson scattering (TS) systems can be divided into three main
categories: periodic multiposition photodiode systems [2], LIDAR systems [3] and single-shot
TV systems [4]. The first two kinds of system combine poor spatial and spectral resolution
with moderate temporal resolution (SlOHz). TV systems offer high spatial and spectral
resolution but suffer from a low repetition rate. At RTP a TV system with very high spatial
and spectral resolution has been installed to study small-scale suuctures in the plasmas. Light
relay is performed with conventional optics instead of ﬁber optics, thus increasing the
transmission of the system by a factor of 3. As a result the system can resolve up to 170
spatial elements of ~1 mm and 55 spectral channels, equally distributed over the red and blue
wings of the spectrum.
In this paper, we review the main parts of the TS diagnostic: the laser, the beam-line optics
and the detection system. In addition, we discuss the calibration and alignment procedures as
well as the data analysis. Finally. some future developments are indicated.
2. Laser, beam line optics and detection system
Light from a pulsed ruby laser (25 J, 15 ns FWHM) is passed vertically through the plasma
(see Fig.1). The Lumonics PDS4 laser system consists of a single-mode oscillator cavity and
three amplifier stages with a low beam divergence: 96% of the energy is kept within 0.4 mr.
As a result, about 90% of the laser energy reaches the scattering volume. The waist of the laser
beam is 2 mm (FWHM) in the midplane. Vacuum windows are placed 3 m apart from the
plasma centre, V-coated and slightly tilted (one degree) to prevent back—reﬂections into the
ampliﬁer chain of the laser. Laser energy is monitored behind the output window and dumped
onto a piece of 3 mm thick infrared filter. Vessel stray light has been rgduced by a series of
bafﬂes to a level which is equivalent to scattering by < 10 6 electrons/m , including the stray
light ratio of the polychromator (cf. also Fig.3).Scattered light is collected by a Cooke triplet
(Fig. 1, item 2) and relayed to the polychromator over a distance of 7 m by means of several
mirrors and an f= 1.7 m / Q5 260 mm achromatic doublet (item 6). The spherical mirrors
(items 4, 8 and 11) serve for pupil imaging and field curvature correction. Both triplet and
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doublet are achromized and optimized for minimum Spherical aberration. coma and ﬁeld
curvature. The image stop of 180><2 mm (item 3) together with the slab-like spherical mirror
(item 8) serve as entrance slit
of the polychromator.

'éserbeam
Tnp'et'e“

Spectral analysis is
performed by a flat grating

“:2? ST)”.

positioned in the Littrow set-

up (item 10) {5]. Collimmion

achromatic doublet
ﬂat mirror

0f input light and focussing
Of diffraCICd light is
performed by an achromatic
doublet (item 9). The
spectrum is projected onto a
two-part spherical mirror
which encloses the input
mirror. The grating is
oriented so that light at the
laser wavelength returns
along its original path. In this
way vessel stray light is
filtered out, resulting in a
stray-light ratio of ~5><1()'4
for each of the 55 spectral
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Fig.1

Experimental set-up for multiposition T5 at RTP.

channels.

image
The stray light ratio integrated over the full spectrum amounts to ~ 2.xlO‘2. The spectral
of an
of 200x132 mm is projected by a camera objective (f=25 mm/0.95) onto the cathode
P20The
30%).
efﬁciency
quantum
mm.
25
(diameter
intensiﬁer
extended blue GaAsP image
(M=O.85)
phosphor screen of the image intensiﬁer is imaged with a small demagniﬁcation
onto a CCD-chip (S76x384 pixels) by means of two triplets in opposition with a coupling
triplets
efﬁciency of 10%. The spatial resolution of the complete system is limited by the two
from
range
spectral
A
plasma.
the
in
mm
1
to
ing
correspond
each,
pm
23
to 3 CCD pixels of
nm each.
580 to 800 nm can be resolved in 55 equally distributed wavelength channels of 3.9

The input mirror (item 8) cuts out 24 nm of the central part of the spectrum. Electron

a
temperatures between 50 eV and 4 keV can be measured. The image intensiﬁer is gated by
of
means
by
Triggering
V.
+100
at
biased
—800 V pulse on the cathode, which is normally
laser light made it possible to reduce the gate width to 40 ns.

3. Calibration and alignment control
Calibration of the relative sensitivity is performed with a tungsten ﬁlament. An integrating
sheet
sphere is applied to obtain an isotropic source with a large ctendue. A polarizing
is
calibration
Absolute
vector.
wave
proper
the
select
to
positioned close to the detector is used
light at the
performed by Rayleigh scattering. For this purpose the grating is rotated so that
ruby wavelength is imaged just next to the entrance mirror (Fig.1, item 8).

When the image
The conventional relay optics enables the alignment to be checked in situ.

of the laser
stOp slit (Fig.1, item 3) is opened to its maximum value of 10 mm, the position
H2 or by
beam with respect to the slit centre can be determined by Rayleigh scattering on
Thomson scattering. These data are used to adjust the viewing triplet.
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4. Diagnostic properties and error analysis
In Fig.2 Te and n6 proﬁles recorded with a spatial resolution of 1.7 mm are shown for an off.
axis ECR heated (110 GHz) plasma. Together with the density proﬁle the equivalent densities
of the H0L line, the continuum and the stray light radiation are displayed in Fig.3. A single TS~
spectrum is given in Fig.4 together with the plasma light and stray light spectra on a more
sensitive scale. From these data it is obvious that the Thomson scattering signal is not
degraded by any of the background sources. At ne= 3x10‘9 m'3 and Te: 2 keV the
observational error is about 6% for a laser output of 16 J. Values of '1:3 and ne are determined
from the scattering spectra by means of a non~linear ﬁt of the full relativistic spectral
distribution according to Mattioli [6], giving the amplitude, the half width and the central
wavelength of the spectrum. The reduced x2 of the ﬁt is normally between 1 and 2. The
uncertainties of the ﬁtting parameters are deduced from ﬁtting routine [7]. During ECRheating, strong temperature variations on a scale of only several mrn have been observed
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In order to check the observational error of Te the TS—spectra have been simulated assuming
poisson statistics for the photo—electrons generated at the cathode of the image intensiﬁer. The
number of the scattered photons is deduced from the scattering formula inserting the laser
energy (16 J), the solid angle (5 msr), the scattering length (1.7 mm), the system transmission
(-0. 16) and the quantum efﬁciency of the GaAsP cathode (~0.30). Then the number of photo—
electrons, NPCOt), for given values of Tc and n: is used as input for a random generator
obeying Poisson statistics. For each pair of (Te, ng) input values 400 Npea) spectra are
simulated and converted into spectra of scattered power. These artiﬁcial TS-spectm are used as
input data for the normal experimental ﬁtting procedure yielding a set of 400 Te values. The
histogram of these 400 statistically distributed Te values has a quasi-Gaussian shape, whose
mean value is within 5% equal to T6 input. The standard deviation of this distribution,
0(Telpoisson , is taken to represent the value arising from the photo-electron statistical

ﬂuctuation in a real experiment Comprehensive comparisons between simulated and measured
temperature statistics have been made and show very good agreement, as is demonstrated in
Fig.5. Furthermore, the ne proﬁles from TS show to be in good agreement with those
obtained from 19-chord interferometry.
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[8,9]. The existence of these phenomena could only be determined because of the high spatial
resolution.
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5. Conclusion and future developments

extensively tested.
A system for high spatial and spectral resolution has been constructed and
future the system will
Small scale structures in the Te proﬁles have been observed. In the near
ents to be
be equipped with a double-read out CCD chip, which enables two proﬁle measurem
collecting
for
system
optical
An
'15.
800
an
30
between
performed within a time interval
to be connected to the
scattered light in the tangential direction [10] has been installed and is
.
omator
polychr
present
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The Thomson. Scattering Diagnostic on the TCV Tokamak
R. Behn, S. Franke, ZA. Pietrzyk
Association Euratom - Confederation Suisse

Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas
Boole Pewtechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

The TCV tolramalr has been designed to offer large flexibility in the

generation of plasma conﬁgurations with different shapes. In particular
plasmas with highly elongated poloidal cross sections will be studied.
These boundary conditions have inﬂuenced the design of the Thomson
scattering system. When fully implemented this diagnostic will
comprise 2 independent systems for observation along a vertical and a
horizontal laser beam path. At present we have installed a basic version

of the system using the vertical chord. Good access via 3 horizontal
ports [in one toroidal sector) will give us view over the full height of the
vacuum vessel (approx. 1.3m) including the zones were the X-points of
divertor plasmas will be formed. So far measurements are limited to 10
observation points, which have been arranged to cover the lower half of
the vessel (from z: —.55 to + .Zlm, spatial resolution Az=35mm).

Using a repetitively pulsed Nd:YAG laser operated at 2OHz we can follow
the temporal evolution of electron temperature and density during
tokamalr discharges. which can reach durations of about 25 in the case
of TCV. The lasers are located in a separate room outside the tokamak

safety area. An air—tight beam duct comprising several folding mirrors is
used for transfer of the laser beam over a total distance of 20m. The
overall transmission of the system is better than 80%.

The scattered light collected by one of the wide angle lenses (F—# = 2) is
focused onto optical ﬁber bundles (max. 11 for each lens assembly) and
transmitted to polychromators for spectral analysis in 3 channels on
the short wavelength side of the spectrum. We use sets of interference
ﬁlters with pass bands that have been optimized for operation over a Te

range from 50 to ZOOOeV. Low F-number optics are required to match
the numerical aperture (N.A.=O.22) of the optical ﬁbers. Si—avalanche
photodiodes are used as detectors offering good quantum efﬁciency up
to lOOOnm and sufﬁcient internal gain for low level light detection.
After further amplification the signals are sent to a data acquisition
unit consisting of CAMAC modules (LeCroy FERA gated integrators and
buffer memory).

Assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution the electron temperature
Te can be obtained from the ratios of the signals recorded in different
polychromator channels. This simple and fast procedure has already
been adapted successfully in the past [1,2] and has the advantage to

produce results almost immediately after each shot. Once Te is known
Ne can be evaluated from the signal amplitude in one of the channels
whose sensitivity has to be determined by an absolute calibration
method. We use Raman scattering in N2 gas for this purpose [3].
[1]

J. Lasalle. P. Plalz

[2}

H. Rbhr, ion. Stcucr et al.

Nucl. Fus. a. 1099 (1982)

[3]

J. i‘loward, E.W. James et al.

J. Phys. D 1—2. 1435 (1979)

[=1]

Chr. Nicswand et al.

poster D-34 at this conference

Appl. Opt. 1.8. 4l24 (1979)
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SPATIAL CORRELATION TECHNIQUES USING
SCATTERING OF C02 LASER BEAM
R. Guerra“, JiA. Mendanha Dias", PVH.M. Vaessen- and II. Mendonca-r
‘Auoci-qlo Eurnlom-lST, Centre dc Fusio Nucleu, Instituto Superior Tecnice,

Avr Rovisco Pain 1096 Lisbon Codex, Portugal
1' Centre de Electrodinimicn, Institute Superior Tecnico, Av. Rovixco Pain l096 Lisbon Codex. Portugal

I-lntroduction
The aim of the C02 scattering diagnostic for ISTTOK is to study
the spectrum of electronic density flutuations, particularly in the range of
low wavenumbers and to provide evidence for long wavelength structures,
such as magnetic islands and drift vortices.
Here we describe a new conﬁguration of C0; laser scattering
diagnostic to determine the spectrum of electronic density fluctuations in
the region of the low wavenumbers. The fundamental ideas of this
conﬁguration are the following: ﬁrst, the use of a small waist will permit
to include in the signal the contribution of the smallest values of Ir;
second, trough an Optical arrangement called dual waist [1} (see ﬁg. 1)
we create two parallel laser beams and collect the scattered ﬁelds from
two different points of the plasma in the same detector and obtain a
current that has information about structures with wavelength of the order
ofthe distance between the observed points

II-Theoretical Concepts
The geometry of the experiment is shown in ﬁg. 2. Two parallel
C02 laser beams lie in the x02 plane and are separated by a length a.. The
volume of scattering in each side is defined by the gaussian proﬁle
(directions 2 and y) and by the angle of aperture of the lens that collect
radiation into the detector (direction x). Radiation emitted by the two
volumes of scattering is collected by a lens located at the 10y plane The
two directions of scattering, with versors S and SI, are deﬁned by the
angles B (between the y axis and SL2) and 9, (between the x axis and the

projection of S” in the s plane) With these conventions the Bragg
vectors belonging to each volume read km = ko(s¢n5cose—1,cos p,
IsenBsa)

wavelength.

where

k0
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’ + (z: a/2)’ )/w']t The
The gaussian proﬁles are given by u” = exp[-(y
square of the sum of the two
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the case of a
As a very simple case of application let us study
monochromatic fluctuation density. We write it as
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where P0 is the incident power, 1.3‘ is the spatial

beam, d!) is the solid
volume in the x direction, w is the waist of the
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angle of detection C,:4senlt3, C2=lzsen2(23)cos(29)+25enzﬁ
the value of
deﬁned by el(k):Exp{—wz(k:+k:)/4], From here we obtain
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the fluctuation and ofthe wavenumber varying a, as before. Note also the
beating term coshza, which gives a maximum to k=21tlat
We use the monochromatic wave case to estimate the emitted power
following the standard calculations We get, for the average power
scattered in the solid angle of observation,
3

P = 7%}; r; ﬁsxwd (for k

A]:

: L)

For an incident power of 10W, 21 0.1% fluctuation level, a waist of 0.1

mm, Lx=lcm and dQ=0.0l sr we obtain lO'7 W. This gives a good
indication for the more general case of an arbitrary spectrum of
ﬂuctuations, for which we must have the same order of magnitude of the
scattered power.

Finally we must refer another possibility of our diagnostic, which is
the detection of very localised density perturbations, such as drift vortices i
or current ﬁlamentationst Indeed, if such a perturbation passes
consecutively on the two waists we will observe two peaks in the current
and from the time delay between them the velocity along the z axis is
obtained.

III-Experimental Setup
Our optical system for this diagnostic is divided in two main parts
the Optical Emission setup and the Optical Reception setup.
The Optical Emission (see ﬁgs 3) consists of a 10W—CW C0; laser.
The original laser beam is divided in two by a beam splitter (BS) creating
two identical parallel beams with the add of the mirror M]. The two beams
are forced to cross each other with the help of a large focal length L2.
This crossing point of the two beams is made in the focus of the lens L3
with relativity short focal length which creates the two separated waists
(dual waist pattern). The waist separation 0 depends on the angle made by
the two beams in the crossing point, so this will depend on the distance
between the two parallel beams before L2. Finally the dual waist is imaged

1:1 in the plasma by means of L4.
The Optical Reception setup (see ﬁg 4) will deﬁne the spatial
resolution of the system. The scattering volume and the detector surface
are in the focal plane of L5 and L5 respectively. The length of the
detection volume is deﬁned by the intersection of the waist of the laser
beam and the limitation of detection area created by the set of lens L5-L5.
The detection angle a is controlled by the mirror M3.
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LOCAL MEASUREMENT OF TRANSPORT PARAMETERS FOR
LASER INJECTED TRACE IMPURITIES
R. Giannella and L. Laura—Tammi
JET Joint Undertaking Abingdon Oxfordshire UK
1. INTRODUCTION
The local measurement of tranSport parameters of a particle pupulation essentially
amounts to the analysis of the relationship between the ﬂuxes F of that population and the
spatial gradients Vn of its density. In the study of transient radial propagation in a tokamak,
this analysis depends exclusively on the possibility to measure, with adequate Space

resolution, n as a function oftime.

Earlier attempts, however, to make use of time resolved tomographic soft X-ray

diagnostics to infer directly the diffusivity D and convection speed V of injected trace

impurities [1] were frustrated by the inconsistency between reproduced and measured data,
when the proﬁles of D and V so inferred were used in the simulations of the injection
experiments [2]. The obtained values of D, in particular, appear too high by a factor of2 to 3
[3]. So far, therefore, the best method of transport analysis for these experiments has been the
check of consistency of simulations ofthe impurity transport with the relevant diagnostic data.
Our analysis shows that the main source of error in Ref. [1] lies with the assumption that
the density n, of the injected impurity 1 can be deduced from the perturbation As induced by
those impurities on the soft X-ray emissivity by the simple expression n, : Ae/(Q, '"J- Here
me is the electron density and the radiation coefﬁcient Q, is assumed to be a function of the
electron temperature Te alone. Values of Q,= Qm; appropriate for the coronal equilibrium
(CE) [4] were used in that work. It appears, however, that Q, is not equal to Q/CE- It is also not

only a function of Te, but of the time as well, depending on the state of motion ofthc injected

impurity, that is in turn dependent on the transport parameters determining its propagation.
2. ITERATIVE PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINATION OF IMPURITY
TRANSPORT
Based on the above observation an iterative procedure has been developed.
0

Using an initial guess (Doand V0) for the proﬁles of D and V, a simulation of the

entire phenomenon is performed producing a ﬁrst tentative simulation of the impurity
density n'mm (m), as well as of the perturbation to the soft X~ray emissivity Ag's,m(r.t).

1

From that simulation a ﬁrst estimate of the radiation coefﬁcient Q], is worked out as
Q', (no), r) = A815,," (1‘, r)/(n in.“ r)- n,(r, n).

2

Using Q', (Tel), the ﬁrst approximation n; to the measure of n, is produced as
inll = AE/(Qll Ila).
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across the ﬂux surface S(r)
Following Ref. [1] the first approximation to the ﬂux 1", (r)

3

is worked out as

1

-—.——

1

an,l dV
J' r __—

m”)— S(r) o a:

D'(r) and V1(r) are
and consequently the first approximations to D(r) and V(r),
line to the plot of
deduced by ﬁtting, at every radial position r, a straight

F} (r,t)/n}(r,t) versus Vn}(r,t)/n}(r,t):
l
I

l

I‘{(F, )Z—D1(r)V’:I(r,[)+Vl(r).

(1)

"10',”

"/03”

rt parameters D'(r)and
A new simulation is then run, using proﬁles for the transpo
V1, that leads to the second
V'(r) that are derived (as explained below) from DI and
simulations of the impurity density,

4

nisim(r,t), and of the perturbation to
the soft X-ray emissivity, A539,," , as in
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the preparatory step 0 above.

Last closed flux suriace

Repeating then steps 1 to 4 new
approximations are found for Q], n,,

O

D and V.
iterations

a few

In

(say

the

N)

procedure is seen to converge (see ﬁg. 1)
supplying the measured proﬁles of the
transport parameters D” and VN (only

2

extending up to a certain radial position as
explained below) as well as the best estimate

of the extended proﬁles D" and I7” .
This procedure intrinsically assures

consistency
parameters

obtained

the

of

experimental

the

with

transport

4

emisswltles. In fact, 1f the ansatz expressed
by equation (1) is compatible with the data,
-
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.
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Successive determinations D" of the impurity

coefﬁcient r of the
diliusion coefﬁcient. The correlation

linear regression [step 3 in the iterative PmCBdUYEl fur the
the last iteration. is
determination of D and V, as obtained at
the radial region
also shown. The shaded area represents
correlation is
where, dun to the emissivity A: being too low,

poor and the deduced values of D. are unreliable.
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3. CONSTRAINTS ON THE SIMULATIONS AND ERROR ANALYSIS
Due to the relatively thick (250 um) Be filters used in the JET soft X-ray tomographic
diagnostic, the detected emissivity proﬁles are very weak outside a certain radius leading to

increasing uncertainties outside that position. Because of this, the measure of transport

parameters by means of the regression ﬁt (ﬁg. 3) is only reliable in a certain core region
(p < 0.6 - 0.8).
The estimate of Q1(T€,t) however depends on the whole time history of the impurities

from their ingress in main plasma. The simulation therefore needs D and V proﬁles up to the

plasma edge. In order to complete the radial description of impurity transport, the soft X~ray
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Fig. 2 Experimental (solid lines) soft X-ray line
emissivities at diﬂerent times At following injection of Ni

Fig. 3 Normalised ﬂuxes 1'11”] and density gradients Vnﬂn]
at four radial positions as obtained at the last iteration in the

the

iterative analysis procedure. The best fitting straight lines.

simulation of the emissivity as obtained at the end of the

the deduced local values of the transport parameters and

iterative analysis procedure.

their uncertainties are also indicated.

into

the

plasma.

The

broken

lines

represent

data need to be supplemented by the brightnesses of lines from individual ion states emitted in

the VUV domain.
To this end step no 4 in the above mentioned iterative procedure really consists of a

search for a most suitable extension in the outer region to the transport parameters, obtained
by optimizing the simulation ofa number of VUV and soft X-ray line brightnesses.

This is the most CPU—time consuming step in the whole procedure. In fact the
optimization is performed by minimizing the time integral ofthe squared differences between
the experimental and simulated brightness signals. The minimizing routine calls typically 100

times the simulation program equivalent to about 40 minutes of CPU with the IBM
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whole iterative procedure requires, until
3090/300—J mainframe computer at JET. The
CPU-time
convergence, ~ 120 minutes of
s to the different time slices
The error analysis, performed on a statistical basis, attribute
d uncertainties on F, and Vm. It
and space pOints different weights according to the calculate
-40 ms to 100 -200 ms aﬁer the
Shows that the most useful phase typically extends from 20
In fact during the ﬁrst few tens of
injection, depending on the particular space point.
the limited space resolution 0f the
milliseconds the perturbative signals are too low and
the ﬁrst few tenths of a second, on
diagnostics introduces large systematic errors on Vm. After
d by the growing uncertainty on the
the other side, the reliability of the signal is impaire

background radiation.

4. TREATMENT OF SAWTOOTH CRASHES
ion has to reproduce the
For pulses where sawtooth activity is present, the simulat
occurs at the sawtooth crashes. This
rearrangement in the impurity density proﬁle that
ensional diffusive-convective transport
rearrangement is simulated by interrupting the one-dim

time [2, 3 or 4 ms later, with a new
at a time 1,, 1 or 2 ms before the crash, and restarting it at a
state 2 of the injected impurity:
initial condition for the density 77:5,," of each ionization
nzSim(r!!|) n;(r [2)
"Sim (r’IZ) = R

nlSim(rltl)

n;(r,!2) = A8(r,!Z)/(Q,(r,t2) -n,(r,r2)),

where

Err—saw.) tuner.»
Q”l(,,,2) = z

R = Jn15,m(r,tl) dV/jn;(r,r,) dV,

and q_.(T,) is the radiation coefficient for the 2 ion state.

"mm (r, ’1)

5. CONCLUSIONS

measurements of transport
A procedure has been developed that determines local
d proﬁles extend from the plasma
parameters‘ proﬁles for injected impurities. The measure
centre up to a certain radial position (usually p = 0.6 — 0.7).
"most suitable extensions " up to
In the outer region of the plasma the procedure supplies

the plasma edge of the measured transport proﬁles.
t agreement between the
The procedure intrinsically assures consistency and excellen
soft X—ray emissivity and intensities of
simulated and experimental data of local broad band
the injected impurities.
individual emission lines from different ion states of
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PROSPECTS OF REAL-TIME ION TEMPERATURE AND ROTATION PROFILES
BASED ON NEURAL-NETWORK CHARGE EXCHANGE ANALYSIS
R W T Konig, J Svensson”), M von Hellermann

JET Joint Undertaking, *Kn-r Stockholm
INTRODUCTION. A neural network technique used at JET to extract plasma parameters

like ion temperature, rotation velocities or spectral line intensities from charge exchange (CX)
spectra is described. Based on earlier proof-of-principle results / 1/ on the application of neural
nets for the analysis of complex spectra such as the Hell (n=4 to n=3) spectrum, the options

for a real—time analysis of complete radial proﬁles using the simpler C Vl CX-spectrum with

fewer components are addressed. A similar attempt has recently been undertaken at DIIID /2/.

Usually spectra are analysed by ﬁtting Gaussian line shapes to all observed spectral

components using a least squares algorithm. The least-squares technique is a well advanced

and established procedure providing high accuracy and error estimates It is, however,

extremely time consuming (>200 ms/spectrurn) and human interaction is often required to

provide appropriate initial guesses In this paper it is shown that in the case of the C VI CX
spectra, neural networks can give a good estimation (better than $20 % accuracy) for the main

plasma parameters (Ti, Wm). Since the neural networks approach involves no iterations or

initial guesses the speed with which a spectrum is processed is so high (0.2 ms/spectrum) that

real time analysis will be achieved in the near future.

THE C VI SPECTRUM. Fig. 1 shows a typical example of a C VI CX spectrum that a

’ '

I ' ' #20933 t-1o 25 '

The spectrum consists of three different

6‘"

(A
1

neural network has been trained to analyse.

active CX-plasma

spectral lines. The Bell line is excited by

core (I' =19,3 keV)

Bell
N
l

electron collisions and originates from areas

935‘“ CX' P‘asma

edge (T=3.6keV)

just outside the separatrix. The active C VI
charge exchange line is emitted from the

r

intensity ( 10 1 Lnoions/sedsr/A/cm 2)

p;,al.;.,.ew

continuum

intersection volume of the neutral beam and
the viewing line, while the passive CVI

llllL

It)

5270

5280

5290

wavelength (A)

5300

Fig. I C VI charge exchange spectrum
showing all its individual components

5310

.

t

-

Charge EXChange 6““5510

I] line is

I)

roduced

just inside the separatn'x by reactions with
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rcling neutral hydrogen. Due to the toroidal rotation of the plasma, the active as well as the
passive CX lines are shiﬁed relative to their nominal wavelength position. This means, if one

a line free part of
disregards the continuum level (since it can be determined separately from
The
the spectrum), 9 fit-parameters are required to describe such a spectrum by 3 Gaussians.
s have shown
ion temperature is derived from the width of the spectral lines. Since experiment

from
that the Be II ions do not rotate with the plasma, the toroidal rotation velocity is derived
the shift of the active CX line relative to the Be 11 line.

A backTHE CHARGE EXCHANGE SPECTROSCOPY NEURAL NETWORK.
in CH
pmpagation neural network simulation program has been developed on an IBM—PC
ial library /3/
Which runs under Windows. For the back-propagation algorithms a commerc
board for the
was used which could be used together with a Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
t gain considering
PC. The DSP board reduced the training time by a factor 12; a signiﬁcan
a FORTRAN
that training oﬁen takes several hours. The PC program automatically produces

the IBM mainframe and
subroutine for the forward code, which can easily be transferred to
a look-up table, but to
implemented in the standard analysis codes. In order not to produce

sets have always been
make a neural network with a good generalisation ability, two data
of that of the training
used, a training set and a test data set, which had a size of about 10%

the test set started to
set. Moreover the training was always stopped whenever the error of
insigniﬁcant features of the
increase, which is the point when the network starts to memorise

epochs or 1 to 3 hours.
training set. This status is usually achieved aﬁer a few hundred
(ﬁg. 2). To achieve a
However, good accuracy is already reached aﬁer about 1/3 of this time

good generalisation ability a neural network 0-010 rel. error
should always have as few neurons in the

0003

hidden layers as possible. As a rule of thumb

it was assumed that the number of hidden 0‘006

neurons should be approximately equal to 0004‘

the number of fit-parameters needed to

test data

/

0.002

.

describe a spectrum. Practical tests revealed 0.000

that 7 hidden neurons were sufficient for the

training data

0

100

‘

,

33% e333,,

.

400

of the training (13315 spectra)
CV1 spectrum. All networks trained had Fig.2: Error
and rest data set (1492 spectra) of the ion
298 input neurons, one for each pixel in the
temperature network
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spectrum, and only one output neuron representing ion temperature, rotation velocity or line

intensity respectively (ﬁg. 3). It appeared that having only one output neuron made it
considerably easier (reduced convergence time) for the network to learn, compared to a

network with 3 or more parameters as output. It also simpliﬁed the decision of when the
netwnr‘: had the best generalisation ability for the different parameters.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS. The neural network was tested on 30000

Spectra, selected from a widely changing

”TI, ROLVEIOC, Intensity

range of core and edge plasma conditions

1 keV<li<25 keV,

(ie.

10l7 m-kncw

<2 10‘8 iii-3). Over 80% of the neural
network results are within 20 % of the more

accurate least-square results (ﬁg. 4) showing

298 inputs

that the feed forward neural network can be

an efﬁcient tool with a wide range of

applications. However, a substantial number

Spectrum

Fig. 3 Basic structure of the neural net used
The number ofhidden layer neurons varied

of training spectra is required to train a
network. A set of 13000 training spectra and

l500 test spectra has been used. Presently the neural network is used to provide reliable initial

estimates for the least square ﬁtting routine and for immediate analysis in—between shots.

In ﬁg. 5-8 some examples are given which

1200

show the typical quality of neural network

1000

ion

based

analysis.

temperature

is

It

expected that it will also be possible to
provide

real~time

ion

temperature

>U
C

"5
CT

800 g

600
‘

and
400

plasma rotation proﬁles in the control room,

which in the near future can for example be

200 '

ﬂ

.

‘
i

1—1

0

0,8

['1

used as input for plasma stability control

06

(rotation frequency) or as feed back signal

Tl (neural)/ Ti (“333t square)

(ion

temperature)

studies

for

burn-control

enabling

applications

in

1 0

1 2

1 4

Fig.4Ratio of neural network and leastsquare solutions for the ion temperature of

Next—Step 3000 “35‘ spectra “7kg" at R214 m The

machines. In order to improve the training

values at 0.5 and 1.5 are the sum of all
values further out on each side.
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to dynamically change the
algorithm it is planned to introduce, in a next step, a method
ent the conjugate gradient method,
momentum and learning coefﬁcient and also to implem
than the ordinary back-propagation
which is believed to be an order of magnitude faster
data will be improved. Moreover an
method. On the input side the pre-processing of the

only recently been developed for
attempt will be made to use Bayesian methods ,which have
ters (such as the number of hidden
back-propagation networks /4/, to choose network parame
network estimations.
neurons) and to determine the errors of neural
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Fig. 8: Neural network ion temperature
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of Technology, 1992
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High Energy Lithium-Beam-Spectroscopy Diagnostics on the

Wendelstein 7-AS Stellarator: First Results
K. McCormickl, S. Fiedlerz, P. Platzerz, J. Schweinzerl, D. White2 and S. Zolehn‘k3
1) Max—Planck-Institut for Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, 85748 Garching. GERMANY
2) institut iﬁr Allgemeine Physik, TU Wien. Wiedner Hauptstr.8‘10,A-1040 Wien, AUSTRIA

3) KFKl-Fiusearch Inst, Dept. of Plasma Physics. P.O.Box 49. Budapest-114, HUNGARY

Introduction: A high energy (20-70kV/O.5<3mA) neutral lithium beam probe has been
installed on the W7—AS stellarator in order to measure: (a) electIon densities from the Outer
SOL to the plasma center for moderate central densities, (b) neutral pressures ouside the

plasma column and (c) impurity ion densities. The experimental set—up is described. Salient
results are presented in order to delineate the capabilities of the technique on W7~AS.

Experimental Layout: The neutral lithium beam is injected in a toroidal plane where the
plasma has the form of an ellipse of minor radius ~15cm (T~O.34, limiters fully withdrawn)
as depicted in Fig.1. The gun is a slightly altered version of the ASDEX layout [3] producing
a neutral beam of about 1cm FWHM at 2.3m from the neutralizer with an equivalent current
given by lb[mA] ~O.OO8Vb[kV]1-4.

The improvement factor of ~5-3.5 (20—
70kV) over the original ASDEX system was

achieved by minor changes in the postextraction geometry. For discrimination
against background light the beam may be
chopped mechanically (on/off times—~5/l,
chopping frequency ~16Hz.), or electrostatically on a time scale in the its range. The
optical system for determining ne(r) consists
of an achromat (fl/41: ~3x10'4) of focal
length 600mm, followed by a 3-period inter-

ference ﬁlter (to ~6724A, FWHM~24A) and

-

'"~"“""“"‘-'-¢
.K

St‘cm"-'-”“
m

-"-v=m=w<n-wunm-Fig.1 Experimental layout

an f/2 135mm objective which images the
beam on a set of 28 fiber bundles (7011.
optical ﬁber of Schott A2 glass, equivalent
bundle diameter ~2.4mm, length 5.5m) each

coupled into either an R928 or R3896
Hamamatsu photomultiplier.

vamir—wmwmww

Principles of Measurement: The relative proﬁle of the Li[2p—25] resonance line radiation at
6708A emitted along a neutral beam as it traverses the plasma may be deconvolved to arrive
at absolute density profiles [1]. Zeff and Te(r) enter only weakly into the unfolding process,
so with generic estimates of both the method is stand-alone. The diagnostic results are also
insensitive to non-Maxwellian electron distributions and ﬂuctuau'ons, thus complementing the
results of Langmuir probes, Thomson scattering or reflectometry where available. Impurity
densities and temperatures can be deduced through CI’CRS on the neutral lithium beam if the
intensity is adequate[2]. At the low neutral pressures encountered outside the plasma column
and after the discharge, the Li[2p~23] beam emission produced through interaction with the
neutral gas is proportional to the neutral density. By calibrating this relative signal against
that from a known static gas filling, absolute gas pressures may be deduced.
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increasing density leads to a progressive conv
striction of the measurement to the outsider
525439
W7 as

the beam path of 1172 5 4x1014 cm’z. Beam
injection occurs in a region of highly
compressed flux surfaces, allowing good
measurements to the plasma center for

nco<4x1013cm‘3. This compression also
contributes to the steep density profiles
outside the LCFS, which change more than

two orders of magnitude in only 4cm.
The deconvolution algorithm to obtain ne(z)
depends weakly 01] Te, e.g. using Te(r) from

the low—nc case at t=0.15 sec for the high neproﬁle at t:l.3 sec leads to an overestimate
in density by ~15%, whereby T30 increases
by more than a factor of two,
Teo(0.153):2keV, Teo(l.3)=0.9keV.
2 (cm)

e.g_

Further, using ZefFl.0 instead of 2.5 (2.5

Fig.3a #26439 Vb:48kV, Li(2p)—proﬁles in
beam coordinates for the times ofﬁg. 2(1.
3 26439

to“ .

was used in ﬁg.3b) in the deconvolution
process would increase ne(z) at t=0.723ec, for

example, by about 10% .
The oscillations in the proﬁles on the high
density side originate from a lack of
complete smoothness of the fitted curve
passing through the experimental Li[2p-23]

1 (cm)

Fig.3b ne{z) derived from the 2p proﬁles of
ﬁg.3a. The ratio of 71—52 (computed by
extending all ”(2(2) proﬁles to the center) to
a from the interferometer remains the
same within 15%f0r all time points.

Even so, the core gradient region is still fully
accessed, as seen from the corresponding
nc(r) proﬁles in Fig.3(b). Using these four

profiles as a guide, the area under the curves
indicates that density determinations are
possible for an integrated line density along

of calibration signals in gas after the shot,

and the signal with plasma. The difference
between the two can easily be more than 100
near the peak of the emission profile.
Another aspect is the signal/background
ratio. Use of a broad IF-passband permits use
of only one ﬁlter overall, instead of one
small—band ﬁlter per channel. But, for the '
weak beam of fig.3 (lb~0.8mA), for
example, this leads to 8/13 ratios ~l at the
extreme ends of the 2p proﬁle and SIB ~1020 near the 2p peak, introducing another
potential source of noise in cases where
subms time response is of interest

From ﬁg.3b, the exponential density falloff lengths kn deﬁned over z~12.5—14.5cm can be

represented as kWh—EE‘O-‘l. In this region (—constant connection length, little local
ionization), D~kn2/'cu. Since, ”tn ~Te'0-5, and T3 is generally not observed to change
dramatically with density [4], an estimated scaling of D~ne'O-75 emerges, is. a strong inverse
density dependence, in agreement with the mrust of more detailed considerations [4].

~
~
mwm‘Iw-s-

points is thought to be <3%. Further software
work is required to mitigate this effect
Knowledge of the ampliﬁcation properties of
the PM—ampljfier chain is also needed in
order to avoid possible non-linear effects
inﬂuencing the unfolding process as a result
of the large disparity between the magnitude

A

points; although the uncertainty of individual
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Lithium Beam Spectroscopy on ASDEX-Upgrade for Determination of
Density Proﬁles in the Plasma Edge

s. Fiedlerlrz), K. McCarmick1), J. Schweinzerl), D. Wun‘e2), S. Zoleznik3) and HP. WinterZ)
1) Max-Planck-lnstitut ftir Plasmaphysik, W-85748 Garching, GERMANY
2) Institut fiir Allgemeine Physik. Technische Universitiit Wien. A—1040 Wien, AUSTRIA
3) KFKI-Research Inst, Dept. of Plasma Physics, P.O.Box 49, Budapest-114, HUNGARY
1.) Introduction

The production of hot, dense magnetically conﬁned plasmas for thermonuclear fusion studies
relies to a great deal on the understanding of phenomena in the plasma boundary. Therefore,
measurements with high temporal and spatial resolution are required to measure relevant edge

plasma parameters. The injection of keV to multi-keV neutral lithium beams into the plasma
edge delivers diagnostic information such as radial electron density profiles and
concentrations of impurity ions (cf. [1] and references therein) in a non-perturbing manner.

The determination of density profiles by means of Li beam spectroscopy is based on a
measurement of the Li(2p-23) resonance line at 670 nm. Spatial proﬁling is achieved by a
number of detection units monitoring the beam at different locations. Only a relative
measurement of such an emissiOn proﬁle is required [2].
In order to reconstruct density proﬁles from emission proﬁles one has to model the interaction
of Li beam atoms with plasma constituents such as electrons and protons. The atomic data
necessary for this task has been compiled in a data base by the IAEA [3]. For injection
energies above 10 keV the interaction with impurity ions has to be regarded too. Atomic data
for all relevant processes of Li atoms with multicharged impurity ions has been calculated
using the atomic orbital close coupling method [4]. All derived atomic data is presented
conveniently by ﬁts to analytic formulae.
In the following we present the experimental diagnostic setup already installed on ASDEX
Upgrade. Only proof‘of—principle measurements with reduced data acquisition have been
possible on ASDEX Upgrade so far. Therefore, no density proﬁles are determined until now.
However, measurements performed with a similar diagnostic setup [5] 0n the W7 Stellarator
are available. These measurements are taken to investigate the inﬂuence of the assumed
impurity concentrations in the plasma and of the assumed plasma temperature in the process
of electron density reconstruction.

2.) Description of the diagnostic setup
The experimental setup can be subdivided into two main parts (1) beam production and (2)

light detection from the plasma-beam interaction region. The production of a fast neutral Li
beam involves two elements:
(a) A high current Li+ ion source with ion extraction and beam formation components, and

(b) a neunaliser cell for producing the fast Li atom beam.
The Li injector on ASDEX Upgrade is an improved version [6] of the former ASDEX Li
injector [7] and is operated at an injection energy of 35 keV. The Li+ ions are extracted from

a [i-Eucryptite emitter which is heated to = 14000 C. Extracted ions are formed to a
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namely the achievable neutral equivalent
current and the beam diameter (FWHM)
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application on ASDEX Upgrade are rather
critical dependent on the extraction voltage
(cf. ﬁg. 2).
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Fig. 2: Neutral equivalent current I0 and
Li beam diameter DFWHM (both measured
in a distance of 240 cm from the Li+
emitter) versus extraction voltage U”, at
35 keV injection energy.
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3.) Sensitivity of the density reconstruction method on plasma impurities
A detailed description of the reconstruction algorithm based on a collisional-radiative model
can be found in [2]. When plasma impurities are taken into account additional assumptions
are required, namely an averaged q(z) profile in combination with model Zefﬁz) proﬁles (ﬁg
3).

3 ‘

E'\

‘

Fig. 3: Assumed Zeffproﬁles used in the

_

density reconstruction ofLii'Zp) emission
profiles measured on W7-AS. The
averaged q-value of the assumed impurity
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All atomic data for collisions of impurity ions with Li atoms are now available at various
impact energies. The inﬂuence of impurity concentrations in the plasma is expected to be
dependent on the beam energy. In a series of identical plasma shots on W7—AS the injection
energy has been varied between 30 and 60 keV (cf. ﬁg. 4).
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0.60.

Fig. 4: Normalised Li(2p) emission
proﬁles measured on W7-ASf0r three

diﬁ‘erent injection energies, recorded
along beam coordinate z.
2 (cm)

At higher beam energies beam penetration improves only moderately as can be seen from the
normalised emission profiles of ﬁg. 4, which are integrated in time over 8 ms. (Absolute
emission profiles for 4 different injection energies can be found in [5]).
Typical results of the density reconstruction for two injection energies and the three different
Zeff profiles of ﬁg. 3 are presented in ﬁgs. 5a,b. Whereas in the 60 keV case a weak
dependency on Zeff is detected, almost no response in n6 is found when Zeff profiles are
changed in reconstructing the 30 keV emission proﬁle. When emission proﬁles for 30 and 60
keV are evaluated with Zeff proﬁle "2.0" (of. ﬁg. 3) which seems to be a reasonable estimate
instead of assuming a clean plasma, the difference in the corresponding ne proﬁles decreases
from 10% to 3% in the radial range 15~22 cm. In this radial range the reconstructed density is

known to be rather insensitive to noise in the corresponding emission proﬁles, thus permitting
such accurate quantitative conclusions. This result attests in addition the reliability of the
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In the collisional radiative model rate

coefﬁcients are required for the various
collisional processes which depend on both
the beam energy and the temperature of the
plasma particles. The relative velocity is
the decisive parameter which determines
the cross section in inelastic collisions of
Li atoms with plasma constituents. In the
case of electrons the relative velocity distribution is dominated by the temperature
of the electron, whereas in the case of
protons and impurity ions the relative
velocity is determined mainly by the
injection energy. We have evaluated Li(2p)
proﬁles with temperature profiles which
.
.
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First results from the new Zef diagnostic at W7-AS
based on the measurement of bremsstrahlung in the NIR spectral regiOn
W.Mandl and the W7—AS team
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik
D-85748 Garching, Germany

The effective ion charge Zcff = E Z2 - nZ/ne, where the sum goes over all ion Species
with charge Z and density ".2, is one of the main parameters for characterising the
purity of a fusion plasma. Increased values of Zcff indicate fuel dilution and possibly
enhanced energy loss {tom the plasma due to additional line radiation. Neoclassical
transport, too, depends on Zeff. It is therefore of uppermost importance to have a

reliable routine measurement of ZeffThe ﬂux of bremsstrahlung ‘i’bn emitted from the plasma, depends nearly linearly on

the value of Zeff-

‘1’!» zsifﬂ/Mzepel'

2
, e—X’ﬁ—
nezeff

112.5”

The Gaunt factor gff depends only weakly on its arguments. Zcff can therefore be
determined from the measurement of bremsstrahlung, if the electron density n3 and
temperature Te are known.

Bremsstrahlung is emitted as a continuous spectrum. Its emissivity has a. maximum,

for typical plasma parameters (Te m lkeV), in the soft x-ray wavelength range, around
x\ =1nm. This wavelength range is, however, usually dominated by recombination
radiation and is therefore not suitable. A sufﬁcient condition, for recombination to be
negligible, is he.) < Z 2R1}, where Ry is the Rydberg emery. This condition is satisﬁed
for visible radiation and longer wavelengths. In performing the Zcff measurement in
the visible, one still has to ensure that the intensity is measured in a spectral region
which is free from stron impurity line radiation. At low electron density, it has proven
diﬁicult on the W7-AS tellarator as well as other machines, to meet this requirement.
By accessing the near infrared spectral region, we try to overcome this difﬁculty.

Spectroscopically resolved measurements on the stellarator W7-AS (Fig 1) as well as

on the tokamaks ASDEX and ASDEX—Upgrade [1,2,3,4] show a 50mm wide wavelength
Window in the vicinity of A al.0411111, where line radiation is not apparent. A 10mm
wide wavelength ran 6 within this line-free intervall is used to measure bremsstrahlung,

using a. PIN silicon iode in combination with an interference ﬁlter. A time resolution

of 10kHz is achieved. For each plasma discharge, the spectrally resolved measurement

of that wavelength vicinity is also recorded. While the spectral measurement is in
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most cases not sensitive enou h to measure bremsstrahlung quantitatively, at least the
absence of line radiation can e veriﬁed after each discharge.
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Fig.1: The survey spectrum was conducted in 16 subsequent discharges.
line-free wavelength window around 1040 nm.

It shows a
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Impurity accumulation, which would cause Zcff to raise as a function of time, is not
observed in this experiment. Even during the temperature collapse, after heating has
been terminated, Zeff remains constant as long as the plasma is still conﬁned. 0n
the right hand side of ﬁgure 2, Z,” is shown for different ECRH powers. A moderate
increase of Zcff with heating power is observed, reﬂecting the increased wall pOWer

loading.
An interesting experiment, showing the effect of wall power loading very clearly has
been performed in the shot sequence #27772—#27774. A plasma which was limited
to an average minor radius of 26 cm by positioning a movable limiter, was heated by

combined ECRH and NI heating.
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Fig.2: Discharges #27772 and #27774 demonstrate an increase of Zeff due to increased local wall power loading. During 7#27772 EC'RH was heating the plasma centrally. In repeat shat #27774 ECRH was tuned to heat the plasma, which was limited
in both discharges to a minor radius of 26 cm, of axis at a radial position of 20 cm.
IECfH was not absorbed well in the second experiment, leading to high local wall power
oa mg.

In shot#27772, ECRH was deposited centrally. The Te trace shows a. sharp drop at
the switch oﬁ time of the ECRH at t=0.Ss, while the NI heating was still on until t=ls.

In the phase without ECRH the particle conﬁnement improved, leading to a rising n3
due to beam fuelling. Both the fall in T; and the rise in Inc are reﬂected in the trace of
brexnsstrahlung, leaving, however, Zeff at a. level between 2 and 3. In shot #27774 the
same experiment parameters were used, only the ECRH was tuned to off axis heating at
a radial position of 20 cm. This caused the ECRH absorption in the plasma to become
very ineﬁicient, as can be seen from the Te trace. The ac trace still shows an increase
in particle conﬁnement after the ECRH has been switched off, at t=0.8s. However,
the locally increased wall power loading has caused considerable impurity inﬂux during
ECRH, causing Zeff to rise to about 5. Zcff recovers again in the purely NI heated
phase from 0.83 to 1.05.
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The Signature of laser blow-off experiments
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Routine average effective charge calculation using visible Bremsstrahlung emission and
comparison with the impurity transport code of Tore-Supra.
R. Guirlet, M. Mattioli, C. DeMichelis, W. Hess, A.—L. Pecquet.
Association EURATOM—CEA, Département de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlée
Centre d'études de Cadarache, 13108 Saint-Paul-Lez—Durance. France

Introduction: The effective charge (Zeff) is an important plasma parameter dealing fOr

example with the impurity behaviour and the fuel dilution. Thus it is important to get a
reliable, routinely available Ze—ff calculation. This is done in Tore-Supra, using a visible

Bremsstrahlung diagnostic. Here we present the measurements, together with a reliability test
of the results by means of an impurity transport code simulating all available experimental
data (XUV line spectroscopy, soft X-ray emission and Bremsstrahlung).
I. Visible Bremstrahlung and Zen
I.l. Visible Bremsstrahlung diagnostic [1]: Tore-Supra is equipped with a telescope
coupled to nine optical ﬁbres guiding the light from nine lines of sight in a poloidal section of
the plasma onto interferential ﬁlters centered at 52381613. The photons passing through the
ﬁlters are then collected by photomultiplier tubes and stored with an acquisition speed of 4
ms. The ﬁlters were recently doubled to reduce the nearby C II 5249.511 line to a negligible
level. Fig. 1 shows the diagnostic set—up. Note the position of the ﬁrst ﬁve (low ﬁeld side,
LFS) chords viewing the external wall through the plasma.
I. 2. Visible Bremsstrahlung typical proﬁles: Fig. 2 shows (solid line) a typical proﬁle

during a steady state phase for a low density (<n¢>= 2.2 1019 m3), ohmic discharge. A clear

enhancement can be seen on the LFS chords, which can be attributed either to an extra
contribution (molecular radiation has already been observed on Tore—Supra) coming from the
outside of the conﬁned plasma or to a density excess at the external edge of the plasma. Since
in this case there is no indication for any unusual high density at the edge, it has to be due to
an "outside contribution", and has nothing to do with the effective charge of the plasma. This
effect has been found to be weaker for higher nc as shown on the dashed line proﬁle, which

represents a similar discharge at <nc>=3.35 [019 m3. Note that a signal deﬁciency is visible
on the innermost chord (at h=—0.4 in), probably due to a misalignment.
The effect of additional heating (LH or ICRH waves) is similar to the previous one, as
can be seen on ﬁg. 3 presenting two ICRH heated discharges leaning on the outer limiter. The
two discharges are identical except for the injected power, respectively 1 MW and 4 MW.
Clearly the light excess depends on the injected power. HOWever this effect is weaker when
the plasma leans on the inner wall, due not only to the relative displacement of the lines of
sight towards the external edge, but also to the lower plasma-extemal wall interaction .
Fig. 41: presents the case of a deuterium, medium density (<ne> = 2.7 1019 m3)
discharge with ergodic divertor (ED). The characteristic feature to be noticed for an ED
discharge is the local Bremsstrahlung enhancement seen only on the outermost chord (h=O.7
m). Fig. 4b shows the density proﬁles measured 1') by reflectometry [2] in the equatorial plane
and ii) by Thomson scattering on a vertical diameter. The outboard Bremsstrahlung
enhancement might be due to the high edge density measured by reﬂectometry.
1.3. Zeff calculation: The visible Bremsstrahlung emissivity e(r) at a position r in the plasma
is related to the electron density ne(r) and temperature Te(r) and to the effective charge of the
plasma ZeffO') through the following expression:

—1
0.95 10 3

n2(r)
e

E(r)=--——-g
A
ff-——-Z
m efﬁ r)

(l)

8 being in photons/(s.sr.r3t.cm3), tie in crrr3 and Te in keV‘, 7» (in A) is the centre ﬁlter wavelength and gff is the average Gaunt factor for the free-free processes.
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Since, on one hand, we do not measure the emissivity but its integral Bi on the i'h
chord, and on the other hand, an important pan of the emission proﬁle is affected by the
Zeff
"outsrde contribution". we use only one of the most central lines of sight for our
so
and
calculation,
Zeff
of
process
routine
a
build
to
is
purpose
our
.
Furthermore
calculation.
the choice of only one line of sight allows to avoid the problems raised by the Abel inversion.
To use (1) we assume that Zcff is constant over the plasma (which is reasonable as far
as we neglect the contribution from the edge):

Z—
eff:

)”

0.95 10

-i3.
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2, .T‘1/2.dl
J
chord i "e g“ c

17)
m

by
In addition to the Bremsstrahlung data, the calculation uses Te and ne proﬁles measured
strictly
Thomson scattering and interferometry. The Gaunt factor depends on T6 and,
an impurity
Speaking, on the individual impurity ions. This can be taken into account by
differ from
which
used,
been
have
[3][4]
formulae
simpliﬁed
purpose
our
For
code.
transport

5 to 10% (but are less sur at low Te values characteristic of the edge region). The ZTff

uncertainty is estimated to be 30%, mainly due to the uncertainty on He and on the diagnostic
MW ICRH
geometry. An example is shown on fig. 5. for a three phase discharge: ohmic, 3
(light shaded region) and then ICRH after a Neon puff( dark shaded region).
H. The impurity transport code and related diagnostics.
with the
II.1. UV and soft X-ray emission diagnostics: Two other diagnostics are used
XUV emission
impurity transport code: the first one is a grazing incidence spectrometer for
A and 250
line detection. This spectrometer gives two spectra around, respectively, 30
conﬁned
every 200 ms and the temporal evolution of C, O, and metallic impurity lines in the
been obtained
plasma. The XUV spectrometer sensrtivity in the low wavelength region has
an absolutely
from low-Z targets K; radiation by using an auxiliary electron gun and
counter,
nal
calibrated proportio
of sight. The
The second diagnostic is a multichord soft X-ray camera with 38 vertical lines
and corrected
detector sensitivity has been roughly estimated from the manufacturer data
situations.
empirically to agree with the numerical simulations in a variety of experimental
and 50% for soft
The ﬁnal uncertainties are 30-40% for line emission between 20 and 120 A
X—ray emission.
subroutines
11.2. The impurity transport code: The impurity transport code includes
[5].
emission
hlung
Bremsstra
visible
the
and
emission
X-ray
evaluating the measured soft
references quoted in
The free-free Gaunt factor is evaluated for each impurity ion following
an inward convection
[5]. The impurity flux is obtained as usually adding a diffusive and
these simulations,
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The main difficulties are found in He discharges, for which the Bremsstrahlun

measurements are signiﬁcantly lower than the simulations. An overestimate of the HelD
concentration ratio would produce this effect.
Conclusion: The Bremsstrahlung brightness proﬁles depend greatly on the experimental
program: the LFS chords seem to reﬂect the plasma-extemal wall interaction, but the most
central chords can be used for @ calculation in most cases (with the possible exception of
plasmas with Marfes). The routine igf calculation, although not perfect, has the advantage to
give reasonable (compared to the code) values in various scenarios. The agreement between

calculations and simulations is surprisingly good considering the various uncertainties
pl'CSCiltcd here: these are probably overestimated and should be recomputed.
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Figure caption:
l. Visible Bremsstrahlung diagnostic setup;
2. Visible Bremsstrahlung brightness profile as a function of the viewing chords
tangency radius for two ohmic discharges:

<ne>=2.2x1019 m'3 (solid line) and <n¢>=3.35x1019 m'3 (dashed line);

3. Same as fig.2 without (solid line) and with ICRH (dashed line: 1 MW. dot-

dashed line: 4 MW); <n¢> ~ 4.2 1019 m‘3.

4.a) Same as fig.2 for an ohmic. ED discharge; b) Corresponding density profile
measured by reflectometry (+) and Thomson scattering (solid line);
5. Zeff time evolution ; light shaded: ICRH; dark shaded: ICRH + Ne;

6. Simulation (solid line) and experiments (+), same shot as ﬁg.5:
Ohmic phase: a) visible Bremsstrahlung; b) soft X-rays;
ICRH phase: 0) visible Bremsstrahlung; (1) soft X—rays
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COMPARISON BE I W EEN DIFFERENT METHODS OF MAGNETIC FIELD
DIAGNOSTICS IN BEAM ENHSSION SPECTROSCOPY

I). Voslamber

Ass. EURATOM—CEA, DRFC-STPF, CEN Cadarache, F-l3108 St.Paul-lez—Durance Cedex

Abstract

Magnetic ﬁeld diagnostics in tokamaks using the motional Stark eﬁ‘ea in fast neutral beams have been
based on two kinds of polarimetry which we call "static" and "dynamic", It is shown that static po—

larimetry presents a number of advantages over dynamic polarimetry, provided it is made complete in
the sense that a suﬂﬁcient number of polarisation analysers is installed and diﬁ'ermt parts of the spectrum are explored to yield full information on the set of unknowns inhermt in the problem. A detailed
scheme of self-calibrating static polarimetry is proposed, including the ease where an in-vessel mirror

with changing characteristics (coating by impurities) is placed in front of the optical daeotion system.
Introduction

In a variety of tokamaks (JET, DUI, PBX, TFI'R) the Ha emission of fast injected neutral (H
or D) beams has been exploited for magnetic ﬁeld measurements [1-5]. The principle of these

diagnostics relies on two elfects caused by the large velocities of the beam particles. First, the

electric E :17 x3 ﬁeld causes a spectrally resolvable linear Stark splitting of the Ha line,
much larger than the Zeeman elfect, with part of the components (7r) being polarised parallel to
E , another part (0') being polarised in the plane perpendicular ton—7 . Second, a large Doppler
shiﬂ leads to a distinct separation of the main Stark nniltiplet (associated with the main velocity
class v ofthe beam) from those ofthe other two classes v/x/E and v / «5, as well as from the
unshifted H,1 lines arising from charge exchange (CX) and from cold plasma edge emission.

Information on the direction of E and thus on that of E can be obtained e. g. by analysing the
polarisation of the intense central 0' components. The quantity to be measured this way is the
angle 1;) ofthe projection Bl of B in the plane perpendicular to the atomic beam (see Fig.1).

Figure l
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are horizontal) and a circular polarisation analyser are used in combination with ﬁber optics
and a grating spectrometer covering the total spectral domain of theHa emission. The spectra]
resohition (typically 4 A’) is to be chosen such that the bulk of central 0 components is still
well resolved from the neighbouring neomponents. The four different spectra (see Fig. 2 for a

calculated example) are then to be used to determine the intensities [745 °), I ”(90 °),
[”(135 °), [(4)745 °) (superscript q recalling the presence ofa quarter wave plate to measure
circular polarisation) and ICX (45 °), 1CX (90 °), obtained by integrating over corresponding
intervals about the 0 components and about the CX and cold edge line, respectively.
0.05

1(135 0 )\\

0.04
0.03
0.02

6480

5520

6500

65m

wavelength (A)
6580
6560

As shown by an analysis in terms of Stokes parameters, the angle qp can be expressed from the
measured intensities as
(pzarcran[

1

,

(1%]! +Q‘ —Q):|

.
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~(1-r2)1”+(]+r2)la

Q:___—0__L

(1)

2r (HY 41:)?

“”9

where [5, If, If , I3" , the Stokes parameters for O'components, are given by

1,” :1‘745 a)+[”(135°) —2-1”(9o 0)

15’ : (”(45 0) +1“(135 °)
I; =1°(45°) —1“(135°)

I," :1“(45°) +["(135°) —2 -1f‘“"(45°)

‘

(2)

while the reﬂectivity ratio r of the mirror is obtained from the CX and edge line intensities as

r _ 107900) "2 _
_ Imam

ICX (90")

U

(3)

0 21CX(450)—1CX(900)

Both signs of the square root in (1) may occur, depending on the case under consideration.
It is noteworthy that the ﬁrst expression for r in Eq.(3) would be appropriate for the polarime—
tcr presently used on IET.
In the above result for 4) all unlmowns are eliminated. With regard to an in-vessel mirror with
possibly changing characteristics this means that the procedure is self-calibrating. Self-
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Abstract

As pointed out by a theoretical study [1], Doppler-free two-photon laser excitation of
hydrogen Ly-oc ﬂuorescence may be usable for selective direct measurements of
atomic densities of hydrogen isotopes in magnetically conﬁned fusion plasmas.
Results of more detailed calculations of the 15 —25 two-photon absorption proﬁles
and the progress in development of new types of laser spectrometers are promising.
Even under tokamak conditions, the two-photon absorption proﬁles of H, D, and T
exhibit sharp, nearly unshifted central components, the widths of which are compa-

rable with the bandwidths of pulsed single-mode laser spectrometers. Recently, it was
demonstrated that solid-state laser spectrometers are capable of delivering the power

and quality required for Tokarnak diagnostics: pulse energies of about 100 ml in 3 ns
at 243 nm within a bandwidth of 500 MHz.

ﬁnally the Ly-cx fluorescence is emitted during radiative decay from 2p to ls. .
The basic theory of this three-photon process, for hydrogen atoms in magnetically conﬁned fusion plasmas, was developed by Voslamber [l]. The two-photon absorption line proﬁle was found to consist of two broad side components
(due to the motional Stark effect in the electric ﬁeldE = v x B as seen by an
atom moving with velocity 7) through a magnetic ﬁeld B), but also has always a
sharp, unshifted central component, regardless of atomic velocity. This central
component can be used for effective Doppler-free two-photon excitation.
Moreover, since the corresponding unshifted upper state is a mixture of 2s and
2p, due to the motional Stark effect, direct emission of ﬂuorescence radiation
from this state occurs even without collisional redistribution of the excitation.

.

laser beams), the excitation is then transferred to the 2p states by collisions, and

,czmt‘ﬁn.

Doppler-free two—photon induced Lyo ﬂuorescence is essentially a three-step
process: Hydrogen atoms are ﬁrst excited from the Is ground state to the 25
state by absorption of two photons (one from each of two counterpropagating

r turr-m-w.

Two-Photon Absorption Profiles
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Further discussion showed, however, that the theory had to be extended to ac—

count for the ﬁne structure of the upper energy level (and, in addition, even of
[he hyperﬁne splitting of the lower level) as well as the second order relativis—
tic Doppler effect, which were originally neglected. Acting alone, both the mo—
tional Stark effect of the ﬁne-structure levels and the quadratic Doppler effect
would lead to a distinctly larger line width (accompanied by a line shift) of the
central component, but acting together, they partly cancel one another (Fig. 1),
and the width of the central component (which remains very nearly unshifted)
does not exceed the order of 1 GHz (FWHM at the frequency of the laser used
for excitation) under tokamak conditions (Fig. 2). This matches the laser line

width of some hundreds of MHz rather well, since the atomic excitation rate
(and, hence, the ﬂuorescence intensity) is roughly inversely proportional to the
larger of the two widths. Therefore, the improved theoretical treatment still
predicts the possibility of efﬁcient Doppler—free two-photon excitation of hy—
drogen Ly-a fluorescence as a means of measuring ground-state hydrogen
atomic densities.
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Single-Longitudinal—Mode (SLM) Solid-State Laser Spectrometer

Because of the small two-photon absorption probability, the measurement
method requires tunable laser radiation of high spectral quality and beam
quality with much more power than commercial laser systems can presently
provide. Therefore, we developed a new type of solid—state laser spectrometer
(Fig. 3) based on a high-power Q~switched Nd:YAG laser with injection seed—
ing, which produces nearly Fourier-limited single-mode pulses of less than
10 ns duration at 1064 nm. The second harmonic of the Nd:YAG radiation is
frequency split in a single-mode optical paramedic oscillator (CFO), and the
resulting tunable radiation at 772 nm is further ampliﬁed in Ti:Sapphire crystals. Sum frequency generation of 772 nm with 355 nm (third harmonic of
the Nd:YAG) in a BBQ crystal yields radiation which is tunable around 243
nm. The initial single-longitudinal-mode quality of the radiation can be preserved during all conversion processes.
Nd:YAG
injection seeded

2.H.
m
l
[

SH.
[—1
I
I

\
|\

355 nm, 330 ml. 8 ns. delayed,
100m] used behind spatial ﬁlter

‘

|
\l

l

532 nm

CFO and

ampliﬁer

tunable radiation at 243nm is generated by frequency mixing of
355 nm (3H. Nd:YAG) and 772 nm (0P0 Ti:Sapphire system) in a BBQ crystal

45 ml, 2.5 ns

8130

243 nm, 30 ml. 2.5 1'15,
500 MHz bandwidth

FIG. 3. Scheme of the SLM solid-state laser spectrometer. A high-power injectionseeded Nd:YAG laser drives the OPO/Ti:Sapphire system with its second harmonic and
the generation of 243 nm radiation in a BBQ crystal with its third harmonic.

At present, this table—top system delivers 243 nm pulses of 2,5 ms duration with
energies of 30 m], a bandwidth of less than 500 MHz, and very good spatial
laser beam proﬁle at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The beam diameter is 7 mm,
limited by the size of the currently used BBO. With larger BBO crystals of
15 mm diameter (commercially available), more than 100 m] output energy
can easily be reached.
We expect that already now measurements of the variation of isotope densities
(and, with the laser beams not exactly counterpropagating, but crossing under
a small angle, corresponding temperatures, too) should be possible down to

108 cm-3 in tokamak plasmas at temperatures up to 107 K.
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Special Requirements for Fluorescence Detection
Although the principle of two-photon induced Ly—a ﬂuorescence is very simple, its application to tokamak plasmas requires Ly-a detection systems of
special design (Fig. 4) and a thorough investigation of the ﬂuctuations of the
thermal Ly-oc emission of tokamak plasmas on the ns time scale, since the induced ﬂuorescence has to be detected against this background radiation.
laser beam
spatial and
spectral ﬁlter

volume of measurement

imaging system

gated detector

Ly-OL detection system

used for
FIG. 4. Two counterpropagating laser beams with circular polarisation are
ﬂuores(ﬁrst-order) Doppler-free two-photon excitation. Since the subsequent Ly—or
be re—
to
has
d
backgroun
this
radiation,
Ly-OL
thermal
the
against
cence is measured
duced as far as possible by spatial (and perhaps spectral) ﬁlters.

For an estimate of the required properties of the detection system, the Ly—OL
background photon emission rate per area and solid angle can be taken as 1015
our2 3-1 sr‘1, which is commonly stated for tokamaks [1]. Observation of an

ion
area of 102 cm2 within a solid angle of 10-2 sr, and a combined transmiss

and quantum efﬁciency of the order of 1% result already in 104 photoeleclimit
trons per ns at the detector, due to the Ly-a background. The detection
for the additional two—photon induced ﬂuoresence is then given by the square
root of the number of these background photo-electrons, i.e., 100 per ns for
this example, provided the background obeys Poisson statistics.

s,
However, to determine the actual detection limit under tokamak condition

measurements of the statistical behaviour of the Ly—oc emission of tokamak
propplasmas on the us scale have to be done, using a detection system with the
erties mentioned above.

Reference
[1] D. Voslamber, Report EUR—CEA-FC 1387 (1990)
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Relaxation Effects of Xuray Line Emission from Highly Ionized
Ions: Extreme Transient and Non—Maxwellian Conditions
F.B. Rosmej, ON. Rosmej*
Inst. for Exp. Phys. V, Ruhr-Universitiit, Universitiitsstr. 150, 44780 Bochum, Germany
* NPO VNIIFFRI, 141570 Mendeleevo/Moscow region, Russia
Abstract: We have investigated the inﬂuence of energetic electrons and non—stationarity in
plasmas of highly ionized ions on standard diagnostics for the determination of the electron
temperature Te, electron density tie and ionization temperature TZ. Relaxtion effects of allowed
and forbidden components in transient plasmas and the properties of diagnostic "test—elements"
are critically analysed. New effects in the intensity ratio I(Y)/I(W) of He—like ions are found.

I. Energetic electrons
The creation of hot plasmas containing highly ionized ions (H-, He- and Li-like) is very
often connected with energetic electrons, inhomogenities, photoabsorption and nonstationan'ty. Typical examples are the fast expanding laser plasmasl, high density Z-pinch

plasmas”, hot spots and mieropinehes4'6. But also in tokamak plasmas, effects of energetic
electrons on the soft x-ray line emission have been observed].
Considerable advantages in the elaboration of temperature and density stand

diagnostics of soft X-ray linesg‘9 have been achieved, but they are essentially based on the
assumption of the Maxwellian energy distribution for the electrons and on the quasi-stationar
approximation.
However, e—beams inﬂuence considerably on the excitationftonization cross sections be
cause even in the case of a small beam fraction f := nc(non-therm)/(ne(therm)+nc(n0n-thcrm))
of a few %, the electrons above the threshold from the beam can be comparable to those of the

thermal ones. Below, the concept of the second temperature with TBm=lOr50 keV 5 is used.
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Fig.2: nc-Diagnosu‘c ratio of the lie-like Y- and Wline in dependence of the fraction f of energetic
electrons,T = 300 (N, Z = 13

"
°
energetic electrons, ne=107~1 cm'3, Zn:l3 (aluminum)
Fig. l shows the Te-sensitive ratio of the He—like j-satellite and the H—like Lyn-line. The strong
decrease of the ratio even for low fractions f is caused by the additional excitation rate
VgcamUUS 281,2 - 2p 2P) of the energetic electrons whereas the dielectronic recombination
rate is practically not inﬂuenced?
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Fig. 2 shows the nc-sensitive ratio of the He—like intercombination line Y = ls2 — 152p
3P1 and the resonance line W = 152 - 1s2p II". The beam provides an additional excitation
from the lsz-state for both lines, but for the Y-line the excitation is mainly connected with an
exchange transition. For such transitions, the asymptotic behaviour of the cross section for high
energies is quite different from those of direct excitation: 08(Y) ~ 6‘3, but od(W) ~ Ins/ca. This
causes a considerable additional excitation of the Wsline, but only a moderate one for the Y—
line. In consequence the ratio of fig. 2 is strongly dependent on the beam fraction and the
neglection can lead to order of magnitude over-estimations in the electron density“.
. Fig. 3 shows the influence of beams on
1(Lya)/I(W)
the tntenstty ratio of the H-like Lya—ltne and the
He-like W-line which can be used for the
determination of the ionization temperature TZ
in transient plasmas. The main effect of the
beam is the increased ionization rate from the

He-like ground state (1s2 + e - ls + 2e) leading

2.0

to an ionization balance shift to higher Zeff. The
inﬂuence of the beam decreases with higher
temperatures, because with higher T6 the
fraction of thermal electrons above the threshold
6
5
Te hoiev increases relative to those of the non-thermal
Fig. 3: TZ - Diagnostic ratio of the H-like Ly‘1 and component. In fig. 2 however, the effect of
He-like W-line in dependence of different fractions f beams is additionally connected with the
of energetic electrons. nc = 1020 cm'3. Zn=l3
different asymptotic behaviour of 0d, cc and in
dielectronic recombination of the beam.
small
comparatively
the
with
also
fig].
of
case
the
‘As can be seen from the ﬁgures 1—3, the simple dependence on one parameter is lost
for f > _0. Elaborated methods are therefore required for an appropriate analysis. In low density
plasmas, essential information about the non-thermal component can be achieved by means of
polarisation measurements“). However, in high density plasmas, the collisional redistribution
between the m-components mixes the selective excitation.
New spectroscopic methods which are
Am (WDIAmCO
spectra simulations have been recently
on
based
V-O
d
proposed and applied to experimental spectra:
“'
The shift of the center of heavity of the He—like
2121’-satellite group5 and the intensity interplay of

‘

the Li-like and Be-like n=2 satellites“.

1.2

1.6

Here we investigate the possibility to use
the broadening of the W- and Y~line in optically
thick plasmas for the density determination in the
presence of energetic electrons. For Al the
W-line
the
of
probability
transition
1

l0

To

Fig. 4: Ratio of the FWHM of the W- and Y- line
(aluminum) in opt. thick and diff. moving

plasmas, apparatus MAX”)? : 2400. Zn=13

(Aul=2'77'1013 s‘l) is much higher than those of

the Y-line(/5tul=7.32-1010 5‘1) and the ratio of the
FWHM is therefore a function of the line center
optical thickness to:

125-1040 (at (it) (3-) (at) (5:3).
n1=absorbing ground state density, Lenceffective plasma dimension, NAl=intrinsic FWHM of
the emission line, wavelength 7t, radiative decay Aul’ gu, gt = stat. weigths 0f the upper/lower
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levels. Fig. 4 shows the ratio for the FWHM of the W and Y lines in dependence of 1:0. Also
shown are the effects encountered in real plasmas: differential plasma motion (which effectively

decreases the optical thickness) and the convolution by an apparatus (smearing out the
differences in the FWHM). The dependence of the width ratio Rwidlh := A0.)(W)/A(D(Y) can be

described by (for an apparatus with Naxapp = ea): 12m = ln(ot 1013), with a =3.63, p = 0,34
for I S 120 S 40. For this most important interval of to, the ﬁtting parameters do not depend
very much on the element, however, for high Zn-elements, the upper limit of this interval is
decreased, because A(Y) starts to grow very strong with Zn. By means of spectra

simulations‘h11 detailed investigations including the apparatus function (often not well known a
priori) can be made and this can provide an estimation of the electron density and even (see ﬁg.

2) an estimation of the beam fraction.

II. The properties of diagnostic test-elements in transient plasmas

IUD

Small amounts of diagnostic elements are often added to obtain additional information from the
x—ray line emission. In transient plasmas with nc(t) and Tea), the analysis of X-ray spectra
demand particular attention: in time integrated
1.3 /eV
spectra, different elements show up with different
plasma parameters I Time integrated spectra of Ne,
Si, Ar of H- and He-like ions from plasmas with

time dependent T6 and ne (fig. 5) were calculated

III)

500

and used for the determination of averaged plasma
parameters (indicated with dots in ﬁg. 5). The
choosen time dependence of Te(t) and ne(t)
corresponds to the principle behaviour of a Zpinch plasma: compression phase with increasing
Te and me, stagnation phase, expansion with

decreasing Ta and n9. Because the diagnostic lines
0

50

w

”m

of more heavy elements appear at higher Tc they

Fig. 5: Determination of averaged plasma
parameters (-) by means of diagnostic test

"show" higher averaged plasma parameters. E.g..
for argon <Tc> = 980 CV1 <nc> z 3'1021 cm'3, but

elements in transient plasmas, n61 » 1012 cm‘3s

for Ne (Te) = 630 CV, <ne> = 1.61020 cm‘3.

III. Relaxation effects in fast heated and cooled plasmas
Besides the electron sensitivity of the intensity ratio I(Y)/(I(W) as shown in fig. 2, radiative
recombination from the I-I-like ground state in overcooled plasmas and inner shell ionization
from the Li-like states 15225,p in overheated plasmas lead to an increase of the ratio because of
the higher statistical weigths of the triplett levels].
In highly transient plasmas (e.g. fast expanding laser plasmas, hot spots, micropinches)

with conﬁnement parameters net « 1012 crn‘3s a quasi—stationar approach does not provide an
appropriate description, because the orders of magnitude different relaxation times of resonance
and forbidden lines are essential. We therefore have developed a complete time dependend
collisional radiative model (details of the atomic structure are described elsewhere5) which

treats all levels nj (also metastables with full J—splitting and autoionising levels) with the partial
time derivative B/Bt:
.
a naft)

: XWtt) nitt) < XWjiO) til-(t) . zAji njU)
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A = spont. decay rate, W = rates of coll. ionizationB-body recombination. excitation
[deexcitatiom radiative and dielectronic recombination.
New effects in the Y/W ratio, which are purely based on relaxation mechanisms are discovered. For coronal densities, all 1521 levels are populated from the He-like ground state, they
are independend from each other and their times of relaxation correspond to their radiative
decay rate. With increasing ne collisional transitions between the 1s21 levels start to play an
essential role in the kinetic processes. First, the 152p 3P1 level is populated (at about ne=1015

cm‘3) from the 1525 381 level, which has the lowest decay rate (A=4.6-106 s", Argon) and
second, with higher densities (z 1017 cm'3) from the 152p 3P2 level. This results not only in an

additional population of the Y-line, but also in an increase of its relaxation time (the inﬂuence
of the 1525 150 level on the 152p 1P1 level is not so strong). This is demonstrated in ﬁg. 6 for
nc=1018 cm‘3. Because the relaxation time of the Y-line is much longer than those of the W—line
a strong increase of the ratio appears in the
100/10")
cooling phase. The dashed lines show the
pure relaxation effects: recombination,

cascading. ionization 15221 + e - 1s21 + 2e,

0.1

populating the 1521 levels are switched of.
It should be emphasized that the
ratio can show values which are much

higher than the ratio of the statistical

3

weights which cannot be obtained by

g
.

,

.

.

.

0-3

recombination from H-like ions or inner

shell ionization from Li-like ions.
V"
4-0
3-”
1°
lt°
In the heating phase the difference in
Fig. 6: Intensity ratio of the Y— and W-line in u-ansient
metastable
of
inﬂuence
strong
the
plasmas showing .
the relaxation times leads to a strong
.
levels in the relaxation process (nc = const 1), Zn=18
decrease of the WW intensity ratio.
_
.
effect is only
Obvious, that order of magnitude over—estimations in ne will result, when this

interpreted in terms of ne (fig. 2). With increasing ne (1021 cm'3 in fig. 6), the effects are less

pronounced because the collisions beween the 1521 3L levels drive the populations to the
statistical one. The inﬂuence of recombination and cascading are more important here and
result in a great difference between the solid and the dashed line (ﬁg. 6) in the cooling phase.
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A SPECTROSCOPIC METHOD TO DIRECTLY MEASURE NONTHERMAL
VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS

B. Zurro, J. Vega, C. Burgos, B. P. Van Milligen and K. J. McCarthy

Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT. Avd. Complutense 22. E~28040 Madrid. Spain
Introduction. We have reported in previous publications” a method to determine the rootmean-square value of nonthermal velocity ﬂuctuations, based on the differential effect they
produced on the spectral width of impurity lines belonging to some ions of different mass.
Our interest on this subject derives from its implications for anomalous transport? As this
method is not direct, it cannot be applied to very hot plasmas, where this effect is negligible,
and as it only can give indirect information about the physical mechanisms causing these
fluctuations, we are exploring a more general approach for which a special detector was
developed. The detector developed can separately monitor the intensity variation of different
parts of a spectral line where the intensity difference at two symmetrical positions on the line
should be sensitive to turbulence velocities. This method has been used in astrophysics for
measuring nontherrnal velocities, see Koutchmy3 and references therein, and in fusion
plasmas to monitor rotation velocities with good temporal resolution“.

The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, a numerical approach to the physical problem on
how to pass from intensity to velocity ﬂuctuations is given together with the role played by
the photon statistics and spatial resolution. Secondly, the special detector and its coupling to a
high resolution spectrometer are described. Finally, the performances of the system are
illustrated using preliminary results obtained in the TH tokamak.

Method Fundamentals. Using a rather simpliﬁed picture, the spectral line shape of an
impurity line from a plasma of the tokamak type, can be approximated by a gaussian like I (1
exp(— (X—Alﬂ/wz) assuming we could see it in a fast time scale; where the full width at half
maximum (AX-r) of the line is equal to 1.66 w and it is related to the ion temperature (T) and
ion mass (M) by T = 1.68x108 M AXTZ/XOZ [eV, a.m.u., A]. The line shift is related to
plasma macroscopic velocities v, by , A)» = v Ml c, where M is the spectral line wavelength
and c is the light velocity. In general, v=v(k,w) where k and w are the wavenumber and
frequency, the low frequency part may represent rotation velocities and the higher frequency
components the nonthermal velocities caused by plasma turbulence. Since the spectral shape
is usually recorded with integration times longer than the ﬂuctuation time scale one records
the result of the convolution of the thermal and the nonthermal gaussians, the latter being due
to plasma turbulence as explained in Ref.1.

If two identical detectors are symmetrically located on both sides of the line of interest the
signal ideally collected by them, II and 12, will be equal and its difference will be zero.
However if the line undergoes rapid shifts due to the presence of nonthermal velocities the
difference between the signals in both detectors will change with time thus providing a
possible procedure to obtain information about the type of nonthermal velocities present in the
plasma. The inﬂuence of other ﬂuctuating or steady quantities like density and temperature.
which will produce the same effect on both detectors, will cancel when determining the
normalized difference of both signals (ll-I2)/(I‘+17).

Let us assume, by using this simple picture, that we sinusoidally modulate the macroscopic
velocity to produce a modulated line shift. We can recover, by means of a simple simulation,
the modulation produced in the former intensity parameter. A linear relationship can be
deduced between velocity and normalized intensity like those shown in Fig. 1. The main
difﬁculty which arises here is due to the passive spectroscopic technique being sensitive to
line averaged emissions, since it is the result of many small contributions, where the velocity
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spectrometer output plane with the cylindrical axis parallel to the slit height. Its purpose is to
expands the wavelength axis of the spectral line to match the photocathode horizontal size.
The other two lenses, with their curvatures perpendicular to the ﬁrst one, form a doublet of
cylindrical lenses whose separation can be adjusted to match the image of the output slit to the
detector size. When the height and width of the spectral line to be covered are ﬁxed a simple
paraxial optical calculation can be used to determine the separation between the focal plane,
lenses and detector.'I‘he whole detection system, composing of focusing optics and MCPPMT. is mounted on a motorized x-y platform in order to ease the ﬁnal photoelectric
alignment of the detector. The adjustment, intensity and wavelength calibrations are
performed using a Hg lamp. Finally, once the line of interest is centred on the OMA detector,
the MCP-PMT is scanned using the ﬁne displacement of the detector above to search for the
symmetrically correct positions of the channels.
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Fig. 4. Line-integrated emission proﬁle of
B IV (2822 A) used for these measurements.

Results and discussion. The ultimate goals of this work are: 1) to investigate if this
direct method can detect nonthermal velocities and hence corroborate or refute their level as
deduced in the TJ-I tokamak by the indirect method previously reportedliz; 2) to gain some
insight into the cause of these ﬂuctuations by studying the correlation between density and
velocity ﬂuctuations with the same spectroscopic system. We have already carried out
measurements of this kind in the TJ-I tokamak usin

two lines E IV 2822 A, whose chord

integrated proﬁle is shown in Fig. 4, and O V 2781 . These were chosen because of their
prominence and because they come from internal emitting ions. To date we have not been
able to use the 2271 A line from C V for this measurement due to its weakness. We have
recorded the intensity at two ﬂanks of the line and we have estimated the velocity distribution
by numerical processing of the data. The statistical analysis of the nonthermal velocity
distribution has enabled us to determine: the shift (a. to poloidal rotation), the width of the
gaussian distribution (a to the root-mean-square value of nonthermal velocities), and other
relevant statistical parameters like skewness, kurtosis, In Fig. 5 we have plotted the width
of this distribution as a function of the chord impact parameter. (Simple simulations support
the theory that the dominant contribution to the line integral comes from 1-2 cm
corresponding to the hotter and denser part of the chord). If we use the conversion factor

shown in Fig. 1, the absolute level of velocity ﬂuctuations is then estimated to be around 11.5x10‘S cm/s, therefore giving a ﬂuctuating electric ﬁeld of 100~150 V/cm. This is very
similar to that reported previously‘ using a completely different method. These results can be
understood qualitatively using a similar picture to that used previouslyl, i.e. for peripheral
chords the dominant velocities are poloidal ones whereas for central chords are the radial ones
which dominate. However, as these ions do not emit from the plasma centre the values of the
latter measured through central chords are lower than those of the former but consistent with
the ﬁndings of Ref.1.
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We have previously1 advanced the hypothesis that nonthermal radial velocities at the plasma
bulk could be linked to stochastic magnetic ﬂuctuations and that in a low-B plasma they could
be of the shear-Alfvén type. The latter has a very distinctive feature, in that they produce
velocity ﬂuctuations but negligible density ﬂuctuations. Our system is sensitive to both
velocity ﬂuctuations, by subtracting the signal of two symmetric detectors, and to density
6
ﬂuctuations when adding the signals of different channels I (OL ne) = 11+ ...+ In. In Fig.
we plot theﬂautocortelation function of velocity ﬂuctuations (full line) and the crosscorrelation
the
of v and n. These results seems to support the hypothesis outlined above, since
crosscorrelation has negligible values at any time.

In conclusion, a method to directly measure velocity ﬂuctuations and its practical
implementation has been discussed, as well as the intrinsic limitations for its application to an
actual plasma. Preliminary results obtained with it in the TH tokamak seem promising and
confum the level of nonthermal velocity ﬂuctuations (within a factor 2) found by a completely

different methodl.
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DETERMINATION OF ION TEMPERATURES FROM
ZEEMAN BROADENED SPECTRAL LINES
IN THE EDGE OF TORE SUPRA
C. C. Klepper, R. C. Islcr, S. J. Tobin, J. T. Hogan
Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee .7783], USA

W. R. Hess
Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion Contréléc
Centre d’Etudea de Cadarache, 13108 SLPauI-Iez-Dumnce, France
1. Introduction

Doppler broadening of spectral lines is widely used to determine ion temperatures
in fusion research. The analysis is usually straightforward for the interior of hot plasmas
where the Doppler broadening ofion spectral lines exceeds the width of the Zeeman pattern
created by the splitting of magnetic substates, but it can become rather complicated for
low-temperature peripheral ions Where the reverse situation exists. In the latter case it is
necessary to make precise calculations of the wavelengths and intensities of each transition
in the multiplet of interest in order to evaluate the combined Zeeman and Doppler effects
[I]. We have examined radiation of the C III JP—vi‘S) multiplet observed along several
viewing chords in Tore Supra to assess the possi ility of measuring the temperature of this
ion by comparing calculated proﬁles to the experimental lineshapes. The energy levels are
computed by diagonalizing’the matrix representation of the operator CL - 3 +poB - (L + 25)
for the upper and lower terms, and the intensities are calculated from the eigenvectors of the
matrix. Several factors complicate the analysis: most sightlines pass through the radiating
layer for a given ion at two locations where the ﬁeld strengths and the intensities are
different, the radial distribution of the emission is not determined precisely, and there exist
uncertainties in the polarization properties of the optics. In addition, it is not necessarily
true that such low ionization stages are actually thermalized. For these preliminary studies
on Tore Supra we have not addressed this latter point but have calculated lineshapes
assuming the distribution is Maxwellian.

2. Tangential Viewing

The dashed lines in Fig. 1 show data recorded from a viewing line in the mid-plane
that is tangential to the toroidal ﬁeld a. few centimeters inside the outer limiter radius.
Therefore, the o—transitions are dominant, and the sightline intersects a given ﬂux surface
at two locations having the same major radius. The solid lines in Fig. 1 are the computed
patterns for temperatures of17 eV, 27 eV, and 37 eV for which the halfwidths of the major

feature centered near 46475 A are 1.38 A, 1.44 A, and 1.48 A. The best ﬁt to the data
is 1.44 A, but more interesting is the fact that the details of the total emission pattern
are also matched best by the calculation for 27 eV. Observed features are not nearly so
well resolved as predicted for 17 eV, but they are better resolved than predicted for 37
eV. This suggests that ﬁtting the complete transition array may lead to more conﬁdence
in determining ion temperatures than does simply basing the analysis on the width of the
major feature.

3. Near Radial View toward Outer Limiter
A View that allows studies of the outer limiter in Tore Supra is afforded by a mirror
mounted on an endoscope near the top of the machine on the high field side. The sightline
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makes an angle of 70° with the magnetic ﬁeld so both (T- and rr—components are detected.
In principle, this View intersects the C III layer in both low-ﬁeld and high-ﬁeld locations,
here
but the emission is much stronger at the low-field side for the discharges discussed
and
because the plasma is positioned outward from the center of the vacuum chamber,
radiation from the leading edge of the limiter is quite strong. Even though radiation from
because
the high-ﬁeld side is only a minor perturbation, the analysis is not straightforward
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4. Radial Viewing toward Inner Wall

fan of chords
The third set of visible spectroscopy views on Tore Supra consists of a
cross section.
that essentially pass through the plasma at different angles in one poloidal
ﬁeld, but we
Again, these intersect a given flux surface at two values of the magnetic
ming contribution
have investigated a case for which a marle occurs so that the overwhel
from one of the
comes from the high-field side. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate data obtained
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sightlines when a polarizer is used to select lines having electric vectors either parallel
or perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld. For the parallel case, a temperature near 22.5 eV
appears to be close to the best ﬁt for the overall pattern, although the line originating {mm
the 3?; state would be somewhat better matched at a. temperature of about 18 eV. The
patterns calculated for 15 and 30 eV do not compare as favorably with the measurements.
The data. in Fig. 4 were taken from the succeeding discharge with the polarizer supposedly
oriented to select the cr-components. 'The best overall comparison is with the calculation
for 28 eV instead of 22.5 eV as was found for the data of Fig. 3, however, satisfactory
agreement cannot be achieved at all unless it is assumed that the polarizer was aligned
about 20° away Erom the ﬁeld normal.
5. Summary

We have examined a. 3P—>35 multiplet of C III in Tore Supra in order to assess the

possibility of determining the ion temperatw fmm transitions where the Zeemnn eﬁed
cannot be neglected compared to the Doppler broadening. The preliminary studies lead
us to believe that with good quality data the temperatures can be determined within
about 20% in the 20 - 30 eV range and within about 50% in the neighborhood of 5 eV
by ﬁtting the entire multiplet rather than a semi-isolated feature, even though certain
parameters important for the analysis, such as polarization effects of the optics, are not
well characterized. In order to quantify these conclusions more precisely, future work will
concentrate on developing numerical ﬁtting routines and on examining the validity of the
assumption that the distribution function for low ionization stages is Maxwellian. This
work was partially sponsored by the Oﬁice of Fusion Energy, U. S. Department of EnergyI
under contracts No. DE—AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems Inc.

References
[1] J. D. Hey, Y. T. Lie. D. Rusbﬁldt, E. Hintz, Pmc. of the 20th European Conf. on
Contr. Pinion and Plasma Physics, Part III p. 1111, Lisbon 1993
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The JET Multi-Camera Soft X-Ray Diagnostic
B. Alper, K. Blackler, S.F. Dillon, AW. Edwards, RD. Gill, E. Lyadina,
W. Mulligan, S.A.B.Staunton—Lambert, D.G. Thompson, D.J.Wilson
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 3EA, UK.
INTRODUCTION
A new soﬁ X-ray detector system has been constructed for the pumped divertor phase of JET
which incorporates a number of enhancements over the previous system in both hardware and
data acquisition. The hardware improvements include: six independent views of the plasma at

one toroidal location (as opposed to two in the old system), spatial resolution improved from

7cm to 3cm, frequency response increased from 30kHz to lOOkHz and, improved toroidal

mode resolution. These enhancements will allow the study of MHD activity in ﬁner detail.

The tomographic reconstruction of soft X-ray emissivities will be improved to include Fourier

terms up to cos(5€)) compared with only cos(29) before. Also through the implementation of

a fast central acquisition and trigger system, data from a range of diagnostics will be available
at high bandwidth to allow processing of plasma phenomena of far greater complexity than
was possible before.

Water cooling pipe

GENERAL LAYOUT OF NEW
SXR SYSTEM Figure 1 shows the
general

layout of the new SXR

diagnostic at octant 2 of the JET

Venlcal ‘
“am“

torus. Five separate assemblies have
been

constructed

to

house

the

detectors - 35 channel PIN diode

Vacuum

vessel

arrays. A sixth assembly (not shown),
identical to the vertical camera, has

been installed at octant 7 for the
purpose of toroidal mode number
identiﬁcation.

Figure 1.
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FEATURES OF THE SXR CAMERA ASSENBLIES
To obtain views of the plasma from a number of directions at one toroidal location requires
the installation of cameras around the vessel wall away from access ports, As JET operates
with the vessel at elevated temperatures (up to ~3000C), this has required various novel
features to be incorporated into the system design, see Figure 2. These include: the use of 35-

channel PIN diode arrays mounted in pairs to provide six independent views of the JET
plasma; (each compact camera pair has a ~90° viewing angle ), up to four arrays enclosed in
a single water—cooled secondary vacuum assembly and a dedicated turbo-pumping system to
reduce convective heat losses Each camera views the plasma through a 250W“ thick Be

Window which provides SXR energy ﬁltering and isolation of the primary and secondary
vacua. An enclosed single element version of the diode is included to allow subtraction of
neutron and gamma ray backgrounds during high performance discharges together with a pair
of infra-red emitting diodes for calibration. A 1mm thick tungsten contoured aperture plate

enables precise viewing deﬁnition of both low and high energy X-rays and the copper content
(required for conductive cooling of diodes) has been minimised to reduce possible forces on
assemblies from eddy
during
currents

plasma

disruptions

Removal

of

camera

single-

assemblies

whilst maintaining the
torus under

vacuum
Delaclur clamp..-""‘

will be possible.
Figure 2. Schematic
of

\

Coverand heat shield

camera £1553"?n

in one of the multi-

camera arms

\

cuu

5mm" W m

enclosure

DETECTOR PERFORMANCE
The detectors used are Centronic LD35-5 PIN photodiode arrays. Normally designed to
operate in the visible, these type of detectors have been found to work well in the SXR
region[1]. Each array consists of 35 elements with anodes 4.5mm by 0.96mm at 1mm
spacing with common cathodes. In this application we use only every other channel in each

array, ie. 18 channels per array, (except in the vertical and toroidal cameras where every
as
element is used). The unused channels have their anodes shorted to the common cathode
The
20%.
to
up
by
elements
ng
neighbouri
of
gain
the
affect
to
ﬂoating channels were found
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detectors are operated in photoamperic mode; that is with zero bias into low impedance

ampliﬁers. This has the advantage of minimising noise and dark current and removing the
possibility of cross-talk through a common power supply for the bias voltage. Tests were
carried out (using LEDs) which showed that the gain was stable against small variations in
bias voltage around 0V and that the frequency of response was adequate for the 100kHz band
width, originally speciﬁed
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Calibration with 8 keV X-rays: Operating with zero bias means that the diodes are not
operating in a fully depleted mode.

Studies by Cho[2] indicate that electron-hole pairs

created in a diffusion region of 50-120u‘m depth can diffuse into the depletion region (~10um

with zero bias) and contribute towards signal current For 8 keV X—rays this would lead to a

collection efficiency in the range 55% to 85%. The relative calibration of all diode elements

for 8 keV X-rays was carried out at MIT. A variation in efﬁciency comparable to that
mentioned above was found between the best and worst detectors. In practice, a selection

was made of the 12 best arrays out ofa total of 28 tested, leading to a variation of only i3%
for all central channels and i4% for all edge channels.

Radiation Effects: With the small volume of each detector, and through the use of zero-bias
operation, large dark (or leakage) currents are not expected. Possible problems may occur if

the neutron ﬂuence through a diode exceeds 1013 cm'z. This corresponds to a total‘yield of
~5.10l9 neutrons from JET plasmas. Under these conditions effective doping concentrations
can change with n-type inverting to p—type. However, self—annealing ofthe detectors should
occur due to the pulsed nature ofthe neutron source which should extend their life,
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ELECTRONICS
The front—end electronics for each camera is contained in a single rack—schematically
illustrated below, Each ADC card is powered ﬁom an isolated linear power supply in order to
reduce noise. The single ended current—source to voltage input ampliﬁer has gain and DC
offset adjustment. An 8—pole analogue filter is included to prevent aliasing from out of band

signals or noise. Output from the ADC, a 12-bit device sampling at 1 MHz, is fed through
two digital ﬁlters which lower the sampling frequency to 250kHz at 16 bits, for a pass band to
IOOkHz and stop band of 125 kHz. Each ADC card is optically isolated with data passed via
the backplane to the Control card. Each Control card contains a Transputer to provide a

programmable facility for setting gains / DC offsets and driving the calibration LEDs. .The
control card multiplexes the data from up to 19 ADC cards and transmits the data via a single
TAXI / ﬁbre—optic interface to the diagnostic area. The back—end data collection and trigger
system uses Texas Instruments TMS320C4O (C40) microprocessors to provide a fast storage

and central trigger system for the SXR data. Other JET diagnostics including magnetics,
ECE, reﬂectrometry and H—alpha, are to be incorporated into the C40 central trigger system
to enable simultaneous collection of data at 250 kHz from these diagnostics.

Schematic of the front-end electronics
ADC Card -00ntalned within a Screened Box
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STATUS The diagnostic hardware has been completely installed onto IET together with

water cooling and vacuum systems. The ADC cards have been fabricated and tested. The
Control card is currently undergoing prototype testing with complete testing of the data
acquisition system expected in the next few weeks.
REFERENCES [1] Camacho JF and Granetz RS, Rev. Sci. Instr. 57 (3), 1986, p417

[2] Cho T et al, Phys. Rev. A, 46(6), 199
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Twodimensional reconstruction of the radiation
power density in ASDEX Upgrade
J.C. Fuchs, K.F.Mast, A.Hermann, K.Lackner,
ASDEX-Upgrade-, NBI— and lCRH-Teams
MP1 fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D-85748 Garching, Germany

Introduction
In ASDEX Upgrade radiation losses are recorded by 72 bolometers placed in 4:
‘horizontal’ and one ‘vertical‘ camera. A twodimensional poloidal reconstruction of
the local radiation power density (emissivity) is performed with a new tomographic
algorithm. Volume integration of the emissivity gives the radiated power from the bulk
plasma and the divertor region. Taking into account the power load on the divertor
plates measured with an infrared camera results in reasonable good energy balances.
Bolometric diagnostic
Till now radiation losses are recorded in
the large tokamalc ASDEX—Upgrade by 5 pin-

hole bolometer cameras (Fig. 1) which are
mounted around one poloidal cross section of
the plasma inside the vacuum vessel. Two
‘horizontal' cameras HC1 and HCH, each with
12 bolometers arranged in 3 modules, observe
the plasma with high space resolution (A =
3cm), HCl the X-point and divertor region,
HCII the top of the plasma. Owing to the
small viewing solid angles (9 : 1.7- 10'3srd)
of the two cameras very small radiation powers of typically 100- 10—6W or less are ab

sorbed on the foils which demands of high
electric ampliﬁcation factors of '2- 104. The
radiation from the center part of the plasma
is registrated by a ‘horizontal’ camera HCHI
with 16 bolometers arranged in 4 modules
with a space resolution A : 10cm. Another
‘horizontal’ camera HCV with 8 bolometers
(A : 6cm) measures radiation from the top
region of the plasma, too, but with lines of
sight crossing those of HCII.

.-'

. . -

A"

,mm,

“‘3 N I
u.
“
i ' m:
ms?"

Fig 1: Bolometer cameras on AS'DEX
Upgrade. Till now in operation are
HCI, ECU, HC'III, HCV, VC.

In order to reconstruct a two»dimensional poloidal distribution of the local emissivity a ‘verticall camera VC with 24 bolometers arranged in 6 modules registrates
radiation from the entire plasma cross section along basically vertically arranged lines
of sight. A divertor camera HCIV with 8 channels and 2 collimators with 4 channels

will also be built in soon.

The bolometers are miniaturized, low noise metal resistor bolometers [l] which
are excited by a SOkHz sine wave and effectively suppress thermal drift and electrcr
magnetic interferences. They are exposed to the full toroidal magnetic field B during
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the excitation of the main ﬁeld coils, but no effect of B on them could be detected.

Sampling frequencies of either 100 Hz and lkHz are used.

Tomographic reconstruction of the radiation emissivity
Bolometers measure the radiated power integrated along their lines of sight. In
order to obtain the distribution of the local radiation emissivity, the measured line
integrals therefore must be unfolded. However due to the ﬁnite number of line integrals

there is no unique solution to this problem, so further assumptions about the expected
distribution must be made. The easiest way is to assume constant emissivity along
magnetic flux surfaces [2]. However, this method has many limitations, eg. it is not

suitable to obtain the radiation distribution in the divertor region. in the following a
new algorithm for tomographic reconstruction of the two dimensional distribution of

the emissivity is presented, which is not limited to closed ﬂux surfaces, but also works
on open flux surfaces, e.g. around the X-point and in the divertor region.
The algorithm is based on the fact that the variation of the emissivity along magnetic ﬁeld lines is much smaller than perpendicular to them. In order to describe this
behaviour, we make the ansatz that the distribution of the radiation emissivity is gen—
erated by an anisotropic diffusion model with strongly different values of the diffusion
coefﬁcients along and perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld lines. The solution with min—
imized sources and sinks and considering the constraints of the measured line integrals
represents the poloidal distribution of the emissivity 5(R, z). This anisotropic diffusion
model for the radiation emissivity corresponds to some sort of independent smoothing
of the emissivity proﬁle in the directions normal and perpendicular to the ﬂux surfaces,
but it need not be directly connected with any underlying physical diffusion process.
The diffusion equation for the radiation emissivity 5 may be Written in the form

.

66

_

(1)

div(Dgrade) = —s + a; =: s

where D is the (anisotropic) diffusion tensor and 3m denotes all sources and sinks in—
cluding the time variation of the emissivity. Taking into account the different diffusion
coeﬂ'icients DJ_ and D” (with respect to the magnetic ﬁeld lines), the left hand side of
(1) may be written as

(2)

div(Dgrad<-:) = div(nDin ~ V6 + tDHt ~ V6)

where n and t are the normal and tangential vectors to the ﬂux surfaces. DJ_ and D”
may be space dependent functions.
Introducing cylindrical coordinates and assuming toroidal symmetry, (2) takes the
a
3
6°
2
62
form
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where GRR, Gm, G”, GR, and G: are well known functions of R, z, the flux function
\IJ, and the diffusion coeﬂicients D J_ and D".

Minimizing over sources and sinks 3 and considering the constraints of the mea—
sured line integrals results in minimizing the following term:

'

L («b

— a )2

min i [(div(.Dgrade))2 dz + A Z —u‘C—alC-—-u— :: I+ AS
11:1

(5nd”)?

(3)
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edé are the calculated
f
line of sight.
line integrals, 5,, are relative errors and A is a weight factor. The integral I in (3)
describes sources and sinks in the distribution of the emissivity, whereas the sum 5
describes the difference between the measured and calculated line integrals. With
decreasing weight factor A the resulting distribution will become smoother, but the

where <1)” are the measured line integrals, (Panic =

difference between the measured line integrals (13,, and the calculated ones (PANIC will

become larger. A good value of A may be obtained iteratively by looking for that
solution of (3) that fulﬁlls X2 x L, where L is the number of measured line integrals.
By introducing a. rectangular grid in the poloidal cross section of the plasma with
grid points Rg, EJ, and 6,3 :: e(R,-,zj), equation (3) leads to a (very large) system of
linear equations for 6,-1- that may be solved by numerical standard methods.
The following examples for radiation proﬁles have been obtained using a grid with
26x48 grid points. This corresponds to a spatial resolution of about 5cm. The ratio
of the diffusion coefﬁcients was chosen to take a constant value DL/D“ = 0.1. Tests
have shown that the resulting emissivity proﬁle does not depend strongly on this ratio,
instead the ratio must be changed by some magnitudes to see a signiﬁcant effect in
the proﬁle. However, improvements can be made by assuming a space dependent ratio
Di/D“ instead of a constant one7 eg. Di/D“ should be larger around the X-point
than in the center of the plasma. These improvements are still under discussion.

Results
Fig ‘2 shows the radiation distribution
for a standard shot with Ip = 600kA and
ﬁg 2 3 ‘ 1019m‘3. It shows a hollow proﬁle

in the main plasma, but also a pronounced
emissivity pealc around the voint, which
is typical for single null divertor plasmas
in ASDEX-Upgrade. The radiated power

from the X—point region is about 30% of
the total radiated power. A comparison of
the measured and calculated line integrals
shows a good agreement.
Volume integration of the calculated
emissivity gives the total radiated power

Fig 2: Radiation proﬁle for a standard
shot, with view from the top of the plas-

from the plasma. By integrating only over

ma towards the X‘Pomi

some part of the plasma, we may also obtain the radiated power from the bulk plasma,
from the divertor, or from the X—point region. About 60% of the heating power is lost
by radiation, and about 25% of this total radiated power comes £rom the main plasma
(inside the ﬂux surface with ppoz R: 0.97), and 30% £rom the divertor region (below the
X—point). The difference between the total radiated power and the sum of the radiated
powers from the main plasma and the divertor is the power radiated in the boundary
of the plasma.
Fig 3 shows the time development of the radiated power for an ohmically heated
density limit shot. With increasing 7—1: the total radiated power increases from initially
50% to about 85% of the heating power. At a medium density the radiation from the
X—point region increases [3,4]. With increasing 7'1C this radiation zone extends deeper

u

‘Ih‘ I

Fig 3: Time evolution of the heating power, total radiated power, power radiated in
main plasma and divertor region for a density limit shot. Bottom: Powers, middle:
ratio of radiated powers to heating power.

Fig 4: Marfe at the high ﬁeld side
during the final phase of a density limit shot. Solid lines are lines
of constant emissivity, dashed lines
are flux surfaces.

into the main plasma, so the power radiated from this part increases7 while the power
radiated from the divertor region slightly decreases. In the ﬁnal phase the marfe moves
quickly at the high ﬁeld side (Fig 4) and there are some minor disruptions before the
shot ends in a disruption.
Globally energy balances of the plas—
ma were performed by taking into account
’PlidW/dl
'
‘
#2329 MW
the results of the bolometric and thermo- Pi«dW/dt- Prad
h
Pi-dW/m~
Prad
Plargel
‘2
g-raphic diagnostics. The time derivative
ICRHgni
of the kinetic energy content of the plasma. derived from magnetic measurements
was considered in most cases7 too. Toroidal
symmetry of the radiation Prad and of the
thermal load on the divertor plates Pm”,

represents a. reasonable assumption. This
is proved by time integrated measurements
of toroidally distributed thermopiles in the
inner and outer divertor plates. An exam—

ple of the reasonable good global energy
balance for an ICRH heated plasma discharge in deuterium is shown in Fig 5.

lime /s

Fig 5: Global energy balance for an ICRH

h eated discharge
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Sawtooth Filtering by Singular Value Decomposition
M. BESSENRODT-VVEBERPALS, M. MARAscuEK,
H.Z0HM, THE ASDEX UPGRADE TEAM, AND THE NI TEAM
Max«Planck~Institut fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
Boltzmannstrasse 2, D 7 85740 Garching, Germany

1.

Introduction

Tokamak plasmas are in a state of permanent reorganization. Especially, fast MHD events
such as sawleeth modulate the hot plasma considerably. These MHD phenomena can be
observed by pinhole cameras in which silicon wafers with additional foils register soft
X-ray emission from the plasma along many linesvofesight with high temporal resolution.

Singular value decomposition (SVD) constitutes a powerful method for signal pro

cessing, e.g. MHD applications in [NARDONE, 1992,FUCHS ct at, 1994]. SVD generalizes
the principal component analysis to non-quadratic matrices. In this paper, we show how
SVD can ﬁlter sawtooth parameters like the repetition time and the inversion radius
reliably and effectively in discharges where usual methods can hardly detect sawtooth
parameters. Results from the soft X-ray pinhole camera system in ASDEX~Upgrade will
be presented for sawteeth in ohmic discharges as well as in additionally heated plasmas.

2.

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

For SVD analysis, the measured data 2),,- at i = l,...,n time points and j = 1, . . . ,m
spatial points with m S n are arranged in a (nxm)-matrix X = (Id/m SVD factorizes
X in the form

X : UTDV
into an orthogonal (nxn)—matrix U, a. diagonal (nxmlmatrix D, and an orthogonal

(m Xm)~matrix V.
This factorization is closely related to the eigensystem of XTX. Since UUT = 1 and

WT 2 1 implies xTx = (VTDTU) (UTDV) = VTDTDV and XTXVT = VTDTD,
the rows of the orthogonal matrix V are the eigenvectors of XTX and the nonnegative
diagonal elements .5? of DTD are the eigenvalues of XTX in descending order; the s, are
called the singular values of X. Since the hierarchy of singular values is arranged in descending order, the ﬁrst singular value represents the line of best approximation, together
with the second the plane of best approximation and so on. Indeed, the temporal and
spatial eigenvectors, determined by the SVD, build up a new orthogonal coordinate system. SVD is superior to the direct computation of the eigensystem especially for practical
problems, and numerically stable SVD algorithms are readily available [BELSLEY, 1991].

wilter‘ing is then performed by reconstructing the signals by using only the 5 largest
1

singular values, i.e. i0» = E uhskvkj. In case of sawtooth ﬁltering, we use a temporal

k-_1
eigenvectors to determine the sawtooth repetition time T53", and we use a spatial eigen-
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vector to obtain the inversion radius.

3.

Soft X-Ray System in ASDEX Upgrade

\Swi
‘=—

,-

N\ ;.

\ \'
\
IL\\\“N

,

FIG. 1.

The soft X-ray system in the tokamak ASDEX
Upgrade consists of four pinhole cameras with
112 lines—of-sight as shown in ﬁgure 1. Each
channel is sampled with 500 kHz frequency,
i.e. we achieve 2 ps temporal resolution. The response function of each camera can be changed
independently by beryllium foils of 6 or 100 mm
thickness. The plasma radiation is detected by
passivated ion-implanted silicon diodes which
are made of pure silicon with 300 pm thickness
and an active layer of 8.6 X 2.6 m2. The diodes
are operated with negative voltage, i.e. in reverse bias mode. The diode current is ampliﬁed
in two stages by 102 up to 109, then converted to
digital numbers and ﬁnally registered by a par
allel computer on the basis of 56 T800 transput—
ers. Given 1.5 MByte RAM per channel, a mea—
surement with full time resolution is restricted
to about 1.5 s. Tomographic reconstruction on
a snapshot basis allows to determine the local
emissivity of the plasma.

Soft X-my cameras in ASDE'X

Upgrade.

4.

Sawtooth Filtering in Ohmic Discharges

SVD analysis is ﬁrstly exempliﬁed in an ohmic discharge where usual methods can hardly
detect sawtooth parameters. Figure 2(a) shows the ﬁrst three temporal eigenvecim‘s which
the SVD analysis derives from the raw signals during the ohmic phase of an ASDEX
Upgrade discharge (#3960: 1,, = 0.8 MA, B, = ~20 T, ﬁe = 4 X 1019 m'a). The
correqsponding singular values are so 2 9.17x105, s, = 1.03X10“, and 32 : 9.11X103,
respectively. Obviously, only the temporal eigenvector no. 2 reﬂects sawtooth activity.

In order to have sawtooth activity reﬂected in a more signiﬁcant eigenvector, the raw
signals are centred around their mean value, 1.6. their covariance matrix is used in the

SVD analysis (see ﬁgure 2(b)). Then, it is so = 328, 51 = 294, and s; = 276, respectively.

If additionally the variance of the signals is normalized, i.e. their correlation matrix is
subject to SVD analysis, the ﬁrst two temporal eigenvectors reﬂect sawtooth activity as
is evident from ﬁgure 2(c). In this case, SVD calculates so : 2.49, 3.1 = 2.38, and 32 =
1.99, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the corresponding ﬁrst three spatial eigenvectors from SVD of the
raw data from cameras B, C, and D in # 3960. The spatial eigenvector no. 0 reflects the
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radiation distribution of the
three cameras which are used
for the analysis. The zeroes of
the spatial eigenvector no. 2 at
channel numbers 4 and 8, 23
and 29, 50 and 52 point to the
inversion radius. Combining
the informations of the three
cameras, we easily obtain the
inversion radius as illustrated
in ﬁgure 4.
The eigenvalues of the
three approaches behave quite
differently: The SVD anal
ysis of raw signals is completely dominated by the ﬁrst
eigenvalue, which amounts to
8.4X1011 and already gives
99.9 % of the information.
The eigenvalue no. 2 describ»
ing the sawteeth is 8.3x107

and contributes only 0.009 %.

'23

FIG. 2.

""

.4

l (u) "“'
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E1

In the SVD analysis of the co
variance and correlation ma—
trix, however, these sawtooth eigenvalues contribute
9.5 % and 10.5 %, respectively, to the information, yielding
much more reliable results.

First three temporal eigenvectars afASDEX Upgrade

discharge # 3960 for (a) raw signals, (b) covariance matrix,

-[-)

and (c) correlation matrix.
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In discharges with additional heating, where sawteeth are very pronounced, SVD extracts
repetition times and the inversion radius quite easily.

5.

Sawtooth Filtering and ELMS in H-Mode

The sawtooth activity has also been studied in a series of discharges with additional
neutral injection power (# 4375: II, = 0.8 MA, B, = —l.9 T, ﬂ, = 6 x 1019 m‘a,
PNI = 1.5 and 3 MW). In the H~m0de, regular sawteeth as well as type—l ELMs appear.
“m
15v:
It is worth noting that SVD

WW 2
.-

WW 1

-

'u

a...

nu

m) V”

a...

.510

FIG. 5. SVD of an H-mode ASDEX Upgrade discharge
(#4375: Ip : 0.8 MA, B. = —1.9 T, H, : 6 x 1019 m‘a,
Pm = 3 MW).

may not only determine saw—

tooth data but also the effects
of ELMs in these discharges.
For example, ﬁgure 5 shows
the ﬁrst three temporal eigenvectors from the soft X—ray emission. The sawtooth repetition time as determined from
the eigenvector no. 1 amounts

to 38.0 d: 2.0 ms with PM = 3
MW and to 23.7i1.1 ms with
Pm = 1.5 MW during a. later

phase of the same discharge, respectively. Although 6 pm beryllium foils are used to sup—
press the visible light, the temporal eigenvector no. 1 clearly reveals the ELM repetition
time of 6.2 :l: 0.6 ms and 14.6 :l: 3.9 ms, respectively. This agrees perfectly with the data
6.2 :l: 0.5 ms and 14.5 :t 3.8 ms determined by the photodiodes which are measuring the
Do, light.

6.

Summary and Conclusions

Singular value decomposition allows to determine sawtooth (and sometimes ELM) repe—
tition times and inversion radius very reliable and even under conditions where sawtooth
parameters can hardly be detected. In fact, temporal eigenvectors yield the repetition
times and the corresponding spatial eigenvectors contain the inversion radius. Results
clearly show the well-known prolongation of 7'57 and the reduction of type—l ELM repetition time with increasing input power.
Acknowledgements — The authors thank Dr. M. Kornherr, J. Krippner and M. Sokoll for

technical assistance with the soft X—ray diagnostics.
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Observation of MHD phenomena with the visible light
tomography system on RTP
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Introduction

MHD phenomena in the plasma of the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RTP) are being studied
with the 80~channel visible light tomography system. Three different spectral ranges have been
used: the maximum range 300— 1100 nm, the range 695 — 1100 nm. and the selection of the
Hq~line (656 nm) by interference ﬁlters. Preliminary results are presented here. Parameters of
RTP are: Ro= 0.72 m, a = 0.165 m, BT< 2.4 T, [p < 150 kA, Te < 4 keV, nc < 2 ><1020 m'3.

Description of the system and the tomography method used

The emitted visible light is collected in one poloidal cross-section from ﬁve viewing directions
by optical imaging systems, each with 16 detectors.l On ﬁrst approximation the measurements
are line-integrated over the plasma. The coverage of the plasma can be described in projection
space, which coordinates p and pdescribe the lines along which the line-integration takes place:
p is the distance from the line to the origin (e.g. the centre of the plasma) and q) the angle of the
line with the horizontal. We choose 4) between 0° and 180°, and p negative if it is below the
origin. The viewing lines of the system in projection space are shown in Fig. 1. Because the
imaging system is close to the plasma, corrections are needed to the assumption of line—

integralszv3
The viewing chords have been chosen such that they cover mainly the edge of the plasma
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The quality of tomographic inversions of data sampled on such a sparse grid can be improved
by reconstructing the entire projection space.4 We have developed a method to interpolate the
measured points in projection space to a regular grid.2 The interpolation between the measure—
mentsfon a irregular grid to the values on a regular grid g. can be described by an interpolation
operator A: f = A g. This system of equations can be solved by the iterative Algebraic Recon»

struction Technique.5 Because the problem is underdetermined, it is regularized by inserting a
relaxation parameter into the iterations, and by using a priori information. A priori information
used in our method is: smoothness (smoothing is applied in the iterations), boundary properties
(zero emission outside the plasma and periodicity) and constraints. The constraints include the
property of projection space that the integrals over p for all «1) should be equal.4 The choice of
ranges of the p and d) coordinates of Fig. 1 facilitates the application of boundary properties

and constraints. Furthermore corrections for the measurements not being exact line-integrals
can be made in the iterations. Finally the resulting interpolated values on a regular grid in projection space are tomographically inverted; currently we employ a regularized version of the

Filtered Back Projection method.6
Simulations have been done assuming certain model emission proﬁles. Figure 2 shows a simulation of a hollow proﬁle with a one-island structure. The island is restored in the reconstruc—
tion, although the reconstruction is very smoothed. Noise (3%) was added to the calculated

measurements of the model to test the method for stability. The reconstruction of projection
space from the 80 measurements was done to a grid of 15 45 values, and 27 p values for each (1).
The reconstruction errors that can be calculated for the restoration of projection space and for
the tomographic inversion are consistent.

(a)

(b)

4

O

A

Fig. 2: Contour plots of a reconstruction (a) of a slightly hollow model emission proﬁle with
an island structure (b).

‘

A Gerchberg-Papoulis-like iteration scheme is being added to our reconstruction method of
projection space. In the standard Gerchberg-Papoulis scheme7 an iteration is done between
object space or an operation on projection space (backprojection). and its Fourier transform. In
our scheme we implement a tomographic inversion and a back-calculation of what would be
measured in all grid points with the inverted emission profile. i.e an iteration between projection
space and object space. In this way the interpolation and smoothing is forced to result in a func—
tion that has all properties ofa function that can be tomographically inverted.
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Study of MHD phenomena
Effects caused by MHD—island structures near the edge of the plasma have been measured in the
full spectral range of the system (300 — 1100 nm). For the discharge under consideration
qa = 3. Amplitudes of the oscillation of up to 60% of the time-averaged signal level have been
observed for some of the channels, meaning that the oscillation in local emission is even larger
(the signals are line-integrated. and thus smoothed. measurements). An asymmetric emissivity
proﬁle is observed, with a maximum near the edge at the upper outboard side. The asymmetry
seems to depend only weakly on plasma conditions. If only Ha radiation is measured the
asymmetry is less pronounced than for the other wavelength ranges that have been observed.
The cause for the asymmetry is yet unexplained. It may be related to a slight offset in the vertical position control towards the top—limiter. To see more clearly the effect of the rotating MHD
structures on the emission proﬁle, tomographic inversions of the oscillating part of the signals
have been made (Fig. 3). Tomographic inversions of such complicated structures with a system
with a sparse coverage of projection space, will give artefacts in the reconstructions. The
reconstructions shown in Fig. 3 are stable (a similar result after one rotation). and show a
smooth transition from one timeslice to another (intermediate timeslices not shown in Fig.3).
Therefore we believe that the main features of the reconstructions are reliable.

Other diagnostics like the ECE-radiometer, the interferometer and the pick-up coils observe a
rotating m = 2. n = 1 island structure in electron density and temperature, and magnetic field.
The reconstructions however do not show a rotating emission distribution, but rather that certain regions of the plasma oscillate in emission. Furthermore the structures appear are at radii

which vary with the oscillation cycle. A conﬁrmation that the structures do not rotate at ﬁxed
radii comes from correlation analysis. The correlation analysis has to take into account the lineintegrated character of the measurements. If the visible emission would come from a rotating
island structure Like the one that is measured by other diagnostics. one can expect the channels
viewing equal radius (equal p) to measure similar signals with a phase shift corresponding to
the angle between the viewing chords. This method gives the expected result for model profiles
with rotating islands, but not for the measurements. The unclear correlations between channels.
and the oscillations seen in the tomographic inversions, could be explained to arise from. for
example. an electron density profile rotating with the magnetic structure in a poloidally non—uniform background of neutral hydrogen density. For comparison the island structure as observed
by other diagnostics is indicated in Fig. 3, were the electron density is lower in the O—points of
the islands than in the X-points.8 There seems not to be a clear correspondence with a positive
or negative ﬂuctuation in emission with the island structure, but there is a strong dependence on
the position of the islands.

Conclusions
A new reconstruction method for sparsely sampled data in projection space has been demon—
strated. It has been applied to the measurements in visible light emitted by a plasma during
MHD activity. The results show that the structures that emit visible light do not correspond spatially with the island structures observed by other diagnostics. whilst there exists a clear correlation in time. A possible explanation is a poloidally asymmetric distribution of neutral hydrogen. or the lumping of emisson of various spectral lines, each of which might behave differ—
ently in space and time. Therefore more narrow spectral bandwidths will be used in the future.
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Fig. 3: Tomographic inversions of four equidistant timeslices of the ﬂuctuating pan of visible
light measurements (without optical ﬁlters) during one oscillation period. The ﬁgures are contour plots in one poloidal plane (the left side is the inboard side) where the solid lines indicate
positive values and dotted lines negative values. The ellipses in the circles indicate the positions
of the O~points of the magnetic islands in the same poloidal cross-section. The radius at which
me islands rotate is at approximately 2/3 of the radius reconstructed.
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DIAGNOSTICS OF X-RAY EMISSION FROM PF-I YPE FACILITIES
AND ITS TIME CORRELATION WITH PARTICLE PULSES

M.Sadowski*, J.Baranowski*, L.Jakubowski*,.S.Kienle**,
H.Schmidt"*, E.Skladnik-Sadowska*, and J.Zebrowski*
‘Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies
05-400 Otwock-Swierlt n.Warsaw, Poland
“Institut [ﬁr Plasmaforschung. Universitat Stuttgart
70569 Stuttgart, Germany

Abstract: The paper reports on studies of X-ray emitting regions, which are formed within
plasma—focus facilities. Soft X-rays were transmitted through various diaphragms with thin
Be- or Al-filters and registered with pinhole cameras, microchannel plates, and miniature
scintillation detectors. There were also registered visible radiation (VR) signals, hard
X—ray and neutron pulses as well as fast ions. Attention was paid to their time
correlations.

Introduction

Intense X—ray pulses can be generated by various plasma devices, e.g., high-voltage
diodes, high—current z—pinches or plasma-focus devices. X—ray emission characteristics
depend strongly upon the conﬁguration of electrodes, power supply systems, and gaseous
conditions. These characteristics are of importance not only for basic plasma studies, but
also for different technological applications, as X~ray spectroscopy, microscopy, and

lithography. It has been found that plasma focus facilities, which for a long time have

been optimized mostly with regard to fusion products, possess interesting features
regarding the X-ray emission [1—6]. It has been decided to improve X-ray diagnostics at
SINS and to study the X-ray emission characteristics of PF-devices.
The main aim of this paper is to present results of recent X-ray measurements
which partly were performed within a German-Polish scientific collaboration.

Experimental facilities
The X-ray studies were carried outwith the PF~360 device [7] and the MAJA-PF

device [8]. The PF-360 was equipped with a 120-mm-dia. center electrode and a
l70-mm-dia. outer one, both 300 mm in length. The center electrode was insulated with

an 80-mm-long ceramic tubing. The facility was operated mostly at 147 Id, 32 kV, with

initial filling of 3.2 - 5.2 hPa D1. Some experiments were performed with an additional ,

gas-puffing through small holes drilled in the front plate of the center electrode.

The MAJA-PF device was equipped with a tubular center electrode of 72 mm in

dia., and a squirrel-cage 124«mm—dia. outer electrode (16 copper rods) of 300 mm in
length. The tubular insulator was made of a special ceramic or pyrex glass. The device
was powered by a 44 Id, 35 kV, condenser bank. The initial gas filling was about 1.3 — 2.7
hPa, either of pure D2, or D2 with Ar-admixture.

Experimental results
The dynamics of the pinched plasma was investigated by means of a 4-frame
camera supplied from IPF. The camera was equipped with a 4‘frame multichannel plate

placed behind pinholes covered with thin Be- and/or Al‘foil filters. In the experiments

described the exposition of each frame was 5 ns, and time delays of successive frames in

relation to the first. one were 7.5 ns, 20 ns, and 30 ns, respectively. An example of the
frame pinhole pictures is shown in Fig.1.
Shot F3120804

Shot F3120807

-25 ns

-17.5 ns

-5 ns

+5 ns

+28.5 ns

+41 ns

+51 ns

Fig.1. Time-resolved X-ray pictures of the pinch column within the PF—360 facility, as
obtained for two successive shots performed
at
U0=32 kV,
Wo=147ld,
pa: 4 hPa D2 + 0.3 hPa Ar. The IZS-pm-diapinholes were covered with 3 pm thick
xii-ﬁlters. The time t=0 corresponds to the maximum compression.

Space— and time-resolved X-ray observations revealed that the plasma pinch within
PF-360 facility was relatively reproducible in a macroscopic scale, but irreproducible in

a microscale, due to the stochastic character of plasma processes. It was observed that a
continuous plasma column exists 30-50 as before mhd instabilities (mostly 111:0 modes)
destroy the pinch and divide it into separate pieces.
Simultaneously with the time—resolved observations, there were also taken
time-integrated X—ray pictures by means of other pinhole cameras with different

magniﬁcation. A camera with 122.25 imaging was situated at (9:85" to the z-axis, and the
second camera with 1:1 imaging was adjusted at ®=54°. Some examples of the X—ray
pinhole pictures taken with those cameras are presented in Fig.2.

Fig.2. Soft X-ray pinhole pictures of two PF discharges, as taken with different cameras: on
the left - at 9:85”, 1:225 imaging; 0n the right - at (9:54“, 1:1 imaging, both JO-pm

Be-ﬁlter. A black vertical strip in the right picture corresponds to a metal wire used for scale

adjustment.

Comparing the time-integrated X-ray pictures, as taken under identical conditions, except for filters and angular positions, one can easily see that the application of
various filters and different magnifications enables a fine structure of the X-ray emitting

regions to be investigated in details. Appropriate pinholes ensure high spatial resolution,
and the filters allow the observation of the most intensive regions, i.e. hot-spots and

quasi-axial filaments.
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Experiments with an additional gas—puffing through holes in the front plate of the

inner electrode showed that the PF-360 facility can also be operated with an additional
gas target. Under suitable pressure of the injected gas (3.5 War), with a time delay of 500

its between pulsing of the valve and initiation of the main discharge, one could achieve
an improvement in the compression of the pinch column and generate distinct hot—spots
formed along the z-axis.
In order to perform an analysis of the time correlations during PF discharges,
there were registered simultaneously voltage- and current-waveforms, as well as VR
signals taken from several photodiodes observing the plasma sheath propagation at
different distances from the front plate of the inner electrode. From such VR signals one
could determine the time when the minimum pinch radius (Rm) is achieved. In addition,

there were registered hard X-ray and neutron signals from two scintillation detectors
placed side-on, at different distances (180 cm, and 270 cm) from the z-axis. There were
also investigated ion signals obtained with miniature scintillation detectors placed end-on,

at a distance of 106 cm from the electrode ends. Those detectors were shielded with
10-pm and 20-pin Al—foils in order to select high-energy deuterons above 1.3 MeV and

1.7 MeV, respectively. All the diagnostic signals were registered by means of a
multichannel digital oscilloscope (HP-16500A).
Taking into account times-of-flight, the neutron pulses (with FWHM ca. 50 ns)
were well correlated with the mardmum compression. Considering differences in times of
flight for neutrons (measured side-on) and fast ions (measured end—on), the
measurements revealed that the ion emission starts at the same time as the neutron
emission but it is extended considerably in time, up to 300 ns.

Ion (let.

i: .,

Er) 1.3 MeV 3

Ion det.

a

E; > 1.7 MeV .

‘

:

-

'

i

=

2

7

- ;

=100 T‘s/d”?

Fig.3. Two sets of traces from the PF—360 erperiments, as registered for two dlﬁ‘erent I47-kJ

shotr: 0n the left ~ at p0 = 4 hPa D2 without any gaspufﬁrtg, Y": 4.6 x 109 neutrons; on the

right - at pa= 3.6 hPa D2 with Ar—puﬂing (3.5 MPa, 500 p5 before the shot), Y": 1.4 X 10’“
neutrons.

'

More detailed measurements of the ion signals showed that the emission of fast

ions consists of many ion bursts, as one can see in Fig. 3. Such ion bursts are probably
emitted from different microsources, as it was found in small-scale PF experiments [9].
A comparison of the time—resolved measurements data with X-ray pinhole pictures has
shown that in case when bright hot-spots are formed there are also registered strong Rmin
signals.
Within the MAJA—PF device operated at 44 kJ, particular attention was paid to
the formation of intense hot-spots when different Ar—admixtures were applied. The

The measurements were performed with
X-ray pinhole cameras and XET
analyzers equipped with various foil
ﬁlters and miniature scintillators, which
were coupled (through light cables)
with fast photomultipliers. Some typical
results are presented in Fig.4.
A comparison of space—resolved
X—ray pinhole pictures and time-resolved

signals from XET analyzers has shown
that there is a good correlation between
the number of separate hot- spots and

soft X—ray pulses. A more detailed
analysis has revealed that hot-spots are
not formed simultaneously, but they are
rather generated successively, when the

"'50 ns/div’:

radial implosion of the current sheath
proceeds. The corresponding X—ray

P111565 have different features i.e., Fig.4X-ray pinhole picture of a single discharge

variousshapesand ﬁne structures,which

can be ewlained

character of plasma processes involved.

Conclusions

in the [MAJ/{.13}? device operated at 44 Id,

by the stochastic showing several bright hot-spots formed along
the 2-11a and conejponding soft X-ray pulses

registered with the XET.

The experiments described above can be summarized as follows:

1.The X-ray pictures obtained with pinhole cameras have shown that the pinch
compression and the generation of hot-spots can be improved by an additional gas-puffing
into the plasma-focus region.
2. The measurements of ions (mostly deuterons) emitted along the z-axis have shown that
the beginning of the emission of fast ions starts approximately with hard X-rays and
neutrons, but the ion emission consists of many ion bursts and lasts considerably longer.
3. The measurements of soft X-ray pulses have shown that they are correlated with

hot-spots observed in the space—resolved pictures.

Acknowledgements: The authors would like to acknowledge the support obtained from
the International Relations Office at the KfK Karlsruhe.
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IMAGING OF THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION BY MEASURNG

THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF BREMSSTRAIILUNG
V. Krivenski
Asociacién EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusién, CIEMAT; Madrid

As kinetic theories of the plasma play a larger and larger role, we may expect that the
measurement of the distribution function would become an increasingly central problem, since
ultimately it is the key element that can confirm, or invalidate a theory in a direct and
unambiguous way.
The measurement of the angular distribution of the Bremsstrahlung emission has attracted
the early interest of experimentalists as a tool for obtaining information on the fast tail of the
electron distribution generated during LH current drive.1'3 From the theoretical point of view,
however, no method has been suggested so far to extract that information in a unique way from
the experimental data:45 one has to realize that best—ﬁtting the experimental spectra, by using a
model distribution function with a few free parameters, can at best give a qualitative description
of the distribution function, since the quantitative results are determined and depend as much on
the choice of the model employed as on the actual measured data.
In this paper we outline a method that in principle is capable to determine a unique
distribution function from the measured angular distribution of the Bremsstrahlung emission.
l . Formulation of the Problem
The number of photons emitted per energy and time interval, from the unit plasma volume
located at the point r, through the solid angle 90b5, around the direction deﬁned ( with respect
to the magnetic ﬁeld ) by the angle gobs = or“ (r) , is ( see for example Ref. 4)

dN(r,k,q,bs)
dkdtdQObs
’7

an

:n;c

3

)r

d

V

e

(

1)

dul iBSiHGr—oé—+ﬁ——] Jd‘bjhyhﬂ) ,
r,=k+l 7’1
K a’l’ta‘QkMl
dkdﬂkul

where

(9: arccos(cos 6013 «758+ sin Qt“ sine cos<1>) ,
is the electron momentum pitch—angle; 8 is the angle between the momentum of the emitted
photon, k , and the incident electron, u]; C1) the angle between the planes (kul) and (kuz)
(112 is the momentum of the scattered electron ). The normalization k = h 1/c : IkI/c,

u:p/nyc, and d3u j =1 is used.
We seek to determine a method that allows to compute the chord averaged‘electron

distribution function, (I), from the measured number of photons, Id! N[r,k, 60h; (1)] ( where
the integral is along the line of sight ).

2 . Legendre Expansion
We expand the distribution in Legendre polynomials;

Mm 6)= 2a (r#)P(cos€)
It is easy to Show by using the addition 0220mm that the integral over CI) in Eq. (1) can now
be calculated, and We obtain the relation:
I

igdoahosqumemn ﬁomsinecos o) =Pn(costghs) 1;,(0059) _
3 . Result
By making use of the result of the previous section we get
M :n2 C

2

Pn((cos 60m

dk dt dam

a

x

u

3

x

(2)

d 0'-

d 0'

5111, a,,(r.u) —' 2/1319 Sitter —"—+—“-—]B,(cose) ,

which shows that orthogonal components of the distribution function have orthogonal
dependence on the observation angle. Equation (2) is the main result of the paper.
in order to separate the problem for the Legendre coefﬁcients of the distribution function,
an(r, u) we deﬁne a family of polynomials?n . such that

‘n— a.
Jdﬂomsinézk Tn(oos%b5)Pm(cost90m)= 511m

(formSn),

(3)

having assumed that the emission spectrum is known over the interval 6&8 < (90“ < I— @135
For Bobs—
- 0 we get the trivial case

Tn(cosa)=(n+§)a(cos as) .
in general we make use of an expansion in Chebyshev polynomials 7n_( tags, 005 670‘“ ), over
the interval (00b5, ﬂ— 901,5 ) by writing:
P(oosq,bs)= 2cm 7m(6'obs wooed“)
and obtain

1",.(oomﬁtmloc Tn(73e,cosé'obs)4. Imaging of the Distribution Function
By using Eqs. (2) and (3), it is possible to separate the problem for the Legendre

coefﬁcients if the local Bremsstrahlung emissivity is known. In practice, however, only
integrated spectra along the line of sight are available, and there are two cases of interest:
1') for observation in a horizontal plane, the observation angle varies along the line of sight,
due to the curvature of the magnetic surfaces,
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cos 43mm: cos 60mm) (1 +a/R)/(1+ XIR) .
In this case, the orthogonality condition given in Eq. (3) is valid only at a given point along the
line of sight. Therefore, unless either an additional hypothesis about the localization of the
emission is added, or the angular distribution of the Bremsstrahlung spectra is measured in
several horizontal planes, it is not possible to separate the problem for the Legendre
coefﬁcients.
it) for observation in a vertical plane,

cos 6% = constant ,
the previous equations apply, and it is possible to calculate the chord averaged Legendre
coeﬁ‘icients of the electron distribution function. Work on a numerical code performing this
computation is in progress.
The practical feasibility of the method we have outlined above depends mainly on two
issues: i) how sensitive would be the inversion procedure to the presence of experimental errors
in the measured spectra. i 0 How fast is the convergence of the expansion in 3 Eq. (2). In
Figs. 1-4 the latter issue is examined: the results show that even for a strong deformation of the
distribution function, the rate of convergence is fast, and that the series in Eq. (2) can be safely

truncated. A definitive answer, however, requires further numerical work.
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Fig.1 Level curves at r = 0 of the Fokkcrili’lanck distribution from which the Legendre components presented
in the nexl figures are computed. The distribution function corresponds to at ease of Ll-1+EC current drive,

characterized by the following parameters:

R=Zﬁcm,a:7Ocm,nc(0)=2x10|3cm_3,7‘(r):3 keV,PBC = 3MW,FiH:211MW_I=0.9MA.
The momentum is given in thermal units u : p/J 171373 .
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Fig.2 Chord averaged Legendre components of the distribution function shown in ﬁgure
1 (n = 0. solid; n = 1,
dashedm = Z , dotted; n : low-dashed; n = 4, chainvdorted ).

4

7

.10

u. / um
Fig.3 Legendre oomponenlsof the e-i Bremsslrahlung intensity, for a photon energy of about 36 keV,
versus
the momentum of the incident electron ,

Eu

u/m.

Fig.4 Integmnd in Eq. (1) resulting from the combination of the Legendre components of Figs.
2 and 3.

Observe the fast convergence of the double Legendre expamsron. The ﬁgure also shows that for perpendicular
observation, ‘gbs = #2 , the emission is mainly determined by the component n : 0 of the distribution
function. since the next non-zero contnbulion, n = 2, is a factor of 10 smaller.
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Development and Test of Edge Plasma Diagnostics at the
PSI—1 Plasma Generator
H. Behrendt, W. Bohmcyer, L. Dietrich, G. Fussmann, H. Greuner, H. Grote,
M. Kammeyer, P. Komejew, M. Laux, E. Pasch'
Max-Planck-Institut ﬂ): Plasmaphysik Garching, Division Berlin, Association EUR/\TOM
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Introduction
In the Berlin Division of [PP Garching the plasma generator PSI~1 (a stationary magnetically
stabilized high-current arc) was established for studying low temperature plasmas such as occur
in the divertor region of tokamaks.
In this device a steady state plasma is generated between a cathode and a hollow anode. The
cathode-anode space is extended by a drift chamber (about i m long) into which the quasi—neutral
plasma expands along the magnetic ﬁeld lines (B = 0.1 T) and is limited by a target plate
Experiments have been can'ied out in argon and hydrogen with discharge currents of

200

1000 A. In argon relatively high electron densities (=3-10” m3) but low electron

temperatures (Te 5 5 eV) were obtained. On the other hand, in hydrogen higher electron
temperatures (:20 eV) but lower densities (1.5-1018 m") were found. In both cases the ion
temperature is rather low (51 eV).
The large volume of the plasma offers good possibilities for a comparison of different diagnostic
methods used in ﬁision experiments.
Radial proﬁles of electron density (nc) and temperature (T,) were mesurered for ﬁxed discharge
parameters using the following three diagnostics:
0 Thomson scattering
0 Helium beam diagnostic
0 fast scanning Langmuir probe
Additionally an 8 mm microwave interferometer was used to determine the integral of no along the
diameter.
In a plasma with not too low density Thomson scattering is a favorable diagnostic for n: and Tc
because no additional premises are needed for the interpretation of the experimental results. The
accuracy of density detemiination however, must be carefully checked since coating of windows
and other problems may occure.
Contrary to Thomson scattering the probe measurements can be distorted by the occurance of fast
electrons. A fast scanning Langmuir probe had to be used due to the high heat ﬂuxes in the
experiment. Design and interpretation of the probe measurements in a moderate magnetic ﬁeld
require fiirther theoretical and experimental efforts.

The helium beam diagnostic was tested and evaluated at PSI because it appears to be a particulary
suited diagnostic for the edge plasma. For electron temperatures of 5...50 eV and electron

densities n,< 10” cm‘3 the penetration depth of the beam can reach more than 10 cm. Optimising

the beam source and choosing the helium ﬂux rate low enough the pertuberation ofthe plasma is
negligible and a high spatial resolution may be obtained. The stationary PSI plasma offers good
conditions for testing and comparing different beam sources to form a nearly monoenergetic beam
with low divergence.

Experiments
7710mson—scatrer7'ng is a widely used diagnostic method in plasma physics, The scattered wave is
ﬁequency shifted by the Doppler-effect. For a Maxwellian velocity distribution ofthe electrons,
the electron temperature can be taken from the normalized Gaussian proﬁle, having the halfwidth:

A A Fm,“ : 4A osin(f)/2)[2lr12(kT,/rnccl)]V2
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As light source we used a linearly polarized, periodically (f = 20 Hz) pulsed Nd:YAG laser of 100

MW pulse power with a pulse duration of 9 ns. The detectors are large area (1X7 mmz) silicon
avalanche diodes, with high quantum efﬁciency of 45% near the laser wavelength
(1, o = 1064.] nm). The detection system was successfully tested in the ASDEX—Tokamak [1].
The interference ﬁlters suppress the laser wavelength. Therefore the usually Rayleigh—scattering
at nitrogen or argon for density calibration is not possible. We used Raman-scatten'ng at molecular hydrogen (1 A5 = 1020.7 nm) at room temperature. The Raman-scattering cross section for a

number of Stokes and anti-Stokes lines were measured and calculated by H. Rohr [2]. The lower
electron density limit that can be attained by averaging the signals over 1000 laser pulses is less

than 10" cm-3 _

A fast scanning (reciprocating) Iangmuir probe was used to measure radial proﬁles of the

ﬂoating potential and ion saturation current. We also tested the newly developed mechanical

driving mechanism of the probe.
The motion of the probe holder is provided by discharging a capacitor into a coil, the yoke of
which is part of the movable probe holder. Using the well-known formulae

I(U)=I,,,-exp[(U—U,,)/kT,] and

1_ =1/2-e-n,-AP-,/8-kT,/;r-m,

(13“. = ion saturation current, Uﬂ= ﬂoating potential, A1, = probe area)
the radial T; and ne-proﬁles were evaluated and compared with the other diagnostic methods
used. The experimental parameters are such, that the Debye length as well as electron gyroradius
are small compared to the probe dimensions (d = 2 mm, 1 = 3 mm). The ion gyroradius, however,
exceeds latter.
In the parameter space evaluated, the KID-characteristics showed no indication of a contribution

of fast electrons . The plasma potential could not be measured directly, because of too high
power deposition in the electron branch.
In case of the third diagnostic a thermal helium beam was injected through
a divergent Mo nozzle (diameter:
200nm) into a hydrogen dis-charge.
The helium ﬂow rate was estimated at

.. nozzle

5-10” atoms/s. The experimental
setup is shown in fig.1. The used

OMA system has a resolution of 0.5 A

SPCCUOETaPh

/ pixel. The detection system was
calibrated for the wavelength range
350-750 nm. Checking the inﬂuence
of the injected helium on molecular
H2 spectra, no signiﬁcant disturbance

of the plasma Was observed.

Fig.1: Experimental setup

In the last few years the helium beam diagnostic has become a successful method for Tc
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determination of boundary layer of tokamak plasmas [3]. The electron temperature dependence
of singlet to triplet line intensity ratios is based on different cross sections for electron excitation
ﬁom the ground state ls lS to excited singlet and triplet states. In the case of corona population
equilibrium (electron impact excitation and spontaneous radiative decay) the intensity ratio of
singlet to triplet lines depends only on electron temperature.
Because of a considerable population of the metastable states 1525 IS and 1525 3S which strongly
depends on electron density, corona equilibrium cannot be assumed even for densities as low as
n: =1-10” cm‘3. Besides, there is a considerable electron impact coupling between the excited
states, Consequently, the dependence of line intensity ratios on electron temperature and density
has to be calculated ﬁ'om the following system of coupled rate equations taking into account
excited HeI levels up to the pricipal quantum number n = 4:

ml

ﬂ
=2 0'- than. +240”; "(20'- v)iknl +<0 v):mnl +24
d!
lb:
k3;

ka'

1'

’

i=1...2]

First numerical solutions ofthis system of coupled equations were preseted by B.Brosda et al. [4].
Recombination processes were neglected because the produced ions will quickly leave the beam
volume by following the magnetic ﬁeld lines. Heavy particle interaction do not inﬂuence the
population density distribution in the case of the thermal helium beam. We solved the stationary
rate equation system using the rate coeﬂicients for electron impact excitation and ionisation from
VA Abramovet a1. [5] and R.K. Janev et al. [6] for the levels it = l...4.The excited states with ’
the principal quantum numbers 5 and 6 have been included in an approximate manner, neglecting
the sublevel splitting of these levels. Our experiments show, that for Te measurements the

following line intensity ratios are well suited: 706nm/728nm (ls3s’S-152p3P/ ls3s‘S-152p‘P),
47lnm/505nm (ls4s3S-v152p3P/ls4s‘S~152p‘P), 447nm/492nm (154d’De152p3P /
154d‘D-152p'P). Fig. 2 shows that no precise temperature detennination is possible without
having any information on the electron density

I (502 nm/ 505 nm) .
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Fig. 2: Calculated line intensity ratios showing the dependence on electron density and temperature
It is therefore advisable to use spectral lines that are inﬂuenced by electron impact in a different
way. This means that the upper level of one of them should be de-excited mainly by spontaneous
radiative decay (singlet P-states) , whereas the other is de-excited by electron impact (singlet Sand D-states, all triplet states). Thus, a favorite pair of spectral lines for n: determination is

502nm/505nm (133p‘P~1325‘S/ ls4s‘S— lsZp’P) as to be seen in ﬁg.2.

Measuring the intensity ratios 706 nm / 728 nm and 502 nm / 505 nm with a spatial resolution of
2-10 mm (depending on the beam divergency) radial proﬁles of electron temperature and density
in PSI-l have been determined These results are included in ﬁg.3.
The time dependent solution ofthe rate equation system delivers additional information on the
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relaxation behaviour ofHe! line intensity ratios. Performing time resolved measurements of these
intensity ratios n,- and T; ﬂuctuations of the plasma can be principally investigated up to
frequencies of lOOkHz. Such measurements are planned in the future.

Experimental results
In ﬁg. 3 the radial proﬁles for electron density and temperature according to the three methods
described, are shown.
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Fig. 3 Radial TG and m proﬁles, measured by Thomson scattering (D), by the fast scanning
Langmuir probe (I) and by helium beam diagnostic (o)

In this comparison Thomson scattering may be regarded as a master diagnostic.

For plasma parameters of the order T¢= 10 eV, hf 10”...10” cm" the three diagnostics give
nearly the same radial proﬁles for the electron temperature; the maximum values agree within
30%.
For the electron density determination the differences are larger and derivations up to a factor of
two are to be seen. The line averaged result he as obtained by microwave interferometry is
presented in ﬁg.3 by two horizontal lines indicating the accuracy of this method.
For an improved check of the various methods the systematic sources of error will have to be
identiﬁed. In particular it will be neccessary to evaluate the Langmuir probe data on the basis of
a more reﬁned theory including the magnetic ﬁeld.
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1

Introduction
In this article, a. new method for determination of the local ion temperature from the

measured current - voltage (I V) characteristic of a planar Langmuir probe (LP) 1n 3. strong
magnetic ﬁeld (B ) 15 presented. In the general non - saturation, case of current collection by

the probe the STANGEBY’s theory of LP operation in strong B [1] predicts a strong deviation
of the probe characteristic from the non - B case which 15 related to the formation of the
potential ”hill" near the probe above its ﬂoating potential. The existence of such a potential
structure was also experimentally veriﬁed [2]. This effect is treated in more detail in the recent

study of LP operation in strong 5 by STANOJEVié et al. [4], based on the previously published
diffusion model of saturation current collection in strong B[[.3] The important result of this
new study 15 that this deviation of the probe characteristic from the non— B case can be used

for determination of the ion temperature from the small portion of the measured characteristic
above the probe floating potential. The knowledge of the dependence of the ion saturation
current on the ion temperature is not necessary for this procedure. The procedure was tested
on the measured probe characteristics in a strongly magnetized D.C. discharge argon plasma

at various neutral pressures and magnetic ﬁelds. The results for the ion temperature and their
precision could be interpreted successfully. In our experiments, tw0 different ion heating modes
depending on the magnetic ﬁeld strength were also found.

2

Experiments and Results
Measurements of I-V characteristics of a thin one ~ sided circular disc probe with a radius

R," — 0.8 mm were made in a D C discharge argon plasma in a homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld,
in the range of magnetic ﬁeld densities B — 0.007 — 0 31 T and on two neutral pressures
p”) i
—.0 23 Pa and 11“!) — 0.33 Pa. The discharge current, Id, was 0.6 A in both cases, except
for B S 0.2 T, on the lower neutral pressure, where Id 2' 0.4 A. Some more details about the

measurements can be found in our previous article [3].
Weak dependence of the electron temperature, TC, and the plasma density, no, derived from
the measured LP characteristics 011 the magnetic ﬁeld density and increased plasma density and
potential ﬂuctuation level in stronger magnetic ﬁelds gaVe an argument for assuming a predominantly turbulent nature of the macroscopic plasma transport. Comparison of the cross - ﬁeld

diffusion coefﬁcients, 13;, derived from the measured electron saturation currents to LP with
the corresponding Bohm diffusion coefﬁcients, DEB) : (1/16)kBTC/(eB), and derivation of the
relation between the turbulent cross - ﬁeld diffusion coefﬁcient and the density ﬂuctuation level,
(Sn/(11), proved the preliminary assumption, giving approximately D; % (6n/(n))IcBTc/(eB).
In order to determine the local ion temperature, kn, a nonlinear ﬁt was applied to the
small portion of the measured characteristic above the probe ﬂoating potential, V) < Vpr <<
Vh(0) (”VI-1(0)” stands for the electron saturation bias, see [4]), of the form:

1 : 1,9[1s s , (1 — s — (s — gr + gr?) exp[e(Vp,. — V))/kBT,.] ,

(1)

where s, q and T = Tg/Tn were chosen as ﬁtting parameters. In general, these three parameters

are functions of the probe bias and the plasma parameters [4]. However, the theory predicts
that they change insigniﬁcantly at some small portion of the probe characteristic just above the
probe ﬂoating potential. An example of this procedure applied to two differently long portions

' of the measured characteristic is presented in Figure 1. Dependence of the ion temperatures
detemined from the measured Te and ion to electron temperature ratio, T : Ti/Te, on the

magnetic ﬁeld density, B, on two neutral pressures, is presented in Figure 2.
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1151!): 0.23 Pa ("0”) and p5,”) : 0.33 Pa
”O"

.

Our investigation of this nonlinear ﬁt procedure showed that the values of the ﬁtting parameters, s, q and r depend on several factors which may strongly affect the accuracy of the
ﬁnal result for the ion temperature. Less dramatic and more predictable is their dependence
on the variation of the input parameters in eq. (1), that is V), T8 and If, which are experimentally determined with some ﬁnite accuracy. In our case, some typical variations of these

parameters: 6Vy/Vj z 1%, 6Te/TE z 10% and 613/15” 9: 10%, gave S 10% variation of the
ﬁtting parameters. Diﬁerent nonlinear curve ﬁtting algorithms gave also different values of the
ﬁtting parameters within the range < 10%. However, it seems that the most important are
the dependence on the length of the portion of the measured characteristic above V), where
the nonlinear ﬁt is applied and the choice of the initial values of the ﬁtting parameters, 3(0),
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(1(0) and Tm), applied in the iterative nonlinear curve ﬁtting procedure. The dependence on the
length of the "ﬁtting” interval, AV”, above Vf is presented in Figure 1. The theory predicts a
good agreement between the experimental characteristics and the approximate expression (1)
for AVP, << V},(O)— V]. For smaller AVpr, that is somewhat AVP, g kBTe/e in our case, the be»
ginning of the model curve ﬁts better to the experimental curve, thus, in principle, only a small
portion of the characteristic may be used for determination of 7'. However, ”AV," 5 kBTe/e”
criterion should not be accepted as a stringent one, because it may depend on a particular
experimental situation, that is the measured characteristic. The only demand can be that the
beginning of the model curve should ﬁt well to the experimental curve within the range of
the variation of the experimental data. The “right" choice of the initial values of the ﬁtting
parameters is also important. The relation, 0 < q < s < 1, given by the theory, can be obtained
by choosing 0 < gm) < 5(0) < 1, whereas T(o) is free but positive parameter. However, the
Choice of Tm) should be reasonable, that is, in the usual experimental situations, Tm) S 1 or
rm) 2 1, but in principle never Tm) >> 1. For (1(0) > 3(0) the procedure may give negative q or

1'. ”Dangerous” initial values which may give negative or zero values of the ﬁtting parameters
are also 5(0) : (1(0) = T‘Ol = 0 or 5(0) : 11(0) = rm) 2 1. Thus, the physical requirements of
the model reduce the possible sets of the ﬁtting parameters, although they can be mathematically correct. Generally speaking, this problem is inherent in the nonlinear modelling of the
measured data.

It is obvious from Figure 2 that there are two distinct regimes for ion heating. On both
neutral pressures, the critical value of the magnetic ﬁeld density is about 0.2 T, regardless of
the change of the discharge current during the experiment. For B S 0.2 T, kn insigniﬁcantly
depends on B, whereas for B 2 0.2 T it generally increases with B. On the lower neutral
pressure, pi,” = 0.23 Pa, for B S 0.2 T, [637—]- =' 0.18 eV, whereas for B > 0.2 T, kn ~
10—] eV — 1 eV, with the tendency of increasing with the increasing B. On the higher neutral

pressure, p5,“) = 0.33 Pa, for B s 0.2 T, kBT, i 0.06 eV, whereas for B > 0.2 T, 1:37“, ~
10‘1 eV with the similar tendency of increasing with the increasing B. It is also evident from
Figure 2 and from the measurements of the electron temperature (Figure 6 in [3]), that both,

the electron and the ion temperature, decrease with the increasing neutral pressure.
Investigation of the dependence of the particle energy conﬁnement times, 1-53, given by:
3
TE,o:/dV§nokBTo/1Dinv

(2)

where P," is the input power or the rate at which the energy is supplied to the plasma, and
the global energy conﬁnement time, TE 2 TE: + T5,, on the external parameters of the plasma
system, showed that in our case there are indeed two different conﬁnement modes in strong

magnetic ﬁelds. It turns out [4] that on both neutral pressures, the charged particle energy ,

densities, wa : (3/2)nokBT°, and the total energy density, 11) : w,.+w,-, are almost constant for
B S 0.2 T, and have a "jump” for B > 0.2 T but still insigniﬁcantly depend on B. Assuming
that:
?E,O :. wavpl/Pim

(3)

where VP, is the volume of the plasma column, in our case, VP; ~ 10‘2 m3 and P,“ ~ 10 W,
for it ~ 1018 eVm‘3 and E,- N 1017 eVm‘s, the energy conﬁnement times are roughly

ﬂg‘c ~ 10‘4 .s for electrons and TEA ~ 10‘5 s for ions. The existence of different conﬁnement

modes is related to the phenomenon of self - organization in the plasma, which is also typical
for many complex systems characterized by a nonlinear dynamics [5]. From the practical point
of View, plasma heating and conﬁnement are seriously effected by this phenomenon.
Validity of the results for the ion temperature derived from the probe 17V characteristics
can be estimated by comparing the ion energy conﬁnement time, TE_,-, calculated by eq. (2) or
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eq. (3), with the characteristic ion heating time, THJ, which is equal to 73,; in the stationary
conditions, assuming that the energy exchange between electrons and ions is negligible. In our
case, this assumption is acceptable, because the electron — ion collisional energy exchange time,

75,-, given by [6}:
; (2w)1/237r£gm;m;1/2(kBTC)3/2

zzn,e41nA

T“ ’

'

(4)

is for the typical values of the measured plasma parameters (kBTﬂ i 2 e 3 CV, 11, i 2 —

4. 1017 m’a) of the order of 10'2 s, which is for two to three orders longer than the energy
conﬁnement times estimated by eq. (3) Thus, this mechanism was practically irrelevant for the
ion heating. During our experiments, some large scale plasma instabilities which could enhance
the ion heating through wave - particle interactions were also absent. Considering the fact that
in the experiments the plasma was collisionless or weakly collisional in the classical sense and
the plasma density and potential ﬂuctuations indicated a presence of some well developed
. stationary turbulent plasma state, stochastic heating resulting from random ion motion in a
ﬂuctuating electric ﬁeld in the plasma was a predominant ion heating mechanism. In such a
case, it is found that the relation between the ion heating time, TH”, and the ion conﬁnement

time, my, can be written as [6]:

=‘ i
ﬂ
T04
All:

(5)

where p? = ZkBTimg/(EZBZ) is the square of the ion gyroradius and A1,- : Ding, is the square
of the characteristic ion cross — ﬁeld diffusion length. Assuming D‘L : Di z (6n/(n))cTE/(EB),
relation (5) can be rewritten as:
r
THJ z

(5n/(n))WB.-"

(6)

For 6n/(n)~10_2, B S 0.2 T, T N 10‘2 and way = eB/m.‘ ~ 105/3, relation (6) gives TH‘i ~
IOP5 s, and for B > 0.2 T, 7' ~ 10"1 and tag, ~ 105/5, it gives again TH‘,‘ ~ 10‘5 5. Because
similar value is obtained also for $13,; with eq. (3), it seems that the results for the ion to electron
temperature ratio, 7', and the corresponding ion temperature, kBT,, obtained in this study are
quite good and reliable. The errors are related to the precision of the determination of the ion
to electron temperature ratio, 7', from the narrow part of the measured characteristic above
the probe ﬂoating potential and the precision of the determination of the electron temperature
from the portion of the characteristic below the probe ﬂoating potential.
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Measurement of the Spatial Distribution of the Non—Intrinsic
Impurities on Tokamak Deposition Probes by LIMS.

M.A. Kedves, J.S. Bakos, G. Burger, RN. Ignécz, B. Kardon and J. Szigeti

Department of Plasma Physics
KFKI Research Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics
H-1525, Budapest, P.O.Box 49, Hungary.

The transport of non—intrinsic impurities is studied by laser blow-off injection
and collector probe exposures on the MT-lM tokamak (of major radius R0:40cm
and minor radius r0=12.5cm). Silicon samples as simple deposition probes are
located in the edge plasma in pairs facing the ion and electron side (see Fig. 1).
The size of the samples in the direction of the major radius (R:R'-R’0)
consecutively in the one of the minor radius (r) is 10x15 mmz. R’ is the coordinate
in the direction of the major radius with the origin at the centre of the tokamak.
R’0=395mm is the coordinate of the edge of the sample in the direction of the
major radius. The probes are exposed to one or several tokamak discharges (shots).
Simultaneously neutral impurity particle beams of Na or Al are injected into the
plasma by using laser blowoff injectors No. 1 and No. 2 simultaneously. The
toroidal distance between the two injectors is 60 degree. The task of the injector
No. 2 is the injection of appreciable amount of impurity for the transport
measurements and that of the first one is to make edge plasma diagnostics by
injecting negligible part of the amount of the material injected by the injector No.
2. The arrow shows the direction of the current 1‘.
65 Bl

mdul
recorder

glue disk

Sector
limiter

bun
ﬁlm on

glmdisk
lnjmnr No.1
Lnabum

Fig. 1

The surface of the probes exposed to tokamak shots
ionization mass spectrometry (LIMS) in a reﬂectron type
spectrometer (see Fig. 2) being separated from the tokamak.
excimer laser focused to a small spot of diameter about

Fig. 2

are analyzed by laser
laser ionization mass
The beam of a XeCl
50pm on the sample

surface is applied for ablation and ionization of the sample material in a depth
depending on the intensity of the laser beam. The surface of the sample is
analyzed in two dimension shifting the sample in the r and R direction between
the XeCl laser shots. The generated ions are mass separated by a reflectron type
time of ﬂight mass spectrometer and are detected by panicleelectron multiplier.
The ion reﬂector serves for the compensation of the velocity scattering of the ions
formed in the process of laser plasma ionization. The mass spectrum is recorded
with a transient recorder of medium time speed while selected part of the spectrum
is recorded by a storage digital oscilloscope of high speed and consequently better
mass resolution for quantitative analysis. The data are stored in the memory of a
PC for further evaluation. This method of analysis offers high sensitivity for the
studied elements and high spatial resolution on the sample surface. A further
advantage is the simultaneous recording of all the elements interested in.
ion side

Fig. 3a

Fig. 3 shows the two dimensional plots of the sodium impurity distribution
on the surfaces of the pair of samples (No. 23 and 24) exposed simultaneously to
ten tokomak shots. The injection was performed only at the port toroidally 60
degree into the electron side and poloidally opposite to the port of the samples. At
these discharges the averaged value of the tokamak current was 19 kA and that of
the toroidal magnetic field Blzl T.

The distributions are clearly nonuniform along the major radius i.e. along the
poloidal direction. The attention has to be drawn to the mirrorlike asymmetry of
the distribution at the e“ side and the ion side. l.e. maximum is observed at R=0
mm at the ion side while the maximum is at R=10 mm at the electron side.

One possible explanation of this observation is that the injected impurity
ions deposited in a flux tube at the port of the injection will be confined and
transported inside the tube rotating toroidally and poloidally to the port of the
observation. According to the calculated q at the inner minor radius edge of the
sample i.e. at r=90mm two toroidal turns are needed for the flux tube of the
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deposited ions to override the inner major radius edge of the sample at the ion
side. Therefore maximum of the deposition on the surface of the sample is
expected at the inner major radius edge of the sample. Similar statement can be
drawn for the inpurity ion flux of the electron side but this flux tube overide the
outer major radius edge of the sample of the electron side after three whole turns
because of the poloidal rotation of the ﬂux tube in the opposite sense as that of
the ﬂux tube of the ion side. Therefore mirror symmetry should be observed
between the distribution of the ion side and that of the electron side.
ion side

ion side

The sample is holded at position by a spring covering the surface of the
sample from R:4.5mm to R:10mm and from r:101.3mm to r=102.3mm. Therefore
no deposition is expected in this surface area. The hole in the distribution is caused
by this fact. At the same time the lack of the observation of any signal at this
area shows the excellent signal to‘noise ratio of the measurement of the surface
contamination at the area exposed to the tokamak discharges. Similar hole in the
distribution of the e' side is caused by the holding spring from R=Omm to
R:5.5mm and from r=99mm to rlOmm.

In case of aluminum injection the 2D distribution can be seen in Fig. 43 for
the sample No. 20. The tokamak shots were different from that in case of sodium
injection. The distribution is in mirror symmetry to the distribution of sodium. Both
distributions are ion side distributions (Fig. 4b; Sample No. 24).

The possible explanation is that the ﬂux tube of the deposited Al ions
passes by nearest to the outer edge of the sample in the major radius direction
after two toroidal turns.

Therefore the maximum of the distribution of the aluminum deposited to the
surface of the sample is at the outer edge of the sample.

ion sidc

The sensitivity of the detection
is high enough to analyse sample
exposed only to one tokamak shot as is
demonstrated in Fig. 5 where the ion
side distribution of sodium is plotted
for one tokamak shot. The distribution
is similar to that of ten tokamak shots.
This high sensitivity is promising to
make time resolved investigations even
in such a small tokamak as MT—lM.

The most important statement
that can be drawn from these results is
that the impurity particle package
injected at a specified spatial position
and time propagates conﬁned into the
flux tube of deposition of the ions
formed from the injected atoms even to
as large as toroidal distances more than
7m
in
consonance
with
earlier
spectroscopical observations [1,2].
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Development of thin foil Faraday collector as a lost alpha particle diagnostic
for high yield D-T tokamak fusion plasmas

FE. Ceca", P. van Belle, ON. Jarvis and GJ. Sadler
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, 0x14 313A, UK
*Permanent address, Colorado School ofMines, Golden, CO 80401, USA

Introduction

Alpha particle conﬁnement is necessary for ignition ofa D-T tokamak fusion plasma
and for ﬁrst wall protection. Due to high radiation backgrounds and temperatures, scintillators

and semiconductor detectors may not be used to study alpha particles which are lost to the
ﬁrst wall during the DI" programs on ET and ITER.

We are developing an alternative

method ofcharged particle spectrometry capable of operation in these harsh environments
Description of proposed detector
The proposed lost alpha particle diagnostic consists of thin foils of electrically isolated

conductors with the ﬂux of alpha particles determined by the positive current ﬂowing from the

foils. By measuring the current from a stack of separated foils. the energy of the particles can

be measured with a resolution limited by the range and range straggling of the particles in the
foils. An example ofone such device with three foils is pictured in Fig l.
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Figure 2. Currents from three foil device exposed

mediate plates for the suppression ofthe

exposed to 50 nA of 1.2 MeV proton beam for

secondary electrons

—50V, 0V and +50V on the intermediate plates.

The foil diameters and separations are 12 mm.
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If each of the foils in this device were ton in thickness, then normally incident alpha

particles with energies between 0 and 2-8 MeV, between 2.8 and 4.7 MeV, and between 4.7
and 6.2 MeV will stop in the ﬁrst, second and third foils respectively with range straggling

varying between 0.2 to 0.4p. The device will serve as a multi~channel spectrometer if the

secondary electrons emitted by the ions as they pass through or stop in the foils are suppressed
by the intermediate plates. This suppression was demonstrated by bombarding the device with

collimated beams of protons from the Univ. of Bimingham (U,K.) dynamitron accelerator.
The beam was centred on, and perpendicular to the plane of, the foil. The results with the 1.2

MeV protons, in which the beam stops in the second foil, are indicated in Fig. 2, As expected,

for a small negative bias ( zSOV) the secondary electrons are successfully suppressed while for
positive bias the current of secondary electrons from the foils are measured. Consequently, the

larger currents measured with a positive bias, together with a large area foil, may allow the
device to be used under circumstances such as the near term JET program, where the flux of
particles is considerably less than in the case ofthe D-T plasmas on JET. The behaviour of the

device in the presence of strong magnetic ﬁelds was modelled and we found that the
secondary electrons are eﬁ‘ectively suppressed in an external magnetic ﬁeld of magnitude 3T.

The time resolution of the device will be limited by the RC time constant of the equivalent
circuit consisting (primarily) of the capacitance of the foils and cable and of the input

resistance ofthe digitiser. The dominant capacitance will be in the long signal cables where a

capacitance of 10‘8F might be encountered. Coupled to a digitiser with an input impedance of

10 K9 we would thus expect a time resolution of about 100 us.
Expected signal
We have estimated the alpha particle currents at the first wall for D-T operation on

JET. We have chosen a baseline case of a D-T fusion plasma producing 1019 D—T reactions

per second. Using the particle following code ORBIT, we have modelled the behaviour of3.6
MeV alpha particles randomly launched from the plasma. We have found that, for particles
launched at minor radii in excess of about 40 cm, there is a signiﬁcant probability of the
particle striking the JET ﬁrst wall during the course of their ﬁrst classical banana orbit. By
folding these probabilities with the measured neutron proﬁles of the JET preliminary tritium

experiment [1], we estimate that about 3% of the total yield of alpha particles will strike, and

be distributed evenly over, the lower half of the outer portion of the JET ﬁrst wall.

corresponding to an alpha particle ﬂux of 6 x 101 1 cm'Z-s'], or a measured current of about

200 nA-cmz. Anomalous loss mechanisms such as stochastic ripple losses, TAB modes etc.

will increase the signal above the ambient levels. For an ITER D-T plasma generating a ﬁrst

wall flux of about 2x1014 14 MeV neutrons cm'2 5'], we would estimate a ﬂux of lost alpha

particles ofabout 6x1012 crn'2 - s'1 or 2 uA-cm'2 if we assume the same loss fraction of 3%

as was predicted for JET.

The currents from such a device with an active area ofa few cm2
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will thus be comparable to or larger than the current signals from many tokamak diagnostic
devices and hence should be easily measurable as long as the radiation induced background
signals are small compared to the current from the alpha particle fluxes

Background
For the proposed device located at the JET ﬁrst wall, the flux of 14 MeV neutrons and
energetic gamma rays (up to about 10 MeV) during the baseline example shot assumed
above will each be about 5 x l012 cm'Z-s'l. The only signiﬁcant sources of current from a
foil will be the negative current resulting from (n,p) and (no) reactions (for the neutrons) in

the foil in which the positively charged reaction products leave the foil, the positive current
from the same reaction products in the walls of the cavity which stop in the foil and the
corresponding currents (of opposite signs) from the Compton scattering of the gamma rays in
the foils and walls. For lOu Al foil, the yields for these reactions correspond to a total current
of -0V0]5 nA-cm2 for the neutron induced reactions and +0005 nA-cm2 for the gamma ray

induced reactions in the foil The foil currents due to the reactions in the walls will be
comparable in magnitude and opposite in sign from the currents due reaction products from
the foil. As noted above, the neutron fluxes at the ITER first wall will be about 1014 neutroncm'z-s'1 and hence the backgrounds calculated above will be on the order of 1 nA—cm'z;

again well below the minimum estimated alpha particle current of 2 uA—cm'z.
On JET under conditions comparable to those used in estimating the alpha particle ﬂux
at the ﬁrst wall, we would expect a of ﬂux of roughly 1014 X-rays cm‘Z-s'1 at an average
energy of about 5 keV. If the thin foils in the proposed device were directly exposed to this
flux of X-rays, then the photoelectric reactions in the foil would result in a positive current

from the foil of about 30 nA-cm‘zr However, the induced current from the X-ray ﬂux can be
greatly reduced by mounting the device in an open ended box oriented to admit tangential
escaping alpha particles while shielding the device from the direct flux of X—rays.
The main heat load on the foils in the proposed device will be the heat deposited by the
alpha particle flux. We have modelled this heat transport problem assuming the edges of the
foil are clamped to the JET first wall temperature of 6000K and found that for a 1 cm x 1 cm x

lOu Al foil, exposed to a 1 uAmp-cm‘2 ﬂux of 3.5 MeV alpha particles, the foil comes to an
equilibrium temperature of about 7200K in about 300 msec, .
The currents from the foils due to the alpha particles must be measured in a potentially
noisy electrical environment, The graphite probes which were installed near the edge of the
plasma on Tore Supre successﬁilly measured fast-ion losses at the l0 - [00 nA levels [2} We

have installed prototypes devices consisting of single Al foils of area 20 cm2 and thickness 6p
in partially enclosed, grounded, conducting containers near (about 4 m) the vacuum vessels on

TFTR (see Figs 3) and JET. We found in both cases the noise from the foil corresponded to a
few nA, much less than the signal ifthe foil were exposed to a current of 100 nA‘cm‘Z.

m0)

N
l

|
5
Time (8)

O JGI-l 235‘:

O

A

8

c”

T

x
_.

‘2

Neutrons/s

Volts

‘40

Figure 3‘ Comparison of digitised current from test foil outside TFTR during and after a

recent high yield D-T shot (lower trace) with the neutron source strength (upper trace). If the
foil had been exposed to a current of 100 nA/cmz, the digitised signal would be about 2 V
Conclusions

The proposed device offers the possibility of measuring the ﬂux of escaping alpha
particles from JET during its D-T phase and ITER in its technology phase Use ofa large area

version with positive bias on the intermediate electron suppression plates offers the possibility

ofmeasuring escaping fast ions on JET in the near term program in which reaction rates in the
range 1016 - 1017 sec‘1 are expected. We are continuing evaluation of this concept in an

effort to determine the optimum design and operating parameters We expect to install one or
more of these devices during the JET opening presently scheduled for mid 1995.

We would like to thank Richard Gill for several useful discussions and Lindsay
Earwacker and the Univ of Birmingham radiation centre operating staff, and Sid Medley,

Lane Roquemore and Stewart Zweben at PPPL. This work was supported in part by the US
Department of Energy.
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1. Monte Carlo Simulation
On the basis of the VINIA software [1] a program package for the simulation of neutron diag~
nostics at TEXTOR was developed. Here, it is applied to special measurements with indium

activation and nuclear emulsions. Monte Carlo simulation of neutron diagnostics involves the
simulation of the neutron production in the plasma, the geometry and chemistry of the tolia—
mak device, and the migration of neutrons through this device. The quantity of interest is the
neutron ﬂuence arriving inside the detectors and from this the response of the detectors has to
be calculated.

Our simulation of the neutron emission uses measured plasma data. It starts from 3 normalized neutron emission proﬁle and local neutron energy spectra and uses biased emission.
Firstly, by weighted emission the region the of plasma ‘in View’ of the detector is being prefered.
Secondly, beaming is done onto both the detector itself as well as onto those parts in its direct
view. By this procedure most of the simulation time is spent for the major contributions to the
detected signal while an adequate account of nonsensitive regions is ensured.

For general purposes a detailed model of the TEXTOR device containing 1150 parts with
their chemical compositions was elaborated. For any given detector conﬁguration those parts

which would have negligible contributions to the detected signal are suppressed and a special
reduced TEXTOR model is used. Ports, ﬂanges, liner openings and their reinforcements are
retained only for the sector in which the detector is placed, as well as for the two adjacent ones.
Most parts of the building far from the detector are dropped.

In order to probe adequately and exhaustively all material parts, the VINIA software uses

the drizzle-shower splitting technique [1]. In each material region ‘crossed’ by the neutron one
‘drizzle’ point is selected from which a ‘shower' of all possible scattering contributions is emitted

towards the detector. This technique gives a strong reduction of the variance, leading to a CPU
time reduction of at least a factor of 20. The contributions to the detector are calculated by the

ﬂux-at-a—point estimator with a close-collision treatment [1]. The registering point is selected
randomly through the detecting volume, one for each neutron story.

Intensity, energy, and

direction are stored for all contributions. The subsequent calculation of the detector response
depends on the type of detector; sample activation is calculated straightforward, the emulsion
measurement needs an additional Monte Carlo simulation.

ENDF-B6 nuclear data bank ﬁles [2] are used in their point-wise form in extenso with no
truncations or group smearings. For the indium activation cross-section the values recommended

by Mannhart (PTB) [3] were taken.

2. Neutron Measurements

Activation of In samples and nuclear emulsion
measurements were carried out at TEXTOR. In

this papa we discuss one emulsion measurement
and several indium activation measurements via

the reaction 1‘5In(n,n’)115"‘1n carried out during
ohmic discharge series (OH) and series with hy-

drogen injection into a. deuterium plasma (ED).
In order to get a high response and to avoid

expensive special installations the samples and
emulsions were exposed inside the existing lead
wedge (RC1) and pre—collimator (RC2) of the
radial neutron collimator (ﬁgure 1). Naturally,
collimation and shielding is not optimal at these

positions. But their advantage is that the full
radial cross-section of the neutron producing
plasma can be observed. Therefore the effects
of plasma shift and neutron emission proﬁle are
negligible and we can use typical discharge pk

_
Figure 1: Polondal cross-section through ves-

rameters in the Monte Carlo simulation.

5‘31 and bottom parts 0f radial collimator

Table 1 shows the measured sample activities for 5 discharge series normalized to the sample

mass (about 37 g) and corrected to the decrease in activity during the series [4]. The number
of succasful discharges in the series is given in brackets. Series E is a. runaway study with
large shot-to-shot deviations in the neutron yield. — The calibration of the Ge detector for 7counting of our thick indium samples (5 mm) was done very carefully. It includes self-absorption,
coincidence-summing, pile-up and dead-time correction. The resulting line efﬁciency for 336 keV
is 0.045 counts per emitted 7-quantum with an uncertainty of 1%. Thus, most of the actual
uncertainties given in table 1 result mainly from the statistical counting error; yet under more
favourable conditions the total uncertainty can be less than 2%. — The neutron ﬂuence measured

in RC2 by an emulsion during the shot series B is 0.64 X 106 :i: 5% neutr./cm2 (2.1 - 3 MeV).
activity [Bq/g]

HUGE)?

discharge series
52870
52890
54588
54987
55162

-

52888
52902
54606
55013
55186

(14)
(10)
(19)
(12)

RC1

OH
HD
HD
HD
HD

0.032 i 4.3%
0.511 d: 1.7%
0.195 d: 4.3%
0.387 :i: 4.3%
0.147 d: 4.4%

RC2

0.0106 :t 7.1%
0.0228 d: 5.7%

Table 1: Experimental results

We will compare our results with the neutron yield Y of the routinely used BF3 and 3He
counters at TEXTOR. The 3He counters were calibrated in-situ with an uncertainty of 4% [5].
The BF3 counters were cross-calibrated by the 3He counters. Owing to the statistical counting
error and dead-time correction, the actual uncertainties of the measurements are always slightly
higher. Pulse-loss correction is not routinely included in the TEXTOR data ﬁles, but was done
by us for the results of the BF3 counters used here. Neutron yields from the counters for the shot
series A to E are given in table 5 and compared with the yields determined by the activation

measurements.
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3. Results of Simulations

The Monte Carlo simulation delivers the neutron ﬂuence per emitted neutron go (neutrons/cmzY)
arriving inside the detectors. A calculation of the absolute value would suffer essentially from
the uncertainties in the measured plasma data, especially of the deuteron density.

Table 2 gives the results of the simulations. The direct ﬂuence arriving at position RC2

is by one order of magnitude smaller than the one at RC1. This is not only caused by the

larger distance, but owing to collimation RC2 also views a smaller part of the plasma torus than
RCI. In RC2, the direct and scattered contributions to the neutron ﬂuence are of the same
order, whereas the ﬂuence in RC1 is dominated by the scattered neutrons. Owing to the energy

dependence of the activation cross—section the contributions of the scattered background in the
activities are reduced compared with the ﬁnances.

[L

In

l

RC1

0.3 - 3.0 MeV

In

RC2

0.3 - 3.0 MeV

NEP
RC2
2.1 - 3.0 MeV

H 05 [neutr./mn2Y]

direct
scattered
total

37:71 I

a [Bq/g Y]

aim

0.054 x 10-5 i: 3.0%

17%

0.189 x 10-13 i 3.0%

32%

0.265 x 10-5 i 16%
0.319 x 10-5 :l: 13%

83%

0.401 x 10-13 :1: 16%
0.500 x 10-13 :1: 11%

68%

direct

0.053 x 10-6 :1; 3.6%

47%

0.185 x 10-“ :t 3.6%

scattered

60%

0.060 X 10‘6 It 13%

53%

0.123 X 10‘“ :1: 13%

40%

total

0.113 x 10-6 i 7.3%

direct
scattered
total

0.054 x 10-6 i: 1.4%
0.026 x 10-6 i 9.0%
0.080 x 10-6 :l: 7.0%

0.307 x 10-“ :t 5.7%
68%
32%

Table 2: Monte Carlo results

1

building

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

tokamak structure
ports next sectors
port sector RC
lead wedge
pre—collimator
detector equipment
main collimator RC

In, RCl

In, R02

¢

a

<6

a

05

1%

1%

-

-

-

22%
2%
21%
26%
8%
3%
—

17%
1%
18%
24%
4%
3%
-

8%
—
8%
3%
13%
15%
1%

6%
—
7%
2%
12%
13%
—

4%
4%
2%
17%
5%
-

NEP, R02

Table 3: Contributions to the scattered ﬂuences and resulting activities

Furthermore, it is very informative to consider the contributions to the scattered ﬂuences
and activities from the different parts of the TEXTOR device (table 3). The contribution
s of

the TEXTOR building, the main parts of the radial collimator and even of the ports
in the next
sectors are negligible. Naturally, most contributions come {mm the collimator parts
around the
doctors as well as from the tokamalr structure (vessel, liner) and the port below
the collimator.
The effect of the last two is essentially smaller in RC2 than in RC1 and
thus the detector

equipment becomes important. Owing to the larger energy range to be taken into account, the

total scattered ﬂuence as well as the contributions of the tokamak structure
and the port are
for indium by a factor of about 2 larger than for the emulsion.

4, Comparison of Results
We can make a twofold use of our results. Firstly, we can compare ratios of measured and

simulated ﬁnances and activities (table 4). Secondly, we can determine the absolute value of the
neutron yield Y (table 5). Within the uncertainties we get a good agreement of the calculated
and measured activity ratios given in table 4. The yields determined by activation and emulsion

measurements are consistent and agree well with those from the counters even for the runaway
seriw E-

ll Monte Carlo

l

In 1 am page; H 19.2 :1: 12%

series C

I

series D

ll

18.4 :t 8.3% | 17.0 i 7.1% ﬂ

Table 4: Fluence and activity ratios

neutron yield Y [1012 neutrons]

3He [7] | In, 301 | In, RC2 FNEP, RC2

HUOCU>

BF3 [7]
0.54:1: 4%

0.50 d: 5%

0.54 :l: 12%

saturated

8.24 :h 4%

8.66 :l: 11%

3.32 :l: 5%

3.05 :t 4%

3.30 i12%

3.45 :l: 9%

7.43 i 8%

satumted

no data

6.56 :i: 12%

2.13 i 5%

2.45 :l: 4%

2.49 i 12%

8.00 :l: 9%

Table 5: Neutron yields

It is important to note that the results of the simultanous measurements in ROI and RC2

agree well. As the activation measurements in the two positions and the emulsion measurement
are completely independent and the Monte Carlo simulations for the two positions and the

two detectors describe very different situations concerning the direct as well as the scattered
neutron ﬂuence, this good agreement of our results together with the agreement with the results
of the counters ensures that all four, the in—situ calibration of the counters, the activation
measurements, the emulsion measurements, and the Monte Carlo simulation are working reliably.

The uncertainties in the values for the yield from our measurements are relatiVely high. But

from our work at ASDEX [6] we know that for a more favourable position near the plasma
boundary as now installed at TEXTOR the uncertainty of the activity would be reduced to
about 2% and the one of the Monte Carlo simulation to about 4 to 5%.

We acknowledge the support of our work by the [PP fﬁr Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum
Jﬁlich GmbH (KFA), and the collaboration with the TEXTOR team. We want to thank F.
Hocncn for supplying the neutron counter data. - The Monte Carlo calculations were done on a

CRAY-90 at CINECA, Bologna.
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DIAGNOSTICS OF IONS WITHIN HIGH INTENSITY PLASMA STREAMS
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Abstract

The paper reports on measuring techniques of mass— and energy-spectra of ions
carried within intense (~10 J/cmz) plasma streams generated by multi-rod plasma
injectors. There are also presented some time-resolved measurements of ion pulses by
means of Faraday—type collectors.
Introduction
Studies of ions emitted within plasma streams from RPI and SOWA devices,
equipped with multirod coaxial electrodes, have been carried out for many years [1 — 2].

Recently, particular attention has been paid to ion emission characteristics of plasma
facilities of the IONOTRON type, which are based on the same operational principle
but optimized from the point of view of technological applications [3]. Diagnostic
methods used for ion measurements have continuously been improved [4]. The paper

reports on experimental studies and analysis of an ion component of pulsed plasma
streams emitted from IONOTRON - type facilities, and in particular those from so

called IBIS and IONOTRON-93 devices.
agent-mental setups
The IBIS facility [1] has been equipped with two coaxial molybdenum electrodes.

Each electrode consisted of 32 rods of 2 mm in diameter and 200 mm in length spaced
symmetrically around the peripheryThe mean diameter of the outer electrode was equal
to 130 mm, and the inner one was 90 mm. The working gas (hydrogen, nitrogen and
argon) was supplied through a fast electrodynamical gas valve placed of the z-axis within
the electrodes. A distance of valve nozzles to the electrode ends was 15 cm.
Measurements were mostly performed at the charging voltage equal UO = 35 kV.
The IONOTRON-93 device was assembled especially for the calibration of an ion

diagnostic equipment and for time-resolved measurements. It was the adaptation of the
IONOTRON SW-30 facility, in which a vertical experimental chamber was replaced by
a horizontal one in order to facilitate the use of a Thomson-type mass-spectrometer and

other measuring tools. The IONOTRON-93 device was equipped with two coaxial multi-

rod electrodes identical with those used in the IBIS facility, but the condenser bank

capacity was reduced to 11 k] at the charging voltage U0 = 30 kV. In that device the

working gas was mostly deuterium injected by a similar fast-acting gas valve. There were

also installed additional scintillation detectors applicable for time—resolved measurements
of X—ray and neutron pulses, several Faraday cups applied for time-of—ﬂight (TOF)

measurements of ions, and some silver activation counters used for the registration of
neutron yields.

Experimental results
Using the IBIS facility, detailed ion studies were performed for different filling
gases. Mass - and energy - analysis of the investigated ions was performed with a
Thomson parabola analyzer,which was adjusted along the z-axis. A distance between an
input of the analyzer and the electrode ends was about 150 cm. The registration of

various ion species was carried out with Kodak

CN films. Lower energy detection limit of
those films for hydrogen-hkes ions was about

dDJdE(a.lL)
1.0

H+I<E> 81.12 keU
N* (E) 86.% W
NaKB>I3S.23 keU

30 keV. An example of characteristic mass-

and energy— spectra of ions has been presented

0'8

N34<_E>132.B w

in Fig. 1. In that case the working gas was 0.5
nitrogen, and a time delay was about 180 ps.

.5

0

It can be seen that H”, N+, N+2 and N+3 ions

‘4

3.3

had an average energy higher than voltage

0.2

f

applied between the electrodes (U = 35 IN).

0-0.

The ratio of average energy (E) to the Ze

0

value is the same for N"2 and N+3 species. Full
spectra of multiply charged nitrogen ions have

been shown in Fig. 2 for time delay 400 us.
It can be seen that no hydrogen ions were
detected. The average energy values for

7
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Fig. 1. Mass and energy spectra of ions

obtained with

working gas

N2 at

r = 180 ns.

nitrogen ions with various ionization levels ranging from N+2 to N” were very similar
and the ratio (Eml/Zc | i=1; on contrary to the results presented in Fig. 1 was not

constant. Only the N“ ions demonstrated a small energetic maximum about 50 keV.
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of different species
of ions, as obtained at r = 400 ps (N2).
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of protons, as
registered without (I) and with (2) lithium
plating for the working gas-N2 and

r = 180 ps.
The energy spectra of the other ions were located within a low-energy range. It is
interesting to note that the lithium plating of the external electrode influenced the
production of ions. In Fig. 3 there have been presented the spectra of protons originated
from the electrode materials without and with lithium plating. In that case the numbers
of ions obtained with lithium coating were lower than those without such layer, in spite
that the lithium plating was made only on 2 cm-long ends of the external (anode)

electrode.
Another series of ion measurements was performed with the IONOTRON-93
device. In order to measure time-resolved ion pulses the use was made of the TOF
method and two Faraday—type detectors [5]. One Faraday cup (denoted FCa) was
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placed along the z-axis of the device, at a distance of 80 cm from electrode ends. The

second Faraday cup (denoted FC/) was placed at a small (15°) angle to the axis, at a

distance of 55 cm from the electrodes. Ion

signals from the both detectors were compared

with discharge current wave-forms (obtained
from a Rogowski coil) and X-ray pulses

.

1 .

registered with the scintillation detector made
of the NE-lOZA plastic and a fast X-t‘ayév-

photomultiplier of the XP2020 type. Typical F C 9
traces have been shown in Fig.4

,

'

;

-

r=180us

i m

As can be seen, the hard X-ray signals Fc J ﬁ—ﬁm

appeared after the current peculiarity and the
'200ns/div
ion signals were registered with some delays.
This can be easily explained, since in a low- Fig. 4_ Time correlations of ion beams
pressure mode (with a relatively short delay (FC—>, FCI), 3am)“ and current wave
between the gas-valve operation and the main forms for a discharge performed with
discharge, i.e. at r < 180 us for the D2 filling) the D2 ﬁlling 1- = 130,”,

the electrostatic acceleration is dominant [1].
Electrons accelerated (simultaneously with ions) during the current drop and voltage
spike, can interact with the anode rods and produce hard X-ray pulses instantaneously,
while ions take some time to escape from the electrode region and to reach the Faraday
detectors. Analyzing the ion signals presented in Fig. 4, one can estimate that in that
case the mean value of deuteron energy was only about 2 keV, the ion flux density was
10‘3 cm’z, and beam current intensity was 80
A/cmz. The total energy of such an ion stream
(at decreased supply energy) could be reduced

to several milijoules only.

The time-resolved ion measurements were

also performed for various Operational modes,
i.e. for different time delays 1-. Some selected

x-ray
FCJ'

results have been presented in Fig. 5. With

1- = 120 ps the first ion peak corresponds to
-deuterons of energy equal to about 78 keV,

FC 2'

and some protons of energy - about 40 keV.

The

emission

of

low-energy

protons was

conﬁrmed by the mass- and energy-analysis
performed with the Thomson analyzer. Proton

re ,v

200ns/div— ‘7

parabola tracks can be explained by the
Fig. 5. The ion-beam signals (FC/)'
emission of some protons from gases occluded
registered for

successive shots performed
upon electrode surfaces.
with different time delays in comparison
Using longer delay times (1- > 150 us for
with a typical X-ray signal.
the D2 filling) one could observe a decrease in
a mean energy of deuterons and smaller amount of protons, but some increase
in
neutron yields up to the maximum corresponding to the optimal operational conditions
.
The facility could of course be optimized also as regards the emission of low—energ
y
plasma-ion streams.

Conclusions

The behavior of ions from the IONOTRON—type devices can be characterized as

follows:
1, The energy spectra of ions depend strongly on the time delay 7'. If 1-<'rp, where TI,
is the propagation time of a front of the gas-cloud from the valve, ions spectra reach
relatively high energy. If 1- > 79, multiply ionized species appear, but an average energy
is lower except for ions originated from the material electrodes.

2. The results obtained for 1- < 7'], suggest rather strong electrostatic acceleration of
the ions. In such a case the ions originate mainly from gases occluded and liberated from

the electrodes. The ratio of the average energy to the charge of ions (as shown in Fig. 1)
is very similar.
3. For T>Tp, one observes other characteristic features, there appear multiply ionized

Species with quasi-maxwellian energy distributions, and the average energy values of ions
’(see Fig. 2) are almost equal and independent from Ze. It can be concluded that the

measuring techniques described in this paper have proved to be useful for diagnostics
0f plasma-ion streams within a relatively wide range of parameters.
It should be noted, that in some cases the discharge between the rod electrodes can

lead to an are between the electrode ends [6]. In such a case a local thermal equilibrium
can be achieved, and a temperature value can be increased [7]. The previous
investigations of ions and neutrons from deuterium plasma discharges [4] have also
suggested a local thermal equilibrium and high local temperatures, but this problem
requires more detailed studies.
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Introduction

Preliminary experiments with hydrogen detecting solid state sensors have been performed
in the T1 and RFX reversed ﬁeld pinch experiments. The sensors consist of metal-oxidesilicon structures with Pd gates (Pd-MOS) commonly used as sensors for gaseous H
or H containing gases [1]. Pd-MOS sensors can also be used for detection of energetic
hydrogen emanating from fusion plasmas and Pd-MOS diodes have for example been
used to measure C-X neutral hydrogen in TFTR [2, 3].
There are mainly two properties of Pd which makes the Pd-MOS sensitive to H2 gas.
First, the Pd surface is reactive which means that H2 molecules can disociate on the
surface and then be absorbed in the Pd. Secondly, the adsorption sites on the Pd-SiO;
interface are such that the adsorbed H atoms are polarized. This means that when the
Pd-MOS is exposed to H2, the molecules disociate on the surface, diffuse through the
Pd bulk and build up a dipole layer at the Pd-SiOQ interface. The strength of the dipole
layer is proportional to the number of adsorbed atoms and saturates when one monolayer ,
has adsorbed, i.e. about 1019 m‘2 with an induced voltage over the interface of about
500 mV [1] The voltage give rise to a decrease of the device ﬂat band voltage which in
turn can be detected as a shift of the electrical device characteristics, e.g. the I(V)-curve
of an MOS transistor or diode or the C(V)-curve of an MOS capacitor.
When exposing a Pd-MOS to a plasma it is no longer desirable to have a reactive
gate surface since the device would be sensible to the neutral gas. Still, it is necessary
to have a Pd-SiOz interface to have polarized adsorption sites for H. By covering the
reactive gate with a layer of a. non-reactive material, e.g. Au, the molecular Hz is shut
out from the structure, while keeping the H sensitivity. The non-reactive layer can also
act as an energy discriminator only permeable for particles with high enough energy.

Capacitance a.u.

'-1.o

Figure 1: Schematic ﬁgure of a Pd-MOS
sensor
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Figure 2: C(V)—characteristic before and
after a discharge in RFX

The response rate of a Pd—MOS H2 sensor is limited by the catalytic reactions on
the Pd surface. This makes it rather slow with response times in orders of seconds or
minutes. But, if H is implanted in the Pd, the response time of the device should be
limited by the diffusion time through the Pd bulk only which at 100°C is about 250 ILLS

through a 250 nm Pd ﬁlm [4].

2

Experimental

For the ﬁrst experiments, we have chosen to use MOS-capacitors. The capacitors have
the advantage of being easy to manufacture and it is therefore easy to change and test
different structure layouts for the components
A schematic of a sensor is shown in ﬁg 1. The active capacitor area has a diameter of
1 mm and an oxide thickness of 150 nm, giving the sensors a max capacitance of about
8 pF. The Pd gate thickness is 250 nm with a 20 or 100 nm gold layer on top. The sensors
are mounted in ceramic 8-pin DIP capsules with up to four sensors in the same capsule.
Each sensor is exposed through a 1 mm hole in the capsule lid, 0.7 mm directly over the
component. Heating elements consisting of alumina plates with carbon resistance ﬁlms
are mounted on the back of each capsule. This enables heating of the capsule to 200°C
with feedback control using a. diode mounted together with the sensor. The heating can
be done Without affecting a base pressure of 3 - 10"3 hPa. in the implantation chamber.
The sensors were were exposed at a temperature of 100°C and purged from H at 200°C
between discharges.
Two different electronics with different principles were used to monitor the voltage
shift. In the plasma exposures full C(V)-characteristics were constructed using up to
50 Hz repetition frequency. An example of this is shown in ﬁg 2 with a C(V) characteristic
made before and after a discharge in RFX. There is a hysteresis of the curve which is
caused by mobile ions in the oxide which limits the repetition frequency. The capacitor
is part of a. resonance circuit so that the resonance frequency (m 50 kHz) changes with
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the capacitance. Measurements during discharges were though prohibited by electrical
pick-up problems why it was only possible to measure integrated doses over a whole
discharge. In the implantation experiments, the capacitance was measured with a C(V)—
regulator. With this device, the bias is controlled via a feed-back system so that bias
at ﬁxed capacitance can be measured. The measuring frequency of the regulator is kept
constant at 35 kHz while the current through the sensors is measured. The time constant
of the teed-back system is about 10 ms.

For the plasma exposures, probe insertion systems described in references [5] and [6]
were used. The exposures in T1 were made in standard discharges with 70 kA plasma
current and and a pinch parameter of 1.7 [7]. The RFX exposures were however made in
rather short (60 ms) discharges not representative for the machine. The plasma current
was about 500 kA.
‘

3

Results

Fig 3 shows shifts caused by implantation of 50 and 100 eV H in a sensor with 200 A Au
layer. The initial sensitivity of the sensor is 0.4 and 0.7 Vrn2 respectively. The difference
is not signiﬁcant regarding uncertainties in determination of the implantation current
and we have used the value 0.55 s to transform voltage shift to implanted H dose.
The ﬂuxes inferred from exposures in T1 and RFX are shown in ﬁg 4. The doses are
transformed to ﬂuxes assuming a constant deposition during a whole discharge. Superimposed are ﬂuxes derived from the measured retention of deuterium on the front surface
on graphite probes in 40 RA discharges in T1 [8] and the H ﬂux measured with‘ neutral

particle analysers in RFX [9]. Theoretical curves for the radial ﬂux decay considering

the 1 mm aperture in front of the sensor are also shown in the ﬁgure.

4

Discussion

The Au layer on top of the Pd acts as an energy ﬁlter with a. transfer function, p(E),
There
which is the probability for an implanted atom to reach the PC1-3102 interface.

is also a probability for prompt, kinematic reﬂection of the particle, ftp/(E) so that the
ﬂux (1), measured by the H sensor is:

<1: = [in — R~(E)).p(E) 015(5))”. 2 /:(1_ RN(E))-<}E(E)dE
Where p(E) vanishes under a certain threshold energy, Em, and approaches unity for
higher energies. The implantation results in ﬁg 3 indicates that Eu, is below 50 eV for
the component with 200 A Au layer.

The H sensor results agree well with the theoretical curves in ﬁg 4 for r/a > 2 but
closer to the plasma the sensor show lower ﬂuxes than predicted or even decreasing ﬂuxes
when approaching the plasma. An other observation made was reversed shifts (’negative
ﬂux’) when sensors were exposed to several discharges without intervening purging at
200°C. The probable explanation of these two phenomena is that there is a H release
mechanism which becomesmore signiﬁcant closer to the plasma. The sensor may be
heated by the plasma or plasma radiation may cause H to desorb from the sensor,
The passive measurements in ﬁg 4 are not corrected for reﬂection of H. Further, the
H sensor exposures are made at a higher plasma current than the passive ones. Taking
these two effects in to account, the agreement between H sensor and passive data is good.
The poor agreement between H sensor data and TOF in RFX may be caused by the non
zero integration limit Elh.

Pd—MOS sensors can be used as a. ﬂexible complement to other neutral particle analysers such as time of flight spectrometers or stripping cell NPA:s. It has the advantage
over passive collector probes that it supplies an in situ measurement of H ﬂux and it also
have potential to supply time resolved ﬂux measurements by reducing electrical pick-up
during discharges.
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0n the use of toroidal harmonics
in the design of magnetic diagnostics
ﬁhtxmldilligm, 1A Jiménec

Asocincion EURAvﬂELMAT pare Fusion
Avda, Complutcnsc, 22., 28040 Muslim Spain

Abstract
A general method for the optimization of the design of magnetic diagnostics for toroidal
fusion devices with it view to [(18.1dn plasma parameter information recovery is
presented, based on the combination of plasma equilibrium calculations, expansion of the
magnetic field in toroidal harmonics and multivariate regression techniques. As an example,

the recovery of <ﬂ> is optimized for the 'l'lalU matron.

Introduction
Knowledge of the geometry of the magnetic ﬁeld is monumental to the understanding of

plasma behaviour in all toroidul devices used in fusion research, and essential to the correct

interpretation of data from many other diagnostics. It is therefore surprising that in general
little effort is put into the- systematic design of the magnetic diagnostic in orderto extract the
maximum information possible about the magnco'c geometry. Some work in this direction,
cnfocused on the interpretation of magnetic measurements rather than the design of the
diagnostic itself. has been realized at the W VII-AS stellaratoa' [1].

At the CIEMAT institute, two stellamtom are under construction: a torsatron (TI-1U)

and a ﬂexible heliac ('1'1-11). The present work presents a. generally applicable method for the
systematic design of magnetic diagnostics, applied to the TJ-IU torsauon.

Synopsis of the method
The magnetic diagnostic design method is based upon three techniques: (1) Use is made of
the stellarator equilibrium code NEMEC [1, 2] to generate a, database of equilibria. This
database contains a few scans of important plasma parameters (magnetic axis position, 3, ...).
Of necessity. this is a small database due to the large amount of CPU time needed to calculate
each equilibrium. (2) The toroidal harmonics [3] are used to expand the magnetic ﬁeld
outside the plasma. This has three advantages: firstly, it allows us to interpolate between
calculated equilibria in a prudent way, by interpolating in moments-space. Thus the database
is enhanced considerably; secondly, by specifying the moments rather than the magnetic ﬁeld
in some ﬁxed points, one is still free to choose the positions of cg. the magnetic pick-up coils
(in: the enhanced equilibrium database is design-independent); and thirdly, it allows a
distinction to be made between dominant Iowa: and -n effects and indetoctablc high-mode
number eﬁects. (3) Using a fast reconstruction technique known asFP [4] wedetermine, fora
number of magnetic diagnostic designs, how well the plasma parameters can be recovered.

Within the limits of the design, given by practical considerations such as cost and available

coil mount positions, we find by a minimization process the optimum design corresponding
to a maximum of information recovery. The technique is readily applicable to the design of
magnetic diagnostics for: many types of nocoidal fusion devices

Equilibrium calculations with NEMEC’
13-11] has the following parameters: 1 = 1, Tomidnl pcﬁoﬁcity N;- = 6, major radius R0 =1 0.6
to, minor radius of the region of interest (the plasma region) nmin 2: 0.15 in, inner minor

radius of the helical coil 3:011 = 0.24 m. The equilibrium calculations have been performed

with the NEMEC-DIAGNO package NEMEC [l] oomputcs free boundary equilibria usmg a
steepest descent algorithm and nssunws nested flux surfaces. DlAGNO [2] calculates the
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mp0,.“ of the magnetic ﬁeld to the plasma using data from the equilibrium. As a pnmary'
supvonlyaseswithmmidalcimenthavebeenmnsidered.
Determination olnmments as a function of

ﬁlm

meters

. _

Ref. ]an elaborate description is given ofhow
anyvaeuummagnedcﬁeldisexpandedintoroidal
harmonics (half-integer Legendre functions).
Withindiehnutedseopeofdiepmsentwomwe
have only investigated the behaviour of the
moments as a function of <ﬂ>, but emphasize that
the simultaneous effect of various plasma
parameters can be studied with this method.

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

N-o¢ouugmuuw-~c

Tablel

The magnetic field of 5 plasma
conﬁgurations with <B> varying between 0 and
1.26% was calculated in a toroidally annular region
outside the plasma. of which the inner and outer

boundaries coincided with toroidal coordinate

surfaces (the toroidal coordinates being deﬁned in
Ref. {3}). The inner surface had a minor radius of
0.17 m, and the outer of 1.3 m. The field was
calculated on 1000 points that were chosen
randomly in this region in order to avoid illconﬁtioning of the regression. The ﬁeld generated
by currents inside the plasma was ﬁtted to an
expansion in internal harmonics. Le. without taking
into amount the external magnetic ﬁeld caused by
the magnetic ﬁeld coils. From this ﬁt the internal
moments were determined along with their errors.

Fig. 1 shows the moments at <B> :- 1.26 “b, the

solid line giving the absolute value of the moments
andthedashedlinetbcerror.’l‘hemeaningofthe
horizontal axis. called "index", is explained in
Table 1 (hereoisthetoroidal angleandn istbe
poloidal angle in the toroidal coordinate system,
see Ref. [3]). From Fig. 1 it is men that for large
toroidal mode number n the determination ofthe
moments becomes difﬁcult (the error level
becomes comparable to the size of the moments
themselves). Likewise, the determination of the moments is of increasing difﬁculty with
increasing poloidal mode number In. his is in awondance with intuition, since higher-order
momentsdeceymorerapidly with increasingdistancefremtheplasmaandatethereforeme
difficult to determine.
We therefore focussedon the low-«dams thatwere well-determined (it $6.11)

S3).t.25howsthedepcndenceontheparameter<ﬂ>ofmommsthatsuffcredanermr
less than 30%. It is observed that the lowest-order moment (n=0, m=1) has the strongest

variation with <3). which is related to the displacement ofthe magnetic axis with (13>.

Thevariationofeachoftheee9momentsasafunctionof<ﬁ>wasapproximatedhy
third-orderpolynomialsin<B>(inthecasethatmorethanoneplasmaparamemrisvaried,a
multivariate regression would be necessary at this point). These polynomials were then used
to generate the enhanced database of 500 entries, each entry consisting of a randomly selected
value of <ﬂ> (in the range 0 S <13) 5 1.2%) and the corresponding moments. The external
moments, which were constant for this (13> scan, were also stored.
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Regression analysis

In the present work we have limited ourselves to Mirnov coils that provide point

measmements of the magnetic ﬁeld. Note, however, that other diagnostic elements such a;
dramagneticloopscanbeincupuatedin dietechniqueWedeﬁne3 typesofcoilszmdiaur),
poloidal (8), and toroidal 0?) ﬁeld coils that each measure one ﬁeld component. We use three

codsofeachofthesethreetypea'lhemdialpositionofcoili(l SiS9)isﬁxed(r=0.l7 m),
butthepoloidalwo andtoroidalwi) positionsarevariame.

of

Wedeﬁneapanmeterxzwhichisafunctionofthecoilpoddonsandequalsthesum
ofthe

'

errorsinallparameterspjthatidentifytheplasmastate:

x2([ ”iii-1.0.3) a “21(i where W] is some set ofweights. In this particularcsse, we
haveonly oneparameter, p1 a<ﬂ>,andwesetw1 =1.’I'hereconstructiouerrorcin a

plasmaparamenerfm-aparticularchoiceofcoil positions (6pm isdeterminedby the method
of Function Parametrization (FP) [4], which provides a rapid way of determining a
multivariate
lynomial approximation of the complex function that gives the plasma
parameters(
andothersifnecessaryﬁnmrmsofasetofgivenmeasmementsonthebasis

ofa statistical analysis, i.e. it determines the functions Fj such that p- = F,- ([Bﬂ,i=1,...,9) +

8(p).wberett§ representthe(9)measurementsofthemagneticﬁefdmadebydtepick—up

coils. The functions Fjare determined by means of: regression minimizing“ ) from

norselessdata.buttherwonsmrctionen’oreQQ-pj—Fj([Bll.i=1,...,9)is

byﬁrst

adding 5% random noise to the simulated meastnements [4]. to guarantee robustness with

respecttonoise. xzwasﬁrstwaluatedfmsonnmndomsetsofwﬂposidonsandfmmme
lowest point found a systematic minimization using a quasi-Newton algorithm was carried

out. The resulting relative reconstruction error of <ﬁ> with 9 coils was found to have a

minimum at 4.4% for the set of coil positios as shown in Fig. 3. However, the principal
component analysis which is a part of PP shows that there are only 3 significant principal
components, such that in principle 3 well-placed coils would be sufﬁcient to determine 41>.

Thus, the minimization ot‘x2 provides the set ofooil positions (95%) that reduce the

mmdmmmmesdwwdphsmpuamemmaminimmiemeymaximizedn
information obtained about these parameters. in the process, the minimum number of
measurements needed to determine a (set of) plasma pammcter(s) is estimated. which is an
important consideration in the design activity.

Conclusions
1n the present work we have shown how plasma equilibrium calculations, the expansion of
the vacuum magnetic ﬁeld in toroidal harmonics and multivariate regression techniques may
be combined to design a magnetic diagnostic that is optimized to yield the maximum
information possible on certain plasma parameters. The intermediate step of the expansion in
moments is essential. especially for stellarators. in order to save computing time and storage
space, butapartfrom thatallowsacleardistinction tobemade betwemlow~orderdominant
eﬂ'ects of the varying plasma parameters and high-order indetectable components. Finally, by

evaluating the principal components of the measurements, the minimum number ofrequired
measurements is found. Our equilibrium database contains only zero toroidal cunent cases.
Non-zero toroidal currents will affect the coil responses. while it is doubtful that different
shapingoftheproﬁleehasalarge eﬂ'ecton the signals. Future databaseeareplannedtotake
those aspects into account
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SLOW—SURFACE—WAVE DISCHARGE TUBE AS A PLASMA DIAGNOSTIC PROBE

(SURFAPROBE), SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

G.Cicconi, C.Rosatelli and A.Tarditi (*)
Dipartimento di lngegneria Elettrica, University of Genova—
Italy
(*) Present address LLNL, Livermore CAL.

ABSTRACT

Slow-surface-wave nonradiating discharge tubes, electrodeless and sealed, are tested as
diagnostic conductive probes when embedded in an argon weak ionized plasma. The ﬂuctuation
spectra of these microsurfatrons are detected via either tube emitted light or reﬂectometry of the
wave generating the discharge and used as diagnostic tool of the plasma in which the tubes are
pierced. In order to interpret the diagnostic results a ﬁrst simple equivalent circuit is presented
and discussed.
Introduction

The aim to obtain high sensitive, reliable and unperturbing diagnostics, or producing a minimum
of perturbation, has been always an objective to reach in plasma science. Active conductive
probes or electronic circuitry suitably coupled to the plasma to diagnose have been in many cases
successfully used.
For instance, as optogalvanic detector, 3 Van der Pol relaxed oscillator has been presented and
discussed [1]

Here a surfatron plasma column [2] generated in a narrow quartz tube, sealed at its ends and ﬁlled
with a noble gas, by a slow-wave, excited by a gap of a reentrant resonator and propagating in
UHF band is presented as a plasma active probe. Depending on the pressure, these discharge
tubes may be made to work in two different steady-state regimes:
a) with a minimun level of ﬂuctuations (LF frequency spectrum practically continuum)
b) in the presence of line fluctuation spectrum of nonlinear oscillation eigenmodes (observable as
moving or standing striations [3]) that may be entrained by a signal modulating in amplitude
the slow-wave generating and substaining the plasma column.
In regime a) the tubes are particularly able to detect the ﬂuctuation spectra of the plasma in which
they are embedded, the coupling coefﬁcient between the surfatron probe and the coupled plasma
is particularly depending on the thickness of the dielectric tube.
In regime b) the diagnostics of the coupled plasma may be obtained by the measurements of the
amplitude and phase deviations of the lines of the detected spectrum if the oscillations are
entrained by an AM signal (amplitude and frequency deviations that is frequency pulling in the

absence of entrainement of the eigenmodes) with respect to a reference condition (e.g.in the

absence of coupled plasma). The slow-surface-wave, which subtains the plasma column, is
excited in the cylindrical symmetrical TM mode at a frequency of 360 MHz in CW very stable,
nonradiating regime (typical
surfatron model). However this discharge may become
modulationally unstable, at some criticalpressure range depending on the gas mixture used and
for the onset of some ionization instability in the plasma column. Then relaxation oscillations
may be observed particularly in the region of transition plasma-afterglow, if the column occupies
only partially the discharge tube. In this conditions the whole plasma column, or the region of
transition to afterglow, is dominated by moving or standing striations as one can observe likely in
a DC positive column in particular conditions.
In this critical situation this surfatron plasma column is tested as a regenerative detector whose
oscillation conditions depend on the characteristics (as well as parameters) of the medium where
it is embedded. The detection may be made, for instance, by measuring the column impedance
variations either via microwave scattering along the column or reﬂectometric measurement, at the

resonator input of the UHF signal which generates the surfacewave. Moreover a photodetection
may be performed by the ﬂuctuations of the emitted light of the plasma column in a point or
along the discharge tube. In the absence of instability, in a quiescent regime, the same detection
techniques may be used to detect the ﬂuctuation regimes of the coupled plasma.
As a ﬁrst approximation, we present an equivalent circuit for the regenerative detection based on
the well-known Van de Pol relaxation oscillator which may give a ﬁrst estimate of the detection
sensitivity.

Experimental set up and results
In the experimental set up shown in Fig.1, the max matching condition for the UHF source was
obtained with a power reﬂexion coefﬁcient lower than 5%. For a max incident power of 50W the
reﬂected power is of the order of 2.5W that on the measurement port of the directional coupler is
of the order of 25mW.
In addition to the reﬂectometric diagnostics, there are shown in Fig.1 some optical diagnostics
placed inside and outside the coupled plasma, besides a microwave probe in X band for scattering
measurements.
WLED

VACUUM
CAMERA

SURFATRON
HESONATOH

PROBE

ﬁg. 1
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The operating condition are the following:

a) Surfaprobe: quartz tube 6/4 (outside/inside diam.,mm.). length 100 cm. fo=36OMHz. Po=40WI
Two cases: 1) argon gas p=4Pa, electron density IOEll cm(-3) electron temperature 1.5
eV. 2)
Xenon gas p=4 kPa, electron density 10El4 cm(-3), electron temperature ~l eV.

b) Coaxial coupled plasma layer: gas argon, p= 4x10E~2 Pa,Volume 501t, diameter 50 cm,
height
25cm, electron density 2x 10E 9 cm(—3) electron temperature 1,5 eV.

In the two cases of surfaprobes, the experiment conditions and
the results are the following

Instability

Modulation

freq. range

frequency

1)
(2—20) kHz
Argon

Modulation

Pulling

index

deviation

7 kHz

0,5

AM

Lp

< AA >

< M) >

—0,5 dB

-110°

2 cm.

(*)

4 Pa

2)
Xenon

(0‘54 100) Hz

24 Hz

0,1

+5%

-6 dB

-50°

20 cm

4 kPa

(*) afterglow region in the coupled plasma.

The peak averaged amplitude and phase variations in the presence of the coaxial coupled plasma,
with respect to vacuum are respectvely < A A> and < A (p > and Lp is the penetration length of
the surfaprobe column in the coupled plasma.

The ﬁrst simple phenomenological equivalent circuit is shown in Fig.2. This circuit is reduced to
a linear negative-resistance oscillator, considered as a differential circuit in the presence of a
sinusoidal external signal for the entrainement of the oscillations. This circuit is coupled, by

means of a capacitance, to the load impedance considered in our experimental case as inductive,
(plasma with < a) p > ~ 450 MHz and then < e p < 0 as real).
ConSidering the coupled plasma as unmagnetical inductance, inversely proportional t: the
electron density, in the case of tube 1), L1 is of the same order of magnitude of L2 .

The probe 2, strongly collisional, is caracten‘zed by an L1/C1 ratio very low and consequently
with a very low Q.These two extreme experimental cases which may give a ﬁrst practical

approach on the sensitivity of the measurement. However here we present only a particular case
and particular results. A theory of the coupled plasmas could be developed in the future in order
to evaluete by numerical calculations the optimal conditions.
glonclusions

In order to estimate pratically the sensitivity of diagnostics of these surfaprobes, it is necessary a
calibration in terms of a perfectily known and variable coupled impedance. For instance a
calibration of a surfaprobe immersed in a chemical solution whose electrical characteristics are
exactly known and measured in the frequency band where the surfaprobe operates, could be a
valid solution.
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PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS ON ASDEX UPGRADE BY MEANS
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1. Introduction.

Plasma diagnostics using impurity pellet injection are being developed and utilized for

determination of important plasma parameters as follows: distribution of the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld

and current density proﬁle, impurity and heat transport coefﬁcients (see review [1]). There are new
proposals in application of the impurity pellet injection for alpha-particle diagnostics [2] and
improvement of wall condition [3].

In this paper a novel compact impurity injection system of ASDEX Upgrade that has been
developed as a result of STU and [PP collaboration is presented. The ﬁrst results and plans of further
applications of the system are discussed. The main goals of ﬁrst experiments were a study of carbon

pellet ablation and penetration, comparison widi the ablation model predictions, measurements of pellet

trajectories from the toroidal site of View.

2. Impurity pellet injection system ofASDEX Upgrade.

The injection system was optimized for diagnostic purposes required for the tokamak ASDEX
Upgrade, yielding the possibility for a widely variable deposition proﬁle of the ablated material inside
the plasma. Therefore, the gas dynamic principle of pellet acceleration by means of drag force in a
barrel with a diameter larger than the pellet diameter was chosen [4]. Stand operations of the injector
with the 0.85 mm barrel diameter and the 0.12 m length have demonstrated a reliable acceleration of
the spherical carbon pellets (1.15 g/cm3 density) with diameters of 350-650 pm up to 150-600 ml:
velocity using the different propellant gases He, H2. Both the scattering angle of the accelerated
pellets (: 1°) and the maximum propellant gas put’fto the tokamak (S 1016 particles/shot) were found
to suﬁiciently low.
Layout of the impurity pellet injection experiment on ASDEX Upgrade is shown in Fig. 1. The

spherical carbon pellets were accelerated in the direction of the plasma core. Ablation rate of the

pellets was measured by means of the wide—view photodetector receiving radiation from the pellet

cloud in total visible range with a time resolution about 1 us. The location and the velocity of a pellet
were determined by means of light barriers and the SXR pinhole camera. The accuracy of measuring
pellet position was nearly l cm. Absolute values of the ablation rate were determined using the total

number of atoms in the pellet. The accuracy of these measurements does not exceed 15%.
Calculations of increase ofthe line-integrated density after pellet injection are in agreement with those
measured using the DCN interferometer. 1n calculations, a lcnown number of atoms in the pellet was

used and a full ionization of the ablatant was assumed. This fact conﬁrms a correlation between the
pellet ablation rate proﬁle assumed proportional to the radiation and the ablatant deposition proﬁle.
Observation of the pellet trajectories from the direction approximately normal to the poloidal plane
oFthe injection was produced using CCD-1 and CCD-11 cameras (see Fig. 1). An exposure time of the
CCD cameras (20 ms) signiﬁcantly exceeded the duration ofcarbon pellet ablation (s 1 ms). The space
resolution of cameras was about 2 cm,

3. Results of carbon pellet injection.
The results of ablation rate measurements are shown in Fig. 2. The size and velocity of pellet were

varied for detennination ofthe operation range. In the case ofthe pellet ofdp = 600 um diameter and V

= 487 m/s velocity (Shot # 3942 in Fig. 2a), penetration beyond the plasma center (Re 2 170 cm) was

observed in the ohmically heated plasma with plasma current I = 800 kA, toroidal magnetic ﬁeld B = 2
T, separatrix radius R36 = 218 cm, elongation factor k = 1.6. The smaller (d = 510 pm) and slower

(V = 247 m/s) pellet injected in the same regime (Shot # 3951 in Fig. 2b) reaciied approximately
a half

ofpthe minor radius a = R“, - RC = 48 cm. In this case the perturbation of the plasma parameters

(electron temperature, electron density) was less than 5% and no signiﬁcant changes ofthe equilibrium
and stability characteristics ofthe discharge were detected.
We simulated the ablation rate proﬁles using the neutral gas shielding model [5] which reproduced
well the results of carbon pellet injection into T-lO tokamak (see also [6]). According to the model
[5,6], ablation rate of a carbon pellet can be described by an energy balance equation on the pellet
. surface in the following form

til—5
_NS 'L-Spe’p
5

( 1)

a

Here, Q2 = [/4 '"e'(8Te/(7m’e))1/2'2Te - niaxwellian electron heat ﬂux, S er - cross-section area
of

the pellet calculated using so—called "lentil" approach [6], ea = 8.8 eV/atom - the sum ofthe sublimation
energy (7.5 eV) and enthalpy (1.3 eV) per one carbon atom, 5NS = 6N5”? ne, zip) - the
neutral
shielding factor being a weak function of the problem parameters.
In simulations, the Te(r) proﬁles measured using the laser YAG technique and
n60) proﬁles

measured by means of the DCN interferometer were used. These temperature proﬁles are shown in

Fig.3 and can be approximated well by the following expressions

a
no) ﬂew-(1 «0%) T" , new =He(0)'(1 —x""9 1%

(2)

where x = (R — Rd’a is the nomialized minor radius and R is the major radius. The parameters
of
equations (2) used in simulations are shown in Table, The remark “YAG” means that
the electron
temperature proﬁle corresponds to the YAG measurements and the remark “Fitting" means
that T50)

proﬁle was adjusted for better agreement between the measured and calculated proﬁles of the ablation
rate.

Table

Shot

d”

Vn

712(0)

tun

m/s

eV

ﬁn,

“Te

number

600
600

487
487

1000
1100

am,

ﬁne

Remark

YAG
Fitting

1013
V

3942
3942

172(0)

cm'3

1.4
2.5

1.0
1,5

5.8
5.8

2.5
2.5

2
2

3951

5l0

247

1000

1.4

1.0

4.75

2.5

2

YAG

395]

510

247

l400

2.5

1.5

4.75

2.5

2

Fitting

The results of simulations are shown in Fig. 2a.b. We observed a discrepancy (up to 2 times)
between measured (curves 1) and simulated (curves 2 corresponding YAG's T90) proﬁle)
values of
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the pellet ablation rate. We adjusted the T90) proﬁles for the better
agreement of the ablation rate
proﬁles to the experimental ones (curves 4 on Fig. Za,b). In Fig. 3,
these electron temperature proﬁles
are compared with YAG's measurements. The results of simulation
s under assumption that there is
non shielding (6N3 = l in eq.(1)) are shown on Fig. 2 as well (curves
3). We see that the agreement
between measured and simulated proﬁle of the ablation rate is better
in case of the high speed pellet
(Shot # 3942). The measured proﬁle of the pellet ablation rate is
between the neutral shielding model
prediction and the result of simulations under the non shielding
approach. The measured values of
ablation rate of slower pellet (Shot it 3951) signiﬁcantly exceed those
calculated by means of the model
using YAG's T90) proﬁle. For this proﬁle the model predicts
non shielding ablation. These facts
correlate with the conclusions made in Ref. [7,8] where the enhanced
periphery ablation of hydrogen
pellets injected into ASDEX tokamak was observed in compariso
n with both predictions of Parks‘s
ablation model [91 and the hydrogen pellet penetrations into JET [8].
The frame measured by means ofthe CCD-l camera is shown
in Fig. 4a for Shot # 3942 and with
the CCD-ll camera in Fig. 4b for Shot # 3951. We find pellet penetratio
n depth in good agreement with
the measurements by means of the pliotodetector. There are
not shifts of the pellet trajectory in the
vertical direction within the 2 cm spatial resolution of cameras.
The size of the cloud in the vertical

direction is correlated with the radial dependence ofthe ablation rate. It
can be understood taking into

account that cameras measured the certain projection of the toroidally
elongated pellet clouds on their
plane of observation. A similar dependence ofthe total pellet cloud
length in the toroidal direction on a
pellet ablation rate was observed in [10].

4. Conclusions and further plans.

The new impurity pellet injection system has successfully started
to operate on ASDEX Upgrade
tokamak. The system allows us to realize the pellet deposition
proﬁle in the ohmically heated plasma
with their maximum lying from a half of minor radius until
a plasma core. The observed values of
ablation rate are higher, up to 2 times for case ofa periphery ablation
of smaller and slower pellet, than
those simulated by means of the neutral shielding model using
the experimental electron temperature
and density proﬁles. The reason of this discrepancy is not clear
yet. No shifts of the pellet trajectory in
the vertical direction were detected.
The system is planned to be used for further studies of pellet-pla
sma interaction, particle/heat
transport investigations, safety factor and plasma current density
measurements
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Observation of Heliotron—E Whisker Magnetic Flux Surfaces and
of Divertor Field Lines Structure by the Diode Method.
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H. Okada, K. Hanatani, K. Nagasaki, K. Tohshi, T. HamadaB, K. Yag'uchi,
T. Senju, K. Sakamoto, T. Obiki

Plasma Physic Laboratory, Kyoto University, Japan
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Introduction :

One of the goals of “helicaldivertor” design studies [I] is to optimize the

topology of divertor magnetic ﬁeld lines in the helical system without losing any
favorable conﬁnement properties in the core and boundary regions. On the other hand, from
the vieWpoint
of another concept such as island divertor, the behavior of the ﬂux-bundles in
the vicinity of
the excited island and the associated stochastic region is the key issue that should
be clariﬁed

to extract an effective divertor action, and also the experimental elucidation of the relevant
dynamics such as the stability against magnetic ﬁeld perturbation is intimately related
with the

investigation of another important topic of obtaining an experimental basis for the
conﬁnement

deterioration due to magnetic braiding [2,3]. In this context, the detailed 2D measurements
of
the vacuum magnetic ﬂux surface structure in the Heliotron-E edge and divertor region Was
performed by using an improved “diode” method [2] as well as ﬁeld-perturbation (MI) coils
so
as to get a deeper understanding of its dynamical behavior than that we could get from
the

numerical ﬁeld line tracing.

Mappin method : The static beam-resistance method (the diode method)
uses a tiny DC
electron gun which is located inside the magnetic conﬁnement region. Two
types of electron

emission can be used; one is the emissive ﬁlament type and the other is the directed
electron

beam type. Here the latter is applied under the conditions where the 0.5mm“ —
15eV directed
beam is injected near—parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld line. Figure 1 shows the typical relationshi
p
between the detector current ﬂowing into the vacuum chamber wall (showing the
inverse of the

vacuum magnetic resistance) and the biu voltage (showing the additional beam acceleratio
n
voltage added to the wall ) at the background torus vacuum pressure of less than
3 x 10“8 Torr,

indicating that the typical electron mean free path is of the order of 10 km. The observed

resistance near the center (H ~ 0 cm) shows a large number of ~ 10 M9
while that of

the edge becomes lower under the D0500 G main magnetic ﬁled. The general backgroun
d

characteristic inside the separatrix is considered to be governed by electron
“perpendicular

diffusion” across the nested surfaces while the peculiar current jumps (i.e., resistance
drops)
observed at several gun positions are assumed to be due to more rapid “parallel
diffusion”

along the radially diffusing stochastic ﬁeld lines Outside the separatrix,
it is related to the
connection length to the wall. In Fig.1, the intersection with the X coordinate
, V5“,(V),
can be assumed to be the negatively built-up ﬂux»surface potential induced
by the electron
charges. The experimental results revealed that the detector current is not seriously
inﬂuenced
by the anode beam current (11mm) and that inside the separatrix the detector
current can be

interpreted as being independent of the beam current at sufﬁciently high beam currents.
This
result

indicates that the local vacuum resistance can be determined independently
of the beam

current. In addition, the variation of the electron-gun emission over the poloidal
cross section

of the vacuum chamber was conﬁrmed to be sufﬁciently small to be
on the order of a few
percent. As a consequence, at high beam currents, the obtained linear relationsh
ip between
the bias voltage and the detector current can be explained to be due to
the vacuum resistance.
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:

In order to observe that topology change of the conﬁnement

ﬂux surfaces which is driven through the island formation leading to ergodization, the west
and east helmholtz type MI coils were excited to generate a static m = 1/ n = 1 magnetic
perturbation ﬁeld. One-pair coil excitation at the MI = 100% power-supply level provides a

local vertical ﬁeld of [Lo/B}, = 0.9%, in which AB“ ~ 0.75 G is generated at B). = 500 G.

This perturbation level is one order higher than that of the earth ﬁeld component and the ﬁeld

line tracing calculation presents the existence of an isolated core island in a stochastic sea as
shown in Fig.2—(a). The existence of the core island with nested conﬁnement surfaces could be
shown from the contour map of the trough with the 0—point situated near the expected position.
The virtual separatrix can be identiﬁed from the cliff-like structure rising around the valley
indicating a good conﬁnement zone inside the island(Fig.2-(b)). 0n the other hand, it was
found that the stochastic sea still has a non-uniform structure where the KAM tori remnants

block the free ﬂow of diffusing magnetic ﬁeld lines. The experiment shows a clear sandwiched
structure of the noble-KAM remnant bands and the low—order resonant stochasticity bands

(Fig.2-(c)). The stochasticity bands can be interpreted to be produced through the higherorder resonant harmonics from the inherent higher—order error ﬁelds or nonlinear resonances

around the applied dominant mode of m = l/n = 1. To experimentally clarify the root to
ergodization, the observed positions of the current jumps were compared with the Farey—series
expectations based on the standard—map theory. The results so far afford a qualitative support
to this scenario, including the effects of “natural” islands.
Boundary island formation :

On the basis of the measured global magnetic ﬂux surface

structure, the investigation has been made of the edge island stochasticity. Figure 3(a)—(c)
illustrates the observed magnetic-topology change induced from the decrease in the vacuum
resistance as a. parameter of the m = 1/7: = 2 perturbation ﬁeld strength, i.e., MI = 20% case

and MI = 60% case. Here the excitation of two-pair perturbation coil for the MI = 100%
setting is designed so as to provide ABM/B1, = 1.45 x 10"3 at the location of the a = 2
surface. In the case of low perturbation, both the isolated magnetic island resonated with the
applied perturbation ﬁeld and the induced characteristic island-chain sequence (m > 2) could
be indentiﬁeld. Possibly there still remain KAM tori between these islands because of the apparent independent stochasticity excitation. As the perturbation was increased, the resonance

overlapping among the primary island (m = 1/7: = 2) and the secondary islands (m > 2)
took place as shown in Fig.3—(c), indicating the growth of stochasticity by the destruction of
nearby KAM surfaces. As a by-product, the partial healing effect on the intrinsic magnetic
braiding in the outer region was also observed. Magnetic topology change even at M1 = 100%

was found to still conserve the global morphology of the m/n = 1/2 primary island in this
high shear region. Moreover, the measurement showed that the “very clean closed ﬂux surface
(last KAM)” is formulated just outside the island zone toward the central region as shown in

Fig.4(a)—(b).
Whisker ﬁeld lines to 010 y :
As for the magnetic topology of the edge ﬂux surfaces
oi Heliotron E, the experimental results of Fig.5 have clariﬁed the existence of the folded
whiskers structure near the inner and outer X-points, ﬁnally formulating the helical-divertor
topology. Here the characteristic 2D—pattern of the magnetic ﬂux structure was obtained on
the basis of the Laplacian procedure from the original resistance dataset, educing the locally
long-connection-length ﬁeld lines. We here call that the experimental “Poincare plots image”.
The geometry near the X—point showed a complex mixture of “regular” and “chaotic” motions
of the ﬁeld lines and the observed “whisker” surfaces in the “ﬁsh-mouth” and “fish—tail” zones

were seen to be asymmetric with regard to the equatorial plane (V = 0) as expected, thus
providing a clear correlation with that of the calculated connection length that depends on the
direction of the emitting electrons. The experimental “Poincare plots image” of the similar
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“ﬁsh-tail” zone in the case of the m/n = 1/2 perturbation ﬁeld of
M1 = 100%

revealed
the disappearance of one-layer whisker surface in the upper half
plane, thus providing in this

case an experimental background to study the stability and controllability
of the edge surface
topology as well as the divertor structure.
Conclusions : By using a new “directed electron beam” method,
the core island structure
and the related stochastic-sea structure was studied to provide
a better understanding of the

magnetic surface destruction processes from the experimental viewpoi
nt. It was found that
the externally excited boundary island could provide a. clean closed
magnetic surface just
outside of that

primary island toward the central region. The “whisker” surface
topology in
the “ﬁsh-mouth” zone and the “stretching , folding, and nesting
" multi-layers structure in
the “ﬁsh-tail” zone was experimentally identiﬁed which would
be a. key factor to practically
develop an effective helical divertor. Finally, the present study
provided an advanced tool to
obseIVe

the experimental evidence of the edge/divertor topology control by
the external ﬁeld,
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PONDEROMOTIVE EFFECTS IN THE LOWER HYBRID REGIME

mm, M.Fontanesi, A.Penso, E.Sindoni
Dipartimento di Fisica - Universita degli Studi di Milano
Via Celoria, 16 - 20133 Milano, Italy
ABSTRACT

The linear theory for electromagnetic and electrostatic wave propagation in magnetized
plasmas neglects any significant modification of the equilibrium particle density
distribution, as this is a second order term. This procedure is justiﬁed only if the Wave's
energy density is small with respect to the equilibrium thermal energy of the particles.

A high power electrostatic wave causes ponderomotive forces to arise; their action is
primarily to decrease the plasma density in front of the launching system and subsequently
to affect the wave injection into the plasma itself.
This work deals with an experimental study of the plasma density and temperature
changes induced in the plasma by high power electrostatic waves, giving some theoretical
hints on interpretation.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The measurements were performed at the University of Milan on 771079110, a toroidal
apparatus for magnetized low density hydrogen plasmas. Its parameters are: major radius
R — 40 cm , minor radius r = 8 cm , toroidzﬂ magnetic ﬁeld intensity Bo % 2 kG and
vertical magnetic field intensity Bi m 3 G . The plasma density is typically 108 cm‘3 at the
edge and 1010 cm‘3 in the center of
the thems'

fig]: Scheme of the measuring system 02' 7770713110.

The electrostatic wave is
launched by a slow-wave antenna
made of four metal blades situated
at the plasma edge to which a
phased sinusoidal RF-potential is
applied. In our experiments we
varied its intensity to inject
potencies in the range between 10'3
and 1 W as well as its frequency
between 3,5 and 30 MHZ.
To measure electron density

and temperature we used a Langmuir probe movable in the direction perpendicular to the
toroidal magnetic field; to detect the electric field inside the plasma a double-pin RF—probe
was connected to an interferometric apparatus (fig. 1).
WAVE INJECTION AND PROPAGATION

At the plasma edge, where plasma densities are very low, the slow wave antenna
launches an Electrostatic Plasma Wave or Lower Hybrid Wave (LHW) (which could be
there represented by the solution of the approximated dispersion relation as written by

M-Ono et all”). By entering the plasma the LHW meets higher density layers so that it
approaches the lower hybrid resonance, which occurs for a density value that satisﬁes the

condition:

2
2
0) 2_
—mPi+Qi

:>

_ mi
2 —Q‘.)
2
7:15—41:8s

(1)

where (DP,- is the ion plasma frequency and Q,- the ion cyclotron frequency.

At the resonance layer the wave converts to an lon Bernstein Wave (IBWWJ that
propagates almost perpendicularly to the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld. The IBW exhibits shorter
wavelengths than the LHW. Interferograms showed the dependence of this conversion
layer from the wave power applied i.e. a non-linear behaviour of the plasma density for
higher values.

Also by measuring the reflection coefficient of the slow-wave antennas such a non—
linearity could be revealed seen that the reflection coefﬁcient is a measure of the power
transferred into the plasma and depends on the plasma density in front of the antennas.
PONDEROMOTIVE FORCE

A very simple form of the ponderomotive force on plasma caused by a wave electric field
can be obtained in the single particle approach by introducing in the motion equation a
second order term. What resultsm is:

EM = ”kimﬂ) = - e2 2 £(1‘0),t)-VE(5(°).t) = —VVPM
ma)

2

2’ VP” : "1:92 Hamel

2

(2)

where EPM is the ponderomotive force, VPM the ponderomotive potential, E the wave
electric field and 32(0) the non-perturbed trajectory of the charged particle. We'll use eq.2 to
estimate the magnitude of the ponderomotive potential in our experiments:

f— 6MHz ; k” - 0,1 cm-1 ; P— [103 + 11w ; n, - [0,5 + 51-109 cm'3
:>

VPM =- [103 + 1] eV

(3)

A Boltzmann balance equation permits to establish the way in which the electron
density is affected by ponderomotive effects:
_Vru

%=e T.

(4)

where no is the density in absence of RF and T, the electron temperature. The
ponderomotive effect becomes relevant whenever its potential matches the
thermodynamical energy of the electrons, i.e. when VPM/I; gets close to 1. It follows that:
7;,cdge z O)1 CV z V3;

3

Pm 53100 mW

(5)
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More detailed expressions of the ponderomotive force based on the fluid description of
plasmas include terms which take into acccount the ion dynamics and forces due to density
gradients such as the one mentioned by Moralesm:
2
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If E, is the ponderomotive force on the ﬂuid of species 5 particles, the ponderomotive
potential VPM; is the integral in space of eq.6, where my, and Q, are the plasma and the
cyclotron frequencies of that species of particles. Eq.6 introduces ponderomotive effects due
to density gradients through the derivatives of cops and shows how complicated the
dependence of the ponderomotive effects on the Wave parameters could be, yet remaining
proportional to the energy density of the wave's electric field.

The plots of the experimental density profiles in absence and for different values of RFpower show a density decrease when power is increased (ﬁg.2). It is remarkable that this
effect is due to the LHW as it mostly appears before the conversion layer, which lies where
the experimental electron density reaches the 71”, value predicted by eq.1.

The last result is also confirmed by profiles obtained varying the frequency of the RFsignal: as the conversion layer depends on the wave frequency (eq.1) one can verify that the
ponderomotive effect appears systematically on the LHW side.

In fig} we can observe how the experimental density decrease depends exponentially on
the applied wave power, up to a saturation. An interpretation of this saturation effect lies in

a strong plasma edge heating which was observed in our measurements. This heating has
not yet been analyzed in detail but is proportional to the wave power and appears in the
LH regime as can be observed in fig.4. The dependence of the electron temperature on
frequency excludes Landau damping to be its origin. Neither was a parametric decay

observed up to now.
As already mentioned a saturation of the non—linear effects is taking place for the highest
values of wave power. This saturation depends on the fact that the electrostatic wave warms
up the edge plasma and VPM /Tl again becomes small: in presence of perturbation the
electron temperature measures gave values about 15 times the non-perturbed data (fig.4),
consequently the threshold value for nonlinear effects is increased 15 times above the one
calculated without considering electron heating (eq.5):

PitS-OJWmlﬁW

(7)

which means that our power levels lie far below the threshold value for nonlinear effects.
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LAUNCHING AND PROPAGATION OF DRIFT WAVES IN "GOLUX"
J Sandeman, R Cummings, P Uddholm, J A Elliott and M G Rusbn'dge

Department of Pure & Applied Physics, UMIST, Manchester M60 lQD, UK
The drift modes studied: The steady-state magnetic quadrupole GOLUX supports
a saturated
spectrum of drift waves in a mode destabilised by the "dissipative trapped
particle"
mechanism, which have been the subject of an extensive programme of study (see
reference
list in [1]). In the present paper we concentrate on the launching of waves from
an inserted
array of electrodes, which allows us to launch and study the propagation of other drift
wave
modes predicted to be damped rather than growing, and also to measure the amplitude
of the
launched waves and compare with theoretical predictions.
The magnetic field structure in GOLUX is that of two immersed conductors as
shown
in fig.(l). Drift waves propagate in the "shared ﬂux" which encircles both conductors
, and
are confined to the zone between the separatrix and the critical surface where
the system
becomes unstable to interchange modes. The wavelength is typically about 6 cm,
much less
than the device length of 2 m; propagation is one—dimensional, as in a waveguide
, with

different modes distinguished by "quantum numbers" (m,l.p) [2] where m is the number of

full wavelengths around a closed line of force, I is the number of internal nodes in
the radial
eigenfunction, and p is the parity under reﬂection in the horizontal plane of symmetry.
In
these terms the (1,0, +) mode is unstable and forms the observed spectrum around 40
kHz;

at lower frequencies the first radial harmonic or (1,1, +) mode can be launched [3]; and in
the present paper we report the launching of the (1,0,—) or "drift-ballooning" mode [4] and
a (2, +) or "frequency—doubled" mode [2,5] - in this case the value of l is uncertain. In the
rest of this paper we shall suppress the l-number. The (1. +) mode can also be efﬁciently

launched and the measured dispersion curve coincides with that of the spontaneou
s waves [3];

however, the launched waves are always damped rather than growing, presumabl
y because
of a non—linear interaction with the underlying spontaneous spectrum.
Launching techniques: Different modes are launched by selectively exciting
electrodes of
the army shown in ﬁg.(l) to match the symmetry of the target mode. For the (1, +)
modes
the two electrodes on the mid-plane are excited in antiphase; for the (1 ,—) mode the
upper and

lower electrodes are excited in pairs in antiphase; for the (2, +) modes the upper and lower

pairs are linked and excited in antiphase with the mid-plane pair. In each case the
launching
circuit is floating so as to draw no net current from the plasma, since any net
current
modulates the plasma input to the system. leading to a large-scale density wave
which can
mask the drift waves. The launched wave is detected by scanning a Langmuir probe
in the
direction of propagation and using a lock—in ampliﬁer to determine the amplitude of
the wave
and the phase-shift between launching current and detected wave. ﬁg.(2)
shows the

measured dispersion curves for the (1, +), (1,-) and (2, +) modes, and ﬁg.(3) the measured

damping rates.

Dispersion and growth: Theoretical predictions of the dispersion curves are given in [6]
for
the positive pan'ty modes and in [4] for the (1,-) mode. A full comparison of theory
and
experiment will be published elsewhere; the agreement is excellent for the
(1,+) mode,

satisfactory for the (l,-) mode, but for the (2, +) mode there is a
discrepancy which may

indicate that this mode has 1:1 rather than 1:0. We expect to resolve this in
future work.

For all modes the damping rates increase rapidly at high frequencies, in all cases for
wave-number k above about 200 m. The rise at low frequency for the (1, +) mode agrees
no mechanism is
well with theoretical predictions of the ion Landau damping rate [7], but
larger
known for the high frequency rise; ion viscous damping should not occur until much
thought
was
it
but
mode,
(1,+)
the
for
known
previously
was
result
This
[8].
k
of
values
rather than
that it might have been due to the same non-linear process that leads to damping
growth even in the unstable range of k.

It is now clear that this explanation cannot be

non-linear
correct, since the rise is seen for all modes, including the (1,—) mode for which
.
symmetry
by
forbidden
is
waves
+)
(1,
interaction with the spontaneous spectrum of

The launching impedance: As will be discussed below, for a given electrode current the
launched amplitude of the (1, +) mode is very much larger than that of the other modes. As
a result, careful experimental precautions are required to ensure that the right mode is
for example, any
detected; even in an arrangement which "targets" the (1,-) mode,

asymmetry in the launching array will lead to the launching of a detectable (1. +) component.
in this case, therefore, the waves are detected by differencing the signals from a pair of
A similar
probes arranged symmetrically above and below the plane of symmetry.

arrangement, mutatis mutandis, is adopted for the (2, +) mode.
The theory of the launching process has been discussed by Sutcliffe [9].

The

effectiveness of launching is measured by the launching impedance, the ratio of the potential
q) of the launched wave to the launching current I. The measured launching impedances are

frequency dependent, but typical values are 200 - 400 9 for the (1. +) mode, 10 — 20 S2 for

the (2, +) mode, and 0.3 $2 for the (1,-) mode, as shown in ﬁg.(4). We shall discuss the
theoretical interpretation of these results.

The theoretical description [9] is developed in two stages. First we consider the local

perturbation formed by the current channel connecting the excited electrodes; typically this
extends both up- and down-stream with a scale length of the order of 1 cm. The voltage
distribution required to drive the current is determined, and from this the "external" charge
distribution (that imposed by the launching system) is obtained. The wave amplitude is then
determined from Poisson’s equation in the form

)
mm) = —P——"‘
kzeecw)
where 900 is the Fourier transform of the external charge density and E(k,a)) is the drift
wave dielectric function. The full expression for this is an integro—differential operator
whose inversion is not straightforward; we model it in the simple form

e(k,u)) = k2; [1 - DU:
2
AD

0)

— El]
a)

where 11,, is the Debye length, 9(k) the measured dispersion curve, and y is the damping
rate. As would be expected, a finite result can be obtained only for y > 0, i.e. the wave
must be damped. From the wave amplitude we obtain the launching impedance in the
general form
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ZL = ZOFﬂkL)

where 20 =

3212
Army.

where B is the magnetic field, mi the ion mass, and v, the group velocity of the wave: A is

the launching electrode area, L is the scale length of the local perturbation, and the function
f(kL) tends to unity for kL < 1 and decreases for kl. > 1. F represents the degree of
overlap between the eigenfunction of the target mode and the form of the local perturbation
in the plane normal to the direction of propagation.

Experiment and theory compared: The basic launching irnpedances for the three modes,
evaluated for typical experimental parameters, are as follows, compared with the measured
impedances Zm quoted above:
Mode
20 (S?)
. 2,. (S2)

(1, +)
(2, +)
(1,-)

6
12
4

400
20
0.3

with the differences arising from the different group velocities apparent in ﬁg. (2). The factor
F has only been evaluated for the (1, +) mode for which F ~ 1 [9]; for the (2, +) mode a
similar value may be expected, but consideration of the current ﬂow across the ﬁeld lines

required to set up the local perturbation suggests F < 1 for this mode. The function f(kL)
is estimated to be ~ 1 for all modes at the lowest measured frequency. Thus the theory
gives an acceptable account of the launching of the stable (1,-) and (2,+) modes, but it

evidently fails for the (1, +) mode.
Since this mode is linearly unstable, it can be argued that a theory valid for damped
waves must be inapplicable in any case. On the other hand, the mode is in practice damped
even though it is predicted to be unstable, and consideration of the theory suggested that this
would be sufﬁcient to ensure its validity. Nevertheless we conclude that our theory can be
applied to modes which are strictly linearly stable, but it appears that nominally unstable
modes may be launched very efﬁciently in the presence of :1 Saturated spectrum of the same
mode. We have not so far found any convincing way of modifying the theory to cover this
case, though it may be signiﬁcant that the measured launching impedance is probably
maximal: it corresponds roughly to the value which would be obtained if the launching
current were equal to the ion saturation current and the response were equal to the electron
temperature.
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Experimental Study of Ion Phase Space in the Approach to Large Scale Chaos
in Wave-Particle Interaction
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Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, 21, av. des Bains, CH~1007,
Lausanne, Switzerland

Introduction
The non—linear regime in wave-particle interaction is recognised to be of great
importance both in space and laboratory plasmas. Different natural mechanisms,
such as particle precipitation in the ionosphere], are linked to the transition to
chaos generated by plasma waves. In fusion relevant plasmas, several applications
of chaos can be identiﬁed, including stochastic plasma heating2 and, to quote a
recent development, fast particle anomalous transport in the ﬁeld of one or more
global Alfven Eigenmodes both in tokamaks and stellarators3. In the latter case,
the presence of more than one mode is predicted to lower the threshold for
transition to chaos and therefore to ease the triggering of enhanced losses of fast
particles, such as non-thermal alphas in burning plasmas“. The transition to chaos
in two wave-particle interaction, producing stochastic particle orbits, has been
demonstrated experimentally in a linear magnetised plasma5. In this paper we shall
review the main results illustrating the physics of the transition to chaos, focusing
our attention on the reconstruction of ion phase space features, such as local
transport coefficients, in the approach to dynamical chaos.

Experimental set-up and diagnostic methods
The experiments are performed on the CRPP Linear Magnetised Plasma (LMP) Q—
device. The plasma is produced by a combination of surface ionisation of barium
vapours and thermo-ionic emission from a plate heated by electron bombardment,
and is characterised by a high degree of spatial and temporal uniformity. Radial
conﬁnement is provided by a solenoidal B-ﬁeld (B22 kG). The whole plasma
column streams uniformly along the field lines away from the source at supersonic
speed (s2—3xvmj). Typical temperatures and densities are TLLzZTiOl eV and
nz109-1010 cm‘3. Electrostatic ion waves are excited by means of four rings
encircling the plasma column and fed with different phases by a signal in the ion
cyclotron frequency range. A single frequency is placed on the ring antenna in the
laboratory frame. The wave frequency in the plasma frame is either up— or downDoppler shifted according to the direction of propagation along the magnetic ﬁeld.
Waves with two parallel phase velocities, differing roughly by the thermal speed,
are observed. The plasma response to these externally excited waves is measured
mainly via optical active diagnostic techniques. Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)
allows a local observation of the space and time resolved distribution function
f(x,v,t), which in turn embeds information on the wave characteristics. The study
of dynamical particle orbits, however, requires us to complement this local, or
'eulerian‘, approach, with a non-local, or 'lagrangian', description of ion phase

space. This can be achieved through optical tagging of ions, i.e. changing their
quantum state density by means of a properly tuned laser beam ('optical
pumping‘). A test-particle distribution can thus be created and followed in its
evolution both in conﬁguration and velocity space. The scheme of optical tagging
employed here is based on the spin polarisation of barium ground state ionsﬁ.
Different geometrical arrangements for the tag and detection beam injection allow
different phase space quantities to be directly measured or reconstructed. Fig.1
shows a sketch of the LMP apparatus, including the ring antenna, the different
injection points for the tag and search beams and the relative ﬂuorescence detector.

Experimental results
Both single particle hamiltonian theories7 and self—consistent particle simulations8
predict that in the presence of two waves the plasma particle trajectories can
assume a chaotic character for amplitudes exceeding a certain threshold. A
stochasticity parameter is usually introduced in the form7: K=2(A11/2 + A210),
where Ai=eVi/m(Avq,)2 is the normalised amplitude of the mode i, with Vi being

the relative wave potential. Avq, is the difference between the two parallel phase
velocities. K=1 represents the threshold for the transition to chaos. For K>1
signiﬁcant particle transport and acceleration should be
triggered.
Correspondingly, macroscopic fast ion heating should be achieved. Fig.2(a)
shows the steady state parallel temperature as a function of the excitation
amplitude; a threshold value can be identiﬁed, above which a signiﬁcant heating
occurs. The K=1 region, as evaluated from a calibration of the wave amplitude
based on the ion dielectric response, corresponds to the shaded area on the
amplitude axis. A fast time scale, corresponding to a bulk velocity space diffusion
coefﬁcient at least one order of magnitude larger than the collisional one, has also

been observed to characterise this heating process. Via a scheme of narrow—band
spin state tagging allowing observation of radial transport", the exponential
separation of initially close ion trajectories has been demonstrated. The measured
exponential divergence rate is in agreement with the calculated Kolmogorov—Sinai
entropy"). The mechanism for the observed ion heating has therefore been
unambiguously identiﬁed as wave—induced dynamical chaos. A different tagging
experiment, with a pulsed tag beam injected vertically through a cylindrical lens at
a speciﬁc axial location, is used for reconstructing the parallel ion trajectories. The
bandwidth of the tag laser is broad enough to avoid perpendicular velocity
selectivity. Conversely, the search laser is injected in parallel to the B-ﬁeld and
does operate a selection within the parallel distribution. By measuring the time of
ﬂight for the different ﬁnal velocity classes, and extrapolating the initial velocity
from the average velocity, the correlation between two phase Space points (Vinitjal,
Zimtial) -->(maj, Zf‘mal) can be established. From the spread in the time of
ﬂight spectra, an‘ evaluation of the diffusion coefﬁcient in velocity space,
DW= <6v5v/8t>, can be obtained. If ﬁg.2(b) we show the diffusion coefﬁcient

for the bulk of the distribution, averaged over the wave phase, as a function of the
wave excitation amplitude. A sudden increase in DW occurs at the threshold for
stochastic heating (ﬁg.2a), as expected for a transition in the orbit character from
regular to chaotic. At large excitation amplitude, a tendency to saturate is shown
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by the experimental curve, in agreement with the macroscopic estimates of DW
based on the time resolved heating measurements. This saturation of the heating
mechanism can be related to changes in the wave spectrum as the chaotic regime is
approached, suggesting the presence of self-consistent effects between particle and
wave ﬁelds. When different ﬁnal velocity classes are selected by the tunable search
laser, the dependence of the v-space diffusion coefﬁcient upon the velocity can be
studied. In ﬁg.3 we report the curves relative to two different wave amplitudes, (a)
far below the stochastic threshold (K< <1) and (b) in the range of the threshold
(K~1). In Fig.3(a) we see that the diffusion coefﬁcient peaks in correspondence of

the two parallel phase velocities (vm and V(p2), indicating a locally waveenhanced particle transport. When the wave amplitude approaches the stochastic
threshold, the v—space transport appears to be signiﬁcantly enhanced over large
portions of the phase space (Fig.3(b)). By operating the same kind of measurement
for a series of initial phases, the ion phase space dynamical ﬂow in the parallel
phase space plane can be reconstructed for different wave amplitudes. Structures
are observed to appear and evolve on the phase space as the wave amplitude is
increased and approaches the stochastic threshold. These structures can be related
to the form of the corresponding velocity space distributions, which show trapping
in the wave potential. Conversely, from a knowledge of linearly and non-linearly

perturbed particle orbits, one can obtain information about the self-consistent

plasma wave ﬁelds that have generated s'uch orbits, independently of any a priori
assumptions on the linearity of the plasma response.
Conclusions
The onset of chaos has been studied within different diagnostic approaches,
providing a plasma description ranging from the collective properties to the test—
particle orbit characteristics. The velocity space transport has been observed to
increase abruptly for large regions of the particle phase space when the stochastic
threshold for the wave excitation amplitude is reached. Saturation of the heating
and transport process is observed both in the macroscopic and test-particle plasma
representations and seems to indicate that wave-particle chaos is self-limited.
The authors would like to thank Dr.M.Q.Tran for helpful discussions and
R]. Paris for help with the experiments.

+Permanent address: Lab. for Plasma Research, Univ. of Maryland at College
Park, MD 20742, USA.
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ABSTRACT

Spherical electrostatic-inertial conﬁnement fusion (SEIC) uses
spherical electric potential
for accelerating and conﬁning ion particles for nuclear fusion reactions
. A good spherical
convergence of ion ﬂow and maximum circulation of ions are
the two critical conditions.
Earlier workers have mainly focused on the design ofa highly spherica
l and transparent grid.I
But the use of such a grid posses severe technological problems
, making the extension to a
fusion reactor questionable. However, our discovery of the Star
operational mode2 shows that
by intentionally creating global grid—electric ﬁeld perturbations, an
improved convergence and
a higher number of ion recirculations are achieved, removing the
necessity of ﬁne grid wires
and high transparency as the major grid-design goal. Experiments
show such grid designs can
increase neutron emission rate by several folds or more. With
the Star mode operation, current
experiments at the U. ofIllinois measured steady-state D-D ﬁrsion
reaction rates of 106
reactions/sec. At this level, the device already offers an attractive
ﬁision neutron source for
diagnostic applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Spherical Electrostatic-Inertial Conﬁnement (SEIC) concept
is to use electric ﬁelds of
spherical wire mesh grids to conﬁne and heat plasma for nuclear
fusion reactions. The U. of
Illinois device consists of two spherical concentric electrodes. The
vacuum vessel wall serves
as the outer electrode, and the inner electrode is a transparent
cathode-grid which is used to
accelerate ions extracted from a plasma discharge formed between
the wall and grid. The
scheme is to inject ions radially inwards into a hollow spherica
l wire mesh grid held at a
negative voltage, as shown in Figure 1. Ifthe grid is 95% open,
then the grid current will be
about 5% of the total circulating current. Due to spherical converge
nce, mutual repulsion of
ions inside the grid causes formation ofa virtual anode. Seconda
ry electrons emitted at the
inside ofthe grid (by ion bombardment) will be accelerated inward
by the virtual anode. As
these electrons pass through the virtual anode and focus to the
center of the sphere, their
negative charge tends to form a potential well (virtual cathode
), which traps ions, as shOWn in
the potential proﬁle -- this then represents a double-well. Ions
that are attracted by the virtual
cathode into the deep negative electric potential well are trapped.
And the densely-packed
trapped ions then undergo ﬁrsion reactions, potentially producin
g a very high ﬁrsion power
density in the "core" region.

g
M

Figure l SElC plasma conﬁnement scheme.

11. THE STAR MODE METHOD
The creation of double-well requires ﬁrst of all the formation of a single positive well, a
virtual anode, inside the cathode grid. A negative well may then be produced from the
formation ofthe virtual anode. The formation ofvirtual electrodes demands conditions ofvery
good spherical convergence and high number of recirculation. Due to the dynamics of charged

particles, the virtual anode is, in effect, 100% transparent to the converging electrons. Thus
once the virtual anode is established, the conditions for the formation of virtual cathode are
naturally satisﬁed.
However, the formation ofthe virtual anode depends heavily on the grid design. In order
to achieve such critical conditions, previous workers have relied on the making of a grid that is
perfectly spherical as well as quasi-100% transparent. Due to the competing factors, making
of a perfectly spherical grid implies 0% transparency, and vice versa. So the conditions have to
be compromised. Here the sphericity ofgn'd is the most diﬂﬁcult to deal with. A Mathmatica
calculation shows in Fig. 2 that a slight perturbation in a perfect spherical potential surface
1

0.5

-05

-l

-l

-0,5

0

0.5

1

Figure 2 Depiction ofan ion passing through potential surfaces in a cathode grid.
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could veer recirculating ions away from the path offocus in a single pass.3 This result was
conﬁrmed experimentally with a nearly perfect spherical grid in our laboratory. The ions
caused a central glow about halfthe size ofa grid.

To deal with such dilemma, we approached it with ion microchannel method to guide ions.
Instead of making a potentially perfect spherical grid to focus ions, a giid having global
perturbation is constructed, such that the g'id opening diameter is a signiﬁcant fraction ofthe
major circumference ofthe grid, causing a depression of potential surface at the opening.
Figure 3(a) depicts equal«potential lines ofa cross-sectional surface through the center ofa
negatively biased spherical grid. The circles represent grid wire intersections that have the
lowest potential. The higher potential in the middle is due to an initial accumulation ofions.
Figure 3(b) is the potential curve along line bb' indicated in (21), Due to grid opening, notice
that the potential on the right is higher than on the left. A potential gap is actually presented.
Because of symmetry, if we rotate the curve (b) 3600, a potential dome (c) which represents
the whole potential surface in (a) results. In it, each peg representing a grid wire intersection
has the lowest potential. We notice the convolution ofthe dome surface is not smooth. The
potential between two ribs extended from the pegs is actually higher than that on the ribs. This
higher potential persists until it is close the top where ion screening comes into effect such that
potential surface becomes smooth. Here, the higher potential between ribs operates like a
trough to moving electrons. Due to the potential difference, electrons tend to ﬂow along the
troughs. In the time of exiting, they are tightly focused by the potential perturbation at the grid
openings shown in (a). Consequently, form the ion microchannels. The potential surface
depressions. as a result, cause the ion flow to become focused, forming the characteristic ion

beams or "spokes" ofthe Star mode. With this conﬁguration, the ions flow primarily through
the grid openings, so interception by grid wires is greatly reduced, alleviating sputtering and
heating limitations. Further, with the focused "spokes", the ions still maintain good radial ﬂow,
consequently high spherical convergence and recirculation rate.

(C)

.

Figure 3 A) Depiction of equal-potential lines ofa cross-sectional surface through the center ofa negatively

biased spherical grid. B) Potential proﬁle along line bb‘ in (a). C) Potential dome representing the whole
potential surface in (a).
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[IL EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

To verify the existence ofion microchannel, a photograph was taken during a glow
discharge experiment at 20 kV cathode voltage and 5 mTorr D2 operating pressure. At this
pressure, the ion tracks are visible. As shown in Fig 4, originating almost from the spherical

center each ion microchannel is tightly focused and well behaved Since ions generated near
anode are attracted and guided by the negative space charges in the microchannels, in kind
each miCI’OChannel appears like an ion beam being accelerated toward the spherical center In
view ofthe fact that one hole generates one microchannel, a surface of holes simulate an array
of ion beams all focused toward the spherical center.

Figure 4 Photograph taken during discharge showing explicit existence of ion microchannels.

In conclusion, the discovery ofion microchannels in our laboratory provides a natural
means to focus and converge ions, and demonstrates that a perfectly spherical grid is no
longer needed for good ion convergence. On the contrary, by increasing the grid surface
perturbation intentionally to create ion microchannels, ions are actually accelerated more
focused toward the center. The ions accelerated and guided in this fashion by the
microchannels have much higher recirculations.
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Negative-Energy Perturbations
in Circular Cylindrical Equilibria
within the Framework of Maxwell-Drift Kinetic Theory
G.N. Throumoulopoulos* and D. Pﬁrsch
Mar-Planck-Institut fri'r Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association

D-85748 Garching, Germany
Negative-energy perturbations (NEP) can lead to nonlinear instabilities and subcritical

turbulence and therefore cause anomalous transport [1], [‘2]. Conditions for the existence
of perturbations of this kind can be obtained on the basis of the expressions for the
second variation of the free energy, which were derived by Pﬁrsch and Morrison [3] for
arbitrary perturbations of general equilibria within the framework of Maxwell—Vlasov
and Maxwell—drift kinetic theories. For homogeneous magnetized plasmas and vanishing
initial ﬁeld perturbations they found that NEP exist for any wavevector k possesing a nonvanishing component parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld (parallel and oblique modes) whenever
the condition

an)

”ll 01)” > 0

(1)

holds for the equilibrium guiding centre distribution function 13(3) and parallel velocity v“.
For the inhomogeneous magnetically conﬁned plasmas with equilibria depending on just
one Cartesian coordinate y, Throumoulopoulos and Pfirsch [4] showed that, in addition
to parallel and oblique modes for which condition (1) keeps held7 perpendicular modes
possess negative energies if
dpw) a (0)

dy

f" <

(2)

31/

holds, where PM is the equilibrium plasma pressure. For tokamaklike equilibria, condition
(2) implies a threshold value 2/3 of the quantity 7)., : 61: T" where Tu is the temperature
and NH the density of particle species 1/. These investigations are extended in the present
paper to the more interesting case of circular cylindrical magnetically conﬁned plasmas.
The most important conclusions are:

0 Condition (1) for the existence of parallel and oblique NEP remains valid.

I For tokamak and reversed-ﬁeld pinch cold-ion equilibria a new regime appears, not
present in plane equilibria, in which perpendicular NEP exist without restriction on
the values of 7/“,

In the reminder of the paper the basic points of the investigation are outlined.
It is assumed that there is no equilibrium electric ﬁeld. In cylindrical coordinates the
equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld is 13(0) = B§°)(r)ez + Bé0)(r)e9 and the guiding centre velocity
of any species u

Vw) = ﬁbre) _
9"

g

/

O

eB

1

8(0)

i991
g’ )” (L
3(0)
(er x b‘°’) + run;

2

(er X 13“”).

(3)
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'(0)

,Li the monotonous function glgﬁ) > 0
114 is a VElOCiCy variable, 13(0) = B(:)v w; : eL¢nB—i’,l
is deﬁned in Refs [3] and [4].
symbols
the
of
and < 1 regularizes the theory; the rest
1 and ([4 = 'U", vg’) has no
2
g’
3%,
=
g
for
recovered
is
theory
The nonregularized

,._component and therefore 7‘ is a constant of motion. Since there is also no force parallel
to Bl”), another constant of motion is (14. The guiding centre distribution function fgl‘j) is
therefore a function of r, (14 and the magnetic moment ,u.

After a lengthy calculation, the second—order perturbation energy for the equilibria
form
considered and for vanishing initial ﬁeld perturbations can be. cast in the concise
Bio)

F”) = -52 frdrdqidu {IGWIQAMZ wt?)
mV

1:

X

y

‘

We

(0)
Be(0) 2 afgu

kll+kiwzimr (W)

.

r (o)
g i 0t

aqq —}”J'w:(0) 0r

(4)

’

where G90, qi, n) are arbitrary first—order functions related to the perturbations. kgz, k“
and kl are the wave vector lying in magnetic surfaces (rzconstant) and its components
parallel and pependicular to 3(0). The following conditions for the existence of NEP need
only be satisﬁed locally in r, qi and p and obtain if the reference frame is that of minimum

energy.

a (0)

.

1. Oblique modes (kn 76 0): If any f§3)(r,Q4,n) has the property gr—ajfgzi > 0, NEP
dBiO)
c '
f:
,
k
.
.
t
E1,- —
ex i st P rOVided 1%]: < in inf Au, M,, ) or 7;} > max f A.” JVIV l , W here A, E q4euBV|IO

U
u r1
u a f (0)
__ q i a f (0)
B to) 2
U
# #55
ﬁg; (Fiﬁ) and My 2 m—BgF— <35:—

.
B (0) 2
3—957 . For thermal particles

velocities
it holds that A, a M” R (1%)‘4‘ << 1, with (rum the Larmor radii at thermal

and To the macroscopic scale length. No essential restriction is therefore imposed on the

and Pfirsch
wave vector km. This result agrees with that obtained by Correa—Restrepo

[5] in the framework of Maxwell Vlasov theory.

.

.

. .
6 (0)
If $56—5f < O, a condition which is more frequently satisfied, only perturbations With

lil- restricted Within the interval [min(A,,, My), max(/\L,, Mull can possess negative energy.
For particles With thermal veloc1ties this condition implies that FiL I: (lg—Qti << 1. NEP

propagate therefore nearly perpendicularly to 13(0).
2. Perpendicular modes (kn : 0): With the deﬁnitions

"

0fifi’
wt”)? i + 2 W» ” ‘ d E Iaflg"(350))22e
_dP(°>
1—
= dr
3(0) 1- 0:74
Wu ) d" Q” 9 (9747W

existence
[ Wu“ (WA) is the parallel (perpendicular) particle energy], the condition for the
of NEP is

RVQV < 0.

(6)
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No restriction need be imposed on kl. Owing to the magnetic ﬁeld curtvature, related to
Bg, the plane-equilibrium condition (‘2) is modiﬁed. Condition RHQU < 0 is satisﬁed if

Hu<0

and

Qu>0

(7)

H” > 0 and Q“ < 0.

(8)

or alternatively
Condition (7), which cannot be satisﬁed by plane equilibria with singly peaked pressure
proﬁles for which RV = d}: S 0, determines a new regime of NEP. Conditions (7) and (8)
are further examined below for tokamak and reversed-ﬁeld pinch equilibria. To simplify
notation, the superscript (0) will be suppressed.
(a) Tokamak equilibria: We assume the equilibria being described by shifted
Maxwellian distributions

Num

fgu 0C (Tu(7'))3/2

#B(r)+1/2my [in — may

_—T‘I;)5

.

(9)

The parallel shift velocity V.,(r), so small that (FY); % (“732” << 1 [(vu)¢h is a thermal
velocity], produces an axial (“toroidal”) current.
NEP exist in the following two regimes :
a) R, < 0, Qt > 0 implies that NEP exist for any perpendicular wave number provided
77,, > g for some 1/, as in the case of plane equilibria. As discussed in Ref. [4], this threshold
value is subcritical in the sence that it is lower than the critical value 7]: a 1 for linear
stability of temperature gradient driven modes.
b) If Ru > 0 and Q” < 0, NE? exist for any ki without restriction on the values of

m.
The part of the phase space associated with NEP (active particles) is now determined
for the following two classes of cold ion equilibria:
Class A: Peaked parabolic pressure proﬁle P : P(D)(1 — p2) with p E %, Bz(p) :

[83(U)+81rP(0)(1—az)p2]1/2. o is a parameter; the plasma is diamagnetic for a2 < 1 and
paramagnetic for a2 > 1; poloidal magnetic ﬁeld Ba = 2 7rP(0)o:p; constant "toroidal”
current density.
Class B: Peaked pressure proﬁle P = P(0)Jo(p), constant Bl, poloidal magnetic ﬁeld
Ba 2 2‘/21rP(0)J1(p); peaked “toroidal” current density which vanishes at plasma surface
jz : jz(0).]o(p); ( Jo and J1 are Bessel functions of zeroth and ﬁrst order).
By corresponding choices of the electron shift velocity profile one can obtain, for both
classes, equilibria with 775 = 0, 17C = 1 and n: —i 00 and equilibria with negative 776 with
singly peaked density and hollow temperature proﬁles or with singly peaked temperature
and hollow density proﬁles. From these equilibria the following results are deduced:

I A substantial fraction of thermal electrons are active. For example, for the equilibrium of the ﬁrst class with Bz :const. (0 = 1) and 77.: = O, which belongs to
the new regime (Re > 0) not existing in plane equilibria, half of the phase space is
occupied by active electrons.

. The fraction of active particles increases from the centre to the plasma edge.

. The fraction of active particles in a paramagnetic plasma is higher than in a dia~
magnetic plasma with the same density and temperature proﬁles.

(b) Reversed-ﬁeld pinch equilibria: The same distribution function (9) is em?
played to derive force-free equilibria with magnetic ﬁeld components given by BJ :
32(0)J0(p) and B0 = BZ(U)J1(p), which describe satisfactorily well the central region
of the relaxed state of a reversed-ﬁeld pinch [6]. We note that perpendicular negative—
energy modes do not exist in force-free plane equilibria with sheared magnetic ﬁeld, which
were studied in Ref. [4], because for this case the second-order perturbation energy, Eq.
(101) therein, vanishes. For cold ions, by assigning appropriately the electron shift veloc~
ity proﬁle, one can derive equilibria with various density and temperature proﬁles with
non-positive values of 71¢, for which NEP exist and a substantial fraction of active, thermal
electrons is involved.
As an example, we consider an equilibrium with peaked density and hollow tempera

ture electron proﬁles:

Vc

=

cons t': Ne

Condition (8) then yields

B

=

Ne (0)3(0)
_, Te

13(0)

z

B
Te (0) —-

.

(10)

W.i W.” 5
2 T, +3 T. < 5’

for any ,0, which implies that more than half of thermal electrons, throughout the poloidal
cross section, are active. Finally we note that for V6 E 0 the only possible equilibria are
shearless stellaratorlike conﬁgurations (Ba 2 0) with vanishing “toroidal" current, which
were investigated in Ref. [4].
The present results, in particular the fact that a threshold value of 1],, is not necessary
for the existence of NEP, enhance even more the relevance of these modes.
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AN ENERGY PRINCIPLE FOR GUIDING CENTRE EQUILIBRIA WITH FLOW

H.J. DE BLANK

MaxePlanck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM-Association, 85740 Garching, FRG
Introduction

Kinetic energy principlesl'2’3 have often been applied to instabilities of which many
features are already well described in terms of ideal MHD. The kinetic theory then offers
speciﬁc extensions to the MHD description. Such extensions are less straightforward
if one considers plasma equilibria with steady ﬂuid ﬂow. For ideal MHD stability in
the presence of ﬂow up to Alfvénic velocities the energy functional of Frieman and
Rotenberg is available“ (though the force operator is not self—adjoint). Also in guiding
centre kinetic theory, variational principles for the stability of equilibria with ﬂow are
available, but not for the ﬂow speeds and mode frequencies allowed in ideal MHD. The
limitation can be illustrated on the basis of Ref. [5] by Antonsen and Lee. They take
into account the E X Bvdrift, which is the bulk ﬂuid velocity. In the small gyroradius
(formally: small I?) expansion they use the same ordering for all drifts, i. (5., ﬁrst order in
%. Then, for high—frequency (Le. Alfvénic) modes they ﬁnd that all drifts are negligible
and reobtain the kinetic energy principle for static equilibria. In the low-frequency limit
all drifts are found to be important because they are of the same order as the mode
frequency: O(%).
The purpose of this paper is to derive a kinetic energy principle for the case that
both the mode frequency and the equilibrium velocity are ﬁnite. In comparison, the
particle drifts other than the E X B-drift are neglible: we will neglect all 0(%) effects.

This lowest order guiding centre theory is the smallest kinetic extension to ideal MHD

with equilibrium ﬂow.
After a deﬁnition of the basic set of equations, it will be shown that the description

of 3~dimensional (Le. arbitrary) equilibria breaks down due to chaotic behaviour of the

oarticles. However, the set of equations is perfectly consistent if the equilibrium has a
symmetry, such as axisyrnmetry of the tokamak. The symmetry will be employed in
deriving the energy functional.

Set of Equations
The starting point is Grad’s guiding centre plasma (GCP) model.3 This model is the
large i limit of the Vlasov equation. Only the parallel velocity v" of the particles
is described kinetically. The perpendicular motion consists of the gyration, given by
the conserved magnetic moment it = Iii/2B and the E x B drift UL. The leading
order electic ﬁeld associated with UJ_ is perpendicular to B. The parallel electric ﬁeld,
though O(%) smaller, affects the parallel motion in leading order and has to be kept.
The value of E” is such that all particle species together do not generate an (X?)—1

current. Writing the parallel electric ﬁeld in terms of a scalar potential, E” = Vu‘I’, the

particle distribution function f(t, z, p, v”) of each species satisﬁes

a
e
6 : 0.
(Ti + (U, + vub)-Vf + [VHQUE — #B — a‘l‘)
+ ”"U*"lT1i;

(1)
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This kinetic equation for the parallel particle motion is complemented by the ideal MHD
equations for momentum and ﬂux conservation,

p%L4mxB—V$,

29%:wx3),

(m

(3)

where d/dt: 6/813 + U V. The pressure P: p;(| — bb) + pnbb, mass density p, and
parallel ﬂuid velocity UII are given in terms off. Charge neutrality and V- B __ 0 play
the role of initial conditions. Therefore, Eqs. (1)—(3 ) determine the evolution of the
independent parameters f, UL, and B.

The problem with 3-D equilibria
We assume in this section that the equilibrium has no symmetry, but since Ui X B =
VQW), the ﬁeld lines and ﬂow lines (parallel to B and U*) cover surfaces of constant

electrostatic potential (Imp). Particles follow the ﬁeldlines (which move with UL) and

experience the two parallel forces given in Eq. (1). The ﬁrst term, the “mirror force", 15
of the form VIIV, and the particles experience it as a conservative force, produced by a
single—valued potential V. The second force accelerates particle since the moving ﬁeldline
performs work against the centrifugal force vun of the particle. The acceleration changes

the direction of Ui + vnb and changes the particle orbit. In a closed magnetic system,
this gives rise to Chaotic orbits. Since the force U“ Uwe is dissipative, attractors may

arise in the (2+1)—dimensional phase space which cannot be prevented by the ﬁE" force.

Eventually in such a situation finite Larmor-radius effects such as VB and curvature
drifts are expected to become important and destroy the attractor by increasing the
dimensionality of the motion. At this point the GCP model breaks down.

Symmetry: 2-D equilibria

In the case of a continuous symmetry the above problem does not arise because the
particle Hamiltonian can be speciﬁed explicitly throughout phase space. In a general
approach, we deﬁne the symmetry by a vector field y with y-V = 0 when acting on
an equilibrium scalar. The ﬁeld satisﬁes V-y = 0 and can be normalized in such a
way that V X y l V11). Then the equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld, by virtue of VvB = 0,
can be written as Bo = V11) x y + Fy. This description applies to the tokamak, with
y = VqS in the toroidal direction, but also to an axisymmetric magnetic mirror and to
a helical system (‘straight stellarator’). We now introduce a new velocity ﬁeld U’. Its
perpendicular component is given at all times as U: = UL, but its parallel component
-

is deﬁned only 1n eguilibrium: Un— F‘I’ /Bo.
With this notation it is possible to construct the particle Hamiltonian 5. It 13 given
by the deﬁnitions
_1 2
+E,
5:5v

s
_
v=v”—Un,

EEpB+ﬁQ~%IU’[2.

(4)

Eq. (1) transforms into the guiding centre equation for f(t, 2:, e, ,u, sgn v),

Df+v+Hﬂ.

(a
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where we have introduced f( = Bf/Be, a new total time derivative D : 6/61 + U5.V
i
and the rate of energy change

H : —v(v + UH’)b-V“U’ — 1) DUI: + DE.
In equilibrium H = 0. It follows from Eq. (5) that the equilibrium) particle distributiOn
is j : f0(p,5,1[)). This result was obtained in Ref. [7] for the axisymmetric torus. The
Hamiltonian 5 provides us with a Lagrangian for the entire plasma,

£:/d31(%32+ Z m/davsf)
species

(5)

Equation (5) is Liouville’s equation for this Lagrangian. In the next section it will
be shown that [I can indeed describe the dynamics of the system when inﬁnitesimal
perturbations of the equilibrium state are considered.
Linearization of the Guiding centre equations

The equations (2), (3), and (5) will be linearized using the Lagrangian perturbation
operator 6 and the associated inﬁnitesimal displacement vector €($,t) = 61:. However,
the variables (U,f) are not independent since U” = (m/p) fdav vuf. The independent
pair is (Uh f). Likewise, the perturbations (5, 6f) are overspeciﬁed, whereas the pair
(Eliéf) is independent and complete. Therefore we can take ﬁ J. Hg in the following.
The basic perturbations are

6B : B-vg 7 13n,

and

mi = [(g + UL-V)£]i — bUL-Vng,

(7)

The perturbation of the new velocity ﬁeld Us is

6U” =b6UHJ+DE—bb-DﬁwL-Vnél

(8)

Note that at this stage (SUI: cannot be speciﬁed, because the perturbations 5 need not
have the symmetry of the equilibrium. However, (SUII’ can be obtained from the variation
of the action 5 :ftllzlldt. Using the perturbed guiding centre equation to eliminate [if
one ﬁnds
‘2

65:/ dt/d3x {E-[p%1+oVU~i+V-Pl—pU"(6U”5—b-D§—UL-V”§)}.
t1

(9)

The action is stationary if the momentum balance equation (2) is satisﬁed and if the
perturbation of U"5 is deﬁned as

6U; Eb-Df‘I—Ui-Vﬂﬁ.

(10)

Only with this deﬁnition does (6) serve as the Lagrangian. Moreover, Eq. (8) is simpliﬁed
considerably, 6U’ : D5, so that the operators 6 and D commutate.

The energy functional

In order to obtain an energy functional that is bilinear in (§,6f) and their adjoints
(5',6*f), the second variation 6‘5 of the action has to be derived. The use of Eq. (10)
makes this less tedious than the derivation of (9). As in Refs. [1,6], the second variation

of the guiding centre equation can be used to eliminate 6*6f in favour of (éflz/fe.
IntroduCing a shifted deﬁnition (if = 5f + #61p the desired energy functional is

6‘65 = Z m/d3x/d3v {IMB — U’~D€|2fs 7 L614}
species

+ /(13: {(p. + tBZ) [2lV-él2 + (V?) : (Vs) + M51?
+2(V'€)E‘-n+2(V-E’)€-Nl + (p. +Pu)(15'512’ivii€l2)
+ P(Uu A UH’YREWI2 — pU)” (‘u’léonl2 + lvuﬁlz)

— pIDEF + p(U’-DE)£*W + p(Us-DE‘)£-n}~

(11)

This functional is to be made stationary with respect to 6 and 37‘, subject to the
constraints (with Lagrange multiplier /\)

o = [dam/davirw.p,e.sgnv){3?+[16B —(vb+Uﬁ>-<vvu+D>E1fe}. <12)
0: Z e/dtﬁﬂméB—Uapgm}.

(13)

species

These constraints follow from the linearized guiding centre equation and the charge
neutrality condition, respectively. Splitting f into the odd/and even components in
v, f” and f“, the important observation can be grade that of” is not constrained by
Eq. (13). Minimization of (11) with respect to 6f”, subject to constraint (1‘2) only,
A
A
yields

6f" = (ff/ffW‘ + (f: — ffz/ffv'Dé + pus-vie).

where () denotes the orbit average to which only circulating partic/les contribute. In a
rotating plasma, in contrast with the static casel'ﬁ, the minimizing 6f” does not vanish.
Summarizing, Eqs. (ID-(13) give an energy functional in the lowest order guiding
centre description, for investigation of the stability of rotating symmetric plasmas.
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Negative—energy Perturbations in Symmetric
Maxwell—Vlasov ,BP 2 1 Equilibria
Dario Correa~Restrepo and Dieter Pﬁrsch
Max-Planckelnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association
D785748 Garching, Germany

I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of negative-energy perturbations in an otherwise linearly stable, collisionleSS
plasma could lead to instabilities in the presence of dissipation, or it could lead to nonlinear
instabilities (and thus cause anomalous transport) through nonlinear coupling with perturba~
tions of positive energy [3, 4, 5]. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to investigate under
what conditions a given plasma. equilibrium conﬁguration admits negative-energy perturbations.
Considering arbitrary perturbations of general Maxwell-Vlasov equilibria, Morrison and Pﬁrsch
[1, 2] derived expressions for the second variation of the free energy and concluded that negativeenergy modes exist in any Maxwell-Vlasov equilibrium whenever the unperturbed distribution
function f5“) of any particle species V deviates from monotonicity in 172 and/or isotropy in the

vicinity of a single point, i.e. whenever the condition (v - k) (k- 3732) > 0 holds (in the frame
of reference of minimum equilibrium energy) for any particle species it for some position vector x and velocity v and for some local wave vector k. The proof of this result was based
on inﬁnitely strongly localized perturbations, which correspond to |k] —. 00. This raises the
question of the degree of localization actually required for negative—energy modes to exist in a
certain equilibrium. Studying Maxwell-Vlasov plasma conﬁgurations in which the equilibrium
quantities depend only on one spatial coordinate, Correa-Restrepo and Pﬁrsch [6, 7, 10] showed
that negative-energy modes exist for any deviation of the equilibrium distribution function of
any of the species from monotonicity and/or isotropy, without having to impose any restrict-

ing conditions on the‘per‘pendicular wave number kL, i.e. without requiring large In. In the

present paper, the investigations are extended to equilibria which depend on two spatial co~

ordinates. The calculations are done‘for all those symmetric conﬁgurations with an ignorable
variable which have no ‘poloidal’ electric currents. Examples of these are helical and axisyme .
metric tokamak equilibria with [3,, = 1. The calculations are done by evaluating the general
expression for the free energy derived by Morrison and Pﬁrsch. This expression, put in a con»
cise form, is then evaluated for internal perturbations, which vanish outside the plasma and
on its surface. The conﬁgurations considered are those for which the equilibrium distribution
functions f5” of any plasma species V depend only on the conserved particle energy Hy (kinetic
plus electrostatic energy) and the conserved canonical momentum 79y, which is the momentum
canonically conjugated to the ignorable coordinate (eg. the toroidal angle qﬁ in a tokamak).
As the equilibrium distribution functions depend only on H, and 7)“, there are no ‘poloidai’
currents and the equilibria investigated are of the [3,, : 1 type. It is shown that the results
obtained in simpler geometries can also be extended to this class of conﬁgurations. In order to
generate the ‘toroidal’ currents necessary for equilibrium in the presence of pressure gradients,

f
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depend on
the equilibrium distribution function of at least one particle species must explicitly
conﬁgura»
the
dependence,
unavoidable
this
of
p“ not just on 7-1,. It is shown that, because
tions treated always allow negative-energy perturbations. It is further shown that large spatial
variations (i.e. short wavelengths) of the perturbations across the equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld are

not required, a feature which could enhance the importance of this kind of perturbations.
II. THE EQUILIBRIUM

In generalized coordinates q;, i = 1,...3, we consider symmetric conﬁgurations which do
not depend on qa, but only on ql and q2. One important example is the case of axisymmetric

equilibria, which do not depend on the toroidal angle qh. The equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld Bl“)
can then be expressed in the general form Bi“) 2 V x A”) : V x [AE°)(q1,qg)t], i.e.
13(0) : __

ax
[6/13” _

J(qi.q2)

r9612 aqi

1

_

M93):

Ex]
an”) __
(0/120)
__ _
ﬁqi

q 0:12

(1)

Bria
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where J(qi,q2) = 3% ~ 81:; x :—;=1/Vq1 - q >< a. The Lagrangian L of a particle of species
1/, with electric charge e, and mass my, is L = 924w2 + 5:A(°l(x) - v — embmbc), where c is
the velocity of light and €I>(°) is the equilibrium electric potential. The momentum canonically

: 33% :
conjugated to X is then Pu = %“ = v + Ei“), with covariant components pm-

muvg(x,V) + %AE°)(ql,q,) = m,,v - g; + 5:A50)(qhq2), which are the momenta canonically
(0)
. .
conjugated to the q; ’s. This ylelds Egg-fl“ : E:%:—- : ECU-VA?) and Qgﬁllx : "II/567:! and,
therefore,

(0)

9&3. + LBW) X 9353 = 53 VA?) A 6‘3VAQO) + ﬂvq. : 0
’
'
q3
'
'
c
6v x
6x 11.- muc

(2)

because the AEO)’S do not depend on :13. Eq. (2) will later be used to obtain Eq. (5).
Besides the particle energy Hy, also the canonical momentum 13., E pm is a constant of the
motion. Here, we limit consideration to conﬁgurations for which the equilibrium distribution
functions f5") depend only on Hy and P”, i.e. we take
f50) = f50)(HU:pv E pvﬁ) ‘

(3)

Introducing a local Cartesian coordinate system with unit basis vectors e1. e2, e3, such that
e3 = 38% igTZi’ the velocity v at point x can be decomposed into three orthogonal components

1)“, vcg, v53 and, therefore, 71., = Tikvfi + cub“), PVE pya :[myvca + EEKAW) - ea] - 57’: . The
components on and 1)” do not contribute to the mean velocity (v)y of species 1/ Since f£°l(‘H,,, 7—1)

is an even function of DC, and v”. This yields (Vh =f1fjomd3vvc3f£m and the current density

is) = Zetnuh'h = i952] dsvvanmmm.
,,

9336113

L,

~00

(4)

Since there is a currept only in the direction corresponding to the ignorable coordinate (the
toroidal angle 4) in axisymmetry), the equilibria are of the [3P : 1 type.

III. THE PERTURBATION ENERGY
The general expression for the free energy 63H available upon arbitrary perturbations of
general VlasoveMacll equilibria derived by Morrison and Pﬁrsch [1, 2] assumes a particularly
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simple form when it is evaluated for initially electrostatic perturbations (Ref. [10], Eq. (12)).
In our case, taking into account Eq. (2), one obtains

2

_

1131.131;

6 H — :f

2

2 an“)
{_(dv)

8H,,

ax 6G,
_ (dual!) [0—(13 '

(0)

lmvaf_}+8i1r/ d3: 6132

6X

v;

Here G, (x v)1s the arbitrary generating function for the perturbations 6x and 6v of the particle position and velocity, 6'E2/81r [S the perturbation 1n the electric ﬁeld energy density and d

is the equilibrium Vlasov operator, i..e d, — v- —+a(°)'3
~— with a(°)_
- :- —V‘I>(°) +—~
”BM
Note that derivatives of G, in v space appear only 1n d, 0,, the derivative of G, along the unperturbed particle orbits. Since the equilibrium is independent of q3, an appropriate ansatz

for the generating function G, is G,(x,v) = (1/2)\Il,(q1,qg,v.-) [ei “0393 + 5111,01]. 210‘” + CC],
i = 1, . . .,3, where ‘11, and l‘, are arbitrary malfunctions, such that G, is a single-valued func~
tion of ql, (1;. and the vi’s. With this ansatz, and upon integration with respect to qa between
(130 and 930 + 27r/k3, Eq. (5) yields

62H

:

2/1](411112)];dq,dqzdav(0_{

+

\Ilf,,,,[dl' +( v- kMJ—

(0)

[(M)

c1:)1c3\Il2[d,,lT‘ +(v- 1(3)]}+—/daa:6E2

(6)

where k3 : k3Vq3. Note that 6211 is a functional of ‘11,, which appears as ‘11, and d,\11,H and
of 1",, which appears only as d,I‘,. Taking ‘II, as a function of the constants of the motion only

(which can be shown to have no inﬂuence on the results), and carrying out the minimization of
63H with respect to I‘,, which is straightforward, yields
(0)

J
,
6 (0)
88"
2H _ _Z/#idqld
(bd3vwg [Oi-i
JC, [6, +1:3 335,] .

v

”

(7)

aw

lhe electrostatic energy terms—
i'f dazc 6E2 has been dropped for the minimum of 6 H since the
perturbed charge density can be made zero by an appropriate choice of the signs of \II,, which
do not inﬂuence Eq. (7). This can be shown as in Refs. [6, 7, 10]. C, is a completely arbitrary

function of the constants of the motion for particles which do not have periodic orbits. For the
exceptional case of particles with periodic orbits, C, is given by C,
=1+[n, %:(k;:,- v)], where
T, is the period of the motion, the angles are mean values along the
—unperturl)2ed particle orbits
and n, is a completely arbitrary positive or negative integer. Contrary to previously treated
cases [6. 7, 10] of highly symmetric cOnﬁgurations in which the particle Hamiltonian depended
only on one coordinate (ql), in the case treated here the particle Hamiltonian depends on 111101
spatial coordinates (ql and (12) and it is only in exceptional cases that the projection of the orbits
on the 1],q surfaces is a closed path. In this sense, most of the particles do not have periodic
orbits, and C, is arbitrary for most particles.
If k3 : 0, then k3B
- BM — 0 everywhere. It follows that 62 H < 0 if—J—
3340—" l > 0 for some 71,0,

PM). It suffices to localize ‘II, to the region in H,” P, where %ii:_) > 0. Outside this region KIJ,
vanishes All other ‘11, are set equal to zero The Sign of 6 H is then determined only by the
sign of the integrand 1n the region of localization.

If k3 ;£ 0 and %L$— > 0 for some 71,, ”P, around 71,0, 73,0, one again localizes ‘11, around these
values and sets all other '11, equal to zero. It is easy to choose either the completely arbitrary
c, (for particles with nonperiodic motion) or the integer n, (for particles with periodic motion)
in such a way that 62H < 0 without imposing any restrictions on 1153 other than k; 95 0.

Ilka ¢ 0 and Egg < 0, one localizes around Hyg and Pug, as in the preceding cases. Choosing

(a)

Aka %;,—

Cy : "2

(0)

.

.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

%{t yields 611 < 0 for the particles With nonperiodic motion, while choosmg

n” : 0 yields 62H < 0 for particles with periodic motion if (k3 - v) (k3 - 3—932 x) = my (k3 - v)

o
(0)
.
.
.
.
ka'VQaiiT) + 113%) > 0. In the event of this last quantity being negative, n., can also be
chosen such that 62H < 0 for particles with periodic motion, but the quotient nu/ka can assume
values only in a certain range, which is not an important restriction.

1v. SUMMARY
The general expression for the perturbation energy of Maxwell-Vinsov eqnilibria was evaluated for symmetric conﬁgurations which have an ignorable variable (e.g. the toroidal angle 45 in
a tokamak). As the equilibrium distribution functions considered depend only on the conserved
particle energy Hy and the conserved canonical momentum 17., corresponding to the ignorable
coordinate, there are no ‘poloidal’ currents and the equilibria. are of the ﬂp = 1 type. The explicit
dependence on the momentum 73,, is essential for generating the ‘toroidal’ currents necessary for
equilibrium in the presence of pressure gradients. Owing to this dependence, the equilibrium
distribution function of at least one particle species is anisotropic in v space.

Perturbations of negative energy (62H < 0) exist for any local deviation from monotonicity
(i.e. if 39%;) > 0 for some Hympyo) of the distribution function of any of the particle species 1/,
and for any wave vector k3 = k3Vq3.

If 1—1.)? < 0, only waves with [:3 96 0 (Ra-Bl“) does not vanish identically) can possess negative
energy. For these perturbations, 62H < 0 is always possible because of the anisotropy of the
distribution function of at least one particle species (explicit dependence on ’P”). In some cases,
a condition is imposed on the parallel wave number, since then the quotient nv/kg can take only
values in a certain range. Large perpendicular wave numbers are not required.
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1. Variety of nonlinear inter

actions in plasmas (decays, indu
ced scattering, plasma—
maser type interactions, the
modulational interaction, etc.)
are
often described with
the

help of the theory of weak plasma turbu
lence [1,

2]. The key feature which allows
the construction of this theory is
the so-called random phase appr
oximation applied to

2. The plasma~maser effect [2] occurs
when nonr

esonant as well as resonant plasma
oscillations are present. We consider
the system consisting of Langmuir
waves, ion-sound
waves and particles of a plasma
and the one-dimensional electron
beam. The beam is
assumed to propagate with a char
acteristic velocity vb: 225 << ore, wher
e on is the electron
thermal velocity. We assume for the
dispersion Av (<< vb) of beam parti
cle velocities the
following condition Ari/vb >> (nb/n
)l/3, which is necessary for the valid
ity of the kinetic
deSCription of the beam. Here nb (<<
n) is the beam electron density (and
n is the electron
density of the background plasma).
The main contribution to the grow
th rate of Langmuir waves, resonant
with the beam
particles, due to the plasma-maser
instability [4, 5] consists of two
parts, namely, the
polarizational part (which is prop
ortional to the squared second-order—
in-ﬁeld nonlinear
plasma current) and the direct third
-order part (which is proportional
to the third-order
plasma current). Thus, for

the situation considered we have the follo
wing rates [4, 5]

7L ~ w 213

“3

7” n (Av)2’
7(pol) ~ 7L2 (ﬂ)%
n ma

7(3) N 7L

“p6
(1,2176

3

“is

E]:

(AUVUE nTe‘
“ﬁfe ﬂ
(AUVUE nTe’

(1)

'Pcrmanent address: Institute
for Dynamics of Geosplieres,
Leninsky pr 38, bld. 6, 11797
Russia
9 Moscow,

where 7” is the linear Landau rate, and 7(3) and 70”” are the direct third-order and
polarizational rates in the plasma-maser interaction. Here, Lupe is the electron plasma
frequency, 7714;) is the electron (ion) mass, Ta is the electron temperature, W, is the
energy density of the nonresonant ion-sound waves and q, is a characteristic ion-sound
wave number. We see that the polarizational rate of the plasma-maser instability strongly
depends on the velocity spread of the beam particles and of the characteristic wave number
of the nonresonant ion sound. The growth rate becomes inﬁnite if Av and/ or q, tend to
zero. To ﬁnd the maximum growth rate, it is necessary to ﬁnd the minimum possible
beam velocity dispersion as well as the minimum possible characteristic wave number of
the nonresonant ion sound.

It is easy to establish the minimum possible value for the beam velocity spread. Indeed,
the condition for the validity of the kinetic description of the beam instability gives us
the required magnitude (Av)miI1 ~ 11,, (nb/n)l/3. Thus, we, in particular, find
1

4

ﬂ
1)“ (71)
(3) ~ Lupe (nb
“12
”Te ‘

7min

(

2)

To obtain the minimum values of the characteristic wave number (1,, We have to con—
sider spectral characteristics of the ion-acoustic waves.

The correlation of a plasma particle with a wave packet (with the spectral width Aq)

is violated within the autocorrelation time [3]
2n

(3)

Tac :

[1’9 “1%!ql
where 11mg) is the group (phase) velocity of waves in the packet; we are interested here

in interactions of the ion sound with plasma (not beam) electrons. Moreover, it is wellknown [3] that the irreversible decay of the correlations (i.e., the exponential divergence of
trajectories and their subsequent mixing in the phase space) can occur because of nonlinear
effects within a time 7-K which is of the order of the inverse Kolmogorov entropy. This
characteristic time is given by

(4)

TK N (ﬁrm—”3,

where qch is the characteristic wavevector, D is the quasilinear diffusion coefﬁcient. In the
situation considered qd, = q5; D corresponds to the interaction between plasma particles
and ion—acoustic waves.

The minimum spectrum width can be determined from the condition TK >> 7'“ [3].
For the ion-acoustic waves of interest here, we can obtain

W

271’

_1

r “’(qsvzv—mi 3) a
5 TC smenTe
’
K—

7'a r:
_

qETQDCnq"

(5)

where me = uTe/wPC is the Debye length, I). = (Te/mi)”; Assuming Aq ~ (1,, we can
ﬁnd the minimum width of the ion-sound wave spectrum which allows us to obtain the
maximum value of the polarizational growth rate
G

r

r

max

1

L ﬂ)“(ﬂl’m (“V

7 (n

m;

vb

"Tc

.

(6)
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One can easily see that this expression is always less than 7L.
Comparing (2) With the maximum value of Landau growth rate (see
(1)) (which is
attained for Av ~ (Admin), we ﬁnd
3
(a) N 7 L (”b
l)’<”Tvb¢) 4 _W5
nTE‘

7mm

(7)

This magnitude can exceed 7“ if nb/n << (mpg/vb)6 (Ws/nTg)3/2.
3. Consideration of stochastic properties permits to determine the minimum
width

of the wave spectrum and the maximum turbulent level in a plasma
when the theory of

weak plasma turbulence can be used for description of the modulational
processes.
We consider Langmuir oscillations with sufficiently wide spectrum which
contains the
region of small wavevectors (the soecalled energy-containing region), so
that the spectral
width Ag in the wavevector space is of the order of the characteristic wavevecto
r (Jail in
the spectrum.
The plasma system can be described on the basis of the weak turbulenc
e theory if its
stochastisity parameter S is sufﬁciently large: 5 >> 1. This parameter can be
expressed

as follows [3]

5 ~ (n/mr”.

(8)

Here, T, E NTClc is the recurrence time of correlation of a plasma particle
with a wave

packet, N(~ AqL/e) is the number of modes in the wave packet, L is the characteri
stic
plasma length (which can be considered as the characteristic inhomogeneity scale).
For the Langmuir waves (under the assumption qch ~ Aq) we ﬁnd D ~ (W/nT,)wpe
v§~c,
where W is the energy density of Langmuir waves
The inequality S > 1 can be rewritten to the form

1/4

(gins/“(gm W11) >>1
C

Cl

C

”Te

'

(9)

We note that the length of plasma inhomogeneity L in inequality (9) for developed
mod—
ulational instability can be estimated as the characteristic length of plasma modulatio
ns:
L ~ Lmod ~ 1/qmod, where qmod is the characteristic wavevector of the modulatio
nal
perturbations.
The characteristic feature of the modulational instability of Langmuir oscillations
in
the cases of both monochromatic pump and broad wave spectra is (see, e.g.,
[6]) the possibility of its development in the limit of long-wavelength pumping (in the case
considered
this is the limit qmod > qch). Moreover, this limit corresponds to maximum
instability
rates [6]. Thus, we have qchL < 1. However, this condition is in contradiction with
in
equality (9). Indeed, for Langmuir waves we have qchme < 1 and W/nTe < 1 (note
that
in the processes of the modulational instability W/nTe ~ (Sn/n < 1). Hence,
inequality
(9) can be fulﬁlled only if qchL >> 1.
We have shown that if qmod > go). then the condition of plasma stochastisity 5 >>
1

is violated.

‘1d << qch.

Note that, in principle, the modulational interaction takes place
also for
However, rates of the instability in this case are small. On the other

hand, development of the instability with maximum possible rates immediate
ly leads to
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signiﬁcant decrease of the stochasticity parameter S. This means that in the process of
the modulational instability the stochasticity of the system is rapidly diminished.
We note that the inequality (9) imposes severe restrictions on the possible wave num~

bers of the modulated perturbations. lndeed, description of the modulational interactions
based on the random phase approximation is not valid for the modulational wave vectors

satisfying the following inequality:
1/3

W

qmod > (Jeff ~ qcll(tTDe)2/3 ( nTe)

.

(10)

The r.l1.s. of this inequality is always less than qch: qeg << qch.

Moreover, condition (9) allows us to determine the limits on the energy density of
Langmuir oscillations and their spectral Width Aq when the description of the modulational instability on the basis of the theory of weak turbuence is still correct. The
characteristic length of the wavevector of modulational perturbations qmod is of order [6]

qgodrg, ~ W/nTe. Using this relationship and substituting £1d ~ l/L in inequality (9)
we ﬁnd

A ~
q

1

—(

qch >> TD:

W
nTe

)

1/10

.

(

11

)

We see that the description of the modulational interaction on the basis of the theory of
weak plasma turbulence is valid only for very wide spectra, or for very low turbulent levels
in a plasma W/nTc << (Am-De)”. In real plasma processes, this inequality can easily be
violated.
Signiﬁcant decrease of the stochasticity of the system in processes of the modulatioual
interaction is due to ampliﬁcation of wave phase correlations that ﬁnally leads to estab—
lishment of the strong turbulent state in a plasma. The increase of wave phase correlations
is valid even for the wave spectra which can be considered initially as the random ones.
Acknowledgments
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Three levels of description are known for waves which
can propagate in a homogeneous
dispersive ﬂuid: linear waves described simply by a dispers
ion relation, Weakly nonlinear
waves whose prototype is often governed by the well-kn
own Korteweg-deVries equation,
and strongly nonlinear waves. Here we consider strongly
nonlinear waves in a beam plasma,
system. Intense beams of Charged particles have found a
variety of applications [1], e.g.,
in particle acceleration devices for high energy research, for
plasma heating, and in space
technology. The problem of the existence of ﬁnite amplitu
de waves in a beam plasma

system has already been considered on the basis of weakly nonline
ar waves [2, 3], and we
Will also ﬁnd the limitations of that level of description. We conside
r the problem assuming

cold ions and quasihydrodynamic onedimensional approx
imation. These assumptions are
allowable under typical experimental conditions which take
place, in particular, in double

plasma devices (see, e.g., [4])

We start with a onevdimensional ﬂuid description of the high-int
ensity ion beam prop«
agating in the :r—direction, and of the plasma consisting
of cold ions and warm massless
electrons:

615+ ﬂA
v
at
b BI _

—

(9v.-

2

0v,

eat;
m,- c'h '

am,
a!

—+3

6 Btp

) —0

(9x (”bub T )

%

0

a “a = mm at + aim”) = 0'

g = 47re(ne — n, — n5),

(1)

ne = nco exp{%:f},

where —e is the electron charge (the ions are supposed to have
charge +e); m.- is the

ion mass; (,0 is the electric ﬁeld potential; nb,n,-,n, are
the densities of the beam ions,
the plasma ions, and electrons, respectively; 71:0 is the unpertu
rbed electron density;.v.is the ion velocity, in, is the beam velocity, and TC is the
electron temperature including
the Boltzmann factor. We assume that the quasin
eutrality condition, 12,0 = neg — nbo,

is fulﬁlled. Here mambo are the unperturbed densities
of the plasma and beam ions,
respectively.
In linear approximation the set (1) has solutions corresponding
to the fast beam mode

(hereafter referred to as F~mode), the slow beam mode (S-mod
e), and two ion-acoustic

oscillations (A-modes). The product of the corresponding
wave numbers It and the Debye

'Permanent address: Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres,
Leninsky pr. 38, bid. 6, 117979 Moscow,
Russia
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th [(0 E (ﬁll/«irrndie'ly/2 can be determined from three dimensionless parameters

lengely: b = Tito/”co; M = w/kc,; u = v — MI, where w is the frequency, c, E
lag/Imolﬂ is the ion sound speed, and um the unperturbed beam velocity in units of c,.
Eliminating all ﬂuid quantities in favour of tp one obtains from Poisson‘s equation the
following dispersion relation:
1)

1—1)

k2/\2 =v”s—1 —— +—2'
it
+ M2
0
D

(2)

Here we have used a notation which is well adapted for the nonlinear treatment later on:
Sagdeev's potential
M is the Mach number of the wave, and V0" is the second derivative of

e dispersion
with respect to so, at (p = 0. To visualize the linear modes for negligibl

(AD 4 0) one can determine the Mach number M from the zero’s of V”, as a function of

via: for a given value of b. Four real roots exist for Ubo > 1250 = [(1 — b)”3 +b1/3]3/2, while

and an unstable
for 17w < up, the S- and the positive A-mode are replaced by a clamped
mode.

We look now for a solution of the nonlinear set (1) in the form of a wave propagating
in the z—direction. We use normalized quantities (z/AD —) I’vi/Cs —) whats/T, —> (,0,

etc), and assume that all terms depend on a: and t only through the variable 5 E x— Mt,
(1):
with vanishing perturbations for g —> :lzoo. In this case we obtain from the set

. _

_

V

|M|

nu " M7110)

u

nb — mnbm

1

50:95)? + V(‘?) = C,

(3)

(4)

where C is the arbitrary constant, and

V02) =1— e" + (1 — b)|Ml (|M[ — MM? — 290) + bu(u —1/u2 — 299) + V(0).

(5)

We choose the constant V(0) equal to zero. For a solitary wave also 995 should vanish
asymptotically, and we obtain C = 0.

For the existence of a solitary wave the “potential” V(go) must have a local maximum

in the point (p = O, and the equation V(g.9) = 0 should have at least one real solution
(pg 76 0, which determines the amplitude Lpg of the solitary wave as a function of M , or

vice versa (“nonlinear dispersion relation”) This is possible if the conditions
d2

V0" 5 Wvbpllvmo < 0:

V(‘Pmaxl Z 0

(6)

are fulﬁlled. Here zpmax = (1/2) min{M2,u2} (see Eq. (5)).

The regions of the velocities M and um for which the inequalities (6) are satisﬁed are

in Fig.1
presented in Fig.1. We note that the inner boundaries of these regions (indicated

by bold lines) are obtained by converting the ﬁrst inequality (6) into an equation; therefore
they are coincident with the curves which characterize the linear dispersion of the modes
in a. beam plasma system in the limit AD ——> 0. Thus in an ion beam plasma system four
types of solitary waves are possible corresponding to the linearized stable solutions: the

fast beam solitary wave (referred to as F), the slow beam solitary wave (5'), and two
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Figure 1: The regions (in the Space of velocities M and vbo) of existence of solitary waves
in an ion-beam plasma system. The inner boundaries are indicated by bold lines, the
outer by thin solid lines. The calculation is carried out for b : 0.1.
ion—acoustic solitary waves A+ with M > 0, and A‘ with M < 0. The inner boundary in

the region of A+ is determined (for ”to >> 1130) by the equation 1V! 3 Manin 1' (1 — b)1/2.
-

In the regions of F and S the inner boundary is given (for 1150 >> 1) lily the equations
M m ”to + b”2 and M m vbo b1”, respectively. The outer boundary (indicated in Fig.1

by thin solid lines) is determined by the second inequality (6). In the region of A+ it
is described (for vbo >> 1) by the relationship M 2 i143)“ > il/Iglm, where Mg)“ ~ 1

is a weakly decreasing function of b (e.g., Mg?“ m 1.53 ifb = 0.1, Mg)“ m 0.61 if
b = 0.9). In the regions of F and S the outer boundary is determined (for 1150 >> 111:0) by
the equations M z 1150 + uo, M w vw — no, respectively, where no > 0 is the solution of

the equation 1+ 113(1 + b)/2 = exp {Hg/2}. If b < 1/4, then no R 2b”?
The maximum magnitude of the A+ amplitude is womax z (Mggxf/Q, while for

F and S we have (pgmax z 213/2. We see that the maximum amplitude of A+ is of
order unity, while for b < 1 (and 1250 >> 1250) the maximum amplitude of F and S is
‘Piimax z 2b << 1 (for example, for b = 0.1 that corresponds to the experimental data

[4] we have ‘Piimax k: 0.2). Moreover one can demonstrate that the maximum possible
amplitude of A+ is always larger than that of F and S. The solitary wave A‘ propagating
in the direction opposite to the beam velocity has properties close to A+. Its maximum
amplitude is (Pomax z (Miiihxl'lﬂ and it exists for any vw (in contrast to the above
situation, where A+ can exist only for vbo > vgo). Thus the most intensive solitary waves
in an ion~bearn plasma system correspond to ion-sound waves.

The form of the solitary wave can be obtained by integrating the energy law (4). The
results of a numerical calculation of F, for (’90 z 0.22, b m 0.1, Ubo z 1.5 are presented
in Fig.2. The above data correspond to the maximum amplitude of F in a beam plasma
system with typical experimental parameters (see, e.g., [4]). We note that the top of this
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Figure 2: The form of <p(£) for F with {pa = 0.22, b = 0.1, 11w = 1.5.
ﬁgure is smooth and can be approximated by a parabola, (,9 2 (pg — (Is/2)(§ — £o)2, with
K=dV/d£p>03t(p=(po.
The results obtained within the approximation of small amplitude Waves [3] can be
recovered by expansion of the function V(<,a) in powers of (,0 up to the terms ~ 993.
However, in order of this approximation to be true, the conditions (/20 << 1, 900 << M2/2,

and 900 << u2/2 should be satisﬁed. For Ai this means that 900 << min{1, (M£)ax)2/2},
while for F and S a more rigid condition should be fulﬁlled: 900 << min(1,u%/2}. If
b<< 1/4, then the latter condition can be rewritten in the form 900 << 2b.
We note that in experiment (4] one has detected the nonlinear waves corresponding
to the fast beam mode with sufﬁciently large amplitude. The estimations based on the

formula (3) and the data presented in Fig.2 of Ref. [4] give the values of observed Lpgmax ~

0.1. But for the case b S 0.1 (that takes place in the experiment [4]) this means that such
waves should be considered on the basis of strongly nonlinear wave approximation.
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Abstract

In order to describe the time evolution of an inhomogeneom collisionloss plasma the
nonlinear Vlasov equation is solved perturbatively, using subdynamids approach and the
diagrammatic techniques The general analytical solution is given in terms of a double
perturbation series, one with respect to the nonlinearitia and other with respect to the
interaction between particla. The space—time variation of the local density excess, corraponding to the leading order solution of the nonlinear Vlasov equation, is obtained
analytically for a choice of initial perturbation. This density excess matchm with excellent

accuracy the exact results found using numerical evaluation of integrals. The explicit ana—
lytical solution is found to be in excellent agreement with ab initio numerical simulations.

1 . Introduction
The time evolution of a plasma in the regime where the collisions are negligible is governed
by Vlasov equation. Being nonlinear, such an equation is hard to solve. A considerable effort

has been invested over many years in seeking its solutions numerically (using either Eulerian
or particle codes [1-2]), as well as analytically [3]. A somewhat different approach, using the

subdynamics methodology established by the Brussels Group, seems to offer interesting possibil-

ities [4]. Concerning the resolution of the nonlinear Vlasov equation, the subdynamics method
represents a generalization of van Kampen and Case‘s treatment of the linearized equation [5-6].

In the present paper, the space-time variation of the local density excess, corresponding to
the leading order solution of the nonlinear Vlasov equation for a given initial perturbation is
obtained analytically and compared with the solution resulting from the numerical evaluation

of integrals, as well as with the numerical simulations using the Vlasov code [1].
2. Solution of the Vlasov Equation
The Vlasov equation is given in Fourier representation as

6

.
.s 3v(va;t) °° d fK(v,-;t)
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This equation is contained in the more general Liouville equation. The forma perturbative
solution of the Liouville equation contains a subseries corresponding to the solution of the nonlinear
Vlasov equation. Such a subseries is obtained by extracting only the terms proportional
to the
'lnstitute for Fusion Studia, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin. Texas
78712, USA
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were of the square of plasma frequency w, = (Lima/m)“2 (where n is the density) [6]. It

cgntains all possible combinations of only two elementary vertices, called respectively fork and
‘
' . l 5.
loop as seen
111 Fig

[ ]

lid].

Fig.1.

l'l

{'1

[Ir-n=

il-n,

ll-Il.

l‘l

.

The dots between loop indicate all possible number of additional loops. For instance1 the
ﬁrst djag'ram (3) corresponds to the sum of the whole family of diagrams with the number of
loops going from one to inﬁnity. This is the only diagram which contributes to the solution

of the linearized Vlasov equation. Its contributions to the local density excess h(t) have the

structure of a geometrical series

hK(t) = Z ’13:“)(0 = Z / dvi 1 .1J 8-HK""J’§(K"’(%0)
j

J

(2)

—m

and the exact sum is proportional to the inverse of the dielectric function e

E(K)=1-.7=1—/mdvx n
K2

(—1)

6gp('u2;0)

if—KCUI—vy)

8v,

(3)

'

In the nonlinear case, the solution, represented by all diagrams in Fig.1 appears as a double
perturbation series, with respect to the interactions between the particles (loop vertices) and

With respect to the nonlinearities (fork vertices). The nonlinear contribution of fork diagrams
have to be computed order by order. At each order, one has to perform the summation over

the inﬁnite series of interactions (loop vertices), insuring the correct description of the collective

effects. Limiting the computation to the ﬁrst order in nonlinearity, the local density excess is
found to be
—itKu.

hK(t)= /_:du. ﬁnes
t»
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(4)

We choose to study the evolution of a homogeneous plasma after it has been perturbed by a beam
like pulse with a periodic modulation in space. Initial homogeneous one-particle distribution
function is taken to be the Maxwellian

<p(v;0) = £64",

(5)
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where (Fl/2 = v", is the thermal velocity. The perturbation, i.e. the initial inhomogeneous Oneparticle distribution function, is sinusoidally modulated in space and it corresponds, in velocity
space, to a shifted Maxwellian (u is the ﬂow speed, and A‘VQ = a’ is the thermal spread)
:

_

_

A

2

,

,
f(q,v;0) :g/m dKeWK\/;e‘*(“‘”) {6(K—a)+6(K+a)}= AV; M“ ") cosaq,

In terms of the ﬁrst derivative of the plasma dispersion function 2(1) and the redeﬁned variables

if—%(v¢+uj)=7’a;i€+v,=”‘73—;andi£+vj:%§+4i£(andv=(i£+ve)x/Xinthe
linear term h L(t)), the inverse Fourier transform of the solution can be written as
q- %

i ‘3
’10?) = I‘LL“) + h~t(t) = ﬁ/-00 dvfﬁaﬁ‘g‘
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where u = ugly/a2 and G = (b/QA)U2 is a measure of the relative width (thermal spread) of the
two GauSSians. Further analytic progress involves making approximations. Let us consider a
beam-like pulse (with narrow thermal spread) propagating in a moderate temperature plasma.

The parameter G = (ﬁll/”<3 l for this case, the small argument expansion of the Z-ﬁmction

will be adequate. A straightforward computation yields, in the leading order, very simple linear

hL(q: t) and nonlinear hNL(q; t) solutions:

h(q; t) = hL(q; t) + hNL(q; t) =

1+2];

e'fﬂl cos[a(q —- tu)]

“—31-”;1+2);
7r
AM”
cos[2 a(q _ tu)1 _
116'“ }e
G
(2+#)(1+2#)2 { ..___
+ _______

(3)

Under the speciﬁed conditions of our problem, there indeed are no normal modes of the plasma;

the system was designed to study the propagation of a ﬁnite amplitude pulse in a plasma.
However, all the physics of collisionless plasmas, including plasma waves and Landau damping,

is there in Eq. (7).
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In order to test the accuracy of the analytical results, the approximate solution (8) will be
now plotted as a function of space and time, in order to be compared with the “exact” solution
obtained by numerical evaluation of the integral (7). For better visual comparison we shall
superimpose the two solutions. Fig. 2 shows the excellent agreement between the approximate

7'”—
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1: Introduction
,
The efficiency of wave coupling in plasma depends on the launched wave
and on the
launching system: if the antenna-plasma system is matched to the line impedanc
e, the
whole wave power is coupled; so an acairate knowledge of the plasma impedance and
of
its dependence on the wave and plasma parameters allow us to choose
the best
transmission system configuration to couple waves with high efficiency, avoiding the
presence of undesired waves, which could absorb a large part of the launched power.
The analysis of the plasma impedance is useful not only in basic plasma physics (as
our
studies on 'Thoreilo'), but also in experiments of plasma heating through high power
wave coupling in large Tokamak devices. In fact the proposed method can be applied
to
other experimental systems and different wave propagation modes with a given
wave
dispersion relation.
The impedance of a magnetized plasma is experimentally and theoretically analysed
in
the frequency range near the ion cyclotron frequency, with respect to the impedance
of the
"slow-wave" antenna used to excite electrostatic waves. The slow-wave antenna power
spectnim may be varied, so we can analyse also the impedance dependence on the wave
vector parallel to the toroidal magnetic field. Experimentally we also vary the wave
frequency and the plasma density, so that we directly couple Electronic Plasma Waves
(EPW) or Ion Bernstein Waves (IBW) and compare the resulting data with the numerical
analysis based on the theory further described; we also study Surface Plasma Waves (SPW)
on the antenna sheath (treated as vacuum), to explain these experimental results.
2.— Theoretical Analysis and Experimental Results
"Thorello' is a toroidal device that produces hydrogen magnetized plasmas, with 7
parameters: major radius R—4O cm; minor radius a-8 cm; sway kGauss; Ema-5
Gauss; Teal eV; TEEOJ eV; edge plasma densityElO'cm"; center plasma density/510lo cm".
The antenna system consists of four plates, fed with phase shifted signals; this launching
system excites "slow waves", i.e. electrostatic waves characterised by vt < < c.
A vector analyser and a bi-directional coupler compose the detection system, which is
able to measure the reﬂection coefficient, from which we can deduce the impedance of the
antenna-plasma load.
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al geometry,
We treat the antenna system as a boundary problem, in a cylindric

neous charge distribution ( l
5.upposing the antenna as a boundary surface with an homoge
between 2 centers
and A6 are the length and the poloidal extension of one plate, dEdistance
wave vector la”
parallel
the
of
of the plates); we can write the spectrum as a function
.

(FIGJ):

(1)

@(k/)=K.ﬂm.i[e‘i'ku‘j'dtc05(j.(p)]

'

‘

j=0

k/I

7':

between the instantaneous
We calculate the resistive part of the impedance as the ratio
q ; to find the total charge we apply
voltage and the instantaneous current [=dq/dt-i'CDent Er of the electric field entering
the Gauss' law calculating the flux of the radial compon
is then
the plasma from the antenna. The total charge

ing the integral as a
Now we use eq.(2) to calculate the impedance Z- V/i-o-q , evaluat
sum of residues over all the Bessel poles; so we find -.

A6 '53

(3)

1

-

z

in: é)(k//n) ' sm(k//n ' 1/ 2)
n=l

where,

for

the

EPW,

is

[CL/k”=(—l(=z/I'<x)l'l2

the

dispersion

relation,

km, E (1’30,‘/c1)-(—Kz His)”: and P0“ is the nth zero of Jo.
the antenna system and
A simpler form can be obtained if we use a plane geometry for
in the maximum of
if we suppose to have a spectrum like a Dirac delta function centred
the antenna spectrum k/lo .
Z=

2 . 1:2

-

k,‘,O

2

0 11-139 k, -[sin(k,,,1/2)] -[1—cos(2-d-k,,o)}

(4)

with eq.(3) for the EPW as a
Through a numerical program, we evaluate the impedance
cy and signal phase angle.
function of the plasma density (for example F162), wave frequen
and SPW;the dispersion
EPW
In FIG} we calculate from eq.(4) the impedance for
_ Ko(kioa) _ O (5)
relation for the Surface Plasma Waves is (see ref.[2] ): 15—1, 10(klya) + k

a 11(kwa)
P

“‘ Kl(kma) _

”), In and K, are modified
where 51> is the dielectri'c permittivity of the plasma, ItLulait
Bessel function of order n and 0 refers to the vacuum values.
lower hybrid frequency and then
In the first case (EPW) the impedance is zero at the

in the second case (SPW), Z decreases
rises until it reaches a quasi-constant value;

i
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monotonically remaining higher than the EPW one. In this graph we consider each WIVe
as if it was coupled alone, but in a real experiment it is possible to couple both waves at the
same time.

Comparing the experimental results reported in FIG.4 with the theoretical of FIG.3 we
can see that we not only couple EPW, but also another kind of waves (SPW); they cause: a
considerable change in the impedance values even if SPW absorb a small part of the
launched power. In fact, from eq.(5) we see that SPW are excited if the parallel wave macro;is minor to 10.2 cnfl (the grey zone of FIGJ), so only a small amount of the launched
power could couple SPW; this effect is stronger in the lower density case and for low

frequency values.
3.- Conclusions
The study of the antenna-plasma impedance allows to know the kind of waves coupled

and the efficiency of the coupling process. Anomalous experimental impedance values are
explained by the coupling of SPW in a small paxt of the power spectrum of the antenna. In
future we will study the dependence of the SPW coupling on the plasma density and on
the longitudinal wave vector , in order to analyse how and when the SPW can strongly
affect electrostatic wave coupling .
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SELF-EXCITATION OF MAGNETIC ISLANDS

E. Minardi
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1 — Introduction
In recent years considerable effort was directed to the investigation
of the excitation and sustainement mechanisms of magnetic islands in
View of
their potential interest for the explanation of anomalous
transport in
plasmas. A large variety of effects relevant for the island dynamics,
was
indicated in the literature (see the recent review by Smolyakov [1]).
In a
first rough classification one can distinguish the attempts based
on the
analysis of the dynamical evolution of single islands, independently of
any
transport effects,
from those involving, as an essential ingredient, the
interaction of the islands with some kind of transport. Representati
ve of
this category are the papers of Garbet et a1. {2] and Kadomtsev [3].

The

purpose

of

the

present

work

is

to

outline

mechanism
generated
framework

a

detailed dynamical

of island self-excitation through a particular transport effect
by the islands themselves in a tokamak plasma.
Our physical
is the interaction of ions with densely packed chains of tiny
islands (whose width is smaller than the ion Larmor radius p) in accordance
with a picture suggested by Kadomtsev [3].
Firstly we introduce, as an
ansatz,
a
term that describes,
in
the
island evolution
equations,
a
systematic divergent ambipolar flow, controlled by the electrostati
c field
of the islands and occurring globally,
after averaging over a magnetic
surface, in the positive direction of the major radius. We show, by
solving
the evolution equations in linear approximation and by calculating
the
energy integral that, through this flow, energy is pumped into the
islands
at the expense of the particle kinetic energy. The islands are destabilized
and the rate of the exponential growth is determined by the flow itself.
We
then analyze the dynamical interaction of a suitably defined ensemble
of
ions with the electrostatic field of the island chains, and demonstrate that

the

ion—chain

interaction

average over a magnetic

drives

surface),

an

ion

flow

directed

consistently with

the

introduced at the beginning. Although the flow is
certainly insufficient for explaining the observed

outwards
form of

nevertheless it implies a significant destabilization of the
thereby closing the circle of the self—excitation process.

2 — Island's Evolution Equations and Energy Integral
The only modification introduced in the conventional

the

M

+

In

O

source term -S in

|

a

I

island evolution is
[1}, [3]-

electron

ivy—s
9

(in

the

the ansatz

extremely slow and
particle transport,
tiny islands,

treatment

of

the

continuity equation

(1)

Here —S describes a sink of the electron density. Indeed we introduce
the assumption that a systematic divergent ion and electron flow (ambipolar,
but driven by the ions, as we shall see) arises in the plasma interior
and
occurs globally, after averaging over a magnetic surface, in the
positive
direction of the major radius R0. More precisely we advance the following
ansatz

5 = “0" 3.,“ 00—5

T1

R0

e

(2)
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by the same perturbation $1
from which follows that the flow is controlled
The ansatz (2) will
islands.
the
of
potential
tatic
electros
the
describing

be fully justified in section 3.
describing

equations

The

island

the

evolution

are

then

the

following

[3]

(3)

i[3¢__v_‘1ﬂ]=

Here

470

=

cp

+

is

q),

the

EIVAJ'q/i‘Ii

c

electrostatic

islands,

the

of

field

1=Ti/Te,

flux perturbed by the islands,

poloidal

no

41! noe

V*=cTe/eLB-

‘i’

the

is

L—1=—dn/ndx.

integral
The equations above admit the following energy

2

dV

'1:1

2

81:

6t

ﬂ

+n(T+E‘1)

IV“)!

3

m

v

=I (T.+T1) E—q’s dVapm
T1
v
by the flow
where the last term describes the energy pumped into the islands
(4) involve
(2). We recall that the equations (3) and the energy integral
Boltzmann
the assumption of quasi—neutrality and that the ions are in

equilibrium with the electrostatic field [1],

[3].

3 — Outer Solution of the Island's Equations
look

We

y=r

x=r—rs,

In

exp (cot) .

for

a

linear

(9-n¢/lﬂ-uv*t
the

absence

where

’

and the explicit time dependence is of the form

!

the

}

solution

of

of

outward

the

flow

form «p (x, y, t),

(S=0)

it (x, y, t),

Kadomtsev

obtained

(u+‘t)=0 for the phase velocity, applying suitable matching
condition (u—l)
(kw << 1,
conditions across the island, in the case of very small islands

where k is the wave number along y and H the half-width) . In the presence of
the source 5 the same procedure leads to the relation

2

m
v.k

+i

6
u)=0
—iﬂ(l—

6
(1—2u—r)i—L‘£—

(5)

v. k R0

v. 1: R0

v.1:

The equation above admits a root for co with the same real part “’r'

both

foru=1andu=-‘c:

9
_ EL

a,
r

Ro

(6)
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Thus the perturbations are expon
entially growing in the region
v 0356 > 0’
where the flow is directed
outwards, and are damped in
the region v c059 <

the ions and the islands.

4 ~

Ion-Chain Interaction
a

We consider a situation as
in fig. 1. The ion crosses
twice the chain
in one Larmor gyration and
gains suddenly a momentum ef‘.
At each time, where
At=2N/VJ_ is the duration
of the interaction. The two
components of the
equation of motion in the poloid
al plane are

elf:x
e80 . [1 _ cos 6(t) (£5 + )0] ~ e B9
+—Y
M
CM
R0
CM V9
__

y:

eE

.
"+i’3—x[1—
—°°*1 6 (t)(e+x)j

CM

R0

where é(t) describes the poloi
dal displacement (ésY).
These
equations
are
integrated
in
each
interval
1r(n—1)/cnn_l+At;n
<t<rrn/0)n, where the cyclotron
frequency on and the duration
Atn change with
n. The integration constants
are determined by the requi
rement of continuity
in the absence of chain inter
action. Quantities in the
n-th
interval are

then expreSSed in terms of quan
tities in the

(n-1)

th interval and then in
terms of the initial quan
tities at n=1.
The ion performs many Larmo
rotations before displacing
r
in the radial direction of
an amount comparable
with the island size or movin
g to an adjacent chain. Thus
one can apply an
adiabatic
expansion
with
respect
to
the parameter
p/r
and
apply
the
procedure above at zero and
at first order. As a resu
lt,
a systematic
outward drift emerges which
depends on the square of the
number of gyrations
and is a consequence of the
nonlinear toroidal terms (the
last terms) of
equations (7). Considering
that across a Larmor diameter
2p there may be 2p
/2w densely packed structures
, the global shift should
be about p/w times
that generated by a singl
e structure. After averaging
over many Larmor
rotations, over the ensemble
of ions uniformly distribute
d on a rational
surface and over a Maxwell
distribution of Larmor radii
, one obtains the
following radial velocity
T

cosewkpt

-e
eqa1
X=
‘4 [ —
R0 —
“1/2
T1
cJ. (k pt ) C2 (kp)
r
where pt is

C1 = l + exp -

the Lamor radius associated
with the Chennai velocity,

(kpgz,

C2 = exp —

(nL/ZqRokpt)2 descr

(3)
and

ibe the correlation
between the crossing points,
separated by a Larmor diameter
2p, and the wave
number k of the islands (fig.
1).
The magnetic moment 11 = Mvi
/ZB is adiabatically conse
rved during the
outward slow motion of the
ions. Noting that B—l/R this
implies a loss of
kinetic energy density per
unit time expressed by the
relation

no

e
T1

= -—no

i

’IbiR—
0

c059

(9)

7"”:
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Electron—cyclotron radiation in terms of the Fokker—Planck equation:
slowing-down equations, highly relativistic equilibria

M. Bornatici
Physics Department, University of Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, and Physics Department “A.
Volta", University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

Abstract. On the basis of a relativistic Fokker—Planck equation accounting for both
diffusion and drag arising from electron—cyclotron radiation as well as collisions,
i) the slowing—down equations of energy and parallel momentum are obtained, along
with an asymptotic solution valid for highly relativistic energies; ii) steady—state,
highly relativistic equilibria are investi ated in connection with the black—body radiation, for which a novel distribution unction is found, as well as for a power—law
radiation spectrum, for both optically thick and optically thin systems.

Relativistic Fokker—Planck equation for electron cyclotron radiation. Consider a popu-

lation of (relativistic) electrons described by the Fokker—Planck (FP) equation

all—3.
519‘”

if.
a“ r‘fl

where f(u,t) is the distribution function in momentum space u 2 p/mc.

(1)

Referring

speciﬁcally to electron cyclotron (EC) radiation, the waverinduced diffusion dyad D

and, thus, the corresponding absorption can be conveniently expressed in terms of the

speciﬁc intensity of radiation in the mode 1', 1(‘)(w,§), and the single electron (sponta-

neous) emissivity at the n—th harmonic, ni,”(w,§,u), namely /1/,
l
(217)3“0 ‘n
)d( n )
g/dud2 ”mnt’d‘
D(UJ_,u") = "IT,

(2)

where d‘“) a (nut/uﬁlL/ul + Nuﬁﬁ, with or a unit vector perpendicular to the magnetic

ﬁeld B, and ii" 5 Ba/IBDL Note that u-d‘") : 7 on account for the relativistic resonance

condition 7 — Nllull — mac/L.) = 0. (In Eq. (2), dzﬂ denotes the element of solid angle
around the ray direction 5).
As for the drag term connected with EC emission 1" = —(1/rnc2)z.._,1 fdwdmnﬂndl"),

one gets /1/
a
u
I‘ = —r,wZ7—J‘—[u1_ + (—J‘)2u“]
'7

(3a)

7;

where r, E (2/3)e7/mc3 and 71 2 1+ “i- It is worth noting that result (So) can also

be obtained from the Lorentz—Dirac equation for the motion of the radiating electron.
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dw<1’9nti) is
The radiated power density Pm, —_— Ei,nf
(3'?)

zu1
Prod/ml:2 = —u - F/‘y : —T¢w

For the speciﬁc case of black—body radiation in the Rayleigh—Jeans limit for which

-body temperature, it is
(2n)31“)/(W’N3) = Tw/mc7, with Tu, the black
(4)

u-D:#7—n?r

in agreement with the (relativistic) ﬂuctuation—dissipation theorem.

(Relativistic) collisional effects in the FP equation (1) can be accounted for simply

via the replacements

..
z
.. 1 T%(I—uu]
D—»D+u,[;Tc§(%)3uu++

(5a)

ur, a 84%

(5b)

1‘ a I‘ — “(Era

,

In particular, (5a) comprises both energy diffusion oﬂ' bulk electrons (temperature T.
and plasma frequency up) and pitch—angle scattering oﬁ both electrons and ions. As

required, the collision terms of (5) satisfy (4) with TM, -r T,.
Slowingidowx‘i equations accounting for EC emission. On the basis of the FP equation

(1), along with Eqs. (3) and (5), the following slowing»down equations of energy and

parallel momentum are obtained (collisional energy diffusion is neglected)
4?} = ﬁlo} — rauSui

i6“)

‘_“1
(1 + zHl"J
1 “|
u u - —L“
u
a. —— -1, o [(1)’+

(6b )

The iii-terms are due to EC radiative slowing—down, cf. Eqs. (3), and add up to the

collisional slowing—down investigated by Fisch /2/. In general the solution of Eqs. (6)

requires numerical work; an asymptotic solution can, however, be obtained for highly
relativistic energies, 7 >> 1, e,g., runaway electrons in tokamaks /3/, for which pitchangle scattering is negligible in (6b). The corresponding effective collision frequency

relevant to EC currentadrive, u(ui_,u") = [(fi)f:'"“ (uu(l')/7(l'))dl’]—l, is

2

_

u(7,7i):r,u:(771{arctan [(7i(1—7Tm)(j$32+C2)'1]} 1,

n no:

, u? z w:
7
7, ")(1- 72)"
2(—717'

U, > nus

(Ta)

(7b)
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with C a (yo/nu: — l)‘/’ and 7... E 7(1 : tm"). In particular, (7b) is typically a fade]-

(mug/y.” larger than the corresponding value in the absence of radiative lWing~down
(“a >> m3).
Steady—state solutions of Fokker—Planck equation for 7 >> 1. To lowest order in 7"(<< 1),

for which, in particular, pitcheangle scattering is negligible, the steadyvstate solution

of Eq. (1), with collisions included according to (5), is
u

+ u,

(8)

“7' 0) ~ EXP [—/ 13.,,,(-7!,1-‘u::r-ll+ElaT/rnc2 d7 l

where I‘,,(5 {i ‘1‘) = —r,w§7’sin’u, a being the pitch—angle, and D.“‘ E 1': - D - a is ob-

tained from (2) The equilibrium distribution (8) results from the competition between
absorption, i.e., diffusion in momentum space, and drag connected with radiative as

well as collisional eﬂ'ects. Such a solution is thus relevant to optically thick systems.

In particular, it appears that wave emission (Pu—term) tends to deplete (the tail of)

distribution, whereas wave—induced diffusion (Duueterm, hence absorption) tends to

enhance and “ﬂatten" it. The latter effect depends, in particular, on the frequency

dependence of the speciﬁc intensity I“).

For the Rayleigh-Jeans black~body radiation, D“ = -—(Tbb/mc2)I‘u cf. (4), and (8)
yields
TM,

[(7, Isinal)~exp{—m
£[1+(
T—bb
-—-— 1)

arctan(n(a)7)

“(0)7

}

(9)

a(a) E [(r,w3/v,)(TM,/T.)]1/2[sinal. Distribution (9), seemingly a novel distribution func-

tion, i) deviates from the Maxwellian so far as Tu, # Te and (a(o)7) is neither too small
or too large with respect to unity, the non—Maxwellian feature being an even func-

tion of the pitchiangle (1; ii) tends to the (relativistic) Maxwellian, the temperature
of which is the black—body temperature TM, or the temperature Te of the (Maxwellian)

bulk—electrons depending on whether (a(a)7) >> 1 or << 1, respectively, the equilibrium

being due to radiative effects in the first case and collisional effects in the latter.

Let us now consider a radiation spectrum such that 1(‘)(w,§) ~ w", with k the
spectral index (I: = 2, for the Rayleigh—Jeans black—body radiation). Making use of the
expression of the emissivity Zn 175,” appropriate to the highly relativistic energy range

/4,5/, from (2) one gets for the diﬁusion coefficient Duu ~ (sin O)k72(k_l). In the limit for

which radiative effects in (8) are dominant, the case relevant to both the problem of

radiation in astrophysics/W, one
runaway e lectrons in tokamaks/S/ and synchrotron
reduces to a Maxwellian
ﬁnds f ~¢x P —a,. sina ("H-19'3”], for an index I: < 5 2, which
for k = 2, as expected. On the other hand, for k > 5/2 a plateau—like distribution f ~

explbkia)7_|5_“ll is obtained, which might be alternative to the two power—laws energy
distribution proposed/6] for synchrotron spectra steeper than 1.15/7.

For a spectral

index k = 5/2, I ~ 7", i.e., a power-law distribution function with spectral index 1':

inversely proportional to the strength of the radiation/H.

Besides solution (8), PP equation (1) admits a solution in the limit of negligible absorption (optically thin systems).

Assuming that radiative effects are domi-

nant, such a solution is f ~ 7", whose corresponding radiation spectrum is 1(w) ~

“a“ 2;," '15:"f(u)~ w‘V’.
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ENERGY PRINCIPLE INCLUDING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AS CONSTRAINTS
B. LeLmeg
Alfvén Laboratory, Royal Institute of Technology
8-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
Introduction

This paper reconsiders the classical formulation of the extended energy principle by
Bernstein et a]. /l/. Starting from the basic concepts of the same principle, it is shown that an
important contribution to the potential energy of free-boundary modes can arise from induced
plasma surface currents l2, 3/. Using these concepts, the energy principle is reformulated such
as to include all boundary conditions as automatic constraints.

mm
Without removing essential features being important to the present analysis. the following
conditions and restrictions are adopted. In equilibrium an ideal plasma of volume V and
surface S is conﬁned by a magnetic ﬁeld B0 = Bjo + Bco where jo = curl Bjo/tlo is the
unperturbed volume current density and curl Bc0 = 0 within the plasma and in vacuo near its
boundary. Here BCO is due to steady currents in ﬁxed external conductors. No conducting

walls surround the plasma. The current density jo, the unperturbed pressure po and Vpo vanish
at S. i.c. there is no unperturbed surface current and the field B0 is continuous across S. Small
free-boundary displacements LE, are considered in a perturbed state.

Basic Concepts
In equilibrium n - B0 = 0 where n is the outward directed normal of the unperturbed
plasma surface. The pressure balance is given by Vpo = jo >< BC.

In the perturbed state the continuity of the tangential electric ﬁeld at S leads to the
condition

nxA=-(n.§)n0

(MS)

(1)

where curl A is the total magnetic ﬁeld perturbation in vacuo. The condition
on the tangential

magnetic field at S yields

Bo- [curlA—curl(§>< Bo)]=0

(atS)

(2)

With the adopted restrictions this condition is identical with that deduced by Bernstein et al.
/1/ where explicit account was taken of a possibly arising surface current density K. Thus
condition (2) holds for any displacement.

The perturbation Fv(§) of the plasma volume force produces a change in potential energy

5wV=-(r/2)Jt;- dVE(l/2uo)JwvdV
where /l/

(3)

wv=(§x Bo) - curl2 (§x30)- pug jox curl (EXBD)+

(4)

- no (é' V) [YPOdiV {3+ (E..~ Wpo]
u

Th3 Induced Surf

nt

We introduce the notation curl A = curl AS + curl Av. Here curl AS is the vacuum ﬁeld
generated by a surface current density K = - n x cur] As/llu at S. Funher curl AV is the
contribution to the vacuum ﬁeld from the perturbation j = curl2 (§ x Boy};0 of the volume

current density. The Biot—Savart law yields

-

curl Av[§ (r)] = (HO/41!) l j [E (3)] x (p/ p3JdVS
where rs = (x5, ys. ZS) is a source point, s = dxs dyS dzs,

(5)

r = (x, y, z) is a ﬁeld point,

and p = r - rs. These relations and eqs. (2) and (5) result in a surface force

rs: K x805 n rs

(6)

rs = B0 - [curl(§xBo)-curlAv(§)]/p.o

which restores the pressure balance at S. In vacuo eqs. (2) and (5) determine curl A which can
be integrated and combined with condition (I).
There is a large class of test functions §(r) for which K and f5 differ from zero. One

example is that of rigid displacements E = Q: const. in an inhomogeneous ﬁeld Bcu. Then
(7)

f3=-Bo'[(§c' V)Bco]/”lb

In tokamaks. where BCO is only weakly inhomogeneous, K becomes on the other hand small

for many forms of 5.
Conventional Form of the Extended Energy Principle
Following Bernstein et a]. /l/ we now deﬁne a restricted displacement E: which satisﬁes
the boundary condition (2) without giving rise to a surface current and force (6). For such a
displacement the total change in potential energy becomes
(8)

5WB(§’) = 5Wn(§*) + 5wvn(§*)
where
2

8W“:(ll2pn)J { [curl (E x 30)] . “031-0 xcur1(§* ?‘ BO), +
+ Hotpo(div £52 + notdiv F3) 0:" - V)p0 }dv

aw“: (in up} [curl “33]t

‘

(9)

(10)

and dVva is a volume element in the vacuum region. By applying nothing else than wellknown vector identities and condition ( I), this result can just as well be written as
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5WB(§*) = 5wv(§*) + 8wu(§*)
where 6WV(§*) is the work (3) of the volume force Fv(§*) and

5wU(§*) =(1/2110) [(n . 5*)30 . [CUIIA(§*) — air] 0;" x 30)]ds

(12)

In the final formulation of the extended energy principle Ill, the restricted displacement §*
is replaced in expression (1 l) by an unrestricted (arbitrary) displacement E which can give
rise to an induced surface force (6). However. since condition (2) holds for any displacement,

the contribution SWU of eq. (12) vanishes for all é" and 5. Therefore the functional 45WB of
the extended energy principle always becomes identical with the functional SWV of eq. (3).

The restricted displacement E," is further related by /1/

§* ~ 5; = e 11

‘

(‘2)

to an unrestricted displacement é. Here E is the width of a narrow layer (here called "ti—layer”)
just inside the plasma surface, and n is a dimensionless vector function pointing in the normal
direction 11 and falling to zero in the distance a from the boundary. The smallness of E makes
the normal derivative of '11 very large. and div(en) = O(t-:°) Ill. Through this special behaviour
the boundary condition (2) can be satisﬁed without an induced surface current, i.e. by having
a corresponding strong volume current density

jg: cur12(_en x 80) 4.10 a (E/tto)BUX V (div n) = 0(1/2)

(14)

within the e-layer. The effect of this current and of the associated compressible part 811 ofthe
displacement §* is to compress or expand the magnetic surfaces, such as to match the
tangential magnetic field components at the plasma-vacuum boundary.

When replacing §* by g in the functional 5W3 E SWV, as in the extended energy principle,
the contribution to the integral (3) from it: X B0 is neglected. This results in a difference
5W(§*) - 5W(§) = 0(5") x O in the change SW of the total potential energy. Consequently. the
condition 6W (E_,*) - 5W(§) = 0(8) for validity of the extended energy principle does not hold
true when there arises an induced surface current. A simple illustration is given by rigid
displacements for which 8WB(§C) -=- 5Wv(§c) = 0. Obviously this is incorrect in an
inhomogeneous field Bco. The missing contribution is due to the surface force (6).

A Reformulation of the Encrgv Principle
The idea of the e-layer by Bernstein et al. /1/ is a useful starting point for reformulation of
the energy principle. Using eqs. (8) - (12), the total change in potential energy is written as

5M?) = swvc + an) = 8W8.) + SWLOE + an)

(15)

where

swig) = (1/2 p0)j’wv(g)dv Nil/(53 + en) = on p0) 1"wv(§ + erodV (16)
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Numerical Solution of the Vlasov Equation in the
Presence of a Large Amplitude Wave
MM, P. Bertrand‘, A. Ghizzo‘

Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnétique,
Varennes, Qué. 13X 181, Canada
1

Introduction

The problem of the response of the distribution function to a large amplitude wave is
of great
importance in problems of current drive. In the present work. the equilibrium and time evolution
of a
onedimensional velocity distribution function in the present: of an adiabatically turned
m
monochromatic large-amplitude periodic force is studied by solving numerically the periodic VlasovPoisson system of equations. We also extend the numerical method presented in Ref. [1. 2] for
the case
where a Fokker—Planck term is included
In Ref. [3], the one-dimensional problem of electrons interacting with a single large amplitude

wave was studied. The distribution function f was written explicitly in phase-space in terms of the

adiabatic invariant. It is a nonresonant distribution since it includes the trapped particles.
Tmpped
particles are adiabatic, Le. nonresonant, for sufﬁciently large amplitude of E. This means
that
1/2
E
.
.
.
.
.
(ﬂ) = (0,, »'yL, where 7L is the Landau damping. For a Single wave. the resultant
contribution to
m
the distribution function has the support only from a negligible part of phase-space. This
part is
neglected. so phenomena like Landau damping is not included in this theory [3].
The numerical code [1, 2] applies a method of fractional steps for the solution of the
Vlasov
equation it is used to study the collisionless interaction of a large amplitude wave with a plasma.
'nie
adiabatic approach to the Vlasov equation [3] and its prediction of a trapped particle mode is compared
with the result obtained by the numerical calculation. A good agreement is found. Results for the steady
state current agree to within 10%. Preliminary results of a numerical work on the linearized
FokkerPlanck equation are also presented

2

The Pertinent Equations and Results

The method of fractional steps presented in Ref. [1.2] is used to solve numerically the collisionless
Vlasov-Poisson system :

%+ v%—%(E(z.r)+Eo(t)cos(lct—m:))%=0

(1)

aE(x,t) :4“ (“If“)

(2)

Bx

0

with a uniform ion neutralizing background "a is the unperturbed density. The adiabatic theory of the
Vlasov equation detemtines f in terms of the action I. It is valid for large amplitude. single waves
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(0) ’70 [3]. For an initial value problem. the solution for the distribution function of the untrapped
5193111115 for the speciﬁc example of a single plane wave is :

2- vﬂz}
__‘°__£
1.,
stgn(k
V[I 05[kw
f a: mexp‘

(3)

and for the trapped electrons
(I)

X

f

"=

" ex

3n v,

p

— -—

kv,

k!!!

2

—

(1),”

2

cosh

2v,

4

( )

v}

m and k are the frequency and wave number of the wave. v, is the electron thermal velocity. The action
for free particles is given by (see Ref. [3]) for more details) :

“We m

“—25

_ “k (11+?)

r

(5)

E(p)

and for the trapped particles. it can be written as :

I”=4—..~’Zt~+%l"zlpE(%J-#K(%l

<0

tzev (r)sin(lcx—tot)

<7)

where

H=1[v_2)2+¢
2

k

k °

’

2_ 2(wv0/k)

359(1)
“(t)” mo)

'

(8)

p _H+(mvn/k)

free particles
K and E are complete elliptic integrals of the ﬁrst and second kinds respectively. For the

p2 <1 and forthe trapped particles p2 >1.

Equations (3) and (4) give the total distribution function everywhere in phase~space. Trapped

of a stable
particles can play an important role in the steady state current generation The prediction
relation (see
trapped particle mode has been checked numerically. A point from the nonlinear dispersion
The
Ref. [3]. Fig. 1) was chosen with parameters: (o/ (”#:0'6- kv, / (0:0.253nd —eE°—=l.
ma)" vf

ntly advance
distribution function f evaluated for a plane wave is taken from Eqs. (3—4). and self—consiste
with few trapped
in time up to r = 22 (0:. The phase space plots exhibit the character of an island
to what
particles in the middle (see (Fig. 1). (The corresponding average distribution function is similar
is veriﬁed by
is presented in Fig. 2 of Ref. [3]). The assumption of a dominant harmonic in the theory

There is a
the numerical results. The second and third hannonic were less than 25% of the main wave.
an indication
small oscillation of the electric ﬁeld energy due to the second and third harmonic, which is
we are close to a steady state. Similar runs for points above (

m = 0.7) and below (—‘°— = 0.5) or the
w

W

r
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dispersion curve lead to substantially larger energy oscillations. Another set of paramemm
corresponding to a stable equilibrium has been checked:

m/m,‘=0.68.

Irv,/¢u=o,2 a“;

£47. The results were similar to the ones previously described 'llre stability of the
ma)” v,
Langmuir's branch of the dispersion relation was eonﬁnnecL It was found also that points near the

merging of the Langmuir and trapped particle modes are unstable. Another set of nuts consisted
of an
electric ﬁeld turned on over 3 or 4 periods of oscillation. For large amplitude waves the trapped
particle
mode is present and a stable equilibrium is reached As the electric ﬁeld amplitude increases
a new
nonlinear mode below (up, appears (see Ref. [3]. Fig. 1). There is no deﬁnite threshold for this am

However. large E is nwded to satisfy the basic condition (1)5 V“. The lower mode corresponds to
m:

excitation of the trapped particles. The dispersion relation is approximately to = (0,, = (ekE / m)“2
The following table presents a comparison between the current calculated numerically. and the
value calculated from the results in Ref. [3]. The agreement is very good :

k. V:
to

‘E
rut/,0)

< V > adiabatic theory
v,

-—< v > adiabatic integration
v,

0.25

0.1

1.71X103

1.8 X 103

0.25

0.2

6.45 X 10'3

6.9 X 10""

<v> is the steady state drift. related to the current density by j = -en<v>.

3

Fokker-Planck Equation for a Single Wave

For numerical integration, the following equation has been used (written in normalized units) :

i
3;- E(x,t)av—v
5L1av[l+vz[av+
1 9L 2vf]
)
31+V8x

(12)

where E(x.r)=e(t)cos(bc—u)t).
This equation is integrated by fractional steps following the method developed in Refs. [1. 2]. To

advance the equation in time by one time step A: . we follow the following scheme :

a) calculate. for Au 2 the shift:

f*(x.v.r)=f(x—vAl/2,v,t)

(13}

b) calculate, for All 2 the shift :

f“(x,v,l)=f*(x,v-EAU 2,1)
c) solve. for At . the equation

Repeat steps a) and b).

(14)

In Ref. [4] the case of a dominant e-r' collisions has been studied. For large phase velocities of the

wave.

kv, / (not 1. the solution of the Vlasov equation in the dipole approximation if

f =fM (v+e(r)sin(k1—(ot)). This can be veriﬁed as long as the Vlasov and Fokker-Planck

distributions are similarfme work in Ref. [4] indicates that the dipole solution is close to the Fokkerptanck solution for the distribution function of the untrapped particles f a’. The current found from the
solution of Eq. (12) agree with the theory for few collisional time. Calculations for a much longer
collisional time have been recently reponed [5], and show time-asymptotic distribution to be supported

by one wave only.
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Numerical Simulation of the Collisionless Diffu
sion of Particles

and Current Across 3 Magnetic Field
Mm, I. Shkarofsky‘, A. Ghizzoz,

P. Bertrandz, G. Manfredi, E. Fijalltow3, M. Feix,
S. Karttunen‘, T. Pattikangas“, R. Salomaa‘

Centre Canadien de Fusion Magnétique,
Varennes, Qué. BX 151, Canada

A drift lcinetic Vlasov code, with ﬂuid equations
for the ions, is applied to study the oollim'onless
diffusion of elections and cunent across a magnetic ﬁeld,
when an electron beam is injected near the
edge of a two—dim

ensional magnetized plasma, often referred to as DC helicity injection
In the present
model. a slab geometry is used. ﬁnite in the y direction and periodic
in the x direction which simulates
the

periodic toroidal direction The magnetic ﬁeld is tilted
at an angle of e = 10° with respect to the x
direction Test particle diagnostics are used to present
detailed studies of the evolution of the phase
space and to analne the anomalous diffusion process induced
in space across the magnetic ﬁeld by the
Kelvin-Hehnholtz (Kl-I) instability, and the velocity space
diffusion process induced along the magnetic
ﬁeld due to the kinetic effects. The beatn is injected close
to the edge (yb =—6). with a velocity V, =6.

We solve the pertinent Vlasov equation for the electron
s using a method of fractional steps. Fluid
equations are used for the ions. The equations have been
previously presented [1. 2]. together with the
appropriate initial conditions for the beam injection. The
trajectories of the electrons in phase-space are
obtained by integrating the equations of motion along the
characteristics of the Vlasov equation, written
in normalized units :

$=v.cose+r5,“ie
dr '

(1)

2:1&9
dz

(2)

ﬂ

to“

d"I
——=—E cosB

dt

‘

3

0

v. is the component of the velocity along the magnetic
ﬁeld, and the different symbols have their
conventional meaning. Eqs. (2-3) can readily be integrated
to give :
Lane

aura-—

y—yo=m—“(v,—v,.)
MPB Technologies. Dorval. Québec, Canada H9? 1] l
Université de Nancy. LPMI-URA 835, Nancy. France
Université d'Orléans, PWS/CNRS - Orleans. France

Technical Research Center. Nuclear Engineering Lab" Espoo, Finland
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in space and in
whet: VI” and ya are.the coordinates of the initial positions. To study the diffusion
in the beam region around
velocity space. we follow the trajectories of 4096 test particles located
located close to the bulk of
are
sets
Both
0.
=
y
slab
ofthe
center
the
in
, —6 and another set located
coefﬁcient across the magnetic ﬁeld Dy was
:L’Mtt’xwellian distribution (2 < v“ < 3). "the diffusion

:
calculated from the measurement of the quantity ((Ay)2> for the set of N = 4096 test particles

(in) kg); (rm—ire»
2

1

N

2

(s)

r=l

their initial positions. Then Dy is
which denotes the average square displacement of the electrons from
deﬁned b)’

D, = % ((M2)

(6)

2
m a similar way. we deﬁne <(Avu) > and DVII . Using Eq. (4) we derive the following relation wltich

the diffusion in velocity space :
relates the diffusion in space across the magnetic ﬁeld to

Dy = DV” time/(03¢

(7)

2
((Av”) > and <(Ay)2). for particles
Fig.1 and Fig 2 show. on a logarithmic scale. the values of
nicely veriﬁed Figs. 3. 4 and 5 show the
initially located in -6.5 < ya < -5.5. The relation Eq. (7) is very
space region 2 < vII < 3 region in the
evolution of these test-particles initially located around the velocity
Note the rapid evolution of these
(4).
v-y phase-space. They obey accurately the relation given in Eq.
ing the phase-space excursion of
constrain
of
effect
the
has
(4)
Eq.
in
law
tion
conserva
The
particles.
of particles is valid even during
excursion
the
on
t
constrain
particles in the v“ — y space. and this
ace for these particles, and
phase—sp
v-x
the
of
evolution
the
show
8
chaotic motion [4]. Figs. 6, 7 and
space. Note at t = 80 a good fraction
Figs. 9. 10 and 11 show the evolution of these particles in the x-y
studies of the phase-space evolution
the particles diffusing almost coherently towards the center. Similar

the slab, and show a similar
has been effected at different locations. Especially around the center of

evolution

has been studied using a drift-ldnetic
To conclude. collisionless diffusion of particles and current
d was

ions. The problem considere
eulerian Vlasov code for the electrons. coupled to a ﬂuid code for the
injection

referred to as DC helicity
that of an electron beam injected near the edge of a plasma, often
l noise. an important requirement to
The Vlasov approach proves to be effective in reducing numerica
cles provides a graphic description of the
study diffusion processes. while the selective use of test-parti
instabilities. Diffusion in velocity space
sma
beampla
and
KH
g
evolution of coupled and competin
connecting the diffusion in velocity
necessarily causes diffusion in particle trajectory. A simple relation
has been derived. and veriﬁed by numerical
ﬁeld
magnetic
the
across
space
in
diffusion
the
to
space

of current drive. in which the beamsimulation These results are also of relevance to other situations
rapid heating of the plasma bulk
of
picture
The
m.
mechanis
plasma interaction is not the driving
diffusion of the current towards
coupled with a rapid formation of a tail in the distribution function and
electric ﬁeld is penetrating the
ohmic
an
when
problems
in
common
very
picture
a
is
center
the plasma

'
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plasma. and when driving a current in a tokamaks by lower-hybrid current drive. The presem YESults
offer possible qualitative explanation to these observations. In particular the collisionless difﬁmm of

accelerated particles can play an important role in ﬁlling the so-called spectral gap in
problems of Iowa-

hybrid current-drive.
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1

Introduction

The study of arbitrary-amplitude travelling structures (such as solitons, double layers, etc.) in plasmas has been a subject of considerable interest
in

2

The model

The plasma is assumed to be inﬁnite, homogeneous,
collisionlees, unmagnetised and quasineutral. The

system of plasma ﬂuid equations is then given by

the recent years. The assumption of the arbitrari—
ness of the structure amplitude makes the KdV
equation inapplicable, and one should use the more
general ﬂuid model. Starting from the work [1]
the travelling structure solutions of ﬂuid equations

E + 5("i'1jl _
01

tron components do not admit rarefactive solitons,

though the question of their existence in a more general case remained open. Recently there appeared
many papers studying travelling structures in multicomponent plasmas [3, 4]. The question of special
interest was the domain of existence of such 50hr
tions. Numerical investigation [5, 6] has shown the
existence of considerable restrictions on the range
of parameters for such solutions to be possible.
It is found from theory [7, 8, 9, 10] and experiments [1], 12. 13] that particle distribution within a
kink (double layer) can be classiﬁed into “trapped”
and “fire" groups. (Hereafter under a kink we mean
a monotonic transition layer.) This implies that in
a ﬂuid model of a two—component plasma kinks do
not occur, though a rigorous mathematical proof of
this fact has not been given.
In this article we study the, existence conditions

for the travelling structures without using the con—
ventional method of the Sagdeev pseudopotential.

_ '
a -

(I)
6 ~

62
(9—1:: 2—4TZCjni.

were usually analysed using the formalism of the

Sagdeev pseudopotential. It was shown [2) (in
the approximation of Boltzmann electrons and cold
ions) that plasmas consisting of single ion and elec-

8:
811-

3
min,- (WI + via—1:)+ 3P: 2 —Cjnja—
:(2)
(3)

J

Here "j, mj,c,-, ”131% are the density, mass, charge,
velocity and pressure of the j’s species respectively.
To obtain a closed system one should add an equation of state. We assume a general polytropic procms {Ii/n}, = const, here 7,» is the polytropic index.
We assume the following boundary conditions:

64>

'25, _)
a: ”1‘ —' 0: "j —‘ "in; 1’1““ "i073:

(4)

m z —. —oo. Here T)- is the background temperature and the unperturbed density, njg, satisﬁes the

quasineutrality condition.

3

Arbitrary amplitude travelling structures

We look for travelling structure solutions propagating with a constant velocity u. It is advantageous
to pass into a moving frame making the transformation E = :c — ut,

Integrating eq.(1), and substituting the result
into (2) we obtain equation Wich can be integrated
to give

‘emailutruurﬁphmndmaza
Iemail:harinCIph.Iind.a.¢:.za

.2

T,In:,+ "‘J"

(If: — 1) = _:i¢I

(5)

7""—
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{or an isothermal process (7,- : 1) or

-T., _1__ 1)+
7; 11(2);
,—

711,- u”
2

(xi‘ — l) = «m. (6)

71' T

{0‘ an “isothermal process (7,: at 1), where x,- =
l'lj/"jo are the normalised densmes. Eliminating it
ain
from eqs. (3) we obt

We denote [mini/(ﬁ-ﬂnl/hi“) by 0;. For 0 <
a“ < +oo the curves deﬁned by eq. (7) and B(x) =
0 are closed. The extreme of z,- are achieved at
z;_,— = a3_,-, since here the derivatives dzj/dz3_j
vanish (ﬁg. 1). The derivstives dzj/dé become inﬁnite when :i = a}. Therefore. the solution lives

only on the part of the trajectory falling into the
quadrant bounded by the ling z,- = or,- and conm- 7 _
._
. .
taining the initial point (permiuihle quadrant).
We shall now estimate the “escape tirne" [mm
1r?“ 7’
the points of the boundary. Under escape time we
. 2
ﬁnite change of
+ Z [7} int; + "'12“ (xi-2 - 1)] njo = 0. (7) mean the range ofE needed for the
densities Zj. Expr-Iing Bet/(9E from eq. (8) results

5: [Liar l-m a" (#4)]
7,-=1

This equation deﬁne a curve in a space of normalised densitia x,- which we shall further refer to
a a trajectory of the solution. We denote the LHS

of eq. (7) by 7(1)-

On the other hand, using Poisson equation (3),

ing
summing over all types of species, and integrat

we obtain

in

. 2 3,--3 )
. . 7r“- mu
(71’1").25

in: ZFe,.
4:

1)]. <12)
\ﬁ'2 [TM — 1) + mien—
Eq. (12) implies that the trajectory may leave or
= z: in an inﬁnite “time".
yields a ﬁnite “time" of enter (escape) for the points with z; 96 :7. Assuming
:1 = z; in B(x) = 0 one can verify that the bound-

1 a 2 enter points with :1
_
,
Z [Ti(=}" -1)+ miuzlzj 1 - 1)l "i0 = g (3—2) On the other hand it
1'

(3)

We denote the LHS of eq. (8) as B(x).

Since

(Bo/6t)“ 2 0, conﬁgurations with the densities sat-

isfying the inequality 8 < 0 are not allowed. The

boundary of this region of “impossibility of motion”
is deﬁned by B(x) = 0.

ary and the bisector :1 = :1 can have at most two

common points. The inﬁniteness of the escape time
for the point (1,1) prova the consistency of the
boundary conditions (4).
At the positive inﬁnity the solution can have

two different types of behaviour. It can either end
at the second point with the inﬁnite escape time
4 Two-component plasma
(:1 = r; $ 1) or it reaches a turning point on the
We restrict ourselves to the pluma consisting of two boundary where :1 ¢ 2:; (at this point the sign of
kinds species, j = 1,2. In this case both the tra~ the RHS of eq. (12) changes) and comes back to
jectory and the boundary are curves in the plane of the point (1,1). In the ﬁrst case the solution will
the densitia (21,22), Let I: and I be ﬁxed indices, have the form of a kink while the second case correk : 1 or 2.1: 3-k. The trajectory and the bound- sponds to a symmetric (with rapect to E) solitary
ary can be repraented as solutions of autonomous structure (soliton). In both cases the solution sat—
isfying boundary conditions (4) exists if and only if
differential equations
the following two conditions hold.
(9)
dz“ _ el 7tTrzz'4 —- mku’xf’
1. The trajectory toucha the region B < 0 at the
717721;” — mgu’ara3
dz. ~ Ct
initial point (1,1) on the outer side. (Escape
and
condition.)
(10)
dzb, _ e1 7gTwZ”l — mink?
‘2. The trajectory intersects (touches at :1 = :3 9e
yiﬁzgl'l — mlu’zk‘)‘7
ct
the
1 in the case of a kink) the boundary in the
permissible quadrant.
respectively. with initial condition :¢,(0) :
The I‘escape condition” can be written in terms
zbl(0) = 1.
The initial point (1, 1) belongs both to the trajec- of second derivatives at the initial point,
tory and the boundary. This is also a point where
d7

dz_tl
dzk :.=1

_ ﬂ [7‘71 —mku7
5* 717i - mill“
d“ :.=i

I)"

‘12:,“

they have a common tangent,

dzk

= dzb,

(11)

3.:1

“7’,“
d1: :.=1

dzk
d2

if m>1,

(13)

if a.<1.

(14)

2.:1

‘5"

dzk n:1
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In View of eqs. (9), (10) and (11) these conditions

can be reduced to

The boundary of the region deﬁned by eq.
is given by

new = IMHO»
< lfor

(15)

never be satisﬁed while in the case aha; < 1 it
always holds.
Buidw the initial point, the trajectory and the
boundary can have only one point of intersection
in the permissible quadrant and only in the case

when cu < l, or. > 1 [14]. Moreover, if (z;,:;)
is such a point- of Lutersection, :1, > 1. In this
case the sufﬁcient condition of intersection which
now becomes also necasary can be expressed as the
following inequality

(15)

Note that the condition :1, > 1 means that densitits can only increase, i.e. rarefactive solitons are
not allowed.
Apart from solitons, the analysis of the sec. 4 gave
us another possible type of a travelling structure,
vi: a kink. Such solution would exist if and only

equations T(:te-ai) = 0 and 8(‘bevuil = 0 ,5
spectivelyr (We should choose greater roots, since
we consider only thoee parts of the trajectory and
the boundary that fall into the permissible quad-

rant.) Hence eq. (18) is a compatibility conditiOn
of these equations.
For ion—acoustic solitons then We > u (VT, =
,/2T,-7m,- is a thermal velocity of particle species
j) variations in the electron temperature are very
small. Accordingly the polytropic index for elec.
trons is assumed to that of an isothermal prom,
7e = 1. The ion-acoustic velocity, on the other
hand, although less, can be of the some order as a
structure speed. Hence the process for ions can be

naturally approximated as an adiabatic.
For an isothermal electron, 7e = l, and an

anisothermal ion, 7i = 7 ¢ 0, zbelai) and “C(05)
are found from

ﬁne, a,) = 11:11:: + a3’1 (=3 — 1) +
77+", (0,?“ — 1) + 0—2" («,4 — 1) = o

if the second common point of the boundary and

trajectory in the permissible quadrant belongs also
to the line :1 : :3.

(19)

and

It has been proved that the model in question

B(:be1°i)= 1e — 1+ 9}: (re—l — l) +

can not support monotonic transition layers in a

n, (a; _ 1) + on (oi—l — 1) = o,

case when 7, = 73 [14].

5

(18)

0,) 1,og< 1. where ‘be(°'i) and xtelai) are greater root.
of

In the case aha; > 1 the escape condition can

a1t1(°'t:)< Ib,(ak)-

(16)

(20)

according to eqs. (7) and (8(x) = 0). Eq. (20)
Existence domain for compressive ion-acoustic soli-

produces a quadratic equation

tons

where b =1+p9+9q(1— ai'1)+rr)(l— a?) > 0,
c = 0):. To prove the poeitiveness ofb it sufﬁces to
show that

zg~zeb+c=0,

(21)

Let us call a j type of particles in the plasma ions
(i) if a,- > 1 or electrons (e) if a; < 1. A condition necessary and suﬁicient for an existence of
9(1—ui-‘)+r(1-a,7)30,
(22)
compressive solitons is given by eqs. (15). (16).
We introduce the following dimensionless param- where a, = [0/(1-7)]1/(7“). Introducing a new variable 9 = 9/7, eq. (22) becomes
0 = Ira/Vsz = miu [Te, where V5 is ion acoustic
speed. Since are = (0p/7e)1/("8+1) < l and a, :

eters, ,, = me/m'. 7) = "io/"eo. r = Ti/Te,

[1+ 11 — arr-(7dr 17-717)]? =p(q)r 2 o.

[0/(-r,r)]ll(7i+l) > 1, 0 and T satisfy: 1" < 0/7,,
0 < 745/11.
The escape condition (15) written in our dimensionless parameters is

9 (1_ a) _ 7_e .

r<—Ti

7}

7377

(23)

Eq. (23) always holds, since at q = 7, p(q) achieves
its minimum, p(7) : 0.
Hence the greater root of eq. (21) is 2+ = 5+
Vb! — doc/2a. Accordingly, eq. (18) is equivalent
to

(17)

Eq. (17) giva the left margin of the existence domain (thick straight line in ﬁg. 2).

0p

_

7n)

n

‘“++?(‘e"1)+ﬁ(°3‘—ll
9']
—2
- 1) __o (24)
+701,

7'"—
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is satisﬁed on a line
(thin straight line
968;;- 2), Numerical solution shows that eq. (24)
in “,0 ”mﬁed on another line that giva the right
as one can verify,
Eq-cut(2 4),
1. = 0/7, 0 < 0 5 7/}:

:mp-n of the existence domain (thick curve in fig.
2).

1

0.25

Concluding Remarks

5

We have obtained the following important results
{9; a ﬂuid model of a two-component plasma:
1‘ The model does not admit monotonic transi-

tion layers in the case of a plasma consisting

of two types of particles which have the same
73),
thermodynamic properties (7) :
,
2. The model dam not admit rarei'active solitons

3. Cemprdsive ion-acoustic solitons exist only in

the domain deﬁned by eqs. (17), (24).

In ﬁ5_ 2 we praent the domains of existence of
compressive solitons in a plasma consisting a sin51‘ isothermal electron species and a single adiar

batic proton species, p = 1/1836, 7e = 1, 71 =
5/3. These aolitons are supersonic, :9 Z 1. Let
us note that the tight boundary of the domain
for r = 0 (cold ions) corresponds to the speed
u a: 1.58V. which coincides with the standard re

sult of Sagdeev [1].
For low ion temperature the domain of existence

sharply shrinks with the temperature growth. Consequently, even comparatively low ion temperature
cannot be neglected.
We did not consider solutions with trajectoria ins
tersecting the lines I) = of. However, we note that
such solutions may be possible and would corre-

of

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.50

Figure 2. The domain of existence of compressive
ion—acoustic solitons for an electron-proton plasma
on the T,15-plane, :- = Ti/Te, I, : miu7/Te =
u7/V57. The domain is bounded by the thick lines.
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High Intensity Laser
Produced Plasmas

and Inertial Confinement

Electrons conelations within the average atom model for swift
heavy ions
in dense plasmas
QMaynarﬁ, CiDeutsch, K.Katsonis, S.Mabong, CNRS
GdR 918 and 135, Laboratoire de
Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas, Université Paris XI,
Bat. 212, 91405 Orsay, France

Summary.—In this paper, we present our average atom model
used to describe the interactioﬂ
of swiﬂ heavy ions beams with dense plasmas. The objectiv
e of this work is to make reliable
estimations of the target stopping power, the charge evolution
of the beam inside the target

and of the inﬂuence of the Auger emission at the exit
surface using the same model. Taking
into account the electrons correlations allows an extensio
n of the validity domain of the model
to low density plasmas.

INTRODUCTION.
The interaction of a swift heavy ion beam with a target depends
on three characteristics

of this target: the density, the temperature and the atomic number.
In the case of inertial

fusion, one needs to describe the inﬂuence of temperature
on the energy deposition proﬁle of

heavy beams in dense plasmas. As experimental results are available
only for cold solids, gas
targets and low density plasmas, theoretical models are needed. It
is important to check these
models with experimental results in plasmas and in dense solids.
In order to compare the
theory with the experiment these models have to be valid both in high
and low density targets.

The Average Atom Model (AAM), is well adapted to dense
plasmas but has shortcomings in
gaseous plasmas. To extend the validity of AAM to
low density case we have included

correlations between some atomic processes and their reverse. Results
obtained with this new
model have been compared to experiments and other theories for
interaction of swift heavy

ions with gas, plasmas, solids and thin foils. In the chapter
I the main features of our model
are described; typical results are presented in chapter 11.

I.— AVERAGE ATOM MODEL WITH CORRELATIONS

In dense plasmas, heavy ions can have many excited electrons. The number
of
atomic states to consider is extremely large and crude simpliﬁcations
have to be made. The

most commonly used approximation is the statistically average
atom model in which the only

variables are the mean electron populations Pi in each subshell
i>. The ionisation state q of
an ion with atomic number Z is given by q = Z )3 Pi. The evolution
with time of Pi, due to

collisions and photon emission satisﬁes the relation:

:1?

Eiz‘P'Vﬁ); Tr"’:)*”r(¢r*213 TM)
+dielemnic muoiantraﬁan

(1)

Where Hi are the hole populations (Pi + Hi = degeneracy of the i
level), L and Ci are the rate
coefﬁcients for ionisation and electron capture and Ti,» is the rate
coefﬁcient for one electron
transfer from level i to level j. Dielectronic rate for an electron
transfer from level i to level
j and an electron capture in level k is DUpPi-HJ-HL. The rate for
the reverse process (autoionis—
ation) is Aijk-Pk-PJ‘Hi. The products of two or three electrons and
holes population in (1) show

that the populations have to be independent. There is no correlation between one process and
many collisions had to happen
its reverse. For eXMple, after a dielectronic recombination,

matter but not in
before an autoionisation reaction. This is probably true in high density
states are very
excited
in
populations
electrons
average
the
case,
last
this
In
targets.
gaseous

a
low. and the product Pk-PJ— leads to a negligible contribution of the autoionisation. As
low
in
n
contributio
dielectronic
the
of
nt
enhanceme
large
a
yields
consequence. the AAM

created simultaneously
density plasmas. To overcome this drawback double excited electrons

be done means of
have to be distinguished from those due to successive collisions. This can

tion. The
the introduction of pairs of electrOns PP”. created only by dielectronic recombina
ed
summaris
is
PPij
electrons
of
pairs
and
Pi
ns
populatio
ent
evolution with time of independ
in Table 1,

process

rate

resulting
electron/hole

il

initial
electron/hole
Pi

ionisation

Irpi

i2

PPi

ionisation

Ii'ppij

hr
hi + pi

rl

b.-

recombination

Rirhi

P;

t1

1). + 11;

transfer i ->j

Tit-Prhi

h.i + pi

t2

p13“l + hi

transfer i ->j

Ta‘PPix-hs

hi + pp”:

a1

bi + p,- + pk

autoionisation

{\iﬂvkiiptrp,K

pi + bi + hll

112

h; + pp“

autoionisation

Aml.lti,».prpill

pi + h,- + hll

33

bi + pi + ppb

autoionisation

Aiirhiﬁpph

ppin + b]. + bk

b,» + pp,_ + pp,“

autoionisation

Aﬁk.hi.ppiu.pph

pppmi’ bi + bk

d1

pi + hi + h.

dielecu'onic
recombination

Dan-1th

hi + ppill

d2

PPi. + h, + it;

dielectronic
recombination

D.,n.rxpl_..h,.h,L

In + pppIii

34

Table 1: A romic processes when pair of electrons are included
decay
The t2 reaction in Table 1, shows that correlations can be conserved during the

cascade. With a4 and d2 processes we must include new correlations between three particles.
We have here the same hierarchy as for electron function distribution in plasma and we need
some closure approximation. In fact, 34 and d2 have little inﬂuence either in low or high
density target and can be ignored.
If details on the projectile radiative emission are needed, hole—electron correlations have
to be included. In the most general case we have incorporate hole-electron pair and holeelectron-elctron populations. Correlations between hole and electron are only sensitive in
special cases, for examples when all the subshells are nearly closed.

The atomic energy levels are obtained through the hydrogenic approximation with
screening constants, considering the l-splitting [1], that leads to our Average Correlated

in the next
Hydrogenic Atom Model (ACHAM). Results obtained with ACHAM are presented
chapter.

[1— RESULTS

a) Low density plasmas
Using
hydrogen
discharges, charge and energy
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example is reported in Figure 1

for 1.5 MeV/u c1”* ions flowing through a hydrogen target
with linear electron density of

1-10‘9cm'2. We observe a strong
inﬂuence of the target ionisation
on the stopping and on the
charge
evolution
of
the

projectile in this case.

b) Solid targets
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Figure 1: Charge and energy evolution of CI”+ versus target

length. Dark squares are the experimental ionisation States

Looking at a heavy ion with atomic
number Z and ionisation state q in the

MeV/u region, if q is closed to 2/2 there is

stopping can be important. With ACHAM

. 1 . m1]

§

depends strongly on the charge state, but

for large q, non-linearity effects in the

1000

itinui

the medium. The heavy ion energy loss

(charge)

target. Therefore there is no direct
measurement ofthe projectile charge inside

2

experimental evidence that many electrons

are emitted at the exit surface of a solid

l

we calculated the equilibrium charge inside
the solid (called gm). Then, using the
Standard Stopping Model [2] we determine
she stopping power S(qem) — dE/dx and
100
16 32 48 64 80 96
eﬂne the effective charge Zerr by Zen. —
atomic number
S(qm»‘) / 8(1). Finally, we calculated, with
ACHAM, the charge evolution in the void Figure 2; Z.”
and qwmd‘ for 4MeV/u in Carbon.
“ﬁe! the target surface (Auger emission) Experimental
results came from Ref. 3 and 4.
which leads to the ﬁnal charge (called quw
Mt). A comparison with parametric tables of experim
ental results [3,4] is shown in ﬁgure 2.
To our knowledge, no theoretical work has been publishe
d, up to now, on the difference

between Zerr and qwulde, In the example of ﬁgure 2, the
agreement between experiment and
ACHAM

is quite good but some discrepancies remain for high
atomic number. In that case

large.
however the uncertainties in the atomic collision rates are
c) High density plasmas

The main goal of our work is

to describe the energy deposition
ﬁlm—IIIIIIITIIITIII

proﬁle of intense heavy ion beams in

dense plasmas for inertial fusion
. .1
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medium are changing so do the
deposition proﬁle. In ﬁgure 3 we
have reported ACHAM results for 30
MeV/u incident Bi ions in Li targets
for two values of density and
temperature. We observe here that the
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.
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Figule 3: Charge evolution of 30 MeV/u Bi ions versus bination.
energy during the slowing down process in L! targets.

CONCLUSIONS
(ACHAM) are
Typical results of our new Average Correlated Hydrogenic Atom Model
density. Using
presented hereby. This model provides covering of a large range in targets
the average
with
solids
inside
charge
the
compare
also
can
we
stopping power theory

seems
ionisation state after interaction with the target. Comparison with experiment
between
collisions
for
sections
cross
the
in
remain
s
uncertaintie
satisfactory However, large
heavy particles. Work on this subject is in progress [5].
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D. Batani, S. Bossi, A. Benuzzi
Dipartimento di Fisica Universita di Milano , Via Celoria 16
20133 Milano, Italy

Introduction
Studies on shock wave generation and propagation play a
fundamental role in the framework of Inertial Confinement Fusion
(ICE) in order to get almost isentropic compressions of the
thermonuclear target with laser pulse temporal shaping.
Shock wave experiments also allow measurements of the Equations of
State (EOS) of strongly compressed materials. This is of interest for

astrophysics and again for ICF.
In the past, efforts to do quantitative studies have been limited by many
experimental problems (target preheating due to long laser
wavelengths; strong non-homogenities and hot spots in the beams;

small focal spots implying 2D effects). Here we present some
preliminary results on shock waves with laser beams smoothed by
Random Phase Plates (RPP) in a regime of interest for ICF.

Experimental set up
High pressure shock waves are generated as consequence of
momentum conservation when a laser beam is focused on a solid
target creating a hot plasma rapidly expanding outwards. Our
experiment is based on the detection of the shock wave arrival on the
target rear face which causes a sudden increase of temperature and ‘

hence of em. emission. We have used one of the six beams of LULI 0» =

0,53 um, Ezwe25 D focused with a f=50 cm lens in a fairly large focal

spot (dwlOO pm) with an intensity IL s 4*1014 W / cmz. The temporal

behaviour of the laser pulses is gaussian with a FWHM of 600 psec. A
2nd beam was used as temporal fiducial. Targets were simple Al foils
of thickness between 2 and 25 pm. The beams were optically smoothed
with RPPs to produce a homogeneous gaussian focal spot. The
diagnostics were:

7+1

11649

-

_ a streak camera working in the visible range with a high temporal
resolution (50 psec/mm) coupled with a photographic objective
which imaged the target rear face onto its slit.
a CCD camera without temporal resolution to image the focal spot
_ a fast diode without spatial resolution to measure the total intensity
emitted by the rear face

Fig. 1 shows two typical streak camera images obtained with 8 and 15

um Al targets. As obvious, shock arrives later for thicker target. The

shape of the image is due to the gaussian focal spot (at the edge, the
laser intensity is lower and shock waves travel with lower speed). Such

a shape is reproducible "shot by shot" with no evidence of localised
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earlier shock breakthroughs due to hot spots.

Target thickness (urn)

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the shock breakthrough, at the centre of
the focal spot, from target thickness (tzO refers to the maximum of the
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laser pulse). These series of data were
obtained with the streak camera
scale of 200 psec/ mm. Fig. 3 shows instead the
shock arrival time as a
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foils
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We noticed that, in our thickness range, thicker
targets

are
characterised by a higher luminosity (in order
to avoid image
satur

ation we had to put neutral optical densities before
the strea

k
camera slit). This is due to the fact that the
laser intensity increases
with time and hence with thicker targets, shocks
are gener

ated by
higher average intensity and higher temperature are
produced at

target rear face.
Also for thin targets, we expect to detect a series of
shock emerging at
target rear side. Indeed when the shock arrives at
the rear face of a
thin target, a relaxation wave begins to propagate
in the opposite
direction and, if it arrives at the other face while the
laser is still on, a
2nd shock is generated and propagates toward
the rear face. The
thinner the target, the shorter the cycle shock-relax
ation will be.
Anyway the 2nd shock is much more difﬁcult to detec
t because the rear

surface has been already ”warmed" by the 1“ shock and hence
it's

more
difﬁcult to detect a relatively smaller temperature gradie
nt.
Discussion
We obtained good series of reproducible results
which are in
appreciable agreement with 1D simulation perfor
med with the
hydrodynamic code "FILM" developed at Ecole Polyte
chnique (1). The

use of a fairly
comparison with a 1D code was made possible by the
large foCal spot (dulOOum).

lly Vs~3*106
From fig. 1 we can calculate shock velocities, typica
in fig. 1
011/ sec. A typical dispersion of :10% is associated with data

r results were obtained in
obtained with the 200 psec/ mm scale; bette
able to work with the 50
the course of the experiment where we were

psec/ mm scale.

SESAME EOS tables
Comparisons with FILM simulations using the
Mbar. This result can
P=s25
res
pressu
Alto
in
show that this correspond

l. Indeed in
also be qualitatively obtained with simple analytical mode
pressure
and
ty
the perfect gas approximation of a plasma, shock veloci
are related by the formula (2):
V52 = P/Po

the shock
where po=2.7 g/ cm3 is the unperturbed Al density and
pressure is given by (3):

P (Mbar) =12.3 (Ia (W/ ems/1014 )2/3 * x-2/3 (punt (A/zz)1/3
is absorbed by
where la 5 IL is the fraction of the laser intensity which

Mbar). These
the plasma (lag-1.5 1014 W / cm2 is needed to get P=25
re which
pressu
shock
nt
formulas are valid in the framework of consta

they
corresponds to the case of flat-top laser pulses; hence in our case

are useful only as order of magnitude estimates.

.
Conclusions
g
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possib
the
This preliminary experiment has shown
with
waves
shock
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ts
remen
measu
reproducible and quantitative
refined
optically smoothed laser beams. We are now realising more

"shot
experiments with the use of stepped targets (which allow direct

smoothing
by shot" measurements of shock velocity) and other beam
flat shoek
quality
high
techniques (Phased Zone Plates) which produce
se laser
increa
to
er
togeth
waves. Also we are using 3 LULI beams
sions.
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SUPERTHERMAL ELECTRONS NEAR THE CUT-OFFI
LAYER OF
INTENSE ELECTRON PLASMA WAVES

,5_
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‘

S.J. Karttunen and T.J.H. Pattikangas

Intense electron plasma waves are generated by the stimulated Raman
scattering 01two plasmon decay in the underdense plasma corona of laser-fusion targets.
They are
responsible for the generation of fast electrons with energies of a few hundred
keV, which
are very damaging because of preheating of the pellet core. Resonance absorptio
n of an
electromagnetic Wave at the critical density is another mechanism which
excites large.
amplitude electron plasma waves by linear mode conversion. Large-am
plitude plasma,
waves can also be used in the beat-wave accelerator to accelerate electron
and positron
beams to ultra high energies [1]. It has also been suggested that fast
electron plasma
waves generated by the beat-wave coupling and stimulated Raman scattering
could be
applied to drive current in tokamaks plasmas [2,3]

Large~amplitude plasma waves may propagate from their generation
region, and they
can be absorbed or reﬂected depending on the plasma conditions. The
propagation of
the plasma wave parallel to the density gradient affects strongly the dynamics
of the fast
electrons, and makes it different trorn the standard trapping or quasilinea
r models in a.
homogeneous plasma. Fast electron generation and damping of the electron
plasma wave
in the resonance absorption of laser light have earlier been analyzed by Vlasov
simula—
tions [4]. In this paper, the electron acceleration by a reﬂecting plasma wave
is analyzed
by test particle simulations when the phase velocity of the plasma wave increases
rapidly.

2. Reﬂecting Electron Plasma Wave

Short-wavelength electron plasma wave E(k,w) is fairly heavily damped and
there is
no appreciable propagation of the plasma wave. At longer wavelengths, kAD
< 0.3,
the weak Landau—damping makes it possible that the wave grows to a higher
amplitude
and propagates from its generation region. A propagating plasma wave is very sensitive
to density variations when it travels nearly parallel to the density gradient. A
small
change in the plasma density has a. strong inﬂuence on the phase velocity of the wave.
For the waves travelling up the density gradient, the phase velocity increases rapidly
near the cut-cit, and the wave experiences reﬂection from the cut-off layer. The Landau
damping of the reﬂecting plasma wave increases during its propagation, which leads to
full absorption of the wave at a lower density.
.

We assume a linear density ramp 11(3) = [nc — 11(0)](3/35) + n(0), where nc is the

critical density for the electron plasma wave, i.e., wp(:cc) = 0.). Assuming harmonic time
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wave amplitude
and Fourier transforming in y—direction, we obtain for the
= 1:30 — :c/zec) - k:
k2(z)
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0,
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(z)
k2(:c)E
+
E”(z)
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the Well known Airy
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= [w2 - w:(0)]/3v3. The solution is given in terms of Airy function

dependence

and k3 : k2(0)
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koc
2/3(i — 1)} exp[i(kyy — wt».
Eat) ~ Ai{(7>

(1)

the propagation is parallel to the
which includes the reﬂected wave component, too. If
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FIG. 1. (a) Airy solution of the electron plasma wave in a linear density proﬁle.
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Trajectory of a single electron through the same Airy wave packet. Dashed
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the phase velocity of the plasma wave obtained from the linear dispersion relation.
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ACCELERATION OF CHARGED PARTICLES AND PHOTONS

IN THE WAKE OF A SHORT LASER PULSE IN A THIN CHANNEL
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and
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' General Physics Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia

“ Dept. of Theoretical Physics, University of Turin, Italy

We present the analytical results of an ongoing study ofthe propagation in a narrow channel

ofa nelatiuistically strong laser pulse. The channel eliminates the pulse spreading due to diffraction,

In an empty channel with sharp boundaries. the main absorption mechanism is “vacuum heating"

of the electrons expelled from the walls, These electrons ﬁll the channel and form a charged cloud

which moves at a relativistic velocity behind the pulse and produces a longitudinal electric ﬁeld that

can be used to accelerate charged particles, This cloud can also act as a mirror and, interacting

with electromagnetic radiation, ups/lift its frequency. The interaction with the channel wall depends

on the pulse intensity and polarization, Till-polarized pulses udergo greater losses than TE-pulses,

and cause the the formation of a charged cloud, of high harmonics and aft: quasi-static magnetic

ﬁeld. In the case of a channel ﬁlled by an underdcnse plasma, an ultrashort pulse can E'IL‘llE a
strong wake wave with a longitudinal electric wake ﬁeld which can accelerate charged particles

The propagation of a super-intense, ultra-short laser pulse in a narrow channel was examined

theoretically in Retell-4] and experimentally in [5] The oscillation energy of the electrons in the

electric ﬁeld of such intense laser pulses (pulse length of the order of lOOfs, typical intensity of the
order of IOIBW/cmz) approaches relativistic conditions and can be greater than their rest mass.
In the electric ﬁeld of these pulses matter behaves as if instantaneously ionized Since the pulse
time is much less than the typical time of ion motion, the dynamics of the electrons is the most
interesting. The electrons expelled from the walls can create a non~neutral plasma behind the pulse

[6] and the longitudinal electric ﬁeld produced by the leading front of this electron cloud moves
at relativistic velocities. A "I‘M-polarized laser pulse propagating along the axis (denoted as the

xiaxis) of a narrow cylindrical channel of radius It is most important for the creation of an electron

cloud. while the TEpolarization is of interest for channeling the electromagnetic radiation. In a

ft
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to the p—polarization and to the s-polarization,
lane geometry TM— and TE—modes correspond
in detail with PIC numerical simulations [7,8],
respectively. which have been investigated recently
a
the channel axis along I, TM-modes have
For azimuthally symmetric propagation along
its amplitude by Ea), a radial component
longitudinal component of the electric ﬁeld Er (we denote
The pulse frequency a; depends
Er and an azimuthal component H¢ of the magnetic ﬁeld, only

1)

N is determined by requiring that
on the longitudinal wave-number has w: = Ilia2 + x33, where
with Jo a Bessel function, and gives r; z 2.2/R.
E: vanishes at the wall This implies JD(NR) : 0,

We assume that the laser
The group velocity of the radiation is u57 : [gag/w : Aye/(k3 + N2)1/3.
< ms,“ with an,e = (477T162/nlcluz the
light is reﬂected by the walls. This requires w? — Iris?
density n inside the wall, i.e. n > I.'2/R2rc [3]
plasma frequency corresponding to the electron

Further, we assume N/k; << I, i.e., L5,}? >> 1
where r5 = ez/mec2 is the classical electron radius

and kzlp >> I, with I,” the pulse length.

channel wall and accelerates
The radial component E,- of the TMamode does not vanish at the
cloud behind the laser pulses In
electrons into the channel leading to the formation of an electron
the electrons in the superintense
order to simplify the description of the nonlinear dynamics of
in Ref.[9], and used in [7,8] for the
electromagnetic radiation, we follow the approach formulated
ation from the laboratory frame K to
case of a plane geometry, and perform a Lorentz transform

119. In the It" frame, E; and k’: vanish
the frame It" moving along the z—axis with group velocity
the following we assume the ﬁelds in
while the amplitudes of E’, and H; are equal to E,. In
the Lagrangian coordinates 1“,, and 1-, These
the electromagnetic wave to be given and introduce
: 1‘0 +£(ra,r), 7' = t’, where Hr”, r) is the
are related to the Eulerian variables r’ and t’ by r’

= BE/arl The action of the wave
displacement of an electron from its initial position re and u',
on the electrons results in a radial electric ﬁeld given by

Euro, r) = inc/(r, +5) /

ﬁrm)

[n:(ra+ 5)] (ra + s) «is.

(1)

frame If the oscillation radius r1;
Here nﬁ-(r’) is the density distribution of the ions in the Ii"
istic non-uniformity length L, i.e., if r5 =
of the electrons is larger than the plasma character

initial coordinate close to
e/3E,,'7/m,w2 > L with [i : ug/c and '7 : (l — 132)‘V"',electrons with
within one oscillation period of the pulse,
the boundary are thrown out of the wall into the channel

of the ﬁowlof the electrons, self
This results in electron “vacuum heating"[10], ire.V in the breaking
motion. In order to describe these
intersection of their trajectories and stochastization of their
inside the channel, 71’, = 0 for
processes, we assume that the ion density distribution vanishes
6) > R, Inserting this expression into
r’ : (r,7 + E) < R, and is constant, n:(r’) : n’o, for (ro +

Eq.(1) we obtain for the radial electric ﬁeld inside the channel
E,’_(r',t') : 277511; R! — rZ/(ra +El-

(Ql

l

l‘
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The hydrodynamic equations that describe the relativistic
electron motion in Lagrangian

variables have the energy integral
1
711,6"

[1 ~ a? — (ea/car)?“

-;
+ 27e‘n

R2 — ri/Q +r31nra/Ii + (R2~ r3) ln (ra +E)/R] = can“.

(3)

The electrons are decelerated in their motion towards the channel axis and stop at the radius "in”,
.,

I

q

1

r;

,
. 2
Km = R exp
[~ noIQA'.’
I MAP
5-1?) — —2 +

"o

rg—m

R‘

(4]

with u’o = our”) their initial velocity In the non relativistic limit,
which is obviously valid near
the point where the particle stops, Eq,(3), can be written in the
form

ar -

:95

_

'7
_

.

"J5: (ll—R.)

1/2

T ‘

M

lnll‘o‘l’él

5

and has the following solution

(n. +6)
—__
ll“

"lm‘n

1/3

,

A4

«.

')

1/2
3 ‘
to +6) =
up: (n: - 3‘)
_1 —1
‘ _ mi .

2’2] n

Tlnin

27"im‘n

(T

T n)

(6)

Here M(a, b; x) is a conﬂuent hypergeometric function and 1m", the
time it takes the electrons to
cross the channel and reach rim”, is given by

2 'i

R

Tmm : ¢m(ln,ﬁ>
up:

(Pg —

H2)

-

"9

1

R

.M(T,§,lnl—).

rm!”

2

2

[7)

rml'ﬂ

Using the asymptotic expansion of the function .M(a. b: I] and calculating
the Jacobian, IBrE/Elr;3 ,
we ﬁnd the electron density near the channel axis for 1- % (mgr.

n; : n", Qiif'yz/(wgnr'y [ln(R/r')]2).

(8)

This value tends to inﬁnity for 1" A 0, but the total number
ofelectrons near the axis remains ﬁnite.

The mean electron density in the frame I\' is < 11c > :e no QUE/(WEER
E) which corresponds to the
equipartition betwaen the mean electron potential and
kinetic energies in the channel. From this

expression we obtain the pulse depletion length clue to electron vacuum
heating: [uh z (Milky/a)2
with a : eED-y/(mewc) the pulse dimensionless amplitude
.

The typical values of the electrostatic potential in the channel and of
the electric ﬁeld at the
leading edge of the electron cloud can be estimated as at a meczaE/(Q
e) and E” m (5/1“, with
I” z: min{R, 7min vg} the scale of the cloud nonuniformity.
The energy gain ofa relativistic particle
is

as a cent,“ 2 eEnln/(l 7 J) a». eEHI“(L‘;R)2.

(10)
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exceed the non-uniformity length l” and the
The arceleration length In“ and the energy AS

the factor (hr/H): >> 1.
eleCU’OStatiC enﬂgy in the cloud by

convenient for generating a strong
The weak decay of a. short TEepolarized pulse makes its use
plasma. This process was described in
wake electric ﬁeld in a channel ﬁlled by an under-dense
propagation and the quasi—static approach
Ref-[3] using the envelope approximation for the pulse
requirements must be satisﬁed i"
for the pulse interaCtion with the plasma waves. The following
advantageous in comparison with the
order to make this SCheme of wake ﬁeld particle acceleration
ing in a uniform plasma. First, for a
excitation of plasma waves behind a wide short pulse propagat
In : n/A must be longer than the
given total pulse power P : CR37r(E2/41r). the Rayleigh length

9,. the plasma frequency inside
depletion length Id”, : min{lp(Rk,/a)2‘ (c/q) (w/QNQ], with
the acceleration length I,“c : lH/(l — d)
the channel. Second. the depletion length must exceed
rmity scale in the channel ﬁlled by the
where l” = min{R. 23/30/13,} is the electric ﬁeld nonunifo
a pulse with a sharp leading front
underdense plasma and 1-,, = c/Qp. Here we have considered

not to be spoiled by the ﬁnite
(< l/kpa) , a >> 1 and (p < ‘23/20/L'P. For the nonlinear plasma wave
we must have R > 22/3u/kpz in this case
transverse size of the channel, and therefore of the pulse,

with the phase velocity of the wake,
the difference between the pulse group velocity, which coincides

c (1 — (23/s). However.
and the speed of light in vacuum is still determined by (QP/w)3: v9 %
than the acceleration length
the depletion length law 2 (c/Qpa) (w/QPF turns out to be shorter
[R be longer than [dew requires
(“C = (ca/9p) (oi/9?)? The condition that the Rayleigh length

a > (ta/OPP”.
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Saturation of SR5 by Spatiotemporal Chaos in Coupled Langmuir Decay

Abhay K. Ram, Carson C. Chowx and Abraham Bers
Plasma Fusion Center and Research Laboratory of Electronics,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139
The nonlinear evolution and saturation of stimulated Raman scattering (SR5) in a homogeneous plasma has been studied recently by numerically integrating an appropriate set of
one—dimensional model equations that represent the nonlinear coupling of a laser wave ﬁeld
to electron plasma. (EPW) and ion-acoustic waves (IAW) [1, 2, 3, 4]. Many experiments have
observed SRS in laser—plasmainteractions [5], but no theory or numerical simulation accounts
for all of these observations. Here we present the results of a new model for understanding
the saturated state of SR8 based upon the rapid evolution of spatiotemporal chaos (STC)
in the Langmuir decay instability (LDI) [6, 7] which is driven by, and coupled to, SR5. We
restrict ourselves to interactions at low densities (below quarter-critical) where collapse is not
present, and assume that multiple LDI cascades are not dominant, as would be the case for

an inhomogeneous plasma. We compare our results with recent experiments [8].
The LDI can be treated approximately as an independent parametric process from SRS
provided the growth rate of LDI {7L0} r: (ma/4we)(w4w5)‘/7} exceeds that of SRS {75M 2

(k3m1/4)(w§/w2w3)1/2}. The integer subscript of the (kj, wj) waves are indexed in order
of decreasing frequency (i.e. j = 1 for the laser to j = 5 for the {decay} DIAW). Thus,
v01 = eEl/mcwl, where e is the electron charge, me is the electron mass and E1 is the laser
electric ﬁeld amplitude; v03 = eEg/meua is the electron oscillating velocity in the electric
ﬁeld of the EPW; we = (KTa /mc)1/ 2 is the electron thermal velocity; and (J4 and (415 denote
the angular frequencies of the (decay) DEPW and DIAW, respectively. By assuming that
L93 z Lupe, LL24 z m ws z 2c,k3, where Law is the electron plasma frequency, a, is the sound
speed and k3 is the wavenumber of the EPW, we ﬁnd that 7L0] > 73?: z (vol/4c)w1 implies:

§>EF¢E(
Ft)“.
2c, k3 1 — n
c
E1

(1,

where (kg/k1) is given in [1], ﬁ = 11/11”, n is the electron density, and 11¢T is the critical electron
density. For the parameters corresponding to the computer simulation of [2]: 11/11,, = 0.2,
electron temperature Tc = 2keV, mg/Zime = 3672 (m.- the ion mass and Z.- the ion charge
number), T,v/Z,-Tc = 0.1 (T,- is the ion temperature), IDA: = 10” (I0 is the intensity of the laser

in W/crn2 and AD is its wavelength in pm), we ﬁnd that E3/E1 > 0.833. Upon comparison
with the simulation (Fig. 1 in [2]), we ﬁnd that this is indeed the threshold condition for the
onset of the LDI; Beyond this threshold value, the growth rate of the LDI is seen [2] to be
much larger than that for SRS.
Taking the LDI as an independent parametric process driven by a. growing (due to SR8)
EPW, nonlinear-1y coupled to a damped DEPW and a damped DLAW, we model it by the

following nonconservative form of the three wave interaction [6, 7]:
((9: + 9361 — 73) (13

=

—Ka4a5 + D6303,

(2)

(a, + v.13, + '74)“

=

K'agag,

(3)

((9, + 1256: + 75) 115 =

K’aaaZ,

(4)

xPregent address: Department of Astrophysical, Planetary and Atmospheric Sciencs, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309.
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es (|a|2 is the wave action
where the a’s are the SIOWIy varying complex wavepacket amplitud

density [9]), 9’5 are the group velocities, '73 is the growth rate for the EPW, '74 and 75 are
the damping rates, K is the complex coupling coefﬁcient, and D is the diffusion coefﬁcient.

This diffusion coefﬁcient has the effect of limiting the growth at short wavelengths [otherwise
is
(2)44) do not have a stationary state] and plays the role of a model Landau damping. D
evaluaCEd by expanding the (Landau damping) imaginary part of the frequency for the EPW

in the vicinity of k3; the second order term in this expansion gives D. In (2)7(4), 73 : 75’“
Landau
is the SRS growth rate, '14 is the Landau damping rate of the DEPW, and 75 is the

damping rate of the DIAW; they are evaluated at their local (average) values of k. Assuming

of the
Us 2 0, and v4 z —t)3, transforming to the frame moving with the group velocity
EPW, rescaling the length, time and amplitudes by (75/123): —+ z, 75t —r t, (It/75hr.” A (is,
(n = 3,4, 5 —+ a : i,j, k respectively), and rescaling the damping and diffusion coefﬁcients

and; - 1332a;

-

by 73/75 -' 7i. 74/75 —~ “on (75/17n -' D, (2H4) become
7311' =

‘01:“):

3:61 - 252% + “/jﬂj = “eat,
Beak — 610.1, + a." = ago}.

(5)

(6)
(7)

We have numerically integrated (5)e(7) in periodic boundary conditions for the following
plasma. parameters: L, = 5 x 10H W/cmz, A0 = 0.35 pm, T6 = 1 keV, T.‘ : 0.4 keV,

of
Z, = 3.5, m..- = 6.5 amu, and n/na. : 0.075. These parameters correspond to a set
experiments reported in [8]. For these parameters we ﬁnd that '1,- = 7.62, 7i = 3.25, and

D = 0.011. The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the autocorrelation
function 5(z,t) = ((1,?(22’, t’)a,-(:t — 13’, t — t’)), where (-) indicates an average over all positions
3’ and time t’. This averaging is equivalent to an ensemble average over initial conditions.

5(x, t) decays rapidly over a short correlation length and after a short correlation time. This
decorrelation is due to STC and has been discussed extensively in [6, 7]. The wave number

spectrum of the EPW autocorrelation function att = 0, S(q,t = 0) = (Ia;(q,t 2 (DP), where q
is the wave number, is shown in Fig. 2. The cutoﬁin the spectrum reﬂects the ﬁnite correlation

length. Figure 2 exhibits the spectral broadening of the EPW seen in the simulations of [2].

The results are independent of the periodic length of the system as long as it is larger than
the correlation length.

Weak growth and diffusion in Eq. (5) corresponds to a regime of near integrability where

perturbative analysis around the underlying integrable solutions of the conservative three

wave interaction is possible [6, 7]. These calculations show that S(2:,t) has a. correlation time
(temporal width) that scales as 1/7,- and a. correlation length (spatial width) that scales as
y/Df‘yg. The average maximum amplitude of the EPW will saturate at a value of approximately qo : \l—yﬂD. This leads to an estimate for the amplitude of the correlation function

of 5(0, 0) = (13/4. For the parameters corresponding to our simulation this gives 5(0, 0) z 170
which is close to the value observed in Fig. 1.

Thae results for LDI are now applied to the saturation of SR5. The SRS itself is described
by a three wave interaction for the pump laser wave, the reﬂected wave, and the EPW.
Considering that the EPW reaches the saturated STC state in a short time (of the order of a

few 1/7535), and assuming an undepleted laser pump, we need only consider the equation for
the reﬂected wave. In the case of an inhomogeneous plasma with a linear density gradient, the

phase mismatch wave number for SRS is: AkIsRs = k, — k2 e k;, E n’z, where r is along the

density gradient. Similarly for the LDI, the phase mismatch is: AkILm : k3 — k4 — k5 E

time
K'LI. The saturation of SR5 due to the density inhomogeneity occurs after a critical

ta- 3 (2/75”?))\(c/1)3)‘/2 where A = (75M)2/(K’cv3) [10]. Requiring SRS to build up to

appreciable amplitudes before dephasing implies that the initial SR5 growth time is ShOrt
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compared to ta, and also A > I. Since the time scale for saturation of the
nonconservat'we

LDI due to STC is of the order of (75K)” [6, 7], this saturation time scale is much
ShOrter

than tar, and we take the saturation of LDI to be due to STC. The consequent
and ensuing
saturation of SR3 (on a longer time scale, of the order of ta.) is then due to STC
in the
presence of dephasing due to inhomogeneity. This also imposes restrictions on the
correlation
length lo, for LDI. For STC we require that L > lo. In order that inhomogeneities not.
be
important in the evolution of the LDI we also require that l/x/r? >> 10. Assuming these
limits,
the evolution equation for the backscattered wave, transformed to the frame
moving with the
group velocity of the EPW, and rescaling the length, time and amplitudes as before. can
be
written as:

vR%a2(a:,r) : Falaf(a:,r)e iR'x2/2

(3)

where vn : (v2 — v3)/v3, r : t—z/vn, I“ is the ratio of the SRS to the LB] coupling constants

[9], r = (1am /wpc)(w4w5 /w1w2)1/2/w3w5 z (k3v%cwpe/2cc,w2k1)1/2, rc’ = ram/75V, and we

have ignored the collisional damping of the backseattered wave. Taking a.- from the saturated

STC state of the LDI, (8) is a Langevin-type equation where a; is driven by the product

of a stochastic pump a; with the coherent laser pump (11. Solving (8) for the square of the
amplitude and taking an ensemble average over initial conditions gives:
IFIQ

L/2

(la2(r)l)2 ~ v; all 2 m m S < a: — :L",O ) eii’(’3_zn)/2dzd$'.
L/2

< 9)

Assuming 5(z—I’, 0) = lai5|2exp{—(z—z’)2/lg} (see Fig. 1), and 10 < L, (9) can be integrated
to give

F2 a 2
L
L
(Iazmr) = 7rL—Izj%lai5l2
[455)
+erf(ﬁ , 5)].

(m)

where erf is the error function and ,6 : (k’lo/2)/(l — {Ella/Zr”. From the results of our
perturbation analysis of STC [6, 7], we have [0 z 21r/q0, and Iaisl2 3 (15/4, where (10 :
(7;/D)1/2; recall that 71- ~ 75R}; ~ [3/2 where ID is the laser intensity. Hence (10) determines
the reﬂection coeeﬁcient (R) m ((|a2|2>/|a1|2)(w1/w2), where we have taken the reﬂected wave
group velocity equal to the incoming laser wave group velocity (m c).
In the inhomogeneous limit when Lgr‘c’ >> 1, implying also Llofs’ >> 1, (10) leads to
7r F 2

w .‘ 1
(R)~—L'——‘7—_—
,.

(11)

Thus we find that the inhomogeneous plasma reﬂection scales as the density inhomogeneity

scale length, and as 13/2; thus the intensity of the scattered light scales as 13/2.
In the Weakly inhomogeneous limit, LER’ << 1, (10) gives
(MNi/zﬂﬂ (ﬂy/2L
2

1)}:

to;

(12)

D

i.e., the reflection scales with plasma size and as 13/4; hence the intensity of the scattered light
scales as [3/4. This intensity scaling is in good agreement with experimental observations of
SR8 for laser intensities greater than 10” W/cm2 [8].
This work was supported by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory sub-contract B160456 and by National Science Foundation Grant No. ECS-88—2475.
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Figure 1: Correlation “suction S(x,t) of the EPW
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Abstract
for the large scale low cost energy product
ion within 15
years the option of inertial conﬁnement is
proposed. The
drivers are available with neodymium glass lasers
now and
the next generation KrF lasers or similar.
Heavy ion beam
drivers are available too. Their recent problem
s of space
charge effects can be overcome by background
gas, and
the fact of a reduced stopping power
will furthermore
simplify the scenario. The diversit
y of ignition
computations can be reduced to a very easily
performed
volume ignition process avoiding extrava
gant temperature
and density profiles by simply using natural
proﬁles of
nearly self similarity type to result in the necessa
ry very
high gain efficiencies. As an example how
psec laser
pulses can arrive at fast driving of plasma
shells we
evaluated and extented an earlier conside
red nonlinear
force pushing scheme with very high hydroeﬂ
iciencies
nearly up to 50%. Using a new prepulse scheme,
laser
pulses of 0.43 M] energy should produce
38.7 M] DT
fusion energy.

Introduction
The need for alternative large scale and low
cost energy
sources was elaborated by Carlo Rubbia
[l] as a much
more severe energy crisis than that of 1973
is expected
2015. Rubbia indicates that fusion energy
with magnetic
conﬁnement cannot be used since its solution
is scheduled
for the later part of the next century or after.
One option is
then inertial conﬁnement fusion (TCF). The
necessary
drivers (lasers or particle beams) with pulses
in the range
of M} energy for about 1 ns duration are now
available.
The final goal of high gain ICF has been
proved
experimentally using intense x-ray pulses in
underground
explosions with some ten MJ energy [2].
‘
For the heavy ion beam driving the present
problems will
be strongly diminuished by
- using low density background gas ggainst adverse
Ease
charge effects and
- using the measured strong reduction of
the stopping
mwer at very high density currents in dense
plasmas.
The only problem at present is the hesitation
of experts to
agree about the ICF ignition process for which
numerous
mathematical models and computations are given.
Rubbia
demands an attitude of experimental action to
get the
whole ﬂed into motion.
This paper is devoted to overcome the mentione
d
hesitation against ICF by a clariﬁcation and
- simpliﬁcation of the compression of
the deuterium
trititun fuel contrary to the usually considered
central

spark ignition. The easier solution
resulting in the Same
necessarily high gains is the volum
e ignition [2»6].
However, before discussing this
volume ignition We are
looking into the possibility of
a fast pusher compression
scheme with very high hydrodynamic
efﬁciency based 0n
the nonlinear force.

Nonlinear Force Fast Mg

The usual driving of plasma by lasers is the Eﬂdna
mic

interaction producing an ablation
of a plasma carom

Where light is absorbed and thermalizcd by
collisions or
otha

anomalous pm. This ablation results
in a recoil
towards the plasma interior of higher than
critical density
where the light cannot propagate. The recoil
produces high

compressions of plasma layers of large thickne
ss and in

spherical geometry should reach densities
of 10000 times
of the solid state. More than 1000 times
the solid state in
polyethylene has been meamred [7] if a stagnati
on-free
compression, i.e. an adiabatic volume compre
ssion, was
applied and the problem of 20 psec
pulsation were
overcome by smoothing [8, 9].
Since the early times of laser-plasma
interaction
studies, it was evident that nonlinear process
es exist and
that on top of the gm dynamic interac
tion based on
thennalization, a nonlinear force interaction
should exist at
high laser intensities [2, 10]. These forces
can dominate
the dynamics such that the gasdynamic
forces are
comparably small. The nonlinear forces
consist of
ponderomotive and nonpondemmotive
terms if the
complete theory for dispersive and dissipa
tive plasmas is

applied and for which the generation of caviton
s is

characteristic [2, ll, 12]. The ﬁrst computa
tion for a
plasma ramp inchiding collisions and
collisional
absorption of the plasma [12] did not include
the reﬂected
laser wave. The next following computation
for a plasma
ramp including collisions and the reﬂected
wave [Fig

10.10 and 10.11 of Ref. 2] ran into a serious problem
.

While the laser intensity indwd showed the
strong
swelling close to the critical density and the
caviton
generation and a strong push of the plasma corona
towards
the vacuum with a compressing recoil to the
plasma
interior, the residual small local reﬂection caused
a partial
standing wave which was pushing the plasma towards
the
nodes of the standing wave. This density ripple
was then
an ideal self gene-rated van-Laue grating which reﬂected
the light nearly l00% far outside in the corona at very
low
densities and prevmted the entire transfer of optical
energy to the plasma. This all happened within time
scales
of picoseconds.
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velocity {cm/s]

with the numerical value for neodymium glass laser's. If
the laser pulse is assumed constant of duration: and the
laser intensity I is used instead of the electric ﬁeld
amplitude, the ﬁnal velocity of each block of motion

so

against and with the laser light is
I 1
4
on:
v =—
()
o 2cm,m, L
where the cut—oil" density ncc is to21 cm'3 for neodymium

30
Depth [pm]

glass lasers.
As an example how the laser light is really pushing
two nearly similar parts of plasma against and with the
laser light in the case of a bi—Rayleigh proﬁle, one can see
this form the complete one dimensional one ﬂuid
computation including collisions for an intensity just close

[00 CV,
of a plasma of initial temperaum
g ﬁ'om the
3yleigh proﬁle (decayin
and density of a bi~R
down to zero at 50 pm and .
collisionless maximum value at x=0
cm'1 with an
50pm with a Rayleigh parameter u=2x10‘
of 10‘8 W/cmzaﬁer r
irradiating neodymium glass laser pulse:
=1_5ps interaction time.

le
Fig. 1 Velocity proﬁ

Temperature

DT~DanIity

a [r/cm‘l

[av]

100

Plasma

While this rippling process was typical for all the
the
Ewen-Mental difﬁculties of laser-plasma interaction for
in other
following years (and the reasons were thought
tally
phenomena as instabilities) it was clariﬁed mar-imm
is really
quite late [13] that this early numerical result
band or
observed as reason of the pulsation. While broad
Were the
temporal incoherence of the laser radiation
another
smoothing methods to overcome the pulsation [9]

1000

direction was used in the computations of Vincent

e that
Lawrence [2, 14]. With the mathematical knowledg
ity
the Rayleigh density proﬁles have a very low reﬂectiv
4],
and effectively no internal reflection [Chpt. 7 of Ref.
codes
these proﬁles were preferred for the full numerical
with collisions (including their nonlinear intensity
dependence), reﬂection, and the nonlinear forces. Despite
of the small heating effects as deviation of the initially
light
mathematical case, it was conﬁrmed, that if the laser
is incident onto a bi-Rayleigh proﬁle of 0.1mm thickness,

two blocks of plasma are accelerated to velocities of 107 to
lO‘cm/s within 1.5 ps by laser intensiﬁes around and
above 1016 W/cm2 neodymium glass laser intensities.

The Rayleigh case of a refractive index n varying in
the one dimension of the x-direction
n:

(31:); (v=0)

(1)

results (for collisionless plasma) in the force density which
is spatially constant within the whole deep Rayleigh
proﬁle,

d
M, Li!“

Ev2 on
1611 n“

(2)

d
This density proﬁle is then accelerated like an undistorte
thick shell determined only by the parameteru of the
7 of
Rayleigh proﬁle, Eq. (1). it should be noted [Chapter
of total
Ref. 4] that then must be below the critical case

reﬂection which is given by u'

o. <<ot' =£—=Ll-105cm'I
2c

(3)
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of
Fig. CZ Tempcntnru and density proﬁle in DT at. ihe time
highest compression by a heavy ion beam irradiation with 1.6 M1
energy
fusion
M1
120
to m 6.25 GeV bismuth ions producing
[7]. The temperature raised by self heat ﬁum the initial optimum
at
temper-mire of3.l ato Imaximum temperature of280 koV
pulse
a time 17.74 us after the begin of arrival of the ion beam
the
at
e
temperatur
electron
“the
shelL
onto an outer lithium driver
(17].
same time was 84 keV and the radiation temperature 1’2 Rev

to the relativistic limit1 l=10” W/cm2 and 1.5 ps duration
Fig. 1. Of the 150 kJ laser radiation incident per cmz,

ing
about 70 id go into the kinetic energy of the compress
block.
block and about the same amount into the ablating
Between the two blocks of about cut-off density, a cavition
is being produced. It is remarkable that these necessary
like a
very high laser intensities act at plasma blocks
inctic
dielectric explosion where the simultaneous thermok
whether
expansion and motion is rather small. if one asks
in a
one could follow up the generation of the caviton
one
slower way and see what the thermokinetics does,

would apply laser intensities which are much below the

This is the
threshold for domination by the nonlinear force.
r force is
simple reason to understand why the nonlinea
two plasma
really a fast pusher process smashing apart

masses.

r
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.

s
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“

an intitialty uncompressed solid state volume of 0.0l crnJ
depending on the maximUm compression in multiples efthe solid
state density n]: The optimum intitial temperature Tu»l at

_

blocks very efficiently pushed by the nonlinear
force
explosion as just described will collapse and compress
in
special attention to see how an increas
e of the
the center of a spherical geometry. Alternatively
one may
hydroetﬁcitmcy favours the condition
Fig. 3 ShOWS the
use plane geometries for collapsing plasma fronts guided
‘
various parameters of a plasma depend
ing on the
by solid cones with a very low energy transfere
to the
maximum compression (in multiples
of the solid State
walls if the plasma blocks accelerated by the nonlinear
density n,) for a spherical DT plasma
: The Optimum
force pushing reach velocities above 100 Mach [15].
temperature To 1 for the subsequent
fusion reaction {0; a
After collapsing and compression of the plasma to the
given intital vo time. The total fusion gain
Gtot related to
neccessary high densities above 1000 times the solid
state,
the incident total energy Etot of the laser
or ion beam pulse
the ignition of fusion reactions are considered now.
In
is given depeneding on the compression in
Fig. 4 [0,.
order to arrive at a very natural and simple adiabatic
various hydrodynamic efficiencies. It is
remarkable that
compression (as realized so successfully for very high
increase of the hydrocfﬁciencyn from
a few percent to
densities and nuclear fusion gains in experiments [7]) one
30% or 50% reduces the need of compre
ssion from few
has to work with volume ignition.
thousand times the solid state to few hundre
d times only
The present days mostly favoured spark ignition was
The input energy of the laser is reduced
to values below 1
motivated from the very negative result of the early
MJ. Therefore the whole scenario is improv
ed strongly by
Computation of ICF fusion gains [16]. If a simple volume
higher hydmefﬁciencies T]burn of spherical DT heated to an optimum temperature
is
used, the fuel depletion gives a limit that higher gains than
37 MJ Fusion Ene_rgy with 0,43 MJ Laser Pulse
17 are not possible for a hydroefﬁciency of 10% whatever
After having elaborated the scheme of the
highly efﬁcient
the compression is.
pushing of plasma shells by nonlinear force
interaction
Contrary to this volume burn, the spark ignition uses
a
(Section 2) and after having explained how
the then
tune proﬁle of the laser pulse in such an extravagant way
collapsing and compressing DT shells
produce high
that for the time of highest compression, the temperatu
re
fusion energy gains by the straight forward
self similarity
has to be very high in the center and low in the outer part
type natural adiabatic volume ignition scheme
without the
while the density has to be low in the center and high
in
extravagant density and temperature proﬁlces
of the spark
the outer part. At the jumps of these extravagant proﬁles
a
ignition (Section 3), we present now an example
of a ﬁrst
self sustained fusion detonation wave is expected to be
evaluation of the conditions for a case demonst
rating the
produced which indeed should get most of the outer fuel
to
very high gains With Very low laser energy
input. One
react. By this way total gains Gm! (related to the total input
should realize that this is an academic example
only and
laser or ion beam energy) of 100 or more can be expected.
the real details have to be elaborated as further steps.
It is
The difﬁculty, however, consists aliens in achieving
also not necessary that this kind ofnonlinear force pushing
the onedimensional computation of the extravagant
should be the only solution of [CF and it may well be
that
proﬁles, then the question is the spherical uniformity. If
the usual interaction processses apart from the
nonlinear
the detonation wave is ignited at one point and not at the
force pushing may be more attractive. The extraordi
nary
rest of the ignition sphere, no fusion detonation
will
high gain numbers, however, should at least be taken
into
occure. This is the reason why leading experts mention
account to see what a very low thermalizing
direct
that this kind of ignition is as difﬁcult as sending a man
to
conversion of optical energy into liydromcchanical motion
the moon and get him back.
of DT can do.
Contrary to this spark ignition, a volume ignition
comparable to the Diesel engine was found to be possible
[2, 3]. The earlier computations of the simple fusion burn
:9
,,- ------ w
n w 3”
,»
with the addiahatic expansion of the compressed D'I‘ fuel
\i
,
/ za
E
/’
with the very simple and natural adiabatic density and
Nu F 25
,‘poﬂu
’ 5” to r‘
I
.
nearly radially constant temperature proﬁles of the self
9 in 20
'
an:
/ ’ I:
5 Eu
similarity modes had to be modified. This included the
32
/
5,50 2 2
I
I
selfheat of the pellet by fusion products (mostly alphas but
> E :5
r
2
J
also neutrons) and taking into account the depletion of the
o
E E
I
in
8
if
ID
fuel during the Volume reaction and a further gain by ren ‘5 0.5 ix
o"
absorption of bremsstrahlung, a volume ignition process
> 3
oz
was possible, It happened that the initialy low temperatue
_. 2 5
at
C" E
close to keV was rising due to the seltheat and even could
I o
05
[It
l
go for short time above 100 keV followed by n rapid decay
'0
100
tDDD
"JBDU
COMPRESSION (W)
at the expansion. An example how simple volume ignition
without the extravagant proﬁles arrives at high fusion
Fig. 3 Volume ignition for various parnmeters in a DTsphere with
gains is shown in Fig. 2 [5, 17].

~,._,___...w—--~v—w

The rather high gains were due
to rocket effects [5]
pmnitiing a high hydrodynamic efficie
ncy abovg 20%
We are evaJuating now gains and
efﬁciencies for the self
similiaxity cases without neutron
absorption with the

_

The aim in the next following section will be that plasma

[A

Volume ignition

f
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y p0
corresponding. product of densit
um compression, the
,
.
Vmu of a shell for
mm] radius R0, the unploarun valocrty

maxim

conditions, and the resulting fusion burn

”ﬂying at mega intitial
d DT from the total fuel involved.
in Percenls 0 freacte
/

g and
The subsequent volume ignition of the collapsin
times the
compressed DT ofa maximum density of 1000

is
solid state produces 38.7 MJ fusion energy. This case
indeed much more realistic than the carbon dioxide

[NJ]

Tolol Coin (3..M

Em
Energy
Total input

of 5.87x107 cm/s.

ed in
nonlinear forte pusher volume compression mention
ssion is now
1978 [19] since the volume ratio of compre
from a KrF
more feasible. Furthermore if the main pulse is
density, the
laser with its nearly 10 times higher cut-off
conditions discussed are then again easier.
1,7mm

Solid D1

l N
\ \

«152: m
too

IODO

roooo

energy of the total
Fig 4 Total DT Fusion gain Gm and the input
beam pulse depending on
energy 15ml of the laser or ion
hydrodynamic
various
{or
3
Fig.
Compression for the cures of
efficiencies n.
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Compression (m!)
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of the inner half of the shell to reach an implosion velocity
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Fig 5 Solid D’l' shell (left) for irradiation by a prepulse
to produce the bi20 kJ direct-indirect drive scheme [18] in order

ium glass laser pulse
Rayleigh plasma ready for the main neodym

pushing
The laser radiation for the nonlinear force

of plasma with a
should be incident on a spherical shell
for the bi—Rayleigh
density
critical
nearly
of
Vc
volume
eg. for neodymium
initial density proﬁles. This volume is
larger than the solid
times
60
about
on
radiati
laser
glass
c procedure should
state volume V from which a prepuls
ion by the main
produce the bi-Rayleigh plasma for irradiat
ter and the
pulse. The condition for the Rayleigh parame
is
thickness d of the iii-Rayleigh proﬁles

the inner half of
of0.43 MJ energy and 2 pa duration for pushing
and
which aﬁer collapse
the shell to a velocity of 5.871107 cm]!

an output of 38.7
compression results in a vohirne ignition with
M! fusion energy.
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NONLINEAR PROPAGATION OF INTENSE ELECTROMAGN
ETIC
WAVES IN TING—ELECTRON TEMPERATURE COLLISIONAL
PLASMAS

P. l‘\'. Shulda and L. Stenﬂo“)
lnstitut fur Theoretische Pliysik IV, Ruhr-Universitat Boehum,

D-44780 Bochum, Germany

1. Introduction

Two distinct groups of electrons are frequently found in space and laborator
y p135.
mas. It is well known that they can support new eigenmodes, in addition
to modifying
the existing plasma wave spectra [1-2]. Our objective here is
to present an inveg
tigation of the parametric interaction [3] between a large amplitud
e lnghTrequency
electromagnetic wave and low-frequency electrostatic oscillations
in twoeelectron tern—
perature collisional plasmas. It is shown that the nonlinear interactio
n is governed
by the wave equation for the electromagnetic field and a set of
equations governing
the evolution of the electron density and temperature perturbations
in the presence
of radiation pressure and differential Joule heating of electrons.
Thus, the radiation
is coupled nonlinearly with low—frequency electron-acoustic and
modified iou sound
perturbations. The mode coupling equations are useful for studying
various types of
parametric instabilities and envelope solitons in multi-component plasmas.
2. Formulation

We consider the nonlinear propagation of a large amplitude electrom
agnetic wave in
an unmagnetized plasma whose constituents are positive ions and two
distinct groups
of electrons. The interaction of the radiation with plasma slow motions
gives rise to
electromagnetic sidebands, which obey the wave equation

afE—c2v2E+w;(1+/V)E=o,

(1)

where E is the electric field vector of the radiation, 0 is the speed
of light, tap :

(47rnoe2/mef/2 is the unperturbed electron plasma frequency
, no : 71d) + 71,10 is the

sum of the unperturbed number density of the cold and hot electron
components,
6 is the magnitude of the electron charge, me is the rest mass of the
electrons, and
N = (71C1+n/.1)/no is the relative electron density perturbation associate
d with plasma
slow motions. Here, the subscript C(h) stands for the cold (hot) electrons
and 0(1)
represents the zeroth (ﬁrst) order quantity.
The expression for N can be derived for some interesting cases, First,
we consider
the plasma slow response on a time scale much shorter than the ion
plasma period.
Accordingly, immobile ions, which form the neutralizing backgrou
nd, do not respond

7—”—
1471

of the low—frequency electrostatic.
to the ambipolar ﬁeld. When the phase velocity
ty of the hot (cold) electrons,
veloci
l
therma
the
than
)
oscillation is much smaller (larger
purposes are
then the relevant equations for our
(‘2)

and + ncoV - vc : 0 ,

(3)

7,V1E|21

HIP-di = 6V¢ - A

21n€w5
‘

'2

TI

T
VIEIZ,
# Jﬂvnh, — fﬁ—T
(). : (EV/(d) —1.71i)
2mn
”to
e

T.

,2 E '2

"ho

memo

(4)

301T,” + 4m + LWZTM — —’—°a.nm : will?

(5)

Vie =117re(ncl + 71m) E [trench],

(6)

3

l

—

Tn

and

y

,

”ho

ns, tag is the frequency of the electro—
Where V5 is the fluid velocity of the cold electro
is the electron energy relaxation rate,
7;,
ial,
potent
lar
ambipo
the
is
45
magnetic pump,

1/5,, is the collision frequency of
Xh is the coefficient of hot electron thermal diffussion,
aTho) is the electron temeperture perturb
the hot electrons with the ions, and Tm(<<
last terms on the right—hand side of (4)
tion in the equilibrium temperature TM). The

e and the electron Joule heating,
and (5) are the contributions of the radiation pressur
respectively.
the ion dynamics. When the
Next, we present expressions for N by incorporating
than the ion thermal velocity,
smaller
much
is
motion
slow
plasma
phase velocity of the
from
ined
the ion number density perturbation n.” is then determ
T;

T;

)——OVIl,-1,
71%
(
0:_c§/((b+#1#0
c
71,0
e

(7)

is given by
where the ion temperature perturbation Tn(<< T40)
3,

-

l

,

T,- ’

= 0u - snﬂ
+ ALVlT
+ 'Tn
3dt‘1
71.0
11.“)
Th
.,
ion thermal diffusion.
Here, ”to E 71.0 and x, is the coefficient of the

(S)
We note that

n pressure acting on the ion fluid.
(7) neglects a small contribution of the radiatio
a complete set in the quasi-neutral
form
(8)
and
(7)
with
along
Equations (‘2) to (5)

approximation in, + 71.1.1 = n”.

perturbations in the presence
011 the other hand, the dynamics of driven ion~sound
hot electrons having different
ess
inertial
of
groups
t
distinc
two
and
ions
l
of cold inertia
temperatures is governed by (‘2) to (5) and
e2
Tc}
(9)
H —
VIEW
0 : eV(</> — 171*) — T—CGVH
‘swé
11:0
6:
,
l
25
:1 + X‘
cl + _,
GatT
71w
T(
s

.

e2 E I“)
'11.
’c : 21/“ i I2 u
2TH — 9001
memo
The
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Um” + 12,-0V - V,- = 0 ,

and

(11)

6
3N1: —;V¢,

(12)

with n” = 71:1 + 71;”. Here, the phase velocity of the lowifrequency perturbati
ons is
assumed to be much larger (smaller) than the ion (electron) thermal velocity.
In a pure electron plasma with immobile ions, the low-frequency plasma. slow
motion
is governed by

[(1— igvziaf — "—wUEhV'I] <1) — 1.713313
77.

2

a)

'2

()4
he

and

[(1 +1-141i:)01+ % +§il—AOVQJT1 —§1:l—':6i(1>
(14)

= (gm. + gifa) % 7

where (I) : eqS/ThmTi = Tin/Tht = (Tho/47rnh062)‘/2 and v”. = (Tho/mg)l/2. Thus,
(13), (14) and Eq. (1) with N = HIV-2‘19 are the desired equations for studying the
nonlinear propagation of intense electromagnetic waves in collisional plasmas with ﬁxed
ion background.
On the other hand, assuming Th1 z c], we combine (2), (5), (7) with (9) to (12)
and obtain the relevant equations for the modified ion sound waves that are driven by
the radiation pressure and the electron Joule heating. We have

‘3 .2 :
82
.2
--21 _ ‘2, ,z
_ ;
v2.
(at
05V )N
miv Tl
21716171,»n
lEl '

and

1

9

(01+ —
31 + —
3noV ) T1
'7

X

2

HE]?

_ Tod! N z: _31/ mewé,
.

_.

r
(10)

C

,

(16)

where C} : TcoThono/7ng(ncoTho +71h0Tc0), T“ 2 T;1 + Th—l, X = (Xli/nho) + (Xi/mtg),
To : 710l(Tc0/71co) + (Tho/71110)], and 1/ : Val. +11“.

3. Speciﬁc Results

For illustrative pnrposese, we. present nonlinear equations that govern the dynamics
of modulated electromagnetic wave packets in the absence of the temperature perturbation. In the WKB approximation (5, << we), the evolution of the radiation electric
ﬁeld for the pure electron plasma case is of the form

2iw0(0,+vg-V)E+c2V2E7aEVZlEl2 : 0,

(17)
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where v9 = kcz/wo is the group velocity of the radiation, 0 = 71062/2n/m1n3w5, and
Aﬁlvzl << 1 has been assumed. It is well known that in one space dimension (17)
[edicts wave collapse and cusped shaped envelope solitons [4].

Furthermore, in the absence of electron temperature ﬂuctuations, the coupling of
the radiation with modiﬁed sound waves is governed by

2iw0(a,+V9-V)E+C2V2E—w:NE =0,
and

.

.

.

(af—cjv’pvzl

e

(18)

2

Zmemgw

2V2|E|2.

(19)

Equations (18) and (19) admit subsonic envelope radiation solitons consisting of den—
sity depression in which high-frequency electromagnetic wave envelopes are trapped.

4. Summary

To summarize, we have considered the nonlinear propagation of intense electromagnetic waves in multi-component collisional plasmas containing positive ions and two
distinct groups of electrons. It is shown that in a three component plasma we have
the possibility of coupling the radiation with new types of low-frequency electrostatic
motions. Furthermore, it is found that the nonlinear equations admit new classes of
localized envelope soliton solutions. Our results should be useful in understanding the
phenomena. of density cavitation that are caused by powerful electromagnetic waves in
the Earth’s ionosphere as well as in laboratory plasmas.
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Abstract
The relativistic solitary wave propagation is studied in cold electromp
ositron Dmma
embedded in an external arbitrary strong magnetic ﬁeld.
The exact, analytical solitcm.11ke
solution corresponding to a localized, purely electromagnetic pulse with arbitrary
big amplitude
is found

1. Introduction

Recently, the problem of wave propagation and related phenomena in
electron POSitron
(e - p) plasma, or more generally in plasmas with equal mass componen
ts. has attracted con-

siderable attention [1]. Under certain conditions, even an ultra
relativistic electron - protcm
plasma can behave very much like an electron - positron plasma [2].
We concentrate in this paper, primarily on ﬁnding localized pulse-like solutions.
We

deal with a pure e —p plasma embedded in an arbitrary strong magnetic
field B0 = Boz. The two
cold-ﬂuid system is exactly solved for arbitrary electric and magnetic
ﬁeld perturbations whiw
propagate following z-direction of the ambient ﬁeld. We ﬁnd that
the equal-mass constraint
coupled with the demands of a pulse-like (localized) solution forces
-,strict charge neutrality
leading to a pure electromagnetic pulse.

2. Basic equations

The cold magnetized relativistic electron-positron plasma can be described using
two.

ﬂuid hydrodynamic equations together with the set of Maxwell equations:
age +V'(Naua) : 0

Spa

at +(ua.V)pn=sa[E+ua+uu X30]
8E

VXB=W+ ZsuNuua

(1)

(2)
(3)

a—e.p

V - E = N1’ — NE
(4)
where a is the species index ( e for the electron and p for the positron)
so that se and 3,,
denote

a

respectively the negative and the positive sign. In these equations
all variables are
dimensionless. The time and space variables are respectively normalized
to the electron plasma
frequency wt and the collisionless electron skin depth c/wg. The electric
(E) and magnetic (B)
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Sciences, Tamarashvili
Street 6, Tbilisi 380077, Republic of Georgia.
Permanent address: Institute for Fusion Studies, Department
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external magnetic
ﬁelds of the wave are given in units of meme/e. In these units the constant
m vector pcx is in
momentu
c
relativisti
The
ncy.
gyrofreque
is
0c
where
e/u)a
=
ﬁeld is [B0]
m number
equilibriu
the
to
d
normalize
is
Na
density
number
particle
the
units of mac and
density no = 71:0 : ”P0
to be parallel to
For deﬁniteness we choose the constant external magnetic ﬁeld B0
(5p) and vector (A)
the pads. It is also convenient to write the equations in terms of the scalar
'
potentials in the gauge V ‘ A = 0.
(vanishing at inﬁnity) described by Eqs
solutions
We look for the propagating localized
Since we are interested
1H4), in which all ﬁelds depend only on the combination E 2 z — vt.

d wave velocity
in localized solutions, we consider only the subluminus case where the normalize

1) (given in c—units) is always less than one.

The longitudinal component of the momentum pa, = 7v2[v(l — saga) — Do] is obtained

Da = [(1— 3099);, — (1 +Pal2)"fu_2]1/2from Eq. (2) using the factor 'y‘, = (l — u2)_1/2, where
be expressed in terms of
Then the particle relativistic factor ”yr, = t/l +pmi2 +1)“2 can
ward integration of the
the transverse momentum: 7:. = 7,,2[(1 — snip) — vDa]. A straightfor
perturbation 6Na 2 Na —1 :
density
electron
the
and
positron
the
yields
(1)
equation
continuity

7u2[(1 — Salp)U/Da — i]. From Eq (2) for the transverse momenta
B

,

a

2

and from Maxwell’s equation

NmPn

d A

7a

2 8°
F = —73 a==,p

(6)

'

+ ipay have been introduced) we
(where the complex variables A = A, + {Ag and Pa = Pa:

derive the basic equation of this paper

P
d Pa
,
CPR,
—su-d—E—§—+zBoED—u+u7.,2 ZspD—‘L =0.

(7)

14:”?

is the anaStraightforward manipulation of Eqs. (7) leads to the relation IPEI2 = IPpl2 which
the
masses,
equal
their
to
Due
plasmas.
n
electron-io
for
[3]
ref.
in
derived
logue of a relation

of the constituent
radiative pressure is the same for electrons and positrons. The equal mass
localized pulse to be
particles forbids the existence of an electrostatic potential and forces a

polarised
purely electromagnetic. From Eqs.(6)-(7) one can see that for (p = 0 only linearly

the absence of the potenelectromagnetic stationary localized radiation can propagate. Due to

positrons (7)
tial (W) from the expression for Do, the system of equations for electrons and for
reduces to a single equation :
11213

.

2 —:s/2ll2

4d—172+1BP(1-l1°l)

2

2 —1

W+BP(1-IPI)

2 —1/2 #

‘2P(1—|Pl)

—0

(8)

exact
where n = 2%); P = Pew"2 — 1)’1/2, and ﬁ = Baht? -— 1Y1”. Equation (8) is an

g pulse in e - p
consequence of Eqs. (1)-(4) describing a purely electromagnetic propagatin
P = |P|ezp(i9),
as
momentum
complex
the
express
we
equation
this
solve
to
order
In
.
plasma
, the amplitude
and eliminate the phase 9 from the set of coupled equations. For convenience
range 0 S R < 1
Pi is replaced by an equivalent new variable R, which is constrained to the

that
(since lPl < 1), so that |Pl = [3(2 — R)]1/2. Taking into account the boundary conditions
R —’ 0 for 77 —> 00, the equation for R is integrated once, yielding

[dﬂr _ 127(2 432 — R) = 0'

71?

(1— R)?

(9)
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This equation has an implicit soliton type solution given by

12342
R w_ Rmsech 2 [ __
2 [177! + 2(Rm _ R) 1/2 ]

(m)

where the maximum amplitude Rm 2 2-52.
Since the variable R is always positive and
smaller
than one, the parameter [i2 must satisfy the followin
g inequality 1 < 192 S 2 which, for a giVen
7v, imposes restric

tion on the strength of the ambient magnetic

ﬁeld. Naturally, this soluuoh
ceases to exist when Bo —> 0. In spite of the fact that
the pulse soliton is expressed in an
implicit form, it is not difﬁcult to calculate its physical
ly relevant features. For example, the

half width of soliton reads

L = I.77(11’.,.,,)'1/2 — (2%)” - It can be seen
from EQ- (10). that
both the shape and width of the soliton depend
on its amplitude, It is also clear that the large
amplitu

de (Rm —’ 1) soliton tends to be spiky, while for smaller
amplitudes, the wave train is

spread out (see Fig. 1.).

Fig.1.

7}

Let us now express all relevant physical quantities in terms
of the solution R. The
1
particle relativistic factor, 70. = (71,2 — 1)R + 1 , the density
perturbation 6N = i5? and the
electric ﬁeld E = 2(1‘,2 — DR”2 completely describe
the characteristics of a solitary wave in e
- 1:) plasma.

It can be seen that the maximum value of electric ﬁeld and
the

factor 7., are interre—
lated, Em : 2(7u2 —1)[2 — 802(7‘3 —1)“]‘”. In this relation the
dimensionless magnetic ﬁeld
Bo = {lg/we is an external parameter which restricts the range of
the maximal electric ﬁeld

0 g Em < 2802 and hence of the vv-factor,

302/2+1S’Yu? < 302+1.

(11)

When the electric ﬁeld approaches its upper limit (2302) a big
density excess (6N) appears. If the
electric ﬁeld exceeds its upper limit wave-breaking will occur.
In this case the electromagnetic
waves are overturned and cause multi-stream motion of the
plasma. In order to study such a
situation a kinetic approach is necessary. When 83 is much
smaller than one, it is impossible
to have solitons with relativistically big amplitudes, since
the particles kinetic energy is less
than the rest energy ( 7c. —a l ). In the opposite case, when
Bo >> 1, the velocity of soliton is

close to the velocity of light and the amplitude can be relativistically
big (1 << 7am” < BS).

Minimal possible width of the relativistic soliton is Ami"
= L/27v z 80“.
A soliton with relativistically big amplitude may accelerat
e resonant particles. Let us
consider test

particles going to

meet the soliton. Fiom the condition (11) when Bg >> 1 and
7t >> 1, it can be assumed that the soliton velocity v is close
to one. The equations of motion
for the test electron read
(12;):

£152

302?
+ “I

702(1 + v0)2

dB:
= —

d5

(

12

)

7"”—
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d

702(14' 110)2

d8

BOEI-

___

Bozpy

dzpy +

an

70(1 + 110)

the parallel
and 7-factor of electrons. The energy and
where ya and ’10 are respectively velocity
momentum of test electrons are respectively
2
Pi.
————
+

=

7

70

2"“)(1 + U0)

p2

and
p

z = _

pr)

z + _’;—

270(1 + 110)

obtained by
polarised monochromatic wave has been
such a system of equations for linearly
onance, the continuous acceleration of
self-res
of
case
the
in
ing,
exhibit
al.[4),
ct
Koiomensky
excite the transverse motion of particles p; and
test particles. In our case, a single pulse will
+110). Even after the pulse left the interaction
0
130470
2
A
is
soliton
pg. when the width of

+ p? = pi = const where p_L depends of
region, the particles continue to oscillate with p:
ence, the particle gains the longitudinal
consequ
de and the width of soliton. As a
the amplitu
soliton
corresponding numerical solutions for the
velocity, as can be seen from Eq. (15). The
in Figs. 2 and 3.
given
are
an,
Gaussi
a
by
ented
repres
conveniently
8

: ii

(v

‘s

0

l0

Fig.2.

20

Fig.3.

pressure is the same for electrons and
In conclusion, it is shown that the radiative
tion, i.e. the vanishing of the scalar
separa
positrons, which means the absence of the charge
ensional

ns, we found the one-dim
potential. Solving exactly the system of nonlinear equatio
The
tic pulse with relativistically big amplitude.

propagating localized purely electromagne
propagation is considered in arbitrary strong
subluminus case of the relativistic solitary wave
is close to the velocity of the light, such a
pulse
solitary
the
of
magnetic ﬁeld. When the velocity
deﬁned conditions the resonance occurs
well
Under
s.
particle
t
pulse may accelerate the resonan
of the particle energy does not alter
increase
The
producing the growth of the particle energy.
of the self—resonance. The dissipation effects
the resonance condition due to the appearance
re,
magnetic ﬁeld lead to the shock wave structu
connected with particle radiation in strong
resonance condition.
the
of
ndently
indepe
s
particle
ate
acceler
which may
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Field Aligned Flow Evolution in
Magnetoﬂuids
J.lrela.nd
D. A. Diver ,
Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Glasgow,
Glasgow, G12 8QQ, U.K.

1

Introduction and Model Equations

In this paper we. look at 2D magnetohydrodynamics applied to ﬁeld aligned ﬂow: ie, we assume that
the ﬂuid velocity is parallel (or anti-parallel) to the magnetic ﬁeld direction at that point,i.e., ““13 or
u: FB=_f(r'9'i)B

i/llop

(1)

where u is the ﬂuid velocity, B the magnetic ﬁeld strength. The function f, known
as the flow human
can be related to the magnetic Alfve'n Mach number M4, deﬁned as

3 _ ﬂ _ popual
1”" ‘ vi —

B.B

The Alfvén velocity is given by v}: : %. With the above field aligned relation between u and B it
can be seen that M: : f2. The function f carrim directional information in its Sign which is lost
in

the deﬁnition of MA. We will concentrate our effort on ﬁnding suitable functions f, and the
magnetic
ﬁelds which may support them.

We will examine the equations of 2d incompressible MHD

Vu = 0

(2)

v.3 = o

(3)

pD,u=—Vp+jx B

(4)

D,B : (B.V)u

(5)

Mil = V x B
(6)
where (in cylindrical polar co—ordinates), V = (} +5,,}69.5,) and D; = (9. + (u.V). We further

specialise the above equations by dropping all z-dependence in all quantities and setting 11 : (u... us,0)

and B : (Br, 39,0). To remove explicit mention of p, the ﬂuid pressure we take the curl of equation ,

(4). Note that both u and D are in the (r, 9) plane only and since both have no Z—dependence, the curl

of each quantity points in the z direction only. Therefore, (iv) 3 1'18; 5 0 and (115') E \Ilﬁ, E 0

where we introduce ‘II : V X u the ﬂuid vorticity. Using the identity V X [(u.V)u] : (u.V)\I’ we obtain
a convective form of equation (4),

pDﬂl’ : (B.V)j

(7)

An expression for p may be regained by taking the divergence of (II),

Vzp = V.[j x B] — pV.[(u,V)u]

(8)

Equation (7) relates the vorticities of the two vector fields 11, B and equation (5) the ﬁelds themselves.

Equations (2) and (3) are treated as initial conditions.

7""—
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be time independent. But by specifying
An important consequence of (1) is that by (5), B can only
dependent flow along time
cy in fthis allows us to examine the possibility of time
dependen
ma
ti

8 e pendent
ind

ﬁeld lines. Substituting (1) into (2) yields
B.Vf:0

(9)

the ﬁeld aligned form
n of time only on a ﬁeld line. To express
this says that fmay at most be a functio
sly, (u.V)\Il : u X Van holds
analogou
and
VzB,
x
B
:
)j
po(B.V
that
of equation (7), we ﬁrst note

mes
for u. Equation (7) beco

[Jo/161‘? : B x VZB - popu x Vgu

(10)

ﬁeld aligned speciﬁcation and using the identity
If we now put #0 : 1,p = 1, then on inserting the
v2 (fB) : fVZB + BV2 + NB >< (Vf.V)B we obtain

a.[Vx(m)]=(i—F)v3n+Bx[V(1—f3).V]B

(11)

for [with (9) a constraint on f. Physically. any
Equation (11) may be seen as an evolution equation
um
along the ﬁeld lines in such a way so that the moment

solution we obtain amounts to a fluid moving
(2) is maintained. Note that for arbitrary
equation (4) is balanced, and that fluid incompressibility
that [may assume which trivially solve the
choice of ﬁeld B there are always at least two values
parallel
the ﬂuid is moving at the Alfvén speed either
equations. namely 1' : ii. In this situation

equation (4) reduces to V [p + 32—13) : 0, 1.2.,
(f = +1) or anti<parallel (f : —1) to B. In particular,
B
r, if we want to move the ﬂuid with (more
the ﬂuid pressure is simply p + 1-12—— : constant. Howeve
for fnon-trivial, then we must solve equations (9)
interesting) sub/super-Alfvénic velocities by asking

and (11).
choices of f, B permit ﬁeld aligned flow, as
This naturally introduces the idea that only certain
been concentrated on ﬁnding suitable f, B,
has
effort
The
(9).
or
(11)
solve
not
will
choices
arbitrary
those have been found. We first consider f
once
orward
straightf
relatively
are
ons
as pressure calculati
time independent.

2

Time Independent Flow

we obtain,
By dropping the time dependency in the ﬂow function

qV3B+B >< [wvnazo

(12)

a z—component, and, after some manipulation
where u : 1— f2. Although in vector form (12) only has
it may be re—expressed as a scalar equation,

(13)

aaru+b65u+cu=0

vﬂnms1 : 33 +33 + Bram — 5939mm :
where a = 95,1; 2 Sage : 56ml + gags; = z.(B x
nonvtrivial \nlues
s which support
3,). We wish to look for magnetic ﬁeld topologie

7‘(Br6r Ba — BEE),
(9) and multiplying by --'2f we get,
off; by nontrivial we mean f ;E :l:1,0. Expanding equation

(14)

Bru+0agu=0

a system of linear equations in two variables,
where 17 = Fiﬁ—3L. Equations (13), (14) can be seen'as
1/ that formally solve
late them and obtain expressions in terms of
a‘hegall, Brut Hence one can manipu

(13), (14), i.e.,

69V

= —

c

——]u,6,.u
[b_my

619

:

——4 it]
[band

[ 15 )

tion
To ensure this we make a smoothness assump
On integration boforms of u must be the same.

on 1/,
By applying (16) to (15) we obtain

0r [691/]: 69 [6,11]

(16)

(7r(x)+5a(.\’17)= 0

(17)
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where x : W. Equation (17) represents a condition that the magnetic ﬁeld B

m‘JSt sat.
isfy to allow time indepedent ﬁeld aligned flow. Solving (17) ﬁxes
both the magnetic ﬁeld and th

form of the ﬂow function

One solution to (17) is the family of magnetic ﬁelds given by B :3

(KrPcoshnB) ,:r-KrPsin[m0],0) where p, K,m = constants. These ﬁelds have How functions
f :

constant and zero current when m : 1+ p but nonzero current otherwise. Another
set of (curl-El;
free) magnetic ﬁelds that solve (17) and hence (12) and (14) simultaneously, may
be described by
B : nKsin (c — 0) [rcos(c — t9)]"'l ,—nKr"“l [cos(c — 0))" ,0) where n, K,
c = constants. These
ﬁelds support ﬂow functions of the form f = F [rcos (c— 0)] where F is an arbitrary function.
In the time independent case we may also derive a form of Bernoulli‘s equation by considering
the
equations (2)7(6) on substitution of B : A,,/papu , A = constant instead
of (1). The momentum

equation (4) becomes V [p+ #] : p [A2 — 1] (u.V)u . If we take the dot
product of this with u

then we are left with

a

p+

Mr
2

= constant

along any magnetic (and hence ﬂuid) ﬁeld line in the ﬂow. Hence this magnetohydrodynamical
system
is effectively equivalent to the steady ﬂow of an inviscid ﬂuid of constant density.

3

Time Dependent Flow

We now consider (11) more fully by asking for time dependent ﬂow functions. The problem is the same
as above: we must ﬁnd suitable f, B that solve (11) and (9) simultaneously. However, this case is

considerably more difﬁcult due to the nonlinear terms not considered before hand. To ease the
problem
while still retaining nonlinearity we consider a restricted class of magnetic ﬁelds, namely, B x V213
: 0,
which identically describes those ﬁelds having constant ﬂow functions in the time independent
case.

Equation (11) may be expressed as a scalar equation in f, and on substitution of one partial space
derivative of f for the other using (9) we obtain

f91+ 011(1‘, 9))“: + 30'. 9)ffs = 0

(18)

frx+02(n9)fx+ﬁ(r.9)ffr = 0

(19)

The coefﬁcients of f and f. in (18), (19) are functions of the magnetic ﬁeld components B, and Ba
and their gradients: once again, the magnetic ﬁeld topology plays an intimate role in determining the
exact behaviour of f. This naturally leads to the study of the equation

In + 0(zlf: + 13(I)ff: = 0

(20)

Equation (20) is asecond order nonlinear hyperbolic equation with nonconstant coefﬁcients. Examining
the coefﬁcients, t can be seen that a(a:) z TEnlgW , ﬂ(r) z W and hence the magnetic ﬁeld
controls the space and time behaviour off. If we can demonstrate that solutions to (20) contain

singularities then we can at least say that we have generated acceleration in the ﬂuid towards the

singular point , even although such a singularity signiﬁes a breakdown in the model.
To elucidate some of the features of (20), we ﬁrst consider a much reduced case, Supposing that o
and [3 are both constant we linearise the above equation by writing

1' = f0 + ABIP [1'l exp [it-1r + ion-ﬂ]
where fu is a constant background ﬂow; the other term in f represents a small plane wavelike perturbation. On substitution into (20) and on linearisation we find that w, = —a [DEAL] and w; = k [5%];
damped (or evanescent) plane waves. It is more important to note, however, that this analysis does
not show any signs of a singularity which means a more sophisticated treatment is required.
If we now assume that

f = fo + t!!(z)exp[i(w + ia)t]

with o (:c) and [3(2) both slowly varying then we ﬁnd that w(:) does exhibit a singularity, but only

if ﬂfg, a and to have certain values. Therefore, we have generated a stationary singularity in the ﬂuid

flow represented by (20), governed by the time behaviour of solution.

r"—
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to (20), although a linear
This would suggest that singular behaviour can be found in solutions
it we now consider 0(1) fully varying
analYSlS cannot yield many details on the nonlinear behaviour.
is
and 13(1) constant or slowly varying then a solution to (20)
a
(21)
f (1:,1) = r—-—4

b + exp [IL a (3') dz’ + %t]

approximate when [i (r) is slowly
(21) is an exact solution of (20) when [7(15) : constant. and

Equation
and L? we describe (21) when (2,)? are both
varying To more clearly demonstrate the role of a,b,a
the

be zero and the solution is governed by
constant, When I) > 0 then the denominator can never
ator of (21) is zero when
denomin
The
g.
interestin
more
is
0
<
b
case
exponential. The

a
x = Ioat —bl + Lt
a

260

of time. Since we must have t Z 0, r 2 0
L3,, the position of the singularity in the ﬂuid is a function
e which parameter ranges of a, b, o- and ﬂ
for any physical pair of 2,! values this allows us to determin
generate which particular behaviours, as tabulated below
>
<

>
<
>
<
>
<

occurs at
< t < in.
>

>
t>tm

>

<i<

ristic time of the solution combining
where we deﬁne tn, 2 ibiggﬂi’l The factor (liar1 is a characte
equation. As can be seen, we
original
the
in
scaling
time
the
both the amplitude of the motion and
parameter being a. If the sign of a is
may control the appearance of the singularity, the most crucial
the magnetic ﬁeld,for any given a, 6, and
changed (changing the direction of the ﬂuid ﬂow relative to
that the direction of ﬂuid flow u relative
b) then we move from one behaviour to another. This shows
nt ﬂuid behaviour.
subseque
the
for
nces
conseque
t
importan
has
B
ﬁeld
magnetic
to the

4

Conclusions

ly means that one most also have
We have shown that choosing a particular flow function f necessari
equations to be satisﬁed exactly. When
a very particular magnetic ﬁeld topology, in order for the
acceleration mechanism of tunable characf : f(r,0,t) then there exists the possibility of a new ﬂuid
teristics.
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Wave Propagation in Relativistic Electron-Positron Plasmas

Ernest Lain g,
Department of Physics & Astronomy,
University of GlanW.

Glasgow, 612 8QQ.
Scotland, UK.

1. Introduction
An electron-positron plasma is an example of an equal~mass plasma. one in which the species have
the same mass and a charge that is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. Such plasmas have not
received a great deal of attention from the traditional plasma physics community that focuses its attention
mainly on electron-ion plasmas. The subject has come more to the fore in recent years however with the

study of astrophysical plasmas, whcrc electron-positron pairs may play an important role in galactic jets
and pulsar magnetospheres.
Our work will concentrate on electron-positron plasmas but this can easily be extended to equal»

mass plasmas in general. We use a kinetic theory approach to study wave propagation in relativistic
electron-positron plasmas with the additional assumption that particle collisions within the plasma can be
neglected. The plasma can then be modelled using the collisionless Boltzmann. or Vlasov, equation. The
use of a relativistic model should enable us to apply our work to appropriate astrophysical situations.

2. Kinetic Model
To describe the plasma we require a kinetic equation for each plasma species along with the
Maxwell curl equations. The relativistic Vlasov equation can be written as

awe
+q,(E+v)-%=O
a:
8x

(l)

where x denotes the different species in the plasma, ‘7: is the charge on a particle of species s, f: is the
probability distribution function and p is the relativistic momentum, p = ymv.
We also require the Maxwell curl equations

VxE=-—2§

at

,

VxB:/,toj+——

c

(2)

where the current density is given by

j= ZMtJVJLPJND22%‘1—‘Igﬂxmdldp

(3)
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3. Linear Analysis
To simplify the notation we shall drop the subscript r. In the analysis that follows each plasma
over plasma species.
species is governed by a Vlasov equation and a summation Sign indicates a sum

an
Following the method in Montgomery and Tidman [l], we assume that the plasma is in
be
equilibrium State and apply a small perturbation. The physical quantities of the system can thus
written as a sum of equilibrium and first order terms, i.e.

(4)

f(x.p.1)=fo(p)+ﬁ(X-P.r) . E=El » B=Bo+Br
where we have assumed that in the equilibrium state

the distribution function depends only on

momentum, the electric field is zero and the magnetic field is uniform in the z~direction.
To proceed we apply a Fourier transform in x and a Laplace transform in t in each of the ﬁISt-ordcr
equations. The variables undergo the following transformation: gl(x,p,l)H g(k,p,s) where gl can

represent fl.E10rBl.

The resulting transformed equations can then be manipulated into a single

equation that does not depend on f:

.

1

(5)

, )[E _i5v I x(kxE)] 2i!
,
'
q J dppL_d¢G(¢
_5_
ap' -1.
(52 +c 2 k z )E _ c 2 k(k _ E)+£oz———M

is
where G is the integrating factor G(¢’) =exp${(s+ik.v.)(¢—¢’)—ikivi(sin¢—sin¢’)}, 9° [=9ﬂ)
m
the Cyclotron frequency, GK: &) the relativistic cyclotron frequency and I contains all the initial
7
terms. We have also assumed that it lies in the x1- plane.
to be the
The last term on the leftahand-side of Eqn.(5) can be written as g—g‘ E where g is deﬁned

conductivity tensor.

Alternatively, we can write the equation in a mor: compact form:

5 -E =1.

i

(6)

The components of R give us information on the possible waves that may exist in the plasma. We want
on
to look at normal m:des of the system. Since the longtime behaviour of the system does not depend

the initial conditions we look for solutions of R =|§| = 0.
We now have to choose a form for the equilibrium distribution function. We look at two different
cases : cold streaming plasmas and plasmas with a relativistic Maxwellian distribution.

4. Cold Streaming Plasmas
We assume that each species in the plasma has an equilibrium distribution function of the form

(pi)5(pi-po)
fo=—1—5
”Pi

<7)

thermal
where the streaming momentum is along the direction of Bo and it is assumed that there is no
spread within each beam.
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Any azimuthal magnetic ﬁelds due to non-zero current densities in the equilibrium state
S will be
assumed to be much smaller than the B, - field and neglected in the following analysis.
Consider the case of parallel propagation. i.e. lo (II. = Ink; = 0). Setting
R: 0 gives the
following two relations

Rn=0 or Rnknuefﬁo.

(a)

1

2

ll

ll

:0 [‘8

.3

:3 l a

3-:

ll

ll

Die

We restrict our attention to the latter of these two expressions, which is the one correspondin
g to the
transverse mode, We denote the right hand side of this expression byF.
We wish to look for waves that propagate through the plasma so write the Laplace transform
variable as s = -l0). We also introduce the following sealed variables

6-

(9)

We look at two different systems and study F as a function of (5. in the first we consider
two streams of
electrons unveiling with velocities v0 and —v0 respectively and an immobile background
of positively
charged ions. In the latter system we replace the ﬁrst stream of electrons by positrons
and leave out the
static ion background.

(i) electron-electron streams

F(a‘))=n+1?—I22—nz{ﬂ+ﬂ}][oz—iz-nz{ﬂ+ﬂ

cb—u/Z+t o+ut2+1 ﬂ

(10)

F(a3)=o4 (bl—Eknﬂ‘awﬂfk +—.—‘”+“" }][dﬂ—/Eknz{—”_“k Jrﬁa’H‘k H
w—uk—l a3+uk+l

(11)

cb—uk—t (IHuk—I

(ii) electron-positron streams

(it—1112+]

a3+u12~1

Writing the function as F(a3)=9‘}:"(a3), we investigate I?" as a function of d) for different parameter
values. We want to find the zeros of this function. If any of the roots are in the form of a
complex
conjugate pair then one of these roots will represent an unstable mode.
We have considered values of u]; in the range 0.5 < u]; < 1.5 , with the following results:
electron-electron

- in all cases looked at. no unstable modes

electron-positron

- for u}; 2 1 . no unstable modes
-

for it}; < l . one unstable mode for a range of 11 values, which depends on

the ill; value. The range increases as 14/2 approaches 1. i.e. 1412: 0.5 —>
unstable mode forr) > 0.354, u]; = 0.9 —> unstable mode forn > 0.212.

S. Bernstein Modes in Relativistic Maxwellian Plasmas
We assume both species have a relativistic Maxwellian distribution. For simplicity, we will further
assume that the electrons and positrons are at‘the same temperature, i.e. T, : T, 2 ’I‘. This distribution
function has the form [2]

a
—-c ““7
fo(p)= —-—
4217713319“)

(12)

1

and a = %. We can easily recover the nonwhere K, is the modiﬁed Bessel function of second order
limit a >> 1.
mlativistic form of this function by taking the
we will consider the case of perpendicular propagation.
tractable
more
In an attempt to make the problem
of 5 is
For f, given above a typical component

..

_

2

’~“) ]
alsdaf_daae-ar——
“’7(a) ,=__
Rn=n%,[—a32+ 121K,
71 — Ill/a32
22

(13)

where the following scaling factors have been introduced

(0
. __
— no .
to _

.
ck
~ _ __l..
OJ
~ .
P , z_
, _ me
— klpl.
9-0 . k,L — no . P ——-—
71 _— _L

( 14 )

look to numerical methods to provide some
The integrals here cannot be solved analytically and we must
ns
expressio
these
sort of solution for
an plasmas is the propagation
One well-known problem in the analysis of non-relativistic Maxwelli
cular to the equilibrium
perpendi
e
propagat
that
waves
tic
electrosta
of Bernstein modes [3]. These are
an equivalent of the
find
to
try
we
system
above
the
of
magnetic ﬁeld. As a ﬁrst step in our investigation
electromagnetic waves.
Bernstein modes in the relativistic plasma, noting that these are
developing a FORTRAN code to
As before we look for solutions ofR_R,+R: :0. We are
this expression is that we can no
with
problem
e
immediat
One
lly.
numerica
evaluate these solutions
leaving open the possibility that
Eqn.(13))
(c.f.
integrals
the
from
terms
longer remove the resonance
n. These have been handled, when they occur, by
singularities may exist within the range of the integratio

a modiﬁed form of the Landau [Laplace initial value technique.

6. Conclusions
we have discovered new unstable modes in the
In the case of cold relativistically streaming plasmas,

lectron system.
electron-positron system that are absent in the classical electron-e
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SOURCES or OUTER SPACE GAMMA BURSTS
(RADIATION/PARTICLE SPECTRA)
Trubnikov B.A., Zhdanov S.K.‘, Vlasov VP.
RRC ”Kurchatov Institute”, Moscow, Russia
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We have proposed a new hypothesis about the
sources of gammavbursts in outer Space,
It is assumed that gamma-bursts, mainly, are
generated under mutual collisions of cos.
mic plasma clouds containing the "frozen” magne
tic ﬁelds. A partial “annihilatirm” of
magnetic ﬁelds in the colliding clouds takes
place under these collisions.

This results in
the emergence of a surface current splitting into
cylindrical currents due to the tearing
instability. These currents - due to instabilities
of the neck-type — are cut of, and in this
case, accelarated particles - radiation of which produc
es gamma-bursts - emerge, Similar
to those in the laboratory pinches.
A hydrodynamic mechanism of particle accelaration
- in which the particlesrare ex~
truded from the pinch necks in the areas of pinch
bulges - has been considered.
The relativistic equation of state is used for the plasma
representation in a given study,
The produced results show the accelerated particl
e Spectrum dependence on the choice of
a plasma state equation.

THE EXPECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
CLOUDS
Let us make some estimates. The time interval
between the registered gamma~bursts

with the energy ﬂux S > 1(l‘5erg/c1n2 is t, : 1 day
[1]. Since an average burst energy
is assumed to be equal EL, = 1037 — 1033 erg (let us take
it to be 1037erg for numerical
estima

tes), then the bursts arrive from the sphere, the
radius of which is R, = 300 ps.
The size of a cloud can be estimated, using the relatio
nship for the time interval between
the bursts

t, = 21/1/(011N3),
(1)
where N.7 is the amount of clouds in the volume
V., : (47r/3)R§,,u 2 10km/3 is the
relative velocity of clouds, a : 7m2 is the transve
rsal cross-section of a cloud, ”a” is its
radius. The quantity N, can be rewritten in the
form NA, = 1/7/(047ra3/3), factor 01 takes

account of a vacuum volume between clouds. Subst
ituting this expression into (1), one

obtains

a : (1.01—1/2, a. : IL,(3ut7/8R,)1/4~l ps 3 3-1018
cm.
(2)
Let us mention the possible values of a . For
this, let us assume that similar clouds
uniformly ﬁll the whole volume of Galaxy.
Let us consider that the mass of a gas in
these clouds is 0.11%; , where Mg~1042g is
the mass of the whole gas in Galaxy. Then,
assuming that the cloud consists of hydrogen,
one obtains the folloving expression for the
particle density in a cloud: n~a/2000€m‘3.
For an average value of n : lent—3, one
obtains a~103, that gives a~0.03 ps.
Let us consider now the problem of gammaburs
t duration. The process of gamma»
burst generation occurs only at the time of
the pinch disruption, when accelarated electrons escape from the pinch, and therefore this
event is a short-time one, This time should
be discerned from the time of the neck emerg
ence and development in the pinch, which,
for example, can be equal to a few years for long
wave—length perturbations.
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POWER OF ALL THE GAMMA-BURSTS
E., = 1037erg emerges in each sphere,
One gamma—burst per 24 hours with the energy
Galaxy, and their total power is
whole
the
in
in volume. VG/V», -bursts will take place
tion
us take into account the fact that the radia
(Ed/t7)(VG/M,)~1044erg/year. Now, let
as ions—
ity
veloc
same
the
with
g
movin
are
They
of gaHung—quanta is caused by electrons.
t of plasma jets

Therefore the ion componen
rotODS in 0111‘ model of plasma pinches [2].
if
er than that of electrons. As a result,
great
times
1800is
which
y
should possess of energ
ss of the
posse
will
t
onen
comp
n
proto
their
tions,
the bursts are caused by the pinch disrup

~1048
to the power of galactical cosmic rays
owe! ~‘2 - 1047erg/year. This value is close
ic rays.
cosm
of
e
sourc
le
possib
a
as
ts
a-burs
erg/year that allows one to consider the gamm
CONSEQUENCIES OF THE HYPOTHESIS
vation data: gamma-burst, distribution
A given hypothesis explains the following obser
emergence; observed frequency of
their
of
s
uniformety in the celestial sphere; randomnes
ent
a—burst durations that is caused by differ
gamma-burst emergence; difference in gamm
in
peak
(each
ness
bright
of
curves
;
ing clouds
orientation of magnetic ﬁelds in the collid
into which
es,
pinch
the
of
one
of
tion
disrup
the
the curve of brightness we relate with
ing
hilation" of magnetic ﬁelds in the collid
the ﬂat current layer — produced under ”anni

clouds - is splitted).

gamma-burst generation mechanism by
Note that our hypothesis does not reject the
reason the

ses occur seldom. By this
neutron stars [1], but it assumes that these proces
n stars - are seldom observed.
neutro
by
able
and 420 keV . explan
lines 40—70 keV

FROM OUTER SPACE
GAMMA-BURST RADIATION SPECTRUM

1. Cyclotron radiation of electrons.
ution cyclotron radiation, dl/dUiL-J), is
The quantum relationship for spectral distrib
c2, where the

TIL-J. = (2H/3Ho)m
given, e.g., in [3]. It includes the characteristic energy
. In this case, as one might
Gauss
-1013
4,4
=
(eh)
magnetic field H0 is equal Ha : m2c3/
spectrum of
radiation intensity of electrons having the energy
assure himself, the total
the form

felE)~E"

(3)

< dI/dw > ~ / fC(E)(dI/dw)dE~w'”,

(4)

has a ”break” in the range w~w., i.e.

s — 2/3 ‘at to >> w.. Note that the energy
where or = (s —— 1)/2, at w << w. , and a :
produced in the process of hydrodynamic
is
[2],
in
shown
spectrum of the type (3), as
particle acceleration in the pinches.
hw.~mc2~500 keV, and thus one
The magnetic ﬁelds H~Ha is related to the range
the gamma-bursts from the outer space,
can explain the observed photon spectrum in
keV [4]. However, in this case one should
since it also has a ”break” in the range ~ 500
generated by plasma pinches on the
are
vbursts
gamma
assume (See, e.g.[1]) that the
ﬁeld lines in fields H~1013Gauss. This
neutron stars at the reconnection of magnetic
rison of the observed spectra [4] with
compa
the
by
ed
assumption is qualitatively conﬁrm
the calculated ones (Fig. 1).
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Fig. l. Spectra of gamma bursts.

2. Bremschtralung radiation of electrons at immobile ions.

The cross section of this process, wda/dw, is given in [3].

To obtain the energy

radiated by the plasma volume unit per unit of time in the range hdw
one should multiply
d/dw by 71% and perform the averaging over the electron distribution. In
this case, for
electrons having initial velocities essentially greater than the atomic ones
and distributed
in accordance with the law (3) the following results are produced:
a) Bremschtralung radiation of non-relativistic electrons

dQ/dw~ln (Ea/ho), 71w << ED,

(5)

dQ/dwrvw—a, a = .5 ~ 1/2, 71w >> E0,

(6)
where the characteristic energy E, is determined by the spectrum of accelarate
d electrons.
b) Bremschtralung radiation of ultrarelativistic electrons

dQ/dw (Hz) {ﬁ—gunixmo 1},
1—:

2

l

2
_

2

(7)

where :r : hw/mcz.
From the above-given expressions one can see that the bremschtralung
radiation of
electrons at ions can explain the nature of the spectrum of gamma-b
ursts from the outer
space.

ENERGY SPECTRUM OF ACCELERATED PARTICLES
IN A RELATIVISTIC Z-PINCH

Previously the authors considered a hypothesis about generation of
cosmic rays in
the plasma pinches within the outer space [5]. In that hypothesis similar
to that for
the observed spectrum of galactical c05mic rays, where the power index
is s” : 2.74.

P";—
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al
in the relativistic pinch without longitudin
The theoretical power index is s : 1 + W?
equation of state. The
istic
relativ
non~
a
by
ented
repres
a
magnetic ﬁeld with the plasm
the legitimacy of a given hypothesis.
proximity of these two indices reveals
of
model which properly represents the zone
pinch
Let us build up the "composed”
ents
repres
and
)
break
its
instants of time close
pinCh bulging and the zone of a neck (at the
way.
liﬁed
simp
a
in
zone
iate
intermed
non-relativistic adiabate equation (p ~ p5”).
In the zone of pinch bulging one can use a
pinch neck. The plasma temperature there
The situation is diﬁerent in the zone of a
and tends to inﬁnity at the time of the
radius
pinch
is increased with a reduction in the

(17 ~ pull) to
an ultrarelativistic adiabate equation
neck break. Therefore one should use

ts of time before its break.
represent the plasma at the neck at the instan
the form
has
es
particl
tic
lativis
The spectrum of ultrare

(8)

dN/dE ~ E‘2[ln(E)]‘3/2’”, [a = const > 0,

for this ”approximational” model.
d to the pinch with local perturbations,
The spectrum (8), as it can be shown, is relate
axis) ones.
as well as to the pinch with periodic (along its
for representing a pinch and the general
Let’s consider the general adiabate equation
the above-mentioned limiting expressions
expression for the energy density — including
ns and
electro
the
for
e)
volum
of
unit
(per
1"e”
are used. The pressure "p” and the energy
ions have the form:

pzne,

K
=nmc2r(:c), r=3z+ Fig,

1
2: E,

(9)

coordinate system, a: = G/mCI,”m” # is
where ”n” is the density of a gas in its own
are McDonald’s functions. For adiabatic
—
)
,K2(z
K1(z)
the mass of a particle at rest,
process general expression has the form

n = n. + m, ”1 431%11/2. xtr) : Miami—g).

(10)

is referred to protons.
where X1(:c) = xK2(2)exp [K1(z)/IK2(2)]. Here ”I"
case of a precise adiabate, the spec—
in
that,
show
can
one
Repeating the calculations,
nship similar to (8) that justifies the
trum of accelerated particles is represented by a relatio

for calculating the accelerated particle
opportunity to use the "approximational” model
spectrum asymptotics.
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Russian Academy of Sciences,
Novosibirsk, Russia.
1. INTRODUCTION
Counterstreaming plasma expansion occurs in a variety
of saturations ranging from labo_
ratory devices to plasma in space [1—3]. It was
established that the processes of collision.
less interaction of plasma ﬂows play a decisiv
e role in dynamics of such nonstationary
astrophysical phenomena as Supernova burst,
and Solar ﬂares, and active experiments
in space (AMPTE). As a result of such intera
ction in the surrounding background the
waves and shock are generated. The propagation
of disturbance is maintained by the
movement of the plasma piston, the energy
of which is transformed into the directed
heat energy of medium and fast particles ﬂows,
that allow the character of the formed
disturbance.
On the example of the problem of the collisio
nless expansion of a spherical plasma
cloud in the magnetized plasma background
the energy change mechanism of the cloudbackground interaction connected with the action
of the curl electric field E“, has been
investigated in [1,4—6]. The physical model of
such interaction is based on the displacement of the magnetic ﬁeld [3‘0 by the cloud
and a moving compressed magnetic ﬁeld
formed on its bound

ary and generating EVMBl/b]. To supply the effective

energy change
of cloud ~background system is necessary to
fulﬁll the requirement for magnitude of
MLM»parameter dzéz/RHR; 21 1]. That is
the requirement for the ions magnetization at the scale R : «3/3N/41rn. of the gasdy
namic deceleration of the cloud by the
background, where N is number of particles
on the cloud, n. is the background density,
H", H],-Larmor radius of the cloud and backg
round respectively (calculated according
to the initial velocity of the cloud expansion
Va).
Our investigation of plasma clouds expansion
consists of the next problems:
e exchange energy cloud—background
, the disturbances generated by cloud
— the inﬂuence of nonuniform background
— the cloud boundary stability.
2. NUMERICAL MODEL
Let us consider the problem of interaction of plasma
cloud with magnetized background.
The condition of collisionless interaction at various
Alfven—Mach numbers have to take
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electron. Hybrid ﬂuid—
into account a ﬁnite Larmor radius of ions and magnetized
component and the
plasma
ion
the
of
tion
particle model is based on kinetic descrip
set of the simulation equations
hydrodynamic approximation for electrons. The original

and energy change equation for
includes Vlasov’s equation for ions, motion equations
ns :
electrons, Maxwell’s equatio
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electric and magnetic
Where ii.- is ion velocity, 1L is electron velocity, E and g are present
ﬁelds, T2 is electron temperature, P6 is electron pressure.
t = 0 in the
Let us discuss the following problem. At the initial momentﬂof time
= (0,0, Bo) ﬁlled up
center of the cylindrical chamber with the uniform magnetic ﬁeld B
cloud with the
the background plasma with density 12.. there is the spherical dense plasma
ity in cloud is
ionAveloc
The
N.
number
particles
total
and
E0
energy
t
movemen
directed
V = Vmq/R0(R 5 R0),
distributed linearly on the radius and directed from its center:
radius.
cloud
where R0 is the initial

53;, = 0) we
In the case of axisimmetrical two-dimensional flow (% # 01 % 7E O,
nonuniform
and
n.
density
with
nd
backgrou
studied the cloud expansion in uniform
on the application
based
is
set(l)
the
of
solution
of
Method
n.(z).
=
z)
n(r,
nd:
backgrou
velocities of particles
of standard PIC-method for determination coordinates and average
electric and mag
ture,
tempera
of
deﬁnition
for
scheme
up
splitting
and ﬁnite-difference

netic ﬁelds [4-6].
3. SIMULATION RESULTS
interaction of the
On the scales of gasdynamic radius of deceleration R asymmetric
to Bo ﬂow was
icular
perpend
The
.
observed
was
nd
expanding cloud with backgrou
formation of magnetic
decelerated by most intensity,and displacement of the ﬁeld,and
background are shown in
cavity took place. The magnetic ﬁelds lines for nonuniform
nonuniform background.
of
case
the
in
trical
asymme
was
cavity
magnetic
The
1.
Fig.
with different velocity.
angles
various
under
The disturbance of density An is propagated
of velocity disappears
e
differenc
time
some
a
during
that
shown
The calculations have
26°.
+
at distance R > 2R in the whole region of angles 9 = 90°
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A wave with the front width L m RH pmpagating with u 3 VA was
Observed‘ In

the case of small M S 3 as a result of the ﬂow’s interactio
n the disturbances of the

magnetic ﬁeld AB are propagated at the distances R
> R. The initial disturbances

of
the magnetic ﬁeld formed at small MA are decayed into a wave packet
at the distance
R a 2R. The wave packet structure may be determined by the typical
exhibition of the

positive dispersion of the exited mode i.e. by faster propagation of the short-aelength

modes

The space dimension of oscillations makes up ~ c/wm,

(7.00,- : m)

In the calculations the disturbances structure is determined by
the positive dispersion
due to which the short-wavelength one run forward. The oscillator disturbances
0n the
proﬁle of magnetic ﬁeld for the angles 6 = 0 + 90° for large
MA > 5 have not been
seen. The vector of transverse magnetic ﬁeld has been polarized
linearly. The alterati0n
of circular polarization of transverse magnetic ﬁeld vector to the linear
one with the
increase of MA means a change possibility of the wave generation conditions
and it is
likely may be connected with the total decrease of Hall currents with the growth of MA.
The development of the ﬂutertype instability at the cloud boundary are possible
only
under condition of low density n, of background which may be expressed through
the
criterion on the loeal number MA < 1, The distribution of cloud ions on the
(X,y) plane
(perpendicular to magnetic ﬁeld) is presented in Fig.3 (MA = 0.5).

4. SUMMARY
Numerical simulation have shown that the collisionless interaction of
plasma ﬂows at

small MA 3 3 the cloud energy is spent in the main on the magnetic ﬁeld disturbanc
e.
The intensive wave packets (electron whistlers) propagating quasi- parallel to
EU are
generated. The limitation of precursor formation with the increase of MA may be
deter»
mined by change of waves generation due to their propagation properties
. Asymmetric
magnetic cavity are observed in nonuniform background. The ﬂute—type
instability of
the expanding plasma cloud boundary was developed in the case of MA <
1.
This work was been supported by Russian Foundation of Fundamental
Studies (grant

94701-00112-a).
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PROPAGATION OF WAVES IN DUSTY
PLASMAS WITH VARIABLE CHARGES ON
DUST PARTICLES
Sergey V. Vladimirov
General Physics Institute, Vavilova 38, Moscow 117942, Russia. _.

The physical processes in dusty plasmas [1] are studied intensively because
of their

importance for a number of applications in space plasmas, the earth’s environme
nt, as Well
as in laboratory and several technologies (e.g., HF plasma etching).
The dust particles

(grains) are highly charged as a rule, and are of size a much less than the Debye length
Toe-

The grains are normally charged by plasma currents, photoemission, secondar
y emission,
etc. Previously, mostly plasmas with constant (on characteristic time scales
of considered

processes) charges on dust particles have been considered. However, recently [2—6] effects

of variable charges on dust particles have been investigated.
In this case, the collectiVe

waves pertubate the process of dust charging which in turn effects the dielectric properties
of dusty plasmas.
Here, we develop a kinetic theory of dusty unmagnetized plasmas with variable charges
on dust particles The exact expressions for the longitudinal and transversa
l dielectric
functions are derived and the corresponding rates are calculated. Scattering
of electromagnetic waves in such plasmas is investigated.
We consider spherical dust grains (with the same radius a) embedded in unmagneti
zed
plasma. The current on a dust particle can be described by

[(q) = Z/dveaoavfa,

(1)

where the subscript a = e, 1' describes electrons or ions, 1) E |v| is the particle speed, fa is
the distribution function of the corresponding particle velocities, e,I is the electron (ion)
charge, q is the charge of the dust particle, and 0,, = cru(q, v) is the charging cross—section,

aa=7raz(1—2€—aqz)

if

amav

ﬁq—2<l,

0,120

amuu

if

£221,

(2)

amav

ma is the electron or ion mass.

For equilibrium distribution functions f;“, we have I°q(—Zde) = 0, where q = —Zde is
the equilibrium charge of a dust particle.

3
Te'

2

HI

T

If]

Furthermore, it is convenient to introduce the dimensionless variables [2]

Z”
,
aTc

(3)

F"—
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ce the following dimensionwhere Teﬁ) is the electron (ion) temperature. Also, we introdu

less parameter [2—4]:

_ in OT;

(4)

P = —- 62 ,
71:

where 114;) is the dust (electron) density.

g frequency 11:“ which for
The charging dissipative process 15 described by the chargin
Maxwellian particle distributions is given by
1 will
—EU—m(l+7’+z).

e _ 0H9)

q = -—6—q’

(5)

F—c

(for simplicity, we assume e; 2 e)
Here, up; =‘(47r‘men/mg)”2 is the ion plasma frequency
the frequency 1/3 charace
and UT.‘ = (T;/m.~)1/2 is the ion thermal speed. Furthermore,
can be
s in the equilibrium state
terising the rate of capture of electrons by dust particle
introduced by
nd

11"] = —
n:

‘d

dvagv e = 2v27r
f

2

e

_

c

T + Z

d

1+T+z

‘ = 1/ 11137.:

aade

(5)

where we = (Te/me)”2 is the electron thermal velocity.
We introduce (see [2]) the distribution function of dust particles
(7)

fd = fd(q!r7i)l

e, The corresponding kinetic
where the charge q is the additional independent variabl
and, conse—
s have inﬁnite masses
equation is given by (we suppose that the dust particle
0)
quently, 11,; =
6
Ofd
——
6g (qlfd = U.
at + —I

t8 l

ium distribution function ff of charges
The state of equilibrium corresponds to the equlibr
on dust particles.
by usual distribution functions fa:
The kinetics of electrons and ions are described

e e
6 a
a
.
= — / mm. — smug
- {7
aft + v - 7;8;—a. + m—aE

6 a

(9)

n and ion capture by the dust is
We assume that in the equlibrium state the electro
electron (ion) distribution f5“ is
rium
equilib
the
compensated by external sources and
ed in the lbs. of (9).
isotropic. Term with magnetic ﬁeld has been neglect
sufﬁciently high frequency [w ~
and
utions
In the case of Maxwellian particle distrib

y” is the electron plasma trequency)
mpc > macuTc, 11;“, 123), where wpc = (Mortal/ma
expression [5]
of longitudinal waves, we have the following approximate
ll

5%)“

1+ 41r 2 —e: jdv{1_i1/::Evl __ [14:38)? } (k-V)2f;q
LL)
w’k“ a ma 1):?“
eq

II

3

cq

’2

),
—L—E§[l—ig(2+z)y‘d—\/1re‘<V‘d)
w
3

w

(10)
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where

A E 2. 3+ (2 — z+ 23—2) [:0 alrexpl-(T2 -1)Z
]-

(11)

Therefore, the charging process leads to appearing of additional imaginar
y and real Parts
in the high—frequency longitudinal dielectric permittivity. These additonal terms
depend
on relation between the charging frequency and electron plasma frequency. For Langmuir
waves, the damping due to the charging process is given by
1
L~__

'Yd —

1
Eq___

3(2+Z)V¢d—

T+Z

For the transversal dielectric function we ﬁnd [5]
(t) ~

27F

eq

—

3P(2+z)1+T+s -

—82

(12)

.

_U;§(’U)

[U23(U)]2

2

we —1§(2
.2 +z) u: —¢7Te , 7
a:
=l——1
Lu2
w

2

e

(13)

which exactly coinsides with expression (10) for the high—frequency longitudinal dielectric
permittivity. Eq. (13) gives the following damping rate for electromagnetic waves due to
the charging effects on dust particles

’Yf

M

I“);

eq
:_§ﬁ(2+zlyed-

,

(14)

If the frequency of electromagnetic waves does not far exceed w,“ when the phase velocity

is signiﬁcantly influenced by the conduction current, the damping rate (14) is of the order
of the electron capture rate 1/2. Note also the real corrections to the electron plasma
frequency which are also effective for electromagnetic waves.
To ﬁnd the scattering of electromagnetic waves on a dust particle, we use the procedure
elaborated in [7,8]. In particular, the scattering crossmection is given by

0"“ 2 0T%/& (1 + cos2 (9) @5 (0J0 — V“; + 15262),

(15)

where UT is the cross—section of the Thomson scattering, c is the light speed, 9 is the angle
between incident and scattered waves, subscript 0 corresponds to the incident wave with
frequency we = (‘41:: + agar/2, and —Z§“e is the “effective charge" of the dust particle.
In the linear approximation, the effective charge is given by
‘

(c) _ 1

2;“ = 25*

5k

.

(16)

where a], : egg-tail) —1 is the complete static dielectric permittivity (i.e., 5(a) corresponds
to the dielectric function of a plasma component)

In the static approximation we have [6]

1

1+

r+z

5k,u=0 = 1+ W77 (1+P_%—‘Fk>y
De

(17)

ﬁt
1 997

where the formfactor FR“, is deﬁned by
1 'l" Pk w=0

F = _————-——'

k

.

(

1 + Gk,w=0

The factor G1“, is given by

eq

'

“I

_

18

l

(19)

eﬂﬂf“
Vcdwl
Z/dVI—w—
Gk“, = —_—-l
k-v+iuﬂ(u)’
w+w§q
a

where

use) = / mrdq.

Furthermore, in (18)

0:. = ”5“”
q

(20)
q=—Zde

2,
l )

eq
I
_‘
.
1“ w: [d w
k ; VUJ—k'V+iL/::(U)

additional real part in the
We see that the charging process leads to appearing of
nal term depends on
additio
this
lar,
particu
In
static longitudinal dielectric permittivity.

the r.h.s. of (17) is exactly
parameter P. Note also that factor before the function Fk in
equal to V3/V?, see (6).
in Eq.
of the longitudinal dielectric permittivity, which is present
For the electron part

(16), we can easily obtain [6]
6

(g)

<
1
_ = 1 + ——— 1

“—0

kw),

)
7' + z
—-F .

22

P——
+ 1+T+z 1‘

Thus, for the effective charge (16) we ﬁnally ﬁnd

kar'jl):

Ziﬂ=Zd(1+%+ 1+ PFk(T+ z)/(1+ 1' + z)

( )
—1

’

[23)

scattering of electromagnetic waves
Thus we have found that the effective cross-section of
parameter l/krpC but also on
ing
scatter
the
on
only
not
on a dust particle depends
P.
parameters characterizing charging process, in particular
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HELICON WAVE COUPLING TO A FINITE PLASM
A COLUMN

B, Fischer, M. Kramer, and Th. Enk
Institut £13: Experimentalphysilr H, Ruhr Universitat BochumY
D-44780 Bochum, Germany

1. Introduction

One of the most promising high density plasma sources is the
helicon wave discharge
which may be attractive for plasma reactors, particle
accelerators and laser sources
owing to its high ionization efﬁciency /1,2/. This discharge makes
use of the helium
or whistler wave which is inductively launched to the plasma
column. In View of the
necessity that the antenna—plasma system has to be described as a whole,
we study here
the problem of helicon wave coupling in the framework of linear theory.
2. Theoretical Model

The theoretical model takes into account the generally complicated current
distribution
of the antenna as well as the ﬁnite plasma dimensions both in radial and axial
directions,
The cylindrical plasma column (radius rp, length LP) is excited
by a concentric

current sheath representing the antenna (radius r“) and assumed to be symmetri
cally

enclosed in an ideally conducting cavity (radius Ii’.7 length LP). Then, owing
to the
boundary conditions at the end plates and accounting for the periodicity
in azimuthal

normalized to the incident power, A = 1— MP, (reﬂexion factor p = (Z/Zo — 1)(Z/Zo +
1)”, wave line impedance Z0 : 509) can be determined

Wits

in. '.'¥.":‘-

as Fourier series, namely E9,E,,B,,Jg oc sin(L-“z) exp(—im6) and E,,Bg,Br,Jz
oc
cos(k”z) exp(—im9) (kll = nvr/Lp , n = 0,1,... , m =
— 2,—1,0,1,2,...).
Using Maxwell’s equation with the proper permittivity tensor in the plasma
region,
we obtain a set of four coupled ﬁrst order ordinary differential equations (ODE)
of the
form y; : A(r)-y1c7 where yk : (ea, 5,, be, bz) contains the ﬁeld components for
which
radial boundary conditions can be established. The system of the ODES is approxima
ted
by ﬁnite difference equations on a grid 7‘k(T| = 01 . . . , r1\- : R), taking into account
the
boundary conditions for the ﬁelds at 1‘ : O and r : R and the discontinuity of the
tangential magnetic ﬁeld components associated with the. current sheath. We ﬁnally
arrive at a system of equations which can be solved using standard routines /6/.
With knowledge of the EM ﬁeld distribution, particularly the ﬁelds at the antenna, the
complex impedance of the plasma-antenna system is obtained using Poynting’s theorem
written in the form Z = (poCIIIQ)‘1 fE x B' - (if from which the absorbed power

“‘1 r

direction, the EM ﬁelds, E and B, and the antenna current J
can be represented

7""—
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3, Results

plasma column were studied, the
TWO different antennae located in the middle of the
/3,4/. The characteristic property
Nagoya (N) type III and the Shoji (S) type antennae
which the currents ﬂow in opposite
of the S—antenna are the two helical current paths in
thal currents at the ends of the antenna.
direction. The current circuit is closed by azimu
currents, only axial currents while
In contrast, the N-antenna has, apart from the end
the topology of the two antenna is identical.
lengths (La : 12 and 24 cm, rt. =
The calculations were performed for two antenna
standard experimental parameters
25 cm , width of the current paths d = 2 cm) and the

1,B0 : 60mT, r,, 2 20m, Lp =
are nC = 1.0 x 1019m_3, Tc = 0, u, z 1.26 x 1075—

the absorption curves differ
Owing to the different antenna spectra (Fig.1),
nced peaks which are attributed
strongly (Fig.2). The long N—antenna exhibits pronou
tations with single antenna current
to the excitation of the lowest axial modes. By compu
are associated with m : l—modes
components, it can be shown that the first two peaks
k“ = 47r/LP, respectively. In contrast
whose parallel wavenumbers are k" = 27r/LP and
S-antenna are relatively smooth,
to this behaviour, the absorption curves of the helical
be attributed to its much broader
particularly that of the short antenna. This can
. It can be shown that the absorption
and less pronounced parallel wavenumber spectra
st current component. In accordance
maximum corresponds nearly to that of the stronge
with the helicon wave dispersion relation
96 cm.

(UN
kJ. m

2
P:

(1)

Luukllc2

to higher frequencies since the shorter
the curves of the short antennae are shifted
spectral components. It is further seen
antennae have the larger parallel wavenumber
e than the N—antennae in accordance
that the S-antennae are apparently more effectiv
with the experimental ﬁndings /5/.
experimental parameters. It turns out
In further computations, we varied the particular
by the length of the plasma column.
d
that the power absorption is only slightly affecte
nced peaks in the absorbed power
pronou
Merely, in the case of the long Neantenna, the
. The envelope of the absorption
altered
is
spectrum are shifted when the plasma length
st to this behaviour, the radial
contra
In
curves however remains essentially the same.
absorption. Because of the
power
r.f.
Size of the plasma column strongly affects the
reduced when the plasma
cantly
signiﬁ
are
weaker coupling to the plasma, the absorption
tion maximum is shifted
absorp
the
of
n
radius is lowered (Fig.3). In addition, the positio
kl oc Mn, and the
since
ly,
Name
(l).
to lower frequencies again in accordance with
0: a)?” DC l/rg, it
ne
Le.
nt,
consta
kept
was
particle number across the plasma column
s.
finding
l
tationa
follows that to OC rp, in agreement with the compu
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In Fig.4, it can be seen more pronounced that the position of the absorptio
n maximum is
approximately determined by the diSpersion relatio
n. In the computatiOnS for the Short
helical antenna the plasma density and the magnetic ﬁeld strength were
varie d keeping
the ratio rte/Bo constant. As expected, the absorption maximum is
found ne arly at the
same frequency.
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FIG. 1. Wavenumber spectra of the antenna currents for the Shoji
and the Nagoya 111

antennae.

FIG. 2. Absorbed power for the various antennae (standard parameters).
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the absorbed power on the plasma radius for the short Shoji antenna
(standard parameters).
FIG. 4. Dependence of the absorbed power on the plasma parametersﬂ ne/BD = must for

the short Shoji antenna (standard parameters)
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power absorption was studied (no
Finally: the effect of the wave damping on the r.f.
the absorption curves are relatively
ﬁgures) For the short S—antenna we found that
onal frequency of the electrons. For the
insensitive against the variation of the collisi
identiﬁed, the corresponding peaks
long N.a,ntenna, however, where single modes can be
higher, when the collisional frequency is
become more pronounced, i.e. narrower and
a single peak is nearly constant, it is
lowered- Taking into account that the integral over
antennae are practically unchanged
reasonable that the absorption curves of the short
total curve. We ﬁnally studied the
the
because a large number of peaks overlap to give
cold case, however, arise only if
the
effect of ELD. Larger differences as compared with
ratures are assumed.
tempe
a large portion of the electrons with extremely high
4. Conclusions

distribution of the launching antenna
The computations show that the actual current
problem quantitatively. Each Fourier
must be used to describe the helicon wave coupling
ing on its magnitude, to the RF
component of the antenna current contributes, depend
ed power. Nevertheless, in many cases,
launching to the plasma and, thus, to the absorb
understood in terms of the simple
the helicon wave absorption can qualitatively be
helicon wave dispersion relation.
distributions of the launching antenna
For future work, we note that arbitrary current
try. Moreover, the complex impedance
can be treated to ﬁnd the optimal antenna geome
rison with impedance measurements,
of the system can be computed so that, by compa
be gained. In principle, the code
may
information on the power absorption mechanism
ution in the plasma. Thus,
distrib
ﬁeld
also permits us to calculate the electromagnetic
physical insight in the
some
get
to
simulations with test electrons can be performed
devices.
helicon
the
of
cy
acceleration mechanism causing the high efﬁcien
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COUPLED LANGMUIR AND ION ACOUSTIC
WAVES IN COLLISIONAL PLASMAS
S. V. y adjmjgov * and

M. Y. Yu

Institut fﬁr Theoretische Physik, Ruhr-Universitit Bochnm, D-44780 Bochnrn, Germany

Two commonly occuring modes in collisional plasmas are the high-frequency (w 2
Lupe >> 11:, where ue is an effective electron collision frequency) Langmuir and the lowfrequency (Lu 2: Irv, < 11,-, where 1), is the ion sound speed and 1/, is an effective ion
collision frequency) ion acoustic waves. Aside from the damping terms, the linear dispelsion relations for both waves remain similar to that of the collisionless hot-plasma Case.
However, the physics of the ion acoustic waves in a highly collisional plasma involves both
electrostatic and collisional effects. Collisions between the unlike particles can also Couple

the dynamics of the ions and the electrons. We consider here the coupling of Langmuir
and ion—acoustic waves in a collisional plasma.

The frequency of the collision-dominated ion acoustic waves is much less than the
electron and ion collision frequencies. Thus, for both species one must use the Braginskﬁ

transport equations [1]. We are interested in strong Langmuir fields, namely |EL|3/noT >
me/m, and |EL|2/noT Z (1 — Va/v?)2 > mg/mg, where EL is the Langmuir wave electric

ﬁeld, no and T are the unperturbed density and temperature, me/m, is the electron to
ion mass ratio, and V is the wave speed. Thus, one must take into account the nonlinear
as well as the dispersive and dissipative terms in the derivation of the low-frequency
potential. Furthermore, here the full dynamics of both the ions and electrons must be
considered.
Accordingly, for the ion waves the electron and ion densities and ﬂuid velocities are
given by the complete set of Braginskii equations. We expand them in powers of the
electric ﬁeld E, and keep terms up to the second order in the electric ﬁelds of the lowfrequency sound waves as well as the high-frequency Langmuir waves. Thus, for the
Fourier components

Eh,” = ﬁ/Eﬁﬁﬁxpawt — ik-r)drdt

(1)

of the longitudinal ﬁelds Eh» = kEky/Ikl, we obtain
4711'

Eﬁ,wEii,. = —m‘ﬂili .

(2)

where 5i}: is the usual linear (high frequency) dielectric permittivity

EL
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to the high-frequncy Langmuir
The nonlinear second-order charge density proportional
and low—frequency sound ﬁelds is
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indices, 5 denotes the sound wave
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Note that To = T: z T.- is the equilibrium plasma
) of the one-dimensional Langmuir
EL(z,t
=
EI,
ude
amplit
varying
Thus, for the slowly
+ c.c., we obtain the damped
iw,¢t)
exp(—
waves propagating in the 2-direction EL = EL
‘
NSE for the Lanynuir waves
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- #5), and 13 = 10/(5 + 2 ~ 0.71). Since
where (p5 is the acoustic wave potential (E5 =
< IV¢ELI, the term QEL is an order smaller than

for the case considered we have warm
VgEL.

of (12) originates from the
Note that the coupling coefﬁcient on the right hand side
mathematical

g power, and in spite of the
pressure and thermal forces, as well as the heatin
that for collisionless (or weakly collisional) plasmas.

similarity, differs considerably from

For the low-frequency electric ﬁelds, we have

41ri
pﬁfu)
sin/Elia = —_|k-| (plsrir +

l

(13)
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where the linear dielectric permittivity 5i for the collisional acoustic Waves is giVen by
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The nonlinearity in (13) in contrast to (2), consists of two parts. The ﬁrst pﬁ
from the 101'] nonlinearity, and IS given by

w” k2
—L-—— 1

-

55.1e

=

P“ 3 4m, wwlwgnw;

k] ‘ kg

5

5

+ 3 Ikillkal E‘W E “W dQ.

(15)

The second nonlinear term in (13) is the generalized ponderomotive force exerted by
the Langmuir waves
LL:_

ie/

mm _47rm.-

wgcueAckzkl-kg

————————EL

E"L mm

wwwzrcwaﬂeAlklllkzl kl'u' kw“

,

(16)

where the asterik stands for the complex conjugate. Note also that wax —wp¢.
Finally, for the one-dimensional low-frequency ﬁeld potential we obtain

3.16 m.

3.16 7

m.- “11,3

PM"? —m':7’."’x=+5(w)
50
(If) 72"l
=

_4_/9

e

3 —5‘x
m.-v, ($051+ ﬁ—
mug. 'EL'

2

(17)

where u, =‘I10T0/3m,» is the speed of the collisional ion acoustic waves.
Unlike the KdVB equation for a weakly collisional plasma, (17) cannot be reduced to
a simple KdV equation because here the scaling (i.e., the normalization parameters) is
fixed, as is evident from the absence of free parameters which can be rescaled in order to
neglect the dissipation term.
The coupled set of nonlinear evolution equations (12) and (17) can be normalized to
(i016, + £7 + 81,) 5 = p¢5,

(18)

(3: + 5: — 3:: + 531:1]45 = -<9:(¢’)2 +1512,

(19)

and

where t and 2 have been normalized by 3.16mg/50mguc and 3.16miv,/50m¢uc, respectively,

and we have deﬁned d: = 4ﬁe<p/3m;vf, and 6‘ = 2eEL/(3mcwpgvH/50/3JS). We also have
assumed for convenience that u¢m€< 14mg. The dimensionless parameters a, 'y and p are
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me 113
1

10

4

3

3.16 7min)2
50

(20)

Note that the scaling is completely different from that for a collisionless plasma. In
particular, (19) contains no free parameters.
Assuming E = 50(6) exp(-'yt/cx — 101‘. + {1(2), and cp = <p(£), where E = z — Vt with
V a constant, we obtain from (18) and (19) the ordinary differential equations

décgo + 550 = #4550,

(21)
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and

l5deu — déé + (1 — V)d£l ¢> = ‘45 (W2 + 53:

(22)

ordering of (18), the
where K = (0V + 7)/2 and 5 = —K2 — all. To preserve the
we see that V should
latter
the
From
condition I750 + aéfol < I750) must be satisﬁed.
large.
ly
sufﬁcient
be negative and
For given initial values, eqs.(21) and (22) yield oscillating (among others) solutions

growth occurs.
for £0 and (15 which increase in magnitudes, until a stage of exponential
shoc's‘
Envelope
V.
and
p,
:5,
parameters
the
on
depend
increase
amplitude
of
rates
The

oscillating shock
solutions can be constructed in a. manner similar to that {or the usual

£0 = 0 and
solutions of the KdVB and related equations. We ﬁrst note that the constants
and (i: such
45 = const. also satisfy the equations. Thus, one needs to find solutions for So
can match the two sets of
that at some E, 50, d650, and (15¢: all vanish. At this point, one
ly.
numerical
ed
construct
be
indeed
can
solution
a
solutions. Such

Equations (12) and (17) govern the behavior of Langmuir turbulence in unmagne

to the recent work by
tized collisional plasmas. Let us brieﬂy compare the present study

sound waves (or
Goldman et a1. [2], who considered the coupling of Langmuir and ion
moment equaelectron
model
d
introduce
They
quasi~modes) in a collisionless plasma.
results in
theory
kinetic
nding
correspo
the
with
nt
consiste
lly
numerica
tions which are
on the
waves
ir
Langmu
the
of
effect
order to obtain a more complete description of the

force acting in con—
low-frequency dynamics. The effect shows up as an electron pressure
in turn governed by an
junction with the usual ponderomotive force. This pressure is
a heat source from the
energy equation with a. linear collisionless heat ﬂux, as well as
is in some sense
involved
physics
the
that
sees
One
waves
uency
beating of the high-freq
paper, except
present
the
in
motion
similar to that of the corresponding low-frequency
heat source
and
ﬂux
heat
the
and
included
also
is
rity
nonlinea
that in the latter the ion
collisions.
(which dominate the coupling) orig-mate from actual particle-particle
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ION - ATOM COLLISIONS STUDY OF INTEREST TO MAGNETIC FUSION

K. Katsonis, G. Maynard, K. Tu, M. Cukier, PAPF, GdR 135, Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et deg Flu.
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With increasing of the overall dimensions, of the plasma density and of the core plasma temperatum
in modern Tokamak feasibility studies (i.e. next step ignited plasma experiments SUCh as ITER) the atomic

processes relevant to fusion diagnostics and to radiative cooling rates become more important than ever bereft.
Among the most important applications are x — ray diagnostics for the measurement of the core plasma ternperature and the implementation of Collisional~Radiative (C-R) models for the study of the radiative cooling
and for pellet injection diagnostics. It is to be noted that the same processes are also determining the bulk of
componment of astrophysical plasmas.
In evaluating the comportment of the plasmas which are encountered in the aforementioned applications. it is of paramount importance to examine all the competing processes and to have accurate cross sections
and rate coefﬁcients for their numerical assessment. The cross sections have of course various maxima but also

the maximum values are reached possibly in different energy regions. Supposing that the rates can be obtained
by integrating over a maxwellian distribution, which in many cases is only an approximation, we arrive to a

scheme extended over a quite large energy region for which the cross sections have to be sufﬁciently well
known.
Multi—charged ion - atom collisions, particularly charge transfer (CF) and ionization (IN) are alien the
most inﬂuential processes in this context (1). Due to the lack of space, only examples from collisions with

hydrogen atoms are presented here. In calculations it is easy to differentiate the ground state level from the excited ones. Unfortunately, this is not always the case for experimental studies, where metastable states are often considerably populated and isolation of each level is not a simple matter. The influence of the presence of
memtable levels in ionimtion and charge transfer measurements and in diagnostic devices can be estimated

with the help of our recent calculations of the corresponding cross sections for excited multi—charged ions
A“. collisions with (Is) and previous ones for ground state multi-charged ions Aq+ collisions with excited
hydrogen H: The presence of H. is by far the most inﬂuential, both for IN and CF. As an example we
present in Fig. 1 IN cross sections according to our Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method (3)

using Coulomb potentials for totally stripped ions of charge q (broken lines) colliding with hydrogen in the
energy region of 80 to 400 keV/amu. Semi-empirical values according to Gillespie (4) formula, based on a
modiﬁcation of the Bethe-Born formula meant to adapt it to the experimental results, are also shown in this
ﬁgure. For the lower temperatures and for sufficiently high q, the difference between n=l (lower right part of,

the figure) and 11:2 (upper left part) hydrogen targets can exceed an order of magnitude. These evaluations
have to be compared with analogous calculations for collisions of excited multi—charged ions with ground state
H(ls): According to our recent CTMC calculations, in the low energy region, where the inﬂuence of the ex-

cited ions is most important, the change due to the presence of excited ions instead of ground level ones is not
bigger than a factor of two.
The choice of the ionic species studied is of course imposed by the fusion reactor requirements. A
detailed description of both the important processes encountered in each application and of the species of interest, has been formulated by the “atomic and molecular data status and requirements Working Group” during

the recent International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Technical Committee Meeting on Atomic Data for Fusion, held at Cadarache (5). The nwd to improve the collisional database mostly for Fe and noble gases

(especially Ne and Kr) has been discussed and stated by the aforementioned Working Group. Collaborative

work towards this direction is under way in our laboratories and further international collaboration on the indi-
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co—ordinated research
alive cooling of Tokamak plasmas is expected in the frame of a recently implemented
such elements
because
important
are
elements
low-Z
for
programme of the IAEA. Moreover, cross sections
scheduled limiters (Be, B) but also because
are expected to be present as impurities, mostly released from the

of active diagnostics (e. g. lithium beams) and of their occasional presence.
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CF cross sections for low-Z impurities have to be evaluated for very low collision
energies, In Fig, 2
are summarized methods used typically for such needs, for totally
stripped 394+. 35+ ﬁnd 0” ions and for

06+ colliding with H (ls). Full curves show evaluated data
(6) which were used 03611 in the past. Although

very satisfactory for higher collision energy E, these data
become too high for lower ones (E< l keV/lmu),

Broken line curves are showing the results of a semi—empirical formula (7) relying
to parameters adjusted fur

giving data in accordance with an evaluation based on the literature available
prior to 1987. Fully Stripped inns
(36”, 135+ and 03+) exhibit a somewhat regular cross section variation with
energy. Dotted curves Ire
resenting our CTMC values calculated with coulomb potentials. They present
plateau values which have to be
cut—off in the low energy side according to quantum considerations. In the same
ﬁgure, dots are giving Mulls
obtained with the super-promotion model (8) for Be4+ ions. Although an acceptable
agreement is Obtained fer

intermediate collision energies, values for E > 30 keV/amu are obviously
too high. The heavy line in the high

energy region is giving typical results for C6+ from a recent review (9) based
in the Coulomb Distorted Wave
(CDW) approximation. These are in very good agreement with experimenta
l results (not shown) and the
theory for E > 120 kcv/amu but they are oumide the validity region for lower energies.

IN is less important in the lower energy region; around 1 keV/amu the cross
sections for CF are more
than two orders of magnitude higher than those for IN. The drastic IN reduction
for small energies is show in
Figs. 3 and 4 for C“ and Nell” ions collisions with H(ls) correspond
ingly (heavy line). A microcanoniul
basis has been used for the statistics. Both ions being totally stripped, the three
body approximation is stﬁmly

valid in the absence of spectator electrons. Modiﬁed CI‘MC data
obtained in (10) by a collective solutiOn of

the Liouville equation in the Impact Parameter (IF) approximation are also shown
in both ﬁgures (empty
squares), and theoretical Close Coupling (CC) results for C6+ ions from (1
1) in Fig. 3 (dots).

Figure 3.
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For higher energies the shown resulm are comparable and in agreement
with the experiment. The
theoretical results present a serious discrepancy in the low energy region,
where experimental data are not
available. After including the appropriate bound states in earlier calculations
(empty dots) Toshima (ll) has
only partially waived the discrepancy between CC and CTMC occurring
in this region. Our results, although
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for
semi-empirical low of Gillespie (4, broken lines)
signiﬁcantly lower, are in better agreement with the
of
three body CTMC results based in the solution
ce between our
lower energies. Fig. 4 illustrates the differen

Nel°+ ions.
the canonical equations and those of (10) for the case of
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ions; it shows IN (full lines) and also CF
IN for high energies is illustrated in Fig. 5 for high—Z

H(ls), calcu—
Krlo' 33' 35+ and W‘n' 5‘” ions colliding with
(broken lines) cross sections for multi-charged

lated with our CI‘MC code in the Coulomb approximation.
of n— and l-resolved partial cross sections which
First priority fusion requirements include evaluation
in Fig. 6 typical CF results for totally stripped
show
We
g.
modellin
reﬁned
are necessary for diagnostics and
illustrating the differential n-level population as a
eight times ionized atoms, i.c. 08+ colliding with H(1s),
function of the collision energy.
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n-Resolved partial charge transfer cmss section for Aq+ + (Hy, Li“)
collisions using CTMC method
Emmi, K.Katsonis, CNRS GdR 918 and 135, Laboratoire de Physique
des Gaz et des
Plasmas, Université Paris XI, Bat. 212, 91405 Orsay, France

Summary.— Total and partial charge transfer cross sections between
swift heavy ions have
been calculated using the Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo method (CTMC).
Results for

hydrogen-like helium and lithium ions are presented. The CTMC
partial cross sections are
compared to the El‘konal approximation and a new analytical formula is proposed.

INTRODUCTION.
Partial bound-bound charge transfer cross sections are needed for diagnostics, for
example in Tokamak plasmas. They have also large inﬂuence on the charge
state evolutiOn

of swift (a few MeV/u) heavy ions in dense plasmas present in heavy ion inertial fusion

devices. In particular, for low atomic number targets (up to Z=6) and large projectile
atomic
number (above Z=36), electrons recombine predominantly in highly excited states
which are

strongly sensitive to collisional and plasma density effects. Therefore, the effective recombina-

tion rate is not simply given by the total charge transfer cross section and the decay
cascade
of the excited states have to be analysed. Extensive calculations [1], mainly
for hydrogen
targets, have shown that the CTMC method gives total and partial capture cross
sections
closed to the experimental results for projectile kinetic energy ranging from a few keV/n
up
to several MeV/n. Results obtained recently in our laboratory for collisions of
fully ionised

Am ions (qS60) with He’ and LiH are presented in chapter I.

To be of practical use, either in collisional-radiative models or in describing the charge

state evolution of swift heavy ions in dense plasmas, the calculated cross sections have to be
expressed in analytical forms. Various formulas have been published for total charge transfer
with neutral targets, including excited hydrogen [2]. In the case of partial cross section, the

only available analytical formula comes from the ei'konal approximation of lEichler and

FTChan [3]. Comparisons between ei‘konal and CTMC results are presented in chapter 11.
It
enables us to define a new formula based in CTMC results which is recomended for

applications

I.— CTMC RESULTS FOR Hei AND LiH TARGETS

We have performed CTMC calculations for fully ionised species with atomic number
up to 60. The projectile kinetic energies range from 25 keV/n to 1500 keV/n for He’ targets

and from 100 keV/n to 5000 keV/n for collisions with LiM . The ratio between the projectile
velocity V and the mean target electron velocity v0 (v02 /2 = target ionisation energy)
is
ranging from 0.5 to 4. For lower velocity, CTMC gives a plateau for charge transfer cross
section; at higher energy, second order quantum perturbation theories are in general well

adapted. A general description of the CTMC method can be found elsewhere [3]. We only

note here that the statistic has to be large enough for a determination of partial charge transfer

cross section: Suppose that M trajectories are necessary to get the total cross section with a

, which is say It times smaller, with the
given statistical error; to get a partial cross section
ries. The results presented here have been
same accuracy, one needs to calculate M-lr2 trajecto
tion.

position and velocity distribu
obtained using 3750 points to describe the initial electron
20 strata
ion-ion collision has been split into
Furthermore. the impact parameter range of the

and energy is then 75000.
The number of trajectories for each incident charge
for some scaling. In the case
To present our results in a closed form we have looked
charge transfer 0, = 07:1 and reduced energy
Of charge transfer of A“ with hydrogen, reduced
only

of He+ and Li“, this scaling is
L:r : E/qo'5 have been used previously [3]. In the case
‘ in collisions with He+, and o, =
E/q‘m
=
E,
and
o/q‘“
slightly modiﬁed. We found or =
reported in ﬁgures 1 and 2.
are
o/q' ', Er = E/q"'35 in collisions with LiH. These results
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full lines .' CTMC "3311115 for various 4.
Symbols Eikona} approximation [6]

Olson [5].
1 that the scaling at low energy
As was the case for H targets, we observe in ﬁgure
and [5] is also shown in ﬁgure
[4]
with
rison
is only valid for charges higher than two. Compa
results of [4] comes probably
q=2
the
for
four
factor
The
ctory
satisfa
seems
1. The agreement

[4]. In ﬁgure 2, we compare our results
from a q2 scaling in [5] which was not incorporated in
detailed in the next chapter.
with the eikonal approximation [6] which is

II.— ANALYTICAL PARTIAL CROSS SECTION

r cross sections. The number
There are no simple scaling laws for partial charge transfe
al use if no analytical
practic
little
of
are
results
of data to present is so large that numerical
analytical expression of
the
ed
examin
have
we
point
starting
a
As
approximation is given.
elkonal and CTMC results are closed at
lEichler and F.T,Chan. In ﬁgure 2 we observe that
ce between them increases only
differen
the
,
energy
high
For
q.
high energy and for small
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slightly with q. At lower energy, eikonal becomes one or two orders of magnitude higher than
CTMC. Therefore, we have to put a small correction at high energy and to add sanitation
effects when the projectile velocity becomes comparable with the target mean demo“

velocity. To see clearly the difference between the results of the two models we have reported
in ﬁgures 3-5 the partial capture cross sections for three different cases.
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,
is

the

Oppenheimer-Brinkman-Kramers

(OBK) cross section (005K) and the second one
is the el'konal correction factor c( a), a being the

difference of the electron binding energy in the
20 initial and ﬁnal state. The sign ofe is fixed by
the prior or the post form of the ei'konal ap-

Same asfigure 3 for X25” (2 proximation. While the
total cross sections are

MeV/u) + Li”.

not very different in the two forms, the contribution of recombination on excited states is strongly dependent on the Sign of 8. We have found that taking a = 0 seems to be the best choice;
it gives the eikonal results reported in ﬁgures 2-5. The other advantage of taking 8:0 is that
the cross section satisﬁes micro-reversibility which is not the case of the initial eikonal
approximation either in its prior or post form.
Our ﬁnal analytical formula is obtained by modifying only the OBK cross section. 00“
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is given by [5]:
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n—l/v
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al quantum number of the projectile atomic
Where v is the ion velocity and n is the princip
v,between the initial and final state:
ty
level. Let us deﬁne the average electron veloci
OJ

2

V‘{£— +22]
"2

are replaced by v' and 11' deﬁned by :
To obtain our formula, first v and T] in (1)
v I~-max(v,v.),

n

I: (v:+v2)u

d states, the cross section is divide by nx,
Finally, to reduce the contribution of excite

with x given by: x = 0.25 + 0.065 n”.
formula follows very closely to the CTMC
We observe in ﬁgures 3-5 that our modiﬁed
this formula is only valid for projectile
ver,
Howe
.
targets
LiH
in
results both in He” and
lower energy is underway,
the analytical formula to
energy above 500 keV/u. Extension of
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The Scaling of Required Preionization Rate for Homogeneous Formation
of Avalanche Discharges in High Pressure Discharges.

N. Brenning1,1. Axnasl, J. O. Nilssonz, and J. E. Eninger2
1Alfvén Laboratory, Dept. of Plasma Physics, Royal Inst. of Technol, Stockholm, Sweden
2Department of Industrial Electrotechnology, Royal Inst. of Technol., Stockholm, Sweden

1. INTRODUCTION
Homogeneous high-pressure discharges can be formed by pulsed avalanche breakdown,
provided that the individual avalanche heads have diffused to a large enough radius to
overlap before streamer breakdown occurs. This process has been used for excimer laser

excitation, and has also been proposed for chemical plasma processing because of the large
volume efﬁciency of homogeneous high pressure discharges [l]. The overlap condition can
be met by using an external mechanism to preionize the neutral gas, e.g., x—rays or uv
radiation. There are several scenarios, (1) to preionize the gas, and then trigger the discharge
by the sudden application of an electric ﬁeld, (2) to apply an overvoltage over the discharge
and trigger the discharge by external ionization [2], or (3) to have a continuous rate of
external ionization and let the E ﬁeld rise, with a comparatively long time constant T, across
the breakdown value (E/rt)0. We here study the last of these scenarios, which gives a very
efﬁcient use of the preionization source because the avalanche startpoints can accumulate
during the pre-avalanche phase.

2. REQUIRED PREION'IZATION DENSITY AT BREAKDOWN
Fig. 1 shows a situation with several avalanches which have not yet overlapped. We
want to determine the condition for them to overlap before the radial electric ﬁeld Ehead in
the avalanche heads has reached the critical value at which streamer breakdown is initiated.
Exact solutions for individual gases must be obtained by solution of the involved differential
equations, using speciﬁc data for the gas in question [3]. We here only seek an approximate
analytical solution, and the scaling rules with voltage rise time 1 and neutral gas density It.
If each avalanche starts as one single electron, the number N of electrons in the avalanche
heads can be written as a function of the avalanche track length if
6

~=up [lJ acacia].

(I)

where a is Townsend‘s first coefﬁcient. We consider the situation illustrated in Fig. 2: (E/n)
increases linearly around the breakdown time, with a time constant deﬁned by 17 =
(E/n)0/[d(E/n)/dt]o. The index 0 is used in this paper to denote parameters at breakdown, and

the index c to denote parameters at the critical stage where streamers are formed.
Avalanches thus begin to grow when (E/n) = (E/n)0, which we deﬁne as t = 0. We consider
so slowly rising E/n that the time tC when streamers form out of the avalanches is much
shorter than the rise time, IC<< 1. Under this assumption, the drift velocity of the electrons
is approximately constant and equal to the value at breakdown, vd = d- and consequently
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Fig, 1. Avalanche: which have not yet overlapped.

across the breakdown ﬁeld (1%)0

nt can crosses zero, it
d5 =vd0dt. Around (E/n)o, where the normalized Townsend coefﬁcie
nt in the quadratic
coefﬁcie
linear
the
is
b1
where
can be approximated by a/n = (Bin )0 blt/r
in Eq. (1) give
relations
These
(E/n)]g.
[d(a/n)/d
1:
b
as
approximation [3], which we deﬁne
r

K

,

r

N: exp[_[2K1n'?dt'] = exp—’g—.

(2)

o

the diffusional expansion of
where K1 = (E/n)0b1vd012. Levatter and Lin [3] have described

nt is D
the avalanche head. The effective radius is R = (2Dt)1/2 where the diffusion coefﬁcie

mean thermal speed.
= (lwlv/S; icon is the collision mean free path and Va is the electron
ion of time,
Using Acoil = 1/(n0'coll) gives the effective radius asuflunct
R _ (LL)
— 30call II

(3)

'

R as a function of N.
Solving Eq. (2) for time and inserting the result in Eq. (3) gives
was proposed by
which
(Rc)'3,
>
N60
This expression can be combined with the inequality
critical radius
the
reach
they
before
Palmer [4] to ensure that the avalanche heads overlap
wn
breakdo
at
density
ation
RC, to give the condition we seek on preioniz
_3
3 3

7 ‘ 3— 21—
4 z
NEO>K1K2(lnNC) r “n 4.

(4)

ate constant for the gas;
Both K1 deﬁned above and K2 = 30c0u'0/2v80 are approxim
gas parameters (E/n)0,
the
involved
the
all
there is only a weak pressure dependence because

l
ammo, vw, d’ and b1 vary slowly with pressure. The factor (in NJ“ can for practica

0.1, although it has a weak
purposes be regarded as a constant with a value about
hemical properties of the
electroc
the
and
1,
time
rise
voltage
the
,
dependence on the pressure
r in a He:Xe:F2 = 200:8:1
gas in question. For example, the variation of (In Nc)'3/4 with
ms to 1000 ns corresponds
1
mixture can be found from Fig. 8 in [3]. An increase of 1: from
isi'clearly insigniﬁcant
This
0.11.
to a decrease of the quantity (1n Nc)‘3/4 from 0.13 to
compared to the direct variation of Neo with 1' in Eq. (4).
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3. REQUIRED PREIONIZATION RATE
Eq. (4) gives the density of avalanche startpoints Nc0 which is needed to exist at t = 0 if
the avalanche heads shall overlap before streamers begin to grow at t = tc. However, this

Net) is not equal to the number of electrons at r = 0. The reason is that, although electron
attachment and ionization closely balance each other at breakdown, both processes still

proceed at a high rate. The effect is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows a row of NC separate
electrons which all are created at the same time in an electric field close to breakdown.
Although the number remains constant, the random processes of attachment and ionization
tends to replace the individual electrons with groups of electrons as shown. We introduce the
grouping factor G, and define it as the average number of electrons in the groups. The
number of independent avalanche heads thus is equal to the number of groups at breakdown

N60 = Nee/G-

We have a numerical model using a Monte Carlo technique to calculate G for the case
of continuous preionization when E/n increases slowly. The model follows the number of
electrons in each avalanche head, using a random generator to decide, in each time step, the

probabilities for attachment or ionization for the individual electrons. Some of the electrons
ionize once or several times and form groups, and some of the groups disappear after some
attachment collisions. The number of groups NG and the total number of electrons Nc when
(E/n) has reached(E/n)0 is registered, giving G : NcOINGO- The starting time of the
calculations is chosen so early that a vanishing fraction of the early formed electrons survive
as groups. The calculations are made using gas parameters for oxygen, but the results are in
Fig. 4 normalized to the relevant dimensionless parameter which we have found to be
[ace/rant), the effective number of attachment times. race here denotes the accumulation time

(see Fig. 2) which will be deﬁned below, and [mo denotes the electron attachment time at
breakdown (where it is also equal to the electron impact ionization time). Fig. 4 shows how

the grouping G factor varies with [ace/I mg for different pressures.
The accumulation time in a discharge with continuous preionization is derived from a

V‘—
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rat: (resulting from the combined
consideration of how the effective attachment time
just before breakdown. From the
processes of ionization and recombination) varies

’l/Wdo (the minus sign is due
deﬁnition of Townsend’s first coefficient it follows that 13;:

this expression with the linear
to the fact that a is negative before breakdown). Combining
both the time t before
contains
which
ion
express
approximation ab: = (E/n)0blz/r gives an
before breakdown that rm: > III will typicsliy
breakdown and tag. Ionization so short time

earlier ionization will typically
contribute to the density at breakdown, while electrons from

e the time interval from the time when
disappear. The effective accumulation time is therefor

g Tan and -t with a common value
fa; = It I to the breakdown time, It is found by replacin

t K1 which was defined below Eq. (2):
1m and solving for it. This gives, using the constan

1

112

(5)

-

tax: (ZKln)

tacc, a continuous preionization
We have used our numerical model to check that, during
m preionization rate is found by
source builds up a density about N60 = x trace The minimu
g the product in Eq. (4):
insertin
and
G
factor
multiplying this value with the grouping
ON £0

11—
4

1 ﬁrm" K
min

1

a

.1 _11_ 21

anNQH “n“.
2
2

(6)

4. SUMMARY
required density of individual
We have derived an analytical expression, Eq. (4), for the
electric ﬁeld crosses the breakdown
single, or groups of, electrons at the time when the
es with the pl-5 pressure scaling
value. The r1225 density scaling of this expression disagre
agrees. (There is, however, no
given by [5] while our rise time scaling approximately
the case of a photo—triggered
for
[2]
by
conﬂict between our result and the p3 scaling given

ﬁeld which rises slowly across
discharge). For the case of continuous preionization and an E

of electrons must be taken into
the breakdown value, the pre-avalanche accumulation
zation rate. In this expression
preioni
the
on
(6),
Eq.
account. This gives another condition,
ns which occurs close to
electro
of
ng
groupi
the
for
we have included a correction
s attachment.
breakdown, where electron impact ionization closely balance
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Elementary reactions at carbon surfaces under impact of H.
l. Kiippers, J. Biener, A. Schenk, B. Winter, and C. Lutterloh
Max—Planck Institut ftir Plasmaphysik (EURATOM Association), 85748 Garching, GCI'many

Abstract.

Elementary reaction steps which lead to chemical erosion of C by H and related procesSes
were studied at model systems which allow to investigate the H/C surface chemistry under
well deﬁned conditions (UHV) and to apply surface sensitive spectroscopic techniquw

(surface vibrational spectroscopy, HREELS, thermal desorption spectroscopy, TDS, etc). A
clear identiﬁcation and quantiﬁcation of chemical reactions which occur at GB system UPOn
thermal activation and under the impact of H atoms from a thermal H source was possible
and revealed as elementary reactions: 1. Molecular hydrogen release initiated by CH
bondbreaking, 2. Thermally activated erosion via methyl and methane through C—CH3 bond
breaking, 3. Hydrogenation of unsaturated C by H, 4. Dehydrogenation of saturated C by H
via H2 production, 5. H impact induced erosion. Boron doped C:H substrates exhibit an
increased capacity for H due to the favoring of chain-like C-C bonds at the expense of
graphitic C=C bonds. As a consequence, in boron doped substrates thermally activated release
of molecular hydrogen and eroding hydrocarbon species appears at lower temperature and the
relative contribution of erosion is reduced.

Introduction.

Carbon based ﬁrst wall elements in experimental fusion devices are subjected to a
considerable ﬂux of H particles, charge exchange neutrals as well as ions. Although most of
this ﬂux is concentrated in the energy range below a few hundred eV, the energy of some of
these particles can exceed 1000 eV. As a consequence, a hydrogen inventory with H
Chemically bound to the C network of the carbon targets builds up. From many studies it is
known that at elevated temperatures these C/H systems release hydrocarbons via chemical
erosion of C by H [1]. The detailed mechanistic description of this effect, however, was
unknown until recently [2]. Furthermore, it was not known whether other chemical reactions

were initiated at hydrogenated C surfaces by thermal activation and the impact of H. The
present work summarizes results we have obtained recently in studies of the surface chemistry
of hydrogenated carbon (C1H) including boron doped C:H.

Experimental.

The experiments were performed in an UHV environment at thin C:H ﬁlms deposited by ion
beam deposition (IBD) onto graphite monolayer covered Pt single crystal surfaces. This ﬁlm
carrier proved effective as a convenient substrate for CH ﬁlms of 0 - 20 A thickness. Using
ethane as a feed gas for IBD, at 350 K deposition temperature the H/C ratio of the ﬁlms was

ca 0.4. Other H/C ratios could be achieved with different feed gases and substrate
temperatures. The films were subjected to thermal treatment and exposed to impact of thermal
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produced in an ion gun, E = 160 eV. The
H atoms from a heated source or energetic H2 ions
l activation were recorded by mass
therma
during
gaseous species released from the films
bonds at the films surfaces were
C-H
and
C—C
the
of
nature
cal
chemi
spectroscopy, the
spectroscopies.
(ELS)
loss
and
LS)
investigated with surface vibrational (HREE

Results and discussion.

ed in HREEL spectra, ﬁlms deposited at
From the frequencies of the OH vibrations observ
C atom in the sp, sp2 (aromatic) rmd sp3
the
350 K exhibit at the surface CHn groups with
film as graphitic.

stretch vibrations identiﬁes the
hybridization states [3]. A band due to C=C
with a
films exhibit ca. 50% sp2 and 50% sp3 character,

EL spectroscopy reveals that these
s. Accordingly, the ﬁlms are to be viewed as
minority contribution from sp hybridized center
CH2 and CH3. In this network graphitic ring
CH,
a 3-dirnensional C network with attached H,
alkane type chains. This type of OH ﬁlm
in
atoms
C
via
cted
conne
systems are embedded,
d to plasma-generated particle ﬂux.
expose
will also develop at the surface of a graphite tile
es involved.
energi
e
particl
the
on
ds
depen
film
The thickness of this C:H

to a temperature increase, volatile species are
If C:H films grown from ethane are subjected
of the hydrogen in the film evolves as H2, ca
released between 600 K and 1250 K, ca 90%
10 A thickness [5]. Note
1 collects reference data for a film of ca
10% in hydrocarbons. Table.
l radical, CH3, is released.
that in addition to molecules, the methy

C2H ﬁlm.
Table 1. Gaseous species released from a heated

species

T range [K]

T max

H,

600 to 1200 920

CH3
CH4
QHZ
QH6
CnHm, n>3

700 to
700 to
700 to
700 to
700 to

1000
1000
1250
1000
1200

880
880
850, 1150
850
850, 1150

contribution [%]

90
2
4
1
2
<1

ne desorption kinetics are controlled by the
An analysis reveals that the methyl and metha
activation energy Em. It follows immediately,
and
v
factor
ncy
same kinetic parameters, freque
of these species is identical: the bond breaking
that the rate determining step for the release
network [3,4]. Methane then is formed from
the
in
atom
C
a
between a methyl group and
ical
H atom released from the network. The chem
methyl by a fast recombination step with a
as:
bed
descri
be
can
ne
metha
and
l
erosion reactions towards methy
+ CH3“,
(network)—CH3 -— (kT) -—> (network)

(1)

CH3 -> (net) + CH4“,
HC-(net)—CH3 - (kT) -> (net) + H +

(2)

the appropriate law for methyl release is:
In accordance with the reaction scheme (1),
(3)
etwerk]
d[CH3.gas]/dt = [CHlm

. V

' exp ("East/161‘]
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The activation energies Em are found as a 10 kcal/mol wide Gaussian distributio
n centered

at 56 kcal/mol, and v = 1013 sec". In view of the heterogeneous bonding sites
.
. _
.
_

0f methyl
groups in the network it IS plauslble that Em 18 not a well deﬁned energy but a diSlributed

quantity.

The release of molecular hydrogen from the OH ﬁlm via
HC—(net)-CH - (kT) —> (net) + H + H -> (net) + H28“

(4)

is also governed by a ﬁrst order rate law as C—H bond breaking is rate limiting and
not the
subsequent recombination step to H2:
Clix—{Lgasydt : [CHx.nztwork] ‘ V ' exp ('Eac/kT]

(5)

with v = 10” and Enu Gaussian distributed around 63 kcal/mol, width 7.5 kcal/mol. The

above argument concerning the effect of heterogeneity on the activation energy applies here
also.

In accordance with the gas release from the ﬁlms, it was observed in vibrational spectra that

ﬁlms heated to 1000 K had lost sp and sp3 CHX groups and only sp2 CH groups had survivad
[3]. Electronic loss spectra showed that at that stage the ﬁlms exhibited purely sp2 character.

At the surfaces of ﬁlms which were exposed at 300 K to a flux of thermal H atoms the
hydrogenation reactions:

CH (sp) + Hmermal ---> CH2 (sp’)

(6)

CH1 (s) + ccrmal "-> CH1” (Spl)

(7)

occurred [6]. This adding of H atoms to unsaturated sp and sp2 C atoms is observed as a fast
reaction with a signiﬁcant cross section. Analysis of the experimental data in terms of the rate
law

d[C sp3]/dt = CH - to 5p, spz] - flux(H)

(8)

where the brackets indicate concentrations of the respective species, gives OH = 4.5 A2 for the
hydrogenation cross section when H atoms with a Maxwellian distribution ofT =1800 K are ‘
involved. This cross section is remarkably big but is in line with analogous organic chemistry
liquid phase reactions. We add for completeness, that using energetic H(H2) ions instead of
thermal H atoms, the same hydrogenation reaction occurs, not only at the surface but also in
the implantation range of the ion beam.

A further reaction has been identiﬁed through isotope exchange experiments at fully
hydrogenated C:H ﬁlm surfaces [7]. If a ﬂux of D atoms was exposed to a CH ﬁlm surface

which exhibits only sp3 CHx groups, sp3 CDx groups were detected in vibrational spectra after

prolonged D exposure. This observation indicates that a dehydrogenation reaction via

CHx (SpJ) + D‘hcm] ~7> CH”| (sp3) + HDEM

(9)
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D can be added according to reaction (7).
had occurred, thereby preparing sites to which
lent to the above (8) revealed for the
equiva
n
Analysis of the data in terms of a rate equatio
magnitude of 0D

value, on = 0.05 A2. The
dehydrogenation cross section a remarkable small
Eley-Rideal mechanism,
n proceeds via an
indicates that the dehydrogenation reactio

in which

D atom at the encounter.
a surface CH, group reacts with a gas phase
of the fact that reaction (9 ) leaves the sp3
The last reaction to be considered is a consequence
orbital is free to relax. if the requirements
C atom in a radicalic state (C') in which one sp3
g a double bond with a neighbor C atom
formin
by
sp2
to
te
are met, the center can deexci
released:
from which, as an example, a methyl group is

H3C-(net)—C'H, -——> (net)=Cl-IX + CH”,

(10)

the pure
erosion of the ﬁlm [8,9]. In contrast to
Obviously, reaction (10) causes chemical
n (10) is most effective
reactio
d
induce
t
impac
H
the
(2),
and
thermal erosion reactions (1)
se towards lower

and higher T. The decrea
around 600 K. Its efﬁciency drops towards lower
(10), E,“ z 40 kcal/mol. The decrease
n
reactio
for
y
energ
T is caused by the activation
of radicalic C' centers in reaction (9) then
towards higher temperature occurs as the supply
that this phenomenon depends on the
Note
(10).
n
reactio
gets outbalanced by the erosion
in
this flux determines the temperature range
actual ﬂux of H atoms, ie the magnitude of
e.
which the H induced erosion step is effectiv
ed using ethane/trimethylboron as feed gas
Experiments with boron doped ﬁlms prepar
tion of graphitic C=C bonds and favors
revealed that boron doping suppresses the forma
y increasing the ﬁlms capacity for
thereb
levels,
alkane C-C bonds even at low doping
h
hydrogen and eroding hydrocarbons throug
hydrogen. Thermally activated release of
C:I-I ﬁlms and
at lower temperature than at undoped
reactions (1) and (2) appears therefore

the relative contribution of erosion is reduced.
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Vacuum Ultraviolet Spectroscopy on Electron Cyclotron Resoﬂance
Multicharged Ion Source

Yushi KATO and Shigeyuki ISHII
Department of Electronics and Informatics. Toyama Prefecture] UniverSity

5180 Kurokawa, Kosugi—machi, lmizugun, Toyama 939—03, Japan
1.1ntroduction
In the TAlKO device (Toyama Prefectural Univ.), fundamentals of an ECR
multicharged

ion source have been experimentally studied with a tandem-type mirror ﬁeld conﬁgumn

superimposed an octupole ﬁeld using low-frequency microwaves (2.45GHz). The emitted

spectral lines from the ECR plasma are measured by a normal incident vacuum
ultraviolet
(VUV) monochromator. The operating gas is normally argon. The electron density and temperature measured by an interferometer of 35-GH2 frequency microwave and a probe are typ-

ically about 10‘7m"i and IO—ZOeV, respectively. The Ar““5+ ions are dominant and Ar3+ can
be observed in the extracted ion cunents.
The VUV spectroscopic measurements show that spectral lines up to Ae are observed.
Behaviors ofthe spectral lines are clariﬁed in the various operating conditions of the pressure
and microwave power. The multicharged ions are lost by the charge exchange with neutral

particles, and then the high efﬁciency of the production is attained at the extremely low preSsure (~104Pa). The measurements of line-intensity ratio of the two lines in the same ioniza-

tion state indicate high electron temperature at these suitable conditions. Furthermore, the

same tendencies are obtained by increasing the microwave power.

2. Experimental arrangements
The ion source consists of two stage and is able to be operated continuously. The experi-

mental setup is depicted in Fig. 1. The detailed description has been given elsewhere [1].

Both stages are immersed in magnetic mirror traps The mirror ratios of the ﬁrst and the second stages are 2.3 and 4, respectively. The octupole magnetic ﬁeld is superimposed on the

mirror ﬁeld using permanent magnets in the second stage. Microwave of 2.45—GHz frequency
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a in the ﬁrst stage. and independently using a
are launched from the end using a helical antenn
e of
d ions extracted by the operating voltag
rod antenna in the second stage. Multicharge
t
then they are mass—separated by a sector magne
10W pass through a hole of 5 mm diameter;

and collected by a Faraday cup.

e holo~
) utilizes an aberration-corrected concav
A normal incidence spectrometer (0.2m

t modifying the optical alignment. A
graphic grating in the region 40—170nm withou
a line of
used as a detector. In this spectrometer,
Hamamatsu R595 electron multiplier was

ﬁeld at a distance of about 0.2m from the mirSight across the geometrical axis of the mirror
y is determined by an interferometer of 35[of-ﬁeld bottom. The lineaverage electron densit
is monitored by a surface barrier diode
01—12 frequency microwave. In addition, soft X-ray
the energy region is O.1~10keV.
detector (SBD) with the polyprOpylene ﬁlter;
3. Results and discussions

an extracted argon ion beam is shown in Fig.
The typical charge state distribution (CSD) of
of 3xlO—4Pa and at a net absorbed microwave
2. The ion source is operated at the pressure
parameter is nearly an optimum condition for
power of 0.17kW in the second stage. These
density is about 4.7 ~ 5.1x1015m'2. The
the multicharged ion production. The line—average
of 2.3><10_7 A, and Ar“ can be observed,
CSD indicates that Ar2+ current attains a peak value
. except H2+ and H’“. Most intense emissions
while impurity ion currents are less than 10“°A
is consistent with dominant species among
are the line radiations from ArI~IIl, and that
to Ae. We show the VUV line spectra at
extracted ion currents. We can observe lines up
is about 0.06~O.15kW. The depicted range
typical pressures in Fig. 3. The microwave power
ities of ArIII~IV to ArI~lI are higher in the
of the wavelength is 70—90nm. The relative intens
re (Fig.3(b)).
low pressure (Fig.3(a)) than in the high pressu
of typical VUV line emissions (Fig. 4(a))
Figure 4 shows the dependences of the intensity
4(b)) on the pressure. The intensities emitand that of CSD of the extracted ion current (Fig.
of 3 ~ 6><10‘4 Pa and saturate or decrease a litted by ArIII~V rapidly increase at the pressure
al can be observed only at the low pressure
tle at 6x10.4 ~ 1.2x10—3 Pa. And Ae line spectr
values at the pressure of about 3x10_4Pa, cor—
near 3XlO'4Pa. A15";+ currents have the peak
al. At the extremely low pressure less than
responding to the observation of Ae line spectr
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3x104Pa, the percentage of highly charged ion to the total ion current is large, howeVer the

total ion current shows degradation.

We measured dependences of line intensity ratio of a couple of VUV lines at the same

charge state and the line-average electron density by interferometer. The intensity ratio is
regarded as a monitor of the electron-temperature variation. The line-average density

increases as the pressure rises. The radius of the plasma was about 0.05m by the PFBVious
probe experiments [2,3]. Using this values, the electron density over the cutoff of 2-45~GH2
microwave frequency are Obtained in the high pressure. At the pressure below 3x1o‘4pa,

where the suitable condition for the multicharged ion production, the electron density is less

than the limit of the measurement (7.1x10’l4m'2). But line intensity ratio increases drasti_
cally at the low pressure under 6x10‘4Pa. Then the electron temperature is high at the

extremely low pressure. The similar results of the line intensity ratio are obtained by soft x-

ray measurements using the SBD detector.

Increases of Ar5+ and Ari” currents at low pressure are caused by the progress of the ion—

ization which results from the increase of the temperature, rather than that of the electron

density, and by the suppression of the charge exchange process with Ar neutral particle in the

low neutral density. The extracted A12+'4+ current show the similar behavior with the pressure
as the VUV emissions. Therefore the pressure dependences of the VUV line emissions are

explained by inferring that the ion density behaviors contribute to them, rather than the elec-

tron temperature and density. The dependences of the VUV line intensity and the extracted
ion current on the absorbed microwave power are similar.
Acknowledgments
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University, for making the VUV monochromator available for this study.
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Characteristics of a DC Glow Diseharge Plasma with YBaCuO
Cathode: Theory and Simulations

N. F. Cramer
Theoretical Physics Department,
School of Physics, The University of Sydney,
N.S.W. 2006, Australia.

Introduction
In 1991 Smith et all1 published experimental measurements of the current-voltage charm.
teristics of a DC discharge in Argon where the cathode material is the high-temp
erature
superconductor YlBazCu307_5. The characteristics are shown in Fig 1. These measure.
ments revealed a. negative resistance and anomalously low operating voltages, as Well
as strong hysteresis effects. A DC planar magnetron sputter source was used,
and the
application is for sputter deposition of thin ﬁlm coatings of the superconductor. The
deposition rate had previously2 been found to be very low, which may be due to the
low
operating voltage. The anomalous behaviour of the discharge was attributed to an unusual ion energy dependence of the ion induced secondary electron emission coefﬁcient
of
the superconductor material, which was also measured by Smith et al1 and found to
have
a minimum at an ion energy of 350 volts, 3 strong increase below this energy and a slow
increase above this energy. This energy variation of the secondary emission coefﬁcient
is
shown in Fig 2. At operating voltages below 350V, as the voltage is increased the number
of secondary electrons will therefore decrease, leading to a decreasing current and thus
a
negative resistance.
In this paper we show the results of applying an analytic theory as well as particle-incell/Monte Carlo (PIC/MC) simulations to the discharge, using the experimental secondary emission coefﬁcient at the cathode. It is found that both theoretical approaches
are successful in predicting a negative resistance.

Models of the Discharge

For simplicity we assume a one-dimensional system in space (but with three velocity

dimensions in the PIC/MC simulation), and assume zero magnetic ﬁeld. The cathode

has a secondary electron emission coefficient 7 obtained by curve ﬁtting the experimental
7 for YBaCuO. The gas is Argon at a pressure P of lOOmT. We describe the two models
of the discharge, with their results, in turn.
1. Fluid Model

In 1978 Neuringer3 found analytic expressions for the cathode—fall region in a DC discharge, using a simple one dimensional ﬂuid model, employing Poisson’s equation and the
ionization avalanche equation, and using simple expressions for ion and electron mobilities
and ionization rate in Argon. The model was extended in 1980 by Davies and Evans“.
We use the same model as Neuringer here, but with the experimental secondaryiemission
coefﬁcient used in the boundary conditions at the cathode.
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The basic equations used3 are Poisson’s equation:

”=1
1),
u,so Li”)
(I:

(1)

7

he equation:
and the electron charge conservation, or ionization avalanc

( 2)

dj.
_
d: = _ a]'c ,

position is a: = —l and the
where a is Townsend’s lst ionization coefﬁcient. The anode
respectively, 1),- and
currents
electron
and
ion
the
cathode position is 2: = 0, j.- and j‘ are
is the electric ﬁeld.
E
and
ely,
respectiv
s
velocitie
drift
electron
and
ion
the
are
1,:
due to ion bombardment,
Electrons are created at the cathode by secondary emission
the cathode, deﬁned as
to
t
adjacen
region
sheath
the
and ionization occurs throughout
adjoins the quasi-neutral
which
ce,
imbalan
charge
and
ﬁeld
electric
non-zero
of
the region
total current 3': constant, and
lyre-sheath region. For a steady state of the discharge,
region.
ath
pre-she
the
in
current
the
electrons carry

= 1/2 for a monatomic
Now a = AP exp(—B(P/E)') Where A and B are constants, s
It is assumed that
Argon“.
in
ions
of
mobility
gas, and v; = k(E/P)1/2 where k is the
1;, >> 17;.

Manipulation of the equations gives (where J = jc/j)
dJ_
aE 1/2 exp(—M/E
dE_#

1/:

J
)1—J

(3)

d]

and

E = —bexp(—M/E‘/’)J.

(4)

with boundary conditions E = 0
These equations are solved for J and E as functions of z,

when :c = 0.
and J = 1 when 1: = —z. (the sheath width), and J = 1/(1 + 1)
The approximate solution is:

In J z —§aE3/2cxp(—M/E1/‘)
b

):
E ”'5 Emu + WI
a In

(5)

(6)

so that E is linear in the sheath. Also

12.1: Elihu + 1/7)

(7)

which is the usual “breakdown criterion“.

The j —— V equation is

j = 4 x 10“[1n(1 +1/7)]“/’V3/2.

(8)
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Neuringer assumed that 'y is a constant, but here we take account of the fact that it is
a function of the incident ion energy at the cathode. In the ﬂuid model, a reasonable
approximation is that the ions lose no energy by collisions in the cathode sheath, and so
all the ions have the energy eV at the cathode, and so 7 is a function only of the Voltage

7 = 7(V). Using 7(V) in eqn(8), we obtain the j — V characteristic shown in Fig 3, Th;
result is that j decreases with increasing voltage in the same range of voltage as in the
experiment, but the drop is not as rapid. The size of the current density is also Smaller
in the ﬂuid model.
2. Puticle—in-Cell Simulation
An electrostatic PIC code in one space dimension and 3 velocity dimensions Was used,

with collisional interactions of ions and electrons with background neutrals such as Elastic
scattering, ionization and charge exchange, being modelled by Monte—Carlo techniques°_
Argon cross-sections were used, but the proton mass was used in the PIC particle mover.

The simulation was started with uniformly distributed ions and electrons (104 of each)_
With a secondary emission coefﬁcient that is constant, or everywhere increasing With
voltage, the simulation converges to a. steady state, irrespective of the starting electron
density. However it was found that for the YBaCuO value of 7(V) used here, the time
evolution was unstable, and careful choice of the starting electron density was required
to produce a steady state. The result of the simulation is the j — V characteristic shown
in Fig 4. A negative resistance is obtained, with a rapid dr0p in j as in the experiment,
but at a lower voltage range.
Conclusions

The two models show qualitative agreement with experiment. The ﬂuid model shows a
negative resistance in the proper voltage range, but does not show such a rapid dr0p in
current density. The PIC simulation shows a negative resistance with a rapid drop in
current, but at a lower voltage range. An important difference between the two models
appears to be the fact that in the ﬂuid model the charge density in the plasma varies only
slightly with voltage, whereas in the PIC model the charge density drops rapidly as the
voltage is increased. The sheath width also increases with voltage in the PIC model, with
a resulting increasing loss of energetic ions through charge exchange.
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1

Introduction

Ablative discharge capillaries are efﬁcient plasma sources which can ﬁnd uses in a variety
of
applications such as electrothermal launchers or plasma spraying. In this kind
of device, the
discharge is formed in an insulating narrow tube, between two electrodes, one of which is
hollow.
The ﬂow of the plasma jet through the hollow electrode is balanced by ablation
of tube wall

material, resulting from the (mainly radiative) heat conduction from the hot plasma. to the

walls. In recent years these devices have been a subject of intensive investigation
s, which led
to the development of models and numerical simulations describing the capillary behavior and
the plasma properties. Typically, many of these devices operate at quasi~steady-state
for the

most part of the discharge duration [1,2,3]. Then, the capillary behavior can be characterized

in terms of three parameters only: its radius , a, its length - I and the current - I. In principle,
these parameters can be varied in order to change the plasma parameters [4,5], cg.
density,
temperature, pressure, for speciﬁc purposes. NevertheleSS, due to the interdependence
of the
various parameters describing the capillary behavior, the design of a capillary for a
speciﬁc
application may face difficulties. Thus for example, the internal pressure tends to increase with
the current while the capillary electrical resistance tends to decrease. If one tries to increase back
the capillary resistance, to keep it as a matched load, by extending its length or by reducing its
radius, then the internal pressure is further increased, maybe beyond the mechanical strength
limits of the holding structure.

The range of plasma parameters of practical capillaries could be extended by introducing
additional degrees of freedom in their design. For that purpose we propose here to use capillaries
with a nonconstant cross-section. In this work we describe a model for ablative plasma ﬂow
in such capillaries and apply it to capillaries with a linear variation of the radius. In section 2
the ﬂow equations (mass, momentum and energy) are presented. It was found that only two
terms have to be added, one to the mass equation and one to the energy equation of the regular
capillary, in order to take care of the variation in the crossvsection. On the other hand, when
the discharge, ablation and radiation are “turnedeoﬁ”, this set of equations degenerates to the
case of a. ﬂow in regular tubes with a non-constant cross-section, e.g., in a nozzle. A method,
which solves consistently the steady-state critical ﬂow in ablative discharge capillaries [4,5], was
modified by adding the two terms. In section 3 we present and analyse results of the numerical
solution of the model for two cases: a straight diverging capillary and a straight converging
capillary. These results were compared with the solution of a regular capillary having the same
length, average radius and current. These preliminary results indicate that these capillaries
exhibit an interesting behavior, which in some respects differs from regular capillaries, and that
indeed they may be helpful in practical designs.

2

Model equations

in what follows we study the steadyestate ablative ﬂow of plasma in a capillary with a cross-

the change is slow, i.c., 3—: << I, where (1(2) is the capillary radius at z, A : raz. As in the case
of regular capillaries [3], it is assumed that the electric current I couples ohmically the power to

Wit“

sectional area A, which can change along the axis, 1.52., A = A(z). However, it is assumed that
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<
(a,
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Conver
b)
(a1> on);
returns to the plasma as
the plasma, and that this power is radiated to‘ the capillary walls and
assumptions we get the 1-D
the enthalpy and kinetic energy of ablated material. Under these

on:
equations for the steady-state plasma ﬂow in a capillary with a non»consta.nt cross—secti
dp _ .

do,

1 «1.4

(1)

" dz +”‘dz “ P“ A dzPU"

2

_£+£
dz — Panza

( )

Pvz dz

dc

do,

J2

_

v22

1 dA

(3)

“’25 + P dz - 7 "M" 7 ’ 25”“

6 - the speciﬁc internal
where p is the mass density, 1), is the axial velocity, P - the pressure,
ity and p",I is the ablation
conductiv
electric
the
a
density,
current
electric
the
is
%
=
J
energy,

in [4,5]. A comparison
rate density of the wall material. The expression for p, can be found
the only difference is
that
shows
[5]
capillary
ion
cross-sect
with the ﬂow equations of a constant

end term in the mass equation
the addition of the two terms which depend on "fl—f, i.e., the right

that both J and [7,,
(Eq.(1)) and the right end term in the energy equation (Eq.(3)). Note also

J = p3,. = l] in the ﬂow equations
are now explicit functions of 2. On the other hand, by putting
a non-constant cross-section.
with
pipe
a
in
ﬂow
a
for
equations
familiar
the
above, one gets

Consider now a capillary with a linear variation of the radius:

(4)

0(2) = ao(1+ MN).

(2 = 0), and a; is the radius
where a = (01— %)/00, a0 is the radius at the capillary closed end
tion is given by:
at the capillary open end (2 = I). Then the change of the cross-sec

(5)

ld_A_ 201/1
A dz _ l+az/I'

capillary, a > 0 (Fig. 1a).
In this case there are capillaries of two types: 1) A straight diverging
2) A straight converging capillary, a < 0 (Fig. 1b).
nless form using the
It was found to be advantageous [4,5] to write Eqs. (1-3) in a dimensio
following normalizations:

y = 2/],

v = Mug,

5 = p/po,

T' = T/To,

P = P/Po,

e = 6/60,

L, =

pal

Po‘Uo ’

values,>and_Po :
Where po = 1.36Kg/m3 and kTo = 4eV are conveniently chosen reference
P(ﬁ,T) and
of—state,
0.4kpn/mp, v8 : 1.4Po/p0, and 0.460 = PD/po. Using also the equations—
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€(,5,T), provided in [6], we ﬁnally get:
11;?

2o:

(7)

-

-dV

pd—yl-Vdﬂ—LPFVI-l-aypv’

_ dV

V—-—

1 afar/3 aT
—
VA —.—
27L ”7
V
ardy

(8)

" dy +14{(')ﬁdy

[MFA
(yl
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V He'd/2 ——
+p {ﬂpdy+aTdy

=L J —

_
k

2

—
—0.2V
8 }

0.301
+0,yPV'

(9)

Expressions for the normalized ablation term LP and the normalized ohmic dissipation term L_,

can be found in [4,5,6]. Thus, by incorporating the right end terms in Eqs. (7) and (9) in the
ﬂow equations of regular capillaries, we are able to apply the method, described in details in
[4,5], for solving consistently the steady—state critical flow in ablative discharges, for straight;

diverging and converging capillaries.

3

Results and discussions

We applied our modiﬁed solution method for two cases: 1) A diverging capillary with no : 2mm
and a1 : 4mm. 2) A converging capillary with a0 = 4111111 and 11] = 2m. Results were compared
with a capillary with a constant radius 013mm. In all three cases the capillary length I was 18cm,
and the electric current I was 84kA. In general, the solution gives us extensive information about
the axial dependence of plasma parameters such as: density, velocity, temperature, pressure,
mass ﬂux energy ﬂux, ablative rate and ionization degree. However due to space limitations
we present here, in Fig. 2, only the axial dependence of the density, velocity, dtemperature and
pressure. Although the radius changes 1n our examples are very modest |j—-“|~ 0.011, Fig.
2 demonstrates signiﬁcant differences between the three capillary types. Notice, for example,
that the nearly isothermal behavior, which characterizes regular capillaries [3,5,7], does not hold

any more for diverging or converging capillaries. In the last case the temperature even rises
toward the exit. The large differences in pressure (average and maximum) and density are also
apparent. The calculated maximum pressure, at the closed end (2 = 0), is 13.51kbar for the
converging capillary, 5.97kbar for the regular capillary and only 4.68kbar for the diverging one.
it is interesting to note that compared with these large variations in pressure, the calculated
capillary resistance stays almost the same for the three cases: 84.74mQ, 72.47m9. and 73.04m0
respectively. This result opens the possibility of designing capillaries over a large pressure range,
while enabling a good electrical matching.

To conclude, the preliminary results presented here indicate that non constant cross section
capillaries expand the range of obtainable plasma parameters and thus may be useful in practical
designs. More research and calculations, eg. of capillaries with a larger Id11—: l, have to be
conducted in order to better assess the potential of this novel concept.
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ICRF and Ohmic H-modes in Alcator C-Mod
J. A. Snipes, R. S. Granetz, M. Greenwald, I.H. Hutchinson,
D. Gamier, S. N. Golovato, J. Irby, B. LaBombard,
T. Luke, E. S. Mar-mar, M. Porkolab,

Y. Takase, J. L. Terry
MIT Plasma Furion Center
Cambridge, MA, USA

Wu Transitions to high particle and energy confinement regimes have been
achieved in Alcator C-Mod under a variety of operating conditions including lower single
null diverted with ohmic heating alone of about 1 MW, with ICRH up to 1.5 MW, and inner

wall limited with ICRH. ELM—free ohmic H-modes were obtained by ramping down the
toroidal ﬁeld to about 3 T. ELMy ohmic H-modes have been achieved even with constant

toroidal ﬁeld up to 5.25 T and densities with E, s 1.4 x 1020 m-3 . Both ELMy and ELM—

free ICRF H-modes have been obtained with constant toroidal ﬁeld up to 5.37 T and
densities with He 5 1.8 x 1020 m'3 . In ELM-free H-modes. particle conﬁnement improves
by 50 - 100% while energy conﬁnement improves by 2 50%, typically. The H-modes are
short-lived with ELM-free durations of S 50 msec before the rapidly increasing density
returns the plasma to L—mode. In both ohmic and ICRF ELM»free cases, the threshold input
power required to achieve H-mode appears to ﬁt the scaling found on other tokamaks.

P/S (MW/m2) = 4.4x10'3 HeBT (1019 m‘3 T) [1]. but the threshold power in ELMy
cases at higher toroidal ﬁeld can be as little as half of the value predicted by the scaling law.
Note that the ICRF antenna Faraday shields and protection tiles are coated with either
titanium carbide or boron carbide while the inner wall, outboard limiter, and divertor target
are all molybdenum components, which withstand power densities up to at least 0.33
MW/m2 with no degradation in plasma performance (1.2 < Zeff < 1.7). No special wall
coating techniques were necessary to achieve most of these H»modes, though the lowest
power threshold ELMy H-modes at higher toroidal ﬁeld were obtained after injecting lithium
pellets into the plasma, which may have helped condition the plasma facing components to
reduce recycling and impurity influxes.
W

The first ELM-free ohmic H—modes in C-Mod [2] were achieved by ‘

ramping the toroidal ﬁeld down at constant plasma current of 0.65 MA so that the power

threshold for H—mode was exceeded at BT = 3 T, POH = 1 MW, and he = 1.0 x 1020 m’3.
The density rose rapidly for up to 50 msec until the plasma either returned to L-mode
conﬁnement or disrupted at qw = 2 (Fig. l). The conﬁnement analysis is complicated by the

short duration of these H-modes and the rapidly changing density and plasma stored energy,
butestirnates of the conﬁnement time, not including dW/dt corrections, are between 40 msec
< I: < 60 msec, which is in the range of the lTER H-mode scaling [3]. Typical H-mode
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W With the addition of ICRH, the H-mode power threshold scaling has been
extended to power densities of 0.33 MW/mz, about a factor of two over previous C-Mod
results [2]. and with the addition of a second ICRF dipole antenna later this year, the Scaling
should be extended by another factor of two and be in the range of values expected for ITER,
Figure 4 compares the H—mode threshold power scaling with previously published data from
other tokamalts [1.6]. Although the number of ELM-free H—modes with ICRF is quhe
limimd, the results agree with the previous scaling for the threshold power. The ohmic and
ICRF ELMy H-modes, however, often tend to have a lower power threshold by as much as
30% without wall conditioning, other than standard electron cyclotron discharge cleaning
before each run. In the series of discharges with Li pellet injection before ohmic ELMy Hmodes, the threshold power was found to be signiﬁcantly reduced by as much as a factor of
two below the expected scaling. As has been found with other tokamaks, wall conditioning
can play a significant role in lowering the H-mode threshold power. Nonetheless, With
molybdenum plasma facing components and no special wall conditioning, H-modes have
been readily achieved even up to rather high power densities with no signiﬁcant impurity
influx problems.

mm The high electron density, high toroidal ﬁeld, and high power density of
Alcator C—Mod extend the H-mode regime of the world's divertor tokamalts to signiﬁcantly
higher values that now approach those expected for ITER. Although these are initial results,
they indicate that the previous scaling of the H-mode threshold power with Hers, can be
extended up to ITER values with approximaw the same coefficient of 0.040

(MW/m2)/(1020m-3 n for ELM-free H-modes. but may need to be signiﬁcantly reduced by

30 — 50% for ELMy H-modes depending critically on the material and condition of the
plasma facing components. The initial C—Mod data have been included in the ITER H-mode
database for scaling studies and this and future higher power ICRF data will greatly extend
the range of the database.

Reﬁnance:
[1] Ryter, F., Gruber, 0., Biichl, K., Field, A.R., Fuchs, C., et al., in Controlled Fusion and
Plasma Physics (Proc. 20th Eur. Conf. Lisboa. 1993), Vol. 17C, Part 1, European

Physical Society (1993) 1—23.
[2] Snipes, J.A., Granetz, R.S., Greenwald, M., Hutchinson, I.H., et al., to be published in

Nuclear Fusion.
[3] Ryter, F., Gruber, 0., Kardaun, O.J.W.F., et al, Nucl. Fus, 33 (1993) 979.

[4] Snipes, J.A., Marmar, E.S., Terry, J.L., et al., J. Nucl. Mat. 196-198 (1992) 686.

[5] Golovato, S., Takase. Y., et al., this conference.
[6] Osborne, T.H., Brooks, N.H., Burrcll, K.H., Carlsttom, T.N., Grocbner, R.J.. et al., Nucl.

Fus., 30 (1990) 2023.
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PELLET ABLATION STUDY ON CURRENTLESS
HELIOTRON-E N31 and ECH PLASMAS
S. SUDO, K KONDO", H. ZUSHI“,
F. SANO“, A. SAHARA", T. BABA. T. OBIKP
National Institute For Fusion Science. Chikusa, Nagoya, 464—01 Japan
*Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University. Uji, Kyoto. 611 Japan
1. Introduction
Hydrogen isotope pellet injection has been so far successfully applied in tokamaks and
heliotron / stellarators[1] for refueling as well as for transport studies. In fact, deep Penetration

in case of pellet injection into Heliotron E NBI plasmas induces the peaked density proﬁle,
which results in the improvement of stored energy[2,3] as in case of tokamaks. although the

degree of the improvement remains in the range of 20-30 % compared to the gas puffed case.

However, many aspects including the mechanism of striation of pellet ablation emission for
example, still remain to be investigated further. Under such circumstances, a deuterium /

hydrogen six-pellet injection system is used for study of pellet ablation mechanisms on

currentless Heliotron—E NBI and ECH heated plasmas as well as for diagnostics usage of pellet

injection. The power of W1 is up to 4 MW, and that of ECH is up to 640 kW during the

experiments. The species of pellet described here is deuterium.
2. General Description in Case of ECH and N81 Plasmas
Typical Da and D3 signals observed at the location of pellet injection into N81 and ECH

currentless plasmas are shown in Fig. 1. In case of NBI, the signal increases smoothly at the

beginning, as Shown in Fig 1(a). After that, a dip appears as more clearly shown in Fig. 2, and

then remarkable oscillations with frequency of 100 — 200 kHz appear. The pellet ablation rate or

the pellet penetration depth is almost consistent with simple neutral shielding model except for

the oscillation and a dip. In contrast with the case of N'BI, the Du signal in case of ECH is
rather smooth during the whole pellet life time. Even if the oscillations exist under certain
condition, the amplitude is low. The ablation rate in case of ECH is much higher, and the
penetration of the pellet in case of ECH is rather shallow as observed in Wendelstein VII-A

stellarator. Although the pellet experiences even much lower temperature in the edge region (the

temperature proﬁle is peaked in case of ECH). the pellet is completely ablated in the edge region

of the plasma, if the ECH is turned on. This is consistent with the results of the fast imaging
observation with 4 x 104 frames per second (25 us interval and the maximum duration of 1 s
are available with a fast 16 mm ﬁlm camera) , that is, in case of ECH. the emission area is much

wider and the observable image frame number becomes less. In case of NBI, the image size is

smaller by a factor of 1/4 than in case of ECH. and the observable image continues for more
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than 500 us. Furthermore. it is found that the ratio of DB/ Du for a pellet in ECH plasmas is
digtinctively higher (by a factor of about 2-3) than that for a pellet in N81 plasmas. as shown in
Fig. 1(c) and (f). where the scale of intensity is the same. From the ratio of D5 /Da. the

electron temperature in the region of the pellet can be deduced. In case of NE], it is estimated
thatTe = 1-2 eV in the pellet cloud.
The ratio of particle deposition by a pellet versus the time integral of Du intensity is also
different between ECH and N31 heated cases as shown in Fig. 3. In case of the former, the

rate is lower by a factor of 1/2. The candidates of this cause are (1) shallow penetration
accompanied with large loss of particles from deposited particles, and (2) different ablation
mechanism which results in much different parameter from the case of NBI, as might be

explained according to the temperature difference described above.

3. Suprathermal Electrons
Some differences between pellet ablation in cases of ECH and NBI plasmas are
described in the above section. For investigating the property, the characteristics of pellet
ablation in case of ECH and ECH afterglow plasmas are compared. The Du signals are shown

in Fig. 4. [n Fig. 4(a), a pellet is injected at t = 2.5 ms delay after tum-off of the ECH power,
while t = 5 ms delay in Fig. 4(b). In the latter case. the remarkable enhancement of ablation
disappears. Furthermore, the oscillations typical in case of NBI plasmas appear. Thus, the
essential cause for the strong ablation in case of ECH is attributed to the existence of

suprathermal electrons produced by ECH. From calculation of the decay time, the typical
energy Tse of the suprathennal electrons is estimated in the range of 20 - 35 keV as shown in
Fig. 5, while the bulk electron temperature in the central region is in the range of 1 keV. The

collision between suprathennal electrons and bulk electrons is assumed to be classical. In Fig.
5, the ratio of total number Nse of the produced suprathermal electrons to the particle number
involved in the plasma is also shown as a parameter with assuming the rate of the suprathennal

electrons contributing to pellet ablation.

4. Elongation 0f Ablation Cloud in The Direction of Magnetic Field Line
The temporal evolution of two dimensional Du image is observed by the fast ﬁlm
camera (time resolution of At = 10 us in this series). In case of NBl, the ablation cloud image

is ellipsoid except for the initial phase and the ﬁnal phase. The long axis of this ellipsoid is
determined with image processing. The accuracy becomes worse in the initial phase and ﬁnal
phase, because the emission image bmomes circular in these phases. As shown in Fig. 6, the
angle of the long axis is found to correspond approximately to the direction of the calculated

magnetic ﬁeld line at each location. The pellet path is assumed to be straight. The data from
seven shots are shown in Fig. 6 with indicating the calculated angle of the magnetic ﬁeld line as
a solid line. There is some scattering. The scattering of the data may be improved by (1)
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observing three dimensional position of the pellet by a pair of position sensors, and (2)
reducing the exposure time of film by one half or one third, which will be able to be achievcd_
This temporal change of the angle of the ablation cloud is consistent with the angle of the
magnetic field line as in the case of tokamaks with Li pellets by so-called “cigar" form

technique[4]. Although the atoms emitting Da in this experiment are neutral in contrast With the
case of Lithium pellet. the above behavior suggests the existence of a certain stream of

hydrogen atoms ﬂowing in the direction of magnetic ﬁeld lines. This is attributed to the
asymmetry of the electron heat flux, that is, the higher electron heat ﬂux along magnetic ﬁeld
line and the lower heat flux in the perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld line. Pellet ablation mm

stronger, if the heat ﬂux is higher. Thus, a deuterium/hydrogen pellet seems to be used foidiagnostics of l. or q proﬁle as well as for refueling. This study is particularly adequate to
Heliotron B, because the rotational transform is high (2.5 in the edge region and 0.52 in the

center) and thus, the shear is rather large.
A remarkable dip in the temporal evolution in Du emitted from a pellet is also observed
as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4(b). The location of the dip deduced from the pellet velocity is
around 10 - 13 cm from the starting position of the Da emission. This dip is considered to

correspond to the location of the rational surface of 1 = 1, which reinforces the above
measurement of the angle of the magnetic ﬁeld lines.
5. Conclusions
The remarkable differences of the pellet ablation characteristics between N131 and ECH
In case of NBI. the pellet ablation is considered to be

heated plasmas are observed.

approximately explained by the simple neutral shielding model except for ﬁne structure. The
ablation image is elliptic, and the angle of this long axis corresponds to the direction of the

calculated magnetic ﬁeld line.

The pellet ablation characteristics in case of ECH are much different from the case of
NBI. The essential cause is atu-ibuted'to the existence of supratherrnal electrons produced by
ECH. From the experiments with the afterglow plasma of ECH. the energy of Isupratherrnal

electrons is estimated as 20 - 35 keV.
References
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First Measurements of Tritium Recycling in TFTR.
C H Skinner, R V Budny, D P Stotler, H Adler,

J Kamperschroer. L C Johnson, AT Ramsey

Plasma Physics Laboratory; Princeton University
P. O. Box 451, Princeton, N. J. 08543

I. Introduction
An extensive D-T campaign in TFTR with equal tritium('I') and deuterium (D) fueling has

produced record 6.2 MW fusion power [1]. For these experiments, TFI'R was operated in the
supershot regime [2] with 1.8 MA plasma current and 20-23 MW of injected neutral beam
power. Recycling plays a key role in the performance of supershots. In D-T Plasmas
additional recycling issues arise due to the tritium fueling from the limiter of plasmas with
nominally 100% deuterium neutral beam injection (and vice-versa). A related operational

issue is the degree of retention of tritium in the limiter.
Neutral tritium has a Balmer-alpha transition, Ta, that is analogous to the Ha and Du
transitions long used in edge plasma diagnostics [3-7]. The wavelengths of the Ha, Du. Ta
emission lines are separated by small isotope shifts. The spectral line proﬁle maps the

velocity distribution of neutral hydrogen isotOpes at the plasma edge and thus provides insight

into the physical origins of these atoms.

In TFTR Ha, Du. Ta emissionoccurs in the inner plasma edge region where the plasma
typically contacts a toroidal belt limiter that is constructed from graphite tiles. A Fabry-Perot
interferometer has been installed on TFTR to spectrally resolve the optical emission from all
three lines [8].

II. Results in deuterium plasmas
The Da line proﬁle was of particular signiﬁcance for the planned Ta measurements since
the Ta line is partially blended with the short wavelength wing of the Da proﬁle. The
measured Ha, Du spectral line proﬁle was used to provide a prediction of the spectrum
expected when tritium is introduced into TFTR [9]. Calculated Ta proﬁles were added to the

Ha. Da experimental data, as in the upper traces in Fig. 1.
These calculations indicated that the Ta line develops into a separate peak at levels of
Ta/(Ha+Da+Ta) above 20%. In previous work quantitative estimates of the Ha/(HI+Da)

ratio were obtained from a line ﬁtting program which fit 24 Gaussians to the experimental
profile. Doing the same for Ta yielded encouraging agreement (within a few percent)

between the level of tritium artiﬁcially introduced into the spectrum and that independently
estimated by the line ﬁtting program.

r
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Ill. Tritium operation
The history of uitium neutral beam injection is shown in Fig. 2. One can see the two sets

of high fusion power experiments (#73241-73274 and #73428—73460) and, in between, a

cleanup campaign. The solid line indicates the cumulative total tritium injected. Some of this

ratal remains in the surface layer of the limiter and is available for recycling. The rest is
pumped out of the torus, or buried by co—deposition.
In tritium operations. a search for Tu was conducted by overlaying the line proﬁles with
those from previous deuterium shots. However. in the early equal D-T discharges. no

signiﬁcant changes were detected in the line proﬁle. This was because the principal source of

Ta is tritium desorption from the limiter and this was highly diluted with deuterium from

previous discharges.
The first indication of Ta became apparent at the end of the ﬁrst high power campaign in

discharge #73273. When the line proﬁles from #73272 (deuterium only) and #73273 were
overlaid, a small but clear difference was apparent in the short wavelength side on the line
proﬁle, similar to the spectrum previously simulated with 2% tritium concentration. Fig. 3

shows an overlay of the line proﬁles from a tritium discharge (#73447) and an earlier
deuterium comparison discharge (#73443). A clear displacement can be seen in the (#73447)

line proﬁle at the Ta wavelength. The Ta line may be seen most clearly in a plot of the

difference between the proﬁles ampliﬁed by a factor 4 (lower plot in Fig. 3). The ratio
Tu/(Ha+Da+Ta) of the areas under the spectra was estimated to be 5%. Also shown in Fig. 3

is the Ta line proﬁle calculated by the Monte~Carlo neutral transport code DEGAS [10]. In

this case, DEGAS used plasma parameters from an earlier supershot discharge (#72422). This
ﬁrst comparison shows overall harmony between the observed and predicted proﬁles.

IV. Tritium time evolution
The level of recycling and hence the Ha/Dafl‘a signal was highest during neutral beam
injection (NBI). Information on the time evolution of the tritium level during this time was

obtained by analyzing several scans during a discharge (see Fig.4). Discharge #73446, the

ﬁrst with signiﬁcant tritium injection in the second high power tritium campaign, showed

evidence for the beginning of tritium recycling half way through NBI. Other than this case.

there was no consistent large increase or decrease of the Ta/(Ha+Da+Ta) ratio during NBI.

Looking now over a longer time scale, Fig. 5 shows the history of the Ta/(I-la+Da+Ta_)

ratio during the experimental run day (ll/l6/94). Interestingly, the maximum level of

Ta/(Hu+Da+Tu) of 7.5% was in a deuterium NBI discharge immediately following tritium

NBI. The data from discharges after the major tritium NBI discharges (#73453-73460) could

be equally well ﬁt with either an exponential relation having a 7.5 discharge decay constant
[F(x)=7.36 exp(-A/7.5); R2=.91] or power law [G(x)= 7.48A'-47; R2=0.9l] relation where A is
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the increment in discharge number and R2 the correlation coefﬁcient. This decay is also
mirrored in the neutron data, conﬁrming the consistency of the two measurements.
In summary, Tu emission has been detected in the current D—T campaign in '[FI‘R at

levels of Ta/(Ha+Da+Tu) up to 7.5%. No strong time dependence of the Ta emission Was

observed during most discharges. The Ta emission persisted in deuterium NBI fueled
discharges immediately after the tritium NBI discharges, decaying at the rate of -12% /shot.
The observations are consistent with eStirnates of the central tritium density from the neutmn

data and with the interpretive codes TRANSP and DEGAS. Work is in progress to study

tritium edge physics by a detailed comparison of the Ta line proﬁle to DEGAS predictions,
This should allow identiﬁcation of the relative contributions to the edge tritium source made

by reﬂection, charge exchange, desorption, and sputtering.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. The lowest trace is from before tritium operations; the upper simulate 6% and 24% Tm

Fig. 2. History of tritium neutral beam injection. The amount injected by the neutral beams in

a particular shot is shown together with the cumulative total.

Fig. 3. Normalized line proﬁles from discharge #73447 (in bold) and an earlier deuterium

discharge (#73443; thin trace). The lower uaces shows the difference between these proﬁles
magniﬁed by a factor four. and (dotted) 3 Ta proﬁle predicted by DEGAS.
Fig 4. The time evolution of Ta during a discharge. No clear trend was apparent with the
exception of #73446 (upper ﬁgure).
Fig. 5. The history of the To/(Ha+Du+Tu) ratio during the experimental run day (12/16/93).
Also shown in solid bars is the amount of tritium injected (scale on the right).
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Intr ucti n
During its ﬁrst year of operation the TCV tokamak (B1- = 1.43 T, R = 0.88 m,
a : 0.24 m, vessel height: 1.45 in) has produced a variety of plasma conﬁgurations with
currents in the range 150 to 800 kA and elongations in the range 1.0 to 2.05 [l]. Ohmic l-Imodes have been obtained in diverted discharges and discharges limited on the graphite tiled
inner wall. After boronisation in May 1994 H-modes with line average densities up to
1.7x1020 m3, corresponding to a Murakarni parameter of 10, Were obtained [ref2 ﬁg.3].
Fig. 1 (left) shows the parameter range
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limited plasmas. The data were obtained from
.
.
the stationary phases of 500 discharges
including 130 disruptions. The different
domains correspond to different classes of
elongation. At q95 < 3 there is a clear decrease
of 1'1 with elongation K95 whereas at q95 > 3 the
domains overlap. A decrease in inductance at
high elongation is expected on purely geometrical grounds. ln diverted discharges this
behaviour is similar although data are still

restricted to 1.3 < K95 < 1.7.

MHD activity and disruptions in limited plasma operation
Disruptions other than those caused by the loss of vertical control are associated with
the growth of MED modes. The modes observed include long-lived rotating and locked modes
and fast growing instabilities near the qa = 2 and density limits.
In some discharges the appearance of saturated modes is seen to inhibit normal
sawtoothing. X-ray measurements suggest that these modes grow out of the often observed
precursor and postcursor Ml-lD activity associated with sawtoothing. The occurrence of these
modes rather than normal sawteeth depends on minute differences in the edge safety factor or
shape and on vessel conditioning. Prior to boronisation they frequently plagued operation at
low and moderate densities. After boronisation they were again observed in high density limiter
H-modes_ Their structure in the plasma core is that of a rotating m=1 mode as shown by X-ray

r
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measurements using one vertical and one horizontal ZO-Channel camera (fig. 2). The center of
gravity of the X-ray emission rotates with an excursion radius of normally 5-10 m (up to 20
mm in some high density limiter H-modes). The modes slow down within 5-20 ms from
initially ~5 kHz, as is characteristic of sawtooth precursors, until they become quasi—stationary

or lock. Locking is followed by a disruption within 2-20 ms. The disruptions are often partial
and are followed by a transient recovery, despite the persistence of a large locked or rotating
mode. In some cases disruptions have also been observed while the mode was still rotating.
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For most locked modes the magnetic structure obtained from difference measurements
using probes in toroidally opposite sectors exhibits a clear odd-n (presumably n=1), m=2 mode
even when q95 > 3. Mode amplitudes at the probe locations range from 5x10‘3 T after initial
locking to as high as 0.04 T in discharges having 'recovered' from a locked mode partial

disruption. The simultaneous observation of an m=l locked mode in the core plasma and an
m=2 (occasionally m=3) locked mode in the periphery suggest mode locking across rational
surfaces. In contrast to locked mode disruptions, dismptions at the density limit and disruptions
near the qa = 2 limit are associated with a very fast growth (~lms) of odd-n modes (presumably
n=l) with m=2 or 3 depending on edge q, as seen fmm magnetic measurements. X-ray signals
are reminiscent of locked mode disruptions. although the modes appear to grow, slow down
and cause a full disruption within less than 1 ms.
MHD-gctivity during H-modg in diverted and limited plasmas
The H-mode was regularly obtained after boronisation and Helium glow in single—null
diverted Deuterium plasmas (mostly Ip = 340 kA, K a 1.6, <nc> S 1.6><1020 m'3. ion drift
towards X-point), lasting up to l s. Limiter H-modes were obtained for up to 0.3 s at higher
elongation (K a 1.9 for 360 M < Ip < 600 kA) and reached densities of 1.7><1020 m‘3. Most
H-mode discharges ended in high density disruptions. A majority of diverted L—H transitions
are obtained after a dithering phase (figs. 3 and 3b) exhibiting increased Du ﬂuctuations.
others occur just following a double sawtooth (within ~300 us). The transition is normally
fOHOWed by a quiescent phase and later by ELMy phases. We have observed two types of
ELMs. hereafter referred to as ‘large’ and ‘grassy' (ﬁg. 3c).
During the quiescent phase, the decay time of the heat pulses measured by X—mys in
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the plasma periphery increases dramatically in the H—mode, resulting in a stair-case like hem
of Kenny emission and thus electron pressure indicating the formation of an edge uaﬂSpon
barrier. Large ELMs cause a sudden drop of the edge density and X-ray emissivity indicative of

n rrgprd. loss of edge pressure (ﬁg. 3d). Large ELMs produce characteristic magnetic
signatures, the strongest of which are observed on magnetic probes in the vicinity of the Xpoints. In diverted H-modes the magnetic signals of a signiﬁcant number of large ELMs are
detected within a few hundred us of a sawtooth cmh. Interestingly, large ELMs have also
been observed to precede the crash in diverted H-modes.
A number of diverted discharges exhibit grassy ELMs appearing as small modulations
of the D[I signal around its level in the quiescent H-mode. These ELMS are observed at line

average densities between 5><1019 m‘3 and l.6xlO20 m'3 and their occurrence is uncorrelated
with the sawtooth crashes. At the lower densities, the repetition rate gradually increases with
density (from 200 Hz to 3 kHz) as the H-mode progresses, while at high density the grassy

ELM occurrence becomes stochastic. Unlike large ELMS, grassy ELMs do not prevent the
density rise. Fast MHD bursts coincident with the Dog-rise phase of these grassy ELMs have

been observed, and may be responsible for these modulations of the recycling (ﬁg. 4).
The most striking change in magnetic activity at the transition is the order-ofmagnitude reduction both of the level of broadband turbulence and of the amplitude of the
coherent n=1 mode (when observable) often associated with sawtooth activity (ﬁg. 5). This

reduction is not due to an increase of the plasma-probe distance. In diverted H~modes, the n=l
mode sometimes disappears entirely, reappearing in some cases as bursts synchronized with the
sawtooth cycle. More subtle changes have also been noted, such as the reduction of the
frequency of n=l modes from ~5 kHz to ~l kHz prior to the transition and the appearance ofa
higher order mode (n>2) during the quiescent phase. The frequency of this higher order mode
(f > 30 kHz) increases during the ELM—free period. The high frequency mode disappears with

the ﬁrst large ELM and has not been observed in limiter H-modes.

In diverted H-modes at high density (above 0.8-1.2)(1020 m‘3) sawteeth are strongly
reduced in amplitude and are often observed to disappear, together with their m=l pre- and

postcursors seen on the soft X-ray emission. No increase in mode activity at the edge is
observed using probes. The disappearance of sawteeth is probably linked to current proﬁle
broadening, indicated by the continuous decrease in 11 throughout phases exempt of large ELMs
(0.66 < 1i < 0.78 when sawteeth disappear). In limiter H-modes sawtooth activity has been
observed at low l‘l ~ 0.7 and up to the highest average densities obtained so far (1.7XlO20 m'3).
In high density limiter H-modes sawteeth were however often suppressed by the growth of
large amplitude rotating modes which subsisted after the H-L backtransition, became stationary
and caused disruption. The differences in sawtooth and MHD~mode behaviour may reflect
differences in the evolution of the current proﬁles in Limited and diverted H—modes. They may
also result from the differences in elongation and H-mode duration.
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Diverted H-mode discharge a) time evolution with In D“, <ne>, 11;, lb and central X—
showing dithering before L—H transition at 0.32 s, quiescent phase, brief grassy
emission.
ray
ELM phase at 0.4 s preceding large ELMs and a ﬁnal grassy ELM phase. (b) Do; emission in

fig;

dithering phase and c) with grassy ELMs. d) modulation ofedge X—ray emission (middle) by

sawteeth (top) and large ElMs (bottom).
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J.B. Lister, Y. Martin, J.-M. Moret
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CPI-1007 Lausanne, Switzerland

Abstract: Precise control of the plasma position and shape during a discharge is important
for several reasons. The vertical movement, unstable in shaped TCV plasmas, must be

under optimised feedback control in order to achieve the highest performances foreseen.
The radial position must be maintained to respect plasma-wall spacing. The elongation and
triangularity must be closely controlled at high current to maintain the safety factor close
to its limits.
These requirements are met in the steady state by precise measurement algorithms, but
when the plasma shape or internal parameters are changing rapidly, the dynamic
properties of the different feedback loops become crucial. In order to study these effects,
perturbation injection experiments have been performed. A linear interpretation of the
results requires simple models of the plasma behaviour and of the coil and vessel system.
The shape of the TCV vacuum vessel is such that more than one vessel eigenmode must
be retained. The control lOOpS can have integral feedback as well as proportional and
derivative terms.

Introduction: In order to control shaped plasmas we must perform 4 operations. Firstly, we
must deﬁne a set of parameters which are to be controlled. Secondly, we must ﬁnd a way
of extracting these parameters from the signals available in real-time. Thirdly, we must
generate the reference inputs corresponding to these control parameters as inputs to the
control loop. Finally, we must feedback the errors on these parameters to the available
control inputs. Complementary to these actions, we must measure the control loop, the
system to be controlled, as well as establish a model which can be the basis for
comparison with the experimental results. We ignore the density feedback although it is
performed by the same hardware and software.
Each of these actions can be approached in many ways, and the flexibility of the TCV
Plasma Control System (PCS) has already allowed many approaches to be tested, for
example [1]. This paper deals briefly with all of these points, as they have been applied to
some of the plasma shaping and control experiments on the TCV tokamak.

Definition of the Control Parameters: The TCV magnetics system generates a total of
120 signals for use in the PCS: poloidal ﬁeld probes inside the vacuum vessel (Bpol),
differential flux-loops on the outer surface of the vessel (‘l”) and measurements of the
toroidal and poloidal field coil currents (Ipol). We can imagine creating control parameters
of intuitive signiﬁcance, such as elongation, triangularity, major radius. A consequent
problem is that the mapping between available inputs signals and these “physics”
variables is non—linear, a problem
successfully addressed using Function
Parameterisation (ASDEX-UG) or Neural Networks (TCV, COMPASS). Solving this
mapping problem leaves us with a similar problem which is that mapping the errors in this
control parameter space to the corrections of the control coil currents is now also non<
linear. We conceived the TCV PCS hardware for yet another approach, namely to construct
a piecewise—linear mapping, switching the matrices for parameter extraction and the
controller as the discharge evolves. In some ways this simple approach marries the worst
aspects of both linear and non-linear parameter extraction and has not yet been used for
creating TCV plasmas.
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We have chosen to retain a linear extraction of the control parameters, using a single A-

matrix (Fig 1.), and with a constant controller (P-,I—,D-matn‘ces). The extraction
of the

plasma current and the vertical position are performed as discrete sums over the input
signals, approximating the appropriate contour integrals. There remain some
open
questions concerning the optimisation of this approximation for extracting z*lp for avoiding
phase-shift problems at high frequency. The shape control parameters have been deﬁned
heuristically, using combinations of [BpQL ‘P, lpoi] which intuitively are dominated
by
certain shape characteristics, such as radial position, inner triangularity and outer
triangularity. Other than this intuitive predominance we only require linear independence.
Parameter Extraction: Having deﬁned these linear combinations of input signals,
the
question of extraction of these parameters in real-time is trivialised. The A—mamx Fig.
1)
is defined by the combinations themselves, and remained constant in time during a single
shot, and constant from shot to shot for discharges up to elongation of 1.74 and
both
positive and negative triangularity.
Reference Waveform Creation: The waveforms of the control parameter
references, CP(t),

are non-linearly related to the “physics” waveforms, Phys(t), such as triangulari
ty and
kappa. Initially, these references were drawn intuitively by hand, but subsequently we
have automated this using a Neural Network Multi-Layer Perceptron trained over a
series
of discharges which were obtained “manually”. At present the “pilot” can draw the
Phys(t) and request the ML? to derive the CP(t) during the shot preparation.

Pie-Programming Waveform Creation: The TCV power amplifiers have the option of a
current feedforward control input in addition to the normal voltage control signal, and we
mix the feedback control voltages with voltage feedforward signals. Choosing the CP(t)
to
be linearly related to the inputs signals gives us the significant advantage that the
mapping CP(t) --> Ipoi(t) is almost linear, and good enough for use in feedforward. The
Ipoi(t) are therefore generated by a linear mapping derived by SVD of the dependenc
ies
found in achieved discharges. This approach also allows us to run multiple shaping coils

with an under-constrained feedback control. In other words, we can now preprogram
the 16

shaping supplies and use only a few CP(t) to correct the particular shape parameters
chosen. The preprogramming of the ohmic transformer current is obtained by subtracting
the volt-second contributions of the shaping supplies, and assuming a simpliﬁed evolution
of the resistive voltage over 4 phases of the discharge. We derive the voltage feedforward
waveforms from Upoi(t)= M * dipol(t)/dt, where the M-matrix is defined
with no vessel

and no plasma. The errors inherent in these simplified preprogtamming algorithms are all
recovered in the feedback loop. The presence of the feedforward signals allows us to
reduce the gain in the feedback, as well as work underconstrained, as mentioned.
Controller Design: The TCV PCS allows all controllers of the form:

5iw1=[P-dia —_1,—} + D-diagis-EB—
1p

‘Cp

+ I~dia :1:]E?ii
S-tI-TD

Current feedback is performed assuming a typical plasma inductance, and correcting the
mid-plane total ﬂux. The 2*Ip feedback is more delicate, and is performed by
a speciﬁable

ratio of the control coil currents, normalised for their Br contributions on axis. The chosen
combinations can be different for the P-, 1-, D-sub‘matrices. The shape CP(t)
feedback is

performed using identical P-, I-, D-sub-matrices and the same ("£13,130 using the
approximation :
——3 B,
.I
_.
mm,
= AM
)'1 .8“,

Elm]
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where the sensitivities are measured with no plasma and no vessel. This approximation
has been found to be adequate and robust. A useful validation of the heuristic choice of the
CP is the conditioning of the matrix inverted in the above equation. The values of TP,ID'TI
are chosen to produce the desired closed-loop responses.
Modelling: We have had to extend the simple DIlI-D model of vertical motion [2] for TCV
for 2 reasons. The irregular Shape Of the vessel and its resistance contour force us to keep

more eigenmodes of the vessel current distribution. They are not only important spatially,
but their eigenvalues do not decrease as fast as in the more conformal DIII-D vessel,
Placing the plasma at different z-positions has also forced us to use more eigenmodes. The
full model of the vertical motion becomes :
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alpha is equal to the ratio n/nc previously used, but this expression is more suitable for use
with many eigenmodes as the numerator and denominator are calculable separately for the
vessel and for the vacuum ﬁeld. We also eliminate the vertical ﬁeld from the expression.
The poles of this extended model can then be derived as a function of the parameter alpha
as well as the number of eigenmodes considered. There is always one and only one
unstable pole, dependent on alpha, and on the number of eigenmodes, Fig. 2. The
remaining stable poles vary as more eigenmodes are added, but are almost insensitive to
changes in alpha.
Experiments using a cut in the vertical control were compared with a full model in the code
NOVA—W. This expanded eigenmode model predicts a growth rate of 496 5-1, within 20 %
of both the full calculation and the experiment. The expanded model also suggests that we
have succeeded in stabilising plasmas with unstable growth rates over 800 s-l, using the
algorithms described here, and in [1].

Measurements of the £10s L999: In a series of exploratory experiments, we have
injected perturbations into the proportional controller for the 2*Ip error. This perturbation
allows us to determine the poles of the closed loop system as the system evolves during
shaping. These experiments are also being used to study the properties of the different coil
pairs which can be used for vertical position control. The response gives a picture of the
closed loop which has enabled us to optimise the controller time-constants, Fig. 3.
However it also includes the dynamics of the power ampliﬁers.
Measurements of the System: Experiments were also performed by injecting square
pulses into the coil demand voltages, for 8 up—down symmetric pairs of coils, during a
single pulse with constant parameters and weak elongation, giving weak unstable growth
rates. The feedback loop adjusts the voltages applied to all shaping coils to maintain the
control parameters at their references, thereby “weakening" the perturbation. The actual
voltages applied to all coils were used as multiple time-varying inputs to a single system
(coils, vessel, plasmas). This method [3] allows us to explore the poles and zeros of the
system, with no “discrepancies” between separate experiments with particular coils
excited. This approach should ultimately lead to the design of an optimised controller.
Slonclusign: We have operated a shaping algorithm using linear control parameters which
are ﬁxed over a wide range of plasma currents and shapes. The algorithm for deriving the
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references, deriving the controller and deriving the feedforward waveforms has proven to

be ﬂexible and robust. Growth rates over 800 s-1 have been stablised using a simple z*Ip
observer and controller which may need more study, or may be taking our plasmas to the.

owrh rate limits imposed by the switching rate of the power supplies. This optimisation
of the controller time-constants was performed using the closed-loop response to injected
perturbations.
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